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Yoga, Brief History of an Idea 

David Gordon White 

Over the past decades, yoga has become part of the Zeitgeist of affiuent west
ern societies, drawing housewives and hipsters, New Agers and the old-aged, 
and body culture and corporate culture into a multibillion-dollar synergy. Like 
every Indian cultural artifact that it has embraced, the West views Indian yoga 
as an ancient, unchanging tradition, based on revelations received by the Vedic 
sages who, seated in the lotus pose, were the Indian forerunners of the flat
tummied yoga babes who grace the covers of such glossy periodicals as the 
Yoga journal and Yoga Internationa/.1 

In the United States in particular, yoga has become a commodity. Statistics 
show that about 16 million Americans practice yoga every year. For most peo
ple, this means going to a yoga center with yoga mats, yoga clothes, and yoga 
accessories, and practicing in groups under the guidance of a yoga teacher or 
trainer. Here, yoga practice comprises a regimen of postures (asanas)-some
times held for long periods of time, sometimes executed in rapid sequence
often together with techniques of breath control (prti7Jtiytima). Yoga entrepre
neurs have branded their own styles of practice, from Bikram's superheated 
workout rooms to studios that have begun offering "doga,, practicing yoga 
together with one's dog. They have opened franchises, invented logos, pack
aged their practice regimens under Sanskrit names, and marketed a lifestyle 
that fuses yoga with leisure travel, healing spas, and seminars on eastern spiri
tuality. "Yoga celebrities" have become a part of our vocabulary, and with ce
lebrity has come the usual entourage of publicists, business managers, and 

1 In this introduction, names in [square brackets] refer to contributions found in this volume, 
while references in (parentheses) refer to works found in Works Cited at the end of this 
chapter. 
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lawyers. Yoga is mainstream. Arguably India's greatest cultural export, yoga has 
morphed into a mass culture phenomenon. 

Many yoga celebrities, as well as a strong percentage of less celebrated yoga 
teachers, combine their training with teachings on healing, spirituality, medi
tation, and India's ancient yoga traditions, the Sanskrit-language Yoga Sutra 
(YS) in particular. Here, they are following the lead of the earliest yoga entre
preneurs, the Indian gurus who brought the gospel of yoga to western shores 
in the wake of Swami Vivekananda's storied successes of the late nineteenth 
and early twentieth centuries. 

But what were India's ancient yoga traditions, and what relationship do 
they have to the modern postural yoga (Singleton 2010) that people are prac
ticing across the world today? In fact, the yoga that is taught and practiced 
today has very little in common with the yoga of the YS and other ancient 
yoga treatises. Nearly all of our popular assumptions about yoga theory date 
from the past 150 years, and very few modern-day practices date from before 
the twelfth century. This is not the first time that people have "reinvented" 
yoga in their own image. As the contributions to this volume demonstrate, 
this is a process that has been ongoing for at least two thousand years. Every 
group in every age has created its own version and vision of yoga. One reason 
this has been possible is that its semantic field-the range of meanings of the 
term "yoga"-is so broad and the concept of yoga so malleable, that it has 
been possible to morph it into nearly any practice or process one chooses. 

When seeking to define a tradition, it is useful to begin by defining one's 
terms. It is here that problems arise. "Yoga" has a wider range of meanings 
than nearly any other word in the entire Sanskrit lexicon. The act of yoking an 
animal, as well as the yoke itself, is called yoga. In astronomy, a conjunction of 
planets or stars, as well as a constellation, is called yoga. When one mixes to
gether various substances, that, too, can be called yoga. The word yoga has also 
been employed to denote a device, a recipe, a method, a strategy, a charm, an 
incantation, fraud, a trick, an endeavor, a combination, union, an arrangement, 
zeal, care, diligence, industriousness, discipline, use, application, contact, a sum 
total, and the Work of alchemists. But this is by no means an exhaustive list. 

So, for example, the ninth-century Netra Tantra, a Hindu scripture from 
Kashmir, describes what it calls subtle yoga and transcendent yoga. Subtle 
yoga is nothing more or less than a body of techniques for entering into and 
taking over other people's bodies. As for transcendental yoga, this is a process 
that involves superhuman female predators, called yogin is, who eat people! By 
eating people, this text says, the yoginis consume the sins of the body that 
would otherwise bind them to suffering rebirth, and so allow for the "union'' 
(yoga) of their purified souls with the supreme god Siva, a union that is tanta-
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mount to salvation (White 2009: 162-63). In this ninth-century source, there 
is no discussion whatsoever of postures or breath control, the prime markers 
of yoga as we know it today. More troubling still, the third- to fourth-century 
CE YS and Bhagavad Gitti (BhG), the two most widely cited textual sources 
for "classical yoga," virtually ignore postures and breath control, each devoting 
a total of fewer than ten verses to these practices.They are far more concerned 
with the issue of human salvation, realized through the theory and practice of 
meditation (dhyana) in the YS [Larson] and through concentration on the 
god Kr�r:ta in the BhG [Malinar]. 

Indian Foundations ofYoga Theory and Practice 

Clearly something is missing here. There is a gap between the ancient, "classi
cal" yoga tradition and yoga as we know it. In order to understand the discon
nect between then and now, we would do well to go back to the earliest uses of 
the term yoga, which are found in texts far more ancient than the YS or BhG. 
Here I am referring to India's earliest scriptures, the Vedas. In the circa fif
teenth-century BCE /!..g Veda, yoga meant, before all else, the yoke one placed 
on a draft animal-a bullock or warhorse--to yoke it to a plow or chariot. The 
resemblance of these terms is not fortuitous: the Sanskrit "yoga" is a cognate of 
the English "yoke," because Sanskrit and English both belong to the Indo
European language family (which is why the Sanskrit matr resembles the Eng
lish "mother," sveda looks like "sweat," udara-"belly" in Sanskrit-looks like 
"udder," and so forth). In the same scripture, we see the term's meaning ex
panded through metonymy, with "yoga" being applied to the entire conveyance 
or "rig" of a war chariot: to the yoke itself, the team of horses or bullocks, and 
the chariot itself with its many straps and harnesses. And, because such chariots 
were only hitched up (yukta) in times of war, an important Vedic usage of the 
term yoga was "wartime," in contrast to kfema, "peacetime." 

The Vedic reading of yoga as one's war chariot or rig came to be incorpo
rated into the warrior ideology of ancient India. In the Mahabharata, India's 
200 BCE-400 CE "national epic," we read the earliest narrative accounts of 
the battlefield apotheosis of heroic chariot warriors. This was, like the Greek 
Iliad, an epic of battle, and so it was appropriate that the glorification of a 
warrior who died fighting his enemies be showcased here. What is interesting, 
for the purposes of the history of the term yoga, is that in these narratives, the 
warrior who knew he was about to die was said to become yoga-yukta, literally 
"yoked to yoga,"with "yoga" once again meaning a chariot. This time, however, 
it was not the warrior's own chariot that carried him up to the highest heaven, 
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reserved for gods and heroes alone. Rather, it was a celestial "yoga," a divine 
chariot, that carried him upward in a burst of light to and through the sun, 
and on to the heaven of gods and heroes. 

Warriors were not the sole individuals of the Vedic age to have chariots 
called "yogas." The gods, too, were said to shuttle across heaven, and between 
earth and heaven on yogas. Furthermore, the Vedic priests who sang the Vedic 
hymns related their practice to the yoga of the warrior aristocracy who were 
their patrons. In their hymns, they describe themselves as "yoking" their minds 
to poetic inspiration and so journeying-if only with their mind's eye or cog
nitive apparatus-across the metaphorical distance that separated the world 
of the gods from the words of their hymns. A striking image of their poetic 
journeys is found in a verse from a late Vedic hymn, in which the poet-priests 
describe themselves as "hitched up" (yukta) and standing on their chariot 
shafts as they sally forth on a vision quest across the universe. 

The earliest extant systematic account of yoga and a bridge from the earlier 
Vedic uses of the term is found in the Hindu Ka{haka Upanifad (KU), a scrip
ture dating from about the third century BCE. Here, the god of Death reveals 
what is termed the "entire yoga regimen" to a young ascetic named Naciketas. 
In the course of his teaching, Death compares the relationship between the 
self, body, intellect, and so forth to the relationship between a rider, his chariot, 
charioteer, etc. (KU 3.3-9), a comparison which approximates that made in 
Plato's Phaedrus. Three elements of this text set the agenda for much of what 
constitutes yoga in the centuries that follow. First, it introduces a sort of yogic 
physiology, calling the body a "fort with eleven gates" and evoking "a person 
the size of a thumb" who, dwelling within, is worshiped by all the gods (KU 
4.12; 5.1, 3). Second, it identifies the individual person within with the univer
sal Person (purura) or absolute Being (brahman), asserting that this is what 
sustains life (KU 5.5, 8-10). Third, it describes the hierarchy of mind-body 
constituents-the senses, mind, intellect, etc.-that comprise the founda
tional categories of Saqtkhya philosophy, whose metaphysical system grounds 
the yoga of the YS, BhG, and other texts and schools (KU 3.10-11; 6.7-8). 
Because these categories were hierarchically ordered, the realization of higher 
states of consciousness was, in this early context, tantamount to an ascension 
through levels of outer space, and so we also find in this and other early Upa
ni�ads the concept of yoga as a technique for "inner" and "outer" ascent. These 
same sources also introduce the use of acoustic spells or formulas (mantras), 
the most prominent among these being the syllable OM, the acoustic form of 
the supreme brahman. In the following centuries, mantras would become pro
gressively incorporated into yogic theory and practice, in the medieval Hindu, 
Buddhist, and Jain Tantras, as well as the Yoga Upanifads. 
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Following this circa third-century BCE watershed, textual references to 
yoga multiply rapidly in Hindu, Jain, and Buddhist sources, reaching a critical 
mass some seven hundred to one thousand years later. It is during this initial 
burst that most of the perennial principles of yoga theory-as well as many 
elements of yoga practice--were originally formulated. Toward the latter end 
of this period, one sees the emergence of the earliest yoga systems, in the YS; 
the third- to fourth-century scriptures of the Buddhist Yogacara school and 
fourth- to fifth-century Visuddhimagga of Buddhagho�a; and the Yogadnti
samuccaya of the eighth-century Jain author Haribhadra. Although the YS 
may be slightly later than the Yogacara canon, this tightly ordered series of 
aphorisms is so remarkable and comprehensive for its time that it is often re
ferred to as "classical yoga." It is also known as ptitafijala yoga ("Patafijalian 
yoga"), in recognition of its putative compiler, Pataiijali. 

The Yogacara ("Yoga Practice") school of Mahayana Buddhism was the 
earliest Buddhist tradition to employ the term yoga to denote its philosophi
cal system. Also known as V ijfianavada ("Doctrine of Consciousness"), Yoga
cara offered a systematic analysis of perception and consciousness together 
with a set of meditative disciplines designed to eliminate the cognitive errors 
that prevented liberation from suffering existence. Yogacara's eight-stage med
itative practice itself was not termed yoga, however, but rather "calmness" 
(famatha) or "insight" (vipafyanti) meditation (Cleary 1995). The Yogacara 
analysis of consciousness has many points in common with the more or less 
coeval YS, and there can be no doubt that cross-pollination occurred across 
religious boundaries in matters of yoga {La Vallee Poussin, 1936-1937).1he 
Yogavtisiftha ("Vasigha's Teachings on Yoga")-a circa tenth-century Hindu 
work from Kashmir that combined analytical and practical teachings on 
"yoga" with vivid mythological accounts illustrative of its analysis of con
sciousness [Chapple]-takes positions similar to those of Yogacara concern
ing errors of perception and the human inability to distinguish between our 
interpretations of the world and the world itself 

The Jains were the last of the major Indian religious groups to employ the 
term yoga to imply anything remotely resembling "classical" formulations of 
yoga theory and practice. The earliest Jain uses of the term, found in Umasvati's 
fourth- to fifth-century Tattvtirthasutra {6.1-2), the earliest extant systematic 
work of Jain philosophy, defined yoga as "activity of the body, speech, and 
mind." As such, yoga was, in early Jain parlance, actually an impediment to 
liberation. Here, yoga could only be overcome through its opposite, ayoga 
("non-yoga," inaction)-that is, through meditation (jhti1Ja; dhytina), asceti
cism, and other practices of purification that undo the effects of earlier activ
ity. The earliest systematic Jain work on yoga, Haribhadra's circa 750 CE Yoga-
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dntisamuccaya, was strongly influenced by the YS, yet nonetheless retained 
much of Umasvati's terminology, even as it referred to observance of the path 
as yogiiciira (Qyarnstrom 2003: 131-33). 

This is not to say that between the fourth century BCE and the second to 
fourth century CE, neither the Buddhists nor the Jains were engaging in 
practices that we might today identify as yoga. To the contrary, early Buddhist 
sources like the Majjhima Nikiiya-the "Middle-length Sayings" attributed 
to the Buddha himself-are replete with references to self-mortification and 
meditation as practiced by the Jains, which the Buddha condemned and con
trasted to his own set of four meditations (Bronkhorst 1993: 1-5, 19-24). In 
the Afzguttara Nikiiya ("Gradual Sayings"), another set of teachings attributed 
to the Buddha, one finds descriptions of jhayins ("meditators," "experiential
ists") that closely resemble early Hindu descriptions of practitioners of yoga 
(Eliade 2009: 174--75). Their ascetic practices-never termed yoga in these 
early sources-were likely innovated within the various itinerant frama7Ja 
groups that circulated in the eastern Gangetic basin in the latter half of the 
first millennium BCE. 

Even as the term yoga began to appear with increasing frequency between 
300 BCE and 400 CE, its meaning was far from fixed. It is only in later cen
turies that a relatively systematic yoga nomenclature became established 
among Hindus, Buddhists, and Jains. By the beginning of the fifth century, 
however, the core principles of yoga were more or less in place, with most of 
what followed being variations on that original core. Here, we would do well 
to outline these principles, which have persisted through time and across tra
ditions for some two thousand years. They may be summarized as follows: 

1. Yoga as an analysis of perception and cognition. Yoga is an analysis of the 
dysfunctional nature of everyday perception and cognition, which lies at the 
root of suffering, the existential conundrum whose solution is the goal of In
dian philosophy. Once one comprehends the cause(s) of the problem, one can 
solve it through philosophical analysis combined with meditative practice. 

At bottom, India's many yoga traditions are soteriologies, doctrines of salva
tion, concerning the attainment of release from suffering existence and the 
cycle of rebirths (saf!Zslira). The problem of suffering existence and the allied 
doctrine of cyclic rebirth emerges about five centuries before the beginning of 
the common era, in the early Upani�ads as well as the original teachings of the 

Jain founder Mahavira and the Buddhist founder Gautama Buddha. The same 
teachings that posit the problem of suffering existence also offer a solution to 
the problem, which may be summarized by the word "gnosis" (jfzana or prajfzli 
in Sanskrit; pafzfzli in Pali). As such, these are also to be counted among the 
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earliest Indian epistemologies, philosophical theories of what constitutes au
thentic knowledge. Gnosis-transcendent, immediate, non-conventional 
knowledge of ultimate reality, of the reality behind appearances-is the key to 
salvation in all of these early soteriologies, as well as in India's major philo
sophical schools, many of which developed in the centuries around the begin
ning of the Common Era. As such, these are gnoseologies, theories of salvation 
through knowledge, in which to know the truth (i.e., that in spite of appear
ances, one is, in fact, not trapped in suffering existence) is to realize it in fact. 
The classic example of such a transformation is that of the Buddha: by realiz
ing the Four Noble Truths, he became the ''Awakened" or "Enlightened" One 
(Buddha), and so was liberated from future rebirths, realizing the extinction of 
suffering (nibbtina; nirvti7Ja) at the end of his life. 

In all of these systems, the necessary condition for gnosis is the disengage
ment of one's cognitive apparatus from sense impressions and base matter 
(including the matter of the body). An important distinguishing characteris
tic of all Indian philosophical systems is the concept that the mind or mental 
capacity (man as, citta) is part of the body: it is the "sixth sense," which, located 
in the heart, is tethered to the senses of hearing, seeing, tasting, touching, and 
smelling, as well as their associated bodily organs. What this means is that 
Indian philosophy rejects the mind-body distinction. In doing so, however, it 
does embrace another distinction. This is the distinction between the mind
body complex on the one hand, and a higher cognitive apparatus-called 
buddhi ("intellect"), antal;kara7Ja, vijfzana (both translatable as "conscious.:. 
ness"), etc.-on the other. In these early sources, the term yoga is often used 
to designate the theory and practice of disengaging the higher cognitive ap
paratus from the thrall of matter, the body, and the senses (including mind). 
Yoga is a regimen or discipline that trains the cognitive apparatus to perceive 
clearly, which leads to true cognition, which in turn leads to salvation, release 
from suffering existence. Yoga is not the sole term for this type of training, 
however. In early Buddhist and Jain scriptures as well as many early Hindu 
sources, the term dhyana (jhana in the Pali of early Buddhist teachings,jha7Ja 
in the Jain Ardhamagadhi vernacular), most commonly translated as "medita
tion," is far more frequently employed. So it is that Hindu sources like the 
BhG and YS, as well as a number of Buddhist Mahayana works, frequently 
use yoga, dhyana, and bhavanti ("cultivation," "contemplation") more or less 
synonymously, while early Jain and Buddhist texts employ the term dhyana in 
its various spellings exclusively. Both the YS and the Noble Eightfold Path of 
Buddhism also employ the term samadhi ("concentration") for the culminat
ing stage of meditation (Sarbacker 2005: 16-21). At this stage, all objects have 
been removed from consciousness, which thereafter continues to exist in iso-
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lation (kaivalyam), forever liberated from all entanglements. Kaivalyam is 
also employed in Jain soteriology for the final state of the fully purified liber
ated soul. 

The BhG, the philosophical charter of"mainstream'' Hindu theism, uses the 
term yoga in the broad sense of "discipline" or "path," and teaches that the 
paths of gnosis (jfltina-yoga) and action (karma-yoga) are inferior to the path 
of devotion (bhakti-yoga) to an all-powerful and benevolent supreme being. 
However, here as well, it is the constant training of the cognitive faculties-to 
meditatively concentrate on God in order to accurately perceive Him as the 
source of all being and knowledge-that brings about salvation. In this teach
ing, revealed by none other than the supreme being Kr�r:ta himself, the devotee 
whose disciplined meditation is focused on God alone is often referred to as a 
yogin. The BhG is possibly the first but by no means the last teaching to use 
the term yoga preceded by an adjective or modifier (karma-,jfuina-, bhakti-), 
thereby acknowledging-but also creating-a variety of yogas. 

2. Yoga as the raising and expansion of consciousness. Through analytical in
quiry and meditative practice, the lower organs or apparatus of human cogni
tion are suppressed, allowing for higher, less obstructed levels of perception 
and cognition to prevail. Here, consciousness-raising on a cognitive level is 
seen to be simultaneous with the "physical" rise of the consciousness or self 
through ever-higher levels or realms of cosmic space. Reaching the level of 
consciousness of a god, for example, is tantamount to rising to that deity's 
cosmological level, to the atmospheric or heavenly world it inhabits. This is a 
concept that likely flowed from the experience of the Vedic poets, who, by 
"yoking" their minds to poetic inspiration, were empowered to journey to the 
farthest reaches of the universe. The physical rise of the dying yoga-yukta char
iot warrior to the highest cosmic plane may have also contributed to the for
mulation of this idea. 

Another development of this concept is the notion that the expansion of 
consciousness is tantamount to the expansion of the self to the point that 
one's body or self becomes coextensive with the entire universe. The 289th 
chapter of the twelfth book of the Mahiibhiirata concludes with a description 
of just such an expansion of a yogi's self [Fitzgerald], and one finds a similar 
description in the Jain Umasvati's fourth- to fifth-century Praiamaratipra
kara1Ja. Several Mahayana Buddhist sources contain accounts of enlightened 
beings whose "constructed bodies" (nirmii7Jakiiya) expand to fill the universe; 
and the BhG's description of the god Kr�IJ.a's universal body (vifvariipa), 
through which he displays his "masterful yoga," is of the same order (White 
2009: 167-97). 
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Also in this regard, it should be noted that attention to the breath is a feature 
of the theory and practice of meditation from the earliest times. Mindfulness 
of one's breathing is introduced in such early sources as the Majjhima Niluiya 
as a fundamental element of T heravada Buddhist meditation. In early Hindu 
sources as well, controlling and stilling the breath is a prime technique for 
calming the mind and turning it inward, away from the distractions of sensory 
perception . .Atman, the term for the "self " or "soul" in the classical Upani�ads 
and later works, is etymologically linked to the Sanskrit verb *an, "breathe," 
and it is via breath channels leading up from the heart-channels that merge 
with the rays of the sun-that the self leaves the body at death to merge with 
the Absolute (brahman) at the summit of the universe. These descriptions of 
the breath channels also lie at the origin of yogic or "subtle" body physiology, 
which would become fleshed out in great detail in India's medieval Tantric 
scriptures. In these and later works, the breath-propelled self's rise through 
the levels of the universe would become completely internalized, with the spi
nal column doubling as the universal axis mundi and the practitioner's own 
cranial vault becoming the place of the brahman and locus of immortality. 

3. Yoga as a path to omniscience. Once it was established that true perception 
or true cognition enables a self 's enhanced or enlightened consciousness to 
rise or expand to reach and penetrate distant regions of space-to see and 
know things as they truly are beyond the illusory limitations imposed by a 
deluded mind and sense perceptions-there were no limits to the places to 
which consciousness could go. These "places" included past and future time, 
locations distant and hidden, and even places invisible to view. This insight 
became the foundation for theorizing the type of extrasensory perception 
known as yogi perception (yogipratya}qa), which is in many Indian epistemo
logical systems the highest of the "true cognitions" (pramdrJas), in other words, 
the supreme and most irrefutable of all possible sources of knowledge. For the 
Nyaya-Vaise�ika school, the earliest Hindu philosophical school to fully ana
lyze this basis for transcendent knowledge, yogi perception is what permitted 
the Vedic seers (r#s) to apprehend, in a single panoptical act of perception, the 
entirety of the Vedic revelation, which was tantamount to viewing the entire 
universe simultaneously, in all its parts. For the Buddhists, it was this that 
provided the Buddha and other enlightened beings with the "buddha-eye" or 
"divine eye," which permitted them to see the true nature of reality. For the 
early seventh-century Madhyamaka philosopher Candrakirti, yogi perception 
afforded direct and profound insight into his school's highest truth, that is, 
into the emptiness (funyatd) of things and concepts, as well as relationships 
between things and concepts (MacDonald 2009: 133-46). Yogi perception re-
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mained the subject of lively debate among Hindu and Buddhist philosophers 
well into the medieval period. 

It was a widely held precept among ascetic traditions that extrasensory in
sight into the ultimate nature of reality, a sort of omniscience, could be at
tained through meditative practice. Here, there were two schools of thought 
concerning the attainment of such insight. The J ains and a number of Hindu 
and Buddhist schools asserted that the soul, self, or mind was luminous by 
nature and innately possessed of perfect perception and insight, and that the 
path to liberation simply comprised the realization of one's innate qualities 
and capacities. Others, including Theravada and Sarvastivada Buddhists, 
maintained that the path of asceticism and the practice of meditation were 
necessary to purge cognition of its inborn defilements, and that only once this 
difficult work had been completed could yogi perception and omniscience 
arise (Franco 2009, 4-5). In the former case, meditation was the means to re
alizing the divine within, one's innate Buddha nature, to see the universe as 
Self, and so forth. In the latter, the resulting extrasensory insight allowed the 
ontologically imperfect practitioner to clearly see and truly know a god or 
Buddha that nonetheless remained Wholly Other. Through such knowledge 
one could, in the parlance of many of the dualist Hindu Tantric schools, "be
come a god in order to worship god"-but one could never become god, 
which is what the non-dualist schools maintained. 

4. Yoga as a technique for entering into other bodies, generating multiple bodies, 
and the attainment of other supernatural accomplishments. The classical Indian 
understanding of everyday perception (pratya/qa) was similar to that of the 
ancient Greeks. In both systems, the site at which visual perception occurs is 
not the surface of the retina or the junction of the optic nerve with the brain's 
visual nuclei, but rather the contours of the perceived object. This means, for 
example, that when I am viewing a tree, a ray of perception emitted from my 
eye "con-forms" to the surface of the tree.The ray brings the image of the tree 
back to my eye, which communicates it to my mind, which in turn communi
cates it to my inner self or consciousness. In the case of yogi perception, the 
practice of yoga enhances this process (in some cases, establishing an unmedi
ated connection between consciousness and the perceived object), such that 
the viewer not only sees things as they truly are, but is also able to directly see 
through the surface of things into their innermost being. For non-Buddhists, 
this applies, most importantly, to the perception of one's own inner self as well 
as the selves or souls of others. From here, it is but a short step to conceiving 
of the viewer possessed of the power of yogi perception-texts often call him 
a yogi-as possessing the power to physically penetrate, with his enhanced 
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cognitive apparatus, into other people's bodies (White 2009: 122-66). This is 
the theory underlying the Tantric practice of "subde yoga" described at the 
beginning of this introduction. But in fact, the earliest references in all of In
dian literature to individuals explicidy called yogis are Mahabharata tales of 
Hindu and Buddhist hermits who take over other people's bodies in just this 
way; and it is noteworthy that when yogis enter into other people's bodies, 
they are said to do so through rays emanating from their eyes. The epic also 
asserts that a yogi so empowered can take over several thousand bodies simul
taneously, and "walk the earth with all of them." Buddhist sources describe the 
same phenomenon with the important difference that the enlightened being 
creates multiple bodies rather than taking over those belonging to other crea
tures. This is a notion already elaborated in an early Buddhist work, the Sam
aiiiiaphalasutta, a teaching contained in the Digha Nikaya (the "Longer Say
ings" of the Buddha), according to which a monk who has completed the four 
Buddhist meditations gains, among other things, the power to self-multiply. 
Several of the key terms found in this text reappear, with specific reference to 
yoga and yogis, in the 100 BCE-200 CE Indian medical classic, the Caraka 
Sa1{1hita [Wujastyk]. 

The ability to enter into and control the bodies of other creatures is but one 
of the supernatural powers (iddhis in Pali; siddhis or vibhutis in Sanskrit) that 
arise from the power of extrasensory perception (abhiiiiiti in Pali; abhijiia in 
Sanskrit). Others include the power of flight, clairaudience, telepathy, invisi
bility, and the recollection of past lives-precisely the sorts of powers that the 
yogis of Indian legend have been said to possess. 

Here, it is helpful to introduce the difference between "yogi practice" and 
"yoga practice," which has been implicit to South Asian thought and practice 
since the beginning of the Common Era, the period in which the terms "yogi" 
and "yogi perception" first appeared in the Indian scriptural record. On the one 
hand, there is "yoga practice," which essentially denotes a program of mind
training and meditation issuing in the realization of enlightenment, liberation, 
or isolation from the world of suffering existence. Yoga practice is the practical 
application of the theoretical precepts of the various yogic soteriologies, epis
temologies, and gnoseologies presented in analytical works like the YS and the 
teachings of the various Hindu, Buddhist, and Jain philosophical schools. Yogi 
practice, on the other hand, concerns the supernatural powers that empower 
yogis to take over other creatures' bodies and so forth. Nearly every one of the 
earliest narrative descriptions of yogis and their practices underscore the 
axiom that the penetration of other bodies is the sine qua non of yoga. 

The cleavage between these two more or less incompatible bodies of theory 
and practice can be traced back to early Buddhist sources, which speak of a 
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rivalry between meditating "experimentalists" (jhayins) and "speculatives" 
(dhammayogas). In medieval Tantra, the same division obtained, this time be
tween practitioners whose meditative practice led to gnosis and identity with 
the divine on the one hand, and on the other, practitioners-referred to as 
yogis or siidhakas-whose goal was this-worldly supernatural power in one's 
now invulnerable, ageless, and adamantine human body. The gulf between 
yoga practice and yogi practice never ceased to widen over the centuries, such 
that, by the time of the British Raj, India's hordes of yogis were considered by 
India's elites to be little more than common criminals, with their fraudulent 
practices-utterly at odds with the "true" science of yoga, which, taught in the 
Y S, was practiced by none-save perhaps for a handful of isolated hermits liv
ing high in the Himalayas (Oman 1908: 3-30). 

These four sets of concepts and practices form the core and foundational 
vocabulary of nearly every yoga tradition, school, or system, with all that fol
low the fourth- to seventh-century watershed--of the Y S  and various foun
dational Buddhist and Jain works on meditation and yogi perception--simply 
variations and expansions on this common core. 

Medieval Developments 

YOGA IN THETANTRAS 

The Tantras are pivotal works in the history of yoga, inasmuch as they carry 
forward both the yoga and yogi practices and the gnoseological theory of ear
lier traditions while introducing important innovations in theory and practice. 
On the theoretical side, these medieval scriptures and commentarial traditions 
promulgate a new variation on the preexisting yoga soteriology. No longer is 
the practitioner's ultimate goal liberation from suffering existence, but rather 
self-deification: one becomes the deity that has been one's object of meditation. 
In a universe that is nothing other than the flow of divine consciousness, rais
ing one's consciousness to the level of god-consciousness-that is, attaining a 
god's-eye view that sees the universe as internal to one's own transcendent 
Self-is tantamount to becoming divine. A primary means to this end is the 
detailed visualization of the deity with which one will ultimately identify: his 
or her form, face(s), color, attributes, entourage, and so on. So, for example, in 
the yoga of the Hindu Paiicaratra sect, a practitioner's meditation on succes
sive emanations of the god Vigm culminates in his realization of the state of 
"consisting in god" (Rastelli 2009: 299-317).1he Tantric Buddhist cognate to 
this is "deity yoga" (devayoga), whereby the practitioner meditatively assumes 
the attributes and creates the environment (i.e., the Buddha world) of the 
Buddha-deity he or she is about to become. 
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In fact, the term yoga has a wide variety of connotations in the Tantras.lt 
can simply mean "practice" or "discipline" in a very broad sense, covering all of 
the means at one's disposal to realize one's goals. It can also refer to the goal 
itself: "conjunction," "union," or identity with divine consciousness. Indeed, 
the Malinivijayottara Tantra, an important ninth-century Sak.ta-Saiva Tantra, 
uses the term yoga to denote its entire soteriological system (Vasudeva 2004). 
In Buddhist Tantra-whose canonical teachings are divided into the exoteric 
Yoga Tantras and the increasingly esoteric Higher Yoga Tantras, Supreme 
Yoga Tantras, Unexcelled (or Unsurpassed) Yoga Tantras, and Yogini Tan
tras-yoga has the dual sense of both the means and ends of practice. Yoga 
can also have the more particular, limited sense of a program of meditation or 
visualization, as opposed to ritual (kriya) or gnostic (jnana) practice. However, 
these categories of practice often bleed into one another. Finally, there are 
specific types of yogic discipline, such as the Netra Tantra's transcendent and 
subtle yogas, already discussed. 

Indo-Tibetan Buddhist Tantra-and with it, Buddhist Tantric Yoga-de
veloped in lockstep with Hindu Tantra, with a hierarchy of revelations rang
ing from earlier, exoteric systems of practice to the sex- and death-laden im
agery of later esoteric pantheons, in which horrific skull-wielding Buddhas 
were surrounded by the same yoginis as their Hindu counterparts, the Bhaira
vas of the esoteric Hindu Tantras. In the Buddhist Unexcelled Yoga Tantras, 
"six-limbed yoga" comprised the visualization practices that facilitated the re
alization of one's innate identity with the deity [Wallace]. But rather than 
simply being a means to an end in these traditions, yoga was also primarily an 
end in itself: yoga was "union" or identity with the celestial Buddha named 
Vajrasattva-the "Diamond Essence (of Enlightenment)," that is, one's Bud
dha nature. However, the same Tantras of the Diamond Path (Vajrayana) also 
implied that the innate nature of that union rendered the conventional prac
tices undertaken for its realization ultimately irrelevant [Dalton]. 

Here, one can speak of two principal styles of Tantric Yoga, which coincide 
with their respective metaphysics. The former, which recurs in the earliest 
Tantric traditions, involves exoteric practices: visualization, generally pure 
ritual offerings, worship, and the use of mantras. The dualist metaphysics of 
these traditions maintains that there is an ontological difference between god 
and creature, which can gradually be overcome through concerted effort and 
practice. The latter, esoteric, traditions develop out of the former even as they 
reject much of exoteric theory and practice. In these systems, esoteric practice, 
involving the real or symbolic consumption of forbidden substances and sex
ual transactions with forbidden partners, is the fast track to self-deification. 
However, given the non-dualist metaphysics of esoteric Tantra, which main
tains that all creatures are innately divine or enlightened, such practices are 
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considered ultimately unnecessary. A number of Tantric scriptures and com
mentaries underscore the complementarity of the exoteric and esoteric ap
proaches, urging that the yogi's central task is to balance the two: this is the 
position taken, for example, by the Buddhist Mahasiddha Saraha in his analy
sis of the doctrines and practices of the Yogini Tantras [Jackson]. 

In the exoteric Tantras, visualization, ritual offerings, worship, and the use 
of mantras were the means to the gradual realization of one's identity with the 
absolute. In later, esoteric traditions, however, the expansion of consciousness 
to a divine level was instantaneously triggered through the consumption of 
forbidden substances: semen, menstrual blood, feces, urine, human flesh, and 
the like. Menstrual or uterine blood, which was considered to be the most 
powerful among these forbidden substances, could be accessed through sexual 
relations with female Tantric consorts. Variously called yoginis, t/tikinis, or 
dutis, these were ideally low-caste human women who were considered to be 
possessed by, or embodiments of, Tantric goddesses. In the case of the yoginis, 
these were the same goddesses as those that ate their victims in the practice of 
"transcendent yoga." Whether by consuming the sexual emissions of these 
forbidden women or through the bliss of sexual orgasm with them, Tantric 
yogis could "blow their minds" and realize a breakthrough into transcendent 
levels of consciousness. Once again, yogic consciousness-raising doubled with 
the physical rise of the yogi's body through space, in this case in the embrace 
of the yogini or t/tikini who, as an embodied goddess, was possessed of the 
power of flight. It was for this reason that the medieval yogini temples were 
roofless: they were the yogin is' landing fields and launching pads (White 2003: 
7-13, 204-18). 

In many Tantras, such as the eighth-century CE Mafa7Jgaptiramefvaragama 
of the Hindu Saivasiddhanta school, this visionary ascent became actualized 
in the practitioner's rise through the levels of the universe until, arriving at the 
highest void, the supreme deity Sadasiva conferred his own divine rank upon 
him (Sanderson 2006: 205-6). It is in such a context-of a graded hierarchy 
of stages or states of consciousness, with corresponding deities, mantras, and 
cosmological levels-that the Tantras innovated the construct known as the 
"subde body" or "yogic body." Here, the practitioner's body became identified 
with the entire universe, such that all of the processes and transformations 
occurring to his body in the world were now described as occurring to a world 
inside his body. While the breath channels (nat/is) of yogic practice had al
ready been discussed in the classical Upani�ads, it was not until such Tantric 
works as the eighth-century Buddhist Hevajra Tantra and Caryagiti that a 
hierarchy of inner energy centers-variously called cakras ("circles," "wheels"), 
padmas ("lotuses"), or pi(has ("mounds")-were introduced. These early Bud-
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dhist sources only mention four such centers aligned along the spinal column, 
but in the centuries that follow, Hindu Tantras such as the Kubjiktimata and 
KaulajfiiinaninJaya would expand that number to five, six, seven, eight, and 
more. The so-called classical hierarchy of seven cakras-ranging from the 
muliidhiira at the level of the anus to the sahasriira in the cranial vault, replete 
with color coding, fixed numbers of petals linked to the names of yoginis, the 
graphemes and phonemes of the Sanskrit alphabet-was a still later develop
ment. So too was the introduction of the kU7pfalini, the female Serpent En
ergy coiled at the base of the yogic body, whose awakening and rapid rise ef
fects the practitioner's inner transformation (White 2003: 220-34). 

Given the wide range of applications of the term yoga in the T antras, 
the semantic field of the term "yogi" is relatively circumscribed. Yogis who 
forcefully take over the bodies of other creatures are the villains of countless 
medieval accounts, including the tenth- to eleventh-century Kashmirian 
Kathiisaritsiigara ("Ocean of Rivers of Story," which contains the famous ve
tiilapaiicavif!Zfati-the "Twenty-five Tales of the Zombie") and the Yogavii
s#tha. In the seventh-century farce en tided Bhagavadaijukrya, the "Tale of the 
Saint Courtesan," a yogi who briefly occupies the body of a dead prostitute is 
cast as a comic figure. Well into the twentieth century, the term yogi contin
ued to be used nearly exclusively to refer to a Tantric practitioner who opted 
for this-worldly self-aggrandizement over disembodied liberation. Tantric 
yogis specialize in esoteric practices, often carried out in cremation grounds, 
practices that often verge on black magic and sorcery. Once again, this was, 
overwhelmingly, the primary sense of the term "yogi" in pre-modern lndic 
traditions: nowhere prior to the seventeenth century do we find it applied to 
persons seated in fixed postures, regulating their breath or entering into medi
tative states. 

HATHAYOGA 

A new regimen of yoga called the "yoga of forceful exertion" rapidly emerges 
as a comprehensive system in the tenth to eleventh century, as evidenced in 
works like the Yogaviis4tha and the original Gora/qa Sataka ("Hundred Verses 
of Gor�a'') [Mallinson]. While the famous cakras, niirjis, and ku1Jr/alini pre
date its advent, ha(ha yoga is entirely innovative in its depiction of the yogic 
body as a pneumatic, but also a hydraulic and a thermodynamic system. The 
practice ofbreath control becomes particularly refined in the hathayogic texts, 
with elaborate instructions provided concerning the calibrated regulation of 
the breaths. In certain sources, the duration of time during which the breath is 
held is of primary importance, with lengthened periods of breath stoppage 
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corresponding to expanded levels of supernatural power. This science of the 
breath had a number of offshoots, including a form of divination based on the 
movements of the breath within and outside of the body, an esoteric tradition 
that found its way into medieval T ibetan and Persian [Ernst] sources. 

In a novel variation on the theme of consciousness-raising-as-internal
ascent, ha(ha yoga also represents the yogic body as a sealed hydraulic system 
within which vital fluids may be channeled upward as they are refined into 
nectar through the heat of asceticism. Here, the semen of the practitioner, 
lying inert in the coiled body of the serpentine ku7J.t/alini in the lower abdo
men, becomes heated through the bellows effect of prii1Jiiyiima, the repeated 
inflation and deflation of the peripheral breath channels. The awakened 
ku7J¢alini suddenly straightens and enters into the SZ4Um7Jii, the medial chan
nel that runs the length of the spinal column up to the cranial vault. Propelled 
by the yogi's heated breaths, the hissing ku7J¢alini serpent shoots upward, 
piercing each of the cakras as she rises. With the penetration of each succeed
ing cakra, vast amounts of heat are released, such that the semen contained in 
the ku7J¢alints body becomes gradually transmuted. This body of theory and 
practice was quickly adopted in both Jain and Buddhist Tantric works. In the 
Buddhist case, the cognate of the ku1J¢alini was the fiery avadhuti or ca7J¢iili 
("outcaste woman"), whose union with the male principle in the cranial vault 
caused the fluid "thought of enlightenment" (bodhicitta) to flood the practitio
ner's body. 

The cakras of the yogic body are identified in hathayogic sources not only as 

so many internalized cremation grounds-both the favorite haunts of the me
dieval Tantric yogis, and those sites on which a burning fire releases the self 
from the body before hurling it skyward-but also as "circles" of dancing, 
howling, high-flying yogin is whose flight is fueled, precisely, by their ingestion 
of male semen. When the ku7J¢alini reaches the end of her rise and bursts into 
the cranial vault, the semen that she has been carrying has been transformed 
into the nectar of immortality, which the yogi then drinks internally from the 
bowl of his own skull. With it, he becomes an immortal, invulnerable, being 
possessed of supernatural powers, a god on earth. 

Without a doubt, ha(ha yoga both synthesizes and internalizes many of the 
elements of earlier yoga systems: meditative ascent, upward mobility via the 
flight of the yogini (now replaced by the ku7J¢alini), and a number of esoteric 
Tantric practices. It is also probable that the thermodynamic transformations 
internal to Hindu alchemy, the essential texts of which predate the ha(ha yoga 
canon by at least a century, also provided a set of theoretical models for the 
new system (White 1996). 

With respect to modern-day postural yoga, ha(ha yoga's greatest legacy is to 
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be found in the combination of fixed postures (tisanas) ,  breath control tech
niques (prti1Jtiyama), locks (bandhas), and seals (mudras) that comprise its 
practical side. These are the practices that isolate the inner yogic body from 
the outside, such that it becomes a hermetically sealed system within which 
air and fluids can be drawn upward, against their normal downward flow. 
These techniques are described in increasing detail between the tenth and 
fifteenth centuries, the period of the flowering of the hatha yoga corpus. In 
later centuries, a canonical number of eighty-four tisanas would be reached 
{Biihnemann 2007). 

Often, the practice system of hatha yoga is referred to as "six-limbed" yoga, 
as a means of distinguishing it from the "eight-limbed" practice of the Y S. 
What the two systems generally share in common with one another-as well 
as with the yoga systems of the late classical Upani�ads, the later Yoga Upa
ni�ads, and every Buddhist yoga system--are posture, breath control, and the 
three levels of meditative concentration leading to samadhi. In the Y S, these 
six practices are preceded by behavioral restraints and purificatory ritual ob
servances (yama and niyama). The Jain yoga systems of both the eighth
century Haribhadra and the tenth- to thirteenth-century Digambara Jain 
monk Ramasena are also eight-limbed [Dundas] . By the time of the fifteenth
century CE Hathayogapradipikli {also known as the Hathapradipikti) of 
Svatmaraman, this distinction had become codified under a different set of 
terms: hatha yoga, which comprised the practices leading to liberation in the 
body (jivanmukti) was made to be the inferior stepsister of raja yoga, the 
meditative techniques that culminate in the cessation of suffering through 
disembodied liberation ( videha mukti). These categories could, however, be 
subverted, as a remarkable albeit idiosyncratic eighteenth-century Tantric 
document makes abundantly clear [Vasudeva] . 

Here, it should be noted that prior to the end of the first millennium CE, 
detailed descriptions of tisanas were nowhere to be found in the Indian textual 
record. In the light of this, any claim that sculpted images of cross-legged 
figures-including those represented on the famous clay seals from third mil
lennium BCE Indus Valley archeological sites-represent yogic postures are 
speculative at best (White 2009: 48-59). 

THE NATH YOGiS 

All of the earliest Sanskrit-language works on hatha yoga are attributed to 
Gorakhnath, the twelfth- to thirteenth-century founder of the religious order 
known as the Nath Yogis, Nath Siddhas, or simply, the yogis. The Nath Yogis 
were and remain the sole South Asian order to self-identify as yogis, which 
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makes perfect sense given their explicit agenda of bodily immortality, invul
nerability, and the attainment of supernatural powers. While little is known of 
the life of this founder and innovator, Gorakhnath's prestige was such that an 
important number of seminal hatha yoga works, many of which postdated the 
historical Gorakhnath by several centuries, named him as their author in order 
to lend them a cachet of authenticity. In addition to these Sanskrit-language 
guides to the practice of hatha yoga, Gorakhnath and several of his disciples 
were also the putative authors of a rich treasury of mystic poetry, written in the 
vernacular language of twelfth- to fourteenth-century northwest India. These 
poems contain particularly vivid descriptions of the yogic body, identifying its 
inner landscapes with the principal mountains, river systems, and other land
forms of the Indian subcontinent as well as with the imagined worlds of me
dieval Indic cosmology. This legacy would be carried forward in the later Yoga 
Upani�ads as well as in the mystic poetry of the late medieval Tantric revival 
of the eastern region of Bengal [Hayes] . It also survives in popular traditions 
of rural north India, where the esoteric teachings of yogi gurus of yore con
tinue to be sung by modern-day yogi bards in all-night village gatherings 
[Gold and Gold]. 

Given their reputed supernatural powers, the Tantric yogis of medieval ad
venture and fantasy literature were often cast as rivals to princes and kings 
whose thrones and harems they tried to usurp. In the case of the Nath Yogis, 
these relationships were real and documented, with members of their order 
celebrated in a number of kingdoms across northern and western India for 
having brought down tyrants and raised untested princes to the throne. These 
feats are also chronicled in late medieval Nath Yogi hagiographies and legend 
cycles, which feature princes who abandon the royal life to take initiation with 
illustrious gurus, and yogis who use their remarkable supernatural powers for 
the benefit (or to the detriment) of kings. All of the great Mughal emperors 
had interactions with the Nath Yogis, including Aurangzeb, who appealed to 
a yogi abbot for an alchemical aphrodisiac; Shah Alam II, whose fall from 
power was foretold by a naked yogi; and the illustrious Akbar, whose fascina
tion and political savvy brought him into contact with Nath Yogis on several 
occasions [Pinch] . 

While it is often difficult to separate fact from fiction in the case of the 
Nath Yogis, there can be no doubt but that they were powerful figures who 
provoked powerful reactions on the part of the humble and mighty alike. At 
the height of their power between the fourteenth and seventeenth centuries, 
they appeared frequently in the writings of north Indian poet-saints (sants) 
like Kabir and Guru N anak, who generally castigated them for their arro
gance and obsession with worldly power. The Nath Yogis were among the first 
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religious orders to militarize into fighting units, a practice that became so 
commonplace that by the eighteenth century the north Indian military labor 
market was dominated by "yogi" warriors who numbered in the hundreds of 
thousands (Pinch 2006)! It was not until the late eighteenth century, when 
the British quashed the so-called Sannyasi and Fakir Rebellion in Bengal, 
that the widespread phenomenon of the yogi warrior began to disappear from 
the Indian subcontinent. 

Like the Sufi fokirs with whom they were often associated, the yogis were 
widely considered by India's rural peasantry to be superhuman allies who 
could protect them from the supernatural entities responsible for disease, 
famine, misfortune, and death. Yet, the same yogis have long been dreaded 
and feared for the havoc they are capable of wreaking on persons weaker than 
themselves. Even to the present day in rural India and Nepal, parents will 
scold naughty children by threatening them that "the yogi will come and take 
them away. "There may be a historical basis to this threat: well into the mod
em period, poverty-stricken villagers sold their children into the yogi orders 
as an acceptable alternative to death by starvation. 

THE YOGA UPANISADS 

The Yoga Upani�ads [Ruff ] are a collection of twenty-one medieval Indian 
reinterpretations of the so-called classical Upani�ads, that is, works like the 
Kathaka Upanqad, quoted earlier. Their content is devoted to metaphysical 
correspondences between the universal macrocosm and bodily microcosm, 
meditation, mantra, and techniques of yogic practice. While it is the case that 
their content is quite entirely derivative of Tantric and Nath Yogi traditions, 
their originality lies in their Vedanta-style non-dualist metaphysics (Bouy 
1994).1he earliest works of this corpus, devoted to meditation upon mantras
especially OlYI, the acoustic essence of the absolute brahman-were compiled 
in north India some time between the ninth and thirteenth centuries. Between 
the fifteenth and eighteenth centuries, south Indian brahmins greatly ex
panded these works-folding into them a wealth of data from the Hindu Tan
tras as well as the hatha yoga traditions of the Nath Yogis, including the 
ku1J4alini, the yogic iisanas, and the internal geography of the yogic body. So it 
is that many of the Yoga Upani�ads exist both in short "northern" and longer 
"southern" versions. Far to the north, in Nepal, one finds the same influences 
and philosophical orientations in the Vairagyti'!lvara, a work on yoga com
posed by the eighteenth-century founder of the Josmani sect. In some respects, 
its author Sasidhara's political and social activism anticipated the agendas of 
the nineteenth-century Indian founders of modern yoga [Timilsina] . 
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Modern Yoga 

In Calcutta, colonial India's most important center of intellectual life, the late 
nineteenth century saw the emergence of a new "holy man" style among lead
ers of the Indian reform and independence movement. A prime catalyst for 
this shift was the 1882 publication of Bankim Chandra Chatterji's powerful 
and controversial Bengali novel Anandamath (Lipner 2005), which drew par
allels between the Sannyasi and Fakir Rebellion and the cause of Indian inde
pendence. In the years and decades that followed, numerous (mainly Bengali) 
reformers shed their Western-style clothing to put on the saffron robes of 
Indian holy men. These included, most notably, Swami Vivekananda, the In
dian founder of "modern yoga" (De Michelis 2004: 91-180); and Sri Au
robindo, who was jailed by the British for plotting a sannytisi revolt against the 
Empire but who devoted the latter part of his life to yoga, founding his famous 
tifram in Pondicherry in 1926. While the other leading yoga gurus of the first 
half of the twentieth century had no reform or political agenda, they left their 
mark by carrying the gospel of modern yoga to the west. These include Para
mahamsa Yogananda, the author of the perennial best-selling 1946 publica
tion, Autobiography of a Yogi; Sivananda, who was for a short time the guru of 
the pioneering yoga scholar and historian of religions Mircea Eliade; Kuvalay
ananda, who focused on the modern scientific and medical benefits of yoga 
practice (Alter 2004: 73-108); Hariharananda Aranya, the founder of the Kap
ila Matha [Jacobsen]; and Krishnamacharya [Singleton, Narasimhan, and 
Jayashree] , the guru of the three hatha yoga masters most responsible for popu
larizing postural yoga throughout the world in the late twentieth century. 

Vivekananda's rehabilitation of what he termed "raja yoga" is exemplary, for 
its motives, its influences, and its content. A shrewd culture broker seeking a 
way to turn his countrymen away from practices he termed "kitchen religion," 
Vivekananda seized upon the symbolic power of yoga as a genuinely Indian, 
yet non-sectarian, type of applied philosophy that could be wielded as a "uni
fying sign of the Indian nation . . .  not only for national consumption but for 
consumption by the entire world" (Van der Veer 2001: 73-74). For Vive
kananda, raja yoga, or "classical yoga,"was the science of yoga taught in the Yoga 
Sutra, a notion he took from none other than the Theosophist Madame Bla
vatsky, who had a strong Indian following in the late nineteenth century. Fol
lowing his success in introducing raja yoga to western audiences at the 1892 
World Parliament of Religions at Chicago, Vivekananda remained in the 
United States for much of the next decade (he died in 1902), lecturing and 
writing on the YS. His quite idiosyncratic interpretations of this work were 
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highly congenial to the religiosity of the period, which found expression in 
India mainly through the rationalist spirituality of Neo-Vedanta. So it was 
that Vivekananda defined raja yoga as the supreme contemplative path to self
realization, in which the self so realized was the supreme self, the absolute 
brahman or god-self within. 

While Vivekananda's influence on present-day understandings of yoga the
ory is incalculable, his disdain for the means and ends of ha(ha yoga practice 
were such that that form of yoga-the principal traditional source of modern 
postural yoga-was slow to be embraced by the modern world. It should be 
noted here ·that within India, the tradition of ha{ha yoga had been all but lost, 
and that it was not until the publication of a number of editions of late hatha 
yoga texts, by the Theosophical Society and others, that interest in it was re
kindled. Indeed, none other than the great Krishnamacharya himself went to 
Tibet in search of true practitioners of a tradition he considered lost in India 
(Kadetsky 2004: 76-79). One of the earliest American practitioners to study 
yoga under Indian teachers and later attempt to market the teachings of ha{ha 
yoga in the west, Theos Bernard died in Tibet in the 1930s while searching 
there for the yogic "grail" [Hackett] . 

Whatever Krishnamacharya found in his journey to Tibet, the yoga that he 
taught in his role of"yoga master" of the Mysore Palace was an eclectic amal
gam of ha(ha yoga techniques, British military calisthenics, and the regional 
gymnastic and wrestling traditions of southwestern India (Sjoman 1996). Be
ginning in the 1950s, his three leading disciples-B. K. S. Iyengar, K. Pattabhi 
Jois, and T.K.V. Desikachar-would introduce their own variations on his 
techniques and so define the postural yoga that has swept Europe, the United 
States, and much of the rest of the world. The direct and indirect disciples of 
these three innovators form the vanguard of yoga teachers on the contempo
rary scene. The impact of these innovators of yoga, with their eclectic blend of 
training in postures with teachings from the YS, also had the secondary effect 
of catalyzing a reform within the Svetambara Jain community, opening the 
door to the emergence of a universalistic and missionary yoga-based J ainism 
in the United Kingdom in particular [Qyarnstrom and Birch]. 

In the course of the past thirty years, yoga has been transformed more than 
at any time since the advent of ha(ha yoga in the tenth to eleventh centuries 
(Syman 2010). The theoretical pairing of yoga with mind-expanding drugs, 
the practice of "cakra adjustment," the use of crystals: these are but a few of 
the entirely original improvisations on a four-thousand-year-old theme, 
which have been invented outside of India during the past decades. Aware of 
this appropriation of what it rightly considers to be its own cultural legacy, 
Indians have begun to take steps to safeguard their yoga traditions. In 2001, 
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the Traditional Knowledge Digital Library (TKDL) was founded in India as 

a tool for preventing foreign entrepreneurs from appropriating and patenting 
Indian traditions as their own intellectual properties. Spurred by the 2004 
granting of a U.S. patent on a sequence of twenty-six iisanas to the Indian
American yoga celebrity Bikram Chaudhury, the TKDL has turned its atten
tion to yoga. In the light of the history outlined in this introduction, the 
TKDL has a vast range of theories and practices to protect. 
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Note for Instructors 

David Gordon White 

As Jonathan Z. Smith has famously written, the task of the religious studies 
scholar is not only to make the strange seem familiar, but also to make the 
familiar seem strange. Put another way, our goal is both to reorient and to 
disorient. Of course, orientation is about finding one's bearings, and in the 
South Asian contexts out of which most of the world's yoga traditions arose, 
the east (purva) was always the direction of reference, because it was there 
that the sun rose and the day began. For this reason, the Sanskrit term purva 
has also had a temporal referent, in the sense of "prior to," "before." Accord
ingly, the chapters in this volume are, with a few exceptions, arranged chrono
logically, beginning at the beginning. Following the editor's introduction, 
which itself provides a chronological account of the origins and development 
of the many yogas that have come down to us, the contributions to this vol
ume may be read as a historical narrative, from the Buddhist sources ofYoga 
philosophy as found in an early medical text down to the modern-day Jain 
system of prelqa meditation. 

This is where the process of reorientation and disorientation may begin in 
the classroom. Given the fact that the people who "do" yoga number in the 
tens of millions in the West alone, many students will come to a course on 
yoga with a number of preconceptions received from their teachers and train
ers. Primary among these will be the received notion that all yogas are one, 
and that that one Yoga tradition has remained unchanged since its origins in 
the mists of antiquity. An alternative assumption is that yoga has evolved in a 
straight line and following some sort of historical determinism from the 
teachings of the Bhagavad Gitti and the Yoga Sutra down through the classical 
works of hatha yoga and into modem-day Vinyasa, A�tailga, Kriya Yoga, and 
so forth. What a chronological reading of the outstanding translations and 
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introductions of this volume makes abundantly clear is that there are as many 
discontinuities as there are continuities in the history of yoga, and that there 
are nearly as many yoga systems as there are texts on yoga. Furthermore, even 
within a single genre of yoga literature, such as the Yoga Upani�ads, one finds 
a sharp divergence between the respective philosophies of northern and 
southern traditions, with both varying significantly from the {in fact very lim
ited) yoga content of the "classical" Upani�ads from which they take their 
name. The term yoga has itself been interpreted in widely variant ways, with 
both the Bhagavad Gita and commentaries on the Yoga Sutra asserting that 
the true sense of the term yoga is viyoga, "non-yoga." As for the riija yoga that 
the great Swami V ivekananda championed as the "royal"yoga and "essence' '  of 
the Yoga Sutra, commentators from earlier centuries employed the same term 
to denote a yogi's consumption of his female consort's sexual emissions (rajas)! 
Guiding students through the twists and turns of these multiple readings of 
yoga and the practices and theories in which they are embedded should serve 
to disabuse them of many of their prior assumptions. 

This work of disorientation will, of necessity, be complemented by one of 
reorientation, of making the strange seem familiar. There are continuities
historical, philosophical, ritual, and so forth-between and among the various 
yoga traditions; however they are rarely found where one expects to find them. 
This being said, one cannot help but notice that even when they are seeking to 
refute one another, the authors of these works were clearly engaged in some 
sort of conversation. So, while there are distinctively Hindu, Buddhist, Jain, 
Tantric, non-sectarian, and even Islamic yoga traditions, there are a number of 
pervasive themes that recur across texts and time. In their introductions, the 
contributors to this volume {who also harbor differing opinions concerning 
yoga) have taken great pains to describe both the distinctiveness of and the 
continuities between the texts and traditions they are interpreting. So, for ex
ample, Dundas's introduction is an excellent guide to the specificities of Jain 
yoga traditions, while those of Chapple and Qyarnstrom/Birch link Jain for
mulations to those of the Yoga Sutra, Bhagavad Gitii, hathayogic texts and so 
forth. Wujastyk, Larson, and Malinar discuss Buddhist influences on the Yoga 
Sutra and Bhagavad Gitii, while Ernst delineates the hathayogic sources of 
Islamic treatises on breath control. As the six contributions on yoga in South 
and Inner Asian Tantric traditions make clear, sectarian differences among 
Hindus, Buddhists, and Jains paled in comparison to the commonalities of 
their shared Tantric worldview, metaphysics, goals, and techniques. 

Another aspect of reorientation involves finding continuities in practice. 
When one reads the term yoga in one of its most general senses, as "disci
pline," another common feature of the various yoga traditions emerges. This is 
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the notion that through the many disciplines called yoga, the practitioner 
seeks to stop, still, or immobilize one or more of four essential components of 
his person: his thought, breath, seed, and body. This common goal, of immobi
lization, flows from a shared assumption that suffering existence is a "flow" 
(sai!Zsdra literally means "con-fluence"), and that salvation is to be realized, 
precisely, by removing oneself from that flow. What distinguishes the princi
pal types of yogic practice from one another are the components of the self 
that are the objects of one's discipline. So it is that in meditative traditions, the 
principal focus will be on immobilizing thought, usually in conjunction with 
breath control, the inner repetition of mantras, and so on. In most forms of 
Tantric yoga, thought, semen, and the body are highlighted to varying de
grees. In hatha yoga, the focus can be on all four components, as immortalized 
in a medieval vernacular poem attributed to the Nath Yogi Gopicand: "Steady 
goes the breath, and the mind is steady, steady goes the mind, the semen. 
Steady the semen, and the body is steady, that's what Goptcand is sayin'." 
Drawing students' attention to these various combinations of the four princi
pal objects of yogic discipline may serve as an interactive pedagogical tech
nique in the classroom. 

As this volume goes to press, culture warriors from worlds apart are staking 
the nearly identical claim that yoga is fundamentally Hindu. In the United 
States, a number of Christian evangelists are taking this position for the ex
pressed purpose of controlling the bodies of Christian women, while in India, 
Hindu fundamentalists are doing the same in the service of their ongoing 
campaign ofidentity politics. In a word, each is instrumentalizing a simplified 
idea of yoga for ulterior motives of social, cultural, or political domination. 

As for their shared claim, that yoga is fundamentally Hindu, this can only 
stand if one allows that there has only ever been one "yoga," and that that yoga 
has remained unaltered since its inception, i.e., that the yoga being taught 
today in yoga studios across the globe is identical to the yoga of the Upani�ads 
or that taught by Kr�Qa in the Bhagavad Gita, the two earliest treatments of 
"yoga" in the Hindu canon. However, upon inspection, these two original 
Hindu teachings on yoga are found to diverge on several points, and so one 
must conclude that from the very outset there have been at least two Hindu 
systems of yoga. And, as the contributions to this volume make plain, the past 
2,500 years have seen the emergence of many, many systems of yoga-the 
earliest of which may not have been Hindu at all, and many of which arose 
outside ofindia-whose theories and practices have often been diametrically 
opposed to one another. To cite but one example from this volume, the author 
of the eighteenth-century Hai!Zsaviltisa held the teachings of the Yoga Sutra 
up for ridicule, calling them "nonsense." 
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More than any other text, it was this work, the Yoga Sutra ofPatafijali, that 
Swami Vivekananda-the late-nineteenth-century reformer, nationalist, and 
father of modern yoga-championed as the theoretical foundation for all au
thentic yoga practice. But, as Peter van der Veer has recendy shown, Vive
kananda, too, was instrumentalizing this ancient yoga tradition in his own 
way. Vivekananda preached that the Yoga Sutra was not only "scientific" and 
"spiritual," but also emphatically anti-sectarian-and that it was precisely be
cause it transcended all religious and sectarian boundaries that yoga could be 
placed in the service of fostering Indian unity. Following in Vivekananda's 
wake, T. K.rishnamacharya, the father of the postural yoga practiced by mil
lions today, did not, in spite of his own orthodox Hindu identity, emphasize 
the "Hindu" content of yoga training. In his earliest published work on yoga, 
the circa 1935 Yoga Makaranda, K.rishnamacharya took a position similar to 
Vivekananda's, arguing for the spirituality of the "science of yoga" (yoga-vidyii) 
as a corrective for India's flirtations with Western ways, and concluding that 
"Yoga will bring back honor and respect to Mother India." 

As important as they are for twenty-first century understandings of yoga, 
Vivekananda and K.rishnamacharya stand near the end of a long line of in
novators who created something entirely new even as they harked back to the 
ancient foundations of yoga. Gorakhnath, the medieval founder of the Nath 
Yogis and purported author of the earliest Sanskrit-language guides to ha(ha 
yoga-a revolutionary form of practice involving "locks" and "seals" and the 
inner transformation of semen into the nectar of immortality-was also the 
author of a collection of mystic poems. Known as the Gorakh Bii1Ji, these 
verses glorified the yogi as a person who could reduce the gods of the Hindu 
male trinity (Brahma, Vi�QU, and Siva) to slavery-hardly a "Hindu" position� 
Many of the yogas of history have never been Hindu at all, but rather Jain, 
Buddhist, perhaps even Islamic in their sectarian identities. 

Now, it is the case that many modem-day yoga gurus have collapsed the 
rich and varied histories of the many yogas of India, greater Asia, and now the 
West, into a simplistic vision of yoga as an unchanging tradition grounded in 
the religion of the Vedas. However, the simple fact that some contemporary 
teachers and practitioners of yoga hold to such an untenable hypothesis does 
not make yoga Hindu, any more than the presence of a plastic Jesus on some 
dashboards would make all automobile drivers Christian. 
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The Path to Liberation through Yogic 

Mindfulness in Early Ayurveda 

Dominik Wujastyk 

It can come as a surprise to discover that buried in one of the earliest medical 
treatises in Sanskrit is a short tract on the yogic path to liberation. This tract
a mere thirty-nine verses-occurs in the Chapter on the Embodied Person 
(Stirirasthtina) in the Compendium of Caraka (Carakasaf!Zhitti). The Compen
dium is a medical encyclopedia and perhaps the earliest surviving complete 
treatise on classical Indian medicine. It is even more surprising to find that this 
yogic tract contains several references to Buddhist meditation and a previously 
unknown eightfold path leading to the recollection or mindfulness that is the 
key to liberation. Finally, Caraka's yoga tract almost certainly predates the fa
mous classical yoga system of Pataiijali. Let us explore these points in tum. 

Classical Indian medicine, tiyurveda {"the knowledge for long life"), is based 
on the body of medical theory and practice that was first collected and syn
thesized in several great medical encyclopedias, including especially the The 
Compendium oJCaraka and The Compendium ofSuiruta (Sufrutasaf!Zhitti). How
ever, there are traces of the formation of this medical system to be found in 
earlier Sanskrit and Pall literature. The first occurrence of the Sanskrit word 
tiyurveda in Indian history is in the Mahtibhtirata epic. The epic also refers to 
medicine as having eight components, a term that is so standard in later lit
erature that the science "with eight components" (tl.f(tiizga) becomes a syn
onym for medicine. These components include topics such as therapeutics, 
pediatrics, possession, surgery, and toxicology. 

But the very earliest reference in Indian literature to a form of medicine 
that is unmistakably a forerunner of ayurveda is found in the teachings of 
the Buddha {probably fl. ca. 480-400 BCE, but these dates are still debated). 
As far as we know, it was not yet called ayurveda, but the basic concepts were 
the same as those that later formed the foundations of ayurveda. The Pall 
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Buddhist Canon as we have it today probably dates from about 250 BCE, 
and records a fairly trustworthy account of what the Buddha said. In the col
lection of Buddhist sermons called the "Connected Sayings" ( Sa,yutta 
Nikaya), there is a story that tells how the Buddha was approached by a 
monk called Sivako who asked him whether disease is caused by bad actions 
performed in the past, in other words by bad karma. The Buddha said no, 
that bad karma is only part of the picture and that diseases may be caused by 
any of eight factors. The factors he listed were bile, phlegm, wind, and their 
pathological combination, changes of the seasons, the stress of unusual ac
tivities, external agency, as well as the ripening of bad karma. This is the first 
moment in documented Indian history that these medical categories and ex
planations are combined in a clearly systematic manner. The term "patho
logical combination" (Pali sannipata) is particularly telling: this is a technical 
term from ayurveda that is as specific as a modern establishment doctor say
ing something like "hemoglobin levels." This term signals clearly that the 
Buddha's list of disease-causes emanates from a milieu in which a body of 
systematic technical medical knowledge existed. And it is these very factors 
that later became the cornerstone of classical Indian medical theory, or 
ayurveda. The historical connection between the ascetic traditions-such as 
Buddhism and ayurveda-is an important one. 

What is the date of the Compendium of Caraka? The chronology of this 
work is complex. The text already declares itself to be the work of three people. 
An early text by Agnivesa was edited (pratisa,skrta) by Caraka. Caraka's work 
was later completed by Drc;lhabala.Jan Meulenbeld has surveyed the key his
torical issues with great care in his History of Indian Medical Literature. Mter 
assessing the Nyaya, Vaise�ika, and Buddhist materials that appear in Caraka's 
Compendium, Meulenbeld concludes that, "Caraka cannot have lived later 
than about AD 150-200 and not much earlier than 100 BC." 

How does this dating relate to the early history of classical yoga? Is the 
yoga tract in Caraka's Compendium to be dated before or after the classical 
yoga of Pataiijali? In his authoritative new edition of the "Samadhi" chapter of 
Patafijali's work on yoga, Philipp Maas (2006) has provided a compelling re
assessment of the authorship, title, and date of the texts commonly known as 
the Yoga Sutra and the Vytisabhfi$ya, but which call themselves collectively the 
Patafl}alayogafastra, or PataflJali's Teaching on Yoga. Based on careful argu
ments and evidence, Maas makes three main assertions: 

1. The text of the Patafl}alayogaftistra, i.e., the undivided Sutra and its 
commentary the Bha1ya, is a single composition that can be traced 
back to a single author. 
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2. That author can be called Patafijali. 
3. This unified text can be plausibly dated to about 400 CE. 

Maas shows that the earliest references to "Vedavyasa" as the author of a 
Bhti!ya occur at the end of the first millennium, in the works ofVacaspatimisra 
(B. ca. 975-1000), in his Tattvavaiitiradi; and K�emaraja (fl. ca. 950-1050), in 
his Svacchandatantroddyota. From the eleventh century onward, authors such 
as Madhava (fifteenth-century Sarvadarfanasa1Jlgraha) routinely refer to Pata
fijali's Yogaftistra, his Sti1Jlkhyapravacana or his Yoga Sutra, and to Vyasa as the 
author of the Bhti$ya. 

However, the earliest of these revisionist authors, Vacaspati, also refers else
where to Patafijali as the author of a part of the Bhafya. Vacaspati was appar
ently uncertain as to whether sutra and bhti$ya were by the same author or not. 
In fact, this view was reasonably widespread amongst early authors such as 
Sridhara in his ca. 991 CE Nyayakandali, Abhinavagupta in his ca. 950 CE 
Abhinavabhtirati, and many others. Maas also shows that the earliest form of 
the work's title in manuscript chapter colophons was probably Pataiijala
yogafastra-sti1Jlkhyapravacana, "Patafijali's Sarpkhya Teaching that is the Trea
tise on Yoga." Working from this as well as internal textual arguments, Maas 
concludes that Patafijali took materials about yoga from older sources, and 
added his own explanatory passages to create the unified work that, since 
about 1100 CE, has been considered the work of two people. The extracts were 
designated as sutras and ascribed to Patafijali, while the explanations and ad
ditional remarks were regarded as a bhti$ya and ascribed to Vyasa (meaning 
"the editor" in Sanskrit). 

As for the all-important issue of the date of the Patafljalayogaftistra, Maas 
notes that it is partly a matter of guesswork, but refers to the plausible cita
tions by Magha {in his 600-800 CE Si$upalavadha), Vr�abhadeva (fl. ca. 650 
CE), and Gau<;lapada {in his ca. 500 CE commentary on Isvarakr�Q.a's 
Sti'!lkhyaktiriktis). Maas therefore argues that the Pataiijalayogaftistra was, by 
the beginning of the sixth century, regarded as an authoritative representation 
of yoga philosophy. Such a reputation would have taken at least some time to 
become established. The earliest possible date for the Patafzjalayogaftistra is 
Patafijali's apparent engagement with the Vijfianavada teaching of Vasu
bandhu in the fourth century, as already proposed long ago by Woods {1914). 
Maas's final opinion is that the composition of the Patafzjalayogaftistra can be 
placed in the period between 325 and 425 CE. 

Whatever the nuances of the arguments, it is beyond reasonable doubt that 
the Compendium of Caraka precedes the Patafljalayogaftistra, that the yoga 
tract in the Compendium is older than Patafijali's yoga system, and that it pro-
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pounds a yoga system that has closer links to Vaise�ika philosophy than to the 
Sarp.khya ofPatafijali's system. 

Caraka's Yoga Tract 

In the yoga tract in his chapter on the origin and structure of the human being, 
the Sarirasthana, Caraka first frames yoga as both spiritual liberation and the 
means of attaining it. Verses 138-39 are a direct citation from the Vaifefikasutra. 
Caraka continues with a description of the supernatural powers that accrue to 
the practitioner of yoga as a result of his self-discipline and the power of his 
concentration. This is very much in line with Patafijali's teaching on siddhis, 
and indeed with common ideas of the result of yoga practice across Indian 
literature. 

Among the earliest sources of the idea that supernatural powers result from 
meditation are the descriptions in the Buddhist canonical text, the Stimaflfla
phalasutta of the Digha Niktiya, when characterizing the monk who has com
pleted the four meditations (Pali jhana). The powers arise from being inte
grated (samahita), and are as follows: 

1. body-power (ktiyavasa), or the power to self-multiply, vanish, fly 
through walls, even touch the sun or moon 

2. knowledge from divine hearing (dibbasotaflti1Ja) 
3. mind-reading (cetopariyaflti1Ja) 
4. the recollection of past lives (pubbenivastinussatiflti1Ja) 
5. divine seeing (dibbacakkhu) 
6. knowledge of the destruction of the bad influences (tisavakkhaya) 

Many of the key terms used in this list of six powers are the same as those used 
in Caraka's yoga tract when he describes the eight powers that yoga practice 
can produce. 

Most interesting of all, Caraka frames a new eightfold practice leading to 
recollection (Skt. smrti), and places recollection at the very center of yogic 
practice. For Caraka, it is recollection that leads to yoga, and yoga that leads to 
the acquisition of supernatural powers and to ultimate liberation. 

The language and conceptualization of this passage in the medical literature 
places it squarely within the tradition of the Buddhist mindfulness meditation 
(Pali satipat{htina), often practiced today under the name vipassanti. As Gyatso 
(1992) has shown, in the Buddhist tradition, the Pali term sati (Sanskrit sm.rti) 
can denote memory in two quite distinct senses. First, it denotes memory as 
the simple bringing-to-mind of events that happened at an earlier period in 
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time, the mental act required to answer such questions as, "what did I have for 
breakfast?" In a second sense, it means the deepening of one's consciousness, 
of one's experiential awareness of the present moment. This is the alert self
recollection that people experience at special or shocking moments in life, or 
as a result of deliberate forms of meditation practice. Sometimes, such mo
ments of recollection or mindfulness generate long-term memories of the first 
type, which are referred to as "flashbulb memories." 

The Pall compound word sati-patthana, the meditational practice leading 
to recollection or mindfulness, corresponds to the Sanskrit smrti-upasthana. 
And in verse 146, Caraka's text uses these very words to describe the one prac
tice that leads to all the other moral and spiritual practices he has listed. They 
arise from "abiding in the memory of reality," or in Sanskrit tattva-smrter 
upasthdndt. In the following verse, 147, Caraka inverts the cause-effect rela
tion: it is the practice of the virtues listed in 143-44 that leads to recollection. 
Finally, verse 147 also identifies the final goal of recollection with freedom 
from suffering, Sanskrit du�kha, again the central doctrine of Buddhism. This 
theme of suffering and impermanence is picked up again in verses 152 and 153 
in completely Buddhist terms. Caraka's use of these keywords taken direcdy 
from the Buddhist meditational and doctrinal milieu shows unambiguously 
that his yoga tract is an adaptation of extremely old ascetic material known to 
us mainly from Buddhism. 

Given all this, it is all the more surprising that the comment at the end of 
verse 149 identifies recollection with the ordinary-language meaning of mem
ory, i.e., calling to mind previous experience. It is tempting to see this com
ment as an addition by an author who was not familiar with the Buddhist 
understanding of recollection or mindfulness that underlies this tract. 

Since recollection is at the center of Caraka's method of yoga, the eightfold 
path to recollection that he oudines in verses 148 and 149 is of special interest. 
This appears to be a very early "eightfold path" whose origins and detailed 
meaning are obscure and require further study. It bears no apparent relation to 
other early forms of yogic path, such as the sixfold path of the Maitraya7Jiya 
Upanifad, or the eightfold path ofPataftjali's Patafzjalayogaftistra.The first four 
of Caraka's eight steps to mindfulness concern the deepening of perception 
and discrimination. The fifth step could mean an attachment to sattva in the 
sense of the Sarpkhya gu7Ja of purity, although at the end of verse 141 the same 
word means, as it often does, "mind." The sixth step, practice, could refer to 
practicing mindfulness, but it could also point to memorization in the ordi
nary sense. The seventh step, the yoga of knowledge, brings to mind the fa
mous teachings of the Bhagavadgitd on this subject, where liberation is attain
able through true gnosis. But Caraka's Compendium elsewhere shows no 
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awareness of the Gita. The last step, "what is heard again," is syntactically a 
little odd, since it is not exacdy a procedural step in a path. But it was clearly 
intended as the eighth "step." It again suggests memorization, rather than 
mindfulness in the Buddhist sense. 

The last part of verse 151 raises new questions. The philosophers of the 
Sarpkhya school have normally been presumed to be those who "count" or 
"reckon" (saf!Zkhya-) the twenty-five tattvas or evolutes of the universe's cre
ation. However, in verse 151, Caraka has the Sarpkhyas counting not tattvas, 
but dharmas. This strongly suggests the use of the word dharma, or Pall 
dhamma, in the sense of "entity," "fundamental phenomenon," or even more 
neutrally "thing," and might even suggest the enumerative and descriptive 
characteristics of the Buddhist Abhidharma literature. The connection with 
Sarpkhya continues with verse 153, which is a direct parallel of Stif!Zkhyaktirikli 
64. 

Caraka's yoga tract is an early and profoundly syncretic text about the path 
of yoga. Its citations from Vaise�ika and Sarpkhya treatises show its willing
ness to synthesize across philosophical divides. But it is the Buddhist techni
cal vocabulary and the text's focus on mindfulness as the most important 
yogic practice leading to liberation that strikes us most strongly. This suggests 
that Caraka integrated into his medical treatise an archaic yoga method that 
owed its origins to Buddhist traditions of cultivating smrti. 

Caraka's yoga tract did not go unnoticed within the Sanskrit literary tradi
tion itsel£ In the fourth or fifth century it was copied by the author the 
Yajflavalkyasmrti, and from there again into yet another work, the VipJusmrti. 
In this way, its ideas gained a readership far beyond physicians. 

The passage below is translated from the Carakasaf!Zhita, Sarirasthana 1, verses 
137-55. The Sanskrit edition used is the standard vulgate edition: Jadavji Tri
kamji Acarya, ed., Mahar#1Jii Punarvasunopad4fti, tacch4ye1Jiignivefena pra1Jitti, 
Caraka Drt/habaltibhytif!Z pratisaf!Zskrta Carakasaf!Zhita, fri Cakrapti1Jidattavira
citaya ayurvedadtpikavyakhyaya saf!Zvalita, 3rd ed. {Bombay: Nirnaya Sagara 
Press, 1941). Earlier translations of this passage, none of which develop its 
wider significance, include Priya Vrat Sharma, Caraka-Saf!Zhita: Agnivefa's 
Treatise Refined and Annotated by Caraka and Redacted by Drt/habala (text with 
English translation), 4 vols. Varanasi: Chaukhambha Orientalia 1981-1994), 
vol. 1, pp. 409-11; and Ram Karan Sharma and Vaidya Bhagwan Dash, 
Agnivefa's Caraka Saf!Zhitti (Text with English Translation and Critical Exposi
tion Based on Cakrapti1Ji Datta's Ayurveda Dtpikti), 7 vols. {Varanasi: 
Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series Office, 1976-2002), vol. 2, pp. 345-50 . 
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Suggestions for Further Reading 

The formation and early history of the Ayurvedic medical system outlined 
above is discussed in more detail by Kenneth G. Zysk, Asceticism and Healing 
in Ancient India: Medicine in the Buddhist Monastery (New York and Bombay: 
Oxford University Press, 1991; reprinted Delhi 1998, 2000); and by Dominik 
Wujastyk, "Indian Medicine," in W. F. Bynum and Roy Porter (eds.), Compan
ion Encyclopedia of the History of Medicine, 2 vols. (London: Routledge, 1993), 
vol. 1, pp. 755-78; Dominik Wujastyk, "The Science of Medicine," in Gavin 
Flood (ed.), The Blackwell Companion to Hinduism (Oxford: Blackwell, 2003), 
pp. 393-409; and Dominik Wujastyk, The Roots of .Ayurveda: Selections from 
Sanskrit Medical Writings, 3rd ed. (London and New York: Penguin, 2003). 
The most authoritative discussion of the dates of Ayurvedic texts is Gerrit Jan 
Meulenbeld,A History of Indian Medical Literature, 5 vols. (Groningen: E. For
sten, 1999-2002), Meulenbeld's discussion of the Carakasa1'{thita-'s date is in 
vol. IA, pp. 105-15. The original Pili text of the Sa1f1yuttanikaya discussed 
above appears in Leon Feer (ed.), Sa1f1yutta-Nikaya. Part IV: Sa{iiyatana-Vagga, 
3rd ed. (London: Pali Text Society, 1973), pp. 230-31. It has been translated by 
Bhikkhu Bodhi, The Connected Discourses of the Buddha: A Translation from the 
Piili (Somerville, MA: Wisdom Publications, 2000), pp. 1278-79. 

The question of whether the Buddhist Canon records the direct teaching of 
the Buddha or is a later construction by the monastic community is much 
debated. The topic is surveyed by Alexander Wynn, "The Historical Authen
ticity of Early Buddhist Literature: A Critical Evaluation," Wiener Zeitschrift 
for die Kunde Siidasiens 49 (2005): 35-70, who defends a conservative view of 
the authenticity of the Canon as a record of the Buddha's words. A discussion 
of how recent manuscript discoveries affect our view of the Sa1!Zyuttanikaya's 
formation can be found in Andrew Glass and Mark Allan, Four Giindhiiri 
Sa1f1yuktiigama sutras: Senior Kharof(hi fragment 5 (Seattle: University of 
Washington Press, 2007). 

I have translated the Sanskrit word smrti as "memory," "mindfulness," and 
"recollection" according to context. It has been called "one of the most diffi
cult words . . .  in the whole Buddhist system ethical psychology to translate" 
(Davids 1890-1894). Even in the early literature of the Veda, words from the 
verbal root smr- can denote memory of past events as well as the present 
awareness of objects of consciousness, as was noted by Konrad Klaus, "On 
the Meaning of the Root smr in Vedic Literature," Wiener Zeitschrift for die 
Kunde Siidasiens, 36 (Supplementband) (1993): 77-86. Several relevant papers 
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on the concept of memory in Buddhism are gathered in Janet Gyatso (ed.), 
In the Mirror of Memory: Reflections on Mindfulness and Remembrance in In
dian and Tibetan Buddhism, SUNY Series in Buddhist Studies (Albany: State 
University of New York Press, 1992). The following important study stays 
very close to the original sources: Tse-fu Kuan, Mindfulness in Early Bud
dhism: New Approaches 7hrough Psychology and Textual Analysis of Pali, Chi
nese, and Sanskrit Sources (London and New York: Roudedgeffaylor & Fran
cis, 2008). The issues of memory, Buddhism, and the Carakasarrzhitti are 
briefly touched upon by Johannes Bronkhorst, "A Note on the Caraka Saqt
hita and Buddhism," in Early Buddhism and Abhidharma 7hought: In Honor 
of Doctor Hajime Sakurabe on His Seventy-seventh Birthday, 2002.20. May 
(Kyoto: Heirakuji Shoten, 2002), pp. 115-21. Gerhard Oberhammer, Struk
turen yogischer Meditation (Vienna: Verl. d. Osterr. Akad. d. Wiss., 1977), dis
cusses mindfulness in the context of the Ptitafljalayogaftistra and with refer
ence to the parallels in the Questions of King Milinda (Pall Milindapanha). 
See Thomas William Rhys Davids, 7he Questions of King Milinda, 2 vols. 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 189Q-1894), vol. 1, pp. 58-59; and more recendy 
Thera Nyanaponika and Bhikkhu Nyanatiloka, Milindapanha: ein historisches 
Gipfeltrejfen im religiosen Weltgespriich (Bern: O.W. Barth [bei] Scherz, 1998), 
pp. 62-63. 

The critical reassessment of the yoga teaching ofPataiijali is that of Philipp 
Andre Maas, Samtidhiptida: das erste Kapitel des Patafzjalayogaftistra zum ersten 
Mal kritisch ediert = 7he First Chapter of the Ptitafzjalayogaftistra for the first time 
critically edited (Aachen: Shaker, 2006). His key conclusions about the unified 
nature of the sutra and bh�ya are on p. xiv, and his arguments about the date 
of the Patafzjalayogafastra are on pp. xv-xvi. The evidence for Pataiijali's knowl
edge ofVasubandhu's works was given by James Haughton Woods, 7he Yoga
system ofPatafzjali: or, the ancient Hindu doctrine of Concentration of Mind Em
bracing the Mnemonic Rules, called Yoga-sutras, of Patafzjali and the Comment, 
called Yoga-bhashya, attributed to Veda-Vytisa and the Explanation, called 
Tattvavaiftiradi, of Viichaspati-mirra, Harvard Oriental Series, vol. 17 (Cam
bridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1914), pp. xvii-xviii. 

Amongst the earliest descriptions of a structured path of yoga, having a 
series of an gas or "components" is that of the sixth prapa{haka of the relatively 
late Maitrayatfiya Upani�ad. For the Sanskrit text, see V. P. Limaye and R. D. 
Vadekar ( eds.), Eighteen principal Upani�ads: Upanqadic text with parallels from 
extant Vedic literature, exegetical and grammatical notes (Poona: Vaidika Sam
sodhana Mandala, 1958), pp. 325-57. The Maitrayatfiya's six-component yoga 
and some of its successors were usefully discussed by Anton Zigmund-Cerbu, 
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"The Sadailgayoga," History of Religions 3:1 (1963): 128-34. Van Buitenen char
acterized the text as containing some interpolations: J.A.B. van Buitenen, The 
Maitraya1Jiya Upanifad. A Critical Essay, With Text, Translation and Commen
tary, Disputationes Rheno-Trajectinae, vol. 6 (The Hague: Mouton & Co., 
1962), pp. 84-87. This point was taken up by Somadeva Vasudeva, The Yoga of 
the Malinivijayottaratantra, Critical edition, Translation and Notes, (Pondi
cherry: IFP-EFEO, 2004), p. 375, note 18, where it is asserted that this section 
of the Maitrayatziya's text may be an interpolation later than]ayakhyasaf!lhita 
and other early Saiva sources. 

Tsutomu Yamashita, "On the Nature of the Medical Passages in the 
Yajfiavalkyasmrti," Zinbun, 36:2 (2001/2002): 87-129, establishes that the 
Yajfiavalkyasmrti's "atman treatise" is later than Caraka's Compendium and that 
it derived almost all of its concepts in this section from the Carakasa'!lhita. For 
the Yajfiavalkyasmrti passage parallel to verse 146 in Caraka's yoga tract, see 
Samarao Narasimha Naraharayya and Rai Bahadur Srisa Chandra Vasu, The 
Sacred Laws of The Aryas as Taught in the School ofYajnavalkya and Explained 
by Vijnanesvara in his Well-known Commentary Named the Mitaksara Vol. ill: 
The Prayaschitta Adhyaya (Allahabad: The Pfu)ini Office, 1913), p. 148. The text 
edition is Narayan Ram Acharya (ed.), Yajfiavalkyasmrti of Yogifvara Yaj
fiavalkya with the Commentary Mitalqara ofVijfianefvara, Notes, Variant Read
ings, etc. (Bombay: Nirnayasagara Press, 1949), p. 390, verse 3.160. 

Verse 137 of the translation talks about "pains." The Sanskrit term vedana, 
sometimes translated as "feelings," is one of the key terms in the Buddhist phi
losophy of dependent origination (Pall pa{iccasamuppada) and one of the five 
khandhas or experiential aggregates of Buddhist theory. These Buddhist con
cepts are discussed especially insightfully by Sue Hamilton, Identity and Expe
rience: the Constitution of the Human Being According to Early Buddhism (Lon
don: Luzac Oriental, 1996). 

Verses 138-139 contain a passage parallel to Vaifefikasutras 5.2.16-17. These 
have been discussed by Antonella Comba, "Carakasaqthita, Sarirasthana I and 
Vaise�ika Philosophy,"in GerritJan Meulenbeld and Dominik Wujastyk (eds.), 
Studies on Indian Medical History (Groningen: Egbert Forsten, 1987), pp. 43-61; 
and by Masanobu Nozawa, "Concept of Yoga in Vaifefikasutra," in Indian 
Thought and Buddhist Culture. Essays in Honour of Professor ]unkichi Imanishi on 
His Sixtieth Birthday (Tokyo: Shunjii-Sha, 1996), pp. 17-30. The discussion by 
Albrecht Wezler, "Remarks on the Definition of 'Yoga'in the Vaise�ikasiitra," in 
Luise A. Hercus et al. (eds.), Indological and Buddhist Studies: Volume in Honour 
of Professor]. W. de]ong on his Sixtieth Birthday (Canberra: Australian National 
University. Faculty of Asian Studies, 1982), is relevant, although it does not 
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mention the Carakasa1fZhita passage. Meulenbeld 1999-2002, vol. IB, p. 200, 
note 213, gives references for the dating of the Vaife#kmutra. The original 
Vaife,fikmutra text in question can be found in the edition of Muni Jambuvi-

jayaji (ed.), Vaife#kasutra oJKa7Jtida, with the commentary oJCandrananda, Gae
kwad's Oriental Series, vol. 136 (Baroda: Oriental Institute, 1961), p. 42. 

Translation of the Carakasa,hitii, sirirasthana 1, verses 137-155 

137 

In yoga and liberation, all pains are transient. In liberation, the cessation is 
complete; yoga promotes liberation. 

138-139 

Happiness and pain result from the close proximity of the self, the senses, the 
mind, and their objects. By not commencing, while the mind is steady and 
focused on the self, that pair stops and an embodied person becomes powerful. 
Sages who understand yoga know that that is yoga. 

140-141 

Entering someone's mind, knowledge of objects, free action, vision, hearing, 
recollection, beauty, and invisibility at will: these are called the eightfold lordly 
power that yogins have. All that arises from meditation (samtidhtina) with a 
purified mind. 

142 

Liberation comes from the absence of passion (rajas) and lethargy (lamas), due 
to the disappearance of potent karma. The disjunction from all conjunctions is 
called non-rebirth. 

143-146 

Constant attendance on good people, and the avoidance of those who are not 
good; performing vows and fasting as well as each of the separate restraints 
(niyama); steady concentration (dhara7Jti), knowledge ( vijfztina) of the teach
ings about dharma, a penchant for solitude, an aversion to the objects of sense, 
striving towards liberation, and supreme willpower. Not initiating deeds 
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(karma), destruction of past deeds, unworldliness, freedom from ego, seeing 
the danger in attachment, concentration (samtidhtina) of mind and intellect, 
investigating the true state of things. All this develops from abiding in the 
mindfulness of reality (tattvasmrter upasthtintit). 

147 

Attendance on good people, etc., through to willpower (i.e. , vv. 143-44): these 
make mindfulness (smrti) arise. Mter having become mindful of the essential 
nature of existing things, being mindful, one is released from suffering 
(dul;kha). 

148-149 

The eight causes that are said to bring mindfulness about are: 

(a) perception of the cause (nimitta-graha7Ja) 
(b) perception of the form (rupa-graha7Ja) 
(c) similarity (stidrfya) 
(d) contrast (saviparyaya) 
(e) attachment to sativa (sattvtinubandha) 
(f) practice (abhytisa) 
(g) the yoga of knowledge (jntinayoga), and 
(h) what is heard again (punal;fruta) 

Recollection is said to come from recollecting what has been seen, heard, 
and experienced. 

15o-151 

The power of recollecting the truth (tattva) is the one path of liberation, the 
one that is revealed by liberated people. Those who have gone by it have not 
returned again. Yogins call this the way of yoga. Those srupkhyas who have 
reckoned the dharmas and those who are liberated call it the way of 
liberation. 

152-153 

Everything that has a cause is pain, not the self, and impermanent. For that is 
not manufactured by the sel£ And in that arises ownership, as long as the true 
realization has not arisen by which the knower, having known "I am not this, 
this is not mine," transcends everything. 
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154-155 

When this final renunciation exists, all pains and their causes, with conscious
ness, knowledge, and understanding, stop completely. Mter that, the corporeal 
self that has become brahman is not perceived. Having departed from all con
ditions, not a sign can be found. But an ignorant person cannot know this 
knowledge of those who understand brahman. 



- 2  
A Prescription for Yoga and Power in the Mahabharata 

James L. Fitzgerald 

The translated text that follows-a small treatise labeled "Prescription for 
yoga" (yogavidhi) in many of its original manuscript sources (chapter 289 of 
Book 12 of the Mahiihhiirata, thus "Mahiibhiirata 12.289)-is a remarkable 
presentation of yoga taken from among the many philosophical and religious 
texts found in the vast Indian epic Mahiihhiirata. This introduction to it will 
proceed by describing the immediate context of this text-the two speakers in 
it and a neighboring treatise that helps us understand better the point of this 
"Prescription for yoga" -and the broad trends of ancient Indian intellectual 
history that define its teaching generally. 

The Immediate Setting 

BHISMA'S INSTRUCTIONS OFYUDHISTHIRA 

In this text, the fading, soon to die, warrior-sage Bhi�ma, the patriarch ("grand
father") of the Kuru Bharatas, is instructing his young kinsman, Yudhi�thira 
("son of the Bharata King Pal)<;iu," who is addressed sometimes as Bharata and 
as "bull of the Bharatas"; Yudhi�thira is also occasionally addressed with two 
names based on two of his mother's names, "son of Kunti" -at stanzas 16, 34, 
and 56-and "son of Prtha" -at stanzas 24 and 27). Yudhi�thira has recently 
won a horrific and tremendous war that should usher in a new era through his 
rule across the entire known world. Bhi�ma's instructions to the new king all 
deal with problems that troubled the new king, problems of knowing and 
understanding "right action" (dharma) in relation to some of the critical issues 
of the times-problems such as "How can kingship itself, with its inherent 
violence and opportunism, be understood to be right action?" Or, "How can 
the ancient forms of religion (ritual worship of the various Gods, the killing of 
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animals in some of these rites, the pursuit of life in heaven after a single, 
unique life) be reconciled with new religious ideas that presume that people 
live in chains of rebirths determined mechanically by the aggregation of all a 
person's past deeds, good and bad alike, and among which any and all deeds of 
violence and injury are the very worst?"The time when the various instructions 
collected here were composed is roughly between 200 BCE and 300 CE.The 
selection translated here, 12.289, likely dates from near the end of this long 
stretch of time. 

THE MAHABIIARATA'S RELIGIOUS AND PHILOSOPHICAL TEACHINGS 

AMIDST THE CURRENTS OF THE ERA: DHARMA, MOK$A, YOGA 

The particular portion of Bhi�ma's instructions from which our selection 
comes is called the "Section on molqadharmas., (read further for explanations 
of both of these words). This section is a collection of various texts from the 
brahminic tradition that present sermons and treatises on the various forms of 
behavior that are both normatively good (prescribed as laws or duties) and also 
supposedly good for a person's welfare after death (that is, they are dharmas, 
the right things for a person to do; the word dharma embraces both those 
senses of "good action," being obligatory and being beneficial in the next life). 
These texts also present different important teachings that pertain to a person's 
ultimate welfare in life and beyond death (in this part of the Mahtibhtirata the 
word dharma may also, at times, refer to an "important truth or teaching" that 
entails some particular form of ultimately beneficial behavior). All of these 
sermons and treatises on various dharmas are presented against the backdrop 
of new teachings that became very prominent in northern India after 400 
BCE in the mouths of various teachers such as the Buddha, teachings that 
argued that human beings were plagued or "bound" in various ways and needed 
to free themselves-from the general suffering of life (du�kha), from the me
chanical action of the aggregation of past deeds (karman, Anglicized as karma), 
and from the possibly endless chain of personal rebirths (sa1f1stira) that is pow
ered by the energy of one's karma. These new doctrines came frequendy to use 
the word molqa (a word that comes from a verb-root that signifies to "let 
loose," like an arrow from the string of a bow, or "get loose," as in escape from 
danger or a bad situation) and related words like mukti and mukta to describe 
the various forms and degrees of these liberations. 

These teachings regarding the fundamental misery of the human condition, 
the mechanical bondage of karma, and the chain of rebirths seem likely to 
have arisen from social and cultural milieus that were not Aryan and brah
minic (see Bronkhorst 2007). The fundamental Vedic religious ideas of the 
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Aryan brahmins were predicated upon the idea that people might engage in 
various rituals (worshipping the Gods) and other forms of good action 
(dharma-karman) that would make the world reasonably comfortable and se
cure-the world was not a locus only of suffering in their eyes. And while they 
understood human actions to have ethical qualities and corresponding good 
or bad consequences for their agents, they did not envision their deeds as a 
life-long accumulation that mechanically determined their futures, nor did 
they think that persons were incarnated in a succession of bodies. In ancient 
times, brahmins did develop ethical themes by which some individual persons 
conceived of"immortality" and the "beatitude" (blessedness, perpetual perfect 
bliss) of union with the impersonal source-reality of the universe (brahman), 
but these ideas are fundamentally different from the ideas of liberation from 
suffering, karma, and satpSara. In a slow process that took several centuries, the 
two different worldviews intermingled, and the differing notions of the high
est good (gaining immortality or the beatitude of union with brahman, on the 
one hand, and Escape or Absolute Freedom, on the other) came ultimately to 
be regarded as more or less synonymous. Once the non-brahminic ideas of 
molqa started to circulate and gain prominence, brahminic thinkers began ap
propriating parts of them into brahminic religious themes, especially in the 
centuries after 300 BCE, in some of the younger Upanifad texts and passages. 
Many of the texts of the Mahabharata's "Section on molqadharmas " are like
wise appropriations of these ideas to greater or lesser degrees, and they repre
sent attempts to fit these alien ideas together with continuing brahmin respect 
for the Gods, the Vedas, and ritual action. 

Exactly where the ideas and practices that came to be labeled "yoga" fit into 
these developments is obscure (see Bronkhorst 1986, 1993; White 2009; and 
Eliade 2009). Those ideas and practices focus emphatically upon individual 
persons, particularly the human body and the mental structures that operate 
within the body, and especially upon the breathing that obviously powers both 
the body and its conscious structures. This focus makes those practices seem 
quite distinct from the early Vedic forms ofbrahminic religion which are cen
tered upon the many Gods that control the world surrounding human beings, 
who live in various kinds of corporate groupings, as do the Gods. But what
ever sociocultural background these practices had when eventually they made 
their entrance upon the stage of Indian religions in historically visible times, 
they served both the brahminic quest for beatific union and non-brahminic 
quests for liberation equally well. These practices typically called for with
drawal from the world of everyday life (renunciation, sa1Jtnytisa), affiliation 
with a preceptor, emphasis upon control of the body and the breath, and con
trol of the mind by withdrawing consciousness from sensory objects and fo-
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cusing it tightly for long periods of time on a single point of support (different 
phases or degrees of meditation: dhara7Jti, dhyana, samadhi). The changes such 
regimes of "psycho-somatic technology" would effect in persons lent them
selves to different metaphysical interpretations, a fact that made this a "psycho
somatic technology" that seems to have been regarded as effective by many 
different schools of thought across more than two millennia of Indian intel
lectual history. 

It is also important to understand that these practices were not always nor 
everywhere labeled "yoga." Yoga is a Sanskrit word that came to be applied
primarily in the Hindu brahminic traditions-to some parts of this broad 
tradition of asceticism and praxis at some indeterminable point in time, and 
the word yoga applies some interesting ideas to it. Yoga is an ancient word 
signifying "hitch up" or "harness" draught animals to a wheeled vehicle or the 
blade of a plow, and the like, or "yoke" a pair of such animals together for such 
work. It would be interesting to ponder the ways in which this idea might fit, 
and in turn, be modified through its referring to and describing the various 
alterations of behavior, manipulations of the body, regulations of breathing, 
and arresting of mental activities that are characteristic of"yoga" {see the met
aphor of the chariot at Katha Upan#ad 3.3-8). We cannot launch such an ex
ploration here, but I will mention that central themes of the "harnessing" 
metaphor involve a graded continuum between different kinds of entities: 
lower-level, powerful entities or creatures {often the senses and/or parts of the 
body) that must be conquered, tamed, directed, regulated, or controlled by the 
higher-level entities {layers of the Mind). The higher-level entities are re
garded as naturally closer to the ideal state of reality, however that is con
ceived. The harnessing theme is apt for the project of bringing the higher 
strata of a person into control over his or her lower strata, for this metaphor 
imports the notions of "traces," "reins," "lines of control" running from the 
higher entity to the lower (ideas such as yamas ["reins; restraints"] and rafmis 
["traces, lines, reins"]). The work of David White has shown the wide applica
bility of these motives {White 2009). 

Another relevant theme implied in "harnessing" is that the person in con
trol harnesses the lower-order being or entity for some purpose, for some en
terprise or work. This aspect of yoga is highly relevant to a number of discus
sions of yoga in the Mahabharata, especially those involving a divine yogin, 
such as Kr�Qa presents himself to be in the Bhagavad Gita and as NarayaQa is 
more implicitly presented at the end of 12.289, as you will soon see. Again, 
this is a theme of yoga that has been illuminated by David White's recent 
work. As he has shown, this theme of yoga stands in some tension with the 
theme of seeking molqa, and the practice of yoga described in our text here 
does face in both directions-toward the active use of yoga powers in the 
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world even though Absolute Liberation is within reach, and, too, toward Ab
solute Liberation, molqa. Having described broadly the power and strength 
the yogin acquires and the way in which the yogin can make use of any and 
every entity in the known universe (in stanzas 58-62), the text remarks (actu
ally earlier, in stanza 41) that the yogin may, at will, take up the "highest, or 
final, yoga" and gain molqa straightaway. 

THE "PRESCRIPTION FOR YOGA:"CHAPTER 12.289 OF THE MAIIABIIARAT/l 

The text at hand represents a relatively late and highly developed stage in this 
history. It offers a glimpse of a well-developed tradition of reflection and 
praxis on body and mind that on its face is directed toward freeing a person 
in different ways-Absolute Liberation, molqa, and, by merging with the Su
preme God NarayaQ.a in the end, beatitude. At the same time, its yoga
harnessing can be, and is, directed toward the development of very high de
grees of power and control within the phenomenal world for as long as the 
yogin may wish. And finally, this text presents all of this as a self-conscious 
"School" of thought (a darfana, a "View" of important matters of reality and 
knowledge) to be known as the "Yoga" School, which I render here with the 
deliberately verbose "The School of Mastery by means of yoga harnessing." (I 
write "Yoga" when I believe the text refers to this school, and "yoga" when the 
word refers to generic forms of yoga.) 

THE HIGHLIGHTS OF THE "PRESCRIPTION FOR YOGA" 

As is so often the case with the instructional texts in the Mahiibhiirata's "Sec
tion on mo/qadharmas," there are a number of currents running through this 
text. It is worth emphasizing that it is a teaching on liberation-liberation 
from the bondage of karma, which entails ultimately liberation from rebirth in 
the created world and liberation from all that is not the highest God NarayaQ.a. 
But what is highly distinctive about this text is its emphasis that the yogin 
breaks these bonds with the strength (bala) he accumulates through yoga 
praxis. Through yoga he becomes as powerful as a God, and the text applies to 
him the word for God, ifvara ("powerful, mighty, one who has the ability to 
control entities that are below him"), that came to replace the older Vedic word 
for God, deva ("a bright, shining being" of"the bright realm," the divldyu, the 
sky). Of course the successful yogin who becomes an ifvara is not the Supreme 
God, the Supreme Powerful One, the parama-ifvara, who was never bound by 
karma, who has been the original source and final end of the entire universe 
from time without beginning (either Vi�Q.U or Siva, eventually). As pointed 
out above, the successful yogin who becomes an ifvara according to U.289 is 
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said to merge into such a paramefvara, NarayaQ.a, finally (stanza 62). (At the 
time 12.289 was composed, the theology of Vi�Q.U had not developed fully; 
ultimately NarayaQ.a came to be understood as one particular way of conceiv
ing of the paramefvara Vi�Q.u.) 

The presentation of yoga between stanzas 11 and 56 is dominated by the 
idea of strength, bala, and fortitude of will. (The following paragraph, ending 
with the quotations of stanzas 28 and 39-41, is a quotation and adaptation of 
a close description of the teachings of 12.289 from a paper of mine that dis
cusses this text in a more technical way. See Fitzgerald 2011: 194-97.) This 
bala is the power to break out of all forms of bondage (stanzas 11-23); it is the 
ability to enter at will into all other beings (including the Vedic Gods and the 
ancient seers of the Veda), the ability to withstand the power even of an angry 
Yamadeva, the Lord of the Dead, to make many thousands of clones of one
self and act in diverse ways in each and every one of them, and to have com
plete control over all forms of bondage (stanzas 24-28); it is the fortitude to 
hold the mind fixed in difficult "Holding Meditations" (dhara1pis, stanzas 
29-41 and 54-55); it is the might to overcome various internal temptations 
and infirmities (such as lust and laziness) (stanzas 47-49); and it is the perse
verance to adhere to the path of yoga, which is never easy (stanzas 5Q-53). 
Besides the great powers mentioned above, what one is said to gain through 
yoga is to "get back to 'That Place' (a general reference to Absolute Reality, in 
stanza 10) when those afflictions (the five afflictions of passion, error, affec
tion, desire, and anger, stanza 11) are all gone� (stanza 12)-"spotless, [they] go 
the propitious way that goes farthest" (stanza 14)-and, of course, molqa (at 
stanzas 13, 18 28, 31, 35, and others). At one point (stanza 42), Yudhi�thira in
terrupts to ask what foods the yogin eats to gain strength and Bhi�ma dis
cusses foods and fasting for several stanzas ( 43-49). In stanzas 5Q-53, Bhi�ma 
offers an extended statement regarding how terribly difficult and challenging 
the path of yoga actually is. 

An apt summation of this Yoga exposition is contained in ilokas 28 and 
39-41 (which I present in slightly simplified translations): 

Certainly the powerful yogin, who has complete control over the bonds 
that hold him, has at his disposal the absolute power to escape them at 
will. [289.28] 

A yogin who concentrates intently in great formal observances fo
cused on his navel, head, heart, etc., perfectly harnesses his subtle self 
with the Sel£ [289.39-40] Having burned off his past deeds good and 
bad, his wisdom spotless, he may, if he wishes, take up the highest yoga 
harnessing and quickly get Absolutely Free. [289.41] 
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Yoga Paired with SaiPkhya 

fu happens frequendy with presentations of yoga in the Mahtihhtirata (see 
Fitzgerald 2011: 185, n. 2), the presentation in U.289 is paired with the presen
tation of another developing darfana tradition, called "Sarpkhya," which I 
gloss as "The School of Total Knowledge." (The paired description of Sarpkhya 
occurs in the immediately following chapter of Bhi�ma's instructions ofYu
dhi�thira, U.290.) In the texts of the Mahtihhtirata, at least, the school of 
Sarpkhya and the school ofYoga appear to share the same vision of what exists 
in the world and how persons are constructed: both are committed to under
standing the world and persons in terms of a "stack" or "ladder" of levels of 
being that all descend from some common source entity, often by each lower 
entity emerging from the prior one through a process of progressive coarsen
ing or thickening, until the densest and most opaque of the material elements 
[earth] is reached. Though there is not unanimity about the dating of all rele
vant textual passages, I believe "Sarpkhya," as the name of an intellectual theme 
or method, was unknown in India until about the tum of the Common Era, 
when it appears in a number of places in the Mahtihhtirata, in the Svettifvatara 
Upan#ad, and in Asvagho�a's account of the life of the Buddha. The term ap
pears on the scene rather suddenly, and it represents a newly conceived and 
articulated version of the method of liberation that had been developing up 
until then in connection with the traditions of yoga praxis and reflection (see 
Schreiner 1999). The goal of Sarpkhya is to achieve a radical (and "mo/qa
conferring") disaffection from the world, a radical purging of egocentrism and 
desire from one's taken for granted understanding of the world with oneself in 
it. This disaffection, called vairtigya (a dissociation from life's motivating stim
uli at the visceral level of a person's being), is effected by the systematic, enu
merative contemplation of the entire system of the world. The word Sarpkhya sig
nifies "comprehensive intuition," or "all-gnosis," and its cognates signifY 
"enumerate, know the whole of some complex entity by itemizing and totaling 
every component ofit."The connection between the ideas of enumeration and 
summing up and taking a complete grasp of a thing is obvious. It seems that 
in the "Sarpkhya revolution," different intellectual motives emerged and con
verged within old traditions of reflection upon the makeup of the world and 
persons and the effecting of Escape or beatitude by means of yoga-control. 
And I would suggest that basic Buddhist ideas--of freeing oneself from suf
fering, karma, and rebirth that embrace both intellectual "re-visioning" of the 
world and oneself; the cultivation of wisdom,prajflti, through "Insight medita
tion"; and the psycho-somatic quieting of the entire body-mind organism (the 
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cultivation of famatha through trance-meditation)-played an important role 
in this "Sarpkhya revolution." This convergence of motives and themes 
prompted some thinkers to argue for a "gnostic" approach to mo�a, one that 
de-emphasized those aspects of yoga that were concerned with mastering and 
using entities in the world by exercising acquired yogic power in the fashion of 
a God, a Lord, an ifvara. That is to say, 12.289 here would seem to represent 
exacdy what the new Sarpkhya was turning away from. 

The issue of precisely what prompted the separation of an emphatically 
gnostic tradition from the older tradition of yoga is complex and we cannot go 
into it any further now. It is also true that this separation made some teachers, 
or members of their audiences, nervous, for a frequent theme of the joint pre
sentations of Sarpkhya and Yoga in the Mahiibhiirata is that they are both 
equally effective and both lead to the highest good. Such an argument seems 
highly understandable in the case of a splintering development that wishes to 
carry away with it as many of the advantages of its origin as may prove possi
ble. Such an argument is also highly plausible in this particular case, for, as .the 
offspring of the yoga tradition, the epic forms of "Sarpkhya" very much re
semble the basic teachings of yoga. It is precisely over the issues of power and 
lordship (being an ifvara) that they part company from yoga. I would end by 
suggesting that the Sarpkhya emphasis upon intellection does not rule out 
Sarpkhya "knowers" making use of yoga harnessing as a component of their 
exhaustive, enumerating, intellectual apprehension of the universe, as de
scribed in 12.290. In that text they do not suggest that they make use of yoga, 
but they do attribute the teachings of their school to a powerful "master" 
(ifvara) of yoga harnessing, Kapila. 

I will close my discussion of this pair of texts, in which our "Prescription for 
yoga," is set, and thus of my introduction to 12.289, by returning to the theme 
of the Supreme God NarayaiJa, with whom the yogin merges when he chooses 
to exit the universe definitively {stanza 289.62).1he Sarpkhya presentation too 
emphasizes that Narayat:ta is the highest principle of the universe, and the 
successful Sarpkhya knower too enters NarayaJ;la, in the end. Each of these 
presentations concludes with a series of stanzas in a more ornate poetic form 
than is typical in the Mahiibhiirata, and these concluding series of stanzas de
velop the connection of each school of thought to the theology of NarayaiJa. 
The successful yogin-ifvara ultimately assimilates himself to the God Narayat)a 
and becomes a controlling agent of yoga harnessing identical with God Him
self In the case of Sarpkhya, these concluding stanzas claim that the Sarpkhya 
system of thought is an embodiment of the God Narayat)a Himself, an 
embodiment he manifests at the beginning of each cycle of creation and re
absorbs at the end of each cycle. 

A final practical note: My translation of12.289 rests upon two alterations of 
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the printed Sanskrit text of the Critical Edition of the Mahabhtirata. First, the 
editor of the Critical Edition pointed out a typographical error in his printed 
text at 12.289 .17a, where the text was corrected to su/qma}J, which I have ren
dered here as "puny. "The text as printed did not connect the word sil/qma with 
the "birds trapped in a net." Second, as may be seen from the stanza numbers 
printed in my translation, I have rearranged the order of a verse or two be
tween 289.58 and 62, moving 61cd to the head of the sentence, immediately 
following 57. I did this for the sake of the clarity of the English translation. 

The selection translated here is from pages 1583-91 of 1he Santiparvan {Part 
Ill· Molqadharma, Being the Twelfth Book of the Mahtibhtirata, the Great Epic of 
India, edited by S. K. Belvalkar (Poona: Bhandarkar Oriental Research Insti
tute, 1954). This book is volume 15 of 1he Mahabhtirata for the First Time Criti
cally Edited, 19 vols. ,  edited by V. S. Sukthankar, S. K. Belvalkar, and P. L. 
Vaidya (Poona: Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, 1933-66). The present 
introduction and translation have been excerpted from 1he Mahtibhtirata, vol. 
8 (The Book of the Peace, Part Two), translated, edited, and annotated by 
James L. Fitzgerald (University of Chicago Press) ©2011 The University of 
Chicago Press. All rights reserved. 

Suggestions for Further Reading 

There is a small core of English-language scholarship that has investigated 
yoga in the Mahabharata (MBh) firsthand and in a way that stays close to the 
often less than clear texts. Progress in charting all the details has been slow, so 
older works are still of use, though they have been superseded in some of their 
details over time. I proceed through this small set in chronological order. Ed
ward Washburn Hopkins, "Yoga-technique in the Great Epic," journal of the 
American Oriental Society 22 (1901): 333-79, is still worth study. A revisionist 
work in its day is the now classic piece by Franklin Edgerton from 1924 that 
lays out some of the fundamental "theological" ideas ofYoga and Sarpkhya (by 
"theological" I refer to any absolutely fundamental claims, whether involving 
anthropomorphic beings or not): "The Meaning of Sarpkhya and Yoga," Amer
ican journal of Philology 45:1 (1924): 1-46. Next is V. M. Bedekar's survey, "Yoga 
in the Mo�adharmaparvan of the Mahabharata," contained in a volume cel
ebrating the philosophical investigations of the great German expert Erich 
Frauwallner, Beitriige zur Geistesgeschichte Indiens: Festschrift for Erich Frau
wallner, aus An/ass seines 70. Geburtstages, ed. Gerard Oberhammer (= Wiener 
Zeitschrift for die Kunde Sud- und Ostasiens und Archiv for Indische Philosophie 
12-13 [1968], 43-52). In 1999, Peter Schreiner asked, "What Comes First (in 
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the Mahabharata): Saipkhya or Yoga?" (Asiatische Studien: Etudes Asiatiques 
53:3, pp. 755-71) and, after a systematic investigation, concluded that yoga is 
anterior to Srupkhya in the MBh by every important measure. Next is John 
Brockington's comprehensive survey, "Yoga in the Mahabharata," in Yoga: The 
Indian Tradition, ed. David Carpenter and Ian Whicher (London: Roudedge
Curzon, 2003), 13-24. Last, another work that is not a survey: my own forth
coming examination and discussion of the important pair 12.289 (translated 
above) and its Srupkhya companion 12.290 in "The Srupkhya-Yoga 'Manifesto' 
at MBh 12.289-290" (in Battles, Bards, Brahmins. Papers from the Epics Sec
tion of the 13th World Sanskrit Conference, ed. John Brockington and Peter 
Bisschop [Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 2011], 185-212). 

Two important discussions of the "philosophy" or "theology" of the MBh 
generally treat yoga as well. Angelika Malinar's comprehensive examination of 
the Bhagavad Gita (The Bhagavad Gitti: Doctrines and Contexts) Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2008) ranges across the entire MBh and treats 
various questions of yoga in the MBh at length, since yoga is such a centrally 
important concept in the Bhagavad Gitti. Produced a century earlier was 
chapter 3 ("Philosophy in the Epic") of E. W. Hopkins's often splendid Great 
Epic of India (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1901). Unfortunately, Hop
kins's comprehensive listing of doctrines found in the epic has as one of its 
purposes to argue that the text is disjointed, a point which he exaggerates here 
in an objectionable way. 

The above works are confined to the Mahabharata. There are some impor
tant works that deal with yoga in the MBh against the background of the 
broader development of yoga in India. First among these is the now classic 
work ofMircea Eliade, Yoga: Immortality and Freedom (Princeton, NJ: Prince
ton University Press). Originally published in French in 1954 and in English 
translation in 1958, it was re-issued in 2009 with an introduction by David 
White, the general editor of the current volume. David White's Sinister Yogis 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2009) addresses the development of 
yoga, including yoga in the MBh, from the important, too long neglected per
spective of yoga's concerns with bodies and powers that control bodies in the 
material world. 

Finally, while there are many accounts of the development of the non
brahminic traditions of India and of the asceticism and meditation that are 
important within them, three of the works of the prolific historian of Indian 
philosophy Johannes Bronkhorst are direcdy germane to what we find in the 
MBh. Two detailed examinations of texts he produced were his study, The Two 
Sources of Meditation in Ancient India (Stuttgart: Franz Steiner Verlag Wies
baden, 1986) and his 1993 book, The Two Sources of Indian Asceticism (Bern: 
Peter Lang). Growing out these two works and other arguments in the history 
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of Indian philosophy which he has developed is an argument put forward in 
his recent book that the religious history of ancient India must be understood 
in terms of the mixture of the brahminic Vedic tradition with a quite different 
religious culture most evident in the Magadha region of eastern India: Greater 
Magadha: Studies in the Culture of Early India (Leiden: Brill, 2007). 

A Prescription for yoga and Power in the 
Mahabharata Mahdhharata U.289 .1-62 

Yudh#thira said: 

As you know everything, grandfather, please tell me the difference between 
the School of Total Knowledge and the School of Mastery through yoga har
nessing. Truly, all is known to you, most excellent of the Kurus. [289.1] 

Bhqma said: 

Brahmins of the School of Total Knowledge praise total knowledge, and 
those of the School of Mastery through Yoga Harnessing praise yoga harness
ing. They each proclaim the superiority of their own position with reasons 
that advance their own side. [289.2] 

0 enemy-withering King, the consummate experts of yoga harnessing 
declare the excellence of their side with arguments such as "How can 
anyone who is not a powerful Lord become Absolutely Free?" [289.3] 

On the other hand, perfect brahmins of the School of Total Knowledge 
all make this argument: "Obviously, there is one and only one way to 
become Absolutely Free upon leaving the body: One becomes thor
oughly detached upon coming to know all the pathways through the 
experiential realms of this world." Men of profound wisdom declare this 
School of Total Knowledge to be "The Theory of Absolute Freedom." 
[289.4-5] 

Each of them countenances the reasoning on his own side as an apt and ben
eficial statement, and surely men like yourself, who assent to men of learning 
generally, must countenance the thinking of the learned here. [289.6] Those in 
the School ofYoga Harnessing rely upon reasons that are directly evident to 
the senses, while those of the School of Total Knowledge teach the conclu
sions of a tradition of systematic inquiry and instruction. Yudhi�thira, my son, 
both of these are doctrines regarding fundamental reality, [289.7] and both are 
doctrines regarding knowledge, and both are esteemed by men of great learn
ing. When they are carried out according to their prescribed teachings, either 
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one ought to lead one on the course that goes to the farthest place. [289.8] The 
degree of cleanliness involved in each of them is the same, and so too their 
kindliness toward other beings, and their adherence to special vows. But, 
blameless one, their theories are different. [289.9] 

Yudhqthira s aid: 

If their vows, cleanliness, and kindliness are the same, grandfather, how are 
their theories different? Tell me this. [289.10] 

Bhipna said: 

Using yoga harnessing initially to eradicate absolutely the five afflictions of 
passion, error, affection, desire, and anger, they reach That, the highest reality. 
[289.11] Just as big fish break through a net and get back to the water again, 
those who use yoga harnessing get back to That Place, the highest reality, 
when those afflictions are all gone. [289.12] In the same way, just as strong 
animals break a snare and get free of all their bonds and make a clean getaway, 
[289.13] so, king, strong men using yoga harnessing cut through the bonds 
that come from greed and, now spotless, travel the propitious way that goes to 
the farthest place. [289.14] But other animals that are weak perish in those 
snares, king, no doubt of it; and men perish too unless they use the power of 
yoga harnessing. [289.15] 0 son of Kunti, when feeble fish are caught in a net 
they perish, and so do men practicing yoga harnessing when they are weak. 
[289.16] 0 tamer of your enemies, puny birds trapped in a net perish, while 
the strong ones get out; [289.17] so it is with men held by the bonds of their 
past deeds who practice yoga harnessing: The weak perish and the strong get 
free. [289.18] 

0 mighty one, a weak man practicing yoga harnessing is like a faint, weak fire 
that goes out when heavy logs are laid upon it. [289.19] But after a wind blows 
upon that fire and makes it powerful again, it might quickly burn up the entire 
earth. [289.20] In the same way, when a man practicing yoga harnessing has 
become powerful, his Fiery Energy blazes mightily and he can scorch the 
entire world like the sun at the time of the world's end. [289.21] 

Just as a feeble man gets swept away by a river's current, so a weak man prac
ticing yoga harnessing is helplessly swept away by the objects of sense. [289.22] 
And just as an elephant stands firm against the current of a river, so too he 
who has acquired the power of yoga harnessing forces the many objects of his 
senses to part and flow around him. [289.23] 
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Men practicing yoga harnessing who are mighty Lords filled with power from 
the harnessing enter at will into Progenitors, Seers, Gods, and the elements, 
son of Prtha. [289.24] Neither Yama, the Lord of the Dead, nor the End
Maker, Time, when he is enraged, nor ferociously aggressive Death-none of 
these, king, exercises power over the man who practices yoga harnessing
that man has unlimited energy. [289.25] 0 Bull of the Bharatas, a man prac
ticing yoga harnessing might, after he has acquired power, take on many thou
sands of identities and wander the earth in all of them. [289.26] With one, 0 
son of Prtha, he might betake himself to the sense objects, while he might 
perform severe asceticism with another; or he might draw them back into 
himself again, as the sun does the rays of its energy. [289 .27] Certainly, king, 
the powerful man practicing yoga harnessing, who has control over the bonds 
that hold him, has at his disposal the absolute power to escape them at will. 

[289.28] 

So, lord of peoples, I have told you the powers there are in yoga harnessing. 
Now I shall tell you some of its finer points to illustrate it to you further. 
[289.29] 

Lord, bull of the Bharatas, hear, as illustrations, some of the finer points re
garding the holding of one's mind in concentration. [289.30] 

As a careful bowman hits his target when he concentrates, so a man practicing 
yoga harnessing who is perfecdy under control reaches Absolute Freedom, no 
doubt of it. [289.31] 

As a man carefully carrying a pot full of oil can mount a stairs with it, if he 
puts his mind unwaveringly on that pot and keeps his mind under control; 
[289.32] so, king, a man practicing yoga harnessing, who has lashed himself 
tighdy, holding himself motionless, makes himself so spodess he looks like the 
sun. [289.33] 

0 son of Kunti, as a pilot who concentrates intendy guides his ocean-going 
ship swifdy into port,[289.34] so, king, he who knows the fundamental prin
ciples of the world and has engaged in concentration of his Self by means of 
yoga harnessing, reaches a position that is very hard to get to, once he leaves 
this body behind. [289.35] 

0 bull among men, as a charioteer who has harnessed fine horses and 
concentrates intendy takes his bowman direcdy to the intended spot, 
[289.36] so, king, a man practicing yoga harnessing who concentrates in 
the Holding-Meditations reaches the highest place direcdy-just as an 
arrow that goes straight to its target when released. [289.37] 
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A man practicing yoga harnessing who stands without moving after making 
himself enter into his Self, gains the place that never decays-just as a man 
who stands without moving in order to spear fish gains an evil place. [289.38] 
0 warrior of immeasurable courage, a man practicing yoga harnessing who 
concentrates intently in great formal observances focused on these spots-his 
navel, his neck, his head, his heart, or his chest, or his two sides, or his sight, 
touch, or smell-perfecdy harnesses his subde self with the Self. [289.39-40] 
Having burned off his past deeds good and bad, his wisdom spodess, he may, 
if he wishes, take up the final yoga harnessing and quickly get Absolutely Free. 
[289.41] 

Yudhqthira said: 

What sorts of things does a man practicing yoga harnessing take for his 
foods-and which ones does he remove-in order to gain strength, Bharata? 
Please tell me this. [289.42] 

Bhipna said: 

A man practicing yoga harnessing who is committed to eating seeds and 
the mash left after pressing oil-seeds, and who is also committed to 
avoiding oils, gains strength. [289.43] 

0 tamer of your foes, a man practicing yoga harnessing who eats rough 
barley and is pleased with that food alone over long periods of time 
cleanses himself and gains strength. [289.44] 

A man practicing yoga harnessing who, for periods of fortnights, 
months, or across the varied seasons of the year, wanders about from 
cave to cave, drinking nothing but water mixed with some milk, gains 
strength. [289.45] 

0 lord of men, a man practicing yoga harnessing who fasts continuously 
for an entire month is completely cleansed and gains strength. [289.46] 

King, these exalted men overcome cold, heat, and rain; and desire, anger, and 
fear as well; also sleep, shortness of breath, and the penis, the objects of the 
senses, [289.47] apathy-so difficult to conquer!-and terrible craving, all the 
sensations of touch, and laziness-so difficult to conquer!-0 most excellent 
of kings. [289.48] Then, their passions gone, those very wise exalted men illu
minate the subde self with the Self by way of the sublimity of their medita
tions and recitations. [289.49] 

This path of brahmin sages is held to be very difficult to traverse; no one trav
els on it comfortably, 0 bull of the Bharatas. [289.50] Only a youngster could 
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easily fly down a path dotted with robbers through a terrible forest abounding 
in snakes and lizards, where there is very little water and it is hard to move 
about because there are pits and many bramble-thickets, and most of it is 
dense, unbroken woods or stands of trees burned up in forest fires. [28951-52] 
So if a brahmin gets onto the path of yoga harnessing and finds it comfort
able, then he should get off of that path, for tradition teaches that he must 
have many faults. [289.53] 

0 lord of earth, a man practicing yoga harnessing finds it very easy to stand on 
the sharpened razors' edges of Holding-Meditations, but those whose minds 
are not properly formed find it very difficult to stand on them. [289.54] And, 
son, Holding-Meditations that have been disrupted lead men along a course 
that is no good, like ships at sea without captains. [289.55] But, 0 son of 
Kunti, one who stays in the Holding-Meditations as prescribed, gets Abso
lutely Free of death and birth, and pleasure and suffering too. [289.56] 

Arisen in diverse learned traditions, this has been declared among those of the 
School of Mastery through Yoga Harnessing-but it was among brahmins 
that the whole of the supreme method of control through harnessing was 
definitively fixed. [289.57] 

The fact is, exalted one, a man practicing yoga harnessing should enter 
into and then fuse with [289.61cd] That, the Highest, The Mighty All, 
brahman; then the Lord Brahma, then the favor-granting Vigm, Bhava 
(Siva), the God Dharma, the six-faced God (Skanda), the six majestic 
sons of Brahma, [289.58] the Attribute that is noxious Darkness, the 
Attribute that is tremendous Energy, the Attribute that is pure Light
ness, the highest Originary Matrix, Complete Attainment, the Goddess 
who is the wife of VaruQa (that is, the element water), all of Fiery En
ergy (the element fire), the vast and mighty firmness (the element earth), 
[289.59] the spotless moon amidst the stars, the All-Gods, the serpents, 
the ancestors, all the mountain peaks, the terrific oceans, all rivers, 
clouds, forests, [289.60] elephants, mountains, the throngs ofYalq;as, the 
quarters of the sky, the throngs of Gandharvas, and men and women. 
[289.61ab] Thus vast and tremendous, his body that Mighty All, he 
gains Absolute Freedom shortly afterward. [289.61d] 

King, this account focused upon this God of tremendous power and thought 
(that is, the successful yogi) is splendid! Transcending all mortal practitioners 
of yoga harnessing, this one acts, his body that Mighty All, his soul the su
preme Lord NarayaQa. [289.62] 



3 
Yoga Practices in the Bhagavadgita 

Angelika Malinar 

The Bhagavadgita (BhG) is a dialogue between the epic hero Arjuna and his 
charioteer and comrade Vasudeva-Kr�Qa, which was composed and transmit
ted as part of the Mahabharata epic. The epic tells the tale of a conflict be
tween two branches of a royal lineage, the PaQ<;lavas and the Kauravas. This 
conflict culminates in a battle between the two opposing, yet related parties, 
which lasts eighteen days and brings about the destruction of most of the lin
eage and many other warrior clans. Immediately before the account of battle 
begins in the sixth book of the epic, the P3.Q<;lava hero Arjuna raises serious 
doubts about the legitimacy of this war between relatives and dreads the pain
ful outcome. Krgta replies with a long teaching which criticizes any egotistical 
perspective on the performance of duties or results of one's actions. Instead, 
detachment and determination to fight for the maintenance of the cosmic 
order and the welfare of all beings should be one's guide. This general direction 
of the argument is presented in different doctrines, uses of terminology, and 
practical recommendations. One of the most important doctrinal frameworks 
of the text is yoga in theory and practice, the other being the ideal of bhakti 
(devotion) which demands dedicating one's life to the one and only highest 
self, the god Kr�Qa. This latter framework is grounded in the revelation that 
the human hero is indeed a god embodied on earth to fight against the ene
mies of the cosmic order (dharma). The text consists of seven hundred stanzas 
in eighteen chapters and was most probably composed in different steps be
tween the second century BCE and the beginning of the Common Era. 

The BhG includes not only a variety of ideas about yoga as doctrine and 
practice, but also notions of yoga peculiar to this text, such as the doctrine of 
karmayoga (yoga of action), which has been widely discussed in the subse
quent history of its reception. Broadly speaking, the term yoga is used in the 
BhG to refer to: (1) methods of controlling one's activities with the aim of 
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obstructing the production of karman (the consequences of actions); (2) doc
trines and practices of meditation and the acquisition of liberating insight; (3) 
states of self-control and strength in the hour of death; and ( 4) extraordinary 
powers that allow one to control other agents in the world, including the cos
mic cause of creation itself (brahman,prakrti). This last notion is usually pre
sented as a characteristic feature of the divinity of Kr�Qa as the "Lord ofYoga" 
(yogefvara), who uses his yogic powers for the welfare of all beings and thereby 
embodies yoga aifvara, the yoga of sovereignty (BhG 9.5). This serves to ex
plain the paradoxical nature of the god's way of being, for on the one hand he 
is present in the world as creator and cosmic sovereign, while on the other he 
resides as the "highest self" (paramtitman) in a transcendent, invisible realm. 
In the chapters on the idea of bhakti, attachment and exclusive devotion to 
God (BhG 9-U), the god's yoga is turned into an object of devotional activity 
and serves as a model of desireless action to be emulated by the devotee. Such 
devotional practices are said to substitute for and even surpass ascetic and 
liberation-oriented forms of yoga and are clearly distinguished from what can 
be regarded as "yoga in practice" in a more technical sense. 

The spectrum of ideas of yoga presented in the BhG is also reflected in dif
ferent concepts of practice, which range from the ability of the divine yogin 
Kr�Qa to be present in apparitional bodies, to breath control, to sitting up
right. Despite such differences a common denominator is discernible, a kind 
of consensus about the general structure of yoga practice. In many instances 
throughout the text, yoga practice is depicted as a fight, struggle, or conquest 
of one's own nature (svaprakrti), that is, the agency of one's physical and men
tal apparatus (BhG 3.5). This connects yoga in the BhG with nontechnical 
uses of the word yoga elsewhere in the epic in the sense of harnessing, yoking, 
deploying, and so on, which is used in many passages in the MBh in the con
text of warfare and the deployment of weapons and armies. This points to a 
key notion of many of the yoga teachings in the BhG: yoga is all about taming 
and gaining control over oneself (Iitman), that is, over the ongoing mental, 
emotional, and physical activities that dominate much of one's corporeal exis
tence. Practice thus consists of all the efforts a yogin undertakes to bring these 
many "natural" activities under controL Therefore, the yogin is often described 
as the one "whose self is restrained" (yukttitman) or "purified" ( vifuddhatman), 
who is able to restrain and tame both mind (manas, citta) and senses. This is 
summarized in the injunction to practice yoga by wielding "the sword of 
knowledge" (jflantisi) against the inner enemies of desire and passion, the 
characteristic features of the ego-oriented life, which is also regarded to be the 
cause of Arjuna's crisis (4.41-42). Yoga is thus first of all a confrontation with 
one's natural disposition (svaprakrti), which needs to be calmed, fixed, and re-
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directed according to the purposes of the yogin. Therefore, the yogin is en
joined to seat himself on a well-prepared seat and stabilize his body, concen
trate on the tip of the nose, and exercise breath control (6.11-13). Elsewhere, 
the stabilization of one's concentration is depicted as a gradual effacement of 
all sense objects, and a drying out of the streams of thoughts, emotions, and 
bodily fluids, which includes fasting to the point of foregoing even drink 
(2.59). If one does not manage to control the mind, the senses will again turn 
to the outer world and will lead the practitioner astray. Then he will end up 
either as a hypocrite indulging in sensuality in the guise of practicing ascetic 
meditation (3.6), or else as a "fallen yogin" who cannot control his senses and 
who is therefore fated to fall apart like a "shredded cloud" (6.48). These de
scriptions are to be distinguished from practices that are associated with the 
various levels of yogic accomplishments and the states of yogic meditation 
and of union with the object of meditation. BhG 6 provides not only the most 
detailed information, but also an evaluation of different practices. It is pointed 
out (6.3) that the most important practice is pacification (lama), which obvi
ously requires a certain level of self-control, such that the yogin may effec
tively proceed to efface all thoughts and mental activities. At such higher lev
els of practice only one object or realm remains, upon which yogic meditation 
should rest, called "the highest," beyond which there is nothing else. 

The BhG includes different realms and thus ultimate goals of yogins, such 
as brahman (the cause of creation) or the immortal self, as well as the god 
Krgta, who is depicted as being beyond both brahman and the immortal sel£ 
No special type of yoga is taught that would allow one to reach the god; rather, 
Kr�Qa is either superimposed on well-established pathways of yoga or his 
yoga is depicted as the object of devotional practices that cu4ninate in a vision 
of him. More information about yogic practice may be garnered from the pas
sages that deal with the connection between yoga and certain types of actions 
on the one hand (BhG 2.39-53; chapters 3 and 4), and with yoga as a pathway 
to liberation on the other (2.54-72; chapters 5 and 6). 

However, the BhG not only presents a variety of practices, but also offers, 
through its discourse on the nature and deployment of karman (activity, ac
tion, duty), a reflection on the conditions of any practice. Any recommended 
practice should ideally be based on an analysis of the basic conditions on 
which it depends. Practice is not viewed as "becoming active" after having 
been inactive, but primarily means confronting the constant activities that 
each and every living being manifests. The idea that there exists something 
like inactivity is a delusion, and delusion is an obstacle to any practice. As is 
stated in BhG 35, there is not a single moment when a living being is inactive. 
This means that practice of any kind implies consciously and purposefully 
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curbing, employing, and redirecting these activities to obtain the projected 
goals. In the BhG, this notion is developed on the basis of a specific concept 
of physical existence and "nature" (prakrti, brahman) taught in S3.q1khya phi
losophy. This is also the basis for what is perhaps the most renowned doctrine 
of the BhG-the doctrine of karmayoga, the so-called yoga of action, that is, 
the detached performance of all activities. The text thus offers one of the most 
influential accounts of yogic detachment as the basis for all practice to be 
found in early Indian literature. This idea refers primarily to the way in which 
daily ritual and social duties should be performed and is then extended to a 
merely physical, yet purposeful, performance of all actions (4.21). In BhG 2, 
this notion is first presented as flowing from a determination whose starting 
point is a clear recognition of one's duties and aims and of the purpose of ac
tion. This is depicted as buddhiyoga, the self-control brought about by the cor
rect application of buddhi, the faculty of insight and discrimination and the 
highest of all cognitive faculties. The terminology used here and in many other 
passages of the text is based, once again, on ideas developed in the Saqtkhya 
school of philosophy. The notion of yogic determination is offered as a critique 
of ritual specialists who follow the doctrines of the Vedas and claim that ac
tions (karman) are instruments for fulfilling the desires and intentions of the 
acting individual {2.43-48) . Contrary to their position, it is argued here that 
all activities should be carried out without any desire for personal benefit. One 
is to abandon the quest for fruits and thus distance oneself from the tradi
tional Vedic view, which is depicted as a "thicket of delusion" (2.52-53). As a 
consequence, yoga in terms of buddhiyoga is presented as both a cognitive state 
and a method for maintaining it. This results in an attitude of"determination" 
( vyavasaya; 2.41), which is based on right decisions and correct understanding 
that need to be employed in each and every situation. This determination al
lows the ties of karman to be severed and guarantees success in all undertak
ings. It is a state of"skilfulness in action" {2.50) that is primarily obtained not 
through practices of yogic meditation, but by {1) being determined and rigor
ous with regard to one's tasks (adhikara; 2.47); {2) giving up all personal at
tachment to the results of one's acts {2.48); and {3) developing an aversion 
(nirveda) to the traditional views launched by followers of the Veda (252). All 
of this means disciplining one's emotions by being yoked to or armed with a 
yogic determination. 

This line of thought is extended in BhG 3 in a discussion of karmayoga 
proper, which is again offered by way of criticizing other doctrines, especially 
those demanding the relinquishing of one's social existence. The idea of kar
mayoga is presented in BhG 3.4 in opposition first to the idea that one has to 
stop acting completely (akarmya), and second to the notion of renouncing 
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one's social duties (saf!myiisa) and taking up an ascetic or mendicant life. 
However, the idea of karmayoga is also directed against the "wrong" yogic 
practice of "hypocrites" who outwardly appear to practice yoga while actually 
craving the objects of their meditation (3.6). This is a reference to the topic of 
the "false ascetic" -well attested in Sanskrit literature-that is, a yogin who 
uses the trappings of practice and the ascetic lifestyle as a disguise for pursu
ing quite different interests. In opposition to such abuse of yoga practice, the 
author of BhG 3 proposes that ascetic accomplishment must be proven 
through practice (3.7); that is, in the demonstrated ability actually to act as

cetically, to be a karmayogin. Karmayoga is thus not only a type of yoga prac
tice, but also a criterion for evaluating the quality of other forms of practice. 

Yoga is seen here as a way of acting that denies all personal interests and 
emphasizes that everything should be done out of a sense of obligation and 
for the sake of "holding the world together" (lokasa1pgraha; 3.20), that is, for 
the welfare of all beings. The term karmayoga has been interpreted as "disinter
ested action" or "detached action," which is appropriate if one bears in mind 
that such detachment only concerns individual interest and does not imply 
indifference toward the purpose of the actions that are undertaken. More pre
cisely, the purpose of action is diverted away from the individual to a desire to 
care for the maintenance of the cosmic order since it provides the basis for the 
life and prosperity of all beings. This idea of upholding the cosmic order is 
explained by referring to the cycle of ritual and social reciprocity, the "wheel of 
sacrifice" (3.14-16). It is argued that a sacrificer turns into a yogin and does not 
accumulate karman when he sacrifices karman. This means that he offers up 
his activities (karman) in the service of maintaining the sacrificial cycle of 
reciprocity and consumption upon which all living beings depend. In this way 
a deed is turned into "fuel" and consumed in activities that are carried out for 
"the welfare of all beings." "Yoga of action" thus means sacrificing one's deeds 
in the consuming fires of ritual and social reciprocity. The ability to act in this 
way is depicted not only as an ideal of social life, but also as a criterion for as
sessing ascetic accomplishments and the general value of ascetic practices. 
Karmayoga is thus a method for sacrificing skillfully; that is, of avoiding kar
mic consequences. This allows for the claim that desireless sacrificers are yo
gins and, conversely, that "true" yogins are indeed sacrificers. What is com
monly understood as the "renunciation" (sa1pnyiisa) of ritual and social activity 
is no longer required. The text thus documents the mediation of the values of 
sacrifice and of yoga which, as Madeleine Biardeau has shown, is also a con
cern found in other texts of the period. This realignment is also demonstrated 
in the identification of such yogic practices as breath control with sacrificial 
activities in 4.25-29. 

Although the concept of karmayoga is presented as "true" yoga and as some-
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thing that yogins actually do, in the BhG it stands in contrast to yoga as a 
practice of meditation and a doctrine of liberation, the topics ofBhG 2.54-72, 
and chapters 5 and 6. Even as these passages provide the most elaborate de
scriptions of yoga practice in the BhG, they also display a concern to mediate 
these ideas with the new concept of karmayoga. While BhG 5 deals with the 
mechanism of karmayoga from the perspective of yoga, BhG 6 presents yoga 
as a path to salvation culminating in brahmanirvti1Ja (effacement of all differ
ences in the cause of creation), a path in which disinterested action (karma
yoga) plays only a preparatory role, a field of training for the adept who would 
continue on to "true" yoga practice. 

BhG 5 offers an explanation for the way in which a yogin is liberated from 
karman even if he continues acting. Therefore, the chapter may be regarded as a 
critique of the previous (and probably) original sacrificial understanding of k.ar
mayoga, from the perspective of yoga. It is argued that the consequences of ac
tion can be avoided when the yogin "conquers creation" (5.19) and has thereby 
become identical with the cause of creation, meaning that his physical, mental, 
personal self is identi£ed with the cosmic principles that comprise it (5.7). As a 
consequence he sees "the same" in everything and realizes that it is not "he,"but 
rather only the powers of nature (gu1)a) or the cosmic cause of all actions (brah
man; prakrti) that are active (5.8-9). This state is described as a yogin's accom
plishment, which consists in his being the same as brahman without being lib
erated in( to) it. This serves to explain why a yogin can indeed be brahman while 
remaining alive and why he continues to be active prior to reaching 
brahmanirvti1Ja, the effacement of all differences in the cause of creation. More
over, it establishes the referential framework for understanding why it is possi
ble to act without karmic consequences: the yogin does not produce k.arman 
because he acts like the cosmic cause of all actions (brahman; prakrti), which is 
also forever free from any karmic consequence (5.19). Actions only produce 
karmic baggage if they are appropriated by an egotistic agent. 

The presentation of yoga as a doctrine of liberation in BhG 6 is not only 
linked to ideas of yoga discussed elsewhere in the epic, but also points to par
allels with Buddhist notions, and may reflect a widespread practice accepted 
in different scholastic frameworks. In BhG 6 two different paths of yoga, the 
one theistic, and the other non-theistic, are juxtaposed. While the former cul
minates in the vision of the god Kr�Qa as the "one" (eka) who is the "all" (sarva), 
the latter ends in ultimate happiness (sukha) upon reaching brahmanirvti1Ja, 
the "effacement [of all differences] in the cause of creation." Since the presen
tation of yoga as a doctrine of liberation is inserted following the exposition of 
karmayoga, it becomes necessary to address it at the beginning of BhG 6. In 
doing so, k.armayoga is turned into a preparatory practice for those who wish 
to become (true) yogins (6.3). While karman is a method at this lower level of 
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practice, "cessation" (fama) is declared to be the method of the one "who has 
climbed the path of yoga" (yogarut/ha; 6.4) and thus is already a yogin. For this 
practice, the yogin sits down in a lonely, well-prepared place and concentrates 
his gaze on the tip of his nose (6.12-13). 1he yogin must keep himself upright 
in order to remain in that stable concentration, which, according to BhG 
6.14-15, allows him to concentrate on the god Kr�I)a alone. After this refer
ence to Kr�I)a alone, the description of practice continues by stressing that 
yoga practice is based on a moderate lifestyle, with a balanced diet and appro
priate amounts of sleep and rest (6.16-17). Persistence and relentless efforts 
result in taming the natural activities of body, mind, and senses, which then 
allows the yogin to cease all thoughts and to realize that his being is the same 
as all other beings in the world. He then becomes brahman, identical with the 
cause of the world and of all beings. In this manner a yogin eventually obtains 
a state of happiness (sukha) and peace (ftinti), which is called brahmanirvti1Ja 
(5.24). The state of brahmanirvti1Ja is defined as the complete cessation of 
mental activity (nirodha). This aligns with a well-established concept of yogic 
meditation as a liberating practice that emphatically requires the stoppage of 
all thought processes. This is to be distinguished from the yoga that results in 
the vision of the self, or of God as this self (as is the case when �I)a is de
clared to be the object and goal of yoga). In this way the BhG includes not 
only what may be distinguished as "theistic" and "non-theistic" yoga, but also 
two types of yoga and meditation found in Buddhist texts as well: first, yoga as 
a practice that aims at nirodha, complete cessation of mental activity followed 
by ultimate happiness; and second, as a practice of meditation that culminates 
in insight (prajna; BhG 2.54ff.) or vision (of the self, god, etc.). Indicative of 
the emphasis on nirodha and on the experience of happiness is the fact that 
the yogin is described as brahmabhuta, one who has become brahman. The 
yogin enjoys "the touch of brahman" (brahmasaf{lsparfa), which means the ex
perience of unsurpassed happiness (6.28). 1his emphasis on "touch" allows the 
complex structure of yogic practice to be described in quite concrete terms. 
Touch and touching play a role in descriptions of yoga wherein yogins are 
asked to avoid both the touching and the "touch of outer objects" (BhG 5.21). 
Many descriptions of yogins depict them as indifferent to and immune from 
(but not unaware of) whatever circumstances, words, or deeds they are ex
posed to. This is also the point of the well-known comparison of the yogin to 
a tortoise (BhG 258): just as the tortoise reacts to an unwelcome touch by 
withdrawing its limbs into its shell, so the successful yogin reacts to the outer 
world. Thus, when the yogin is no longer "touchable" by others, he is ready for 
the touch of brahman. Only then may he experience the extraordinary, trans
sensual happiness that awaits him at the end of a path that has required the 
abandonment of all pleasure. The "touch of brahman'' permits a new vision of 
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the cosmos as a universe of sameness (samatva), in which a cow and brahmin 
are just the same (5.18); that is, they all consist of the same material constitu
ents and in the end they all merge into one and the same cosmic cause of 
creation (6.29). According to BhG 6, Yoga is that practice which brings about 
"the disjunction (viyoga) from one's conjunction (saf!Zyoga) with suffering" 
(6.23), which not only means the end of suffering, but also the dawning of 
incomparable happiness. 

Since the text of the BhG is a conversation, the dialogue-partners address 
each other with epithets referring either to their pedigree (Arjuna being the 
son of his mother Kunti or Prtha and descendent of mythical king Bharata) or 
to their heroism (Arjuna as the "Winner ofWealth"). 

The following translations from the Bhagavadgitti are based on the text as 
constituted in the critical edition of the Mahabhtirata (MBh 6.23-41) edited 
by V. S. Sukthankar et al., 21 vols. (Poona: Bhandarkar Oriental Institute, 
1933-59). For a full translation of the text, see }.A.B. van Buitenen, 1he Bhaga
vadgitti in the Mahabhtirata. Text and Translation (Chicago: Chicago Univer
sity Press, 1981); a translation with a running commentary is offered by R. C. 
Zaehner, 1he Bhagavad-Gitti with a Commentary based on the Original Sources 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1969). For a comprehensive analysis of the 
doctrines of the BhG, see Angelika Malinar, 1he Bhagavadgitti: Doctrines and 
Contexts (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007); for more on yoga in 
the BhG, see Angelika Malinar, "Yoga and Yogin in the Bhagavadgita," in 
Proceedings of the Fifth Dubrovnik Conference on the Sanskrit Epics and Purti7Jas, 
August 2008, ed. M. Jezic and P. Koskikallio (Zagreb: Croatian Academy of 
Science), forthcoming. On sacrifice and yoga, see Madeleine Biardeau and 
Charles Malamoud, Le sacrifice dans ITnde ancienne (Paris: Presses Universita
ires de France, 1976). 

Bhagavad Giti 2-6 

1. Teachings on Yoga as the Basis for All Practice and as a Method for 
Avoiding the Consequences of Action (karman) 

BHG 2: YOGIC DETERMINATION (BUDDHIYOGA) 

Hear now about the faculty of discrimination (buddhi), which is known to you 
with regard to Sarpkhya [and] with regard to Yoga. When yoked through the 
faculty of discrimination, 0 son of Prtha, you will get rid of the bond of kar
man. (2.39) 
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There is no loss of effort here, nor a reversal [of what has been achieved] . Even 
a little of this practice (dharma) saves from great danger! (2.40) 

That faculty of discrimination (buddhi), which is completely determined, is 
unified, 0 Kuru hero, while the faculties of discrimination of those who lack 
determination are countless and many-branched. (2.41) 

Ignorant followers of Vedic doctrines declaim with flowery speech when they 
assert that "there is no alternative [to ritual action]." (2.42) 

For those who consist of desire, heaven is the highest [goal] . They are keen on 
gaining pleasure and power, which are found in many different rituals and 
brought about in [the next] birth by the fruits of ritual acts. (2.43) 

Your entitlement (adhiluira) is only to the ordained act, never to its fruits. Be 
neither motivated by the fruits of [ordained] acts nor indulge in inactivity! 
(2.47) 

Perform the [ordained] acts as one who abides in yogic determination (yoga
stha), give up [your] attachment (sanga), 0 Winner of Wealth, and be indif
ferent toward success and failure. Yoga is called indifference (2.48) 

For [mere] action is far less valuable than self-control through determination. 
Seek refuge in determination! Despicable are those who are motivated by the 
fruits [of their deeds] . (2.49) 

The person who is restrained by his determination gets rid of both good and 
bad deeds. Therefore: Yoke yourself to yoga (self-control)! Yoga means skill
fulness in [ordained] acts. (2.50) 

For wise men, restrained through determination, shun the fruits that arise 
from their deeds. They are free from the bonds of birth and reach a state of 
non-affiiction. (2.51) 

When your determination has escaped the thicket of delusion, you will feel an 
aversion (nirveda) toward what you had to learn and have learned. (2.52) 

When your determination abides in stable concentration and remains un
shaken [even] when it departs from traditional Vedic knowledge, you have 
obtained the state of yogic self-control. (253) 

BHG 3:THE YOGA OF SACRIFICAL ACTION (KARMA YOGA) 

A man does not obtain freedom from [the consequences of] action by refrain
ing from action completely, nor is this goal achieved through renunciation 
(saf!tnyasa) alone. (3.4) 
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For not even a single moment does a living being exist without being active 
since everyone is helplessly propelled to action through the powers (gu1,2a) that 
arise from nature (prakrti [the cosmic cause of all activity]) .  (3.5) 

He who curbs the faculties of action, yet who in his mind imagines the sense 
objects, is full of delusion: he is called a hypocrite. (3.6) 

But he who curbs the senses with his mind and then practices self-control in 
action using his faculties of action without any attachment stands out [from 
the rest] . (3.7) 

Carry out the ordained acts, since action is better than non-action. Even your 
journey in the body (farirayatra) will not succeed without action. (3.8) 

This world is bound by acts, except those [undertaken] for the sake of sacrifice 
(yajiiartham). For this purpose, you must perform your duty, 0 son of Kunti, 
as one who is free from attachment (muktasaizga). (3.9) 

Creatures arise from food, food arises from rain, rain arises from sacrifice, 
sacrifice arises from [ordained] action (karman). You must know that [or
dained] action arises from brahman [the ritual knowledge and formulations 
contained in Veda], and brahman arises from the "indestructible" [ak.}'ara, the 
syllable 01'{l, the essence of Vedic knowledge] .  Therefore the ubiquitous brah
man is forever grounded in the sacrifice (yajiia). (3.14-15) 

He who does not keep this moving wheel rolling accordingly lives in vain, 0 
son of Prtha, since he indulges his senses, living a life that is sin. (3.16) 

Therefore, you must perform the ordained act without attachment, for the 
man who fulfills [his] duty obtains the highest [realm]. (3.19) 

For through deeds alone King Janaka and others obtained complete success. 
You too must act while only looking to what holds the world together (lo
kasaf{lgraha). (3.20) 

BHG 4: YOGIC SACRIFICE 

Because he has given up attachment to the fruits of his deeds, being always 
satisfied and independent, he does not do anything, even though he is en
gaged in activity. (4.20) 

Because he hopes for nothing, has himself and his mind under control and 
gives up all possessions, he is not beset with defilement, since he simply per
forms the act physically. (4.21) 
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In the case of the liberated man whose attachment has vanished and whose 
mind is steadied by knowledge, karman [the accumultated consequences of 
deeds] dissolves completely when he lives for the sake of sacrifice (yajfiiiya). 
(4.23) 

Offering is brahman; the oblation that is poured with brahman into the fire of 
brahman is brahman. He who [thus] meditates on the ritual acts as brahman 
will certainly reach brahman. ( 4.24) 

Some yogins offer sacrifices directed at deities alone, others offer the sacrifice 
through sacrifice into the sacrificial fire that is brahman. ( 4.25) 

Some (yogins) sacrifice the senses, such as hearing and so forth, into the fires 
of complete restraint; others offer up the sense objects in the "sacrificial fire of 
the senses" (indriya-agni). (4.26) 

Still others offer up all the activities of the senses and the activities of the 
breaths (priit;za) into the sacrificial fire of the yoga practices of self-control 
(iitma-sa'!'yama-yoga-agni), which is kindled by knowledge. ( 4.27) 

Some are dedicated to breath control (priit;ziiyiima) and offer in-breathing in 
out-breathing and out-breathing in in-breathing when they stop the [natural] 
Bow of out-breathing and in-breathing. ( 4.28) 

Others offer up the breath into the breath when they reduce the consumption 
of food. Yet, all of them are sacrificial experts, since their stains have been ex
tirpated through sacrifice. (4.29) 

Acts do not tie down the person who controls himself because he has cast 
away his deeds through yoga and his doubts have been dispelled through 
knowledge, 0 Winner ofWealth. ( 4.41) 

This doubt, which arises from ignorance and has taken hold of your heart: cut 
it away from yourself with the sword of knowledge and practice this yoga. 
Take up your arms and prepare [for battle] , 0 Son of Bharata! (4.42) 

2. Teachings on Practices of Liberation 

BHG 2: FIRM INSIGHT 

Arjuna said: 

What is the language of a man whose insight is firm, who abides in concen
tration? What does a man whose thought is clear say? Does he stay [in one 
place or] does he move about? (254) 
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Kn1Ja said: 

When a man gives up all the desires that occupy his heart and is satisfied with 
himself in himself, he is called "a man whose insight is firm." (255) 

He whose mind remains unimpressed when faced with hardships, who has no 
desire when faced with pleasures, and is free from passion, fear and scorn, is 
called a "sage whose insight is firm." {2.56) 

He who is without emotion with regard to whatever good or evil he may ob
tain and who neither rejoices nor shows hatred possesses insight that is firmly 
established. (2.57) 

When he entirely withdraws his senses from their objects as a tortoise with
draws its limbs, his insight is firmly established. {2.58) 

The sense-objects vanish for the embodied self, who no longer imbibes them, 
with the exception of drink; but drink also disappears for him who has seen 
the highest. (2.59) 

The man who abides in yogic control is awake in what is night for all crea
tures; likewise it is night for the envisioning ascetic when the other creatures 
are awake. {2.69) 

As the rivers flow into the ocean, which remains unmoved even when it is 
filled up, so do all desires enter into the one who has gained peace-as op
posed to,·:the one who desires desire (ktimaktimin). (2.70) 

BHG S: YOGA AS SUBSTITUTING AGENCY 

The person who has purified himself, conquered himself and {conquered) his 
senses is accomplished in yoga. Although he is active, he is not defiled because 
his self is identical with the self of all beings (sarvabhutatmabhutatma). (5.7) 

"I do nothing at all."This is what the accomplished one, the knower of reality 
shall think when he sees, hears, feels, smells, eats, walks, dreams, breathes, 
talks, excretes, grasps, [or] opens his eyes and closes them, because

. 
he bears in 

mind that "the senses are occupied with the sense-objects." (5.8-9) 

Having cast all activities onto brahman [the cosmic cause of all actions] and 
given up attachment, he acts but is not defiled by demerit, just as a lotus petal 
is not [defiled] by water. {5.10) 

Yogins perform their duty with their body, mind, faculty of discrimination or 
even only with their senses, because they have given up all attachment through 
self-purification. (5.11) 
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The learned ones see a knowledgeable, well-mannered brahmin, a cow, an el
ephant, a dog and an eater of dogs as one and the same. (5.18) 

Here in this world they indeed have conquered creation, since their minds rest 
in [the recognition of] sameness (stimya) . For the indifferent cause of creation 
and action (brahman) is devoid of flaws, and therefore they abide in that cause 
(brahman). (5.19) 

Because he is no longer attached to touching outer objects, he indeed finds 
happiness in himsel£ He whose self is controlled through union with brahman 
(brahmayogayukttitmti) finds permanent happiness. (5.21) 

The pleasures that arise from touching are breeding grounds for suffering sim
ply because they have a beginning and an end, 0 son of Kuntl. The wise ones 
do not indulge in them. (5.22) 

He who here on earth is capable of resisting the overflow of desire and anger 
[setting in] before discarding his body, is an accomplished yogin [and] a happy 
man. (5.23) 

He who finds happiness, bliss and light within himself is a yogin, who, being 
brahman, realizes the effacement of all differences in the cause of creation. 
(5.24) 

The wise one who is dedicated to liberation and whose senses, mind and 
faculty of discrimination are under control, keeps the affiictions from the 
outer world outside, fixes his gaze between the eyebrows, and equalizes the 
[rhythm] of both the in-breathing and out-breathing that flow within the 
nostrils. Only he whose desire, fear and wrath are gone is always liberated. 
(5.25-26) 

BHG 6: OBTAINING THE TOUCH OF BRAHMAN 

He is a renouncer as well as a yogin who performs the prescribed task without 
craving its fruits-not he who is without fires and rites. (6.1) 

What is generally called "renunciation" (saT?Znytisa) you should understand to 
be "yoga," 0 son of P3.Qc;lu, because no one becomes a yogin who has not cast 
away his intentions [of gaining the fruits of his acts] . (6.2) 

For a wise man who wishes to climb the yoga path, "action" (karman) is said to 
be the method. For the one who has already climbed the yoga path, "cessation" 
(fama) is said to be the method. (6.3) 
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Indeed, when the renouncer of all intentions [concerning the fruits of his acts] 
neither clings to the sense objects nor to his deeds, he is said to be the one 
"who has climbed the yoga path." (6.4) 

One should raise oneself by oneself and not degrade oneself, for oneself alone 
is one's kinsman [and] oneself alone is one's enemy. (6.5) 

The self is a kinsman to the person who has conquered himselfby himself, but 
to him who has no self [i.e., a self that is under control] , his self will simply 
turn out to be his enemy. ( 6.6) 

For he who has mastered himself and has become peaceful, the higher self 
[i.e., the faculty of discrimination; buddhi] is completely stable in cold and 
heat, in joy and pain, in honor and abuse. ( 6. 7) 

The yogin should constantly harness himself while he abides in concealment 
[i.e., in solitude] . He lives on his own, having his mind and himself under 
control. He is without expectations or social ties. (6.10) 

On a clean spot he builds for himself a firm seat, neither too high nor too low, 
covered with cloth, deer-skin or kuia grass. (6.11) 

While sitting on this seat he concentrates his mind, with its mental and sensual 
activities under control; he should practice yoga for self-purification. (6.12) 

While holding his body, head and neck upright he is immobile [and] stable; 
without taking notice of his surroundings he gazes intently at the tip of his 
nose. (6.13) 

At peace with himself and fearless, he is firm in the observance of chastity. 
With his mind subdued, the accomplished yogin sits [on his seat] directing 
his thoughts to me [Kr�IJ.a] as he holds me to be the highest. (6.14) 

When the yogi whose mind is controlled constantly harnesses himself in this 
way, he will reach the peace that lies in me, and which thereby surpasses 
nirvti1Ja. ( 6.15) 

However, yoga is not for one who eats too much or who eats nothing at all; 
nor [is it] for one who sleeps too much or is always awake. (6.16) 

Yoga becomes a destroyer of pain for the person who eats and fasts in right 
measure, who has his movements under control in all activities and whose 
[periods of] sleeping and waking are in balance. (6.17) 
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When he has fixed his completely subdued mind in himself and is without 
desire for pleasures, then he is called an accomplished yogin. (6.18) 

Like a flame does not flicker when placed in a windless spot: this is a well
known metaphor for the yogin whose mind is controlled when he applies 
yogic practice to himself [literally, "who yokes himself to yoga"]. (6.19) 

When the mind comes to rest as it is stilled through the practice of yoga, then 
he sees the self in himself through himsel£ ( 6.20) 

He then experiences that exceptional happiness which surpasses the senses 
because it can only be experienced through the faculty of discrimination (bud
dhi); and when he remains therein and does not depart from it, when he has 
obtained it and cannot imagine anything else worth obtaining, he firmly re
mains therein and is not shaken by suffering, however profound it may be. 
(6.21-22) 

He will then understand the definition of yoga as "disjunction ( viyoga) from 
the conjunction (satttyoga) with suffering." This yoga must be practiced with 
determination and with a mind that is free from sorrow. (6.23) 

A yogin who constantly yokes himself in this way is free from defilement; he 
easily enjoys the touch of brahman, which is infinite happiness. (6.28) 

He sees himself in all beings and all beings in himsel£ Having controlled 
himself through yoga, everywhere he sees the same. ( 6.29) 



- 4 
Patafijala Yoga in Practice 

Gerald fames Larson 

History and Texts ofPataiijala Yoga 

There are all sorts of traditions of yoga in India and elsewhere, both sectarian 
and non-sectarian, but there are primarily two systematic forms of South Asian 
yoga that are especially salient for understanding Yoga in its many permuta
tions. These are a philosophical system of yoga known as Pataiijala Yoga (yoga 
in the lineage ofPataiijali; hereafter PY), focusing largely on meditation train
ing relating to the functioning of ordinary awareness (citta-vrtti); and hatha 
yoga ("Exertion Yoga"), focusing largely on meditation training relating to the 
functioning of the body, its postures, breathing, and general health. Both sys
tems, of course, interact with one another, since the functioning of ordinary 
awareness is always contingent on the states of the body, and similarly, the exer
cises that a yogin performs regarding posture, breath, muscle control, bodily 
fluids, and so forth, always impinge on the functioning of awareness. 

As systematic forms of yoga, PY appears to be considerably older than hatha 
yoga and is likely the source from which much of later hatha yoga is derived, al
though it must be admitted that the precise historical development of yoga 
traditions in India is still being debated in contemporary scholarship. In any 
case, PY is the focus of this chapter. The later hatha yoga, usually associated with 
the names Gor�anatha and Matsyendranatha, will be treated elsewhere. 

PY itself is usually referred to as Pataii}ala-yoga-ftistra, that is, the learned 
tradition (ftistra) ofYoga in the lineage belonging to Pataiijali, or Pataii}ala
yoga-darfana, the philosophical school of Yoga in the lineage of Pataiijali. 
This learned tradition or school of philosophy is set forth systematically in a 
Sanskrit text entided Yoga Sutra {hereafter YS) or sometimes Pataiijala-yoga
siitra, compiled or attributed to a certain Pataiijali in the early centuries of 
the Common Era {roughly 350-450 CE). The siitra collection itself is a com-
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pilation of 195 brief siitras or aphorisms in four sections or chapters {called 
"Padas") containing 51, 55, 55, and 34 siitras respectively. Some of the apho
risms may be considerably older than the fourth century CE when they were 
compiled into the present extant collection. The collection itself is accompa
nied by a commentary (Bha1ya), attributed to a certain Vyasa {hereafter VB), 
and to be dated approximately to the same time as the siitra collection itsel£ 
Indeed, it has been maintained with some plausibility that the commentary 
was composed by the compiler of the siitra collection, thereby making the 
commentary what is known in Sanskrit as a "self-composed" commentary 
(svopajfza). 

PY is said to be a "common tradition" (samana-tantra) with one of the old
est systems of Indian philosophy known as Sarpkhya, a system of thought that 
proceeds by "enumerating" (sa'!Zkhya) a set of twenty-five basic principles. The 
old Saq1khya philosophy takes shape in the last centuries BCE and attains its 
classical or systematic formulation in the first centuries of the Common Era 
in the work of a certain V�agar;1ya and a younger contemporary, Vindhyavasa. 
Unfortunately only fragments of the teachings of these two teachers remain. 
The system, however, is given an elementary summary explication in an extant 
text entided Sa'!Zkhyakarika ("Verses on Srupkhya") composed by l8varakr�r;1a 
in about 350-450 CE. As such, this text is roughly contemporary with the 
composition of the YS and its commentary, the VB.The Sa'!Zkhyakarika is said 
by l5varalq-�I;}a to be a summary of a so-called Sa1{i-tantra, the "System of 
Sixty," referring either to an old name of the Sarpkhya system or one or more 
texts by that name. Moreover, the YS together with its commentary is said to 
be an "explanation of Sarpkhya" (saf!Zkhya-pravacana). It would appear to be 
the case, then, that PY is a system of thought and practice combining an an
cient philosophical system {Saq1khya) with a systematic compilation of older 
traditions of disciplined meditation {Yoga) practices. 

As mentioned above, it has been suggested that the commentary (the VB) 
that accompanies the YS is a "self-composed" (svopajfza) commentary. If such 
is the case, the obvious question to be answered is why two distinct names are 
connected with the siitra collection and the commentary, Pataiijali and Vyasa. 
Sufficient evidence to resolve the issue of the names is not yet available, but it 
is possible to offer a few comments. The name Vyasa, a legendary name as
cribed to all sorts of texts in Sanskrit literary history, is obviously incorrect. 
There is, however, the old Saq1khya-yoga teacher, mentioned previously, 
named Vindhyavasa, who was working at about the same time as the compila
tion of the YS and who may well be the author of the commentary. The spe
cific reasons for such a suggestion need not detain us other than to say that 
there are some enticing clues to suggest that Vindhyavasa is a plausible hy-
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pothesis. Perhaps the most important clue is that Vindhyavasa was in polemi
cal interaction with Buddhist thinkers in the first centuries CE, especially 
with the great Buddhist author, Vasubandhu, and was influenced by many 
Buddhist ideas. Many aspects of the YS and its basic commentary appear to 
reflect such polemical interactions. Thus, even ifVindhyavasa was not himself 
the author of the commentary on the YS, the author must surely have been a 
Sarpkhya-yoga teacher very much like Vindhyavasa. 

The name Pataiijali is the same as that of the famous grammarian Patafijali, 
who lived in the first or second century BCE, and some have suggested that 
they are the same person. While it is unlikely that the grammarian could have 
been the compiler of the entire extant YS, since the dates of the grammarian's 
work and the compilation of the YS are clearly divergent, a case can be made 
that a portion of the siitra collection may be traceable to the famous gram
marian, namely, the yogaizga-section, YS 2:28 through about 3:5, that is, the 
portion of the siitra collection that deals with the eight "limbs" (aizgas) ofYoga 
practice. There is some evidence to suggest that the famous grammarian may 
have been interested in some of the older forms of yoga practice. Thus, when 
the Yoga system of philosophy was compiled in the first centuries CE, the 
compiler-for example, Vindhyavasa or one of his colleagues in the same pe
riod-may have attributed the system as a whole to one of Yoga's first and 
most famous adherents, thereby legitimating the value of the new learned sys
tem (fiistra) of Yoga and linking it to another of the great learned systems of 
Indian scientific work, the grammar ofPatafijali. 

This is admittedly only speculation based on some suggestive clues, and it 
should be frankly admitted that the name of the compiler of the Yogasutras 
may have been some other Pataiijali and not the famous grammarian. Like
wise, this other Pataiijali could have been the author of the "self-composed" 
(svopajila) commentary. It could, of course, also be the case that there may 
have been some other author of the commentary, different not only from 
Vyasa but from Vindhyavasa as well. These matters are not settled in current 
scholarship but are important issues to be pursued in any attempt to write a 
cogent history of the development of Yoga as a systematic system of thought 
and practice in India. 

Many commentaries have been written on both the SaT{lkhyaluirilui and the 
YS with the VB. Only two authors of commentaries are especially important 
for our purposes, however. These are Vacaspatimisra, who lived and wrote in 
the tenth century CE, and the sixteenth-century Vijfianabhi�u. Vacaspati
misra has written important commentaries on both Sarpkhya and PY. His 
Sarpkhya commentary is entitled SaT{lkhya-tattva-kaumudi ("Moonlight on 
the Truth of the Sarpkhya"), and his massive commentary on the YS and the 
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VB is entided Tattva-vaiftiradi ("Expertise on the Truth [ofSarpkhya-yoga]"). 
Vijfianabhi�u's commentary on Sarpkhya is entided Sti'!Zkhya-pravacana
bhti$ya ("Commentary on the Explanation of Sarpkhya"), and his commentary 
on PY is Yoga-vtirttika ("Critical Annotations on Yoga"). Both Vacaspatimisra 
and Vijfianabhi�u were adherents of Vedanta philosophy, a system of phi
losophy that differs from both Sarpkhya and Yoga. It is generally recognized, 
however, that Vacaspatimisra's commentaries on the various systems of Indian 
philosophy are exhaustive, reliable, and balanced. The same is not the case 
with Vijfianab�u. He was a vigorous polemicist against all traditions that 
diverged from his own Vedanta, and, hence, his commentaries are not nearly 
as reliable as Vacaspatimisra's. Also, of course, his work comes nearly a thou
sand years after the YS and the VB, long after Sarpkhya and Yoga were vigor
ous living traditions of thought and practice in their original forms. In what 
follows, therefore, we will obviously be relying more on Vacaspatimisra's inter
pretations of the YS and the VB. 

Before proceeding to the discussion of PY practice, one other introductory 
matter must be addressed, and that is a brief characterization of the essentials 
of Sarpkhya philosophy, since it is essential for understanding the meaning of 
the basic ideas underlying PY. Sarpkhya philosophy consists in the "enumera
tion" (sa'!Zkhya) of twenty-five basic principles (tattvas), or, more precisely, two 
ontologically distinct realities, that is, "consciousness" (pur1J$a) and "material
ity" (prakrti), the latter of which has twenty-three internal components in ad
dition to itself, thereby making a total of twenty-four principles. In other 
words, consciousness is ontologically distinct from materiality and represents 
a unique principle separate from the twenty-four-fold structure of materiality. 
Sarpkhya is in this sense a rigorous dualism, although it is an unusual form of 
dualism. Consciousness is said to be content-less (or, in modern terms, non
intentional). It is simply a witnessing translucent presence. Materiality itself is 
made up of three constituent processes or dynamic strands (gu7Jas) that are 
always present together and always operating mutually in various permuta
tions; sattva, the intelligibility or thinking process (symbolized by the color 
white); rajas, the energizing process (symbolized by the color red); and tamas, 
the objectifying or objectification process (symbolized by the color black or 
blue). These constituent processes are not qualities of materiality, but rather 
actually constitute materiality. Consciousness and materiality are in proximity 
to one another and without beginning (or, put somewhat differendy, each di
mension of reality is all-pervasive).This beginning-less proximity brings about 
a continuous process of unfolding structures or components within material
ity that include intellect (buddhi or mahat), ego (aha'!Zkara or asmita), mind 
(manas), and the five sense capacities (buddhindriyas), five motor capacities 
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(karmendriyas), five subtle elements (tanmtitras), and five gross elements (ma
htibhutas). Intellect, ego, mind, the sense capacities, and the motor capacities 
are largely governed by the constituent process sattva, while the subtle ele
ments and gross elements are largely governed by the constituent process 
tamas. The constituent process rajas energizes the ongoing overall transforma
tions of materiality (prakrti). 

At this point, it is crucial to grasp several remarkably counterintuitive but 
important twists or reversals that are fundamental to the Sarpkhya and PY 
positions, not only philosophically but also for understanding the underlying 
nature of the practice involved. 

First, given the number of twenty-five principles, one might be inclined to 
think that the consciousness principle is one and the materiality principle is 
twenty-four. In fact, however, the situation is reversed. Consciousness, al
though a unique singularity in its essence, is, rather, plural in its manifesta
tions. Materiality, on the other hand, although apparently plural in its mani
fest components, is singular in number. In other words, in Sarpkhya and PY 
the distinction between one and the many is the opposite of what one usually 
thinks. Materiality, although having many internal components, is really a 
single, rationally intelligible (sattva), dynamic (rajas), and objective world 
(tamas). Consciousness, to the contrary, manifests itself pluralistically, even 
though in its essence it is a unique singularity, that is, content-less or non-in
tentional, and totally distinct from the gu�a-realm of materiality. 

Second, although one might think that consciousness (purzqa) includes our 
usual understanding of the self in terms of mental life, ego, and mind in all of 
its operations, in fact, for Sarpkhya and PY, intellect, ego, and mind and our 
usual notions of selfhood are included within materiality (or, in modern terms, 
are construed in a physicalist manner). The intellect, ego, and mind, along 
with sense capacities and motor capacities, are all part of our physical or mate
rial makeup. Any and all of these may become, in other words, "objects" for 
meditation and, in fact, are material objects for meditation. In this regard, 
there is a somewhat different vocabulary in Sarpkhya and PY for these various 
objects. For Sarpkhya, intellect, ego, and mind along with sense capacities and 
motor capacities are all separate subtle "objects" abiding in gross physical 
forms (the brain, ear, eye, and so forth). For PY, intellect, ego, and mind are 
combined into one single composite notion of "ordinary awareness" (citta) , 
which is a subtle object known as the "subject" (grahitr). Sensing and motor 
capacities are subtle objects known as "sensing" or apprehending capacities 
(graha�a), and the manifest world of ideas and empirical objects are known as 
subtle and gross objects {grtihya). All three dimensions of ordinary experience 
or awareness (citta)-that is, subject, object, and the sensing that links subject 
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and object together-are functions of materiality and are ontologically dis
tinct or "isolated" (kevala, kaivalyam) from consciousness (pur�Jla). Put di
rectly, for Sarpkhya and for PY, a crucial intuition that grows out of ongoing 
meditation or yogic practice is that "awareness" is fundamentally distinct or 
separate or isolated from "consciousness." 

Third, this then leads to the most important insight of Sarp.khya and PY. 
Because consciousness is a content-less (non-intentional) translucent witness 
or presence, it can only appear as what it is NOT: that is , it appears as if it 
were the same as the manifest material world. Similarly, materiality in turn, 
which is lacking in consciousness, by virtue of having been witnessed or re
flected in non-intentional consciousness, appears as what it is NOT: that is, it 
appears as if it were conscious. In other words, there is a double negation at 
the heart of sentient existence in all its forms, a profoundly mistaken confu
sion, a fundamental mixing up or "union" of "awareness" and "consciousness" 
that triggers the profound suffering characteristic of the manner in which one 
experiences the gods, the experience of one's involvement in social life and the 
experience of one's own personal life. The meditational goal of Sarpkhya and 
PY, then, is to bring about the "disunion" {vi-yoga) of "awareness" and "con
sciousness," or what PY refers to as the realization of the absolute "otherness" 
of the gu�a-realm of materiality from the gu�a-less realm of consciousness. 
What the yogin seeks to accomplish in meditation is the "cessation of the 
functioning of ordinary awareness" (citta-vrtti-nirodha) (YS 1.2) so that the 
"witnessing" presence of consciousness (drfl!tr) may show itself in its sheer 
translucent excellence {YS 1.3). There is nothing otherworldly or mysterious 
about this realization. The un-doing of the confusion between "awareness" and 
"consciousness" simply allows for the yogin to attain an experiential realiza
tion of the presence of a radical freedom at the heart of sentient existence, an 
experiential clarity that radically transforms self-understanding, thereby pro
viding relief from the suffering that has been brought about by the affiictions 
attendant upon mistaken or muddled awareness. 

Pataftjala Yoga in Practice 

According to the commentaries on the YS, chapter 1 (or the first Pad a) of 
the text has to do with gaining a correct understanding of "concentration" (sa
madhi). Chapter 2 (second Pada) has to do with the meditative practices 
(sadhana) needed to prepare the yogin for the cultivation of "concentration." 
Chapter 3 (third Pad a) has to do with the "extraordinary cognitive capacities" 
( vibhutis) that arise from pursuing the higher levels of yogic concentration. 
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Chapter 4 (the final Pada) provides an overall summary of what has gone be
fore, focusing on the nature of individual awareness (citta), different sorts of 
karma, the reality of a single existing world, and some concluding comments 
about liberation, ending in the final affirmation that "spiritual liberation (kai
valyam) is the standing forth of pure consciousness in its own inherent 
nature." 

The overall focus of the entire YS is the proper cultivation of" concentration'' 
(samadhi) in all of its modalities, and, thus, the proper place to begin by way of 
discussing specific practice is chapter 2, the chapter that addresses concrete 
practice (sadhana). Chapter 2 begins by stressing the need to perform ascetic 
exercises (tapas), recitation and study (svadhyaya), and devotion to God (I5vara) 
in order to overcome the basic afflictions that derive from the failure to distin
guish "ordinary awareness" (citta) from consciousness (purzqa). These afflictions 
include the basic ignorance or the mistaken confusion of not distinguishing 
awareness from consciousness, and the resulting problems of improper self
understanding, counterproductive attachment, dysfunctional anger, and cling
ing to the illusions of conventional life (YS 2:1-14). Then, the text provides a 
summary ofSarpkhya philosophy, culminating in the description of the "seven
fold insight" (prajfla), the first four components of which are roughly parallel to 
the Four Noble Truths of the Buddhists (suffering, its cause, its alleviation, and 
the path to be followed), and the final three components of which are the 
achievement of the cessation of conventional awareness, the cessation of the 
functioning of the constituent processes (gu�as), and the achievement of the 
realization that purtJfa is different from the gu�as (YS 2:15-27). 

Chapter 2 then proceeds to set forth the famous eight "limbs" (or the eight
fold path) ofYoga practice (yoga-angas) (YS 2:28-55 and YS 3:1-8). The first 
five stages ofYoga practice are described in YS 2:3Q-55 and include behavioral 
restraints (yama), purificatory ritual observances (niyama), correct meditation 
postures (tirana), appropriate breathing practices (pra�ayama), and sense
withdrawal exercises (pratyahara). The final three "limbs" are set forth in YS 
3:1-8 and include spatial fixation on the object of meditation (dhara�a), even 
temporal flow regarding the object of meditation (dhyana), and cultivation of 
one-pointed "concentration" (samadhi). 

The first five "limbs" are largely practical, preparatory exercises that have 
little to do with the cultivation of concentration. They are described as "exter
nal limbs" (bahir-anga) (YS 3:7-8), that is, outer preliminary, preparatory 
meditative exercises. The first limb, behavioral restraint (yama), includes a 
conventional list of behaviors widely valued in all traditions of Indian religion 
and philosophy, including non-violence, speaking the truth, not taking what 
belongs to others, sexual continence, and non-covetousness (YS 2:30 and 35-
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39). The second limb, purificatory ritual practice (niyama), includes cleansing 
the body, suppressing desire for the sake of contentment, ascetic practice, 
study and recitation, and meditation on (or deep longing for) the yogic God 
(ifvara-pra7Jidhana). Both the VB and Vacaspatimisra construe devotion to 
God in the sense of devoting all one's actions to God without becoming at
tached to the fruits of action (YS 2:1, 32, and 4Q--45). The third limb, correct 
meditation posture (tirana), means simply any posture of the body that is 
"comfortably steady" for the sake of meditation practice (YS 2:46). These pos
tures enable the practicing yogin to remain comfortably in the same position 
for a long period in a relaxed fashion (YS 2:47) and without being troubled by 
cold or heat, and so forth (2:48). The fourth limb, appropriate breath exercise 
(pra7Jayama), has to do with cutting off or lessening the processes of inhala
tion and exhalation (YS 2:49) so that the practicing yogin can increase the 
periods of the retention of breath (either after inhalation or exhalation) (YS 
2:50). Moreover, breath exercise involves focusing the breath on a particular 
place (defa) in the body, measuring the length of time (kala) of each inhalation 
and exhalation and retention, and counting the number of breaths (sa1flkhya) 
(YS 2:50). Eventually a level of breathing arises that transcends the ordinary 
awareness of inhalation, exhalation, and retention (YS 2:51), enabling the 
practicing yogin to move to higher levels of meditation (YS 2:52-53). The fifth 
and final "external" limb (bahir-aizga), sense-withdrawal exercise (pratyahara), 
involves detaching one's attention from the objects of the various sense ca
pacities (YS 2:54-55). 

When all of these preparatory practices have been properly cultivated under 
the guidance of an appropriate teacher, the practicing yogin is ready to move 
on to the final three "internal" (antar-aizga) limbs of the practice of Yoga. 
These three "limbs" are to be practiced simultaneously and are referred to as 
"comprehensive reflection'' (sa1fZyama). 

The sixth limb of the eightfold limbs of Yoga, and the first of the "internal" 
limbs, is "fixation" (dhara7Jd) of the citta on a specific location in space (YS 
3:1). The VB indicates that such fixation may be based on certain parts of the 
yogin's body. These include the vital center of the navel, the lotus of the heart, 
the light in the head, the tip of the nose, the tip of the tongue, and so forth. 
Or, the focus can be on any external object. 

The seventh limb of the eightfold limbs ofYoga, and the second of the "in
ternal" limbs, is "meditating" or "contemplating" (dhyana) or attaining an even 
(temporal) "tone" of awareness in regard to the object in the particular place 
attained by fixation (YS 3.2). 1his means a "like" or "similar" flow, from mo
ment to moment, of the notion of the object so fixed in the yogin's awareness 
with no apprehension of any other object. 
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The eighth and final limb of the eightfold limbs of Yoga, and the third of 
the "internal" limbs, is "one-pointed" (ekagra) concentration (samadhi) (YS 
3:3). The text reads as follows: "That same [meditative state] in which only 
the object shines forth as if devoid of the inherent cognizing presence of the 
practitioner is the one-pointed awareness (samadhi)." When the yogin has 
mastered the threefold "comprehensive reflection," then the light of insight 
(prajfza-aloka) shines forth (YS 3:5). 

Concentrations (samtidhi) and Coalescences (samapatti) 

In order to understand what happens at the higher levels of practice in PY, it is 
essential to be clear about the meaning of two crucial notions, namely, "concen
tration" (samadhi) and the closely related notion, "coalescence" (samapatti). 
With regard to the former, the VB states at the outset that "Yoga is concentra
tion (samtidhi), and this [concentration] pertains to all the levels of ordinary 
awareness. "To some degree, this is an etymological comment, in the sense that 
the word "yoga" in PY is said to mean "concentration" as distinct from another 
possible meaning along the lines of"yoking" or "union." More than this, how
ever, the comment also suggests that "concentration" relates to a wide variety of 
states of awareness. Five such states are then enunciated: distracted, torpid, par
tially distracted, one-pointed, and restricted. Among these five, only the final 
two, one-pointed and restricted, are considered to be relevant for the practice of 
PY. The first three states of awareness are dominated largely by rajas (the dis
tracted state) or tamas (the torpid state) or have only small amounts of sattva 
(the partially distracted). Only the "one-pointed" and "restricted" are states of 
awareness with dominant amounts of sattva, the "one-pointed" having also a 
trace of rajas, the "restricted" being a pure sativa state. Since sattva states have 
to do primarily with intelligibility or the constituent process of thinking clearly 
and correctly, what "concentration" or samadhi means in PY is the manner in 
which a yogin correctly knows or apprehends the manifest world. "One
pointed" (ektigra) concentration refers to a correct awareness that has an object 
or content of some sort, and such awareness is known as "correct awareness 
with some sort of object or content" (sa'!lprajfztita-samadhi). "Restricted" 
(niruddha) concentration refers to a correct awareness that has no object or 
content, a state of awareness that is pre-reflective, content-less, or non-inten
tional. Such awareness or concentration is known as "correct awareness that is 
seed-less" (nir-bija-samtidhi) or "correct awareness that is non-intentional or 
without an object or content" (a-sa'!lprajfziita-samiidhi). 

Regarding "one-pointed" concentrations, according to YS 1:17, there are ba-
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sically four varieties, namely, empirical awareness ( vitarka), rational awareness 
( viciira), aesthetic or sensorial awareness (iinanda), and self-awareness (asmitii). 
The terms "aesthetic" and "sensorial" mean mere sensing or what is referred to 
in modern philosophy as a "quale" or the "qualia" experiences, that is, raw 
"feels" without intellectual elaboration. The VB on YS 1:17 characterizes these 
awarenesses as follows. 

Empirical awareness has to do with the experience of gross objects or 
contents. Rational awareness has to do with subtle objects or contents. 
Aesthetic (or sensorial) awareness has to do with the joy of sensuous 
awareness or the sheer sensing (or the act of cognizing) of objects or 
contents. Self-awareness has to do with the feeling of being one with 
one's sel£ The first, that is, empirical awareness, encompasses all four 
levels of awareness. The second, that is, rational awareness is without 
empirical awareness. The third, that is, aesthetic awareness is without 
empirical or rational awareness. The fourth, that is, self-awareness, is just 
self-awareness alone without the other three. All these states of aware
ness (samiidhis) have objects or contents. 

There is an additional, optional sort of "one-pointed" awareness, and that is 
what might be called "theological awareness," or, if you will, "divine awareness" 
(iivara-pra7Jidhiina, or literally, a "deep longing for God") (YS 1:23). That is to 
say, in addition to meditating on an empirical object, a rational object, an aes
thetic object, or simply on oneself, one may also meditate on the yogic notion 
of God. 

As previously mentioned, all of these one-pointed concentrations (samiidhis) 
are intentional in the sense that they are "about" something, or, in other words, 
have some sort of specific content (stif!Zprajiiiita). The first two varieties of one
pointed awareness are concerned respectively with gross and subtle objects or 
contents (grahya). Empirical awareness concerns the everyday realm of ordi
nary or gross experience. Rational awareness concerns the subtle realm of 
ideas and conceptualizations that inform ordinary experience, or what Gaspar 
Koelman has aptly called the "objective universals" within experience-that is, 
ideations, fantasies, images, concepts, and so forth, that inform the empirical 
world of experience but are clearly on a different level of apprehension. The 
third variety of one-pointed awareness has to do with the processes or instru
mentalities of sensing, including mental functioning, hearing, touching (feel
ing), seeing, tasting, and smelling (graha7Ja). Finally, the fourth variety of one
pointed awareness has to do with self-awareness or the ordinary subject of 
awareness (grahif[). 
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The four varieties of one-pointed awareness encompass three distinct levels 
of experience. First, there is the level of objects or contents (grahya), which 
itselfbreaks into two sub-levels-gross-empirical and subtle-rational. Second, 
there is the level of processes or instrumentalities of cognizing and sensing 
(tinanda or graha7J.a). Finally, there is the level of self-awareness or subjective 
awareness (asmitti or grahitr). It is important to recognize in this sort of analy
sis the overlapping of notions due to the peculiar physicalist or materialist 
orientation ofPY (and Sarpkhya).That is, all three levels of experience (grahya, 
graha7J.a, and grahitr) are objects or contents in ordinary awareness or "mind
stuff" (citta) and are, therefore, material processes within materiality. The term 
"grtihya" in this context means "object," and includes gross empirical objects 
and subtle "objective universal" or rational objects. The term "graha7J.a" in this 
context means the processes or instrumentalities of"sensing" and "cognizing," 
but these instrumentalities are themselves "objects" (grahya) as well. That is, 
they too are types of subtle objects (or, perhaps better, action nouns) and can 
be the focus for meditation. Finally, the term "grahitf' in this context means 
ordinary self-awareness or subjective apprehension, but it, too, is also a type of 
subtle object (grahya) and can be a focus for meditation. Altogether, then, the 
three levels of experience give rise to four separate types of objects, or perhaps 
better, "contents" (grahya). 

1. Gross empirical objects: vitarka. 
2. Subtle rational ("objective universal"): victira. 
3. Processes or instrumentalities of sensing: tinanda. 
4. Ordinary self-awareness or subjective apprehension: asmitti. 

Ordinary self-awareness or what would ordinarily be called "subjective 
awareness" is, according to this analysis, a type of "object" or "content." It is 
illumined by consciousness (pur�J.!a or citi-fakti), but ordinary subjectivity or 
self-awareness is a material process distinct from non-intentional conscious
ness. The same must be said about the processes of sensing, that is to say, ordi
nary mental functioning, hearing, touching, seeing, tasting, and smelling. Each 
of these, of course, has a gross objective base, as brain (or, in this ancient con
text, the heart region, since in ancient lndic thought, the seat of cognition is 
the "heart" region), ear, skin, eye, tongue, and nose, but the actual functioning 
or "sensing" capacity must be distinguished from the gross organ and is itself a 
subtle object. As is perhaps obvious, dementia, deafness, paralysis, blindness, 
and the inability to taste or smell provide clear evidence that the sensing ca
pacity must be clearly distinguished from the gross organ. What the yogin 
must come to understand in ongoing meditation is that sensing and cognizing 
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as well as subjective awareness are themselves subtle objects or material enti
ties within the framework of ordinary awareness or "mind-stuff" and are to be 
clearly distinguished from consciousness. When the yogin achieves such a re
alization, he has attained "truth-bearing insight" (YS 1:48), and this insight is 
a special cognitive experience that transcends both scriptural knowledge and 
inferential knowledge (YS 1:49). This insight is also called the "dharma-cloud 
meditation" and the "supreme" or "ultimate" "reflection" (YS 4:29). When this 
special cognitive experience occurs, there arises, then, a strong predisposition 
(saf!Zskara) that leads toward spiritual liberation (nirodha, kaivalyam) and that 
counteracts all other predispositions (YS 1:50). 

Finally, when the yogin turns away even from that predisposition, or, in 
other words, even from that special cognitive experience-inasmuch as all or
dinary awareness has been overcome-the yogin passes into "object-less" or 
"seed-less" (nir-bija) samadhi. The yogin's non-intentional "perfect sattva" rests 
in the presence of pure, content-less consciousness, which is identical with the 
achievement of "isolation" or spiritual liberation, that is, the quiescent co
presence of"perfect sattva" and puru$a" (YS 1.51). 

In addition to the understanding of concentration (samadhi), it is also im
portant to understand the relation of concentration to the notion of "coales
cence" (samapatti). Furthermore, it is important to offer an interpretation of 
the various levels of concentration and coalescence. Commentaries differ from 
one another somewhat on the various levels of concentration and coalescence, 
and in what follows the interpretation of Vacaspatimisra will be examined, 
since his work is without question the most authoritative, prior to the medi
eval period, in the intellectual history of lndic thought. 

Regarding the issue of the relation between concentration and coalescence, 
the two terms are often used synonymously in the texts, but there is a distinc
tion implied between concentration and the content exhibited in the state of 
concentration. The term "samadhi" is from the root, "dha," together with the 
adverbial particles "sam" plus "a" meaning "to put, place or hold together" (not 
unlike the English term, "con-centrate," from Latin, "cum" plus "centrum, 
"meaning "to center along with"). The term "samapatti" is from the root, "pad," 
together with the adverbial particles "sam" plus "a," meaning "to come to
gether, to meet or to encounter. "The terms are obviously close but not identi
cal. The difference between them is the difference between "concentration" 
and that upon which the concentration is directed or focused. One-pointed 
awareness (samadhi), unlike the largely multiple, distracted, and confused 
awarenesses of everyday life, is a highly concentrated or focused awareness, 
and that "one point" upon which the awareness is focused becomes, then, the 
unique and single object "encountered" (the samapatti). "Objectless" or "seed-
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less" (nir-bi}a) awareness, in contrast, is a highly concentrated or focused 
awareness without a determinate object or content. The "objectless" awareness, 
in other words, is a non-intentional awareness. 

The possible varieties of one-pointed concentrations that bring about co
alescences with certain contents are set forth in YS 1.41. 

(When the ordinary awareness [of the yogin] has been sufficiently 
cleansed of its dysfunctional functioning [and become] like a transpar
ent jewel, there arises an encounter or coalescence with [gross and subtle 
objects], the processes of sensing, and the subject of cognizing. [The 
cleansed ordinary awareness] then shows forth or highlights the true 
nature of those contents. 

Just as black pigment or collyrium highlights the eyes, so the yogin's 
cleansed awareness shows forth the true nature of the contents exhibited in 
the one-pointed awareness, and, as has been discussed, there are four types or 
levels of awareness to be exhibited: empirical, ideationaVrational, sensorial, 
and subjective (YS 1.17). 

Each type of "one-pointed" awareness may be accompanied by "verbal 
characterization or construction" (sa-vikalpa), and, hence, accessible to lin
guistic description, inferential reasoning, and so forth. Or, it may be free from 
such constructions (nir-vikalpa), hence permitting an immediate or direct ap
prehension of an object or content. Altogether, then, there are eight levels of 
samtidhi and/or eight types of cognitive one-pointed objects or contents 
(samtipattis) .  Vacaspatimisra comments as follows (under YS 1:46) about these 
eight levels. 

The first four samtipattis, referring to gross and subtle objects or con
tents, are clearly or obviously determinate by reason of having a specific 
"seed" (content). But, the condition of having a specific "seed" or content 
also applies to the samtipattis pertaining to "sensing" and/or "cognizing,, 
and subjective apprehension inasmuch as the distinction between "ver
bally constructed,, or "verbally unconstructed,, equally applies to them. 
Thus, there are four samtipattis that pertain to gross and subtle objects 
and four that pertain to the contents related to "sensing" and subjective 
apprehension-(altogether, then) eight (samtidhis and samtipattis) are 
recognized as established. 

The first type of"one-pointed,, awareness, namely, empirical awareness, en
compassing the everyday world of ordinary experience, thus has two subdivi
sions. There is a lower level of empirical awareness in which objects (artha), 
language (fabda), and meanings or ideas (pratyayas) are mixed together in 
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single constructed or verbalized cognitions. This, of course, is the level of ordi
nary, everyday experience (YS 1:42). Since it is a one-pointed awareness, of 
course, it is a highly focused or disciplined empirical awareness. Perhaps, to 
use some modern examples, it is not unlike the focused excellence of a compe
tent engineer, a highly trained athlete, or a professional musician whose ob
jects of meditation might be respectively a specific project design, a particular 
game strategy, or the performance of a piece of music. In this regard, in both 
the popular and scholarly literature ofYoga, there is a tendency to write about 
samtidhis in terms of obscure mystical states. The original intent of the classi
cal texts, however, is to speak about levels of awareness that are clear, distinct, 
and precise characterizations of what is truly real! 

On this first level of empirical concentration, there is also, however, a higher 
level of empirical awareness in which memory no longer operates and, hence, 
a level in which the constructed or verbalized cognitions of everyday experi
ence, involving language, learning, and inferential reasoning, are no longer in
tended. This is a level in which the yogin experiences the empirical object in 
and of itself "as if" (iva) separate from the constructions of verbal cognition 
(vikalpa) and self-awareness {YS 1.43). To remain with our earlier metaphor, 
this is a level of awareness in which the engineer becomes totally engrossed in 
the design qua design. Or, the highly trained athlete becomes totally engrossed 
in a game-move {for example, a specific play in a soccer match). Or, the musi
cian becomes totally engrossed in the music itself The one who is meditating 
becomes detached from everything except the meditation-object itself 

The second type of "one-pointed" awareness, namely, ideational/rational 
awareness { victira), likewise has two subdivisions, a lower "constructed or ver
balized" awareness and a higher "unconstructed" awareness, that is, a direct 
awareness of the abstract object or content. The lower form of this awareness 
involves the "constructed" spatial (defa), temporal (kala), and causal (nimitta) 
contexts in which verbalized cognitions or constructions involving language, 
learning, and inferential reasoning are functioning. The higher form of this 
awareness arises when the spatial, temporal, causal, and linguistic/inferential 
framework is transcended and the pure "rational object" is apprehended in and 
of itself, "as if" devoid of the cognizing process and subjective presence. There 
is a total engrossment in the abstract subtle contents. Again, to use some 
modern illustrations, the "constructed" samtipatti would not be unlike the "ob
jects" or contents experienced in the awareness of a mathematical physicist, a 
pure mathematician, a music theorist, or a professional philosopher, and the 
"unconstructed" or direct "coalescence" (samiipatti) would be a total engross
ment in the subtle object contemplated "as if" the cognitive process itself and 
one's own subjective presence had been eliminated. 
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The lower and higher forms of the third and fourth types of "one-pointed" 
awareness, namely, aesthetidsensorial and subjective awareness, are somewhat 
more difficult to characterize, since they go beyond what we usually mean by 
the term "object." For PY, however, it must be recognized that the sensing 
capacities as well as ordinary subjectivity itself are part of the material makeup 
of a sentient being and can, thus, become "objects" for meditation, albeit, of 
course, highly subtle material objects. Regarding the aesthetidsensing aware
ness, there is a reflexive turning back whereby the cognizing processes them
selves become the focus. It is likely that the terms "bliss" (ananda) and "joy" 
(hltida) (YS 1.17) are used for this level of awareness because there is no deter
minate object or content beyond the affective (aesthetic) feeling of sensing/ 
cognizing itsel£ The lower level aesthetidsensing "coalescence" is evidently a 
kind of sublime abiding in which the content or "seed" (bi}a) is the blissful 
abiding itself, as sheer hearing, feeling, tasting, and so forth. The higher level 
or "unconstructed" awareness would then be something like an affect-less 
abiding in which only an indescribable intentional flow of awareness itself is 
the "seed." The only modern illustrations that come to mind are those from 
the highest levels of science and art. When a disciplined mathematician, for 
example, comes upon a new proof and describes it as "elegant," or when a dis
ciplined connoisseur hears a great performance of music or sees a great paint
ing and describes the experience as "noble" or "sublime," these could be possi
ble examples of the lower level of aesthetidsensing awareness. All such 
experiences involve objects, of course, but the true focus is the blissful appre
hension of "elegance" or "nobility." More than that, however, there are also 
those moments of what might be called the sheer act of "sensing" or "cogniz
ing" apart from any affect or feeling, a sheer "sensing" or "cognizing" that often 
follows as a kind of "after-taste" the apprehension of "elegance" or "nobility." 
Such awarenesses could possibly be illustrative of the higher level of aesthetid 
sensing awareness. 

The fourth and final type of "one-pointed" awareness has self-awareness or 
subjective apprehension as its "seed." Like the aesthetidsensing awareness 
level, this level is a reflexive turning back in which, as it were, ordinary subjec
tivity shows itself as being a kind of"object" or content. The lower level of this 
awareness involves the discriminative realization that subjectivity or ego is a 
constituent process (sattva) within the gu�a-realm of materiality (prakrti) , 
and that there is a witnessing consciousness (puru�a) that is beyond subjectiv
ity itsel£ The higher level of the awareness of subjectivity, in which subjectivity 
itself dissolves, is described simply as "being itself" or "being alone" (satta
matra). It is the unmanifest presence of primordial materiality (miila-prak.rti). 

These, then, are the eight levels of"one-pointed" concentrations with their 
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accompanying "coalescences." Beyond these is only the "seedless" presence of 
the witnessing consciousness. 

The edition of the Yoga Sidra used for this translation is Ram Shankar Bhat
tacharya, ed., The Yogasutra of Patanjali together with the Bhasya of Vyasa and 
the Tattvavaisaradi of Vacaspatimisra (Varanasi: Bharatiya Vidya Prakashan, 
1963). The following translation is in two parts. Part I is an idiomatic inter
pretive translation in prose style of the first 40 sutras of chapter 1 (Pada 1: 
Samadhi Pada) for the sake of general background. Part II is a complete 
translation of sutras 41-51 with the complete commentary attributed to Vyasa. 
In Part II, the sutras themselves are presented in boldface. The commentary 
is in non-boldface type. 

Suggestions for Further Reading 

For an edition and translation of the portion of the Yoga Sutra treated here, see 
Pandit Usharbudh Arya, ed. and trans. ,  Yoga-Sutras of Patafzjali, vol. 1 (The 
Samadhi Pada) (Honesdale, PA: Himalayan Institute, 1986). An edition and 
translation of the complete Yoga Sutra, together with extensive commentary, is 
Edwin F. Bryant, The Yoga Sutras of Patafzjali (New York: North Point Press, 
2009). Useful studies of the Yoga Sutra are Georg Feuerstein, The Yoga Sutra: 
An Exercise in the Methodology of Textual Analysis (New Delhi: Gulab Varzi
rani, 1979); Caspar M. Koelman, Ptitafzjala Yoga (Poona: Papal Atheneum, 
n.d.); and Ian Whicher, The Integrity of the Yoga Darfana (Albany: State Uni
versity of New York Press, 1998). The entire sweep of the yoga tradition, from 
the Yoga Sutra and its commentarial literature down through twentieth-cen
tury modern yoga, is treated encyclopedically in Gerald James Larson and 
Ram Shankar Bhattacharya, eds., Yoga: India's Philosophy of Meditation (Ency
clopedia of Indian Philosophies, vol. 12) (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 2008). 
Several lndic yoga traditions, including Jain yoga and Tantric yoga, are treated 
in Ian Whicher and David Carpenter, eds., Yoga: the Indian Tradition (Lon
don: Roudedge Curzon, 2003). 

Part 1: Pataiijala Yoga Siitra: Chapter 1, "On Concentration" 

YS 1:1-40 

This treatise has to do with the nature of disciplined meditation (yoga) and is 
based upon past teachings regarding the nature of meditation (1) . Yoga or 
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disciplined meditation involves the cessation (nirodha) of the functioning of 
ordinary awareness (citta-vrtti) (2). When ordinary awareness has ceased to 
function, consciousness is experienced by the yogin for the first time (as a 
phenomenon distinct from awareness) (3). Prior to bringing about cessation or 
inhibition of ordinary awareness, consciousness conforms with ordinary 
awareness (or, in other words, does not reveal itself as something distinct from 
ordinary awareness) (4). 

The notion of "ordinary awareness" is fivefold and may be affiicted or un
affiicted (in the sense that everyday experience may be dysfunctional or pur
poseful in the functioning of a sentient being) (S). The five functions of ordi
nary awareness are correct cognitions, misleading or false cognitions, verbal 
discourse, sleeping (and other conditions such as waking, dreaming, and so 
forth), and memory (6-11). 

The cessation (or inhibition) of these functions of ordinary awareness can 
be accomplished by the yogic (meditational) disciplines of continuing practice 
and renunciation and/or detachment (12). The expression "continuing prac
tice" means training in meditation for the sake of attaining cognitive stability 
(13) in the sense of uninterrupted (repetitive) practice over extended periods 
of time (14). The expression "renunciation and/or detachment" means the 
complete control that the yogin achieves over any and all attachments either 
to the perceptible objects of the ordinary world or to the scriptural objects or 
contents set forth in the sacred texts (15). Moreover, there is a supreme "re
nunciation or detachment" that involves turning away from ordinary aware
ness altogether (and see above, siitra 2) for the sake of experiencing the unique 
presence of consciousness that is absolutely distinct from awareness of any 
sort (see above siitra 3) (16). 

The cessation or inhibition of ordinary awareness by means of"continuing 
practice" and "renunciation or detachment" encompasses two sorts of yogic 
intense concentration (samadhi), that is, altered or "extra-ordinary" states of 
awareness, the first of which provides clear cognition of the nature of empiri
cal ( vitarka) objects, intellectual or ideational ( vicara) objects, aesthetic or 
sensing (ananda) processes, and self-awareness or subjectivity (asmita). These 
intense concentrations are known as "altered" or "extra-ordinary" states of 
concentration that involve an object or specific content (saf!Zprajfiata) (17).1he 
second sort of yogic intense concentration is a state in which awareness itself, 
whether ordinary or extra-ordinary, has dissipated with only consciousness 
itself appearing (see above, siitra 3), a state wherein only predispositions that 
are outside of awareness remain operative (18-22) .  [Siitras 19 through 22 dis
cuss various classifications of yogins and appear to be notations relating pri
marily to 17 and 18.] 
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I n  addition to the intense concentrations known as "altered" or "extra-ordi
nary" states of concentration that involve an object or specific content 
(sat{tprajfiiita)-for example, concentration on empirical objects, ideational 
objects, aesthetic or sensate processes, and self-awareness-there is the alter
native possibility of making God (ISvara) an intentional object of meditation 
(21-28). 

When meditation has been successfully practiced, one then attains the real
ization of the presence of one's own consciousness, and the various distrac
tions and obstacles are no longer present {29-32). Peace of mind (citta
prasiidana) or stability of awareness arises, and the yogin's complete control 
{see above, siitra 15) ranges throughout the entire range of reality from the 
smallest particle to the largest entity {33-40). 

Part II: Pataiijala Yoga Siitra 1: 41-51 with 
the Bhasya attributed to Vyisa 

YS 1:41 [Preface by VB] The coalescence and/or engrossment of ordinary 
awareness when the condition of steadiness has been attained-What pre
cisely is its nature or what sort of content does it have? Thus it is stated, 

[When the ordinary awareness of the yogin] has been sufficiendy cleansed 
of its dysfunctional operations (k#t)a-vrtti) [and has become] like a trans
parent jewel, there arises a profound coalescence or engrossment (samii
patti) in regard to [gross and subde] objects (grabya), the process of cogniz
ing (grahat)a) and the subject of cognizing (grahitr). Ordinary awareness 
(citta) then takes on, or exhibits or highlights (aiijanatd), the true nature of 
those contents. 

[VB] The expression "dysfunctional operations" has the meaning "thrown out" 
or "cast aside." "Transparent jewel" is the mentioning of an "illustration." Just 
as a crystal, colored {or tinged) in a certain manner due to whatever form is 
proximate to it, shines forth or exhibits the shape {or color) of that particular 
form, so ordinary awareness, influenced by an object to be grasped {or influ
enced by an apprehended object) shines forth or exhibits {or coalesces with) 
the shape of the inherent form of that object. In a similar fashion, {ordinary 
awareness) shows forth the essential form of the subde (dimension) of objects 
when in the presence of subde objects and colored (or tinged) by those subde 
objects. In a similar fashion, {ordinary awareness) shows forth the essential 
form of the gross (dimension) of objects when in the presence of gross objects 
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and colored (or tinged} by those gross objects. In a similar fashion, (ordinary 
awareness} shows forth the essential form of the entire manifest world when 
in the presence of the determinate form of the world and colored (or tinged} 
by that world. It must also be understood that the situation is similar in regard 
to the various sensing capacities. {Ordinary awareness} appears or shines with 
the essential form of the sensing capacities when in the presence of the sens
ing capacities colored {or tinged) by the sensing capacities as themselves the 
objects of apprehension. (Ordinary awareness} appears or shines forth with 
the essential form of consciousness in terms of subjectivity when in the pres
ence of consciousness as subjectivity colored (or tinged} by consciousness ap
pearing as subjectivity that is itself an object. {Ordinary awareness) appears or 
shines with the essential form of the "released" (or, in other words, ontologi
cally distinct} "consciousness" when in the presence of released consciousness 
colored {or tinged} by the released consciousness as itself an object. It is said, 
thus, that the condition of "profound coalescence" or "engrossment" of ordi
nary awareness like a transparent jewel exhibits {or takes on the appearance} 
of whatever forms appear in it including subjectivity, sensing, and subtle and 
gross objects, or, in other words, consciousness, the senses, and any and all 
conventional objects. 

YS 1:42 Therein (tatra) [with regard to the notion of samiipatti], the en
grossment or coalescence having to do with empirical awareness (savitarkd) 
is accompanied by the [verbal] constructions (vikalpa), words (Jabda), ref
erents [objects] (artha), and the [resulting] cognitions (or cognitive aware
nesses) (inana). 

[VB] That is to say, there is the word "cow," the object referred to by "cow,"and 
the cognition of "cow."These are perceived or apprehended as a single, undi
vided experience {of"cow"}, even though they are quite distinct. Some aspects 
of words are being apprehended, some characteristics of referents {or objects} 
are being apprehended and some characteristics of cognitions are being ap
prehended. There is a distinct aspect {or functioning} for each of these. For the 
yogin who has attained this level of engrossment or coalescence and come 
upon the experience of a "cow" and so forth, in {his} intuitive level of concen
tration, if that experience includes the constructions of words, referents {or 
objects) and cognitions {in a single "mixed" apprehension), that "mixed" ap
prehension is known as an empirical engrossment or coalescense. 

YS 1.43 [Preface by VB] When, however, the referent {or object} stands forth 
in its own inherent form, when the insight arising from concentration no lon
ger includes memory and the conventional understanding of words and is 
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devoid of the constructs involving reliable teaching and inference, in other 
words, when the referent (or object) is distinguished in awareness solely in 
terms of its direct inherent nature, that (involves) the engrossment or coales
cence known as "meta-empirical" or "unconstructed" engrossment or coales
cence. That is a higher perception. And that is the seed (or basis) for both reli
able teaching and inferential knowledge. Reliable teaching and inferential 
knowledge arise from this (direct perception). But that apprehension (or direct 
perception) is not dependent upon the cognitions relating to reliable teaching 
or inference. Thus, the yogin's direct perception arising from "meta-empirical 
concentration" is not mixed with any other means of knowing. The definition 
of the "meta-empirical" or "unconstructed""engrossment or coalescence" (that 
is related to the "meta-empirical concentration") is set forth with this next 
sutra. 

The "meta-empirical" or "unconstructed" (nirvitarka) engrossment or co
alescence (samiipatti) that arises when the memory is purified [or elimi
nated], is the reflection [or shining forth] (nirbhtisd) solely of the object 
[referent] itself, as if it were devoid of the yogin's own cognizing presence 
(svarilpa-fiinyd iva). 

[VB] That is (known as) the "meta-empirical" or "unconstructed" engrossment 
or coalescence, which (engrossment) is constituted by an insight, dependent 
on the inherent form of the (empirical) object (itself), purified (or, in other 
words, devoid or absent of) memory and the constructed cognitions (or mem
ory of the constructed cognitions), inference, reliable teaching and the conven
tional meaning of verbal expressions-( an insight) so focused on the object 
itself that the very process of apprehension (of the cognizing yogin himself) is, 
as it were, abandoned (or disregarded) and in which only the meaning of the 
object itself is present. And so it (the explanation) has been fully given. 

YS 1.44 In the same manner is to be explained the engrossment (samiipatti) 
with subde [intellectual or ideational] contents (su/qma-vqaya), whether 
relating to specific intellectual notions (sa-vicdra) or pure intellectual 
contemplation (nir-vicara). 

[VB] Therein the subtle (intellectual or ideational) engrossment is said to be 
that which has to do with the manifest qualities relating to subtle elements 
characterized by the experience of such limitations as space, time, and causal
ity. This subtle element (or subtle realm) that becomes an object for contem
plation, when the appropriate intuitive concentration (is occurring), manifests 
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itself {or exhibits itself) as determined by characteristics that can be appre
hended in a single cognitive act. That "pure intellectual contemplation" en
grossment is said to be that {cognitive condition) when the subtle element {or 
subtle realm), constituted and accompanied by all its essential characteristics, 
is nevertheless always and under all circumstances apprehended without the 
distinctions of what has past, what is present and what is yet to be. This is just 
the inherent form of the subtle element (or subde realm).  It has become an 
object by means of this inherent form. It provides the content of the intuitive 
concentration. And when there is just the intuition containing only the object 
itself, as if the presence of the cognizer is absent, then it is called "pure intel
lectual contemplation." In regard to this discussion overall, {the engrossments) 
whose contents are gross objects have to do with "empirical" engrossment and 
"meta-empirical" or "unconstructed" engrossment; and {the engrossments) 
whose contents are subtle {intellectual or ideational) objects have to do with 
"specific intellectual notions" engrossment and "pure intellectual contempla
tion" engrossment. The overcoming of cognitive or verbal projection as has 
been explained for "meta-empirical" engrossment applies as well for both the 
empirical as well as the ideational. 

YS 1.45 And subde objectivity (sii/qma-v#ayatva) [encompasses all the 
non-empirical contents of awareness] up through the unmanifest (a-litiga
paryavasiina) [that is, up through unmanifest prakrti]. 

[VB] The smell subtle element is the subtle objective base of the {gross) 
earth element; the taste subtle element of the {gross) water element; the 
form subtle element of the {gross) fire element; the touch subtle element of 
the (gross) wind element; and the sound subde element of the (gross) space 
{or atmosphere) element. Ego {is the subde objective base) of these {subtle 
elements). Furthermore, the discerning faculty {i.e., buddhi, mahat) {is the 
subde objective base) of this {ego). Finally, the unmarked {or unmanifest) 
primordial base {i.e., mulaprakrti) {is the subde objective base) of this (the 
discerning faculty) . There is no subde objective base higher or other than the 
unmarked {or unmanifest) primordial base. An objection is raised: Is not the 
consciousness {likewise) subde? That would seem to be obvious! 

In the case of the unmanifest, it is higher than the discerning faculty {in the 
sense that it provides the material base for the discerning faculty). This is not 
the case with consciousness, however. How is that? Consciousness is not the 
material cause of the discerning faculty, but only the reason {for its function
ing). Hence, the subdety {in terms of its material or objective base) has been 
explained as reaching its final limit in primordial materiality. 
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YS 1.46 These [four engrossments] only represent concentration (samadhi) 
that has (specific) content (sa-bija). 

[VB] These four engrossments have contents that are external objects-hence, 
the concentration is also constituted as having an objective content. In this 
regard, the empirical and meta-empirical engrossments have to do with gross 
objects. The ideational and contemplative engrossments have to do with subtle 
objects. In the same manner, the accompanying intuitive concentration is ex
plained as being fourfold. 

YS 1.47 When the yogin has gained skill ( vaiJdradya) in cultivating the 
highest [of the four] concentrations (nirvicdra), there arises a tranquility 
pertaining to the presence of the self (adhytitma) [that is, punqa or 
"consciousness"]. 

[VB] "Skill" (means) that the sativa-awareness of the intellect (of the yogin), 
whose natural condition is luminous cognition, and which has separated itself 
from the coverings of impurity, has attained an independent even flow no 
longer influenced by rajas and tamas (or a state of awareness in which rajas and 
tamas are no longer operating). When this skill has reached to the highest 
(among the four) cognitive concentrations, then there is a tranquility pertain
ing to the presence of the Self in which all objects appear as they truly are, 
unfettered by the sequence of ordinary temporality, characterized by the clear 
light of intuitive insight. And as it has been said, "The wise (yogin) having at
tained the tranquility of intuitive insight, no longer grieving, reflects upon all 
suffering creatures, like someone standing on a mountaintop looks down upon 
those standing on the plains below." 

YS 1.48 1herein [when skill in achieving the highest levels of objective en
grossment has been attained, the yogin attains] what is known as "truth
bearing insight." 

[VB] The technical name of this insight, which arises when the ordinary 
awareness has been so trained or concentrated, is "truth-bearing. " And that 
insight conforms to what truly is (i.e., to prajflti, the highest intuitive insight); 
it concerns only what is true. In regard to such insight, there is not the slight
est hint or whiff of false knowledge. And so it has been said: "Practicing this 
sort of insight that utilizes the threefold modalities of verbal instruction, infer
ence and the experiential realization of continuing meditation, a yogin attains 
the highest Yoga." 

Y S  1.49 [Preface by VB:] That (intuitive insight), however, (of the preceding 
sutra) is different from ordinary insight. 
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lhis highest intuitive insight (prajiid) has content [or concerns objects] 
that is [or are] different from the insights arising out of verbal instruction 
(iruta) or inference (anumdna), since it involves the direct awareness of spe
cific aspects of objects (viieta-artha). 

[VB] Verbal knowledge, or the cognition arising from what is taught, has to 
do with the general aspects of what is being known. It is not possible to iden
tify the particular aspect of a thing being described just by verbal knowledge. 
Why? A word is a conventional designation that is not involved in the specific 
apprehension of something. So likewise inference only deals with the general 
aspects of what is being known. Wherein something has attained a new posi
tion, therein one can infer that some sort of motion has occurred. Wherein no 
new position has been attained, it can be inferred that no movement has taken 
place. A conclusion is reached by means of inferring general features. There is 
no specific immediate knowledge of an object either through verbal instruc
tion or inference. And there is no apprehension by ordinary perception of a 
thing that is subde, obstructed or at a great distance. And the specific feature 
of a thing cannot be said to be non-existent because it cannot be established 
by an ordinary means of knowing. Such a specific feature is only to be appre
hended through the insight of concentration--such features as subde ele
ments or consciousness. Therefore, this (highest level of sa-bija) insight in
volves objects (or contents) that have specific features, which are other than 
the sorts of things known by verbal instru

_
ction and inference. 

YS 150 [Preface by VB] When the yogi� attains the intuition that arises from 
I 

concentration, the resulting residual effect leads to a repetitive sequence. 

The resulting residual effect [or predisposition] (sattJSiulra) arising from 
that [intuitive concentration, namely the "truth-bearing" intuition] coun
teracts or impedes the predispositions in ordinary awareness. 

[VB] The predisposition that arises from intuitive concentration [literally "the 
insight or wisdom arising from concentration"] counteracts the predisposi
tions of ordinary awareness. Since ordinary predispositions are overcome, the 
cognitions of ordinary awareness no longer arise. When there is cessation of 
ordinary cognitions, concentration becomes firmly established. The intuition 
or insight arises from concentration; because of this predispositions arise de
rived from this insight; and a repetitive sequence arises. First, there are in
sights; then, there are residual predispositions; and so on, and so forth. Is it not 
the case, then, that such a process will also activate a certain kind of correlative 
behavior in ordinary awareness? (To the contrary), the predispositions gener
ated by the intuitive concentration, since the destruction of afRictions is 
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brought about, do not bring about any kind of additional behavior in ordinary 
awareness. Ordinary awareness, rather, ceases from its ordinary activity. Ordi
nary awareness tends towards the final condition of (quiescent) discriminative 
realization. 

YS 1.51 [Preface by VB] And what happens {or what becomes) then of this 
residual effect or predispostion (saf!Zsktira)? 

When there is cessation even of this (sa'71Siuira), since everything has 
ceased, there is [only] seedless [or objectless] concentration (nirhijal) 
samadhil) ). 

This {seedless or objectless concentration) not only counteracts the intuitive 
realization of concentration; it counteracts likewise the predispositions that 
arise out of the intuition. Why? The predisposition that arises out of the expe
rience of cessation restricts the predispositions that arise out of correct aware
ness with some sort of object or content. The existence of (specific) predisposi
tions brought about in ordinary awareness when in the condition of cessation 
can be inferred, since there is an experience of the passage of time when in the 
condition of cessation. 

Ordinary awareness becomes dissolved in its own stable natural condition, 
accompanied by predispositions made up of the realization ofisolation arising 
from the concentration of (or in) cessation. Therefore, these predispositions, 
counteracting or going against the ordinary functioning of ordinary aware
ness, are not the causes of the final realization, since ordinary awareness has 
desisted from its now-quieted ordinary functioning, accompanied as it now is 
by the predispositions made up of the realization ofisolation. When such ces
sation has occurred, consciousness stands forth in its own inherent form [see 
above, sutra 3] That is, it is said to be pure, con tentless, and distinct {separate, 
"released"). This, then, is the first (portion or chapter), entitled "The Concen
tration Section" (Samtidhi-Pada) of the Commentary by the learned paQQ.it 
Vyasa, of the Patafijala Yogasastra, known as "The Explanation of Sarpkhya" 
(Stimkhya-pravacana ) . 



- 5 
Yoga in the Yoga Upani$ads: Disciplines 

of the Mystical O!yt Sound 

Jeffrey Clark Ruff 

The Yoga Upanqads (YU) are a collection of twenty-one medieval Sanskrit 
texts. They are Hindu texts. No one knows who wrote them, and this is a com
mon characteristic of medieval and early modern texts categorized as "upa
nqads." Whoever the authors were, they thought it was important to follow 
the style of the so-called classical Upanqads, which were written over a thou
sand years earlier in Northern India. 

Most of the earliest YU (or parts of the texts) date roughly from the ninth to 
thirteenth centuries, while others date from as late as the eighteenth century. 
The earlier texts were written in North India, in the brahminic Hindu heart
land of the Ganges and Yamuna rivers (possibly in or around the city of Vara
nasi, but no one knows for sure). The early modern texts in this genre were 
written in South India, most likely by Tamil- or Telugu-speaking brahmins. 

Medieval and early modern Hindus authored hundreds of "minor" Upa
nqads, and these are often categorized into thematic collections that suggest 
to the reader something about their content: Yoga Upanqads, Sa1!Znyiisa Upa
nqads, Vedanta Upanqads, Siva Upanqads, Sakta Upani$ads, Vi$�U Upanqads, 
and others. The Yoga Upanqads deal with our topic, "yoga," while the others 
focus on devotion to gods or goddesses (Siva, various goddesses, Vi�QU, and 
other divine beings), or on other aspects of Hindu life (such as giving up nor
mal social life, or having a particular view of the world). 

These divisions are worthwhile because they accurately label the different 
contents of these collections. Scholars have used these, or similar divisions, for 
over a century as genre conventions, thus providing the added usefulness of 
easily finding them in bibliographies and indexes. A drawback of these divi
sions is that they suggest a kind of intentional or purpose-driven voice behind 
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the texts that is not always there. They are texts called Upan4ads that happen 
to focus on yoga, yet many of them were written at different times and places. 
Thus, they do not really represent a single tradition or school of thought. 

In brahminic Hinduism, "upaniiad" is the category of texts that contain eso
teric, mystical, and philosophical speculations. The primary meaning of upa
n#ad is "true correspondence," "connection," or "mysterious equivalence." Since, 
according to the theories and beliefs of Hindus, sacred "connections" are hid
den-difficult for human beings to see or understand-derivative meanings of 
upaniiad are "secret," "mysterious," or "arcane." Because of this, the term upa
n#ad usually means secret teaching, esoteric connection, mysterious knowl
edge, or arcane doctrine. If one were to draw a parallel in English language 
usage, it could be said that the Upan4ads are the "sacred mysteries" of the an
cient Hindu books of wisdom {the �das). 

The word upan4ad derives from the Sanskrit roots upa + ni + sad. The terms 
together have been long misunderstood rather literally to mean, "to sit close 
beside." Many understand this definition as a title describing the "educational" 
setting of the texts: i.e., that students "sit close beside their teachers" instead of 
the esoteric correspondences (things close to or connected to each other) be
tween all things. 

This characterization has been so widely disseminated since the nineteenth 
century that one will find it in almost every introduction to the texts, both 
Western and Indian. It is a misleading yet largely harmless interpretation. It is 
not an altogether useless definition since these texts were originally, and for a 
long time, oral-aural teachings learned by students (fiiyas) at the feet of their 
teacher (guru): the tradition describes this as from "ear to ear." These "secret" 
(rahasya) teachings were passed down by word of mouth to the followers of a 
particular teacher. The students perfected their intuition through learning and 
meditative practice in order to perceive and recognize the hidden connections 
(upan4ad) between different philosophical and mystical concepts and be
tween the different levels of reality: individual, mundane, and cosmic. 

The Upaniiads overflow with examples of the "connections" between differ
ent aspects of reality: between the spiritual or true self and ultimate reality, 
between certain words {such as the sound of"o1p" which appears repeatedly in 
the YU and absolute truth), between sounds and creation, and between vital 
breaths and sunbeams, to name but a few. In one application, the visualization 
or imagination of these "true connections" is viewed as an act of religious 
practice. In part, this is what the YU mean when they use various words that 
we often translate as "meditation, reflection, visualization, remembering, being 
mindful of, or concentration." For example, in the yoga of these texts, stars, the 
moon, the sun, ritual fires, various flowers, butter chums, fire drills, and ac-
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tions such as religious pilgrimage or others are visualized as occurring inside 
the human mind or body {which we will see in the texts translated here). 
Therefore, a text called Upanifad is a "secret teaching" revealing the "hidden con
nections" that energize the matrix of reality. 

Exploration of the nature of these correspondences is the science of upa
ni!ad {connection). lndic brahminic traditions constructed their ancient 
worldview by and from this starting point. This way of sense-making (its very 
sensibility) takes for granted that all things are connected: that reality is a kind 
of weave or matrix of interconnections. Everything connects to everything 
else in one way or another, and the order of existence that this produces is 
organized both vertically and horizontally. Cows, people, plants, rocks, the 
gods, powers, forces, and events exist in a pattern that is like that of woven 
cloth or piled bricks. Every object or concept relates to all others direcdy or 
indirecdy and they all work together in a larger pattern. The traditions con
sider these direct or indirect connections to be discoverable through ritual, 
speculation, and meditation. Nevertheless, this larger weave or pattern is not 
visible to the average person, cow, or even god. 

This weave of correspondences constitutes a theory of reality, and the yoga 
of sounds and visualizations are two of its practical methods. The concept of 
Iitman (often translated as eternal self, true self, soul, etc.) demonstrates one 
example of this way of thinking. The body (atman) is the true self (atman)
this common form of wordplay in the Upani!ads signals two different but 
connected concepts by using the very same word. One might describe this 
kind of sense-making as connection by homophony (this technique is seam
lessly interwoven with other forms of wordplay: simile, metaphor, pun, rhyme, 
alliteration, and creative interpretations based on the root meanings of words). 
This essential connection {body and true self) has an additional connection: 
body has a subde connection with self, and these together connect with the 
cosmos in its totality. The atman is ultimately identified with the absolute re
ality, brahman. This is not simply an abstract theory or logical exploration: it 
relates directly to the methods developed by the sages. 

True knowledge of the connections becomes a program for practical experi
mentation for activating {making real, "real-izing") the connections within 
the body and consciousness of individuals. Following this way of thinking, ac
tions in an individual's life affect changes in the rest of the world-even the 
universe in its totality--and vice versa. These traditions maintain that some 
connections are stronger, more potent, and more concentrated than others. 
Thus, the Upanishadic traditions seek the most potent connections. They seek 
these connections intellectually but also through religious practices and disci
plines. The strongest connections provide the most potent realizations of truth 
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and reality. These most potent realizations of reality lead direcdy to superhu
man power, ultimate freedom, and unconditional immortality. Accordingly, 
pure ignorance, these traditions tell us, leads inexorably to pain and suffering. 
A lesser secret truth (activated through practices such as ritual or repeating 
mantras without awareness) will lead to a desirable rebirth or sojourn in some 
god's paradise. A greater secret truth will lead the sage to liberated immortal
ity, ultimate being, and genuine truth. 

Hindu knowing (veda, vidyii,jfziina) and doing (karma) partake of the same 
dynamic of correspondence. Ignorance or confusion expresses itself in wasted, 
painful, or useless actions. Abstract knowledge without action is weak; in 
other words, it does not "do" or "make" anything. Knowledge with properly 
corresponding actions "makes" or empowers "reality." Important to the sages' 
knowledge and practice was a harnessing (yoga) of the creative energy hidden 
in the weave of correspondences that empower reality. The sages played this 
language game very deeply and in multiple dimensions. They did not merely 
see these correspondences as two-dimensional patterns of reality (only to be 
observed and analyzed), but they also performed and experimented, "activat
ing" or "realizing" the creative power (miiyii) inherent in these connections. In 
other words, they actively participated in manipulating the weave. In this 
usage, miiyii has its earliest semantic range, extending to art, wisdom, poetry, 
and uncanny creative power. The term also has the derivative meaning of"illu
sion."This notion of illusion has at least two usages: impermanent expressions 
of reality (appearances that change) and somewhat later, as an extension of the 
concept of illusion, "inftrior or dangerously misleading appearances." These pe
jorative meanings of miiyii came to be employed by the world-rejecting forest 
traditions, such as those of some later classical Upanifads and Buddhism. In 
the earliest tradition, illusion is a secondary meaning, yet from the time of the 
Buddha, it begins to replace the primary meaning such that, in contemporary 
Indic usage, miiyii retains virtually no trace of its earlier positive meanings. 

In this way, Vedic tradition presents a highly magical set of views and prac
tices. Over many centuries, this magical worldview was supplemented by and 
in many ways replaced with more mystical, philosophical, and psychological 
viewpoints. This set of developments waxes and wanes in such a way that there 
is no linear "evolution" of (practical if magical) Vedic concepts toward the 
psychological and symbolic usages of contemporary cosmopolitan Hinduism. 
Once this trend was set in motion, traditions of symbolic wisdom and intro
spective meditation gradually replaced the more magically charged ritual tra
dition. These developments did not have any significant effect on the vast 
array of folk traditions within Hinduism; to this day, these folk traditions re- · 

main practical in their concerns for good health, fertility, wealth, and fortune, 
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and pursue these goods of life through ritual, practical, holy, and magical 
means. It also did not profoundly affect every one of the various traditions of 
yoga, but it was crucial for the texts translated here. 

Undergirding these conceptual frameworks is the recognition that by 
knowing the systems of connections, one could perceptually grasp the nature 
of reality and ultimate truth by a special kind of inference and mystical intu-

. ition. Connection, correspondence, and substitution provide a mystical alge
braic vocabulary for knowing the fundamental structures, nature, and possi
bilities for reality, the cosmos, and the sel£ As an applied science of hidden 
connections, the Upan#ads also afford almost limitless opportunities for de
veloping original methods for discovering the "reality of reality" or the "truth 
of truth" (satyasya satya). These speculations and technologies shaped the fun
damental beliefs of many of the later elite traditions of Hinduism, and were 
very influential on the YU. 

Hindus consider the Upan#ads, like all Vedic texts, to be the sages' direct 
aural cognitions (sruti) of absolute reality in contrast to "remembered" texts, or 
traditional wisdom (smrti). Sruti is literally "that which is heard."The primor
dial seers (r#s) are said to have "heard" and "seen" ultimate and absolute truth 
in visionary trance and later communicated in words their direct experiences 
of Veda (wisdom, true knowledge, the Word). 

There are many kinds of texts in the body of Vedic knowledge. The Veda 
Sa,hitas (lSOQ-800 BCE) are the earliest. There are several other genres, but 
the "classical" Upan4ads (500 BCE to 300 CE), the last of these ancient texts, 
are the "culmination of Vedic lore" (or Vedanta). Texts of all of these genres are 
considered by Hindus to be revelations of eternal true knowledge (veda), eter
nal words and sounds (veda, brahman, fabda, mantra), and the worldly mani
festation of the unchanging, unlimited matrix of reality (brahman). The YU, 
and all of the other medieval Upan#ads, mostly date from after 800 CE, but 
they consciously continue the themes, approaches, and attitudes of these 
much older genres. 

Many brahminical traditions classify Upan#ads as the jfzana section of the 
Vedic lore.]fzana and other related terms (vijfzana,prajfza) are cognates with 
the English word "knowledge" but they have a more specialized meaning than 
"knowledge" does in English. In the Hindu context, it is knowledge of ulti
mate truth, not simply general information, intellectual cleverness, or memo
rized data. As such, the term is more like its Greek cognate, gnosis, which has 
the deeper, transformative meaning of ultimate knowledge. In the transla
tions, I have typically used the terms "deep knowledge" or "true knowledge" to 
translate jfzana and "true judgment" to translate the related word vijfzana. 

Although varied and often contradictory, the Upan4ads provide the foun-
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dation for the system of Vedanta that became influential in Hindu thought 
even down to the present day, especially in popular and devotional expression. 
This worldview distinguishes manifestations of reality in terms of volatility 
verses permanency. Change, fluctuation, and transformati�n characterize 
mundane reality. Stability, etemality, and unity characterize the ultimate 
source and being of all reality. The Upanishadic worldview turns upon the 
distinction between things that are ever changing and in flux and the underly
ing unchanging reality of brahman. The tradition considers the visible fluctu
ating manifestations of reality as insecure, undependable, and undesirable. 
Because of this, the tradition seeks knowledge (jiiana) and practical methods 
(yoga) for escaping the "turning water wheel'' of changing reality. The hopes 
and the goals of the sages are to discover and realize (to make real in their own 
lives) the unchanging realm of ultimate being, the brahman. 

This search for the unchanging ultimate in Vedanta led to the development 
of a series of important concepts. These explorations include the identity of 
genuine eternal being (brahman) and personal true self (titman), the theory of 
reincarnation or transmigration of souls, the necessity of freedom from suffer
ing, ignorance, and repeated births, and the practices and lifestyle that lead to 
this ultimate freedom-yoga and renunciation. Beyond these concepts, the 
Upanqads contain a range of other concepts, ideals, and goals. These selected 
few become the foci of the later Vedanta that the YU and other minor Upa
nqads explore. 

First among these concepts, the sages declare that the absolute reality, brah
man, is identical with the essential self, Iitman, the true nature of each indi
vidual. The oldest of all texts in the genre, the Brhadtira7Jyaka Upanqad {1.4.10) 
states that the whole universe was originally brahman, and that it only knew 
itself (Iitman), thinking "I am eternal being" (aham brahmasmi). It then goes 
on to say that if human beings can truly and genuinely realize the same thing, 
"I am brahman," then they become the universe; and, that not even the gods 
could prevent this occurrence, adding that if people think that they are differ
ent from a god or each other, then they do not understand "the truth." In 
other words, if a person does not understand the mysterious true nature of life, 
then he or she does not actually understand anything at all. 

These characterizations of brahman are diverse, even including the concept 
that brahman is beyond classification. A fundamental speculation of the Upa
nishadic sages is that brahman always retains its oral and aural (sonic) charac
ter: brahman is Of!t, the "sound" of truth or reality. The individual sage must 
appreciate this notion and seek the experiential knowledge of it in order to 
know the "reality of reality."Thus, this speculative theme emphasizes both the 
model of reality and the model for knowledge and action. The term brahman 
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originally meant something like "growth" or "creativity," but it came to mean 
the mystical source of everything. Since brahman is ultimately "everything," it 
is not surprising that these texts describe it in numerous ways: "a formulation 
of truth," the Veda, the life breath, speech, the origin, true being, "That" (tat)
for so it is referred to-is never-ending-being, the universal, the absolute, re
ality, genuine being, the ultimate, original being, ultimate being, truth, eter
nity, creativity, and never-ending growth. Scholars often simply leave the word 
untranslated, but in my translations I have tried to communicate the sense 
and intentions of the texts by picking terms from the preceding list to match 
with the content of the text. 

This fundamental assumption, that the genuine truth of an individual is the 
absolute truth of all that exists, produces a fundamental problem: human be
ings may already be essentially perfect, but they are prevented from enjoying 
the bliss of this perfection because they are ignorant or confused, and the YU 
often communicate this insight through metaphor and simile: like a bird 
caught in a net or a bramble, the true self yearns to be free but cannot shake 
itselfloose from the snare of confusion and folly. The Yoga Upanifads often use 
the migratory goose as one of their primary similes: the true self is like a 
honking gander. Migration over the Himalayan mountains becomes a symbol 
of escape from bondage. The sources in the Further Reading section, particu
larly the books of Andre Padoux and David G. White, explain in detail the 
symbolism and the use of the term "gander" in Hindu religious thought, and 
its use as a sacred word. 

Just as they sought the eternal unchanging brahman, the Upanijads also 
searched for a permanent solution to the vicissitudes of activity in the world 
(karma), whether pleasant or painful. Although proper ritual actions and other 
religious observances (also denoted by the term karma) could win a good re
birth after a sojourn in the realm of the moon, the Upanishadic sages sought 
freedom from all rebirths. The liberating knowledge of the Upani1ads is that 
there is an eternally blissful existence beyond the vault of the heavens through 
which one must pass to attain liberation. The oldest idea was that the sun was 
like a lid or doorway to a different type of reality, and that escaping through 
that door led to immortality and ultimate freedom. Patrick Olivelle's and Paul 
Deussen's books on the Upanijads, which are listed in the Further Reading 
section of this chapter, explain in good detail the idea of escaping the world as 
we know it, through the doorway of the sun. The ifa Upani1ad provides a con
cise presentation of this doctrine and its imagery. 

The YU take this idea from the earlier tradition of the classical Upani1ads, 
and transpose it to the inner body of the practitioner of yoga. For them, it 
was not the actual sun that one sees up in the sky that was the material door-
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way to freedom, but rather a sun that was projected onto the inside of the 
human body through visualization meditations and singing the sacred 
sounds. The texts translated here will show how they imagined this. There are 
also other variations in the YU, but the escape of the true self through the top 
of the head by means of sacred sounds and visualizations is one of the pri
mary practices. 

The Canons of Yoga Upani.$ads 

The texts of the YU draw their ideas and images from the heritage of classical 
Vedanta. They are medieval texts, but their imagery plays with the metaphors, 
symbols, and objects of ancient Vedic fire rites, Vedanta philosophy of the 
classical Upaniiads, classical yoga, medieval mythology, sectarian texts such as 
the Agamas and Tantras, and the hatha ("forceful") yoga of the Nath Siddhas, 
as well as other medieval yoga textual traditions. Their goals are ultimate free
dom (molqa) and direct experience of the genuine being (brahman). The prac
tices of the northern tradition are limited to forms of mantra yoga. Later, in 
South India they draw much from the practices and ideas of Tantra and hatha 
yoga. Meditation on the most sacred brahmanical Of!l mantra is the corner
stone of the yoga of these texts, while the haf!Zsa mantra and its lore complete 
this yoga's foundation. 

The two canons of the YU include twenty-one separate texts. Some of the 
texts have different titles in various manuscript collections, and so there are 
more than twenty-one different titles, but these only represent the same 
twenty-one texts. The North Indian texts were written between 800 CE and 
1300 CE. The northern texts are generally very brief (usually fewer than 50 
verses). The exact dates of their composition are unknown, but I will list them 
here in roughly chronological order: (SOQ-1100) Brahmavidya, K[urika, Cul
ikti; (1100-1300) Brahmabindu (also titled Amrtabindu), Amrtabindu (not the 
same as the previous, and later re-titled as Amrtantida), Dhyanabindu, Nada
bindu, Tejobindu, Yogafik.hti, Yogatattva; and (around 1200) Haf!Zsa (also titled 
Haf!Zsantida) . 

All of the northern texts exist in expanded form in the southern collections 
(sometimes under different titles). The South Indian texts exist in various ver
sions, some very similar to the older northern texts. Those texts that are similar 
to their northern counterparts generally appear in the south between 1300 and 
1500. Southern texts that are greatly expanded versions of the northern titles 
appear after 1500, but before 1750. All other South Indian YU appear in the 
written record between 1600 and 1750. The South Indian collection includes: 
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Advayattiraka, Amrtabindu, Amrtantida (also known as Amrtantidabindu), 
Brahmavidya, Mtintrika (the South Indian title of the northern Cu/ilui Upa
ni!ad), Darfana (or Yogadarfana), Dhytinabindu, Ha,sa (or Ha,santida), f4ur
ika, Mahtivtikya, Ma1Jt/alabrtihma1Ja, Nadabindu, Ptiiupatabrahma, StiTJt/ilya, 
Tejobindu, Trifikhibrahma1Ja, Varaha, Yogacut/tima1Ji, YogakuTJr/ali (or YogakuTJr!
alini), Yogafikhti, and Yogatattva. The South Indian collections do not typically 
categorize the Culik.ti/Mtintrika Upanqad as a yoga text. 

The twenty-one Yoga Upanqads provide a window into the complex history 
of the discipline of sacred sounds (mantra yoga) expounded in the North In
dian versions of the texts, and the syncretistic forceful discipline (ha{ha yoga) 
promoted in the South Indian collections. The impressionistic northern texts 
present overlapping perspectives on a tradition that practiced exercises of the 
vital breath (prti1Ja, vayu) and meditation (dhyana). The threefold breath con
trol of inhalation, retention, and exhalation (puraka, kumbhaka, and recaka), 
which is not found in the classical Upanqads, is present in the YU. 

The unnamed passageways (nat/is) of the classical Upanqads have been re
placed with the systematic terminology of three primary passageways symbol
ized as the sun, moon, and fire. The term ku1Jr/alini, which is so important for 
many of the medieval yoga traditions, does not appear as a technical term in 
the early YU, but the texts employ mind, pointed flame, and vital breath 
(manas, fikhti, and prti1Ja) in terms familiar to ku1Jr/alini yoga. There is no sys
tem of mystical circles (cakras) in the northern texts. Esoteric body locations 
similar to those of the cakra systems are called marman ("vital point") and 
dvtira ("gate"). The texts do mention flowers (usually the lotus) employed as 
visualizations within the yogic body. The imagery of the "gates" of the body 
resonates with the imagery of the three granthis ("knots") associated with 
gods Brahma, Vi�Qu, and Siva in later ha{ha yoga and Tantric texts. There is no 
strong emphasis on gods in these early texts, although some mention various 
Hindu gods by name. They do not mention or discuss goddesses. 

The yoga practices described in the northern texts focus primarily on recita
tion of the mantra 01!J. The purpose of silent meditation (with inner ear and 
eye) is to focus the yogin's consciousness into a force that can escape the body 
at death through the cranial suture, or alternatively melt away in the region of 
the forehead. Vital breath, the 01!J sound, and subtle pathways are the clearly 
defined yogic concepts in these texts. 

Apart from the terms referring to 01!J, the northern texts do not use a sys
tematic vocabulary like those we find in some of the other yoga traditions. 
Systematizing yoga according to limbs appears in some of the early northern 
texts. In all cases, the system is six-limbed. The six-limbed system of yoga is 
first found in the Maitrtiya1Jiya (or Maitri) Upanqad, and is later associated 
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with the systems of Buddhist Tantric yoga, as well as with the yogic teachings 
of the twelfth-century yogin and Nath Siddha, Gorakhnath (the exact nature 
of each "limb" differs from one to another system, with some overlap). The 
basic imagery of these limbed systems is that of a wheel (mandala), wherein 
the "limbs" are spokes. Typically, these systems include breath exercises and 
body postures as their first two limbs, with the other limbs usually involving 
mental practices {reflection, meditation, etc.). 

The expanded South Indian versions of the YU reflect the systematization 
and standardization of yogic language and practice between the thirteenth 
and seventeenth centuries. Various yoga texts incorporated this standardiza
tion. The eight-limbed path of Pataftjali was transformed over time by elabo
ration into the eight-limbed path of Dattatreya or Yajftavalkya. The elaborate 
six-limbed hatha yoga of the Nath Siddhas, the eight-limbed paths, and other 
traditions developed during this period a consistent vocabulary of the subde 
body and the practices and theories of yoga. The southern redactors of the YU 
appropriated and recast these systems and expanded the northern texts with 
additions from a variety of other texts and traditions. 

The southern canon of YU quotes from more than two dozen known 
sources. The eleven expanded texts are often eight to ten times the length of 
the original northern versions. The additional ten texts, only attested in the 
southern collections, continue the pattern of the expanded texts, quoting many 
of the same sources and teaching the same combination of the discipline of 
reciting the Ot?Z sound {but with the addition of other special sounds, espe
cially the ha1!lSa mantra) with the systems and practices of hatha yoga. The es
tablished sources of the expanded texts fall into five categories: yoga texts, 
texts of medieval non-dual philosophy {Vedanta)-including devotional 
Gitas, which are poems that usually depict a conversation between a god and 
a mortal--special ritual and mystical texts called Tantras and Agamas, and 
classical Vedic and Upanishadic sources. 

Almost half of the additions, quotations, and paraphrased materials come 
from Nath Siddha traditions-particularly from the writings attributed to 
Gorakhnath, such as the Gora/qafataka-but also the later Nath-derived 
Hathayogapradipikti. A quarter of the remaining citations come from other 
kinds of yoga texts such as the Kashmiri Laghuyogavtis#{ha, the encyclopedic 
Uptisantisarasat?Zgraha, and the eight-limbed paths of the Yogayajflavalkya and 
Yoga Stistra of Dattatreya. The remaining sources are a collection of other late 
medieval compilations that include diverse materials. 

The translations that are included here represent the North Indian tradition 
of the YU. The northern texts appear to offer the reader authentic medieval 
brahminic understandings of yoga, whereas the southern texts are more like 
encyclopedias of pan-Indian yoga from the early modern period. 
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Although there are no formal divisions among the Upaniiads that deal 
with yoga, the "hindu" titles of the northern canon appear to represent a co
herent body of five texts dedicated to the discipline of reciting sacred sounds 
(mantra yoga). Their original tides were Brahmahindu, Amrtahindu, Dhya
nahindu, Ntidahindu, and Tejohindu. The "hindu" of these titles has several con
notations within the mystical traditions. Bindu means "drop, dot, or point." In 
these texts, this drop refers to the anusvtira mark, which is written above the 
syllable to denote the m in the mantra Of!Z. The term hindu has many addi
tional connotations. Accompanying meanings and metaphors include: life
giving drops of fluid (especially sexual fluids), a point at the center of a mysti
cal diagram, any concentrated essence, the sexual organs of the god or goddess 
(especially in the Sakta-Saiva traditions of the early Tantras), the one essen
tial reality of reality, a point on which one should focus the eyes in meditation, 
and others. In all of these usages, the intention is to convey a sense of concen
trated essence, the essential condition, the fundamental concept, point of 
focus, or the smallest coherent unit. All of the texts use the term hindu either 
explicitly or by implication to refer to the final silence that follows recitation 
of the mantra. It is the final act in mantra recitation, the final goal of the prac
tice, and the final object of meditation. The hindu for these texts is the ulti
mate symbol of the highest intensity of human focus, which is conceived as 
leading a person to ultimate truth and immortality. Some of the texts also use 
the term ntida. "The buzzing reverberation, (ntida) of m (also denoted by the 
point-hindu-of the anusvtira placed above the syllable) adds another tech
nical term to the mantra theory and practices of these texts. Ntida means the 
reverberation or humming sound that precedes the final melting into silence. 
The texts describe ntida as resembling the pealing of a struck bell; it is fol
lowed by the hindu of silence. The northern texts all show some similarities to 
the hindu texts. The remaining titles in the larger southern collection, how
ever, include such diverse materials that they do not always show coherence as 
a body of texts. 

The Texts Translated Here 

BRAHMAVIDYA UPANI$1/D ("SECRET TEACHINGS OF THE 

ARCANE SCIENCE OF TRUE BEING") 

The Brahmavidya Upanqad exists in a short northern version of fourteen 
verses and a much longer southern version (B). The shorter northern text is 
exclusively devoted to analogies and allusions concerning the sacred sound, 
Of!Z. The classical Upanqads had already broken the sacred syllable into its con
stituent sounds (mtitrtis) (a + u + m). Mter equating each of the sounds with 
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three of the "four states" -waking, dreaming, and deep sleep-the ancient 
Mti7Jt/ukya Upanifad suggested that there was a fourth state that was without 
a sound. Following Olivelle's translation of Mti7Jt/ukya Upanifad 11, it is "the 
cessation of the visible world; auspicious; and unique." It is here that the 
Brahmavidya takes up and extends the discussion. It adds a one-half sound: a 
point (bindu) was written above the syllable to denote the reverberation (nada) 
of f!t. The a, the u, and the f!t are described in the text and they are associated 
in turn with texts, sacred fires, divisions of the cosmos, and gods. Most of these 
associations are modeled on discussions of the Of!t as found in the ancient texts 
called the Brahma7Jas and the classical Upanifads. Here, the sound a is equated 
with the �gveda, the householder fire, the earth, a?d the deity Brahma {verse 
5). The sound u is equated with the Yajurveda, southern fire, the mid-regions, 
and the deity Vi�I}U {verse 6). 1he sound f!t is equated with the Samaveda, of
fertory fire, heaven, and the deity I5vara {verse 7). 1he symbolism here shows 
the "connections" between the sounds comprising the Of!t and the whole of the 
cosmos. The texts are the holiest scriptures of Hindu lore. The sacred fires were 
the center of complex Vedic rituals: chants, songs, words were spoken over and 
into these fires as various liquids and other substances were poured. O'!t was 
the most sacred of these sounds. 

The inclusion of the half sound is original to the Brahmavidya. The half 
sound has no correspondences. This is because it is considered transcendent 
and therefore possessed of no characteristic other than being identified with 
the unqualified ultimate form of existence, brahman. The laya {verses 13-14)
the "fading away" or "vanishing," of the sound 01!t-is compared to the slow 
fading of a bell. Brahman is the peace or stillness (fanti), wherein the sound 
fades away. 

The southern version of the text has 111 stanzas that provide much greater 
elaboration for sound disciplines and reverberation disciplines (mantra yoga, 
nada yoga). It includes speculations on Of!t, ku7Jt/alini-fakti, ha(ha yoga practice, 
fivefold breath control, and renunciation. Two-thirds of the expanded verses 
{verses 14-80) reproduce the third chapter of the Uptisanasarasaf!tgraha, an 
anthology from around the sixteenth century. The expanded southern text was 
probably composed in the seventeenth or early eighteenth century. 

The extended portions of the text explain the concepts of breath-power and 
harnessing the powers of mind and body through yoga. Much of this discus
sion proceeds by means of the metaphor of the migratory gander, or haf!tsa. 
Haf!tsa is the masculine form of the word for the migratory South Asian 
goose. The gander is a metaphor for the true self (Iitman) and for the vital 
breath (prti7Ja). Midway through the expanded text {verse 53), the teaching is 
re-framed in terms of a dialogue between a sage and his student, Gautama (in 
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this, it is similar to the frame dialogue of the Haf!Zsa Upani�ad). The haf!Zsa 
sound is important in many Indian esoteric traditions, from the Vedas to the 
Tantras. Many texts associate the in-breath and the out-breath with the man
tras haf!Z (I) and sal; (that). Combined together, these mantras form haf!Zsa. 
Repeated in meditation (haf!Zsa, haf!Zsa: "gander, gander") the words take on 
the secret meaning of their reversal, so 'ham: "I am" or "I am That" ("I, titman, 
am That, brahman"). 

The reader finds the haf!Zsa discourse in most of the expanded southern YU. 
In the expanded texts of the south, it takes on all the significations found in 
the Tantras and other medieval yoga canons. The expanded southern Brahma
vidyti adopts another Tantric notion from its sources, stating that its "arcane 
science of the ultimate being" is good for people of "all walks of life." Al
though the text thus includes (via its sources) significant Tantric materials, it 
is conservative and Vedantic in its overall interpretation and tone. 

AM/fiABINDU UPANI$AD ("SECRET TEACHINGS OF 

THE IMMORTAL POINT") 

The Amrtabindu also appears in some collections under the older title 
"Brahmabindu Upanifad' ("Secret Teachings of the Point that is True Being"); 
this was probably its original title. The Amrtabindu (Brahmabindu) is one of 
the earliest texts classified as a Yoga Upanifad. It is a text of twenty to twenty
four verses similar to the Amrtantida Upanifad (a different text, but also called 
Amrtabindu in some manuscripts). 

The Amrtabindu begins its discussion by describing the mind (manas) as the 
source of both bondage and freedom. The yoga described in the Amrtabindu 
focuses solely on recitation of, and meditation on, the sacred syllable Of!Z. Pro
nouncing and repeating the mantra Of!l aloud is the preliminary practice. Once 
the mind rests in the heart through use of the Of!l mantra, the practitioner may 
progress to the soundless recitation. Tonal or sounded (svara) meditation is 
considered inferior to non-tonal or soundless (asvara) meditation. The text 
relies on the view that the yogin implodes the mind by first tuning it to the 
absolute sound, shape, and meaning of the Of!l sound. Once this inner tuning 
is complete, he "says" or "hears" the mantra without speaking until nothing is 
left in consciousness but the true, immortal, being. 

Based on the principles expounded in the classical Upanifads and the other 
bindu texts, the "bindu" in the title that leads to immortality (or to brahman, 
depending on the title of the manuscript) is the hum or nasalization that fol
lows the m, which was written in Indic orthography by using a dot or point 
(bindu). When this humming sound fades away at the end of the recitation, 
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then the silence that follows is the true object of mental focus and meditation. 
Mter the yogin masters the initial training of reciting the mantra that finishes 
in silence, then silence itselfbecomes the practice. 

Here, it would appear that the true object of knowing is the sound that 
trails into silence (bindu).This silence is referred to as indivisible. It is precisely 
identical to the fundamental essence of reality (parabrahman and titman). The 
metaphors working here involve reabsorption and concentration. The yogin 
concentrates all of himself: he becomes the smallest unit possible, the point 
(hindu). When he succeeds in shrinking and concentrating himself into this 
smallest point, he is nothing other than pure self, pure being (brahman). 

The text's method is one of guiding the mind via the 01fZ sound, first through 
recitation and then through silent mental exercise, to a singularly focused, 
absolute, eternal peace. Its brevity, simplicity, and contents represent exclu
sively Vedantic methods and goals of the classical type. 

DHYANABINDU UPANI$AD ("SECRET TEACHINGS 

OF THE MEDITATION POINT") 

This text has northern and southern versions. The northern text contains 
twenty-one to twenty-three verses in two sections. The southern text contains 
approximately 106 to 107 verses (with mixed prose). The northern version be
gins with praise of the discipline of meditation (dhyana yoga) for the removal 
of all evil or sins. Next, the text expounds (verses 4-6) on the order of 01fZ reci
tation. First are the sounds (alqara) a + u + m. Higher still are the nasalization 
(anusvtira or hindu) and its resonance (ntida). Higher than the reverberation or 
resonance (ntida), the syllable vanishes as the sound fades. Silence is the high
est place. The text instructs the yogin to meditate on the silence after the sound 
has faded. Next (verses 7-10) follow a series of similes-fragrance of a flower, 
butter in milk, and so on-illustrating the subdety and pervasiveness of titman. 
Next, yogic inhalation, breath retention, and exhalation (puraka, kumbhaka, 
and recaka) are associated with body location, flowers, and gods (these verses 
are similar to material in other texts of this genre). 

It may be that this text's tradition of meditation imagines the three sounds 
of O'!' as originating in the three flowers, with the hum of the final resonance 
as the fourth flower. This would locate the a in the navel, the u in the heart, the 
1!1 between the brows, the reverberation either in the heart or at the top of the 
head, and the silence beyond body, form, flower, or sound. The text does not 
actually mention the sounds of O'!' as part of the initial meditation on the 
three flowers. The remainder of the text (verses 18-23) includes metaphors for 
o1fZ, focusing on the silendy reverberating point of O'!'. This point, the half-
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sound, draws the mind out of  the heart up to the space between the eyebrows, 
where it melts away. One of the difficulties with this text is that it is unclear 
whether the various meditations (first, on the three gods; second, on the heart 
or head lotus; third, on the place between the eyebrows) should be practiced in 
sequence, or if they are three different disciplines. It could appear that they 
originated from separate practices, but that our author is bringing them to
gether purposefully. However, this is unclear from the text itsel£ 

This text's southern version, of approximately 106 to 107 verses (with mixed 
prose), examines meditation on the syllable OTfl. All of the supplementary 
verses and prose in this expanded text come from other known texts. With the 
exception of transitional phrases and other minor variations, the expanded 
southern Dhyiinabindu Upanifad cites the Gitiisiira (ca. 1600-1650), chapter 6 
of the Vivekamiirta1Jt/a, the Hathayogapradipika (ca. 1450), and the Riijayoga
prakara1Ja (fourth) chapter of the UptisantisiirasaT{lgraha. Christian Bouy (see 
Further Reading) discusses these sources in depth. The southern version prob
ably reached its present form by shortly after the mid-seventeenth century. 

The southern version of the text begins with a forty-verse discourse on the 
OTfl mantra, combining the original text and the Gittisiira with visualization 
meditations focused in the heart. This investigation of the mantra OTfl is similar 
to that of the other "bindu Upanifads," but it is expanded by the contents from 
the Gittisiira. The second half of the text is devoted to hatha yoga and is largely 
quoted or paraphrased from chapter 6 of the Vivek.amiirta1Jt/a (the "original" 
Gora/qafataka of Gorakhnath: see the chapter by James Mallinson in this vol
ume) and the Hathayogapradipik.ii (derived from Nath Siddha texts). The 
Dhyiinabindu Upanifad provides some details on a six-limbed yoga path (in the 
style of Gorakhnath, as derived from the Vivek.amiirta1Jt/a) and discusses 
k.u1Jt/alini-fak.ti and k.hecari mudrii, with the standard descriptions of the path
ways, vital breaths, and the six esoteric body centers (niit/is, prii1Jas, and six 
cak.ras) known to the Naths.There are also several verses devoted to haT{lsa med
itation. Unlike some of the other compilation texts, the editor does little with 
the expanded sources, copying them often verbatim from the Nath sources. 

The following translations are from 1he Atharvana Upanishads, edited by Ra
mamaya T arkaratna, Bibliotheca Indica: A Collection of Oriental l%rk.s: volume 
76 (Calcutta: Ganesa Press, 1872-74; reprint, New Delhi: Munshiram Mano
harlal Publishers Pvt. Ltd., 1990); Yoga Upanishads: With the Commentary of Sri 
Upanisad-Brahmayogin, edited by A. Mahadeva Sastri (Madras: The Adyar 
Library and Research Centre, 1920, 1968); and K. Narayanasvami Aiyar, 1hirty 
Minor Upanifads: English Translation with Sanskrit Text (Madras: K. Naraya
nasvami Aiyar, 1914; revised ed. Delhi: Parimal Publications, 1997). 
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Suggestions for Further Reading 

For a somewhat free translation of the South Indian version of the texts, see T. 
R. Srinivasa Ayyangar, trans., 7he Yoga Upaniiads (following the Commentary 
of Sri Upani�adbrahmayogin), ed. G. Srinivasa Murti, revised 2d ed., Adyar 
Library Series, No. 20 (Madras: Adyar Library, 1952). For good quality transla
tions of many of the North Indian versions, see volume 2 of Paul Deus sen, Sixty 
Upanqads of the Veda, trans. V. M. Bedekar and G. B. Palsule (Delhi: Motilal 
Banarsidass Publishers, 1980, 1997). For good introductions to the Upaniiads in 
general, see Teun Goudriaan and Jan A. Schoterman, The Kubjilui Upaniiad: 
Edited with translation, introduction, notes and appendices (Groningen: Egbert 
Forsten, 1994); Patrick Olivelle, trans., Sat{lnytisa Upanqads: Hindu Scriptures on 
Asceticism and Renunciation (New York: Oxford University Press, 1992); Patrick 
Olivelle, trans., Upanqads (New York: Oxford University Press, 1996); Chris
tian Bouy, Les Ntitha-Yogin et Les Upaniiads, Publications De L'Institut De Ci
vilisation Indienne, 62 (Paris: De Boccard, 1994); and Paul Deussen, The Phi
losophy of the Upanishads. 1906, trans. A. S. Geden (Reprint, Delhi: Motilal 
Banarsidass Publishers, 2000). For more on my work on these texts, see Jeffrey 
C. Ruff, "History, Text, and Context of the Yoga Upani�ads," Ph.D. Disserta
tion, University of California, Santa Barbara [Proquest Dissertations and The
ses Full Text 3073645]). For mantras, sacred sounds, and the types of yogas rep
resented in these texts, see Andre Padoux, Vtic: The Concept of the Word in Selected 
Hindu Tantras, trans. Jacques Gontier (Albany: State University of New York 
Press, 1989); and David Gordon White, The Alchemical Body: Siddha Traditions 
in Medieval India (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1996). 

Translations 

Brahmavidya Upani$ad, verses 1-13 (northern recension w. 2-14) 

I will proclaim here the mysterious teaching of the arcane science of true 
being; I will speak of the all-pervasive and amazing effects of that divine word 
called the eternal flame (of!l). 

Those who know the power of sounds say that the one imperishable syllable, 
Of!l, is true being. Here, I will tell you about that syllable: its letters, their posi
tions, and the three measures of time. 

It is proclaimed that there are three gods, three realms, three books of true 
knowledge (Vedas), and three sacred fires. Just as these, three are the sounds of 
that auspicious triple-sound (of!l) and there is a half sound as well. 
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It is explained by those who know the power of sounds that the /!..g Veda, 
householder's fire, the earth, and the god Brahma are the same as the letter of 
the "a" sound. 

Next, the "u" sound is taught to us as being the same as the Yajur Veda, the 
atmosphere, the southern fire, and the god, Lord Vigm. 

Last, the "m" sound is taught to us as being the same as the Sarna Veda and 
heaven, the offertory fire also, and isvara, the supreme god. 

The "a" sound is imagined in the middle of the forehead, which we call the 
"conch-shell," there it appears in the middle of the circle of the sun. The "u" 
sound stands in the middle looking like the moon. 

The "m" sound appears as a pulsating flame, resembling lightning. Now, these 
three sounds should be understood in this way as having the appearance of 
sun, moon and fire. 

The half-sound sits above the humming syllable, Of!l, just as a flame burns in 
the space above a lamp. 

Shining at the highest point, that pointed flame opens the solar pathway. That 
solar path, which is very fine like a lotus fiber, passes through the sun. This way 
leads to ultimate reality. 

Having opened the most important of the 72,000 pathways, that passage 
which gives life to everyone, the pointed flame, in fact, stays there shining its 
light onto everything. 

At precisely that time, he who seeks the universal lets the Of!l sound fade into 
peaceful silence, just as the sound of a bell fades to silence. 

He is never-ending being, who, having sung this most amazing sound, then 
lets it fade to silence within. [This is] because the point where this meditation 
ends is never-ending being, and that is immortality. 

AM8TABINDU UP ANI $AD I BRAHMABINDU UPANI$AD, VERSES 1-23 

They teach that the mind is twofold: confused or clear. It is confused when 
obsessed with desires and wishes; it is clear when it is free from desires and 
wishes. 

Because of this, it is easy to see that the mind is the origin of both bondage 
and freedom in everyone. The mind causes bondage when it is obsessed with 
stuff; the mind gains freedom when it is free from all that stuff. 
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Since freedom depends on a mind free of obsession with all that stuff that at
tracts and distracts our senses, one who aspires for freedom should free his 
mind from all that. 

Banishing obsessions with worldly objects, withdrawing the mind into the 
heart, and having no random thoughts and feelings, he enters the supreme 
state. 

Holding the mind still in the heart until all random thoughts and feeling have 
ceased: we can genuinely call that "deep knowledge" and "freedom., Anything 
else is clever talk and shallow speculation. 

Neither thinking nor non-thinking, but paradoxically, thinking and non
thinking at the same time. Free from making choices one way or the other, one 
becomes the original being. 

Gaining union with the soundless by means of the sound [ol!t], one enjoys the 
highest reality. By experimenting with stillness, non-being is understood as 
being. 

That is what we mean by original self or genuine being: it is without divisions, 
without fluctuations, and without confusion. When one realizes, "I am ultimate 
being!" that very same person certainly enjoys a stable sense of his true sel£ 

Changeless, infinite, without cause and incomparable, without limits, without 
beginning--awakened to this truth, one is set free. 

There is no death, no becoming, no bondage, no seeker, no freedom nor wish
ing for it-that is genuine reality. 

Recognize your true self as the same whether awake, dreaming, or even deeply 
asleep. There are no repeated births for one who rids himself of these three 
distinctions. 

A singular being-self resides in each and every different being. Singular and 
multiple, like the moon reflected in a pond. 

This is just like the space in a jar; when the jar is broken into pieces it is only 
the jar that breaks, not the space inside. Life is like the space. 

All the forms of things are like the jar, mindlessly breaking into pieces over 
and over again; they are unaware, but life always knows living, just as space is 
always space. 

Enveloped in creative expression, true self stays in the darkness of the small 
lotus blossom we call the heart, but when the confusion clears, then one sees 
only unity. 
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The imperishable sound [of!Z] is supreme reality. A wise person should medi
tate on that eternal unity which remains when the sound finally fades, if he 
truly seeks peace and quiet within his true sel£ 

Two kinds of arcane sciences are necessary: that of the original sound and that 
of the supreme. One who properly tunes himself to the original sound also 
realizes the supreme. 

After long practice and study of books, a truly wise person seeking deep 
knowledge and true judgment forgets most of the bookish stuff, just as when 
one keeps grain but throws away the husks. 

The colors of cows are many, but the color of milk is one. 

Signs and symbols are like the cows, deep knowledge is like the milk. 

Just as butter is hidden in milk, true judgment flows inside everyone. 

With the churning rope of deep knowledge and the paddle of mind one 
churns the Of!Z in the heart. With this meditation, one can draw out the stream
ing one, the supreme self, undivided, still, and peaceful. 

Thus, with this meditation, I am truly mindful that "I am genuine being." 

The genuine being that dwells inside everyone is also everyone's true home. "I 
am that, the god of life! I am that, the god of living!" 

DHYANABINDU UPANI$AD, VERSES 1-8, 3G-40 (VV. 3-18, 21-22 IN NORTHERN 

RECENSIONS) 

Even ifbad actions are like mountains extending for miles and miles, the dis
cipline (yoga) of meditation opens a path through them. Nothing else ever 
opens this path. 

The "point" is more important than the syllables, it is more important than the 
reverberation. When the syllables and sound ceases, then silence is the most 
amazing state. 

A yogin loses all doubts if he concentrates on the highest, which is even higher 
than the unstruck sound of the heart. 

Pure being is so subtle it is comparable to the tip of a hair being divided into 
a thousandth of a hundredth part, and then divided again by hal£ 

A true self is in everyone, like the scent of a flower, like butter hidden in milk, 
like oil in sesame seeds, gold in ore, or a thread [strung] through beads. The 
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one who knows this true self with his mind focused on genuine being is not 
confused. 

Just as the oil depends on the seeds and the scent upon the flowers; so in the 
body of a person, the self is inside it and outside of it . . .  in the whole and in 
the parts. 

The true self exists everywhere . . .  

While inhaling, one should visualize mighty Vigm with four arms as resem
bling a flax flower at the level of the navel. While holding the breath, one 
should visualize grandfather Brahma with four faces seated on a lotus in the 
heart, like red and white jewels. While exhaling, one should visualize the 
three-eyed one between the eyebrows sparkling like a flawless crystal, destroy
ing all evil. 

Below there is a lotus flower: the face of the blossom hangs downward with its 
stem going upward, just like a plantain flower. It is auspicious and contains all 
sacred sounds and divine powers. 

It blooms for a century and is richly endowed with hundreds of petals, which 
cover its seedpod. There one should repeatedly visualize the sun, moon, and 
fire. 

Then, by repeatedly saying the "heart-seed" (o'!Z), one opens the lotus through 
the power of the sun, the moon and the fire. Through this practice, the eternal 
self is set free. 

A person has true knowledge when he knows the mystical syllable (o'!Z) with 
its three creators, its three places, and its three paths, to truly be the three and 
one half sounds. 

A person knows the truth when he understands that the true point of the 
humming 01!% is silence. It is like the drop at the end of a long stream of oil or 
the gradual fading of the peal of a bell. 

The yogin treading the path of yoga should draw up the vital breath just as a 
man would suck water through a lotus stalk. 

Having concentrated the essence of the half-sound as the seed of the lotus, 
[one should] then draw it up through the lotus stalk by means of the sound 
and guide it in between the eyebrows where it dissolves into silence. 

He should know that the middle of the eyebrows in the forehead, which is also 
the root of the nose, is the seat of immortality, the great dwelling place of true 
being. 



6 
The Sevenfold Yoga of the Yogavtisi�tha 

Christopher Key Chapple 

The Yogavtis#{ha, also known as the Mokfopaya, was compiled in longer and 
shorter versions over the course of several centuries, most likely from the end 
of the Gupta period {ca. 500 CE) until it reached its expanded form by the 
eleventh century. Its philosophy combines aspects of Mahayana Buddhism 
with Advaita Vedanta and served as the foundation for the later school known 
as Emergence-through-Thought. It is also closely associated with the key 
ideas and vocabulary of Kashmir Saivism. It was a favorite of important fig
ures in the development of modern-day Hinduism, including Sri Rama
krishna and Swami Sivananda. 

The Yogavtis#{ha contains more than sixty nested stories told by the sage 
Vasi�tha to his protege, the young Lord Rama. One day, a sage named 
Vi5vamitra asks Dasaratha, Rama's father, to send Rama into the forest to 
chase away troublesome characters who are disrupting the sages in their forest 
retreats. Rama recoils at this idea and laments that all activities in life lead to 
suffering. Vasi�tha provides instruction that restores Rama's confidence and 
resolve, empowering him to fulfill his dharma. As part of their dialogue {some 
29,000 verses in the longer version), Vasi�tha talks about kings who change 
shape and lead alternative lives; a queen who becomes liberated and then 
helps her husband not only to become free but also to rule jusdy; and a young 
man, paralyzed by grief upon the death of his parents, who is coached back to 
emotional health by an older brother-who reminds him of all his various 
prior births, from an ant in a dunghill to a glorious swan-helping him regain 
his equilibrium. This and scores of other stories make the point that interac
tions with the world are shaped by the nature and quality of thought, and that 
through understanding one's motivations and intentions, one can gain per
spective, turn to the sacred texts, and build and rebuild the world into a place 
of wholesomeness and freedom. The Yogavtis4tha proclaims the possibility of 
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becoming liberated in the embodied state and points to an ultimate nirva1Ja 
state after the body passes. 

The practice of yoga at the time of Yogavasiltha was an engrained part of 
India's spirirual landscape. Numerous levels and stages of yoga were articu
lated by Hindu, Jaina, and Buddhist philosophers. The most widely known 
yoga was advanced by Patafijali (ca. 350-450 CE). His Yoga Siitra sets forth 
both a threefold and an eightfold yoga system, which seem to serve as a tem
plate for other systems. These were developed by Patafijali in the context of 
earlier Upanishadic models. He most likely was aware of the Buddha's articu
lation of the eightfold path and the later ten Bodhisattva Bhumis of Mahayana 
Buddhism, as well as the fivefold Jaina ethical code, rooted in nonviolence 
(ahif!Zsa). In Jainism, Umasvati's fifth-century articulation of the fourteen 
stages of spirirual advancement (gu1Jasthtinas) provides a parallel articulation 
of stages of spirirual advancement, as do the "yoga lists" ofHaribhadra (ca. 750 
CE) and Hemacandra (ca. 1150 CE). 

One of the earliest systems of yoga can be found in Maitri Upanifad (6.18), 
which outlines a sixfold yoga beginning with control of breath and culminat
ing in samtidhi: (1) control of breath (pra1Jaytima), (2) inwardness (pratyahara), 
(3) meditation (dhyana), (4) concentration (dhara1Jti), (5) contemplation 
(tarka), and (6) absorption (samadhi). This differs quite significantly from the 
yoga articulated a few hundred years later by Patafijali, which adds ethics 
(yama), observances (niyama), and physical postures (tisana), places meditation 
after concentration, and subsumes contemplation (tarka) within its descrip
tions of samtidhi, albeit in variant linguistic forms ( vitarka, savitarka, nirvi
tarka). Hence, Patafijali's eightfold yoga includes the following: (1) ethics 
(yama), (2) observances (niyama), (3) posrures (tisana), (4) control of breath 
(prti1Jtiyama), (5) inwardness (pratyahtira), (6) concentration (dhara1Ja), (7) 
meditation (dhyana), and (8) absorption (samadhi). 

Patafijali's eightfold yoga becomes, in a sense, the gold standard for later 
systems, particularly as the J aina philosophers advance their own interpreta
tions of yoga. Haribhadra-suri (ca. 700-770 CE) aligns the eight stages of 
yoga with his own imaginative rendering of Patafijali's eight stages in light of 
a parade of goddess-like stages that seem to capture the feeling-tone of each 
practice: (1) Friendly (Mitra), (2) Protector (Tara), (3) Powerful (Bala), (4) 
Shining (Dipra), (5) Firm (Sthira), (6) Pleasing (Kanta), (7) Radiant (Prabha), 
(8) Highest (Para). Haribhadra also provides lists for two additional eightfold 
yogas that seem to demonstrate the interest similarly shown by Vedantins and 
Buddhists in utilizing the eightfold idea to advance their own systems. 

Bandhu Bhagavaddatta uses terms that resonate with key ideas from 
Sankara and others within the Vedanta school, with several terms employing 
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the desiderative grammatical form: (1) No Aversion (Advefa), (2) Desire for 
Knowledge UiJiiasa), (3) Desirous to Hear Truth (Suirii.fti), (4) Hearing Truth 
(Srava7Ja), (5) Subtle Awakening (Su/qmabodha), (6) Reflection (Mimtimsti), 
(7) Perception of Truth (Pratipatti), and (8) Enactment of Absorption (Stitmi 
Krta Pravrtti). 

In accordance with his Buddhist approach, Bhadanta Bhaskara employs a 
sequence of negating terms before arriving at the state deemed "free of attach
ment." His list is as follows: (1) No Distress (Akheda), (2) No Anxiety (Anud
vega), (3) No Distraction (Aiqepa), (4) No Interruption (Anutttinavati), (5) 
Not Muddied (Abhranti), (6) Not Finding Pleasure in Externals (Anan
yamud), (7) No Pain (Arug), and (8) Free from Attachment (Sanga Vivarjita). 

The later Jaina scholar Hemacandra-suri {eleventh century CE) also em
ployed the frame of eightfold yoga, which Olle Qyarnstrom has noted "serves 
the purpose of adapting Jainism to the prevailing religious environment as 
well as to the larger pan-Indian intellectual debate" (Qyarnstrom 2002: 9). 
Hemacandra's Yogafastra, one of the earliest handbooks to include informa
tion later popularized in the hatha yoga texts, starts with an exposition of cor
rect behavior correlating to Pataiijali's yama and niyama (chapters one through 
three), moves into a description of yoga postures {end of chapter four), and 
describes various forms ofbreath control in great detail (chapters five and six) 
and inwardness and concentration (also in chapter six) before itemizing stages 
of meditation (chapters seven through eleven) and the final state of release 
(chapters eleven and twelve). 

In addition to his well-known eightfold yoga, Patafijali also includes a 
threefold yoga at the beginning of the second section of the Yoga Sutra. Known 
as Kriya Yoga, it specifies three core practices for the attainment of yoga: aus
terity, study, and devotion (tapas, svadhyaya, ifvara-pra1Jidhana). Haribhadra 
also employs a threefold system, which he describes as Iccha, Sastra, and 
Samarthya Yoga or alternately Iccha, Jnana, and Kriya, as they are known in 
Tantra. These terms are similar to those found in Tantric traditions that were 
developing and gaining popularity throughout India during his lifetime. They 
refer to a desire to enter into the path of yoga, a willingness to follow the way 
of knowledge as articulated in the scriptures, and a resolve to take up the prac
tices of yoga. This threefold system, as we will see, bears some similarities to 
the first three steps of the sevenfold yoga in the Yogavasiftha. 

Another key to understanding yoga systems can be found in the section ti
tles of the Bhagavad Gitti and the Yogavas4tha. Each text lies within the genre 
of epic literature and narrates a sequence of unfolding teachings conveyed by 
guru to disciple, specifically �Qa to Arjuna and Vasi�tha to Rama. In both 
instances, the texts begin with the collapse of the protagonist. In the words of 
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American psychologist William James, both heroes experience an episode of 
entering into the phase of the "sick soul." Arjuna balks at entering into what 
he perceives to be an unwinnable war. Rama, a teenager, resists Vi5vamitra's 
request that he launch a campaign to purge the forest of unruly elements. 
Both these lq;atriyas push back against the performance of their dharma, be
coming paradigmatic examples of human disaffection with worldly entangle
ments. Both are educated through the teachings of yoga to embrace their 
dharma, to engage the world, and to perform their duties from a place of free
dom from attachment { vairagya). The paradox of their eventual acceptance of 
responsibility for these grave tasks underscores the ongoing tension between 
worldly involvement (pravrtti) and rejection of the world (nivrtti). Non-at
tached action (karma-yoga) provides the bridge between involvement and re
jection and helps make sense of these inherent contradictions. Each narrative 
talks about the ultimate goal ofleaving the world in peace, yet both emphasize 
the necessity of living life fully. 

Each chapter of the Bhagavad Gita names a particular experience of yoga, 
beginning with the yoga of the despondency of Arjuna {chapter one) and then 
moving from the yogas of knowledge, action, the renunciation of action in 
knowledge, to the yogas of renunciation and meditation {chapters two through 
six). Devotional or bhakti yoga occupies the middle six chapters of the Bhaga
vad Gita, focusing on knowledge, the imperishable brahman, the royal mys
tery, the yoga of manifestation, the yoga of the vision of the universal form, 
and the yoga of devotion {chapters seven through twelve). The final six chap
ters of the Bhagavad Gita equip Arjuna for his return to the world of the 
battlefield. In these chapters, Kr�Qa teaches the yoga of the distinction be
tween the field-knower and the field, the yoga of the distinction between the 
three gu7JaS, the yoga of the supreme spirit, the yoga of the distinction be
tween the divine and the demonic tendencies, the yoga of the distinction of 
the three kinds of faith, and the yoga of renunciation {chapters 13 through 18). 

In the unfolding of the Bhagavad Gita, Arjuna moves from his despon
dency and resistance through a progressive sequence of teachings. Kr�Qa re
minds him of the core principles of knowledge {the soul cannot be killed), 
non-attached action, and meditation. These lead to a sequence of chapters on 
devotion, through which the visionary experience of Kr�Qa's divine identity 
re-orients Arjuna's grasp on reality. In the final chapters of the Gita, Arjuna 
learns to see the world through the Sarpkhya prism of the three gu7Jas, and 
hence develops the sense of dispassion that equips him, as would be said in 
modem India, to "do the needful." In the process, Arjuna learns to operate 
from a much broader context {nothing is born, nothing dies) that allows him 
to advance the narrative of the story, and, by extension, serve as an example, 
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albeit ultimately a tragic one, of how yoga requires engagement with the ways 
of the world, while retaining remembrance of one's ultimate position as a soul 
connected to the vast expanse of the cosmos. For Mahatma Gandhi, this met
aphor served to inspire his nonviolent campaigns against injustice. Karma 
yoga allows reintegrating the vision of the totality (as seen in chapter eleven) 
into the realm of worldly engagement. 

This lesson can also be seen in the Yogavasiftha. However, whereas the 
Bhagavad Gitii, a much shorter text nested in a huge narrative, ends with Ar
juna finding the resolve to enter into battle, the Yogavas4tha retains its interest 
in and praise of nirvii7Ja up to the end. Even though the reader knows that 
Rama will eventually protect the sages in their hermitages and rescue his wife 
Sita from Rava�:ta's confinement in Sri Lanka, the writer of the Yogaviis#tha 
constandy reminds the reader that all reality is fiction. In the spirit of Borges' 
magical realism, Vasi�tha tells dozens of stories that undermine the reader's 
(and Rama's) sense of the fixity of things. One gets a sense that regardless of 
what happens, nothing is really happening; all things that occupy space simul
taneously call out and point to the fluidity, evanescence, and ultimate freedom 
of every circumstance, every occurrence. Hence, the chapter flow of the Yoga
viis4fha follows a similar trajectory to that of the Bhagavad Gitii, but with a 
difference. Whereas Arjuna's ultimate embrace of the yoga of renunciation 
leads him back to the reality of the battlefield, Rama's entry into nirvii7Ja de
livers him into a state of perpetual non-dual awareness. One could argue that 
both narratives see their protagonists engage in warfare and participate in 
princely and kingly duties. However, Arjuna proclaims later that he forgot 
Kr��:ta's lessons and he eventually suffers a stint in hell due to his misdeeds, 
whereas Rama goes on to rule from a place of dispassion and freedom. 

Rama's spiritual or yoga journey can be summarized in the book (praka
ra7Ja) tides of the Yogaviis4fha: (1) Rama's Disaffection (Jiairiigya); (2) The 
Behavior of the Seeker (Mumulqu Vyavahiira); (3) Creation (Utpatti); (4) Ex
istence (Sthiti); (5) Dissolution (Upa!ama); and (6) Liberation (Nirvii7Ja). 
These six sections of the Yogaviis4tha provide a narrative arc for understanding 
the spiritual path. Rama begins, as does Arjuna in the Gitii, in a state of deep 
questioning, rejecting the notion that any of his actions carry importance or 
significance. He then learns about the efficacy of human action and creativity 
(paurufa). He discovers that his thoughts and emotions construct the very 
world that he inhabits. Consequendy, he learns about his intimate relation
ship with the creation and maintenance of the world. In story upon story, 
Vasi�tha demonstrates how the whims and desires of the past inform and cre
ate the present. Ultimately, Vasi�tha shows Rama both how to create the nar
rative of human life and how to dissolve it. This skill, particularly as conveyed 
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through womanist narratives that show the power of the goddess and self
liberation of Qyeen Cuc;lala, is then taken up by Rama himself, who moves 
into a place of freedom, engages the all in the each, and sees the vast space of 
pure consciousness in all things. 

In chapter 162 of the Nirvii1Ja Prakara1Ja, Vasi�tha teaches a sevenfold yoga 
to Vasi�tha. It is particularly suited to help the reader understand the many 
dream narratives of the text and follows the overall philosophy of the Yoga
viisif(ha: to the extent that a person can see beyond the world of appearances 
while embracing them, one can move with ease within and beyond all attach
ments, cultivating a life of perfect freedom, or at least a life that embraces 
moments of deep insight. The later school ofDr�ti-Sr�ti-Advaita-Vedanta re
lies upon the Yogavtisif(ha to explain and promote this method. 

The sevenfold yoga of the Yogavtisif(ha begins with disenchantment. Big 
questions haunt one's awareness, dramatically posed in the critical question, 
"How can I go on living out these stale old karmas?" At this stage of renuncia
tion, one decides to change and improve onesel£ In the second stage, deep 
thinking, one cultivates concentration and meditation and fully takes on an 
ethical life. The third stage, non-attachment, signals a radical split from one's 
former identity. In this state, the ego dissolves, bringing great peace. All three 
of these stages of yoga are said to happen within the realm of waking con
sciousness. By living in this manner, one assumes great dignity, earning the 
respect of others. In the fourth stage, all things appear as if they were in a 
dream. In the fifth stage one gains deep peace, as if one were engaged in deep 
sleep. The sixth stage is described as being liberated while still in the body. In 
the seventh stage, one's body dissolves, and one merges with or returns to the 
universal consciousness. 

The Yogaviisif(ha sets forth seven stages of yoga as follows: (1) Renunciation 
(Nivrtti); (2) Deep Thinking ( Viciira1Ja); (3) Non-attachment (Asarpsaizga); {4) 
The World as Dream (Svapna Loka); (5) Non-dual as if in Deep Sleep (Ad
vaita Szqupta); {6) Living Liberation Uivan Mukti); and {7) Freedom from the 
Body ( Videha Mukti). In many ways, the first three stages are similar to the 
first three stages of Tantra and Haribhadra's threefold yoga. In Iccha Yoga, 
one desires to leave behind the sufferings and pains of the world. In Sastral 
Jnana Yoga, one diligendy dwells in the modality of correct insight and behav
ior. In Samarthya/Kriya Yoga, non-attachment arises spontaneously, allowing 
one to move through the world, unaffected by its negativities, like the Nonat
tachment Yoga of the Yogaviisif(ha. 

The latter four phases demonstrate the special philosophy of the Yoga
vtisif(ha. Having disengaged from the fixity of things in the world, at the 
fourth stage one sees all things as if they are merely a dream. At the fifth stage, 
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one is able to go beyond even the dream itself into a realm of utter peace. In a 
sense, these stages reflect verse 2.67 of the Bhagavad Gitii: "When others are 
awake, it is like night to the restrained one; when others are asleep, this person 
awakens." At the sixth stage, one resumes activity in the world, but only ap
parendy so; in truth, one is liberated while yet living. At the seventh stage, one 
passes beyond, into the ultimate reality, safe from rebirth. 

The beginning of the yoga of the Yogaviisif(ha mirrors R.ama's own experi
ence. Rama experiences a deep disaffection (vairagya) for the things of the 
world. He does not wish to engage in the battle for which he has been re
cruited. Through his tutelage by Vasi�tha, he comes to learn of the power of 
human effort and the efficacy of human action, as well as the ability that one 
has to overcome the difficulties of the past. Repeatedly, Vasi�tha shows Rama 
that the world is no more than a dream, a refrain repeated through the course 
of dozens of stories. Eventually, by seeing the relationship between his inten
tions and his mental conjurings and the creation of the world, Rama tran
scends attachment and moves forward in the role of jivanmukta---a status, 
incidentally, that remains with him through the remainder of the Riimayana. 

This translation is based on the Sanskrit for the text included in Wasudeva 
Laxamana Sastri Pansikar, ed., The Yogaviisq(ha ofViilmiki with the Commentary 
Vasq(hamahiiriimiiya1Jatiitparyaprakiifa, revised and re-edited by Narayan Ram 
Acharya Kavyatirtha (Bombay: Pandurang Jawaji, 1937; reprint New Delhi: 
Munshiram Manoharlal, 1981). 1he Sanskrit version reproduced in The Yoga
Vasq(ha ofViilmiki: Samkrit Text and English Translation, edited and revised by 
Ravi Prakash Arya (Delhi: Parimal Publications, 1998) was also consulted. Sev
eral of my students contributed to the following translation, including Viresh 
Hughes,Jodi Shaw, Daniel Levine, WynandaJacobi, and Randall Krauss. 

Suggestions for Further Reading 

Partial translations of the text by Swami Venkatesananda can be found in The 
Supreme Yoga: A New Tramlation of the Yoga Viisiftha, 2 vols. (Shivanandanagar: 
The Divine Life Society, 2003); The Concise Yoga Viisq(ha (Albany: State Uni
versity of New York Press, 1984); and Vasiftha's Yoga (Albany: State University 
of New York Press, 1993). An early English rendering of the text can also be 
found by Vihari-Lala Mitra, The Yoga-Viisif(ha-Mahiiriimiiya1Ja of Viilmiki 
(Calcutta: 1891-1899, reprint Varanasi: Bharatiya Publishing House, 1976). A 
new critical edition of the entire text is under way in Germany under the di
rection ofWalter Slaje. 
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For further reading, see the works of B .  L. Atreya, particularly 7he Philoso
phy of the Yogavas4tha (Adyar: Theosophical Publishing House, 1936) and 
Deification of Man: Its Methods and Stages According to the Yogavas4tha (Mora
dabad: Darshana, 1963). Surendranath DasGupta devotes eighty pages to the 
Yogavtis#tha in his A History of Indian Philosophy in Five Volumes (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1932). More recent studies include T. G. Main
kar, 7he Vasii[ha R.timtiya1Ja: A Study (New Delhi: Meharchand Lachhmandas, 
1977); Wendy Doniger O'Flaherty, Dreams, Illusion and Other Realities (Chi
cago: University of Chicago Press, 1984); Christopher Chapple, Karma 
and Creativity (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1986); Jiirgen 
Hanneder, Studies on the Molqoptiya (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2006 ); and 
Arindam Chakrabarti and Christopher Key Chapple, eds., Engaged Emanci
pation: Mind, Morals, and Make Believe in the Molqoptiya (Delhi: Motilal 
Banarsidass, 2011). On the eightfold yoga of the Yogafastra, see Olle Qyarn
strom, 7he Yogafastra of Hemacandra (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University 
Press, 2002). 

Yogavasqtha Book Six, Chapter 126 

On the Seven Stages ofYoga 

1. Sri Rama asked: 

What constitute the seven stages of yoga practice? 
How are the various stages of the yogin distinguished? 

STAGE ONE: RENUNCIATION (NI�TTI) 

2. Vasi�tha responded: 

Listen to the characteristics of the two types of people. 
The engaged ones (pravrtti) draw near to heaven. 
The renouncers (nivrtti) are yearning for liberation. 

3. What is this thing called nirvti1Ja? 
To me, it is stopping transmigration. 
By contrast, the one who keeps doing what is to be done 
stays engaged (in the world). 

4. However, just as a tortoise withdraws it neck 
and just as the ocean's tides fill any available opening, 
so, after countless births, a person of great discernment is born. 
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5. {Such a person says): "Alas! I have had enough of the saf!ZSdra 
caused by this weakness of mine. 
How can I live another day, driven by these stale karmas? 

6. What would be the highest [method] for release from pain? 
What actions would lead to this superior liberation?" 
The renouncer, it is recalled, 
asks these ultimate questions and more. 

7. "Having experienced this dispassion (viraga), 
how will I cross over the ocean of saf!ZSdra?" 
This, indeed, is the highest thought; 
from it arises devotion to truth. 

8. Having drawn into oneself due to dispassion (viraga), 
one experiences fragrance-filled meditations, 
an uplift of one's actions within the realm of forms, 
moving forward with joy every day. 

9. The one who continually questions the stupid actions of people 
does not condemn their faults, but performs virtuous actions 
(by way of counter example). 

10. This person's mind is wary of busy tasks. 
This person performs only mild actions, 
is continually on guard against sin, 
and looks away from shallow pleasures. 

11. This person speaks delightful and affectionate words, 
nurturing and leading to love appropriate to time and place. 

12. Such a person has accomplished the first stage (bhumika) of yoga 
and serves wise people in thought, deed, and word. 

STAGE TWO: DEEP THINKING (VICARMJA) 
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13. Then one is led forward and seeks out the knowledge of the scriptures. 
This person would become a deep thinker (vicarin) 
and move in the direction of deliverance from saT{lsdra. 

14. It is said that this person already has attained the first stage. 
Others are regarded to be self-obsessed. 
This stage of deep thinking has two names: 
"established in riches" and "arrived at the stage of yoga." 
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15. From the performance of concentration (dhtirm;ui) and meditation 
(dhytina), 
and through keeping the company of revealed and remembered scriptures, 
such a one is regarded silently and aloud as reaching toward the highest 

wisdom. 
[Note that this person is performing the sixth and seventh limbs ofPatafi-

jali's yoga.] 

16. 1his person knows the classifications of things 
and the rules of proper conduct. 
Having heard what is to be learned, 
this person has command (over the mind) 
like a householder manages the home. 

17. Such a person leaves behind 
conceit, pride, envy, delusion, and cupidity. 
Like a snake shedding its skin, 
this person escapes from attachment to externals. 

18. From serving wise people, and following the guru, 
scriptures, and clear thinking, 
one discovers how to act 
according to the unparalleled supreme secret. 

STAGE THREE: NO ATTACHMENT (ASAl\'ISANGA) 

19. 1he third yoga stage is called "no attachment" (asa1{tsaizga). 
In this, one arrives at an agreeable state, like [walking into] a bed of 

Bowers. 

20. 1he mind of this person focuses on the meanings of scriptural 
statements. 
This person takes up company with those in ashrams [spiritual retreats] 
who are calmed by their austerities and are making progress 
in the narrative journey to the inner sel£ 

21. Those who scorn saf!lstira 
and are treading the path toward the release from desire 
gather together in the refuge of virtue, 
living in this way into the waning years of their lives. 

22. Such people pass the time prudently 
along with forest dwellers in their hermitages. 
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With the radiance of their pacified minds, 
they are non-attached, happy, exuding auspiciousness. 

23. From practicing the holy scriptures 
and from doing meritorious actions, 
this person consequendy speaks well 
and settles into seeing the truth of things. 

24. Having obtained this third stage, 
one experiences the awakening (bodha) of the Self 
through two types of non-attachment. 
Listen as I explain this distinction. 

25. The two ways of non-attachment are equally splendid: 
I am not the doer; I am not the enjoyer. 
I am not oppressed nor do I oppress others. 

26. With the intention of keeping a distance from the world, 
one sees as equal all who have bodies and names. 
Every one is formed by karma from past lives 
and is indeed subject to God (l8vara). 

27. [Such a person continually asks:] 
If I am happy, is it due to me? If I am sad, is it due to me? 
If I experience pleasure, is it due to me? 
If I experience displeasure, is it due me? 
If things turn out well, is it due to me? 
If things go wrong, is it due to me? 

28. All that comes together eventually falls apart. 
All thoughts that arise eventually dissipate. 
Time swallows all existence, zealously and continually. 

29. "It does not matter!" Through the practice [of this insight] , 
one enters the inner [realization] of non-existence. 
Attaching the mind to the meaning of this phrase 
is the same as [dwelling in] non-attachment. 

30. Through the various steps of yoga 
and through associating with great souls, 
one separates oneself from unreliable people 
and joins with those who have knowledge of the sel£ 

31. Through creativity and effort 
and from the frequent practice of yoga 
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one lives the life of a spotless doer, 
having arrived at a place of firm meaning. 

32. In the core [understanding] of the highest purpose, 
one crosses the ocean of Sa1fZsiira. 
"I am not the doer-God is the doer, 
but deeds belong to prakrti." 

33. Having indeed accomplished this highest transcendence, 
one penetrates the meaning of all words. 
One sits like a sage in peace. 
This, it is said, is the best non-attachment. 

34. This [state] is neither inside nor outside, 
not below nor above, not in the quarters nor in the sky. 
It is not with meaning nor is it without meaning. 
It is not without awareness nor is it aware. 

35. [Like the moon] it sits, radiating peace. 
In darkness or in the clouds, it is the same, 
without beginning or end, unborn, beautiful. 
This, it is said, is the best non-attachment. 

36. Delight, contentment, and joy 
are caused by this spotless blossom [of non-attachment]. 
Conscious thought, though at first like a lotus, can start to cling 
and contract into a necklace of obstacles. 

37. As the lotus of discernment rises up inside, 
it bursts like a flash of lightning in one's thoughts. 
Non-attachment to the fruits 
is the third stage of yoga. 

REVIEW OF THE FIRST THREE STAGES 

38. By performing yoga, through accumulated purity 
and by the storehouse of one's good actions, 
one arrives at the mysteriously fortuitous first stage. 

39. The guardian Mothers say, "This stage is like a tender sprout. 
The waters of discernment must be diligently 
sprinkled on it to protect and nourish it." 
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40. By this gift, one becomes brilliant. 
Through deep thinking (vicara) one would be guided upward, 
just as a gardener tends to his seedlings diligently, every day. 

41. By holding onto this inner strength indeed, 
one sets in motion an inexhaustible commitment. 
From effort at the second stage (vicara), 
one reaches the third stage (asa1f1saizga). 

42. This third stage is non-attachment, which is higher. 
The person at this stage shuns all remaining things 
and dissolves all thought. 

43. Sri Rama said: 
What world would be the destiny of those 
whose actions are vile? 
Who are born in wicked families and are confused? 
Who do not take up the company of yogins? 

44. What path, 0 Bhagavan, will those follow 
who have failed to attain the first, second, or third stage 
at the time of death? 

45. Vasi�tha said: 
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Sa1f1Siira is bestowed on the one who is deluded and taken by foolishness. 
The consequence is hundreds of random births. 

46. But possibly freedom from passion will arise 
through association with the holy ones. 
In this freedom from passion, 
a person inevitably rises up to the level of one of these stages. 

47. Thus, it is agreed upon in the scriptures 
that sa1f1slira can be ended. 
The living being can be released from the body 
by attaining a stage of yoga. 

48. Through following the stages of yoga, one basks [in the benefits of] 
past happy deeds, as if one were riding in the chariot of the gods 
in the presence of those souls who protect the world. 

49. It is as if one were dwelling in the fragrant groves on Mount Meru, 
delighting in the company of a beautiful friend. 
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Thus, the accomplishment of good deeds 
will prevail over the previous bad deeds. 
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50. The yogins, having vanquished the net of worldly enjoyment, 
stand victorious in a blessed state. 
Unsullied and of pleasant disposition, 
these most excellent persons live on, protected [from negativity] . 

51. Having been born into yoga, they serve others 
and encourage others to attain yoga. 
These wise ones, due to their prior practice of meditation, 
are on course within the stages of yoga. 

DIGNITY IN YOGA 

52. 0 Rama, these three stages occur in the realm designated as the wak
ing state. 
This waking state is seen through the brilliance of the intellect, 

53. Those who are disciplined through yoga 
carry themselves in their solitude with dignity. 
Having seen such people, the minds of the ignorant 
are inspired to develop a desire for liberation. 

54. This person desires to perform what needs to be done 
and does not get involved with improper activity. 
Standing up for refined conduct, 
such a person is renowned as possessing dignity. 

55. This person follows proper conduct, 
studies the scriptures, and has a stable mind. 
Due to this appropriate behavior, 
such a person is renowned as possessing dignity. 

56. In the first stage, the (seeds of yoga) sprout. 
In the second stage, the (plant of yoga) grows. 
In the third stage, it bears fruit. 
This would be the unfolding dignity of yogins. 

57. This dignified yogin, upon death, 
carries pure intentions [to the next life] . 
After enjoying pleasure for a long time, 
that person assumes [a life of] yoga again. 
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FOURTH STAGE: WORLD AS DREAM (SVAPNA LOKA) 

58. From the practice of these three stages {of yoga), 
one arrives at the destruction of ignorance. 
Singular knowledge arises in the mind 
like the splendor of the full moon rising. 

59. Those yogins, their minds disciplined and 
thoroughly free from dwelling on difference, 
regard all things to be the same. 
Through this, they enter the immeasurable fourth stage. 

60. Standing in the non-dual vision, 
with all thoughts of duality put to rest, 
the yogins see this world as if it were a dream. 
Through this, they enter the immeasurable fourth stage. 

61. The first three stages {of renunciation, deep thinking, and 
non-attachment) 
take place in waking life. In the fourth stage, things are seen 
as if they are dreams, like the falling away (of leaves) in autumn. 
Thing gradually fade away as if into oblivion. 

FIFTH STAGE: NONDUAL SLEEP <ADVAITA SUSUPTA) 

62. Having arrived at the fifth stage, 
one is at the end of the remaining existence. 
At this fifth stage, one reaches the level (pada) 
that is called sleep (stJ!upta). 

63. That person stands in a state of utter non-dualism (advaita-matra), 
each part in perfect peace. 
The appearance of dualism drops away, 
and one awakens into inner joy. 

64. In this fifth stage of deep sleep (stJ!upta-ghana), 
one's countenance takes on an inward stability, 
transcending external concerns. 

65. One achieves eternal, abundant peace through this. 
One is perceived as if one were a sleeping owl. 
In doing this practice one rushes to banish {worldliness) in this stage. 
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SIXTH STAGE: LIVING LIBERATION 

66. The sixth stage is another name for the soul as it traverses these steps: 
All form is seen as neither nonexistent nor existent. 
One obtains action neither with an ego nor without an ego. 

67. In solitude, with thoughts diminished, 
one dwells in a state released from "oneness" or "two-ness." 
With the knots of karma untied, one finds peace in the body, 
living as a liberated soul. 

68. Standing neither in nirvd1Ja nor not in nirvd1Ja, 
one shines brightly, 
outwardly free, inwardly free, 
free like the piece of sky in a jar. 

69. Full on the outside, full on the inside, 
as full as a jar overflowing with water, 
this person seems highly accomplished, 
but also seems like nothing special. 

SEVENTH STAGE: FREE FROM THE BODY 

70. Having dwelt in the sixth stage, 
one then attains the seventh stage: 
this is called liberated, freed from the body. 
This is the seventh stage of yoga. 

71. Peaceful beyond words, 
this state is beyond the horizon of the earth. 
By some, it is called Siva. 
By others, it is referred to as Brahma. 

72. By some, it is determined to be female, others call it male. 
Thought of in so many ways, 
at the core of things, it is imagined as the Self 

73. How can this eternal, indescribable consciousness be described? 
Its attainment has been spoken of in seven stages by me to you, 0 Rama. 
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A Fourteenth-Century Persian Account 

of Breath Control and Meditation 

Carl W. Ernst 

While it is perhaps contrary to customary expectations, practices associated 
with hatha yoga were in fact known outside of India in Muslim intellectual 
circles. The most important example of this phenomenon is the text known as 
the Amritakunda or Pool of Nectar, which circulated in Arabic, Persian, Otto
man Turkish, and Urdu versions from the seventeenth century onward, in Per
sia, Turkey, and North Mrica as well as in India. The Muslim readers of these 
texts understood them differently according to their presuppositions. Some 
were attracted by the occult and magical powers promised by the yogis, who in 
these texts are invariably called jogis, in North Indian pronunciation. Others 
saw in these writings significant parallels to the philosophical and mystical 
traditions current in Persia, which were particularly associated with Sufism 
and Neoplatonism. Over time, accounts of yogic meditation practices were 
increasingly Islamized, so that eventually it became difficult to recognize any
thing particularly Indian or foreign about them. Although descriptions of 
jogis are relatively common in Islamicate literature, the word "yoga" (jog) 
hardly ever occurs, but it appears to be regularly represented by the Arabic
Persian term for ascetic practice, riytizat. 

The text translated here is the earliest known description of yogic practices 
found in the writings of Muslim authors. It is a short passage found in a volu
minous encyclopedia compiled in Persia by a noted Shi' i scholar and physi
cian, Shams al-Din Muhammad ibn Mahmud Amuli, who died in Shiraz in 
1353. For decades he had taught in the academies established by the 11-Khan 
Mongol rulers of Iran. While half of this encyclopedia focuses on the Islamic 
religious sciences, half of it is concerned with the sciences of the ancients, 
which for all practical purposes included philosophy, science, and the arts. The 
passage translated below occurs in the section on natural sciences, which in-
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eludes medicine, alchemy, interpretation of dreams, astronomy, occult sci
ences, veterinary science, and agriculture. 

Amuli focuses on two elements associated with the yogic tradition: the 
control of breaths, and meditative practices associated with the cakras. The 
material that he briefly summarizes here is known to exist in longer versions, 
most notably the Persian text acquired by the Italian traveler Pietro della Valle 
in southern Persia in 1622, which bears the Hindi title Ktimrii bijtikfa, or The 
Ktimaropa Seed Syllables. That work seems to have been composed by a Persian 
intellectual in India who became interested in yogic practices of breath con
trol and the summoning of the female spirits known as yogin is. Amuli directly 
refers to that text, and he also repeats its emphasis on associating these teach
ings with the goddess Karnak (also known as Kamakhya). Breath control is 
said to be employed by jogis for prolonging life and for divination, and the 
breaths are divided into five types corresponding to the physical elements; 
numerous examples are provided to show how breath coming from the left or 
right nostril can predict the future or provide answers to questions. The notion 
of five breaths appears to be connected to the classic Indian division of breaths 
into priir:za, apiina, vytina, samtina, and udiina, as outlined by Kenneth G. Zysk. 
The use of breath for divination, particularly for predicting death, seems to 
reflect widespread Hindu and Buddhist Tantric practices found in India and 
Tibet, as Michael Walter has shown. 

The section on breaths is followed by a brief discussion of the "science of 
imagination" (Arabic wahm), which deals with the ascetic lifestyle and the cul
tivation of the "water of life" (Persian iib-i hayiit) to overcome death; the latter 
is a deliberate parallel for the nectar (amrta) sought in yogic practices. This pas
sage also includes a description of a method for predicting the time of death by 
concentrating on the afterimage of one's shadow, and it contains an account of 
nine psychic centers corresponding to the cakras of ha{ha yoga, each of which is 
associated here with a vivid image. Other texts such as the Amritakunda give 
more extensive and varied accounts of cakra meditations, and they also associate 
them with yogini goddesses, but they continue to employ the term "imagina
tion" for the power that animates all of these extraordinary manifestations. The 
text concludes on a derisory note, dismissing the entire subject as a waste of 
time. Although at least one nineteenth-century Orientalist scholar (Alfred von 
Kramer) saw this passage as proof of the Indian origins of all the mystical prac
tices of Muslim Sufis, in retrospect it appears instead to indicate a relative lack 
of comprehension of the technical and theoretical aspects of yoga. 

The Persian-language source from which this translation is taken is Shams 
al-Din Muhammad ibn Mahmud Amuli, Nafii'is al-fonun fi 'arii'is a/-'uyun, 
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ed. Mirza Abu al-Hasan Sha' rana (Tehran: Kitabfurushi Islimiyya, 1379/1960), 
3:360-65, collated with a seventeenth-century manuscript in the collection of 
Dr. Taufiq Sobhani (Tehran). 

Suggestions for Further Reading 

The basic problems in understanding Muslim interpretations of yoga are 
sketched out in Carl W. Ernst, "Situating Sufism and Yoga," journal of the 
Royal Asiatic Society, Series 3, 15:1 (2005), pp. 15-43. The history of the most 
important transmission of a yogic text in Muslim contexts is presented in Carl 
W. Ernst, "The Islamization ofYoga in the Amrtakunda Translations,"journa/ 
of the Royal Asiatic Society, Series 3, 13:2 (2003), pp. 199-226. A more extensive 
version of the text translated below, discovered by Pietro della Valle in the 
seventeenth century, is discussed in Carl W. Ernst, "Being Careful with the 
Goddess: Yoginis in Persian and Arabic Texts," in Performing Ecstasy: 1he Poet
ics and Politics of Religion in India, ed. Pallabi Chakrabarty and Scott Kugle 
(Delhi: Manohar, 2009), pp. 189-203. The use of breath in Tantric divination 
is discussed by Michael Walter, "Cheating Death," in Tantra in Practice, ed. 
David Gordon White, Princeton Readings in Religions (Princeton, NJ: Prince
ton University Press, 2000), pp. 605-23. Kenneth G. Zysk provides an over
view of the five breaths in "The Science of Respiration and the Doctrine of the 
Bodily Winds in Ancient India," journal of the American Oriental Society 113/2 
(1993), pp. 198-213. Nile Green describes nineteenth-century Muslims inter
ested in yogic techniques in "Breathing in India, c. 1890," Modern Asian Studies 
42:2-3 (2008), pp. 283-315. 

The Science ofBreath and the Science of Imagination 

The former is an expression for the knowledge of the breaths and the proofs 
thereo£ The latter is [an expression for] the knowledge of the summoning of 
imaginations and managing ascetic practice in that. These two sciences are 
famous among the Indians, and any one who attains perfection in these two 
they call a jogi; they consider him among the company of spiritual beings. 
They say that Karnak Dev has established both sciences. 

They call spiritual beings (rtihtiniytin) "dev," and they say that Karnak is still 
living, abiding in the town of Kamru in a cave. To satisfy their needs, they go 
to the door of that cave, and some claim that they see her. Every day the em
peror of that realm sends pure foods and fresh drinks there, which they place 
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at the door of the cave, where they immediately disappear. Many people have 
witnessed this affair. The explanation of both sciences is exhaustively discussed 
in the book Kamrtl bijalqa, which is the most famous of their books. Here, al
lusion will be made to each of these in a separate section, God willing. 

PART ONE, ON THE SCIENCE OF BREATH 

Know that the breath sometimes comes from the right side, and sometimes 
from the left side, and sometimes it is from both nostrils. They relate the right 
nostril to the sun, and the left to the moon, and they say that in one day 21,600 
breaths come forth, or 900 every hour, more or less. 

As they say, sometimes in one hour 1,600 breaths come forth, and during 
two hours, the breath comes from a single nostril. Sometimes it happens that 
over three days the breath goes from one nostril. There are some jogis who 
take no more than a single breath in a day and night, one in the morning and 
one in the evening. Thus they say that when one reaches this stage, in six 
months it becomes easy. They consider obtaining this stage to be the cause of 
long life, the cure for all illnesses, and the attainment of complete happiness. 

According to them breath is of five kinds: 

1. The earthy breath, and they say that that breath goes towards the 
ground, and they say it is yellow in color. 

2. The watery breath, and that is the breath which goes straight. They say 
that it is white in color. 

3. The fiery breath, and that is the breath that goes upward. They say the 
color of this breath is red. 

4. The airy breath, and that is the breath that goes crooked. They say this 
breath is green. 

5. The heavenly breath, and this breath goes inward. They say its color 
tends towards whiteness. 

They say that whenever the breath goes to the right side, it is a good sign 
for all of the following: the beginning of affairs, seeing kings and sultans and 
nobles, asking them for one's needs, going to battle, buying horses and beasts 
of burden, going to warm climates, cutting nails, branding animals, curing the 
sick, getting bled, farming, companionship and friendship, looking for lost 
items, and going north and east. 

If it comes from the left side, it is a good sign for planning a trip especially 
to the west, buying and wearing new clothes, making jewelry, taking children 
to school, making agreements, marriages, construction, and trade. 

They say that the earthy and watery breaths are a sign for abundant fortune 
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and happiness. The fiery and airy breaths are a sign for depression, trouble, and 
illness, and the heavenly breath is a sign for confusion and impediment in 
one's affairs. 

They say that when a questioner asks about the nature of a subject, if the 
earthy breath appears, the subject concerns plants; if it is airy or watery, the 
subject concerns animals; if it is fiery, the subject concerns minerals; if it is 
heavenly, it concerns no subject. When someone asks about affairs or a need, 
if the name of the questioner has an odd number of letters and the breath 
comes from the right side, that affair will come out right; but if a need arises, 
and if the name has an even number of letters and the breath comes from the 
left side, that affair will not come out right and the need will not be fulfilled. 

If one asks about a sick person, and the name of the sick person has an odd 
number of letters, and the breath of the questioner and the person questioned 
comes from the right side, the sick person will become well; if the name of the 
sick person has an even number of letters, and the breath of both is from the 
left side, that sick person is in danger. 

If they ask which of two opponents will triumph, [and] if the questioner 
has come from the side where the breath is increasing, the person whose name 
he says first will triumph. If the questioner comes from the side where the 
breath is decreasing, the person whose name he says last will triumph. 

If they ask about a pregnant woman, [and] if the questioner has come from 
the left side, and the breath is increasing from that side, that child will be a 
girl; if he is coming from the right side, and the breath from that side is in
creasing, it will be a boy. 

If they ask about a foreign army, and the questioner is from the left side, 
and the breath goes from that side, that army will come; if the breath does not 
come from that side, or itself decreases, that army will not come. 

If they ask about a missing person, whether he is living or dead, [and] if the 
questioner comes from the side where the breath is decreasing and sits on that 
side where the breath is increasing, the person is living; if he has come from 
the side where the breath is increasing and sits where the breath is decreasing, 
that missing person will not come back. If he comes from the side where the 
breath is decreasing and also sits on that side, the missing person is dead. 

If they ask about someone kidnapped or escaped, and the questioner comes 
from the side where the breath is increasing, he will come back. If he is from 
the side where the breath is decreasing, he will come back later. 

They say if one's breath is disturbed, so that for an entire day and night one 
cannot tell [from] which [side] the breath comes, it is proof that one will have 
a strong child. If both breaths for a day and night are equal, it is a sign of mad
ness. If for four hours continuously breath comes from the left side, it is auspi-
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cious for him. If it is for eight hours, one of his friends will be injured. If it 
comes for nine hours, one of his relatives will suffer affiiction. If it comes for 
ten hours, he will be affiicted. If it comes for twelve hours, a powerful enemy 
will appear. If it comes for a day and a night, death is to be feared. 

They say when one person fears another, if, at a time when the breath comes 
from the left side he goes to a garden and picks 120 colored blossoms and sits 
by running water, casting them into the water one by one in the name of that 
person, he will become kind and no dread or fear will remain. 

They say that if at a time when the breath comes from the right one has 
interco1:1fse with a woman, a male child will come. If the breath comes from 
the left side, the child that will be born is female. May the breath be blest, the 
step fortunate, and the outcome praised. 

PART TWO, THE SCIENCE OF IMAGINATION 

The basis of this division in their view is ascetic practice. The lowest stage in 
ascetic practice is that one choose seclusion and abstain from eating meat, 
drinking intoxicants, and sexual intercourse. One sleeps little, enjoys sweet 
fragrances, avoids frivolity, eats little, does not dress in clean or perfumed 
clothes, and does not mix with anyone. If someone gives him the worst pos
sible injury, he does not seek retribution or become concerned about it. The 
highest stage is that one is satisfied with fish for daily food, sleeps only one 
hour a week, and only breathes twice a day, so that his state is perfected, he 
controls the universe, and after that he does as he pleases. 

One of the marvelous things told there is that they say if, at the time of 
weakness and the sign of death, one imagines that the water of life is flowing 
within oneself, and one becomes firm in this imagination and makes it con
tinuous so that there is no interruption in his concentration, he will be re
leased from that weakness and death will be repelled. He carefully follows this 
very method so that he lives, but when he grows tired of himself and no longer 
is busy repelling [death], he will be destroyed. 

Some say such-and-such a person will never die; rather, when he becomes 
pure of all obscurities, he will no longer need food and drink, but will become 
purely spiritual and hidden from the eyes of men. 

They say if one does not know how much of his life remains, when the sun 
has risen and is high, one goes to the desert and faces west, opposite one's 
shadow on the ground, standing straight and motionless. One places both 
hands on the knees, as when one bows [for Islamic ritual prayer], summoning 
this imagination without permitting any other thought. Then one raises the 
head and gazes at the shadow. If he sees the shadow whole in body, it is a sign 
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that he has [much] life remaining. If he sees that he lacks a hand, two years 
remain to him. If he sees that he lacks a foot, one year remains. 

They say that the places of the imagination are nine: 

1 .  The first is the skull. 
2. The second is between the two eyebrows. 
3. The third is the throat. 
4. The fourth is the slender hole near the nostrils, which is in the gullet, 

and which leads to the brain. 
5. The fifth is the heart. 
6. The sixth is the belly. 
7. The seventh is the navel. 
8. The eighth is the genitals. 
9. The ninth is the seat. 

The imagination of the skull is like the moon become full. The imagination 
of the eyebrow is like the sun. The imagination of the throat is like light. The 
imagination of the nostrils is like darkness. The imagination of the heart is 
like a burning lamp. The imagination of the belly is like a burning candle. The 
imagination of the navel is like the rays of the sun. The imagination of the 
genitals is like fire. The imagination of the seat is like moonlight. 

They have demonstrated every one of these subjects, but since discussion of 
that cannot conceivably be very useful, this will be sufficient. 
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A Digambara Jain Description of 

the Yogic Path to Deliverance 

Paul Dundas 

Jainism, a religious tradition whose historical origins reach back to the sixth 
or fifth centuries BCE and which takes its name from the Jinas, the omni
scient teachers who are regarded as transmitting its truths throughout eter
nity, is typically Indian in its mapping out of a gradualistic path that can lead 
each human being to a state of moral and cognitive perfection and thence to 
deliverance from rebirth. Intrinsic to this path, one would suppose, must be 
some basic set of psychophysical transformative techniques that enable the 
practitioner to break free from spiritual shackles (particularly relevant in Jain
ism where the karma that diminishes the self's pristine functions is conceived 
of as a substance) and advance beyond the constraints of an undeveloped 
mode of being. Unfortunately, identification of a quintessential type of regu
larly enacted yogic technique within Jain tradition is not a straightforward 
matter, and it must be admitted that Jainism's general tendency to privilege 
the practice of modes of asceticism such as fasting over extended meditative 
activity has contributed to an unwillingness on the part of scholarship to 
countenance any clear alignment of Jain spiritual exercises with the much bet
ter known and widely studied Hindu yoga and Buddhist meditation. None
theless, the existence of an extensive pre-modem literature in Sanskrit, Prakrit, 
and other languages makes it clear that Jain practitioners have for centuries 
been preoccupied, at least at an idealized level, with the appropriate methods 
for bringing about inner cultivation and the restoration of the self's innate 
qualities. 

The first evidence for some sort of meditative culture within Jainism occurs 
in the early scriptures written in Ardhamagadlu (a vernacular-derived literary 
dialect), where the termjhti1Ja and forms grammatically connected with it oc
casionally appear. This expression ultimately derives from the Vedic Sanskrit 
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dhi, "inspiration brought about by superhuman forces," and is ubiquitous in 
Theravada Buddhist literature, where (with the slighdy different Pili spelling 
of jhtina) it signifies a heightened but transient form of awareness akin to 
trance. The early Jain scriptures (whose origin in some form can be located 
approximately in the third or fourth century BCE) regularly refer to the 
"bright" (sukka) jhti7Ja, which denotes a situation just short of death in which 
physical and mental activities have all but run their course and the meditator 
is grounded in complete existential stillness. Rather than being an advanced 
mode of experience which could be further cultivated, brightjhti7Ja appears to 
have been envisaged as the state reached through the final relinquishing of 
karmic accretions whereby the senses have become inoperative, an inner at
tainment not unlike the advanced (and controversial) Buddhist meditative 
state called "attainment of cessation" (nirodhasamtipatti). Somewhat later and 
more schematic Ardhamagadhi texts view bright}hti7Ja as the culmination of 
a fourfold structure in which three antecedent mental meditations are styled 
respectively as "anguished" (atta), "fierce" (rodda), and "virtuous" (dhamma), 
with each of these four states ofjhti7Ja being further subdivided into four spe
cifically focused varieties. 

There can be no doubt that jhti7Ja as described in early Jain texts does not 
readily conform to the conventional understanding of meditation as a type of 
inner reconfiguration. The first two varieties, in particular, reveal by their des
ignations "anguished" and "fierce" that they were conceived of as relating to 
psychologically unproductive and self-preoccupied states of mind, harmful to 
oneself and others and engendering deleterious karma, which characterize 
much of the unawakened human condition. Both are to be abandoned as 
symptomatic of an individual's location on the spiritually inadequate early 
stages of the path to liberation {envisioned in standard Jain soteriology as in
volving ascent through fourteen successive stages called gu1Jas!htinas). Virtu
ous jhti7Ja involves pious activity and reflection relating to the excellence of the 
Jain religion and also consideration of the individual's moral actions and iso
lated location in a vast cosmos where rebirth as a human being is very rare. 
While this type ofjhti7Ja may have obviously positive transformative qualities 
when compared with the anguished and fierce types, it is in essence little more 
than a series of contemplative exercises, albeit of a relatively advanced sort. By 
around the middle of the first millennium CE, Jain teachers were stipulating 
that only those in possession of a particularly developed (and idealized) "dia
mond-hard" physical structure were authorized to cultivate the last two sub
varieties of bright jhti7Ja, and eventually the attainment of this culminating 
type ofjhti7Ja as a whole, along with deliverance itself, came to be regarded as 
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an unrealistic aspiration in this particular debased era in which the arhats, or 
omniscient ones, could no longer exist. 

The term "yoga" is commonly employed in Jainism to refer to the physical, 
mental, and vocal modalities of the body brought about by any karmically in
duced movement of the incorporeal self (jiva); it can also denote the combi
nation (yoga) of right faith, right knowledge, and right conduct, the so-called 
Three Jewels. The highly influential Haribhadra (ca. eighth century CE) seems 
to have been the first member of the Svetambara sect to identify yoga in its 
more familiar sense of a structured sensory and physical discipline oriented 
toward gnosis as the necessary condition for deliverance from rebirth. Hari
bhadra's creative perspective on yoga is most clearly exemplified in his "Col
lection of Views on Yoga" (Yogadrftisamuccaya) in which he juxtaposes his own 
interpretation of Jain practice with aspects of yogic methods found in a variety 
of Hindu and Buddhist systems to produce an integrated soteriological path 
of eight stages, most likely consciously reflecting Pataiijali's model in the Yoga 
Sutra, which privile�ed truth and moral and practical efficacy over sectarian 
allegiance. A later Svetambara monk, Yasovijaya (1624-1688), who seems to 
have viewed himself as extending Haribhadra's intellectual enterprise, pro
duced two little-studied commentaries on the Yoga Sutra, and elsewhere in his 
writings he speaks approvingly of Pataiijali as an authoritative teacher who 
was genuinely oriented toward deliverance. However, Svetambara philoso
phers have generally been uneasy about excessively facile equivalences be
tween Jain and non-Jain soteriological path structures, and the Samkhyan 
ontological categories to which Pataiijali's yoga system is to a large extent 
linked have been consistently deemed unacceptable. 

The religious experience of Jains is a much more complex historical and 
social phenomenon than the simple essentializing designation "Jainism"would 
permit, and in light of the extensive contribution of monks of the Digambara 
sect to Jain yogic culture, it would be particularly misguided to view this sub
ject through an exclusively Svetambara prism. The bifurcation of the early Jain 
community was undoubtedly a long, drawn-out process, with its most obvious 
feature-namely, the emergence by around the fifth century CE of separate 
renunciant orders in which monks either were "white robed" (fvetiimbara) or 
"naked" (digambara)-obscuring major sectarian differences relating to con
trol over an emerging canon of scriptural texts. The Digambaras rejected the 
Ardhamagadhi scriptures of the Svetambaras and instead based their claims 
to represent authentic Jainism on extensive texts written in a dialect called 
Sauraseni. According to their monastic redactors, these were drawn from the 
residue of a group of fourteen scriptures known as the Piirvas, which suppos-
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edly had been preached by the Jinas, but which were subsequendy lost due to 
temporal decline. These Digambara texts, which relate to ontological, cosmo
logical, and disciplinary matters, are invariably highly technical and, viewed 
historically, no doubt reflect the various totalizing intellectual projects that 
were a feature of Indian religio-philosophical systems in the early centuries of 
the first millennium CE. In particular, the "Scripture in Six Parts" ($a{kha7;zt/ti
gama), the most significant early Digambara work, evinces a strong analytical 
preoccupation with the self and the complex modifications it undergoes 
through beginningless interaction with the multifarious varieties of karma. 

This intense focus on the nature and centrality of the self is a defining char
acteristic of Digambara Jainism as a soteriological path and finds its most 
compelling articulation in the Sauraseni writings of Kundakunda. The dating 
of this celebrated but mysterious poet remains a subject of scholarly disagree
ment; the standard Digambara location of him in the second or third century 
CE is almost certainly too early, and there can be no doubt that some of the 
works attributed to him are apocryphal, while others have been subject to in
terpolation. Nonetheless, these considerations in no way diminish the power 
of Kundakunda's yogic vision and the influence his major works were to have 
on later Digambara tradition. Kundakunda proposes a radical soteriology, 
which relates not to an external goal but to innermost experience wherein the 
self as both agent and object of knowledge is the only significant reality and 
represents by its own nature the very state of deliverance itself Jain teaching 
proposes that the self in its purest form is non-material, omniscient, and in 
possession of the qualities of perfect insight, bliss, and energy, and that these 
attributes have been either drastically diminished or totally eliminated be
cause of karmic accretions peculiar to each individual. Kundakunda employs a 
perspectivist framework to establish that from the higher or absolute stand
point, (called nifcayanaya) everything external or "other" (para) to the self has 
merely a provisional transactional validity, which should be understood on the 
basis of the worldly standpoint (called vyavahtiranaya). In this light, only the 
self in its purest form can claim soteriological salience. Such an interiorization 
of truth as a form of yogic reality entails that ostensibly central Jain disciplin
ary practices such as fasting are only valid in the transient world of rebirth, 
whereas the self in its authentic form is unconditioned by any external factors, 
whether morally positive or negative, and so can never be truly modified by 
ascetic activity or karmic influx. Deliverance is accordingly envisaged by Kun
dakunda as the direct experience by the self of its own pure and uncondi
tioned nature as a totally independent entity. 

Kundakunda's strongest premodern influence was to come at a time when 
Digambara Jainism had very much declined in significance, at least in terms 
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of numbers of adherents. In the seventeeth century, the Adhyatma ("Spiri
tual") movement, a group of lay intellectuals based in Jaipur and Agra, exten
sively reframed (often on the basis of earlier Sanskrit interpretations) and dis
seminated in vernacular poetic form a number of his works, including his 
"Essence of the Doctrine" (Samayasdra). The Adhyatma movement's deritual
ized and introspective brand ofDigambara Jainism remains significant to this 
day. Learned Sanskrit commentaries on Kundakunda 's works are nowhere to 
be found until the tenth and eleventh centuries, another argument for push
ing his dates forward. At about the same time a number of Sanskrit poetic 
treatises appeared, which integrated Kundakunda's insights concerning the 
true nature of the self into a more developed yogic path, while also displaying 
a revived interest in dhyana (the Sanskrit equivalent ofjhd1Ja), a topic which 
by this time had largely become redundant in mainstream Svetambara dis
course. The Tattvdnufiiiana, or "Instruction in Reality," is an impressive ex
ample of such a treatise. 

Ramasena was a Digambara monk who can probably be dated to some 
time in the first half of the tenth century and is otherwise largely obscure. 
Qyotations from the "Instruction in Reality" found in the works of the thir
teenth-century lay scholar Asadhara establish an upper limit of 1228 for 
Ramasena's poem, beyond which it seems to have been little known until 
modem times. The rather mundane tide of the "Instruction in Reality" ob
scures the fact that this work is not a simple discussion of the various catego
ries of reality (tattvas), which are the routine subject of Jain philosophizing, 
but rather deals with the deepest dimensions of experience when stripped of 
all material and pyschological cloaking. It should, however, be emphasized 
that the "Instruction in Reality" is not some sort of personalised description of 
Ramasena's own yogic realization. Autobiographical accounts of religious ex
perience were unknown in Jainism prior to the seventeenth century, and 
Ramasena should best be regarded as providing a kind of blueprint describing 
the various transformative stages that cumulative Digambara tradition sug
gested were likely to be passed through by the practitioner, who is variously 
designated in the "Instruction in Reality" as "monk" (muni), "yogin," "ascetic," 
and occasionally "good man" and "adept" (stidhaka). Ramasena's regular use 
throughout the poem of the optative mood, which can have both an injunctive 
and a potential sense in Sanskrit, is indicative of his generalized presentation 
of yogic practice. 

Although Ramasena does sporadically engage in the philosophical schema
tizing characteristic of Jain ontological analysis and occasionally acknowl
edges the traditional gradualist structure of the fourteen stages to deliverance 
(e.g., at verse 221), his overall strategy in the "Instruction in Reality" is to de-
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scribe the self and the pyscho-physical world within which it is located in 
terms of the two levels of truth as established in Kundakunda's interpretation 
of the soteriological path. The poem thus falls into approximately two halves, 
the second of which is translated below, together with a short section from the 
first hal£ In conforming to what might be dubbed a "mystical pattern" that 
intensely refocuses Jainism's basically dualist worldview, Ramasena makes 
clear that when it is considered from the higher perspective to be an imma
nent experience (rather than something spatially or psychologically external), 
full engagement with the self in its true form through dhyana affords immedi
ate deliverance (verses 143-58 and 218-23). Nonetheless, Ramasena also de
ploys to striking effect Jainism's standard soteriological vision of the siddha, 
the liberated self, as disembodied and completely free from the occluding ef
fects of karma, rising to the crown of the universe to remain for eternity with 
the other liberated selves (verses 231-46). Most significantly, Ramasena draws 
on the resources of a mantric culture that had developed within Digambara 
Jainism in the latter part of the first millennium CE. Here, the power of ex
tended liturgical utterances-such as the most important Jain mantra, the 
"Homage to the Five Supreme Beings" (that is, liberated selves, arhats, teach
ers, preceptors, and monks), or the single word "arhat" (sometimes used in the 
spelling "arha" or "arhaqt")-could be ritually harnessed and absorbed, thus 
enabling access to various forms of advanced attainment (verses 183-86). Sim
ply labeling passages describing these procedures as "Tantric" may not be rig
orous enough, since even in scholarly discourse this designation has frequently 
become little more than a generic term for a whole range of yogic activities, 
from the mildly esoteric or interiorized to the wildly antinomian. However, 
there can be no doubt that, in common with other contemporary Digambara 
writers on yoga such as the circa tenth-century Subhacandra, whose seminal 
"Ocean of Knowledge" Unanti77Java) remains untranslated into any western 
language, Ramasena deploys a strongly ritualized idiom. Much of this may 
derive from Saivism, such as the monastic yogin's manipulation of mantras 
within mandalas, his use of ritually demarcated space, the practice of magic 
rites, and temporary transformation into various superhuman figures such as 
the twenty-third Jina Parsva, the divine bird Garu<;la who is the enemy of 
poisonous snakes (thus enabling the curing of diseases), the god of love, and 
Indra, the king of the gods (verses 20Q-216). However, subtle body systems, 
which were a feature of Hindu ha{ha yoga and also permeated Buddhism from 
around the eighth century, find no place in Ramasena's description (see the 
elliptical verse 181). 1here can, nonetheless, be occasionally identified a slight 
Buddhist tinge to the "Instruction in Reality," as for example when Ramasena 
refers in a positive sense to nairatmya, the "absence of self" (verses 174 and 
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176), an expression regularly used in Buddhist discourse but at variance with 
the Digambara perspective, as well as to mahiimudrii (verse 202), a term fre
quendy occurring in Vajrayana Buddhism in the sense of direct experience of 
non-duality, but here most likely denoting a ritually instrumental hand ges
ture (mudrii). 

At the outset of the "Instruction in Reality" (verses 1-80; not translated 
below), Ramasena establishes that the Jinas, the omniscient teachers, have de
scribed the path to deliverance in basic terms of abandoning what is karmi
cally negative and espousing what is karmically positive. Then, after briefly 
referring to the role of the two levels of truths in providing a more profound 
soteriological framework for what is to follow, he proceeds to describe the 
virtuous type of dhytina as the most appropriate form of meditative activity for 
those on the intermediate stages of the path in current times. No doubt in 
acknowledgment of Patafijali's system (if not that of the Svetambara teacher 
Haribhadra), Ramasena refers to the "eight limbed" means of practicing yoga, 
which is linked with dhyiina as involving a totally stable control of the mind 
and orientation toward the self This necessary conquest of the senses can be 
facilitated by svtidhyiiya ("study of texts"), which entails either a simple recita
tion of the "Homage to the Five Supreme Beings" mantra or the study of 
scriptures. Ramasena continues by establishing (verses 82-96; c£ verses 218-23 
and 229) that, contrary to the traditional view, there is nothing that precludes 
the practice of dhyana in this particular temporal phase, and he accordingly 
describes the appropriate physical and mental environment for this. After 
providing this general account of the necessary preliminaries to dhyiina, 
Ramasena then identifies (verses 10Q-37; not translated below) as particularly 
efficacious foci for meditative energy syllables of power, such as those consti
tuting the name "arhat," which can be ritually superimposed on various parts 
of the body, and the fully visualized figure of the Jina with his many distin
guishing marks and superhuman attributes. However, these objects of dhyiina, 
powerful and lofty though they might be, relate to what is different from the 
self when envisaged from the worldly perspective. The remainder of the "In
struction in Reality," Ramasena asserts, will pertain to the innermost self as 
viewed from the absolute perspective. 

The "Instruction in Reality" has not hitherto been translated into a western 
language. Ramasena's language, while grammatically relatively simple, is none
theless tighdy packed and, a few similes apart, shows litde sign of any devel
oped aesthetic concerns. Repetition is an important part of its idiom, and it is 
accordingly not easy for a translator to differentiate between frequendy recur
ring and seemingly interchangeable words used by Ramasena to refer to "the 
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self," such as "sva" (literally "one's own"); "atman" (which can have a reflexive 
sense of "oneself" as well as signifying "the self"); and "}iva," a term of Jain 
ontology literally denoting "life" or, more technically, "life-monad" {see verse 
152), one of the six fundamental entities in the Digambara Jain description of 
reality {the others being motion, stasis, atoms, space, and time). I have, how
ever, avoided translating any of these Sanskrit expressions as "soul," since for 
many modern readers this has become either an excessively overcoded or near 
meaningless term. For convenience, I have translated dhyana throughout as 
"meditation." 

Ramasena's Tattvtinuftisana was first edited in 1918 on the basis of a single 
manuscript by the celebrated Digambara par;t<;lit Nathuram Premi {Bombay: 
Manikcand-Digambara-Jain Granthamala, vol. 13, pp. 1-23), who attributed 
the work to a teacher called Nagasena. A much fuller edition based on sev
eral manuscripts was published in 1963 {Delhi: Visevamandir Trust) by an
other prominent Digambara scholar, Jugalkishor Mukhtar, who as early as 
1920 had made a convincing case for identifying the work's author as Rama
sena. Impressive though Mukhtar's extensive Hindi commentary undoubt
edly is, there remain difficulties with some of his readings of the Sanskrit 
text, and in preparing the translation below I have accordingly availed myself 
where it seemed appropriate of the 1993 edition of the Tattvtinuftisana by 
Bharatsagarji (Datiya: Bharatvarsiya Anekant Vidvat Parisad), who, however, 
follows Premi in attributing the work's authorship to Nagasena. 

Suggestions for Further Reading 

Appreciation ofRamasena's "Instruction in Reality" and its milieu is enhanced 
by familiarity with other Digambara poems of similar theme and style. The 
eleventh-century Dhyanastava ofBhaskaranadi has been edited and translated 
into English by Suzuko Ohira {Varanasi: BharatiyaJnanapitha, 1973) who also 
provides a valuable introduction. One of the most interesting texts of the 
Digambara yogic tradition is Yogindu's Paramtitmapraktifa, which has been 
elegandy translated into French by Nalini Balbir and Colette Caillat as Lu
miere de I'Absolu (Paris: Editions Payot & Rivages, 1999). This anthology of 
one hundred verses, composed in the medieval literary language called 
Apabhrarpsa, is often dated to the sixth century CE, but it is more likely ap
proximately contemporary with the "Instruction in Reality." While Yogindu 
unquestionably stands in the same Digambara yogic tradition as Kundakunda 
and Ramasena, his verses also contain notable similarities with the dohti songs 
of the late Buddhist siddha poets. See Friedheim Hardy, "Creative Corrup-
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tion: Some Comments on Apabhrarp.sa Literature, Particularly Yogindu," in 
Studies in South Asian Devotional Literature: Research Papers 1988-1991, ed. 
Alan W. Entwisde and Fran�oise Mallison {New Delhi and Paris: Manohar 
and Ecole Franc;aise d'Extreme Orient 1994), pp. 3-23. Ramasena's approxi
mate contemporary, the Svetambara teacher Hemacandra, had a particularly 
encompassing sense of what was entailed by yoga, as is evinced by his Yogaftistra, 
effectively a summa of Jain practice. Possible overlaps between this work and 
Ramasena's "Instruction in Reality" in respect to advanced yogic cultivation 
can be gauged from Olle Qyarnstrom, "Jain Tantra: Divinatory and Medita
tive Practices in the Twelfth Century Yogaftistra of Hemacandra," in Tantra in 
Practice, ed. David Gordon White {Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 
2000), pp. 595-604. 

There exists no systematic discussion of the historical development of med
itation and yoga in J ainism in any western language, although a useful if insuf
ficiendy analytical beginning has been made by Sadhvi Uditaprabha "Usha" in 
her Hindi study, fain Dharm merp Dhyan kti Aitihtisik Vikds Kram (Byavar: 
Muni Sri Hajarimal Smrti Prakashan, 2007). It should be noted that, its tide 
notwithstanding, R. Williams']aina Yoga.· A Survey of the Medieval Srtivaktictiras 
{London: Oxford University Press, 1963) in fact relates to the monastic litera
ture legislating for lay behavior which barely mentions the topic of medita
tion. This work can, however, be consulted for a description of stimayika, the 
brief period of mental and physical withdrawal from worldly concerns which 
is the form of contemplative activity most frequendy engaged in by devout 
Jains, even if it plays no part in Ramasena's description of the yogic path. See 
Williams,]aina Yoga {pp. 131-39). 1he role of meditation in early Jainism and 
its commonality with styles of brahminic yoga are considered by Johannes 
Bronkhorst, The Two Traditions of Meditation in Ancient India (Stuttgart: Franz 
Steiner 1986, pp. 29-41). Haribhadra's approach to yoga is discussed by Chris
topher Key Chapple in Reconciling Yogas: Harihhadra's Collection of Views on 
Yoga (Albany: State University of New York Press, 2003). For the historical 
position of the Digambaras within J ainism, see Paul Dundas, The ]ains, 2d ed. 
{London and New York: Roudedge, 2002), pp. 46-49 and 12Q-25; and for a 
clear overview of Digambara yogic practices, see P. S. Jaini, The ]aina Path of 
Purification, 2d ed. {Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 2001), pp. 251-58. The best 
account of Kundakunda's works is provided by W. ]. Johnson, Harmless Souls: 
Karmic Bondage and Religious Change in Early ]ainism with Special Reference to 
Umtisvtiti and Kundakunda (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1995). The seven
teenth-century Adhyatma movement ofDigambara laymen and its aftermath 
are described in the fascinating study by John E. Cort, "A Tale of Two Cities: 
On the Origins ofDigambar Sectarianism in North India," in Multiple Risto-
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ries: Culture and Society in the Study of Rajasthan, ed. Lawrence A. Babb, Var
sha Joshi, and Michael W. Meister (Jaipur and New Delhi: Rawat Publica
tions 2002), pp. 39-83. 

Ramasena: Instruction in Reality, Verses 82-96 and 143-247 

THE LEGITIMACY OF MEDITATIVE PRACTICE 

82. 1hose who assert that this is not the appropriate temporal period to en
gage in meditation themselves proclaim their ignorance of the Jain doctrine. 

83. In this respect the supreme Jinas no doubt do forbid the practice of 
bright meditation today, but they have authorized the performance of virtuous 
meditation for those proceeding along the two advanced paths intended for 
laymen and monks, which respectively involve the suppression and total elim
ination of karma. 

84. The traditional statement that meditation is for the person of a dia
mond-hard body was made with reference only to bright meditation as prac
ticed while on these two advanced paths, and does not prohibit those on the 
lower stages from engaging in less advanced types of meditative practice. 

85. Even if there are at this moment no meditators fully immersed in the 
ocean of the scriptures, why should others of more limited scriptural knowl
edge not meditate in accord with their ability? 

86. If today there are none who follow advanced methods, why can other 
ascetics not practice according to their ability? 

THE APPROPRIATE CIRCUMSTANCES FOR MEDITATION 

87. He who practices continually, following the instruction of a qualified 
teacher, will see the conditions for meditation arise through his skill in mental 
focus. 

88. As branches of learning, no matter how extensive, become fixed in the 
mind through repetitive study, so meditation becomes fixed for practitioners. 

89. When a meditator with the appropriate characteristics endeavors to 
meditate, let him be of firm resolve and, after making due preparations, en
gage in practice in the following manner: 

90. In an empty house, or in a cave, by day or alternatively by night, beyond 
range of women, animals, those of ambiguous gender, insects and plants, and 
low caste people also, 

91. Or in some other place, reputable, pure, level, free from all animate and 
inanimate hindrances to meditation, 
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92. Seated at ease on the ground or on a rock, or standing, with body 
straight, upright and extended, limbs motionless, 

93. With eyes firmly fixed on the tip of the nose, breath measured, engaging 
in mental abandonment of the body in a manner free from the thirty-two faults, 

94. Carefully withdrawing the thieving senses from external objects, remov
ing thought from all things and focusing it solely on the object of meditation, 

95. Giving up sleep, fearless, continually energetic, one should meditate 
upon one's self or what is different from it in order to bring about inner purity. 

96. According to scripture, meditation is twofold when viewed from the 
absolute perspective and the worldly perspective respectively. The former de
pends upon one's self, the latter upon what is different from that. 

143. He who desires to meditate, confidently knowing his self and what is 
different from it as they both are, should understand, should witness only his 
self, abandoning anything else as worthless. 

144. Before this, he should prepare and train himself by considering scrip
ture. Then, attaining one-pointedness in respect to that, he should not think 
about anything further. 

145. He who does not initially engage in reflection upon scripture out of 
fear ofindulging in inadequate conceptualization is continually deluded about 
his self and thinks about the external only. 

THE SELF AS OBJECT OF MEDITATION 

146. Therefore, in order to destroy delusion, to bring consideration of what 
is external to an end, and to bring about one-pointedness, he should concen
trate upon his own self first of all in the following manner: 

147. "I am sentient, of innumerable space points, free from corporeality, a 
pure self whose nature is that of the liberated self, characterized by knowledge 
and insight. 

148. I am not what is other, the other is not me, I am not part of the other, 
the other is not within me. The other is other and I am I. The other belongs to 
the other and I am mine. 

149. The body is one thing and I am another; I am consciousness while the 
body is unconscious. It is manifold and I am single; it is transient and I am 

eternal. 
150. I will not be an unconscious thing, nor am I an unconscious thing. I 

consist of knowledge; no one belongs to me and I belong to no one. 
151. The connection of owner and owned that I had with my body and the 

confusion about the apparent unity of the two derive from another cause, not 
from one's own true nature. 
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152. I n  this world, seeing by the self within the self that same self which 
consists of knowledge of the actuality of fundamental entities such as the life
monad, I am then indifferent to material objects. 

153. I am the true entity, I am consciousness, I am the knower and seer. I am 
eternally neutral. I am measured by the body I have taken to myself, and be
yond that I am incorporeal, like the sky. 

154. Being existent, I accordingly exist continually from the fourfold per
spective of form, place, time and nature. From the standpoint of the form, 
place, time and nature of what is other, however, I am very much non
existent. 

155. I am not my body and sense organs, since they do not know anything, 
have not known anything and will never know anything. 

156. I am truly that entity which is consciousness, which knew thus previ
ously, which will know in another manner and actually knows in this manner 
at this very moment. 

157. This world is neither to be innately wished for nor hated, but to be 
viewed with equanimity. I am not one who desires or hates, but rather one 
who is naturally indifferent. 

158. The body and senses are separate from me and I am truly different from 
them. I am nothing of these and they are also nothing of me." 

THE NATURE OF EXPERIENCE OF SELF 

159. So, having correcdy considered that one's self is different from any
thing else and making one's inner disposition identical with it, one should not 
think about anything else. 

160. Absence of thought is not a simple absence for Jains, as it is for those 
of false religious views. Rather it is an experiencing of oneself in the form of 
insight, knowledge and equanimity. 

161. The yogin's experience of himself by the self and his being the agent of 
experience is called "self apperception" (svasa1{lvedana), an understanding of 
oneself akin to seeing. 

162. This has no other cause because it takes the form of knowledge of one's 
own self and what is other. Therefore one should abandon thought and experi
ence it through consciousness of the sel£ 

163. Because the self takes the form of insight, knowledge and equanimity, 
in knowing and seeing one becomes neutral. Let that self-which is con
sciousness in both general and specific terms-be experienced by one's own 
same sel£ 
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164. With the self one should perceive the self which is always different 
from all those inner states that arise from karma, its nature knowing, neutral. 

165. So then one can experience freely one's neutral nature in the self, which 
is lacking any obsession with the false and what is wrong knowledge. 

166. It certainly cannot be witnessed with knowledge gained from the 
senses because it lacks form and other tangible aspects. Sensory judgments 
cannot themselves actually see because they are imprecise conjectures. 

167. However, when both senses and mind have been restrained, that which 
is beyond the senses is particularly clear. Witness that form which is to be 
experienced internally with consciousness of one's sel£ 

168. Although the body is not luminous, consciousness in the form of 
knowledge can be seen spontaneously, shining in its independence. 

169. If the self that consists of knowledge is not experienced by the yogin 
when in deep concentration, then he 1s not meditating but merely indulging 
in delusion-like swooning. 

170. In experiencing that self, he reaches a state of supreme one-pointed
ness and thus attains bliss based on the self, which is beyond the range of 
speech. 

171. As a lamp in a windless place does not flicker, so this yogin who is 
grounded in his own self does not abandon one-pointedness. 

172. And then for that one who sees his own self in himself nothing appears 
other than supreme one-pointedness, even though external objects continue 
to exist. 

173. Hereby the self, while empty of other things, is not innately empty. This 
self, whose nature is both empty and non-empty, is apprehended by the self 
alone. 

174. And from it comes that beholding of the self, properly excluded from 
other things, called the vision of the non-dual, complete selflessness that ef
fects deliverance. 

175. All internal states are in soine way separate from each other. In the 
same manner as the external world is not truly connected with self, so the self 
is not connected with the world. 

176. Selflessness means non-existence of other selves and that relates to the 
actual existence of one's own sel£ So insight into one's own self is true insight 
into selflessness. 

177. In viewing the self when it is combined with what is different from it, 
one beholds what is dual. In seeing what is separate from other things, one 
sees the self as non-dual. 

178. In seeing the self exclusively, one destroys karmic stains that have been 
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accrued. Having dispelled the state of"I" and "mine," one also wards off future 
karmic stains. 

179. The more the meditator gains fixity in his own self, the more the condi
tions ofhis concentration will appear clearly. 

180. 1his is the object of the two types of meditation, the virtuous and the 
bright. Understand the difference between the two in terms of differences in 
purity and practitioner. 

TECHNIQUES OF MEDITATION 

181. This meditation upon the self will be difficult to achieve through exclu
sive reliance on an understanding of a subtle body. Even what is known by the 
wise is not perceived quickly. 

182. Therefore the intelligent should practice meditation based on an ap
prehension of the gross elements. For they can be perceived, manipulated and 
give visible and invisible results. 

183. At the beginning of that practice one should successively focus upon 
the elements of wind, fire and water in order to create an appropriate body 
and effect purification. 

184. Having filled and sustained the syllable "a" with wind, having burnt 
karma with his own body by means of the fire of the syllable "r," and having 
expelled the ash, 

185. The mantric syllable "ha," pouring ambrosia on the self, must be medi
tated upon in the sky after one has constructed a new body, itself nectar and 
refulgent. 

186. Then with utterances of the mantra of Homage to the Five Supreme 
Beings sequentially combined with the syllables of the five objects of medita
tion placed on the five main places on the body, after performing the ritual of 
integration, 

187. One should then meditate upon the self as the arhat with his desig
nated marks, or as the liberated self that has destroyed all karma, incorporeal, 
blazing with knowledge. 

188. It might be argued that in meditating upon the self as arhat when it is 
not actually that eminent figure, yogins, while no doubt otherwise receptive, 
might be confused about whether they in fact are coming into contact with 
him. 

189. That objection is incorrect. For I am referring at this juncture to the 
inner arhat, that is to say the self which is intent on meditation on the arhat. 
In this way one comes into contact with the arhat within that very sel£ 

190. The yogin becomes identical with that inner state by which the self 
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develops. And thus, pervaded by meditation on the arhat, the self is by its na
ture the inner arhat. 

191. The one who knows the self becomes identified with that inner state; 
through it he meditates upon that form which is the self, which is like crystal 
with all its attendant qualities. 

192. Alternatively, it can be said that the self's modifications, future and 
past, which constitute the arhals nature, always exist substantially in all en
tities. 

193. So this future modification that is the arhat is always present substan
tially among those qualified to gain deliverance. What confusion could there 
be for the yogin in meditating upon this? 

194. Furthermore, if this were actually to be confused, then no result would 
come about from it. Thirst is never dispelled by a mirage. 

THE IMMEDIATE RESULTS OF MEDITATION 

195. Results appear in many guises, calm and fierce, for meditators accord
ing to their particular contemplative focus. 

196. Being meditated upon by those who enter a state of concentration after 
gaining the instruction of a teacher, this self oflimidess power bestows libera
tion and material enjoyment. 

197. 1hat self when meditated upon in the form of the arhat and the liber
ated self brings about liberation for the one experiencing his final body. For 
the person who has gained merit through meditation upon it, there arises 
worldly experience of what is different from the sel£ 

198. Knowledge, good fortune, health, gratification, prosperity, good looks, 
fortitude and whatever else is esteemed in this world come about for the one 
who meditates on the sel£ 

199. Having seen one who is suffused with meditation on the self, the great 
planets tremble. Ghosts and witches are put to flight, while fierce creatures 
instandy become tame. 

200. 1he meditator, with mind pervaded by contemplation of that god who 
is able to perform any action, becomes identified with him and so achieves his 
desire. 

201. Deploying the mighty hand gesture, the mighty mantra and the mighty 
mandala, the yogin, in becoming Lord Par5va, is in possession of a body made 
fully integrated. 

202. And in directing his mind as appropriate on meditative foci such as 
fire, he quickly governs and controls the powerful planets. 

203. Himself now becoming lndra in the middle of the great mandala, with 
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crown, earrings, and holding a vajra-weapon while wearing yellow clothes and 
other ornaments, 

204. Garnering his breath, with fingers in the "stopping" gesture, uttering 
the mantra that effects immobility, with mind concentrated he performs all 
the magic rituals of immobilization. 

205. Spontaneously becoming Garm;la, the divine bird and enemy of ser
pents, he destroys poison in an instant, and then having become the god of 
love he leads the world into his power. 

206. Turning into the god of fire, he accordingly becomes surrounded with 
hundreds of blazing flames, and on enveloping a sick man with them he can 
quickly remove a feverish chill. 

207. Becoming composed of nectar and raining ambrosia down on that 
same sick man, the yogin then takes his burning fever into himself and dispels 
it. 

208. Having then become composed of the Ocean of Milk, laving the entire 
world, the yogin performs calming and restoratative rituals for embodied 
creatures. 

209. Why say more? The yogin can take the form of a god and bring about 
whatever he desires to perform. 

210. Calm when engaged in calm action and fierce when engaged in fierce 
action, this adept yogin accordingly masters calm and fierce actions. 

211. Attracting, bringing into one's power, immobilizing, causing stupefac
tion, moving at speed, removing the effects of poison, calming, bring about 
aversion, disturbance and restraint: 

212. Meditators can perform magic actions of these sorts. They give rise to 
no ambivalence because a state of complete integration has come to fruition 
for such yogins. 

213. Filling the body with breath, expelling and retaining it, burning, inun
dating, unifying, magical gestures, mantras, mandalas and foci of contem
plation, 

214.1he appearances of gods who oversee action, their external characteris
tics, throne, authority, vehicle, energy, birth, name, refulgence, location in the 
cardinal directions, 

215. The number of their arms, faces and eyes, their nature, fierce or other
wise, color, touch, voice, state, clothing, ornament and weapon-

216. Knowledge of things of this sort and whatever else is described in texts 
relating to mantras that bring about calm and fierce action: such are the at
tendant features of meditation, 

217. For meditation is the principal cause of whatever result comes about in 
this world and whatever result comes about in the next world. 
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THE NATURE OF BRIGHT MEDITATION 

218. The main motivating factors for meditation are the following: the in
struction of a teacher, faith, continual practice and a firm mind. 

219. Yogins should not grasp after the worldly result that arises from medi
tative practice. It has been described simply to demonstrate the mighty power 
of meditation. 

220. The fierce or anguished type of meditation is for those who desire 
mundane results only: therefore abandon these and practice the virtuous and 
bright forms. 

221. The neutral knowledge of reality, which comes about in the eighth 
stage of the path and beyond and is pure because the stains of both good and 
evil have disappeared, is called bright. 

222. It is bright because of its conjunction with pure qualities, completely 
spotless and still, like a ray of light from a precious stone, owing to the de
struction or quiescence of the dustlike passions. 

223. Adopting the Three Jewels of right faith, knowledge and practice, and 
abandoning the cause of bondage, practice meditation continually, 0 yogin, if 
you seek deliverance. 

DELIVERANCE 

224. For the yogin occupying his final body, his delusion disappearing be
cause of the excellence of his meditative practice, deliverance comes about at 
that very moment, while for the one who is not occupying his final body it will 
come gradually. 

225. To be precise, for the one who is not occupying his last body but who 
practices meditation continually, there will be a wearing away and warding off 
of all types of bad karma. 

226. Merits in abundance flow in at every instant through which the yogin 
can first be reborn as a deity of great power among the gods in heaven. 

227. There he dwells for a long time, drinking the ambrosia of pleasure en
joyed by the gods, delighting all the senses and extremely pleasing to the 
mind. 

228. Then having descended to a happy rebirth in human form as an em
peror or some such person and enjoying that existence for a long time, he 
abandons it of his own volition and takes initiation as a naked monk. 

229. With body now hard as diamond, after engaging in the fourfold bright 
meditation and destroying all eight types of karma, he then attains imperish
able deliverance. 
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230. Deliverance is complete separation from the cause of connection be
tween self and karma. It results in qualities such as complete knowledge born 
of the total destruction of karma. 

231. Through destruction of the binding of karma and through natural up
ward motion, the self, now liberated, in one instant rises to the crown of the 
world. 

232. For so long as a mortal is in the world of rebirth there is physical con
traction and expansion brought about by karma. In the state of liberation, 
however, these factors do not exist because of the destruction of those karmas 
that are their cause. 

233. Thereupon, with a shape slightly smaller than the dimensions of his 
body that has been just abandoned, he remains there as a liberated being, con
stituted by his own qualities. 

234. The mortal for whom karma has disappeared exists then in his own 
shape. There is no absence, nor lack of consciousness, nor consciousness with
out object. 

235. The nature of every self reveals both itself and what is other. However, 
like the disc of the sun, its act of revealing does not derive from anything else. 

236. When karma has disappeared, the self exists in its own form, just as a 
jewel exists through its innate causes when the dust clinging to it has 
disappeared. 

237. It is not deluded, does not doubt, does not consider its own aims, is 
neither attached nor feels hatred, but exists in itself continually. 

238. It then remains in a state of neutrality, a lord among the liberated, 
completely knowing and seeing the self, an object of knowledge in terms of 
past, present and future, just as it is. 

239. And there, not regressing to rebirth, it experiences unchanging happi
ness consisting of limitless knowledge, insight, energy and desirelessness be
yond the ordinary senses. 

240. It might be asked what sort of happiness there can be in the state of 
deliverance for liberated selves who transcend the senses, since pleasure can 
only come about for one experiencing objects by sensory means. 

241. If you think this to be so, then your view is no better than delusion, 
since even now, dear friend, you do not understand the nature of happiness 
and suffering. 

242. The bliss of deliverance is known to be dependent on the self; it is 
without affliction, beyond the senses, unperishing and arising from the de
struction of the noxious karmas. 

243. A worldly pleasure that is passionate, transient, arising from both one-
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self and what is different from that when conceived superficially, the cause of 
desire and vexation, 

244. The basis of delusion, treachery, intoxication, anger, illusion and greed: 
this is in fact what suffering is, since it is the cause of the binding of further 
causes of suffering. 

245. The pleasure that comes from the objects of the senses embodies the 
power of delusion. A sweet savor arising from something bitter is the result of 
the illusory influence of saliva. 

246. The pleasure of emperors and of the gods in heaven is not equal to a 
fraction of the bliss of the liberated selves. 

247. Therefore deliverance is described as the highest among the aims of 
men. And it is to be gained by the followers of Jain teachings only, not by oth
ers who hate the sel£ 



9 
Saraha's Queen Dohtis 

Roger R. Jackson 

The Queen Dohtis is part of a profound and paradoxical poetic trilogy celebrat
ing the experience of the naturally awakened mind, purportedly sung for the 
people, queens, and king of an Indian city by a great adept (mahtisiddha) of 
Buddhist Tantric yoga named Saraha, the "Arrow Shooter." 

The siddhas-traditionally said to number eighty-four-are venerated 
throughout the Tibetan cultural sphere as the supreme practitioners of the 
esoteric and often controversial systems for spiritual unification-yoga-that 
arose among Buddhists in north India in the final centuries of the first millen
nium CE. Their lives, as recounted in countless Tibetan hagiographies, exem
plify the Tantric ideals of uncompromising wisdom, fearless compassion, and 
a willingness to employ any means, no matter how unconventional, to attain 
divine gnosis (jiitina) and hasten the liberation of deluded beings who wander 
from life to life. Their translated songs, ritual manuals, treatises, and commen
taries are at the heart of the Tantra section of the Tengyur (bstan gyur), the 
portion of the Tibetan Buddhist canon devoted to explanation of the sutras 
and Tantras taught by the Buddha and collected in the Kangyur (bka' gyur) 
portion of the canon. And, the various guru lineages they comprise serve as an 
important basis of inspiration and legitimization for Tibetan Buddhist reli
gious orders, the most important of which are the Old Translation school
the Nyingma, and the New Translation schools-the Kagyii, Sakya, and 
Geluk. 

Saraha is among the siddhas most celebrated by Tibetans, in part because 
he is regarded as one of the first-perhaps as early as the second century CE. 
He is renowned for his expertise in the highly elaborate and esoteric Yogini 
Tantras, but primarily he is seen as the founder of a tradition of theory and 
practice focused on the "Great Seal," Mahamudra. First mentioned in early 
Tantras and gaining special prominence in the Yogini Tantras, Mahamudra 
can denote many things-including a yogic hand gesture or a consort in sex-
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ual yoga practice-but it most often refers to the innately void, luminous, and 
blissful nature of the mind, a set of contemplative practices through which 
mind's nature is directly comprehended, and the liberated state of buddha
hood achieved through that practice. In short, Mahamudra is the experience 
of the "natural mind." It became an important topic of discussion in Tibet, 
especially among the New Translation schools, and is central to the Kagyii 
order, which views the ground, path, and goal of Buddhist practice-whether 
based on the Tantras or the siitras-in terms ofMahamudra. All Tibetan tra
ditions regard Saraha as the source of a lineage that in India includes the great 
philosopher Nagarjuna, the mountain hermit Savari, the oil merchant and 
Yogi Tilopa (10th-11th century), and the scholar-turned-siddha Naropa (956-
1041); and in Tibet the great translator Marpa (1012-1097), the cave-dwelling 
poet-saint Milarepa (1052-1135), and the founder of institutional Kagyii, 
Gampopa (1079-1153). 

Finalized in the early fourteenth century, the Tengyur contains some 
twenty-five works attributed to Saraha, most of which were introduced to 
Tibet in the eleventh and twelfth centuries. Around half are ritual or exegeti
cal writings dedicated to such Tantric buddha-deities as the compassionate 
bodhisattva Avalokitesvara, the protector Mahakala, or the wrathful Yogini 
Tantra deity Buddhakapala ("Buddha Skull") .  The other half are poetical texts, 
sometimes denoted as "adamantine songs" ( vajragiti) or "performance songs" 
(carytigiti) but most often identified by the common medieval Indian verse
form in which nearly all Saraha's songs were composed, the dohti. Dohtis are 
rhyming couplets--sometimes discrete, sometimes in connected series-that 
employ both common imagery and esoteric references to instruct their listen
ers or readers. The most important ofSaraha's dohti-collections are those com
prising the Core Trilogy (snyingpo skor gsum): the People Dohtis (dmangs do ha), 
Queen Dohtis (btsun mo do ha), and King Dohtis (rgyal po do ha). The People 
Dohtis is by far the best known of the three, but the other two have been influ
ential as well. 

Accounts of Saraha's life are many and various. In the best-known version, 
traceable to the eleventh-century Nepalese master Balpo Asu, he is a south 
Indian brahmin for whose sake a bodhisattva manifests as a female arrow
maker to teach him how to construct an arrow, and then to explain to him the 
symbolic Buddhist meaning of the arrow-making process and the arrow's 
various parts. Saraha is instantly liberated, and goes to live with the fletcheress 
in a cremation-ground, where he enjoys Tantric gatherings and sings adaman
tine songs. Beseeched by his subjects, the king tries to bring Saraha back to 
the brahmin fold. In response, Saraha teaches 160 dohtis on Buddhist practice 
to the common people, eighty to the queens, and forty to the king himsel£ 
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Saraha remains in the kingdom, singing songs and performing good works, 
before dissolving into the enlightened realm in a "rainbow body." 

Another well-known version ofSaraha's life, found in Abhayadatta's twelfth
century hagiography of the eighty-four siddhas, depicts him as a brahmin 
living in the east Indian city of Roll. He practices Hinduism by day and Bud
dhist Tantra by night. Accused by other brahmins of indulging in drink, he is 
exonerated after effortlessly passing physical trials. He converts the people, 
queens, and king through his dohiis, and then goes aw:iy with a fifteen-year
old girl, who serves as his cook, consort, and teacher. One day, as his compan
ion is cooking radishes, Saraha enters a twelve-year contemplation. When he 
emerges from it, he asks her if the radishes are ready. She notes drily that they 
wouldn't keep and are now out of season, and upbraids him for his attach
ment, at which he attains Tantric awakening, the "accomplishment of 
Mahamudra" (mahamudrii-siddhi), and together they ascend to the paradise of 
the awakened "sky-travellers" (t/tikas or t/iikinis). 

Unfortunately, much of what Tibetan tradition claims about the life and 
works of Saraha is unreliable. As recent research has shown, Saraha is almost 
impossible to locate in time and place, and his works are in some cases of du
bious authenticity. Kurtis Schaeffer has argued that "Saraha" is in fact largely a 
product of early first-millennium Tibet. Legends ofhis deeds cannot be traced 
earlier than the eleventh century, and the South Asian authors of these early 
hagiographies, such as Balpo Asu and Abhayadatta, were probably writing 
within a Tibetan cultural milieu, perhaps even in the Tibetan language. The 
same ambiguities attend much of Saraha's literary corpus. We have found very 
few Indic-language versions of works attributed to him, and possess most of 
his output only in Tibetan. As Ronald Davidson has noted, one hallmark of 
Tibetan interactions with Indians was the production of "grey texts," which 
purported to be Indian compositions translated into Tibetan but were actually 
Tibetan writings created by Indian scholars working in Tibet or by Tibetans 
collaborating with Indians. Tibetan scholars seeking to establish the Indian 
pedigree of canonical texts were well aware of this, and there was serious de
bate in Tibet over whether the Queen and King Dohiis were composed by Sar
aha or by Balpo Asu, who introduced them to Tibet in the eleventh century; 
similar questions could be raised about other "Saraha" works. 

Saraha is not, however, simply a Tibetan invention. His name turns up in at 
least one Indian guru lineage list, and a number of performance songs under 
his name in Old Bengali and several quite divergent versions of the People 
Dohiis in the closely related Eastern Apabhrarpsa language have emerged 
from manuscript finds over the past century-evidence that "Saraha" was in
deed known in India. Although many uncertainties remain about the prove-
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nance and authenticity of the writings attributed to him, in the absence of 
conclusive proof that he is not the author of the works under his name, we 
may provisionally draw some conclusions about him. If some form of Eastern 
Apabhratpsa or Old Bengali was in fact a language he used, Saraha may have 
been a native of the eastern Gangetic region, where these languages were 
prevalent for several centuries before and after 1000 CE. Since he is named in 
texts datable to the mid-eleventh century and is the author of a commentary 
on the Buddhakapala, a Yogini Tantra of the late ninth or early tenth century, 
we may tentatively conclude that he lived sometime between 900 and 1050 
CE. Finally, the meaning of Saraha's name suggests that at some point in his 
life he may have been either an archer or a fletcher. And he was, of course, a 
singer of songs and a writer of Tantric texts. 

If Saraha was a denizen of the eastern Ganges region-present-day West 
Bengal and Bihar-during the tenth or early eleventh century, he probably 
lived under the aegis of the Pala Empire, which dominated the area to one 
degree or another from the eighth through twelfth centuries, and was the last 
significant Indian dynasty to promote Buddhism. The Pala realm covered the 
traditional heartland of Buddhism, including the site of the Buddha's awak
ening in Bodh Gaya, the former royal capital of Rajagrha, and the great mo
nastic university at Nalanda. Though their military and political fortunes 
waxed and waned, a succession of Pala kings maintained and enhanced the 
ancient Buddhist sites; founded new monasteries and universities, such as 
Odanatapuri and Vikrama5ila; supported the development of a distinctive, or
nate school of sculpture and architecture; and assisted in the transmission of 
Buddhism to Tibet, first in the eighth century and then again during the elev
enth and twelfth centuries. 

The Buddhist culture of the Pala dynasty was complex and somewhat po
larized. On the one hand, great temples such as the Mahabodhi at Bodh Gaya 
thrived, and the monastic universities ofN alanda, Odantapuri, and Vikramasila 
attracted students from throughout Asia to study the classics of Buddhist phi
losophy and master important Buddhist rituals. The curriculum at the great 
universities covered the monastic vows and basic categories of Foundational 
("Hinayana") Buddhism, the philosophical speculation and ethical reflection 
of the Great Vehicle, Mahayana, and the panoply of esoteric approaches to 
metaphysics, contemplation, and ritual subsumed under the name Adaman
tine Vehicle ( vajraytina), Mantra Way (mantranaya), or Vehicle of the Tantras 
(tantrayana). While the universities must at times have been hotbeds of argu
mentation and experimentation, they were above all institutions devoted to 
the preservation and transmission of mainstream academic and ritual tradi
tions, and it should not surprise us that some Buddhists chafed at their 
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restrictions and felt that genuine spiritual liberation only could be found out
side their walls. This was particularly true of those attracted to the esoteric 
and sometimes transgressive ideas and practices found in the emerging Maha
yoga and Yogini Tantras. Like the siitras of Foundational and Mahayana 
Buddhism, these texts were treated as academic subjects in the universities, 
but their countercultural discourse made them far less amenable to full 
domestication. 

The bearers of the Pala Buddhist counterculture were the siddhas, who in 
many respects presented a radical alternative to the elite Buddhism of the Pala 
court, the great temples, and the monastic universities. If their hagiographies 
are to be believed, some were brahmins, rulers, merchants, or monks, but most 
siddhas-whether by birth or choice-worked humbly as hunters, fishermen, 
weavers, wine-sellers, launderers, potters-or fletchers. They lived alone or in 
small communities of male and female practitioners, convening regularly for 
initiation ceremonies and Tantric ritual feasts. They were devoted to their 
gurus, practiced assiduously, and challenged the social and religious conven
tions of the day by drinking liquor, mocking brahmins and scholars, consort
ing with low-caste lovers, frequenting forests or cremation grounds, and sing
ing songs that celebrated spontaneity and spiritual freedom. Primarily, they 
were adherents of the advanced Buddhist Tantric systems associated with the 
buddha-deities Guhyasamaja, Hevajra, and Cakrasrupvara (also known as 
Heruka) . The last two were especially favored, and their prominence shows 
that the religious milieu of the siddhas-hence of Saraha-was above all that 
of the Yogini Tantras. 

The Yogini Tantras, which also include the systems of Cat:t<;lamaharo�aQa, 
Buddhakapala, Vajrayogini, and Kalacakra, were the final, and most contro
versial, flower of Tantric Buddhism in India. Most of them were composed 
between the eighth and eleventh centuries, and show signs of influence by 
Hindu Saiva Tantras of the same era. Along with selected Mahayoga Tantras 
(especially the Guhyasamaja), they were categorized by the Tibetan New 
Translation schools of the eleventh and following centuries as Unsurpassed 
Yoga Tantras (niruttarayogatantra). These were considered the Buddha's su
preme teachings, for their rejection of arid scholasticism, their embrace of the 
sensory world, their employment of techniques for sublimating such basic 
drives as aggression and sex, their gnostic exploration of the nature and poten
tial of the mind, their techniques for manipulation of the subde or psychic 
body, and their insistence upon the Tantric yogi's freedom from normal social 
and religious constraints. Taken together, these were said to provide the surest 
means to buddhahood-Mahamudra-in a single life. 

Their rhetoric notwithstanding, the authors of the Yogini Tantras and re
lated literature implicidy drew on the Foundational Buddhist articulation of 
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the primacy and spiritual potential of mind; the distinction between a miser
able cycle of rebirths (saT?tstira) and a calm and blissful liberated state (nirvtir.za); 
and the delineation of the path to freedom in terms of morality, concentra
tion, and insight into the absence of an enduring self (antitman). They explic
itly identified with Mahayana assertions that all beings possess buddha nature 
(tathagatagarbha) and that the ideal practitioner is the selfless bodhisattva, 
who, motivated by the altruistic awakening mind (bodhicitta), engages the 
conventional world and works through skillful means (upaya-kaufalya) for the 
sake of wandering beings

, 
while seeing that the nature of all phenomena

dharmas-is voidness (fimyatti) and/or conception-only (vijfzaptimtitra). Like 
other Mahayanists, they saw buddhahood as consisting of two bodies: a void, 
non-conceptual, omniscient, all-pervasive Dharma Body (dharmakaya), and a 
Form Body (riipaktiya) divisible into an Enjoyment Body (sambhogakaya) that 
teaches advanced bodhisattvas and an Emanation Body (nirmtir.zaktiya) that 
manifests in multiple ways for myriad beings. To these, an "Essential Body" 
(svabhavikaktiya) sometimes was added, either as the void aspect of the 
Dharma Body or as the unity of Dharma, Enjoyment, and Emanation bodies. 

As in other, earlier Tantric systems, the central practice in the Yogini Tan
tras is "deity yoga" (devayoga), whereby the practitioner assumes the mental, 
verbal, and physical attributes, and creates the environment, of the buddha
deity he or she will soon become. In this sense, where practitioners of siitra
based traditions traverse a path that leads to a goal, Tantric practitioners take 
the goal and make it their path. Tantric practice invariably involves finding a 
qualified guru; receiving from him or her a ritual initiation (abhqeka) that in
troduces the deity and the deity,s sacred environment, or mandala; and then, 
with the guru,s guidance

, 
undertaking the contemplative ritual, or sadhana, of 

the deity. In a typical stidhana, one reduces ordinary appearances to voidness; 
then from voidness recreates one,s environment as a mandala and oneself as 
the deity; populates the mandala with its other inhabitants; utters evocative 
and powerful mantras; adopts bodily postures (tisana) and ritual hand-ges
tures (mudrti), utilizes symbolic implements such as a vajra, bell, or hand
drum; and finally dissolves the whole visualization back into voidness. In gen
eral, the Tantric practitioner maintains the "divine pride" that his or her body, 
speech, mind, environment, and companions all are sanctified and pure, and 
employs all possible means-including magic-for both worldly aims and the 
liberation of beings. This "dress-rehearsal" for awakening eventually will lead 
to the performance of actual buddhahood. 

The Yogini Tantras (like the Mahayoga Tantras) add depth and complexity 
to these basics. Their deities are wrathful, sexually charged, and in many cases 
female: yogin is or t/tikinis. The guru is regarded as the deity incarnate, to whom 
one vows absolute obedience and loyalty. The higher initiations require the dis-
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ciple to ingest fluids produced by the guru's ritual intercourse with a consort 
(mudrii) and to practice sexual yoga him- or herself, so as to sample the blissful 
gnosis whose perfection will be the aim of yogic practice. As in other Tantras, 
the basic Yogini Tantra stidhana {the "generation phase" of practice) involves 
visualizing oneself as a deity at the center of an elaborate mandala, transform
ing one's way of seeing oneself and the cosmos in anticipation of changing one's 
actual mode of being in the final phase of the path. Advanced yogis are en
joined to adopt a lifestyle that deliberately cultivates eccentric and sometimes 
transgressive behavior, living in charnel grounds and practicing such "pure 
lamps" on the path as the ingestion of urine, feces, semen, blood, and marrow, or 
the flesh of human, cow, elephant, dog, and horse. They also are urged to under
take a series of transformative psychophysical yogas (the "completion phase") 
within the subtle body, with its network of channels (ntit/is), focal points 
(cakras), breath-related energies (prti1Jas), and hormonal "drops" (bindus). 
Through forceful breathing or mantra-recitation, one brings the body's dispa
rate energies from the side channels (the "sun" and "moon") into the central 
channel (avadhuti), and moves drops up or down between the cakras to pro
duce a series of four ecstasies (tinanda) and reveal the natural mind: a non
conceptual, non-dichotomous, and blissful gnosis that comprehends the void
ness and luminosity of mind and all phenomena (dharmas)-also called the 
innate (sahaja), the primordial (nija), the real (tattva), suchness (tathatti), the 
ultimate sphere (dharmadhtitu), mind itself(cittatva), truth (arthatva), actuality 
(dharmatti), the natural state (svabhtiva-sthiti), the core (garbha), awareness 
( vidyti), luminosity (prabhtisvara ), and Mahamudra.This gnosis usually is facili
tated by sexual yoga with a consort, and may be deepened through contempla
tions that simulate the death-process-for the mind's true nature is said to be 
most manifest during sex and dying. Finally, gnosis is used as a basis for the at
tainment of Mahamudra: the transformation of the mind into a buddha's 
Dharma Body and the physical body into the Form Body, an achievement 
sometimes referred to as the "fourteenth stage" of bodhisattva practice. 

It is immensely difficult to achieve buddhahood through Yogini Tantra 
processes, for it requires a combination of devotion, wisdom, compassion, dis
cipline, and skill that few possess. Yet paradoxically, the gnosis one seeks to 
uncover through Tantric practice is simply the natural mind, just as it has al
ways been: primordially undivided, concept-free, luminous, void, and blissful. 
And while the siddhas advocated and practiced the Yogini and other Tantras 
in their full complexity, they insisted at the same time that we must not com
plicate practice too much, and that if we dispense with conceptuality, abandon 
elaborate techniques, ignore traditional categories, and simply allow the mind 
to abide in its naturally awakened state, we will be buddhas right here and 
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now. Like that of Zen, this Tantric "rhetoric of immediacy" is liable to misun
derstanding, and begs a number of important questions: Is it really that easy? 
Are conventional concepts truly useless? Who is qualified for a practice so 
direct? Still, it formed an important part of late Indian Buddhist philosophi
cal and contemplative discourse, and was carried over into Tibet, where, under 
one name or another-most often Dzokchen (rdzogs chen) or Mahamudra-it 
became more or less prominent in every Buddhist order. As noted earlier, 
Mahamudra was particularly central to the Kagyii, for whom it involved an 
unmediated experience of the natural mind taught as surely in the siitras as in 
the Tantras. As we also know, the founder of the Mahamudra lineage in India 
was Saraha, and the texts comprising his Core Trilogy-the People, Queen, 
and King Dohiis-were the Indian Mahamudra sources par excellence. 

The Queen Dohiis-more properly titled A Doha Treasury of Song-Instruc
tion or An Inexhaustible Treasury of Song-Instruction-are the least known or 
discussed of the Core Trilogy poems, and may not even have been composed 
by Saraha; yet they provide a sublime articulation of many of the Yogini Tan
tra and Mahamudra themes outlined above, utilizing metaphor and simile, 
paradox and indirection, and a wide array of Buddhist terms to instruct the 
yogi in the proper way to buddhahood. The poem's eighty verses are divided 
into eight groups of ten, with each decade prefaced by the exclamation, "Amaz
ing, the secret language of <;lakinis!" The Tibetan commentator Karma Trin
lepa (Karma 'phrin las pa, 1456-1539) gives a title to each of the eight sections, 
and we will follow these in outlining the poem's argument. 

Section 1, "The Natural State,"begins with homage to the "lord ofbliss"who 
embodies the triple refuge of buddha, dharma, and sangha, and Saraha's prom
ise to explain "the abiding state of naturally non-dichotomous Mahamudra." 
He goes on to outline many of the major themes to come: the natural purity of 
the mind, the essential voidness of dharmas, the futility of examining the mind's 
innate nature intellectually, the destructiveness of dichotomous thinking, and 
the bliss and freedom enjoyed by the yogi who has understood all this. 

In section 2, "Pitfalls," each verse begins with the exclamation "Alas!" With 
a variety of evocative similes, Saraha warns the yogi against the spiritual mis
takes that can divert one from the path, including mental distraction, exces
sive desire, obsession with hopes and fears, overconfidence in contemplation, 
failing to properly serve the guru, neglecting to receive initiation, discarding 
advice that has been imparted, breaking one's vows, engaging in base behavior, 
and losing oneself in complication. 

Section 3, "Contemplation," is rife with paradox. It encourages the yogi to 
contemplate "non-dichotomous gnostic comprehension," even though that 
state utterly evades contemplative effort. It suggests the mind can be under-
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stood through siitras on Perfect Wisdom, but insists its true nature is unat
tainable through any Tantra or treatise. Mind itself is said to be all there is but 
in fact "there is no mind."However, the yogi who transcends passion and hate, 
who relies on the guru and a consort, and whose mind is untroubled, reaches 
the "adamantine peak of the natural state," and is free to act like a drunk and 
live like an aimless river, full of gnostic bliss. 

Section 4, "Encounter," begins with the claim that adamantine gnosis re
quires no Tantric rigamarole, that it is "lovely in its natural state." lt should be 
the yogi's sole concern, and the guru's instruction is the only way to approach 
it. The guru gives instruction on seeing the sensory world as nothing but gno
sis, and ultimately the guru is that gnosis, so all reality is "guru pointed out by 
guru." In the final verses of the section, Saraha begins to describe the eccentric 
yogi who, "aware that all things are suchness," roams the town, enters the royal 
palace, flirts with the women, and attains great bliss through the practice of 
sexual yoga at a Tantric feast. 

In section 5, "Connection," Saraha continues his account of the eccentric 
yogi. He details the ideal qualities of a Tantric consort (here called mahii
mudrii)-low-caste status, youth, physical beauty, passion, a mind "little given 
to concepts" -and then describes how the yogi initiates her, grants her gnosis, 
collects her "queenly fluids," and "fades into concepdess space." Saraha also 
describes the yogi's behavior more generally: with his hair in a topknot, 
adorned with copper and bone, and wrapped in animal skins, he frequents the 
bazaar, practices in the charnel-ground, and dances and sings at musical gath
erings: "behaving without regard for dos and don'ts . . .  his mind perpetually 
crazed, he performs the basest of deeds yet is free." 

Section 6, "Commitment," focuses on the guru, who through initiation and 
instruction "shows all the manifold dharmas to be of a single taste," and "turns 
ignorance into awareness."The guru is said to be a king among physicians, and 
likened to a boat that "delivers us from saT{tsiira's deep vast sea." His gnosis 
shines like the sun, and he knows how to change all things into bliss as an al
chemist turns metals to gold. The nectar of the guru's speech is the source of 
all realizations and attainments, so one should worship him at the crown of 
one's head and serve him devourly and without ceasing. 

In section 7, "Results," Saraha details the outcome of the practices taught by 
the guru. Often described as Mahamudra, here it is identified both with the 
mind's innate luminosity and the traditional buddha bodies of the Mahayana: 
"non-dichotomy devoid of is and isn't" is the Dharma Body, the mind's inher
ent bliss is the Enjoyment Body, "manifold guises for wandering beings" are 
the Emanation Body, and the gnosis of the indivisibility of these three is the 
Essential Body. The Dharma Body perfects one's own aims, while the Form 
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Bodies perfect the aims of others-and the unified gnosis that is the Essential 
Body renders worldly dangers harmless and destroys our greatest enemies: 
conceptuality and belief in sel£ 

Section 8, "Instruction," concludes the poem by first reiterating a number of 
basic points: the yogi should not think in terms of virtue or vice, waste his 
time on labeling or logic, seek release from hopes or fears, or go on a spiritual 
quest, but rather let the mind settle into its space-like nature. Saraha adds that 
"mind at its core is free from virtues and faults," so even serving the guru, 
practicing contemplation, or behaving eccentrically are "ba5ed on falsehood 
and contrivance," and must be transcended, so that the yogi may reach the 
fourteenth and highest stage of the Tantric path, be "set in the inmost citadel 
of gnosis sublime," and "win Mahamudra for wandering beings." 

What, then, is the yoga propounded by Saraha in the Queen Dohtis? We 
may reasonably infer that it is above all that of the completion phase of the 
Buddhist Yogini Tantras, during which-with initiation, instruction, and 
blessing from the guru-one attains buddhahood by revealing within the sub
tle body the innate bliss-void gnosis that is the true nature of ourselves and all 
things. This gnosis emerges through a variety of advanced techniques, includ
ing practicing sexual yoga, emptying the mind of concepts, and allowing 
awareness to settle into its primordial luminous nature-all within the con
text of the carefree, wandering life of an eccentric yogi. At the same time, be
cause the key to achieving liberation is the realization of a voidness in which 
all conventions are obliterated, Saraha provides a counter-discourse wherein 
all ideas and practices, including those of the Yogini Tantras, are negated as a 
"falsehood and contrivance" based on dichotomous thinking, which must be 
dropped in favor of the immediate and liberating experience of the natural 
mind: Mahamudra. 

These two views of the path-as complex and subtle or simple and di
rect-appear to be in tension, but in the end they are complementary, for 
complex Tantric yogic practices never will succeed unless they, like every
thing, are dissolved at the appropriate time into the single taste of voidness; 
while a direct approach to innate gnosis, simple as it sounds, is virtually im
possible without the profound preparation of body and mind that only the 
Tantras provide. Balancing the two, Saraha suggests, is the yogi's-and our
central task. If we wandering beings understand his song aright-and can 
maintain a stance that includes at once both affirmation and negation, devo
tion and critique, imagination and non-conceptuality, engagement and de
tachment, activity and inner stillness-then we will rest at ease in the natural 
mind from which we never strayed, and the Great Seal we never lost, 
Mahamudra, will be ours at last. 
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The translation that follows, from the Tibetan, is based primarily on the edi
tion contained in the Derge Bstan 'gyur: Thhoku catalogue no. 2264, rgyud 
'grel, zhi 28b6-33b4; in A. W. Barber, ed., 7he Tibetan Tripi(aka: Taipei Edition 
(Taipei: SMC, 1991, vol. 28, pp. 173/56/6-175/66/4). I have compared it with 
the version in the Peking Bstan 'gyur: Peking catalogue no. 3111, rgyud 'grel, tsi 
34a2-39b5; in D. T. Suzuki, ed., Tibetan Tripi(ak.a: Peking Edition (Tokyo: Ti
betan Tripitaka Research Foundation, 1957, vol. 69, pp. 85/5/2-88/1/5). In the 
dozen-plus instances where a Peking reading seemed preferable to the Derge's, 
I have adopted it. I also have consulted the Tibetan commentary by Karma 
'phrin las pa: Btsun mo do ha'i fi ka 'bringpo sems k.yi rnam thar ston pa'i me long, 
in Do ha sk.or gsum gyi # ka 'bring po sems k.yi rnam thar ston pa'i me long: A com
mentary on the three cycles of dohii composed by the great Saraha (Thimphu: Druk 
Sherig Press, 1984, pp. 217-315). 

The Indic-language original of the Queen Dohiis, assuming there was one, 
would have consisted of a series of rhymed couplets, but when dohiis and most 
other Indic verse forms were translated into Tibetan, they were split into four 
lines; my translation reflects the Tibetan approach. I have tried to render Sar
aha's verses in a style that is true to the original but also reflects his informality 
and directness: the poem, after all, was meant to be instructive without being 
pedantic. For a philosophically complex translation of the text, keyed to Karma 
'phrin las pa's commentary, see Herbert Guenther, Ecstatic Spontaneity: Saraha's 
7hree Cycles ofDohii (Berkeley: Asian Humanities Press, 1993, pp. l23-49). Fi
nally, a note on gender: Although men and women could and did practice Tan
tra, most of the literature assumes a male subject. This is clearly the case in the 
Queen Dohiis, so I have for the most part rendered pronouns accordingly. 

Suggestions for Further Reading 

For a critical perspective on Saraha, see Kurtis Schaeffer, Dreaming the Great 
Brahmin: Tibetan Traditions of the Buddhist Poet-Saint Saraha (New York: Ox
ford University Press, 2005). On the era in which Saraha was introduced to 
Tibet, see Ronald Davidson, Tibetan Renaissance: Tantric Buddhism in the Re
birth of Tibetan Culture (New York: Columbia University Press, 2005). For a 
complete translation of the Core Trilogy, see Herbert Guenther, Ecstatic Spon
taneity: Saraha's 7hree Cycles ofDohii (Berkeley: Asian Humanities Press, 1993); 
for the People Dohiis only, see David Snellgrove, "Saraha's Treasury of Songs," 
in Edward Conze, ed., Buddhist Texts 7hrough the Ages (New York: Harper & 
Row, 1954), Roger Jackson, Tantric Treasures: 7hree Collections of Mystical Verse 
from Buddhist India (New York: Oxford University Press, 2004), and Schaeffer, 
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Dreaming the Great Brahmin; for performance songs, see Per Kvrerne, An An
thology of Buddhist Tantric Songs: A Study of the Carydgiti {Oslo/Bergen/ 
Troms0: Universitetsforlaget, 1977). 

For background on Saraha's Indian context, see S. B. Dasgupta, Obscure 
Religious Cults (Calcutta: Firma KLM Private Limited, 1969 [1946]); James 
Robinson, Buddhas Lions: 7he Lives of the Eighty-Four Siddhas {Berkeley: 
Dharma Publishing, 1979); David White, 7he Alchemical Body: Siddha Tradi
tions in Medieval India (Chicago/London: University of Chicago Press, 1996) 
and Kiss of the Yogini: "Tantric Sex" in Its South Asian Contexts {Chicago /Lon
don: University of Chicago Press, 2003); David Snellgrove, Indo-Tibetan Bud
dhism {Boston: Shambhala, 2002 [1987]); Ronald Davidson, Indian Esoteric 
Buddhism: A Social History of the Tantric Movement {New York: Columbia 
University Press, 2002); and Rob Linrothe, Holy Madness: Portraits of Tantric 
Siddhas {New York/Chicago: Rubin Museum of Art/Serindia Publications, 
2006). 

Translations ofYogini Tantras include David Snellgrove, 7he Hevajra Tan
Ira: A Critical Study, 2 vols. {London/New York: Oxford University Press, 
1959); Christopher George, 7he Carp/amahtiro�a1Ja Tantra, Chapters I-VIII. A 
Critical Edition and English Translation {New Haven: American Oriental So
ciety, 1974); Shinichi Tsuda, 7he Sa1{Zvarodaya Tantra, Selected Chapters {Tokyo: 
The Hokuseido Press, 1974); and David Gray, 7he Cakrasa1{Zvara Tantra: A 
Study and Annotated Translation (New York: American Institute of Buddhist 
Studies, 2007). On Mahamudra, see G. N. Roerich, 7he Blue Annals (Delhi: 
Motilal Banarsidass, 1976 [1949]); Dakpo Tashi Namgyal, Mahamudrd: 7he 
Moonlight; Quintessence of Mind and Meditation, trans. Lobsang Lhalungpa 
{Boston: Wisdom Publications, 2006 [1986]); and Roger Jackson, "Maha
mudra," in Lindsay Jones, ed. ,  Encyclopedia of Religion, 2d ed., vol. 8, pp. 5596-
6001 {Detroit: Wadsworth Gale, 2005). 

Saraha's Qyeen Dohas 

[TITLE INFORMATION] 

In the Indian language: Dohako�opadefagitindma [A Doha Treasury of Song
Instruction] . In the Tibetan language: Mi zad pa'i gter mdzod man ngag gi glu 
zhes bya ba [An Inexhaustible Treasury of Song-Instruction]. 

[TRANSLATOR'S HOMAGE] 

I prostrate to the ever-youthful Mafijusri. 
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[SARAHNS SONG] 

[1. THE NATURAL STATE] 

Amazing, the secret language of Qakinis! 

1. Bowing deeply before the bodhisattva, 
The lord of bliss whose nature is buddha, 
Dharma, and sangha, I will explain 
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The abiding state of naturally non-dichotomous Mahamudra. 

2. Beings are entwined like trees by vines, 
And parched in the miserable desert of grasping at self; 
Like a prince without a country and apart from his father 
They have no occasion for bliss, their minds in torment. 

3. "Gnosis of suchness won't come by examination; 
It's free from deeds and gathers no karma." 
When Saraha, who knows for himself, declares this, 
All the scholars' hearts are full of poison. 

4. Mind itself, truly authentic, is hard for everyone to comprehend; 
It's the unstained core, unblemished by extremes. 
From the start its nature can't be examined in any way; 
If examined, it's the bite of a poisoned snake, that's all. 

5. All dharmas assumed by cognition are void on their own; 
They're free from conditions, so none exists as we think. 
When you know their suchness, their natural state of release, 
There is no seeing or hearing, so there's no disharmony. 

6. All who conceive of"things," low like cattle; 
Those who conceive of"no-things" are more foolish still
While those who exemplify these as a lamp lit and doused 
Abide in naturally non-dichotomous Mahamudra. 

7. What arises as a thing is quelled in no-thing, 
And that very sagacity free from either stance-
[Even] when it examines the minds of fools-
Is the instant of release described as Dharma Body. 

8. The childish say, "There's a level of bliss apart 
From that release"-but that's the same as water in a mirage; 
Inquire of thought, which is just this primordial gnosis, 
Where all stages, paths, and buddhas have a single taste. 
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9. A man who comprehends this is unbound; 
Not clearing dust away, he's not begrimed by dust at all. 
Where's the demarcation between affi.iction and the cure? 
A person who tries to find it is bound within sarpsara. 

10. Earth, water, fire, wind, and space 
Don't exist apart from the innate's single taste. 
Not conceiving becoming and nirvat)a as two -
This, it's explained, is the abiding state of the ultimate sphere. 

[2. PITFALLS] 

Amazing, the secret language of <;lakirus! 

11 . Alas! Look at how the real points to itself by itself: 
You have to look with an undistracted mind. When you don't, 
Your distracted mind won't comprehend the real, 
And you'll lose the jewel of the real in the thicket of things. 

12. Alas! Don't be impassioned about what it is you desire: 
When thought is impassioned with an object of passion, 
It's an illness besetting sublime blissful mind, 
A blow to stainless mind by the sword of desire. 

13. Alas! Don't look at cause and result as two: 
There is no cause for a thing to arise, nor any result; 
If the yogi's mind is drunk on the poison of hope and fear, 
Then the state of innate gnosis will be bound. 

14. Alas! Don't say "the natureless real exists in contemplation'': 
If contemplator and contemplated are conceived as two, 
Then dichotomous thought discards the awakening mind
Such a person sins against himsel£ 

15. Alas! Those preparing for knowledge should partake as they can 
Of nectar drops from the guru's mouth; 
If your service is untimely when you know the time and means, 
You're like a blind man trying to rob the royal coffers. 

16. Alas! A person bereft of the precious initiations 
Is like a lowly servant aspiring to be king; 
Confused about the Tantras of awareness-bearers, 
He's condemned by <;takas and plunges into adamantine hell. 

175 
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17. Alas! If you've learned sublime meaning from virtuous friends 
But don't hold it sacred, discarding it with a mind that's debased, 
You're like a person half-blind being led into danger: 
A great eon through, you bring yourself nothing but pain. 

18. Alas! If you come to the place you've been shown but don't keep your 
vows, 

You're like a man condemned by the king and seized: 
Your life-breath seized by the iron hooks of ripening [acts], 
Molten metal poured into your mouth-this is hard to bear! 

19. Alas! If you comprehend the abiding state but your conduct's debased, 
You're like a king who's deposed and made a sweeper; 
Discarding that bliss that can't be exhausted, 
You're bound by involvement with samsaric pleasures. 

20. Alas! A yogi who's seen his own mind without complication 
But strives nonetheless to complicate things, 
Is like someone who's found a jewel and goes looking for trinkets: 
Try though he might, he never [reaches] the place at the core. 

[3. CONTEMPLATION] 

Amazing, the secret language of Q.akinis! 

21. The gnosis that tries to hold the awakening mind 
And comprehends awakening mind without even trying 
Arises from nectar in the mouths of the holy 
And shines in between the sun and moon. 

22. It emerges from the focal points of a trustworthy person; 
From a qualified mudra [emerges] a unified mind: 
Through her, form and other phenomenal things change their color; 
Know this through instruction that pacifies. 

23. Seeing for certain the actuality of luminous [mind], 
You'll thoroughly comprehend the time and means of serving the guru; 
The mind that applies to all is obtained 
From Perfect Wisdom and other siitras-contemplate it clearly. 

24. 1he mind that can't be viewed as outside or in 
Can't be considered anything by anyone-there is no mind. 
I lift this song to the adamantine peak of the natural state: 
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Contemplate bliss as being like an aimless river. 

25. The mind swayed by complication where crowds collect: 
It's stable by nature, it doesn't project or engage; 
Release the core of mind to do what it will: 
Mind like a drunk who is free from deeds. 

26. Contemplate gnosis unblemished by extremes, 
Mind without contemplation or contemplated has no nature; 
The ultimate beyond hope and fear is the adamantine mind: 
Even if it goes to hell, there is no pain, 

27. And if it dwells in sublime results, there's nothing more to gain. 
So, beyond the help and harm brought on by pleasure and pain, 
Through good behavior or bad it doesn't wax or wane: 
This non-dichotomous gnostic comprehension is all there is. 

28. If you claim that buddha is greater, know you're deluded; 
When deedless thought seeks nothing at all, 
There is no need to seek virtue, for there's no disharmony there. 
You won't attain the real through anyTantra or treatise; 

29. Mind without hate or desire is free from the stain of cause; 
Experiencing great gnosis that looks at nothing, 
The yogi who quells saf!lsdra's poisons-
Whether [straight] like a monk or [bent] like a bow-reigns in every 

realm. 

30. The yogi who does not close his eyes or contemplate 
Should [go] to distant spots and open places, 
And, his unstained thought beyond passion and hate, 
Contemplate the essence of utmost mind. 

[4. ENCOUNTER] 

Amazing, the secret language of cJakinis! 

31. Devoid of mandalas or fire offerings, 
Qyite without mantras, mudrtis, and consecrations, 
It can't come about through any Tantra or treatise: 
This adamantine gnosis is lovely in its natural state. 

32. The sublime precious symbol that yields understanding at once 
Is like a snake in a basket, lovely to none but [its owner] . 

177 
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Essence points to essence through the pure sublime guru; 
Comprehending, he points it out to others, and thereby points to himself. 

33. It's fine to engage with sounds and such that link 
The three drops-potent like space, jewel, 
And sun-with thought, remembering, and unremembering; 
All dharmas assume the same taste, as [metals] turned gold by elixir [are 

the same] . 

34. When you train on the path, primordial gnosis is your sole concern; 
He who shows the path by symbols is the pure sublime guru. 

Rely on form, sound, smell, taste, touch, and dharmas: 
All dharmas are unconditioned; they do not arise. 

35. The fortunate are wise to unarising 
And so perforce are wise to everything arisen. 
Gnosis without distinctions is oneness alone; 
The naturally settled mind pervades itself: 

36. Knowing the single nature of apparent "self" and "other," 
Take unwavering hold of the real alone; 
[Grasping] itself is a sickness of mind-release it, 
And when you crave nothing, you'll lay hold of bliss. 

37. Mind is devoid of all harmful actions; 
It's not begrimed by deeds like getting or taking. 
Free from effort, not occasional, not accidental, not conditional, 
This seal of manifold appearance is a grand show indeed. 

38. Seeing everything close-up at the holy one's timely [prompt], 
You'll know there is no phenomenon that's not the guru; 
The finger pointing to sky does not see sky; 
So it is with guru pointed out by guru. 

39. The eccentric yogi whose mind [roams] the town 
Enters the royal palace and flirts with the women; 
As someone who's eaten sour food sees food as sour, 
He's aware that all things are suchness. 

40. In the place adorned for a ritual feast, 
He sees great bliss during sex; 
Yogis possessed of symbols and vows 
Welcome becoming and peace as the same: Mahamudra. 
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[5. CONNECTION] 

Amazing, the secret language of c;lakirus! 

41. A yogi in whom gnosis has risen fears nothing, 
So with godlike means, he should seek out [a woman] born at the margins; 
Going to a low-caste town, he should little by little 
Beguile her with agreeable [words] ,  then grant her the supreme. 

42. As much as he can, he should give to her gifts that betoken 
Reverence, with a mind lacking "mine." 
Wandering all about, he should examine [women's] marks: 
By caste, by color-their collection of marks-he gradually comes to 

know them. 

43. His very own daughter, mother, sister, or niece; 
Low-caste women, laundresses, whores, or pickers of rags; 
Women black, white, red, yellow, or dark maroon; 
And women with moles: these are mudrtis for easy connection. 

44. Sixteen years old, most beautiful, with golden-brown hair. 
Fragrant as a blue lotus, breasts firm and strong, waist slim, 
Hips broad, vagina concealed, lustrous with passion, 
She's clearly devoutly consigned to [the yogi's] lustrous, potent secret. 

45. Trusting, steadfast, little given to concepts: 
The mudrti with these three signs should be ripened by initiation; 
When [the yogi] takes hold of her qualities, he should grant her gnostic 

awareness, 
And on that occasion take hold of the mudrti of primordial gnosis where 

all tastes the same. 

46. The Mahamudra who concentrates queenly fluids: 
Once [the yogi's] collected them [from her], he fades into conceptless 

space. 
Sometimes he frequents the bazaar, and truly looks 
At how things truly are, letting truth be freely displayed. 

47. Sometimes he goes to the charnel-ground, and practices the pure 
lamps, 

And sleeps with a carefree mind in ghost-haunted places; 
He makes friends with outcastes, and draws the corpse-cart along; 
"This is behavior unbecoming"-he's not to be held to that standard. 
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48. He joins in musical gatherings, amusing himself with song, dance, and 
flute; 

Through the dance of Heruka, songs raised to the six [yoginis] , and such, 
He should never tire in the least of uplifting his mind. 
He should blanket his shoulders and bedeck his limbs with copper, 

49. Tie his locks atop his head with a ring, 
And adorn all his limbs with pieces of bone, 
Then wrap his torso with elephant hide above and tiger skin below, 
And wield in his hands a trident and bell. 

50. Behaving like a crazed elephant and acting dumb, 
Behaving without regard for dos and don'ts, like an elephant 
Plunging on impulse into a pond: his mind perpetually crazed, 
He performs the basest of deeds yet is free, says Saraha. 

[6. COMMITMENT] 

Amazing, the secret language of <;lakinis! 

51. He who shows all the manifold dharmas 
To be of a single taste is the holy guru himself; 
That sublime noble lord who's akin to the bill of a swan [in extracting 

essence] 
Should with reverent mind be raised to the pure place at your crown. 

52. Unified mind: it's the guru who points it out, 
The place where it's shown is the pupil's heart. 
Comprehending that, the kindly hero 
Destroys all pain in an instant; 

53. Observe this, and repay the kindness he's shown 
By constandy serving that king of physicians. 
He's the sublime boat that delivers us 
From sa1{lstira's deep, vast sea-there is no other; 

54. So trust that holy vessel, and honor unflinchingly in every way 
The mighty boatman who's gained great bliss. 
By the pure radiance of his sun-like gnosis 
That person sublime turns ignorance into awareness; 

55. Always serve the wheel-turning king who's wise in the ways 
Of changing all dharmas to bliss as elixir turns [metals] to gold. 
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Mind like a river submerges dichotomous views, 
Possessed of gnosis, rejecting nothing, and blemish-free; 

56. Cognition that's uncontrived and cognition whose state's transformed 
Emerge from nectar in the holy guru's mouth. 
"Mind" and "mental events": these 
Labeled conventions [become] the yogi's friends. 

57. The lotus mouth of the guru is the agent of change, 
And through it, all are transformed into spiritual friends. 
Hidden in every Tantra, apart from convention, 
The secrets of the buddhas are known to none. 

58. Seeing with the eye of instruction and filled with initiation's taste, 
When you touch the dust of the [guru's] feet, gnosis becomes awareness. 
Shoot the arrow of voidness at the manifold things, 
And induce the void experience by means of appearance, 

59. And with wisdom that knows, see appearances for what they are. 
The source of that wisdom is the master pure and unsurpassed; 
Through his methods all affiictions are made sublime, 
And no conceptual torment can change them back. 

60. [Wisdom] surely emerges from the [guru's] core instruction; 
And surely is gained through that noble lord's might, 
So all who are blessed to belong to his line, 
And are learned in time, means, and service, should always serve. 

[7. RESULTS) 

Amazing, the secret language of <;lakinis! 

61. Comprehending the natural sameness of wisdom and means, 
You'll attain the innate through luminous mind; 
It emerges by developing like the waxing moon, 
And its brightness grows like rice in sunlight and moon. 

62. 1he root of every attainment is the adamantine master, 
The perfectly pure cause at the base of all results; 
To act in accord with the Well-Gone One's words 
The bodhisattva, the lord of bliss, has spoken well. 

63. 1he Dharma Body, Complete Enjoyment and Emanation Bodies, 
And the Essential Body are clearly known through cause and result; 
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Non-dichotomy devoid of"is" and "isn't" is the Dharma [Body], 
Its essential bliss is the Great Enjoyment [Body], 

64. Its manifold guises for wandering beings are the Emanation [Body], 
And the very gnosis [that knows] they're indivisible is the [Essential] 

self of them all. 
The nature of creature and creator cannot be conceived, 
But the might of developing [mind] submerges all fear, 

65. And results are two: perfecting the aims of oneself and of others. 
Though imagined in terms of cause and result, [the bodies] are undivided 

in essence. 
The twofold Form Body emerges by force of prayer and compassion: 
Like a perfect vase, a wishing tree, a precious jewel, 

66.1he [Enjoyment] Body no one can apprehend is most lovely; 
[The Emanation Body] appears for disciples in manifold forms, 
All of them emanations beyond conceiving. 
Cultivate the gnosis that's unthought and self-emergent, 

67. And you cultivate results without exception. 
The path that's the core of the unsurpassed Mahayana: 
Take it as the path to these results, and abide in result without 

beginning. 
The perfection of others' aims is the sublime result: 

68. 1t mainly emerges through purification and other [ways] .  
The great release, where action is  pure, surely is  gained 
Through the might of unceasing mind that's bereft of hope. 
When in some great person this divine substance rises, 

69. All poisons without exception are instandy quelled and 
dissolved; 

Lions, crazed elephants, tigers, and bears, 
Wild beasts, venomous snakes, fire, and ravines, 
The king's condemnation, poison, and thunder and lightning-

70. All are the Essential [Body] , hence do no harm. 
Destroying the great enemy--concepts-it destroys all enemies; 
Suppressing the poison of self-view it suppresses all poisons, 
So sanctify this jewel that is your mind. 
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[8. INSTRUCTION] 

Amazing, the secret language of Qakinis! 

71. Whoever's aware of the secret of body, speech, and mind, 
Is a person in whom there's no poison-fed stupor; 
While someone who thinks of actions in terms of virtue 
And vice--whatever he tries to do, he's a poison-addict, I say. 

72. A person behaving that way only binds himself, 
And sick with incessant longing, plunges into saf!Zsiira. 
Through logic [you get] what's unneeded, and destroy what sufficed 

before; 
Imagine something, and images impede your freedom. 

73. Even the label "good" is a sickness plunging you into saf!Zsiira, 
And when you label an act as "evil," its fruition still can't be stopped. 
The mind that doesn't label abides like space; 
Space is unabiding, the real is bereft of conventions. 

74. The free mind settles into its nature 
Just as it's always been: without need to label or examine. 
The result is unimpeded and abides on its own from the start, 
So you need not be bound to cures for your hopes and fears. 

75. And so with every symbol and term you impose: 
They are not correct, while what is, is the object of every sage. 
Cause and result undivided-this is mind at its core; 
To experience it, you don't need to look everywhere. 
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76. Serving the holy, listening [to instruction] , and adopting what you've 
heard; 

Obtaining blessings because "virtues arise from initiation"; 
Resting in cognition in concentration, then [engaging in] application and 

contemplation; 
Behaving eccentrically, [thinking] it will lead to security-

77. All those are practices based on falsehood and contrivance; 
Mind at its core is free from virtues and faults. 
Truth itself requires no deeds at all, 
While the mind that's done with deeds is great bliss sublime. 

78. Those obsessed with the five sciences and such are in a demon's grasp; 
Their minds are filled with the poison of grasping at things. 
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It's right for those whose minds reject externals and stay within, 
Who practice at the core, to think on precisely this. 

79. Clearing away the husk of logical complication, 
Comprehending this unsurpassable core 
Of truth that rises from your pure primordial senses, 
You'll abide on the fourteenth stage. 

80. A yogi desiring great gnosis 
May proceed by stages or at once; 
Set in the inmost citadel of gnosis sublime, 
He must win Mahamudra for wandering beings. 

[Derge:] Received/requested by the Indian master VajrapaQ.i and Lama 
Asu. 

[Peking:] This completes the Treasury of Song-Instruction of the great lord 
of yoga Saraha the Great, a writing of the ultimate level that authenti
cally points to the real. 



- 10 
The Qyestions and Answers ofVajrasattva 

Jacob P. Dalton 

Yoga, as union of practitioner and deity, can raise some perplexing theoretical 
questions. From the perspective of yogic union, if one's body, speech, and mind 
are already identical to those of the Buddha, why bother with ritual perfor
mance? If there is no distinguishing sacred from mundane, why create a dis
tinct ritual space? Why look to a teacher for advice? Why seek the blessings 
and accomplishments of one's deity? These are precisely the kinds of questions 
posed in the ninth-century Tibetan text, The Questions and Answers of Vajra
sattva. Ultimately such questions may be irresolvable, as they are in many 
ways inherent to Buddhist practice, to the paradox of discovering the deity 
within, of striving for a goal that is already present. Certainly similar issues 
continue to haunt yoga practitioners of today. But such questions may be par
ticularly vexing for beginners, for those who are new to the conceptual sys
tems of yoga and are therefore not yet familiar with the tradition's standard 
responses. Precisely such a situation may have been behind our Questions and 
Answers. 

In the late eighth and early ninth centuries, Tibetans were encountering 
the Buddhist Yoga and Mahayoga ("Great Yoga") Tantras for the first time. 
They were at once attracted to the mystery and power of these esoteric texts, 
and confused by their paradoxical and sometimes even antinomian implica
tions. Perhaps because of the latter, early Tibetan enthusiasms for the Tantras 
seem to have worried the imperial court. Royal pronouncements were issued, 
restricting the translation and circulation of these dangerous texts. Official 
catalogues of Tibetan Buddhist translations explicitly excluded the more ex
treme Mahayoga Tantras from their lists, and when the Tantras were trans
lated, their most offensive passages were carefully censored. The transgressive 
and antinomian teachings of the Tantras appear to have threatened the court's 
wider project to promote Buddhist monasticism, ethics, and pious worship 
among the populace. 
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Nevertheless, within the court and among the aristocratic families of cen
tral Tibet, the Tantras remained popular and continued to be studied through
out Tibet's early imperial period {a period that ended around the mid-ninth 
century). The Questions and Answers ofVajrasattva is a testament to their popu
larity. The very fact of its existence already suggests a continuing interest 
among Tibetans of the first half of the ninth century; moreover, a colophon 
appended to one version of the text explains the author's aim in composing it: 

As may be deduced from the tide, the compilations and Tantras in the 
Mahayoga class can disagree from one text to another, so this [work] has 
been taught in order to clarify any obscure points among the Tantras or 
doubts that may arise. [Also] regarding its purpose, it was taught for the 
Nanam {Sna nam) and Dong {Ldong) clans and for the minds of future 
generations of yogis, with the aim of clarifying any unclear, doubtful, or 
difficult points. This aim, which is present from beginning to end, has 
been formulated into fifty-three questions in verse, each in two parts-a 
question and an answer. 

The text was written for two clans in particular, both well-known aristo
cratic families that enjoyed close ties to the imperial court. It was perhaps 
with this audience in mind that Pelyang, in verse forty-two, suggests that the 
proper performance of yoga brings power, "in mind and in clan." In any case, 
Pelyang's text seems to indicate that the court's proscriptive edicts were not 
meant to ban the Tantras completely, but merely to restrict their circulation to 
its own inner circles. 

As the colophon suggests, The Questions and Answers of Vajrasattva is ar
ranged into a series of fifty-one questions and their answers (despite the 
above-translated colophon's count of fifty-three). Buddhist catechisms of this 
sort were popular in early Tibet. Within the Dunhuang archive alone we find 
the Passages from Eighty Sutras (Mdo sde brgyad bcu khungs), another early Ti
betan work that focuses on the practice of yoga from a non-Tantric perspec
tive, as well as a second catechism {in India Office Library [IOL] Tib J 419/6) 
on the practices of the Mahayoga Tantras. It seems that catechetical writings 
helped early Tibetans to make sense of Buddhism, and in this sense it is per
haps worth noting the prevalence of similar question-and-answer texts in 
modern books seeking to bring Buddhism to the west; see for example the 
books of Lama Yeshe, Chogyam Trungpa, and Joseph Goldstein. 

The colophon to the Questions and Answers of Vajrasattva attributes the 
work to one Pelyang (Dpal dbyangs), also referred to as the Learned Nyen 
Pelyang (Mkhan po Gnyan dpal dbyangs) in Nubchen Sangye Yeshe's early 
tenth-century Lamp for the Eye in Contemplation. Nyen Pelyang appears to 
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have been active in central Tibet during the first half of the ninth century. His 
teachings must have wielded considerable authority in his day, and several ad
ditional works on Tantric Buddhism are attributed to him in the Tibetan 
canon. Pelyang's other writings refer regularly to the Guhyagarbha Tantra, a 
Mahayoga Tantra that exerted considerable influence in early Tibet and was 
closely associated with the emergence of the Atiyoga, or Dzogchen ("Great 
Perfection"), meditation traditions. 

Within the Guhyagarbha and other early Mahayoga Tantras dating from 
around the late eighth century, two complementary strands of rhetoric may be 
discerned: one that emphasizes the importance of adhering to the proper (and 
often complex) ritual procedures, and another that suggests such conventional 
concerns are unnecessary. The two strands may be mapped onto the two truths 
of earlier exoteric Buddhism, that is, the conventional and ultimate truths, but 
the distinction was also fed by the inherent tensions with which we began. 
Yoga at once involves conventional practices that facilitate realization of one's 
innate union with the deity and implies that the innate nature of that union 
renders such practices ultimately irrelevant. While both of these rhetorical 
strands are common in the Mahayoga Tantras, the somewhat later treatises of 
the so-called Atiyoga class focus more exclusively on the ultimate perspective 
of the second strand. The Questions and Answers of Vajrasattva may reflect a 
moment in Tantric Buddhism's development when this kind of Atiyoga rhet
oric had yet to separate fully from its Mahayoga origins. 

The Questions and Answers itself states in its opening lines that it was 
written for "those wishing to understand with awareness the way of the su
preme Mahayoga," and throughout it employs the ritual terminology of the 
Mahayoga Tantras. Despite the work's technical language, however, its view of 
ritual is very much rooted in an ultimate perspective, so much so that its early 
readers understood the text, in certain parts at least, to be teaching Atiyoga. A 
tenth-century Dunhuang manuscript containing the Questions and Answers, 
for example, includes the copious interlinear notes of an unidentified author. 
According to this interlinear commentator, the view of Atiyoga is explained 
by the following lines in verse thirteen: 

Simply appearing as oneself: this is the true body (dharmakaya), 
Realized to be changeless like the sky. 
In propitiation (seva), when no action or actor is perceived, 
There are neither words nor effort: this is the supreme propitiation. 

Later, the same interlinear commentator reads the final line of verse thirty
one as another reference to Atiyoga. In answer to a question about the place of 
effort in yoga, we read: 
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With regard to whatever is to be accomplished, 
Rest with effort in meditative equipoise again and again. 
By cultivating [in this way] , one becomes [worn like] a riverbed, little by 

little, 
Until, without effort, one becomes spontaneously accomplished. 

In this verse we see Pelyang taking what may have been a diplomatic posi
tion on the sudden-gradual debate that so concerned early Tibetans, as he al
lows for gradual progress along a path that culminates in a moment of sudden 
enlightenment. The resulting breakthrough, says our commentator, is equiva
lent to "the meaning of Atiyoga." 

Despite Pelyang's acknowledgment in this verse that some effort and grad
ual training may be required, at least initially, he devotes most of his Questions 
and Answers to a more ultimate and immediate perspective. In this spirit, verse 
twenty-four explains that the yogi must discard as mere delusion all philo
sophical distinctions, even those of the two highest philosophical schools in 
early Tibet, the Yogacara-Madhyamaka and the Sautrantika-Madhyamaka. 
Similarly in verse nineteen, all meditation is impossible, while in verses seven 
and eight nothing is ever achieved. 

Pelyang brings this same paradoxical logic of ultimate yoga to bear in his 
evaluation of pre-Buddhist Tibetan religious practices. In verse thirty-six, he 
introduces the issue of whether a proper yogi should worship the native gods 
and demons of Tibet. In the system of Yoga, he explains, "For one who has 
pledged to Samantabhadra-Vajrasattva, the worship of mundane gods and 
ntigas ("dragons") as higher beings is like a king performing the acts of a com
moner. Do not beseech [such beings even] for your provisions; it conflicts with 
the purpose of Yoga." Here Pelyang takes an unusually hard line against the 
religious practices of pre-Buddhist Tibet. Many early Tibetans perceived Bud
dhism as a threat to the welfare of their native gods. As Buddhism continued to 
spread within Tibet over the following centuries, this tension was largely re
solved by Buddhists' general acceptance of worshipping local spirits for mun
dane and material purposes, with the caveat that such practices would not bring 
the practitioner any closer to enlightenment. But Pelyang stakes out a more 
extreme position, refusing to grant even mundane value to spirit worship, and 
to justify his view Pel yang applies the rhetoric of the ultimate yogic perspective: 
given the innate union of oneself and one's deity, such lowly practices are irrel
evant at best, and a transgression of one's yogic commitments at worst. 

From such a standpoint, all religious practices apart from complete and 
perfect yoga are misled and can bring only worldly (laukika) benefits. One 
may gain wealth, cure an illness, or ensure a good harvest; one may be reborn 
as a god in heaven, or even attain the sublime meditative states of Brahma (as 
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in verse twenty-nine); but one will never achieve transcendent (lokottara) bud
dhahood. Only by overcoming all conceptual distinctions by means of Bud
dhist yoga can one comprehend the ultimate. 

Even as the Questions and Answers insists on the irrelevance of lesser prac
tices, it clearly speaks within a Yoga, or Mahayoga, Tantric ritual context. It 
employs numerous technical terms and makes regular reference to Mahayoga's 
complex ritual apparatus. One such term--or pair of terms-that may need 
explaining is "propitiation and accomplishment" (Tib. bsnyen sgrub; Skt. sevii
siidhana). In earlier dhiira�i-based and Tantric ritual texts, this pair marked 
the two fundamental stages of ritual practice. During propitiation, the practi
tioner would make offerings and, in particular, recite the mantras of the deity 
in order to purify and empower herself for the next stage. Then during the 
stage of accomplishment, she would direct the power gained through propi
tiation toward a specific purpose, be it gaining wealth, harming enemies, 
achieving enlightenment, or whatever. Around the second half of the eighth 
century, this crucial terminological pair was expanded to four stages, those of 
propitiation, near propitiation, accomplishment, and great accomplishment. 
The resulting tetrad was then applied in different ways in a variety of ritual 
settings, and Pelyang makes reference to them. 

Similarly in verse thirty-nine, Pelyang recommends the use of the profane 
"inner sacramental substances," typically consisting of semen, menstrual blood, 
feces, urine, and human flesh. Similarly too, verses forty-three to forty-seven 
comprise a sustained discussion of the "vidyadhara levels," the stages of real
ization to be scaled by the successful Mahayoga practitioner. And verse eigh
teen refers to the "thusness concentration" (tathatii samiidhi), a formless medi
tation on emptiness that opens many Mahayoga ritual procedures, and that is 
typically followed by two further concentrations, an "all-illuminating concen
tration" and a "causal samiidhi," which effect the generation of a visualized 
mandala. 

Despite its ultimate perspective, then, the Questions and Answers of Vajra
sattva functions within a more-or-less familiar ritual framework; it remains 
very much part of the Buddhist dharma ("teachings," or "truth"). Indeed, the 
word "dharma" itself appears throughout the text, both as a stand-alone term 
and within two crucial nominal compounds. The first of these, dharmadhiitu, 
refers to the "space of truth," the enlightened realm of emptiness, while the 
second, dharmakiiya, refers to the "truth-body," the most unelaborated form 
of the Buddha. The dharmakiiya generally occurs as part of a triune set and is 
thus often associated with two further buddha-bodies: the sambhogakiiya 
("complete enjoyment body") that describes the blissful deities that appear as 
forms of clear light in the pure visions of practitioners, and that are so often 
depicted in Buddhist paintings; and the nirmii1Jakiiya ("emanation body"), 
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that indicates the Buddha's coarser emanations, its bodies of flesh and blood. 
Clearly the Buddha in this system of yoga, as in Mahayana Buddhism more 
generally, extends far beyond the historical personage of Sakyamuni who 
lived some 2,500 years ago. Here the Buddha is more of an abstract force that 
may be represented by anyone who has successfully followed the Buddha's 
example, who is a tathtigata, "one who has gone thusly," or a sugata, "one who 
has gone well." 

In the Questions and Answers, this ultimate Buddha is condensed in the 
person ofVajrasattva, the deity whose name appears in the tide of our text and 
who is identified with Samantabhadra in verses three and thirty-six (cited 
above). The "vajra" in "Vajrasattva" is a central concept in Tantric Buddhism, 
and it covers a broad semantic field. As a thunderbolt, it is the weapon tradi
tionally brandished by the bodhisattva VajrapaQi. Diamond-hard, it is also 
wielded as a ritual implement by Tantric practitioners. It represents the male 
aspect of enlightenment, to be paired with the female aspect that is repre
sented in ritual by a bell held in the practitioner's other hand. Thus Vajrasattva, 
literally the "Vajra-Being," is the personification of this vajra, of the adaman
tine essence of enlightenment. He represents the highest buddha of the Bud
dhist Yoga-Tantra pantheon. As such, he incorporates all other buddhas and 
embodies the ultimate perspective from which distinctions between Vajrasat
tva and all other buddhas, between oneself and one's deity, and indeed be
tween anything and anything else, is utterly unnecessary. It is from his per
spective that the Questions and Answers ofVajrasattva communicates. 

The translation below is based on my own unpublished critical edition of the 
Rdo rje sems dpa'i zhus !an. In creating the edition, I drew primarily upon the 
Dunhuang manuscripts, Pelliot tibetain 837 and IOL Tib J 470 (the latter 
being a direct copy of the former), as well as the canonical version found in the 
Peking Bstan gyur (Q5082). 

Suggestions for Further Reading 

For a more in-depth study of the Questions and Answers of Vajrasattva, see 
Kammie Takahashi, "Rituals and Philosophical Speculation in the Rdo rje sems 
dpa'i zhus !an," in Esoteric Buddhism at Dunhuang: Rites and Teachings for this 
Lift and Beyond, edited by Matthew T. Kapstein and Sam van Schaik (Leiden: 
E.J. Brill, 2010). On the relationship between Mahayoga and Atiyoga texts in 
early Tibet, see Sam van Schaik, "The Early Days of the Great Perfection," 
journal of the International Association of Buddhist Studies 27.1 (2004): 165-206. 
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For further remarks on Mahayoga and the Thugs kyi sgron ma by Gnyan dpal 
dbyangs, see Jacob Dalton, "A Crisis of Doxography: How Tibetans Orga
nized Tantra during the 8th-12th Centuries," journal of the International As
sociation of Buddhist Studies 28.1 {2005): 115-82. For a preliminary study of the 
above-mentioned Passages from Eighty Sutras by Spug ye shes dbyangs, see 
Helmut Tauscher, "The Rna/ 'byor chen po bsgom pa'i don Manuscript of the 
'Gondhla Kanjur'," in Text, Image and Song in Transdisciplinary Dialogue, ed
ited by Deborah Klimburg-Salter, Kurt Trapper, and Christian Jahoda 
{Leiden: E.J. Brill, 2006), pp. 79-103. 

The Qyestions and Answers ofVajrasattva 

For the sake of those wishing to understand with awareness 
The way of the supreme Mahayoga, 
Some doubts that might occur in one's mind 
Are posed as questions by a student to a virtuous teacher. 

Not contradicting the definitive scriptures, and 
Following the awareness of reality, 
These verses on instrinsic awareness and related [topics] 
Are taught in accordance with the way things are. 

1. Who is Vajrasattva? 

The intrinsic space of unborn wisdom 
Is the meaning of the unchanging and indestructible "vajra." 
"Being" (sattva) is the vajra wisdom. 
Because he benefits beings, he is known as "Vajrasattva." 

2. Why is it said that Vajrasattva is the vajra mind of all the tathagatas of 
the three times, and [also] that he is the lord ofbody, speech and mind? 

In the realization of the unborn by the conquerors of the three times, 
these are equivalent. 

The nature of all, he is the mind of the ocean of tathagatas; 
Because he becomes the very basis for all the signs 
Of the body, speech, and mind, he is called their lord. 

3. What is meant by the statement, "Vajrasattva is the nature of all beings 
and all phenomena"? 
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All phenomena and limitless beings 
Are of one taste in the unborn space of the ultimate. 
Therefore that same reality of the conquerors of the three times 
Is the state of Samantabhadra-Vajrasattva. 

4. What does it mean that the five wisdoms are taught to be the five 
buddha families? 

Unborn wisdom is equal to the dharmadhatu. 
Its good qualities manifest in five aspects; 
Precisely those are the characteristics of the five wisdoms, 
Taught as the five families of conquerors, by those of skillful means. 

5. What is the difference between the dharmadhtitu wisdom and the 
mirror-like wisdom? Why is the dharmadhatu called "wisdom"? 

Because there is no difference between wisdom and the dharmadhtitu, 
Unborn wisdom is known to be like a mirror. 
Because wisdom is inseparable from the state of awareness, 
The dharmadhatu is called the wisdom of reality. 

6. lt is said that by cultivating one's single tutelary deity, one cultivates all 
the tathagatas. What is meant by this? 

The five families of the conquerors and so on, 
And all the mudrtis [i.e. female consorts] of means without exception, 
Are of one vajra taste in the dharmakliya; 
The way they appear is not the way they are. 

Thus the cultivation of a single conqueror 
Is not just [the cultivation of] that one; it is the state of them all. 
In the yoga endowed with this awareness, 
Not a single sugata remains uncultivated. 

7. What does it mean when it is taught that there is no attainment of 
enlightenment? 

That which abides naturally as the sky, 
Cannot be a cause for becoming the sky. 
The sky of mind itself, the space of enlightenment, 
Cannot be a cause for accomplishing enlightenment. 

This mind itself which without basis or root, 
Is, like the sky, not purified by cleansing. 
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Within enlightenment, which is free from production, 
There is no enlightenment that comes from causes and effects. 

8. Well then [if there is no cause and effect], how are the accomplish
ments attained through the practice of mantra? 

Because one just abides naturally, 
There is not the slightest particle of attainment. 
Even so, one's efforts and devotions just as they are, 
Are the blessings, in the manner of a wish-fulfilling jewel. 
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9. [So] what is different about how the accomplishments are attained by 
the yogi? 

To use a metaphor, just as a king appoints a minister, 
The attainments are granted from above-this is the outer way. 
When the kingdom is ruled through having been offered by the people
This is the unsurpassable way of the self-arisen Great Perfection. 

10. Even if a yogi is clear about the view, if the signs and indications do 
not arise, isn't this a method incapable of attainment? 

Because the nature of the conquerors is nothing but knowledge and 
concentration (samtidhi), 

If those are present, then any outer signs or indications are irrelevant. 
To use a metaphor: Once someone desiring fire has found fire, 
Then the presence or absence of smoke as a sign of fire would be 

irrelevant. 

Consequently, without a mind that projects and yearns for signs and 
indications, 

And without hoping that one [day] these will appear from elsewhere, 
The buddhas of the three times have made the two [yogas] their main 

practice. 
Being aware that [the signs] arise from themselves, they view them 

and persevere with equanimity. 

11. Is accomplishment gained only through the cultivation of knowledge 
and concentration, or does it also come through the blessings [of the 
deity]? 

Just as everything appears through the spread of deluded 
conceptualizations, 
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Accomplishment is gained through knowledge and [one-pointed] 
concentration alone. 

Even so, just as the sun and moon are reflected in clear water, 
The compassionate blessings [of the wisdom deity] arise in one who 

is without sin. 

12. When the blessings are to arise, do they arise because one has devel
oped aspirations for them, or no matter what one does? 

When dirty water becomes clear, 
No effort is required for the reflections of the sun and moon to arise. 
Similarly, when one's own mind has been purified through yoga, 
No effort is required for the conquerors' blessings to arise. 

13. Will one draw near to the Sugatas no matter how the propitiation is 
performed? 

Simply appearing as oneself: this is the true body (dharmaktiya), 
Realized to be changeless like the sky. 
In propitiation, when no action or actor is perceived, 
There are neither words nor effort: this is the supreme propitiation. 

An intelligent one who is endowed with this kind of realization 
Clearly cultivates the three types of conceptual mudrii. 
Striving and unrelenting without distraction, 
One is endowed with all the rituals and is near to the wisdom deity. 

14. At the time of propitiating the wisdom deity, if one begins with some 
minor [preparatory] rites, would this be an obscuration? 

Apart from cultivating body, speech, and mind, 
One should not search elsewhere for accomplishments to achieve. 
If one does not begin with an opposition between what is the [ritual] 

space and what is not, 
Then one is inseparable from the practice of cultivation, whereby there 

are no obscurations. 

15. When there are explanations saying that the tutelary deity is to be 
cultivated as a satrzbhogaktiya with peaceful attributes, that the action 
deity is to be cultivated as wrathful, and so on, are these kinds of 
[explanations] definitive or not? 
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The primary [deities] and their emanated entourages, all the peaceful 
and wrathful ones, 

Are of one taste in the dharmaktiya. They are equal in their skillful 
means, in teaching for the benefit of beings. 

Because of that, the sugatas are indeterminate at their fundamental 
root; 

They are nothing but [one's own] dispositions and inclinations
whatever is wished for. 

16. Having settled on a tutelary deity, is it an offence if one cultivates 
another [deity]? 

Due to their [skillful] means, [deities] are demonstrated variously, yet 
they are one within the space [of reality] . 

Within that [too], the conceptualization, avoiding, and taking of enti
ties, and the limitless obscurations 

Are inseparable. For one who realizes that, to cultivate all the buddhas 
In accordance with one's karmic continuum is not a fault but the su

preme root of virtue. 

17. lt is said that if one has a high enough view, it is acceptable not even 
to have a tutelary deity. How can this be? 

When one realizes that there is no self to rely on a tutelary deity, 
And that one is primordially of the nature of Vajrasattva, 
That very realization is the state of all the conquerors. 
Thus, other than that, there is neither practice nor practitioner in pro

pitiating the deity. 

Just as Vajrasattva, for example, does not have a tutelary deity, 
One who is endowed with realization does not focus on a deity sepa

rate from one's own sphere. 
Depending on how the taming activities for the sake of beings are to 

be performed, 
The conquerors enter the various concentrations of the oceans of 

buddhas. 

18. How is the thusness concentration cultivated? 

Uncontrived by the conquerors of the three times, 
One's own mind is unborn from the beginning. 
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Since one's own unborn mind is reality (dharmatti), 
There is no need to cultivate reality. 
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19. Well then, is i t  suitable for one just to sit there without meditating? 

If a basis for expression existed, 
Then the meditator would also exist. 
Since in truth the mind is unborn, 
Then what would it mean to remain without meditating? 

20. So then is it important for one's mind to have been altered by a 
master? 

The mind that maintains a self posits consciousness as the basis for 
valid cognition. 

The root is non-realization and consciousness is like the leaves. 
If, through a lack of confidence, one yearns for the teachings and is not 

a master oneself, 
It is very important to have one's mind altered by an intelligent being 

so that it accords with the unmistaken truth. 

21. It is said that if a yogi is capable in knowledge and concentration, 
he is equivalent to a buddha. What does this mean? 

The nature of the body is illuminated as [having] the marks and signs. 
The nature of the speech is endowed with the seed syllables of [the 

deity's] emanation. 
The nature of the mind is realized as unborn space. 
Because the unequal are equal, one is said to be equal to a buddha. 

22. What is the purpose of performing projection and reabsorption? 
Within that which is already pervaded by the dharmaktiya, does not 
projecting-and-reabsorbing contradict the logic of reality? 

Whatever is projected and reabsorbed, from wherever and to wherever, 
Is of one taste within the state of Samantabhadra. 
Therefore within space, the projection and reabsorption of that same 

space is not observed. 
Nonetheless, that does not stop [its efficacy] as a method-the reason-

ing is just that. 
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23. So then what are the good qualities in performing projection and 
reabsorption? 

In order for something to appear where there is nothing at all, 
Whichever [buddhas] are assembling emanate and project for the 

welfare of beings. 
Then the many sugatas are reabsorbed once more, 
Making one splendorous like the conquerors, that is, for one's own 

welfare. 

197 

24. For those who practice mantra, which is better, to view in accordance 
with the Yogacara-Madhyamaka or the Sautrantika-Madhyamaka? 

The way of those who perform Secret Mantra 
Overpowers the methods of conceptual concentrations. 
Therefore [such people] do not view with even the slightest ideation. 

All such concentrations 
Are unrelated to the mind, so not one is established. 

25. Even if conventionally one views [everything] as Mind-Only, if 
phenomena are utterly nonexistent, how can there be any concentration? 
It makes no sense. 

[Even when] other concentrations unrelated [to the mind] are 
cultivated, 

Nothing occurs in that other sphere. 
Not even the non-existence of things 
Can appear to the mind itsel£ 

26. For those who perform Secret Mantra, how important are the logical 
discussions of the siitras? 

Merely by pronouncing words that are harmonious and pure, 
The affiictions will not be overwhelmed and liberation will not occur. 
[But] for an intelligent person who renounces the coarser dharmas 

and pride, 
The logical discussions on the nature of awareness can be extremely 

important. 

27. What is the root of the faults that make one unequal to the Noble 
Ones? 
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The solitary root that is the evil cause of cyclic existence 
Is a lack of awareness of one's own mind, clinging to a sel£ 
Because this great poison exists in the hearts of beings, 
They do not attain the final path and are forever being hom and dying. 

28. If non-conceptual calm abiding on external objects is okay, then 
couldn't one be liberated even with a ·view of self-clinging? 

If self-clinging has been thoroughly abandoned, 
There will be no clinging to phenomena whatsoever. 
As long as self-clinging continues to act as a cause for mind, 
Even the attainment of a [state of] mountain-like calm abiding will 

not be liberating. 

29. It is said that through the meditative states (dhyana), the super
knowledges and magical powers are attained. So is non-seeking through 
calm abiding sufficient? 

The meditative states of Brahm a's realm and so forth may be spon
taneously accomplished, 

There may be lights and colours and one may be endowed with the 
super-knowledges, 

But if a self is conceptualized and the latent predispositions are not 
abandoned, 

Sentient beings will continue to fall into the hells and not hear the 
teachings. 

30. So one should not seek one-pointed calm abiding or concentration? 

Calm abiding endowed with unmistaken realization, 
A concentration that illuminates the conceptual mudrii-
To possess an aim like that is the supreme path of enlightenment; 
Again and again it should be enhanced. 

31. Is the spontaneously accomplished concentration accomplished with 
effort or without effort? 

With regard to whatever is to be accomplished, 
Rest with effort in meditative equipoise again and again. 
By cultivating [in this way], one becomes [worn like] a riverbed, little 

by little, 
Until, without effort, one becomes spontaneously accomplished. 
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32. Is it not contradictory to explain the cause of effortlessness to be ac
complished through effort? 

In his direct perception of sentient beings accomplishing through 
effort, 

Is it false that the conqueror is spontaneously accomplished? 
By striving at the letters and so forth, 
Through repeated cultivation, there seems to be effortless arising. 

33. Is the statement that one need not protect one's samaya ("vows") con
tradictory or not? 

In accordance with the intentions and the actions of one who has mas
tered no self, 

[When] one does not cling to self, one's three doors [ofbody, speech, 
and mind] are free of offense; 

Not even the slightest particle arises, and there is no need to observe 
and protect. 

Thus ask yourself whether it is contradictory to cling to an "I." 

34. How should the appearance of one's body in the mahtimudrti [i .e., the 
form of the deity] , and the [mental] mandala of one's concentration be 
viewed? 

The physical body and the mahamudrti both 
Are equivalent as aspects of the mind, so the body itself does not exist. 
So too the bending and laughing emanations of the mandala 
Are aspects of the concentration and thus one's own mind. 

Mind and the characteristics of its aspects are indivisible. 
The appearances of self and other are of equal status, 
So neither one's body nor the principal [deity] can be identified as 

"this." 
So too, everything is the body [and] everything should be viewed as 

[mental] emanations. 

35. Is [it] however [the case that] one acts in accordance with the system 
of Yoga? 

[One's] insight and concentration are the mind and the body of the 
conqueror. 

Ever undeterred, there is no aspiration. 
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Like a great conqueror, one subdues the earth, 
Commanding and ruling over all without exception. 

36. 1here are yogis worshipping the gods [and demons] of Tibet. Is this 
in agreement with the system ofYoga, or not? 

For one who has pledged to Samantabhadra-Vajrasattva, 
The worship of mundane gods and nagas as higher beings, 
Is like a king performing the acts of a commoner. 
Do not beseech [such beings even] for your provisions; it conflicts 

with the purpose ofYoga. 

37. 1he bodies of noble beings often appear crushed beneath the feet of 
the wrathful deities. In cultivating [the deity] like this, is there not 
conflict? 

In the ultimate, which is of one taste, without high or low, 
If an intellect that has abandoned fixated concepts of self and other 
Understands all to be means, then there is no conflict. 
By gaining power over conceptual differences, nothing is discerned. 

38. By performing propitiation for one tathtigata, are the Tantras for the 
activities of all [the buddhas] accomplished? 

In performing the propitiation of some tathtigatas, 
If one has distinguished the profound and vast view, 
Then just by beginning all the Tantras for the activities of the many 

conquerors, 
The learned explain that everything is accomplished. 

39. Following a great observance (mahtivrata) of the inner sacramental 
substances, is it the case that one does not gain accomplishment without 
further cultivation? 

In the teachings on the substances of accomplishment, 
There is practicing accomplishment and cultivating knowledge and 

concentration. 
Without those, there will be no accomplishment; one will be like an 

animal. 
Therefore perform the yoga in conjunction with the ritual necessities. 

40. Following [the attainment of] the great powers, does it matter if one 
does not understand the dharma? 
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Unrivalled in the triple world, the powers of the conquerors 
Arise from their understanding and realizing the nature of phenomena. 
Since they lack these and do not have hodhicitta, 
What is the point of the powers of the yalqa and the ralqasa [demons]? 

41. What can be taken as a valid sign of yoga endowed with awareness? Is 
it sharper vision and so forth? 

Realization of the unborn meaning is the eye of knowledge and 
wisdom. 

Through the power of yoga, the divine eye is completely purified, 
But otherwise those things that are common in the ordinary world
Sharper vision and so forth-are not valid signs of yoga. 

42. How should one act to become powerful? 

An intellect that has realized an unerring view, the meaning of the 
two truths, and 

The inseparable equality of oneself and the buddha, 
One who possesses the secret mantras, mudras, concentrations, and 

ritual procedures, 
And who never stops cultivating and accomplishing, will become 

powerful in mind and in clan. 

43. How does it mean that buddhahood may be accomplished in a single 
lifetime? 

In this very residual body, 
The vidyadhara [level] of mastery over life may be attained. 
In the lifetime of such a vidyadhara, 
One can attain unsurpassable enlightenment. 

44. What is the meaning of"vidyadhara"? What are the levels? 

One who has realized the characteristic of knowing awareness 
"Holds awareness" ( vidytidhara) of the mantras and practices. 
One who has ripened the vajra-bearers, i.e. the deities and so forth, 
In accordance with her [buddha-]family, is on the levels of a 

vidyadhara. 

45. How does one traverse and dwell upon the vidytidhara levels? 

Because anything suitable to appear as a mental level, 
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Is an aspect of one's own mind, it is not a mental level. 
Wherever that mind, that does not abide anywhere, may travel, 
It ripens according to its karmic lot and is nothing but an appearance. 

46. According to the way of Mahayoga, what is the end of cultivating? 
How is one said to arise as a vidyadhara? 

By cultivating one's own body in the mahamudrd of the conqueror, 
One becomes a manifest deity, 
Endowed with the marks and signs and the higher perceptions. 
Such a person is called a vidyadhara of the mahdmudrd. 

47. If the ripening of other roots of virtue occurs in future lifetimes, 
why is the vidyadhara-hood that results from practicing mantra achieved 
in this lifetime? 

For certain special virtues and sins, 
The results can ripen in this lifetime. 
So for the special practice of Secret Mantra, 
The ripening does not wait until later; it comes in this [life] . 

Because other roots of virtue are less powerful, 
They are unable to produce strong results, but 
One's own yoga and the empowerments of the conquerors 
Are incomparable roots of virtue, so they are highly effective. 

48. Can the accomplishments be attained without receiving the initiations 
from a master? 

That the great secret hidden by the conquerors of the three times 
May be accomplished on one's own, self-produced: such an 

explanation, 
Even after searching all the oceans of teachings without exception, 
Will not be found, nor should it be found. 

49. Is there danger in someone acting as a teacher without having received 
the master (dcdrya) initiation? When such a person is granting initiation, 
does it help to receive initiation? 

Someone who has been appointed to a ministerial rank by a mistaken 
child 

Will never become king and indeed will be diminished. 
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A vajra-king lacking the good qualities and the power, 
Who appoints [others to] the ranks, will destroy himself and others. 

50. Is the statement that one should make offerings to the teacher when 
receiving initiation a fabrication? 

For countless eons we have wandered, searching for the long-lost path. 
The path to liberation and unsurpassable enlightenment is an un

ending treasury. 
Since it is not exceeded, even by the wealth of ten million rebirths, 
What need to speak of some other [offering]? Rely entirely on the 

secret Tantras. 

51. How much of a sin is it to disobey the word of the master? 

All the sinful acts of the three realms 
Do not compare to even a fraction of the sin of disobeying the 

teacher's word. 
Definite causes for going to hell are accumulated in this way. 
The primordially unheard, [however,] remains faultless and utterly 

virtuous. 
This was composed by the master Peljam [sic Pelyang] . As may be deduced 
from the title, the compilations and the Tantras in the Mahayoga class can 
disagree from one text to another. Thus the present [work] has been taught in 
order to clarify any obscure points among the Tantras or doubts that may arise. 
[Also] regarding its purpose, it was taught for the Nanam (Sna nam) and 
Dong (Ldong) clans and for the minds of future generations of yogis, with the 
aim of clarifying any unclear, doubtful, or difficult points. This aim, which is 
present from beginning to end, has been formulated into fifty-three questions 
in verse, each in two parts-a question and an answer. 

Penned by Phu shi meng hwe'i 'gyog. 
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The Six-Phased Yoga of the Abbreviated Wheel of Time 

Tantra (Laghukiilacakratantra) according to Vajrapal)i 

Vesna A. Wallace 

The text translated here is an excerpt taken from the Summary of the Ultimate 
Reality (Paramtirthasa1{lgraha) commentary on the Condensed Instruction on 
Initiation (Sekoddefa), an Indian text belonging to the literary corpus of the 
Wheel of Time Tantra (Ktilacakratantra). The commentary was composed by 
Naropa, the tenth- to eleventh-century Indian bearer of the Kalacakra Tantric 
tradition. The excerpt included here contains a brief presentation of six-phased 
yoga as taught by the Indian master Vajrap3.I).i, who made use of several ca
nonical sources for this presentation-particularly, the Tantra of the Esoteric 
Community ( Guhyasamti}atantra), !)akin is' Vajra Cage Tantra (l)tikinivaj
rapanjaratantra), Net of Illusions Tantra (Mtiyti}tilatantra), Litany of the Names 
ofMafl}ufri (Mafljufrintimasaizgiti), and the abbreviated Wheel of Time Tantra. 
All of these sources share certain commonalities, and are relevant for under
standing six-phased yoga in the context of the Unexcelled Yoga Tantras. 

Six-phased yoga can be found in various lndic traditions. In the Buddhist 
esoteric context, the practice of six-phased yoga marks the most advanced 
stage in the path of the Unexcelled (anuttara) Yoga Tantras, which is invari
ably considered as "the stage of completion," the final stage of Tantric prac
tice. As such, it is believed to lead directly to the attainment of supreme and 
complete awakening (samyaksa1{lbodhi), also referred to as the highest supra
mundane accomplishment (parama-lokottara-siddhi). Although six-phased 
yoga is common to all of the Unexcelled Yoga Tantras, the content of the in
dividual phases varies slightly from one Tantra to another. 

Vajrapal)i begins his exposition by providing a brief definition for each of 
the six successive phases of this yoga, known under the names of retraction 
(pratytihtira), meditative stabilization (dhytina), breath control {prti7Jtiytima), 
retention (dhtira7Jti), recollection (anusmrti), and samtidhi. He further offers a 
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condensed teaching on the repeated cultivation of six-phased yoga as prac
ticed in the Esoteric Community Tantra and the I)tikinis' Vajra Cage Tantra. He 
also explains the hidden meanings of Buddhist Tantric terms as they are re
lated to the four types of successive stidhana practices of six-phased yoga, re
ferred to as (1) worship (sevti), which is a preliminary to the retraction and 
meditative stabilization phases of six-phased yoga; (2) subsidiary contempla
tive practice (upastidhana), which is related to the practices of breath control 
and retention; (3) contemplative practice (stidhana), which is related to the 
practice of the recollection phase; and ( 4) sublime contemplative practice 
(mahtistidhana), which is relevant for the final phase of the six-phased yoga, 
namely, the practice of meditative concentration on emptiness. Visualization 
practices that are a part of the stage of completion are a preparatory phase for 
the actual practice of six-phased yoga. Through them, the yogi trains his mind 
in perceiving the triple world-the worlds of desire, form, and formlessness 
that constitute cyclic existence--and his own body, speech, and mind as mani
festations of the indivisible body, speech, and mind vajras of the Buddha. The 
unhindered and indestructible capacities of the Buddha's body, speech, and 
mind that are mutually pervasive are here referred to as three indivisible 
vajras, which are actualized by the yogi at the moment of his spiritual awak
ening, itself induced by accomplishing the six-phased yoga. However, as in 
other Buddhist Tantric texts, here too, in the context of yogic sexual practices, 
the term vajra also designates the male sexual organ, whereas the "lotus" des
ignates the female sexual organ. Moreover, as in Buddhist texts, the word 
"lotus" is also used to respectfully refer to the hands and feet of the Buddha. 

In the contemplative practice (stidhana) of six-phased yoga, partially de
scribed in this text, the yogi engages in a Tantric consort practice character
ized by non-emission of semen, which is commonly referred to in Tantric 
language as the moon and bodhicitta ("mind of enlightenment"). The sexual 
bliss accompanied by seminal non-emission generates heat in the navel, called 
ca7Jt/tili and the great seal (mahtimudrti), or sublime consort. In this particular 
context, the term "great seal," otherwise known as the yogi's highest achieve
ment-the full and perfect awakening characterized by the gnosis of bliss, 
beyond which there is nothing else to achieve-denotes a bliss-induced heat 
in the navel that results from seminal non-emission. Thus, the great seal also 
refers to the aforementioned ca7Jt/tili, which is said to be the yogi's innate con
sort facilitating his highest achievement. At the time of the arising of this fire 
of bliss, the yogi practices two types of yoga in sequence. The first is so-called 
drop-yoga, during which seminal fluid flows in the form of drops through 
four bodily cakras-that is, through the forehead, throat, heart, and navel 
cakras, which are sometimes named after particular Hindu deities considered 
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to be contained within the body, speech, mind, and gnosis of the Buddha and 
present within the body of the yogi. The second is subde yoga, characterized 
by meditative stabilization (dhyana). 

Six-phased yoga consists of the different stages of meditation associated 
with the practice of inner yoga, comprised of the withdrawal of the sense
faculties from the external world; visualization; manipulation and purification 
of vital energies; generation of bliss that does not involve consort practice and 
seminal emission; retention of the spontaneously arisen appearance of the 
Kalacakra deity and his consort in the yogi's heart as his own image; and 
meditative absorption in which the yogi's mind abides in the non-duality of 
bliss and emptiness. 

In the practice of the retraction phase of six-phased yoga, the yogi's sense
faculties are withdrawn from their external objects and thereby unified. When 
this takes place, the yogi perceives all phenomena of this world as mere images 
in a prognostic mirror. In other words, just as images of the future events that 
are seen in a prognostic mirror are insubstantial and do not reflect any existing 
things or events outside the mirror, because the future events have not yet 
come into existence, so the entire phenomenal world is seen by the yogi as a 
set of mere appearances devoid of any substantiality. Observing future events 
in a mirror is one of the various means of prognostication utilized in the In
dian Tantric tradition; others include the observation of future events in the 
pupil of one's eye, on the thumbnail, and so on. Prognostication with a mirror 
requires that a Tantric adept empower the mind of a virgin girl with specific 
mantras, which enable her to observe images of various future events in the 
mirror. 

As a result of the unification of his sense-faculties in the retraction phase, 
the ten daytime and nighttime signs-such as smoke, a mirage, fireflies, a 
lamp, a flame, the moon, the sun, the universal form of the Buddha, and a 
drop-sequentially appear to the yogi's mind. Since these signs are not visual
ized or conceptualized by the yogi but are spontaneously arisen as reflections 
of his own mind, they are not regarded as his meditative objects. Therefore, it 
is said that meditation on them should not be seen as meditation. 

In the final section of his condensed presentation, Vajrap3J:U presents the 
Wheel of Time Tantra's parallel explanation of six-phased yoga. He points to the 
paramount importance of six-phased yoga as the sole practice that brings about 
full and perfect awakening within one's lifetime. The text below indicates that 
this perfect awakening is possessed of diverse aspects-twelve, sixteen, and 
twenty-and it makes references to this awakening as a supramundane accom
plishment (lokottara-siddhi), the Gnostic Body (jfuina-ktiya), a particular type 
of meditative concentration (samtidhi), and supreme, imperishable bliss. 
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The text below also demonstrates that in the Unexcelled Yoga Tantras, the 
immediate and more distant results of the contemplative practice (stidhana) 
related to six-phased yoga are multiple, manifesting in various mundane and 
spiritual accomplishments, such as (1) the five extrasensory perceptions: 
namely, the ability of seeing hidden objects and hearing sounds from a dis
tance, telepathy, recollecting one's past lives, and having paranormal abilities; 
(2) the attainment of twelve Grounds within a single lifetime, which are oth
erwise achievable by those following the path of Mahayana only after incalcu
lable eons of practices; and (3) the powers of the Buddha. The expedient sote
riological efficacy of six-phased yoga itself is seen in its ability to thoroughly 
transform the constituents of the yogi's mind and body-his psychophysical 
aggregates; sense-bases consisting of sense-faculties and their sense objects; 
and the elements of earth, water, fire, wind, and space that make up both his 
gross physical and subtle bodies. Clusters of these elements, kept in motion by 
karmic winds, circulate throughout the body in the form of small discs (man
dalas) in the form of vital energies (prti7Ja). The vital energies that constitute 
the yogi's subtle body are invariably associated with a mind subject to trans
migration. Fqr so long as the vital energies that carry the essence of seminal 
fluid and menstrual blood flow on the left and right sides of the body in the 
/a/anti and rasanti channels respectively, the yogi's mind remains engaged in 
conceptualizing and dualistic modes of perception, which are characteristic of 
the transmigratory mind. Thus, in order to induce non-conceptual and blissful 
states of mind, which are indispensable for the subsequent dissolution of all 
karmic winds in the body and resultant spiritual awakening, the yogi must 
dissolve the two aforementioned channels by bringing them into the central 
channel, called the avadhuti, by means of breath control. Through sequential 
progress in the practice of six-phased yoga, the yogi experiences a spontane
ously arisen bliss characterized by seminal non-emission. He brings that ex
perience of bliss into the four bodily cakras that contain the four subtle drops 
(hindu), which are the material bases of the four states of the transmigratory 
mind-namely, the states of waking, dreaming, deep sleep, and sensual bliss. 
By bringing his seminal drops (bodhicitta) into the four cakras in a sustained 
fashion, the yogi experiences four types of bliss known as joy, supreme joy, 
extraordinary joy, and innate joy. Since each of these four types of bliss has 
four aspects-body, speech, mind, and gnosis-the seminal bodhicitta that in
duces these types of bliss within the cakras is said to be complete, with all 
sixteen of its digits stacked incrementally along the central channel. 

Having incinerated the four drops through the power of the heat generated 
by bliss (called ca1Jr/tlli), the yogi now purifies all of the aforementioned con
stituents of his body and mind of the afflictive and cognitive obscurations that 
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have kept him bound to cyclic existence. A yogic process of the generation of 
the fire of bliss, or ca1Jt/iili, in the navel, and the incineration of the four drops, 
is referred to as ca1Jt/tili-yoga. The text further advises the yogi who owing to 
this yoga perceives emptiness but does not experience the moment of imper
ishable bliss, to restrain his prti1Ja by directing it into the central channel by 
means of ha(ha-yoga and by retaining his seminal bodhicitta within his sexual 
organ as it rests inside the sexual organ of his consort. During that time, the 
prti1Ja that moves outward through the nostrils from the center of the navel 
(the wind of prti1Ja carrying the earth-element spreads outward as far as twelve 
fingerbreadths, and the wind carrying the space-element as far as sixteen fin
gerbreadths) is brought into the central channel within the navel. Immedi
ately after that, the yogi engages in the so-called ntida practice by raising the 
wind of apana into the central channel within the navel. Having collided in 
the navel, the winds of prti1Ja and aptina move upward, splitting the cakra on 
the top of the yogi's head. 

Mter describing this yogic process, VajrapaQ.i also sketches out the dissolu
tion of the bodily elements in a sequence through which the elements dissolve 
into one other at the time of death, a process also visualized during the gen
eration stage in which one imaginatively dissolves oneself before visually gen
erating oneself in the form of the Kalacakra. 

As a result of the actual dissolution of the gross and subtle elements, the 
yogi's new psychophysical aggregates, now purified of all material substances, 
manifest as empty form, characterized by bliss and emptiness: this is known as 
the Gnostic Body. Liberated from transmigratory existence and endowed with 
extraordinary abilities, it has mastery over the three worlds of transmigration. 

VajrapaQ.i's comparison of meditative practice in the retraction phase of six
phased yoga with profound meditative concentration on space--or on empti
ness, as expounded in the Mahayana's Perfection of Wisdom Sutra-shows that 
he saw the Unexcelled Yoga Tantras as intimately connected to the Mahayana's 
Perftction ofWisdom tradition, not only in terms of its teachings on emptiness 
but also in terms of practices conducive to the realization of emptiness. In 
both systems, meditation on a cloudless sky or empty space is related to real
ization of emptiness. As indicated below, in the context of the Unexcelled 
Yoga Tantras, meditation on the spontaneously arisen sign of a cloudless sky is 
also called "meditation on the great seal (mahamudrti)," the great seal being in 
this context another designation for the indestructible, innate bliss and empti
ness that characterize the non-conceptual and blissful mind. 

In both of these traditions, the term yoga designates a particular state of 
meditative concentration (samadhi). In the context of six-phased yoga, the 
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term refers to different modes of practice and meditative experience as well as 
to the final result of the practice: nondual, ultimate reality consisting of empty 
form characterized by bliss. Thus, on the one hand, it denotes temporary states 
of meditative concentration as characterized by the realization of emptiness 
and bliss in accordance with the given modes of practice; and on the other, it 
represents the final state of samadhi manifesting in the experience of the gno
sis of unchanging bliss arising from the unification of the yogi's mind of bliss 
with empty form. Hence, yoga here encompasses both a practical method 
for transforming the body and mind, and the result of that method, or self
cognizing bliss, referred to as full and perfect awakening. Since in the context 
of the Unexcelled Yoga Tantras, the yogic method and the result of yoga are 
seen as fundamentally nondual {since both involve the realization of empti
ness and compassion), yoga is often referred to in these texts as a "vajra-yoga 
consisting of wisdom and method." 

The excerpt translated here is taken from The Sekoddefa(ika by Naropa (Param
arthasaf!Zgraha). Sanskrit text edited by Francesco Sferra with Tibetan text 
edited by Stefania Merzagora. Serie Orientale Roma, 99 (Rome: lstituto Ital
iano per I' Africa e !'Oriente, 2006). 

Suggestions for Further Reading 

Ronald M. Davidson, "The Litany of Names ofManjusri: The Text and Trans
lation of the Mafijufrinamasafzgiti," in Tantric and Taoist Studies in Honour of 
R. A. Stein, edited by Michel Strickman, vol. 1. (Brussels: lnstitut Beige des 
Hautes Etudes Chinoises, 1981), contains an excellent translation of the text, 
replete with extensive annotations and followed by the original Sanskrit text. 
"The Litany of Names ofMafijusri" gives a description of the Gnostic Body as 
ultimate reality. Gen Lamrimpa, Transcending Time: An Explanation of the 
Ka/acakra Six-Session Guru Yoga, translated by B. Alan Wallace {Boston: 
Wisdom Publications, 1999), closely follows the Kalacakra Tantra and its 
commentaries in describing the following stages of the Kalacakra practice: 
initiation preceded by the six-session guru-yoga, the kalacakra-sadhana, and 
six-phased yoga. 

Giinter Gronbold, The Yoga of Six Limbs: An Introduction to the History of 
$at/aizgayoga {Santa Fe: Spirit of the Sun Publications, 1996) gives an account 
of the different variants of six-phased yoga as found in certain Hindu and 
Buddhist texts, and it compares sequences of their individual phases. See also 
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Endures: Essays on the Kalacakra Tantra in Honor of H H 1he Dalai Lama, ed
ited by Edward A. Arnold (Ithaca, NY: Snow Lion Publications, 2009). Khe
drup Norsang Gyatso, Ornament of Stainless Light: An Exposition of the 
Kalacakra Tantra, translated by Gavin Kilty, The Library of Tibetan Classics, 
vol. 14 (Boston: Wisdom Publications, 2004) is an exposition of the five chap
ters of the Kalacakra Tantra as understood in the Tibetan Gelug tradition. 
Francesco Sferra, ed. and tr., $at/aizgayoga of Anupamara/qita {Rome: Istituto 
Italiano per !'Africa e I.:Oriente, 2000) contains the edited Sanskrit text and 
translation of Anupamar�ita's exposition of the Kalacakra Tantra's six
phased yoga. Vesna A. Wallace, 1he Inner Kalacakratantra: A Buddhist Tantric 
View of the Individual (New York: Oxford University Press, 2001) gives an 
analysis of the Kalacakra Tantra's exposition on the nature and constitution of 
the individual and his place in the cosmos and society. Its last chapter delin
eates various stages of practice, including that of six-phased yoga. Vesna A. 
Wallace, 1he Kalacakratantra: 1he Chapter on Sadhana together with the Vimala
prabha, Tanjur Translation Initiative, Treasury of Buddhist Sciences Series 
(New York: American Institute of Buddhist Studies and Columbia University 
Center for Buddhist Studies and Tibet House, 2010) is a translation of the 
stage of generation practice, in which the practice of the sadhana of six-phased 
yoga is included. 

Sekoddeiafi/ld, 3.123-136 

This type of six-phased yoga is described by these words of Arya Vajrapat)i. 

1. Here retraction (pratyahara) is the non-engagement of the sense
faculties-of the visual sense-faculty and so on, and of the visual conscious
ness and so forth-with external sense objects, such as form and the like. It is 
an engagement of the divine visual faculty and so on, and of the divine visual 
consciousness, etc. with the eternal sense objects. With internal emptiness as a 
meditative object, the appearance of all phenomena in space is uncontrived, 
like a virgin's perception of an image in a prognostic mirror. Therefore, the 
retraction phase is due to the perception of the Buddha's body as the three 
worlds. 

2. Then so-called "meditative stabilization" (dhyana) takes place when all 
phenomena are perceived as empty. (1) Mental engagement (citta-pravrtti) 
with these [empty phenomena] is called "wisdom" (prajfia). (2) The mind's ap-
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prehension of [empty] phenomena is  called "ascertainment" ( vitarka), and (3) 
the awareness of the perception of [empty] phenomena is called "reflection" 
(vicara). (4) Fixing the mind on all [empty] phenomena is called "joy" (rati), 
and (5) the attainment of bliss due to all [empty] phenomena is called 
"immutable bliss" (acala-sukha). This is the fivefold phase of meditative 
stabilization. 

3. Thereafter, cessation of the left and right paths of the /a/ana and rasana 
is called "breath control" (prti7Jtiyama). It is a constant flow of the wind of 
pra7Ja in the central path of the avadhuti. This is the breath control phase: by 
means of the yoga of inbreath (puraka), outbreath (recaka), and breath reten
tion (kumbhaka), with [the silent utterance of] the syllable 01fZ, the yogi brings 
breath into the central channel; with the syllable hu1tz, he holds it; and with 
the syllable a he exhales it, in accordance with the natures of the moon, sun, 
and Rahu [or semen, uterine blood, and consciousness]. 

4. Then, so-called "retention" (dhara7Jti) is the entrance of the vital energies 
into the mandalas of Mahendra, Varm�a, Agni, and Vayu-that is, into the 
navel, heart, throat, and forehead-and their exiting [from them]. The reten
tion phase is [also known as] the "entering of vital energies into a drop (hindu)." 

S. Mter that, so-called "recollection" (anusmrti) is the appearance of one's 
own chosen deity, which is like a reflection [in a prognostic mirror] and is free 
from conceptualizations. Thereafter comes a disc of light, an image that ema
nates numerous light rays. Then comes the arising of the three worlds as a 
form manifesting with numerous aspects. This is the recollection phase. 

6. Mterward, when the attainment of indestructible bliss takes place as a 
result of affection (raga) for one's own chosen deity, then there is the so-called 
"meditative concentration" (samadhi), or unification of the mind. A mind that 
is free from the [duality of the] apprehending subject and the apprehended 
object is referred to as the "samadhi phase" by the Tathagatas. 

Now I will discuss a condensed teaching on the repeated cultivation of six
phased yoga in other Tantras. 

[Contained] here in the splendid Samajottara (Esoteric Community Tantra) 
are worship, a subsidiary contemplative practice (upasadhana), a contempla
tive practice (sadhana) and a great contemplative practice (mahiisadhana). The 
Holy One stated this: 

Having meditated diligendy on the image in the sublime crown cakra at 
the time of worship and on the image of the ambrosial ku7Jt/ali during 
the subsidiary contemplative practice, one [who is] dedicated to yoga 
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should meditate on the image of the deity during the contemplative 
practice. But during the great contemplative practice, one should medi
tate on the image of the supreme lord of the Buddhas. (Esoteric Com
munity Tantra, 18 .172-73) 

In terms of the cryptic language [employed] here, one should place the mind
vajra on the source of phenomena [or on emptiness] in space; and during 
worship in the retraction [phase], one first should meditate on the image in 
the crown cakra, or on the image of a Buddha, as the entire three worlds. Then 
one should stabilize this [image] in the course of the meditative stabilization 
phase. Here is an assertion of the Holy One: 

Having abandoned all thoughts, one should try it for a day. If evidence 
does not arise at that time, then these words of mine are false. 

In this case, evidence is the sign of smoke and so on and not something else. 
The evidence will arise for Tantric adepts on the very day in which they medi
tate on the mantra and the like. Thereafter, having abandoned the conceptions 
of existence and nonexistence and having made them groundless, the pro
found evidence that is without sensory support appears in space. That evi
dence, smoke and so on, should be meditated upon by the yogi. This is a prin
ciple of the Tathagata. Likewise, 

With the sense-faculties joined together, one should meditate on the 
three worlds. 

By means of the sense faculties, [that is,] by means of the visual sense faculty 
and so on, one should meditate on the three worlds as the Buddha's body. This 
very instruction should be learnt from the mouth of the guru. In that case, in 
accordance with the guru's instruction, the yogi first sees smoke in the sky and 
not a mirage. He will know this from his own experience. A mirage will follow 
this [sign] . These very [signs] , smoke and so on, which are devoid of concep
tualizations, are similar to an image [perceived] in a prognostic mirror. Thus, 
the sign of smoke is the first, the sign of a mirage is the second, the sign of 
fireflies is the third, the sign of a lamp is the fourth, and the sign similar to a 
cloudless sky is the fifth. 

This was stated by the Holy One in the Esoteric Community Tantra and in 
the I)tikinis' Vajra Cage. In addition to this, the Holy One said [this] in the 
I)tikinis' Vajra Cage { 4. 75): 

This cause of the All-knowing furthers [the yogi on his path] toward 
accomplishment. Mterward, immediately, in an instant, it has an ap
pearance of an illusion and a dream. 
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Thus, according to the words of the Holy One, the evidence of meditation on 
the signs of smoke and the like appears at the beginning. Some will say that it 
will take place at the time of [the occurrence of] a supernatural ability (siddhi), 
but they all are refuting the assertion of the Holy One. Those revilers of the 
words of the Holy One say: "Having abandoned all thoughts, one should ex
amine the evidence for one day." The ordinary signs of smoke and so on that 
appear at the time of [the occurrence of] a [mundane] supernatural power are 
not similar to an illusion and a dream because an act of the [actual] burning of 
the flame, smoke, and so on is obvious in this case. Showers of saffron, flowers, 
gems, and gold are also [expressions of the yogi's supernatural ability] . Thus, 
the signs of smoke and so on arise on account of six-phased yoga. The Holy 
One has also stated in the l)akinis' Vajra Cage (4.72cd-73ab): 

Therefore, one should repeatedly cultivate six-phased yoga, which is 
equivalent to self-empowerment. Mterward, one should mark one's own 
emblems in a successive manner. 

In this context, seeing conventional reality by means of the retraction [phase] 
is called "self empowerment." An appearance similar to clouds and smoke is 
called an "emblem."This, up to the [fourth sign of the] lamp, is seen first. Mter 
that comes the cloudless, stainless sky. In the Net of Illusion's (Mayajala) 
"Chapter on Samadhi," The Holy One said: "According to the Tantras there 
are six other different signs, beginning with the flame and so on and ending 
with the drop." For example, 

Arisen from the sky, self-arisen, the fire of gnosis and wisdom, the sub
lime [Buddha] Vairocana, the great brilliance, the light of gnosis, the 
sun, a lamp of the world, the torch of gnosis, a luminous sublime luster, 
the king of spells, the lord of the foremost mantras, the king of mantras, 
an accomplisher of the sublime goal. (Litany of the Names of Mafijufri, 
6.20cd-22ab) 

With [these] two stanzas and through the [use of] cryptic language, the Holy 
One described other signs in the Net of Illusions. An appearance that arises 
from the previously mentioned cloudless sky is a "self-arisen" one, which arises 
in the sky from a mind that is free from all conceptualizations. In this context, 
the appearance of the flame is the "fire of gnosis and wisdom."The appearance 
of the moon is "Vairocana, the great brilliance."This very Vairocana is the light 
of gnosis. The appearance of the sun is "a lamp of the world."The appearance 
ofRahu is "the torch of gnosis."The appearance of lightening is "the luminous 
sublime luster." The appearance of the drop that has the aspect of a blue
colored moon-disc is "the king of spells, the lord of the foremost mantras."The 
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king of mantras, an "accomplisher of the sublime goal," is the appearance of 
the phenomena of the three worlds with all their aspects, which the yogi per
ceives with his visual and other sense-faculties during the retraction [phase] as 
being similar to an illusion, to a dream, or to an image in a prognostic mirror; 
subsequendy, [he perceives them as such] due to the union [of the sense
faculties] through breath control. With the sense-faculties joined together, he 
should meditate on the three worlds, characterized by desire, form, and form
lessness, as being of a stable and mutable nature. The Holy One stated in the 
I)tikinis' Vajra Cage (4.76) that "one arises as the entire three worlds, animate 
and inanimate, as massive as those possessed of vajra-bodies in all world sys
tems . . .  " by means of the cultivation of six-phased yoga. This is a principle of 
the Holy One. Similarly, the Holy One declared in the splendid [Esoteric] 
Community [Tantra] (2.3): 

In the absence of a phenomenon there is an absence of meditation. 
Meditation is indeed not meditation. Since a phenomenon is not a phe
nomenon, no meditation is ascertained. 

Meditation on the absence of a phenomenon or on a cloudless sky is the re
traction [phase] . This very absence of meditation on a non-phenomenon 
means that meditation is indeed not meditation. Here, meditation in the re
traction [phase]-which is meditation on the absence of a phenomenon, on a 
cloudless sky-is indeed not meditation on account of the absence of medita
tion with conceptualizations. Thus, a phenomenon perceived during the re
traction [phase] is not a phenomenon owing to the non-conceptualized per
ception of the absence of past, future, and present phenomena. Hence, 
meditation with conceptualization is not ascertained in the meditation of the 
retraction [phase] . This is an assertion of the Holy One. 

The Holy One also taught this meditation in the Perfection of Wisdom 
[Sutra] . For example, "Then Sakra, the lord of gods, said this to the Venerable 
Subhiiti: 'Noble Subhiiti, whoever attains yoga [meaning here, "meditative 
concentration"] on this perfection of wisdom: on what does he attain yoga?' 
Subhiiti replied: 'Kausika, he who attains yoga on the perfection of wisdom 
attains yoga on space. Kausika, the one who wishes to obtain yoga on space 
shall be deemed worthy of instruction in the perfection of wisdom."'The Holy 
One said that meditation on the great seal (mahtimudrti), which is similar to 
an image [seen] in a prognostic mirror and to an illusion, is [meditation] on a 
cloudless sky. Thus I have described the phase of worship, together with re
traction and meditative stabilization. 

Then, in the cryptic language [of these teachings] , "wind" is implied by the 
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designation "a form of the ambrosial ku7J.¢a/t'; and it is of five kinds. The Holy 
One spoke thus in the Esoteric Community Tantra (18.147): 

Having expelled the breath in the shape of a pellet, which consists of the 
five jewels and is empowered by the five Buddhas, one should meditate 
on the tip of the nasilui. 

Here, the word "jewels" refers to the five elements, earth and so on, which are 
of the nature of the five mandalas of the right path of the breath. [One 
should expel] the breath that consists of these [elements] , or of the five jew
els, in the right nostril. Likewise, the five Buddhas are the five psychophysi
cal aggregates, consciousness and so on, which are of the nature of the man
dalas of the left path of the breath. [One should expel] breath empowered by 
these in the left nostril. "Having expelled it in the shape of a pellet" implies 
here that the pellet is a unification of the wind of the vital energies of the 
right and left mandalas in the central channel. Having expelled that wind of 
the vital energies in the shape of a pellet, one should meditate on the tip of 
the ntisika. In this context, the pericarp of the lotuses of the navel, heart, 
throat, forehead, and crown [cakras] is expressed by the word "nasika." "One 
should meditate on the tip of the nasika""" means that one should meditate on 
the tip of that [pericarp] , and not on the right and left petals of the lotuses 
in the center of the pericarp, [which are] away from the [tip of the] pericarp. 
In this way, prti7J.a having the shape of a pellet is restrained in the place of the 
drop. This describes retention of that [prti7J.a] . Thus, a subsidiary stidhana, to
gether with its two phases, is implied by "the image of the ambrosial ku7J.¢ali." 
That same subsidiary stidhana is called a "vajra recitation" ( vajra-japa). It is to 
be recited by means of the [two] uninterrupted sequences in the central 
channel: by means of the [two] uninterrupted sequences, prti7J.a does not How 
in the right and left channels. The Tantric adept should practice breath con
trol after an image of the crown cakra has been perceived. The guru's instruc
tion is to be understood in accordance with the cryptic language [of these 
teachings] . The subsidiary stidhana of the breath control and retention 
[phases] has been described. 

Mter this, an image of a deity appears during the stidhana [phase] . Here, 
due to the power of [the practice of] retention, the yogi perceives the ca7J.¢a/i 
blazing in the navel, the great seal, similar to an image in a prognostic mirror 
and free from all obscurations, emanating multitudes of rays oflimidess Bud
dhas and shining forth as a disc of light. He, [the Holy One] termed this 
recollection [phase] a "sadhana." At the end of the retention [phase] , one 
should meditate on the yoga of ca7J.¢ti/i. After that, owing to the flame of the 
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gnosis of that [ca�¢ali],  the incinerated psychophysical aggregates, elements, 
and sense-bases become unified. Consciousness and so on-as well as the 
earth and other elements that are of the nature of the mandalas and that are 
situated in the left and right channels-are brought into the moon-disc in the 
forehead cakra. Mterward, when the flame of the gnosis of the ca�t/ali melts 
the moon [or semen], bodhicitta [that is, seminal fluid] in the form of a drop 
descends into the throat, heart, navel, and secret lotus, being of the nature of 
bliss, supreme [bliss] , and special [bliss] . Then, with the nature of innate bliss, 
or with the nature of the diverse, ripening, dissolving, and non-characterized 
[moments] , it descends into the vajra-jewel [or into the sexual organ] . Thus, 
when [the bodhicitta] , complete with sixteen digits, is present in the jewel, 
then due to the power of meditation it affords a bliss that is similar to the bliss 
of emission. This is only an analogy; by its nature, perishable bliss that arises 
from the two [sexual] organs is not worth even a thousand-millionth of the 
supreme, imperishable bliss. Here, immature yogis are unable to cognize the 
state of imperishable bliss, which is tantamount to innate bliss as a specific 
state. Bodhisattvas call [this state] a "samadhi on emptiness." However, this 
[samadhi] cannot be developed by mundane people nor can it be cultivated by 
non-believers. 

Hence, it is by means of six-phased yoga that the Buddhahood of yogis is 
realized. 

Worship is [accomplished] with the five ambrosias and the like, the four 
vajras, the recitation of mantras, and so on. The subsidiary sadhana is 
[accomplished] with the retraction [phase] and so on, and with the nec
tar produced in the vajra and in the [woman's] lotus. This sddhana is a 
meditation that is of the same essence as the three vajras and the lotus 
due to joy (ananda) and so on. The non-emission [of semen] in union 
with the wisdom [consort] is [called] the great sadhana because of subtle 
yoga. (Abridged Tantra of the Wheel of Time, 4.113) 

Here, the beginner should first worship in the manner of sadhana. Worship is 
[accomplished] with the five ambrosias and so on. In the external [practice], 
the five ambrosias are feces and the like. Beef, dog [meat], and such like are 
implied by the phrase "and the like."Worship with these ingested ambrosias is 
[carried out] for the sake of gratifying deities. In terms of the individual, the 
five ambrosias are the five psychophysical aggregates. The five sense-faculties, 
or the five lamps are implied by the phrase "and the like." [Here,] worship is a 
disregard for these, a renunciation of craving for the body and material objects. 
Deities become propitious by virtue of this worship, and not due to the inges
tion of feces and the like. 
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Worship with the four vajras is disregard for the pleasures of the body, the 
pleasures of speech, the pleasures of the mind, and the bliss of emission. In 
other words, it is control over body, speech, and mind, and [the practice of] 
celibacy. Deities become propitious by virtue of this [worship] , and not due to 
yearning for the pleasures of cyclic existence. [Worship] also entails recita
tions of mantras and so on. Here, breath control is called the "recitation of 
mantras." Due to the phrase "and so on," worship always [entails] the yoga of 
outbreath (recaka), inbreath (puraka), and breath retention (kumbhaka). Owing 
to this [yoga] , as opposed to the unrestrained breath released through speech, 
deities become propitious. This is a definitive meaning. Moreover, in terms of 
its provisional meaning, one should engage in recitation with a rosary and the 
like, for the sake of mundane siddhis. 

Now, beginning with "retraction" and so on, he, [the Holy One,] discussed 
the subsidiary siidhana. In this context, it is the retraction [phase] . Here, the 
apprehension of sense objects such as form and the like-by means of the 
sense-faculties such as the visual faculty and so on-is the grasping of trans
migrating beings. Renunciation of this [grasping] is called "retraction.'' With 
regard to the form of emptiness, the apprehension of different sense objects, 
form and so on-by means of the different visual and other sense-faculties, 
which are distinct from the physical [sense-faculties]-constitutes the subsid
iary siidhana. Meditative stabilization, breath control, and [the] retention 
[phase are also included in the subsidiary siidhana]. In terms of the definitive 
meaning, the subsidiary siidhana is accomplished through the non-emission of 
[seminal] ambrosia that is produced in the sexual organs [during intercourse] . 
In terms of the provisional meaning, the accomplishment of this subsidiary 
siidhana is a result of the external emanation of the deities [in the visualized 
ktilacakra-mandala]. 

Now, [in the passage] beginning with [the word] "bliss" and so on, the 
siidhana [phase] is discussed. Here, with regard to bliss, there are three vajras
the drops of body, speech, and mind. This siidhana is a meditation that is of the 
same nature as the lotus. This means that the drops remain in the heart, navel, 
and secret [cakras]. Such is the siidhana. 

"Next, the great siidhana [is discussed] . When imperishable bliss arises dur
ing union with the wisdom [consort] , this is [known as] the great siidhana due 
to subde yoga. In terms of the definitive meaning, this is called the "great 
siidhana" because of the confluence of semen above the central channel. In 
terms of the provisional meaning, it is a white mustard seed and the like on 
the tip of the niisikti of the source of phenomena [or the vulva] of the wisdom 
[consort] . This is a principle. The great siidhana takes place in this way" (Stain
less Light commentary on the Abridged Tantra of the Wheel of Time, 4.113). 
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Now, [in the passage] beginning with "delicate" [or "a child"] and so forth, 
he [the Holy One] described the worship [phase] and so on. 

Indeed, at first, there is an awareness of emptiness, then a seizing of the 
drops of the moon [or semen]. Mter that comes a generation of [the 
deity's] bodily image. Then comes the placing of syllables in accordance 
with the six most excellent families. There is this ordinary worship with 
four vajras and the middle sadhana [or the completion of the meditative 
generation of vital energies]. Here, the method [male consort] is of four 
kinds: it is delicate and strong [in the subsidiary stidhana], and it is also 
such in the sadhana phase. (Abridged Tantra of the Wheel of Time, 4.1 14) 

Here, in the stage of generation [of oneself in the form of the deity] there is 
an awakening to emptiness. The interval between the abandoning of the psy
chophysical aggregates at the death of living beings and their acquiring of 
[new] psychophysical aggregates that partake in birth is a single moment of 
[the awareness of] emptiness, which is said to see the three worlds as empty 
[of inherent existence]. "Indeed," means "certainly." Then, after that moment, 
there is the seizing of the [seminal] drops of the moon. Here, the repository 
consciousness's ( alaya-vijiiana) appropriation of seminal drops in the moth
er's womb is called "seizing." Due to the seizing of semen and the like, within 
seven months, a completion in the womb takes place, i.e., there is a comple
tion of the body, which is called the "origination of a bodily image." Mter
wards comes the placing of syllables of the eye and the like-that is, there 
comes the engagement with the sense objects, with form and so on, in accor
dance with the six most excellent families, or in accordance with the six psy
chophysical aggregates. Likewise, in the stidhana of the deities, the beginner 
should meditate on that which is of an imaginary nature. There is the ordinary 
worship (stimanya-sevti) with the four vajras, or with the generated vajras of 
the body, speech, mind, and gnosis; and there is the middle sadhana, the origi
nation of the vital energies. Here, in the worship [phase] , the method [con
sort] is of four kinds, and in the subsidiary stidhana, it is delicate and strong. 
Likewise, in the sadhana phase, [the method consort] is [a boy] up to the age 
of sixteen. This is a principle. In this context, "delicate" refers to a newborn 
child. Mter the fall of the [first] teeth, one is a youth. Mter the growth of the 
new teeth, one is an adult because one begets sons and daughters. 

Thus, the yogi should meditate on the fourth phase with regard to all the 
deities. This is a principle of mundane reality. 

Now, the generation of the Buddha's body is discussed in terms of ultimate 
reality. In this context, there is an awakening to emptiness; that is, in darkness, 
one should not think of anything whatsoever. Mter that comes retention of 
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the drop of the moon, an apprehension of the signs beginning with smoke 
and ending with the drop. Mterward comes the origination of the body, 
meaning that after that drop there is the arising of clairvoyance and the origi
nation of a bodily image. In accordance with the most excellent families, or in 
accordance with the psychophysical aggregates that are free from obscura
tions, there follows the placing ofletters. [In other words,] the cessation of the 
localized psychophysical aggregates, elements, and sense-bases takes place. 
Thus, in accordance with the attainment of the [twelve Bodhisattva] Grounds, 
there is the classification of the delicate and other [phases of life] , until one 
becomes a master of the twelve Grounds. Hence, 

He is a referent of the truth having twelve aspects; he knows reality with 
sixteen aspects; he has full awakening with twenty aspects; he is fully 
awakened, omniscient, and supreme. (Litany of the Names of Maiijufri, 
9.15) 

Now, the results of the retraction and other [phases] are discussed: 

The yogi [who has been] freed from the sense objects due to the retrac
tion [phase] is empowered with mantras. Purified by means of the yoga 
of meditative stabilization, 0 king, he has the five extrasensory percep
tions. Purified by means of breath control, free from the sun and the 
moon, he is honored by Bodhisattvas. By the power of the retention 
[phase] , he attains the ten powers and the annihilation of the Maras and 
mental afllictions. (AbridgedTantra of the Wheel of Time, 4.118) 

Completely purified by means of the recollection [phase] , he is a stain
less disc on account of his gnostic form. Thereafter, purified in the 
samtidhi [phase] , he is the Gnostic Body [which is] achieved after sev
eral days. If this accomplishment desired by Tantric adepts is not at
tained by means of the retraction and other phases, then one could 
achieve it after the ntida practice accompanied by ha(ha [yoga], and after 
preserving drops in the vajra-jewel within the lotus. (Abridged Tantra of 
the Wheel of Time, 4.119) 

Here, when the yogi becomes purified by means of the retraction [phase] , he 
is empowered with all the mantras by [means of] a stabilized image, and he 
offers boon-granting and the like with his speech. Purified by the yoga of 
meditative stabilization, 0 king, he becomes endowed with five extrasensory 
perceptions. Here, when the eyes are fixed, the divine eye comes forth. Simi
larly, the divine e� becomes purified by means of meditative stabilization. It 
becomes purified by means of breath control. When the yogi becomes free 
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from the paths of the sun and the moon and when there is a constant flow [of 
pra�a] in the central channel, then, purified through breath control, he is hon
ored. This means [that] he is praised by Bodhisattvas. He attains the ten pow
ers and the annihilation of the Maras and mental affiictions. By the power of 
the retention [phase] , he achieves the form of emptiness, the apprehending
and-apprehended mind. Due to the destruction of past and future vital ener
gies, he becomes unified. 

Here [in the phrase] , "purified by means of the recollection [phase] ," recol
lection is an embracing of the mind's image, the mind's freedom from concep
tualization. Therefore, when he is purified, he becomes a stainless disc oflight. 
Moreover, on account of the word "and," [it is implied that] the five lights 
emanating from the pores of his skin come forth from the gnostic form or 
from the empty form. Mterward, he is purified in samadhi. 

Here, the imperishable bliss that arises due to the unification of the appre
hending-and-apprehended mind is called "samadhi." Therefore, purified 
through this, purified through samadhi, [and] contained in stainlessness, 
within several days (or within three years and three fortnights) he succeeds as 
a Gnostic Body. He becomes a Bodhisattva who has attained mastery over the 
ten powers, and so on. This is a principle of the retraction [phase] . 

Now, hatha-yoga is described. Here, if, due to pra�a being unrestrained, the 
moment of imperishable [bliss] does not arise when the image is perceived 
through the retraction and other phases, then, having conveyed pra�a into the 
central channel through nada practice and hatha (yoga], one should give rise to 
imperishable bliss by preserving the drops of [the seminal] bodhicitta in the 
vajra-jewel present in the lotus of a wisdom [consort] , without vibration. This 
is ha{ha-yoga. The nada practice is described here: 

The fakti [or the power of pra�as] that moves from the center of the 
navel [through the nostrils] to another place [outside the body] as far as 
twelve [finger-breadths] and as far as sixteen [finger-breadths], is ob
structed in the navel. It is similar to a flash of lightning and is arisen in 
the shape of a stick. Stirred in the central channel, it has a subtle and 
playful motion from the [navel] cakra to another cakra, until, like a nee
dle, it forcefully reaches the aperture of the zq�qa and the outer skin. 
(Abridged Tantra of the Wheel of Time, 4.196; 2.120) 

At that time, with utmost force, one should direct the downward wind 
(apana) into the upward course. When the pair of winds is obstructed, 
having split the crown cakra, it reaches another abode. Thus, due to 
awakening the vajra in the mind, which is with an object, he obtains the 
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power of flight. Moreover, this [power] of the yogis is Vi5vamata, who is 
of the nature of the five extrasensory perceptions. (Abridged Tantra of the 
Wheel of Time, 4.197; 2.121) 

Wisdom and gnosis become the mind and its tenfold appearance. 
Initiation is an immersion into this [appearance], which is similar to an 
image in a prognostic mirror and resembles the stainless moon. He for 
whom the face of the Buddha appears in the heart and in the mouth is a 
glorious guru. (Abridged Tantra of the Wheel of Time, 5.114) 

Here, wisdom and gnosis respectively are the apprehending mind and the 
tenfold apprehended, mirror-like appearance of that apprehending mind, 
smoke and so on, which is like an image in a prognostic mirror. This means that 
this very gnosis is the apprehended mind. Wisdom and gnosis are [related] in 
this manner: one's own eye is apprehended like a reflection of one's own eye in 
a mirror. Initiation, which is an immersion into this [apprehended mind] , 
means this: here, the entering of the apprehending mind into this apprehended 
mind is a non-engagement with the external sense objects. In six-phased yoga, 
the immersion is called "retraction, meditative stabilization, breath control, and 
retention." Mter this immersion, the felicity of nirvti7Ja, the non-emitted, in
nate, and imperishable, fourth bliss-which is a desideratum for youths, adults 
and the elderly, and which transcends resemblance to the world-is described 
according to the convention of the three worlds [and not from the standpoint 
of the inexpressible ultimate truth] . This is the meaning. 

It is free from laughing, gazing, touching, embracing, hand-holding, and 
coupling. It is devoid of an actual consort and an imagined consort as its 
causes, and it has the characteristic of the appearance of all aspects of empti
ness. This means: a preceptor who at all times has the face of the Buddha, the 
face of gnosis, present in his heart, or cultivated and personally experienced, 
and who has it in his mouth for the sake of imparting it to disciples, is a glori
ous guru, a vajra-holder. 

Now, a summary of the yoga is discussed. 

There is the entering of prti1Ja into the central [channel] , the unification 
of the paths of the sun and the moon in the right and left [channels] , 
the mind that has entered supreme bliss in union with a consort, the 
vajra's awakening, or a sound of the vajra in a lotus, agitating [one's 
vajra] with one's lotus-hands for the sake of bliss, the non-release of 
semen, and a bliss that removes the fear of death, which is the face of the 
glorious guru. (Abridged Tantra of the Wheel of Time, 5.121) 
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Here, the yogi must first bring the prti1Ja into the central channel, by means of 
which he perceives a sign in the central channel, which is said to be the face or 
the body-vajra of the Buddha, the glorious guru. Mter that comes the uniting 
of the prti1Ja's left path, the path of the moon, together with its right path, the 
path of the sun. This is a principle. Breath control is the second, the speech
vajra. The mind [that is] fond of a bodily form in union with the consort, or a 
melted [seminal] bodhicitta, is the third. This is the mind-vajra abiding in su
preme bliss, and the vajra's awakening. If bliss does not arise due to a bodily 
form, then one should slowly create a sound of the vajra in the lotus. If one 
does not acquire a woman, he should agitate [his vajra] with his lotus-hands 
for the sake of bliss, not for the sake of emission. His non-release of semen 
thereby becomes that bliss, which removes the fear of death, and which is the 
face of the glorious guru, the fourth face of gnosis. This is a principle of the 
practice of yoga. 

Now, the destruction of the five mandalas is discussed. 

The earth [-mandala] enters the water, the water enters the fire, the fire 
enters the wind, the wind enters the space, the space enters the ten signs, 
and the ten signs enter the supreme, indestructible bliss, the "unstruck" 
(antihata), the Gnostic Body having all aspects. Due to gnosis, 0 king, 
the supernatural power becomes a human accomplishment here, in this 
life. (Abridged Tantra of the Wheel of Time, 5.122) 

This is implied here: when the yogi has his eyes open and his mind located in 
space with the gaze of a fierce deity, then the earth [mandala] is either on the 
left and or on the right. This is a method when the yogi meditates during the 
Bow of the earth [mandala] on the right, but not during its Bow in the left 
channel due to the sequence of the space-mandala and so on. Therefore, the 
mandala that prti1Ja carries in the left or in the right is named after that very 
mandala due to its being of the nature of that [mandala] . Hence, the prti1Ja in 
the earth-mandala within the right channel enters into the water-mandala. 
The same [process continues] up to the gnosis-mandala. In the left channel, it 
enters into the space and other mandalas. Thus, it dissolves into space, or into 
the ten signs, smoke and so on [in space] ;  the signs dissolve into the form [of 
Kalacakra and Vi5vamata] having all aspects; and form dissolves into imper
ishable bliss. That very gnosis is of the perfection of wisdom. Due to gnosis, 
the supernormal powers (rddhis) and supernatural abilities such as sky-walk
ing and so on, 0 king, demonstrate men's [yogis'] mastery over the three 
worlds right here, in this life. This is the principle of entering the path. 
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Eroticism and Cosmic Transformation as Yoga: The 

Atmatattva of the Vai�l)ava Sahajiyas of Bengal 

Glen Alexander Hayes 

The composition of the Atmatattva, an anonymous text written mosdy in 
Bengali (with some Sanskrit verses), has been dated by Edward C. Dimock, 
Jr. to the early seventeenth century CE. The tide of this northeastern Indian 
yoga text may be translated as either "The Cosmic Principles (tattva) of the 
Self (titma)" or "The Metaphysics of the Sel£ "The version used for this trans
lation runs to only two printed pages in a Bengali anthology, and it has many 
similarities to a number of other short manuscript texts also dated to the 
early seventeenth century. Dating is imprecise, however, and the text may be 
from as late as the eighteenth century. Although it is relatively short, the text 
reflects many diverse sources of Hindu traditions. These were brought to
gether by a lineage of Tantric yogic gurus who collectively formed what re
cent scholars have called the "Vai�I).ava Sahajiya" traditions of Bengal. Al
though the term "Vai�I).ava" literally refers to followers of the god Vi�I).u, in 
greater Bengal {modem West Bengal and Assam in India, as well as portions 
of Bangladesh) the term more often indicates the devotional worship of the 
playful and majestic cowherd god �I).a, who is eternally present along with 
his lover Radha in the heavenly realm of V rndavana. These devotees of Kr�I).a 
and Radha are called Bengali or "Gau<;liya" Vai�I).avas, and they have been a 
dominant branch of Hinduism in the region since at least the time of the ec
static god-man �I).a Caitanya {ca. 1486-1533 CE). Caitanya's activities and 
intense devotionalism led to the growth of the Bengali school, centering upon 
singing, chanting, and dancing out of devotional love (hhakti) for Kr�I).a.These 
activities-themselves an ideal form of "devotional" or "emotional" yoga
were adapted by contemporary Tantric Hindu gurus, who integrated them 
into their own form of rituals and worship in order to realize sahaja. Sahaja 
may be translated as "the Innate," "Co-eval," "Natural," or "Together-hom" 
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(saha-ja), a blissful state of cosmic consciousness in which all dualities are 
merged-into a perfect yogic "union." These later, post-Caitanya Tantrics 
came to be known as "Vai�Qava Sahajiyas," and although they continued at 
least into the early twentieth century, some of their modem-day descendants 
are the Bauls ("mad men"), wandering musical mystics who sing of blissful 
inner states and practice ritual sexual intercourse. 

The Sahajiyas, as Tantrics, used ritualized sexual intercourse to realize the 
God and his divine consort within; as Kr�Qa, the inner masculine principle in 
all men; and Radha as the inner feminine principle in all women. Their activi
ties and interpretations shocked and outraged the orthodox Bengali Vai�Qavas 
back in the seventeenth century {as they continue to do today). So, in sum
mary, this small, complicated yoga text comes from a blending of both devo
tional bhakti yoga and Tantric yoga, and also brings together other fascinating 
South Asian traditions {for example: the creation process of Sarpkhya philos
ophy, the system of vital breaths and meditation from classical yoga, and the 
erotic and emotional categories from Sanskrit and Bengali Vaigtava religious 
aesthetics and dramaturgy). The .Atmatattva for all its brevity is complex. 

The broader social, cultural, and religious context of the .Atmatattva is sev
enteenth- to nineteenth-century Bengal, with its many forms of Hinduism, as 
well as Islam. Bengal was the seat of British colonialism at the time, centered 
in Calcutta {now Kolkata). For many centuries prior to the rise of British co
lonial power in Bengal in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, 
the area had been largely under the control of Muslim sultans, and Sufi Islam 
had thrived. The region also had many Hindu followers of the god Siva and 
different aspects of the Great Goddess, especially as Durga and Kali. Prior to 
the Muslims, many other famous Hindu as well as Buddhist rulers had gov
erned Bengal. In sum, the context, culture, and history of Bengal of the time 
of this text were rich and diverse. 

An Introduction to the Text 

The text begins with traditional opening praises of Bengali Vai�Qavism: "Glory 
to holy Radha and �Qa! Glory to the holy guru!" This is a classic offertory 
verse which links the text and its readers not only to the surrounding Vai�Qava 
traditions, but also to lineages of the realized masters (gurus), who would guide 
the adepts as they traveled the yogic journey outlined in the subsequent pas
sages. The printed version of the .Atmatattva is divided into six sections (to 
which I have added section numbers for reference), although these may have 
been added by a later editor. The sections are: {1) on the nature of the indi-
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vidual Being (jiva); (2) on the Vital Breaths {prtit;za) {a classical yogic concern); 
(3) on the "Flower Arrows" of the god of Desire, Kamadeva (identified here 
with Kr�Qa); {4) on the divinities; {5) on creation and its metaphysics (tattva); 
and {6) on powerful Sanskrit incantations (mantras) and "seed-syllables" (bija). 
Most of the analysis in the text arranges things into groups of five, or pentads, 
and we find this technique used throughout the sections. Interestingly, a pen
tadic worldview and organizing technique is quite ancient in South Asia; for 
example, the Taittiriya Upani$ad {ca. fifth- to fourth-century BCE) not only 
makes the important yogic and ritual connections between the body as micro
cosm and the physical universe as macrocosm, but it also employs pentads to 
help explain the details of these correspondences. Thus, although separated by 
many centuries, both the .Atmatattva and the Taittiriya Upani$ad articulate a 
pentadic cosmology replete with secret correspondences and connections, and 
then reveal the knowledge and rituals by which the adept can master this 
structured cosmos and thereby gain liberation. It is similar to a complex mod
ern computer game, which requires mastery of the levels in order to "win" the 
game. Seen this way, the .Atmatattva in some ways is simply continuing an 
organizing and relational theme found many centuries earlier in the Vedas and 
Upani�ads, while also adding further dimensions of theism, eroticism, and 
ritual sexual intercourse. It is a most interesting version of yoga. 

On the Different Levels of"Being" (jiva) 

One of the basic goals of any yoga is to realize the nature of one's body and 
through that of one's inner being as reflected in its states of consciousness. 
Then, depending upon the type of yoga, the adept "joins" these aspects with 
the fundamental reality of the cosmos-which is not different from the self or 
from the divine being-forging a synthetic realization of the nature of reality. 
As this volume illustrates, there are indeed many understandings of what 
"yoga" is. The first section of the .Atmatattva is concerned with the different 
kinds of jiva {which I translate by the noun "Being" or adjective "Living"), 
how they are connected to the universe, which powers they have, and-impor
tantly-how the adept may learn to control these levels of being through 
stidhana, that is, the system of yogic practices and rituals. There are, following 
the pentadic structure, five levels of Being: the "gross" (sthula), the "indifferent" 
(ta(astha), the "bound" (baddha), the "liberated" (mukta), and the "subtle" 
(su/qma). The "gross Being" refers to the most basic physical entity, which 
arises from the sexual fluids at conception but lacks fully developed human 
form. The "indifferent Being" is like a detached observer; it uses the senses but 
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lacks focus or intention. The "bound Being" is tied up with worldly life and 
obligations, "like a father tied to his son." Reflecting the traditional tension in 
classical Hinduism between obligatory life in the world (dharma) versus as
ceticism and giving up worldly attachments (saf!Znyasa), the next Being is 
called "liberated" (mukta), because one has now "become a servant of the guru" 
and "renounced all worldly pleasures."This might seem to be the highest, but 
that in fact is called the "subde" (su/qma) Being, which is said to enjoy an exis
tence of loving and serving Kr�Qa in a celestial realm. In Bengali Vai�Qavism, 
a loving relationship with Kr�Qa (or, with Sahajiyas, realizing one's own inner 
nature as Kr�Qa) is far superior to the classical Hindu philosophical state of 
pure nondual "liberation" (mukti), which, as is the case in this text, is generally 
admired but relegated to a lower level. 

Having briefly presented the five levels of Being, the text now goes deeper 
into the cosmic structure and discusses the five types of "atma," an ancient 
Sanskrit term (a reflexive noun) which is typically translated as "Soul" or 
"Sel£"1he first is called the "Living Self" (jivatma), and it is said to reside in 
an unexplained type of inner yogic "vessel" (bhti1Jt!a), which itself is generated 
out of the basic building blocks of the cosmos, the fundament of reality (tat
tvavastu). The Self is said to be composed of the five basic cosmic elements 
(bhutas) of earth, water, fire, air, and space. Yet in other Sahajiya texts studied 
by this author (see Further Reading), these basic units of reality (vastu) can 
also be generated out of the sexual fluids collected during ritual sexual inter
course. The yogic body, then, is generated through the yogic manipulation or 
"reversal" of the sexual fluids. While the natural mingling of sexual fluids may 
result in the birth of a physical baby, the yogic blending of sexual fluids issues 
in the "birth" of the yogic "body" or "vessel" within the physical body. Thus, the 
"Living Self" commences its pursuit of the higher yogic realms using this 
inner vesseVhody. All Sahajiya journeys thus require a yogic body to make the 
trip. This powerful "Living Self" can be "brought under control" by mastering 
everything from the basest "greed" (lobha) up to the pinnacle of "liberation" 
(mukti)-no small feat for most people. 

The next level is called the "Elemental Self" (bhutatma), which seems to 
obtain when consciousness has mastered the five elements. The text states that 
it may be controlled by two types of sadhana developed by Bengali Vai�Qavas: 
"the moods and experiences of a young maiden" (sakhi-bhava-tifraya) and 
through the use of a powerful Sanskrit incantation (mantra) called the "Verse 
of the Seed-syllable of Desire" (klima-bija gayatri). As David Haberman has 
shown, a powerful way for a Bengali Vai�Qava devotee (male or female) to 
participate in the divine "love-play" (lila) ofRadha and Kr�Qa is to ritually and 
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emotionally "construct" the situations, mood, and even the "body" (fri-ritpa) of 
a young "maiden" from the stories of Kr�l).a, who beholds the celestial trysts of 
the divine couple in the eternal, heavenly realm of V rndavana. This has the 
effect of projecting the adept into higher cosmic regions and gaining even 
greater yogic powers. The use of mantras further enhances this transformative 
and salvific process, as we shall see. 

Although it often comprises the highest level of consciousness in many 
other yogic traditions, the next level of Self, the "Supreme Self" (paramatma), 
is only the third level for the Atmatattva. (As we will see, the higher two levels 
express Vai�l).ava Sahajiya ideals of aesthetics and eroticism.) The Supreme 
Self can be controlled by chanting the names of Kr�l).a and by using mantras 
and seed-syllables. The fourth level is the "Delight in Knowing the Self" 
(atmarama), a theological and aesthetic term from Bengali Vai�l).avism that 
refers to the necessary role of desire by all created beings for �l).a in the 
yogic process. Although Vai�l).ava texts equate the atmarama with the Vedan
tic knowledge of the Self {which is thus a lower form of spiritual knowledge), 
it is also reinterpreted in terms of the desire or delight experienced in know
ing �l).a. And it is here we can see a major difference between the.Atmatattva 
and many other yogic texts: the necessity of really using--as opposed to re
nouncing-desire and erotic sexuality to gain liberation. This also reflects the 
Tantric heritage of the Sahajiyas. However, the means of controlling the "De
light in Knowing the Self" is "deep meditation" (dhyana), one of the eight 
"limbs" or stages of Pantaiijali's classical tradition of yoga. The Atmatattva 
implies a complex series of rituals here, as this sadhana involves food, sleep, 
cognition, music, thought, worship, infatuation, and modesty. Alas, no further 
details are provided (they would likely have been taught orally by the guru). 
But this is not simply a matter of lust or desire (kama); the correct attitude 
requires that desire be transformed into the purest, most selfless kind of spiri
tual love (prema) and directed to Kr�l).a, if the yoga is to succeed. Very briefly, 
the text also mentions the yogic experiences of "moods" (bhava), which must 
be elevated to that of heightened rapture (rasa), through the "pursuit of desire" 
(kamanuga) and "eroticism" (frizgara). In Sanskrit and Bengali Vai�l).ava aes
thetics, one identifies fundamental emotions (bhava), the experience of which 
in ritual becomes a pure state of religious rapture known as rasa (literally, the 
"sap" or "juice," and by extension the "distilled essence of an experience"). The 
Sahajiyas achieve this sublime state through ritualized sexual intercourse 
wherein they regard the sexual fluids as the physical analogues of rasa. Hence 
rasa might be translated as "Divine Essence," which, either as a sweet experi
ence or a sexual fluid, "flows" as a result of sadhana. No details are provided 
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about this process by the text, but it refers to the Sahajiya adaptation of Ben
gali Vai�Qava rituals of devotion and the young maiden, and to the practices of 
Tantric ritual sexual intercourse, mentioned above. 

The fifth and highest level of Self (mentioned a bit further along in the first 
section), also adapted from Bengali Vai�Qavism, is the "Lord Who Delights in 
Knowing the Self" (titmtirtimefvara), and has been interpreted by Dimock to 
mean "Kr�Qa, containing Radha within himsel£" What this means is that the 
cosmic male principle, as �Qa, has been lovingly united with the cosmic 
feminine, as Radha. The result, for Bengali Vai�Qavas, is an overwhelming in
tense cosmic delight (hltidini) experienced by both Kr�Qa and Radha (and in
direcdy appreciated by devotees). For the Sahajiyas who used this text, this 
condition, given a Tantric interpretation, joined the cosmic male and female 
powers in the experience of Sahaja, which was their goal. 

The text then moves on to provide the "locations" of the different Selves in 
the yogic body. The "Living Self" is placed in a four-petaled lotus (padma) in 
the "hidden land" (guhyadefa), which refers to the anal region. The "Elemental 
Self" resides in a six-petaled lotus at the base of the penis (linga), while the 
"Supreme Self" exists in the place of"the coiled one" (ku1Jt/ali), amidst a com
plex lotus of ten petals, each of which is comprised of twelve petals! Omitting 
the location of the "Delight in Knowing the Self" (possibly a scribal error?), 
the "Lord Who Delights in Knowing the Self" is placed in a "blazing" (uj-
jvala) lotus, each petal of which has sixteen petals. This incomplete and vague 
description of the lotuses and petals, at any rate, is clearly different from the 
best-known model of the six "wheels" (cakras) and the uppermost thousand
petalled lotus, although the "coiled one" is similar to the "coiled serpent power" 
(ku1Jt/alini-fakti) of other yogic and Tantric systems. It bears recalling that the 
"yogic body" in fact varies in its segments and structure even among Vai�Qava 
Sahajiya texts; while there are five lotuses implied here, other Sahajiya texts 
envision only four (see Further Reading). 

The first section of the text concludes by filling out the pentadic structure a 
bit more, providing each level of Self with a symbolic color, a sustaining ele
ment, and a function (karma). The "Living Self" is blood red, is sustained by 
water, and bears burdens. The "Elemental Self" is bright yellow, sustained by 
copious amounts of food, and helps to understand the six vices that impede 
realization: lust, anger, greed, infatuation, intoxication, and malice. The "Su
preme Self" is the color of lightning, is sustained by the wind, and functions to 
control the various mental states. The "Delight in Knowing the Self" is the 
color of the moon, sustained by the sweetness of the stories of Kr�Qa, and 
serves to keep joyful speech foremost in one's mind. The "Lord Who Delights 
in Knowing the Self" is the color of the sun, sustained by the nectar of the 
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stories of Kr�Q.a, and has the tasks of Kr�Q.a-worship, perception (huddhi), 
strength, knowledge, and the "tasting" (iisvtidana) of rasa. Rasa, especially in 
Sahajiya texts like the Atmatattva, again has the dual meaning of heightened 
religious rapture as well as sexual fluids. 

A Brief Mention of the Yogic "Vital Breaths" (prii1}as) 

The second section is the briefest of the Atmatattva, running to but five verses. 
It addresses the five basic types of "Vital Breath" (prti7Ja) that are standard to 
most yoga systems: aptina ("Breathing In"), located in the anus; prti7Ja ("Breath
ing Out"), located in the heart lotus; samdna ("Equalizing Breath"), centered 
in the navel; udtina ("Upward Breath"), found in the throat; and vyana ("Tra
versing Breath"), found throughout the body. The brief treatment of the Vital 
Breaths, which are seldom given much attention in other Sahajiya texts, as
sumes a basic knowledge of the Patafijalian traditions of yoga. 

On the Erotic Arrows, Cosmic Development, Senses, and Organs 

The third section brings us to the erotic dimensions, as well as to the Sahajiya 
adaptation of Srupkhya cosmogony for the manifestation of the universe, the 
mind, and the sensory organs. To know through direct experience the power 
of desires and emotions, as well as their place and function in the cosmological 
structure, is to gain control over them and to reach liberation. Drawing upon 
the much earlier traditions of Sanskrit aesthetics and dramaturgy, the idea is 
that the god of love and sexual desire, Kama-deva, is actually just another 
manifestation of the also-playful Kr�Q.a. In many Sanskrit plays, Kama-deva 
has a quiver of "Flower Arrows" (hti7Ja), which he "shoots" into the hearts of 
characters (after the fashion of Cupid in Greco-Roman cultures). Once a per
son has been shot in this way, he or she develops passion and desire for an
other. Intriguing exploits and romantic trysts may then take place, and there 
are many interesting incidents of such in South Asian literature and plays. 
Following the classical model, the five arrows mentioned in theAtmatattva are 
Madana ("delight in love"); Mtidana ("intoxication in love"); Sota7Ja ("absorp
tion in love"); Stamhhana ("suspension of all sensation but that of love"); and 
Mohana ("complete bliss"). But, the reader might ask: "How is this yogic?"The 
arrows create passions and energies that are to be enacted, realized, mastered, 
and unified into Sahaja, the final union of male and female principles. The 
Atmatattva may be alluding to Sanskrit plays, which some may have seen, but 
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this more likely refers to the preliminaries and foreplay of the Sahajiya ritual 
sexual intercourse, in which the "hero" (ntiyaka) develops desire (klima) for the 
"heroine" (ntiyikti). In fact, the text locates each of the arrows in a region of the 
lover's (usually the woman's) face, which in Indian literature itself is often 
compared to a lotus flower. Thus the Madana is located in the left corner of the 
left eye, Madana in the right corner of the right eye, So�aiJ.a in the lower lip, 
Stambhana in passionate sexual union (f.rizgiira), and Mohana in a sultry, side
long glance. In other words, this is a yoga not only of uniting lower and higher 
consciousness, but of uniting male and female sexual energies and fluids, and 
of harnessing and transforming the erotic into the spiritual. 

The final portion of the third section then takes a turn away from eroticism, 
and presents a basic Sahajiya interpretation of the classical dualism of 
S3.Ipkhya. But it does so by remaining on the topic of male and female union, 
observing that the prakrti (female matter) and purtJla (male consciousness) 
unite to create both the most fundamental Cosmic Reality (mahii-tattva) and 
creation itself (utpatti). This is important, for the text is using Saq1khya cos
mology to support an underlying Tantric yogic worldview: that the cosmos is 
gendered, and that ritual sexual intercourse and eroticism are tools for gaining 
mastery over the entire universe. What follows is a neat parallel to the unfold
ing of creation as described in S3.Ipkhya: the emergence from the ultimate 
Cosmic Reality of the three basic levels of ego-sense (aha'!Zkiira) and qualities 
(gu�a): activity (rajas), inertia/darkness (tamas), and purity/light (sattva) . The 
connections between the microcosmic body and the macrocosmic universe are 
also maintained, as the five elements are said to emerge from the "awareness of 
activity" (rtijasa aha'!Zktira). Each cosmic element is connected to a bodily 
sense; for example, the earth quality is located in the nose, involves the sense 
of smell, and is pearly-white in color. Each of the other four elements/senses/ 
locations/ colors is similarly detailed in the text. Mter all five are mentioned, 
an important claim is made: "If one can know these five principles, the Being 
(jiva) will become liberated (mukta) and even the body will become eternal 
(nitya)." This is a not uncommon trope in many other forms of yoga, for all 
forms seek to master the cosmic reality through the exploration of interior 
landscapes. But the Sahajiyas are also claiming here that one can create, via 
ritual, an "eternal yogic body" (nitya-deha) made out of the reversed sexual 
fluids (vastu) of the ritual sexual intercourse. It is this "body" (comparable to 
the "maiden" body mentioned earlier) that the adept will eventually inhabit in 
the celestial abode of Radha and �Qa in the realm of V rndavana. 

While the five cosmic elements are said to evolve from the "awareness of 
activity," the "awareness of inertia" (tamasa aha'!Zktira) is said to be the source 
for the ten sensory organs (indriya), including the five organs of knowing 
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(jfuinendriyas: the nose, tongue, eyes, skin, and ears) and the five organs of ac
tion (karmendriyas: the mouth, hands, feet, anus, and genitals). Working yet 
again with pentads, the text makes basic observations on what each of these 
senses or organs do; for example, the eye perceives gradations of light and 
darkness, while the genitals excrete sexual fluids, urine, and such. Again, all of 
these are mentioned, as the adept must gain yogic mastery over each sense and 
organ. By "knowing" where they emerge from, one is enabled in the pursuit of 
liberation. Thus concludes the third section. 

How the Divinities Emerge from "Pure Awareness" 

The fourth section of the Atmatattva continues the analysis of Sarpkhya cos
mology from a Sahajiya perspective, as it discusses the emergence of the vari
ous divinities (devattis) from the "awareness of purity" (stittvika ahaf!Zktira). 
There are two sets of five divinities, and each is correlated to the previous pen
tads of senses of knowledge (jfztina) and of action (karma). As for the senses of 
knowledge, the Dikpalas (the guardians of the directions) are located in the 
ears; Miyu (the god of winds) is in the skin; Arka (the sun god) is in the eyes; 
Prochetti (god of waters) is in the tongue; and Afvinikumtir (the twin gods) are 
in the nose. With regard to organs of action, Vahni (the Vedic god of fire) is 
connected with the mouth; lndra (warrior god of the Vedas) is linked with the 
hands; Upendra (Vi�Qu, as brother of lndra) with the feet; Mitra (the Vedic 
god of cosmic order) with the anus; and Prajtipati Brahmti (the creator god) 
with the genitals (/bigamula,literally"base of the penis"). Again, theAtmatattva 
version of yoga suggests that even the mightiest of the Vedic and other Hindu 
gods (who were often worshipped as independent and major deities in other 
Hindu traditions) can also be understood and internalized by the adept of this 
yoga. This is but another example of how this version of Tantric yoga, while 
acknowledging the relative merits and powers of bhakti yoga and theism, ulti
mately places all cosmic powers within the superhuman bodies and minds of 
the Sahajiya adepts. Perhaps as a mnemonic for memorizing these many 
senses, organs, and deities, this section concludes with a bit of numerological 
"compression," wherein all of the previous cosmic truths are added up to a 
memorable number. Thus, the three levels of qualities and awarenesses (activ
ity, inertia, and purity) are three in number. To these are added ten divinities 
and ten organs-making twenty-three-with the final addition of the single 
basic body in which these are all internalized, bringing the total to twenty
four, which encompasses and serves as a means for recalling these many as
pects of the structured body-cosmos that the Sahajiya adept must master. This 
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might be called yoga "by the numbers," and a parallel to the system of the 
S:iqlkhya products of evolution. 

On the Metaphysics of the Cosmic Principles (tattva) 
and Their Control by Yoga 

The penultimate section of the Atmatattva builds further upon the Sahajiya 
interpretation of S:iqlkhya creation (utpatti), once again deriving the five sen
sory capacities from the five cosmic elements. All of the phenomenal universe, 
however, is said to emerge from a single point or "seed" (hindu). From this 
single point space arises, followed by wind, fire/sun, water, and earth. It is an 
"unfolding" from simplicity to complexity, from the timeless to time. Each of 
these then generates its specific sense: sound, touch, form, taste, and smell. By 
controlling each of the senses, the Sahajiya practitioner extends control to its 
correlative cosmic principle. All aspects of the universe may thus be controlled 
through Sahajiya practices. The process begins with the grace of the guru, as 
secret initiation (dilqti) by a guru is a necessary gateway to the yoga. Other 
Sahajiya texts state that another master, a "teaching master" (fi/qti-guru; often 
a woman), is the one to teach the actual practices.These include the communal 
singing of devotional songs to Kr�Qa and Radha (ntimasattzkirtana), contem
plation (hhtivanti), deep meditation (dhytina), and above all, ritual sexual inter
course with a female partner (nayikti-stidhana). The text notes that space and 
the hindu may be controlled through this sexual ritual, and the implication 
here is that the actions of the male and female Tantric practitioners are paral
leled to the principles ofSaq1khya: the puru.ra (male consciousness) and prakrti 
(female matter). This is the way to establish connections between the human 
microcosm and the larger macrocosm, using the knowledge of the underlying 
cosmic principles or metaphysics (tattvas) of both. The text observes that the 
stidhana of the five elements of the universe involves both the Kamagayatri 
mantra and the Kamabija seed-syllable, indicating the centrality of the power 
of the erotic in the cosmic and soteriological process. The section concludes 
with a Sanskrit version of the Kamagayatri: "We meditate on the god of love, 
whose arrows are flowers, so that the bodiless one may compel it." As we have 
seen, the god of love, Kamadeva, is identified with Kr�Qa, and his Flower Ar
rows are essential to the transformative erotic yoga. Although Bengali Vai�Qa
vas and Sahajiyas may confl.ate Kamadeva and K.rg1a, earlier classical Hindu 
scriptures such as the Mahtihhtirata and the Purti1Jas depict Kamadeva as a 
quite independent and mischievous god. In one cycle of tales, he is burnt to 
ashes by the god Siva after attempting to distract the ascetic meditating god 
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by shooting him with one of his tempting arrows. Although Siva later revives 
Kamadeva, he gains the epithet "bodiless one" (anaizga), which is used in the 
Kamagayatri. 

The Meaning of the "Seed-syllables" (hijas) 

The final complete section of the Atmatattva (there are also four closing coup
lets) is the most technical, and is a good example of how this Tantric yogic 
tradition has made extensive use of the "compression" of many meanings into 
Sanskrit syllables, vowels, and consonants. It is an excellent example of the 
power of sacred language and phonemes in the yogic process. This is also pen
tadic in nature, as the basic Kamabija "seed-syllable" is the mysterious "em
powered" word of klim, which is broken down into the three letters (k, I, i): the 
fourth element is the nasal sound (candra-hindu) over the final -m, and the 
fifth is the superscripted hindu-dot (-) . The section begins with a Sanskrit verse 
connecting the dot to the five sounds regarded as "ornaments" (alaf!Zkara): 
"Joined with the five ornaments, the seed-syllable is most beautiful." This 
mantra compresses the entire universe to the sound and vision of a solitary dot. 
The sound is to be heard, the vibrations felt, and the actual Sanskrit syllables 
of klim should be visualized. The five cosmic elements are homologized, as well 
as the features of the celestial V rndavana realm in which Radha and _Krg1a 
engage in their "amorous sporting" ( viliisa). These include _Krg1a (who is "in" 
the "k"), Radha ("in" the "1"), their conjugal bliss ("in" the "i"), the inner 
maiden-body (fri-riipa, "in" the nasal sound), and Vrndavana "in" the hindu
dot itsel£ The maiden-body is used to serve as an inner yogic body that Ben
gali Vai�Qavas seek to discover as their real identity in order to participate in 
the joyful play of Radha and Kr�Qa. Thus, the entirety of the physical and di
vine universes can be "compressed" into the potent "seed-syllable" of klim.This 
technique is similar to many other versions found in other yogic and Tantric 
texts. It is important to Buddhist yoga traditions as well. This cosmic power of 
the Sanskrit language continues into modern times in many contemporary 
yogic traditions. 

The sixth and final section of the Atmatattva explains the "inner meaning" 
of the Kamagayatri mantra cited above, concerning the god of Desire, the 
Flower Arrows, and the bodiless state of Kamadeva. This mantra is used dur
ing ritual sexual intercourse ( viliisa), when the erotic sentiment (f,rizgiira) is 
experienced at its highest, and during which the sexual fluids are yogically col
lected (praptivastu, literally "acquired substance"), and the states of rasa (as 
rapture and fluid) and prema are experienced. The text then states: "What 
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happens from the tasting of that Divine Essence? The guru appears in the 
heart in the form of Caitanya!" Caitanya, the famous god-man who launched 
the Bengali Vaig1ava movement, was himself regarded as the androgynous 
incarnation of both Krg1a and Radha, mysteriously fused. So to realize in the 
heart the prema of the guru, which is the same prema as that of Caitanya, is to 
attain the goal of cosmic bliss. The five Flower Arrows are each matched to a 
special erotic power: generation of heat, burning, agitation, fascination, and 
attraction--all of which are important cognitive and physiological markers of 
the sexual joining of the male and female adepts. The final portion of the ex
position offers a unique interpretation of the Kamagayatri mantra, arguing 
that the adept must know the full range of sexual partners and activities to 
realize the truth. 

TheAtmatattva concludes with four summative couplets {a different format 
than the preceding paragraph-style), extolling the value and power of the 
mantras and the seed-syllable, and stating that, "The Vedas and the Tantra 
speak of these as 'joined phrases' (yugala mantra), i.e. mantras for coupling." It 
also implies that the verse and seed-syllable should be used together in 
sadhana, as "mantras for coupling" that enable and empower the ritual sexual 
intercourse. The final couplet makes several more extensive claims with regard 
to yoga: "Each and every Kr�Qa mantra is replete with all the cosmic powers 
(faktis). By establishing such a state of emotional awareness (bhava), the sid
dhis are spontaneously realized." This is notable, as it not only refers to the 
mystical powers (siddhis) so well known to pan-Asian cultures, but also extols 
the ability of the Kr�Qa mantra to evoke all cosmic powers. Acquisition of sid
dhis, if not their egotistic display, is a highly regarded sign of progress in many 
yogic traditions, while awakening the immense cosmic powers of sakti is the 
means to highest attainment. In sum, the Atmatattva tries to be a yogic text 
for many different people of diverse traditions, including Bengali Vai�Qavas, 
Vai�Qava Sahajiyas, other Tantric and yogic practitioners, and followers of the 
Goddess. It does this by drawing upon an astonishing range of earlier mate
rial, in an ingenious way, and in just a few pages. It is a superb example of a 
local variant of yoga, adapted to the vernacular traditions of Bengal. 

The printed Bengali and Sanskrit text used for this translation may be found 
in the anthology VaipJava-granthtivali, edited by Satyendranath Basu {Cal
cutta: Basumati sahitya mandir, 1342 BS/1936 CE), pp. l51-52. Although there 
are no line numberings, each of the six major sections is opened by a Sanskrit 
phrase describing the basic subject of each section, which I have translated as 
a section title. For the convenience of readers, I have added numerals to each 
of these six sections, all of which are composed in paragraph format. Only the 
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four concluding Bengali couplets are composed in end-rhymed verse format. 
In his classic study of the Vai�l)ava Sahajiyas, The Place of the Hidden Moon: 
Erotic Mysticism in the Vaip:zava-sahajiyti Cult of Bengal (Chicago: University 
of Chicago Press, 1966; Phoenix Press, 1989), pp. 170-71, the late Edward C. 
Dimock, Jr., noted that the great Bengali scholars Sukumar Sen and S. K. De 
studied a number of early seventeenth-century manuscripts with lines similar 
to the Atmatattva, and Dimock agreed with the dating. The author would like 
to thank Tony K. Stewart, Bruce M. Sullivan, and Julie Hayes for their assis
tance with earlier drafts of this work. 

Suggestions for Further Reading 

The study by Edward Dimock, noted above, remains the best general overview 
of the Vai�Qava Sahajiyas and their relationship to Bengali Vai�Qavism. He 
examines portions of the first section of the Atmatattva on pp. 170-74. A new 
study of Bengali Vai�Qavism that includes discussion of the Sahajiyas may be 
found in Tony K. Stewart, The Final Word: The Caitanya Carittimrta and the 
Grammar of Religious Tradition (New York: Oxford University Press, 2009). 
Recent translations of other Sahajiya texts by the author of this chapter are 
Glen A. Hayes, "The Necklace of Immortality: A Seventeenth-Century Vai�l)ava 
Sahajiya Text," in Tantra in Practice, edited by David Gordon White (Prince
ton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2000), pp. 308-25. This excerpted text 
deals in greater detail with the structure and process of the yogic body, as well 
as the sexual rituals and visualization practices. A variety of other Sahajiya 
texts, including short lyrical poems and excerpts from longer manuals and 
Sahajiya interpretations of Bengali Vai�Qavism, may be found in Glen A. 
Hayes, "The Vai�Qava Sahajiya Traditions of Medieval Bengal," in Religions of 
India in Practice, edited by Donald S. Lopez,Jr. (Princeton, NJ: Princeton Uni
versity Press, 1995), pp. 333-51. For a detailed study of Bengali Vai�l)ava visu
alization and devotional practices involving the "maiden" and other techniques, 
see David L. Haberman, Acting as a l*zy of Salvation: A Study of Ragtinugti 
Bhakti Sadhana (New York: Oxford University Press, 1988) and his journey 
through the Twelve Forests (New York: Oxford University Press, 1994). Earlier 
useful works on the Vai�Qava Sahajiyas now available in reprinted editions are: 
Manindra Mohan Bose, The Post Caitanya Sahajiti [sic] Cult of Bengal (reprint, 
Delhi: Gian Publishing House, 1986) and Shashibhushan Dasgupta, Obscure 
Religious Cults (reprint of third edition, Calcutta: Firma KLM, 1976). Bose 
tends to focus on the connections between the Sahajiyas and Bengali Vai�
Qavism, while Dasgupta argues for influences from earlier Tantric Buddhism. 
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Dasgupta also examines other contemporary Bengali Tantric traditions, in
cluding the Bauls and Naths. For an interesting study and translations ofBaul 
materials, see Carol Salomon, "Baul Songs," in Lopez, Religions of India in 
Practice, pp. 187-208. For a study of another group which continued some 
medieval Sahajiya practices, the Kartabhajas, see Hugh B. Urban, 7he Econom
ics of Ecstasy: Tantra, Secrecy, and Power in Colonial Bengal (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2001). For a useful essay discussing the great variety of struc
tures and numbers of cakras in the yogic body, see David Gordon White, "Yoga 
in Early Hindu Tantra," in Yoga: 7he Indian Tradition, edited by Ian Whicher 
and David Carpenter (London: RoutledgeCurzon, 2003), pp. 143-61. For the 
definitive study of the alchemical traditions of yoga and Tantra, which served 
as an influence on the later Sahajiyas, also see David Gordon White, 7he Al
chemical Body: Siddha Traditions in Medieval India (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1996). Finally, a thorough analysis of Tantric ritual intercourse 
may be found in White's Kiss of the Yogini: "Tantric Sex" in Its South Asian Con
texts (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2003). 

Atmatattva ("The Cosmic Principles of the Self") 

Glory to the holy Radha and Kr�r:ta! Glory to the holy guru! 

1. Now for a metaphysical discourse regarding the nature of Being (jiva). 
How many Beings (jivas) are there? There are five Beings. What kinds are 
they? There are the Gross (sthula) Being, the Indifferent (ta(astha) Being, the 
Bound (baddha) Being, the Liberated (mukta) Being, and the Subtle (su/qma) 
Being-these are the five Beings. What is called the Gross Being? It is that 
gross mass (sthulaktira) arising from the union of female seed and male semen 
(rajobirja), which is to say, it is not fully formed. What is that called the Indif
ferent Being? That Being which controls the ten senses (indriyas), but [is fo
cused on] no distinct qualities (gu1Jas). What is that called the Bound Being? 
Like a father who is tied to his son, it is the Being subject to karma and such. 
What is that called the Liberated Being? One who has become a servant of 
the guru, and who has renounced all worldly pleasures. What is that called the 
Subtle Being? One who is the servant of Kr�r:ta. Where does the Living Self 
(jivtitmti) reside? In the yogic vessel (bhti7Jt/a). How does this yogic vessel 
come to be? It develops from the basic building blocks of the universe (tat
tvavastu). What, then, are these building blocks? Five elements (bhuta) con
stitute the Self (titmti). What are these five elements that make up the Self 
called? The five are earth (prthivi), water (apa), fire (teja), air ( vayu), and space 
(tiktifa). How might the Living Self be brought under control? [By experienc-
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ing] everything from greed (lobha) to liberation (mukti). How might the Ele
mental Self (bhutiitmii) be brought under control? By siidhana! And what is 
the siidhana? Adopting the moods and experiences of a young maiden (sakhi
bhiiva-iifraya). The most fundamental siidhana hinges initially on the founda
tion of the Verses of the Seed-Syllable of Desire (kiima-bija giiyatri). How is 
the Supreme Self (paramiitmii) to be brought under control? Through siidhanas 
involving the names of Kr�Qa (niima) and by mantras. If one combines the 
names with their corresponding seed-syllables (bijas), the Supreme Self can 
be brought under control. How may the Delight in Knowing the Self 
(iitmiirama) be controlled? By deep meditation (dhyana) . What is the sadhana 
of the Delight in Knowing the Self? It includes eight things: food (ahara), 
sleep (nidra), cognition (cinta), music (sangita), thought (manana), worship 
(bhajana), infatuation (mohana), and modesty (lajja). What is the sadhana that 
gives voice (svara) to the Delight in Knowing the Self? The qualities of the 
Pure Love (prema) for Krg1a. By pursuing lust (kamanuga), one tastes the ul
timate experience of love, starting with eroticism (f.rngara), and the rest. 
Where does the Living Self reside? It dwells in a four-petaled lotus in the 
"hidden land" near the anus (guhyadefa). Where does the Elemental Self re
side? It dwells at the base of the penis (linga), in a six-petaled lotus. Where 
does the Supreme Self reside? In a ten-petaled lotus, which is in the place of 
the Coiled One (ku1J¢ali). Each petal of that lotus in turn has twelve petals. 
Where does the Lord Who Delights in Knowing the Self (atmaramefvara) 
reside? In the place of the blazing (ujjvala) lotus. Each petal there has sixteen 
petals. Such are the locations of these five lotuses. What is the nature of these 
five Selves in the five lotuses, and what functions (karmas) do they perform? 
Furthermore, what is their appearance (akara) and what sustains (ahara) 
them? What is the appearance of the Living Self? It is blood-red (raktavar7Ja) 
in color, and it is sustained by water (jala). Its function is the bearing of bur
dens (bharavahana). What is the appearance of the Elemental Self? It is 
bright yellow (haritalvar7Ja) in color, and it is sustained by great quantities of 
food (ahara bahu ba/qa1Ja). Its function is bringing about the understanding 
(buddhikara1Ja) of the six vices (ripu). What are the names of these six vices? 
They are desire (luima), anger (krodha), greed (/obha), infatuation (moha), in
toxication (mada), and malice (matsarya)--these are the six vices. How do 
these six vices function? They animate (cetana) the senses (indriya). What is 
the appearance of the Supreme Self? It is of the color of lightning ( vidyut), 
and it is sustained by the wind ( vayu). What is its function? Its function is the 
controlling of the various mental states (cinta). What is the appearance of the 
Delight in Knowing the Self? It is the color of the moon, and it is sustained 
by the nectar of the stories of Kr�Qa. Its function is joyful speech, and always 
keeping it foremost in one's mind. What is the appearance of the Lord Who 
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Delights in Knowing the Self? It has the form of the sun. I t  is sustained by 
the nectar of the sacred stories (kathamrta). Its tasks (ktirya) are the worship 
(bhajana) of Kr�Qa, as well as cognition (buddhi), strength (bala), knowledge 
(jfzana), and the tasting of the Divine Essence (rasa tisvadana). These are all of 
the functions of the five Selves. 

2. Now for matters concerning the five types of Vital Breaths (prti7J.a). 
What are the five Vital Breaths (prti7J.as)? They are "Breathing In" (apana), 
"Breathing Out" (prti7J.a), "Equalizing the Breath" (samtina), "Upward Breath" 
(udtina), and "Traversing Breath" (vyana)-these are the five Vital Breaths. 
Where do they reside? "Breathing In" dwells in the anal region; "Breathing 
Out" is in the lotus of the heart; "Equalizing the Breath" is in the navel; "Up
ward Breath" is in the throat; and "Traversing Breath" is found throughout the 
body. The five Vital Breaths are located in all of these regions. 

3. Now for matters concerning the five Flower Arrows of Desire {bti7J.a). 
What are the five Flower Arrows of Desire (bti7J.a)? They are Madana ("delight 
in love"); Madana ("intoxication in love"); Soia7J.a ("absorption in love"); Stam
hhana ("suspension of all sensation but that of love"); and Mohana ("complete 
bliss"). These are the five Flower Arrows [of the god of desire, Kamadeva] . 
Where are they located? And in whom? Madana is located in the left comer 
of the left eye. Madana is located in the right corner of the right eye. Soia7J.a is 
located in the lower lip. Stambhana is located in passionate sexual union 
(frizgtira). Mohana is found in a sultry sidelong glance. These five aspects reside 
in these five places. From the union of the cosmic feminine matter (prakrti) 
and the cosmic male consciousness (purzJia) comes the birth of the most fun
damental Cosmic Reality (Mahti-tattva); that is, creation (utpatti). From the 
fundamental Cosmic Reality arise the "awareness of activity" (rajasa ahaf!Zktira), 
"awareness of inertia" (!amasa ahaf!Zktira), and "awareness of purity" (stittvika 
ahaf!Zktira)-these three arise. From the "awareness of activity" arise the five 
material elements (bhutas). What are these five material elements called? They 
are earth (prthivi), water (tip), fire (teja), air ( vayu), and space (tiktiia).These are 
the five. Who has these qualities {gu7J.a), and where are they located? What are 
the qualities of earth? It involves the sense of smell (gandha), and is pearly
white (fukla) in color. It is located in the nose. What about the qualities of 
water? It involves the qualities of taste, is somewhat golden (gaura) in color, 
and is located in the tongue. What are the qualities of air? It has the quality of 
touch (sparfa), is dark-colored (syama), and is found in the eyes. What about 
the qualities of space? It has the attributes of sound (fabda), is dark purple 
(dhumra) in color, and is located in the ear. If one can know these five princi
ples, the Being will become liberated (muk.ta), and even the body will become 
immortal (nitya). From the "awareness ofinertia" come the ten sensory organs 
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(indriyas). What are these? The five organs of knowledge (jnanendriyas) and 
the five organs of action (karmendriyas)-these are the ten. First of all, what 
are the five organs of knowing? These are the five: the nose (nasikti), tongue 
(jihva), eyes (calqu), skin (carma), and ear (kaT'T}a). How is it possible for one to 
feel the sensations of these diverse sensory organs? The nose senses a sweet
smelling fragrance; the tongue tastes that which is bitter or sweet; the eye 
perceives the many gradations of light and dark; the skin feels the cold and the 
heat; and the ear detects sounds and such. These are the attributes of the five 
[organs of knowing] . There are five organs of action (karmendriyas). What are 
they? The five organs are the mouth ( vakya), hands {pa1Ji), feet (pada), anus 
(payu), and the genitals (upastha). What are the qualities of these organs? The 
organ of speech produces utterances both good and bad; the hand is namely 
the hand's ability to grasp various articles; the feet provide a means of coming 
and going; the anus excretes fecal matter; while the genitals secrete sexual 
fluids, urine, and so forth (fukramutradi). These are the qualities of the five 
[organs of action] . 

4. Now for matters concerning the divinities. 
From the "awareness of purity," the ten divinities (devatas) are born. There are 
five organs of knowledge, and for each of these there is a presiding divinity. 
What are these? Dikpala (the guardians of the directions), Vtiyu (the god of 
winds), Arka (the sun god), Procheta (god of waters), and Afvinikumar (the 
twin gods)-these are the five [divinities]. Where do each of these divinities 
reside? The Afvin twins are in the nose, Procheta is in the tongue, Arka is in the 
eyes, Vtiyu is in the skin, and the Dikpalas are in the ears-these are the five 
[locations] . And as for the five organs of action, there are also five divinities 
that preside over them. Who are they? Vahni (the Vedic god of fire), Indra 
(warrior god of the Vedas), Upendra (the god Vigm, as brother of Indra), 
Mitra (Vedic god of cosmic order), and Prajapati (god of creation). Which 
organ is each divinity associated with? Vahni is associated with speech; Indra 
with the hands; Upendra with the feet; Mitra with the anus; and Prajapati 
Brahma with the genitals. These are the five [associations] . Thus there are ten: 
nose, tongue, eyes, skin, and ear; speech, hands, feet, anus, and genitals. And 
thus there are ten presiding divinities as well. Who are they? Dikpala, Vtiyu, 
Arka, Procheta, Vahni, Afvinikumar, Indra, Upendra, Mitra, and Prajapati. [In
cluding the ten organs over which they preside,] there are twenty. Adding 
"awareness of activity/' "awareness of inertia," and "awareness of purity," these 
three make for twenty-four, meaning that you should know the body (farira) 
[counting it as one] amongst the twenty-four Cosmic Principles (tattvas). 

5. Now for matters regarding the emergence of the Cosmic Principles (tattvas). 
Wind emerges from space, the sun emerges from wind, out of the sun emerges 
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water, and from water emerges earth. Yet the origin of space is the "Single 
Point" (hindu). It has the qualities of sound vibrations (fabda). Wind arises 
from space; it has the qualities of sound and touch. From wind arises fire; it 
has the qualities of sound, touch, and form (ropa). Water arises from fire; it 
has the qualities of sound, touch, form, and taste (rasa). Earth emerges from 
water; it has the qualities of sound, touch, form, taste, and smell. These are the 
five. How can the earth element be controlled? Through the power of the 
mercy of the guru. How can water be controlled? By the communal singing of 
the names of Kr�IJa (ntimasaf!Zkirtana). How may fire be controlled? By deep 
contemplation (bhavanti) . By what means is the wind controlled? Through 
deep meditation (dhyana). How is space to be controlled? Through sadhana 
with a female partner (nayika). What is the sadhana of these five elements 
(bhutas)? It consists of the "Verse on Desire" (Kamagayatri) and the "Seed
syllable of Desire" (Kamabi}a). [The "Verse on Desire" is:] "We meditate on 
the god oflove, whose arrows are flowers, so that the bodiless one may compel 
it." (Sanskrit: kamadevaya vidmahe pzqpabti7Jtiya dhimahi tan no'naizga� 
pracodayat) 

6. Now for the meaning of the "Seed-syllable" (hi} a). 
"Joined with the five ornaments, the seed-syllable is most beautiful" (San
skrit: pancalaf!Zktirasaizgyuktam bi}ang tangparamadbhutam).Thus is the "Seed
syllable of the Five Ornaments." What are the "Five Ornaments" called? [1] 
ka�, [2] Ia�, [3] i, [ 4] candra-bindu, and [5] hindu. These "Five Ornaments" 
may be realized through the five elements. The earth element is in the sound 
of the "ka�. "The water element is in the sound of the "Ia�. "The fire element is 
in the sound of the "i." The wind element is in the nasal sound of the candra
bindu. The element of space is found in the sound of the hindu dot. These are 
the five. The five may be obtained. Kr�IJa resides in the "ka�." Radha resides in 
the "Ia�." Joyful bliss (hltidini) resides in the "I." Sri-Rupa [the inner damsel] 
resides in the nasal sound. V rndavana [l(r�I)a's abode of play] resides in the 
hindu dot. These are the five. That same V rndavana is the unmanifested abode 
(dhama) of God, Narayal)a, the Philosopher's Stone (cinttima7Ji). Now for the 
meaning of the Verses. Who is the erotic player in the mind (manaso viltisti)? 
It is the god of Desire (Kamadeva); the embodiment of desire (ktimarupa) is 
Kr�IJa. What is Kr�IJa's own erotic dalliance ( viltisa) called? It is the tasting of 
the Divine Essence, the ultimate experience (rasa) of erotic love (s,.ngara) in 
all of its forms. That Divine Essence, the juice of love, born of the act of love, 
what is it called? It is called "acquired substance" (praptivastu), which then 
generates pure love (prema). What happens from the tasting of that Divine 
Essence? The guru appears in the heart in the form of Caitanya! What are the 
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Flower Arrows called? The Flower Arrows are the weapons of one's own sel£ 
"Hail the flower-arrows of the god of Desire" (Sanskrit: asau PliiPahii1Ja/; 
kamadeval;). What are the Flower Arrows? They are five flowers! .Amra blos
soms, afoka blossoms, mallika blossoms, miidhavi blossoms, and vakula blos
soms-these are the five. There are five duties (dharma) that go with these. 
What are they? These are the five: tiipana (generation of heat), diihana (the act 
of burning), uctifiana (agitation), manomohana (fascination), and iikar$a7Ja (at
traction). Specific duties go with each flower. Generation of heat is the duty of 
the amra blossom. The act of burning goes with the afoka blossom. For the 
mallika blossom the duty is agitation. The duty of the miidhavi blossom is 
fascination. Attraction is the duty of the vakula blossom. These are the five 
duties. Now you may grasp the real meaning of the [words of the kamagiiyatri], 
dhimahi, etc. To be truly knowledgeable [is to know that] there are three types 
of [female partners (niiyikas)]: the patient and stable, the impatient and anx
ious, and those who are both. And [the Sanskrit phrase] "tanno'nangah"means: 
"0, the Bodiless One is found within ourselves by means of another and her 
body." To what does "another" refer? Endless lovemaking ( viliisa) with the 
physical body. 

In this fashion, the meanings of all of the Verses (mantras) are collected. 

Knowing this, be happy, and make yourself pure-hearted! 

The Krg1a mantras, such as the Seed-syllable of Desire and the rest; 

The Vedas and Tantras speak of these as "joined phrases" (yugala mantra), 
the mantras of coupling. 

Equivalent to the Wish-fulfilling Cow, the Wish-fulfilling Tree, the Phi
losopher's Stone, and the Lord NarayaJ}a. 

As the apex, these contain the meanings of all the mantras. 

Each and every Kr�Qa mantra is replete with all cosmic powers (iakti). 

By establishing such a state of emotional awareness (bhtiva), the mystical 

powers (siddhis) are spontaneously realized. 



- 13 
The Transport of the Harpsas: A Sakta Rasalila as 

Rajayoga in Eighteenth-Century Benares 

Somadeva Vasudeva 

Origins 

The term rii}ayoga or "royal yoga," commonly applied as a retronym-at least 
since the publication of Swami Vivekananda's Raja Yoga-to Pataiijali's sys
tem of a!(iingayoga, designates in many medieval and pre-colonial works on 
yoga something quite different. In the Haf!Zsaviliisa, or "Transport of the 
Harpsas," the work translated here, rii}ayoga is an ecstatic sensual rapture, a 
Sakta form of the riisalilii. The Harpsa bird, commonly identified as the bar
headed goose (Anser indicus), has a long and complex history in Indian litera
ture as a mantra or as a metaphor, symbol, or allegory for the liberated soul. In 
the present context "Harpsa" designates more specifically the esoteric identity 
of the work's authors, and "Harpsa (masc.)" or "Harpsi (fern.)" is also the gen
eral title of any initiate into the religion taught in the "Transport of the Harp
sas." Chapter 34 stipulates that initiates may not use their "worldly" name in 
the collective riisalilii gathering. Women are to use the name "Rasika, ""Harpsi," 
or "Sakti," and men "Rasika," "Harpsa," or "Siva," and there is a recurring met
aphorical dichotomy between the initiated and self-aware Harpsa or Harpsi 
on the one hand and uninitiated and animalistic "other birds" (mostly crows) 
on the other. From the context it is evident that we should understand Harpsa
in the title as a "single-remainder compound" (ekafe!a) standing for "Harpsa 
and Harpsi," the two main speakers in the work. The introductory passage 
explicitly acknowledges the revelation of this "royal yoga" as the telos for the 
composition of the work: 

Now, desiring to make known, right here, the "royal yoga," the esoterium 
of the yogins, to couples of women and men whose minds are eager to 
taste bliss, who are seekers of liberation primed by Paramasiva, I am set
ting forth the "Transport of the Harpsas" in a dialogue with my wife. 
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This "Transport of the Harpsas" is a complex and unusual work composed 
in Sanskrit by a smtirta brahmin named Mitthu (or Mi«ba) Sukla who was 
born in 1737 CE in the western Indian state of Gujarat. Calqued on the estab
lished scriptural genre of the tantric dialogue between Siva and Sakti, the text 
is in part a spiritual autobiography, in part a learned doxography of competing 
soteriologies, in part an acute philosophical polemic and invective against 
contemporary strands of moralizing reformist Hinduism, in part a mantra and 
ritual manual, in part a text on the fine arts, musicology, aesthetics, and erotics, 
and above all an outspoken work of Sakta or Kaula apologetics. 

So far, the autobiographical sections of the "Transport of the Harpsas" are 
the only sources that have come to light that allow us to locate Mitthu Sukla 
as an historical agent in eighteenth-century Benares and Gujarat. His work 
can be further contextualized by its richness of citations, refutations, and allu
sions. We may provisionally sketch Mi«hu's spiritual career as follows. 

In 1742 CE, when Mitthu was in his fifth year, he received his Vedic upana
yana initiation. Since this is the earliest possible age for a brahmin to undergo 
this rite of passage we might assume either that he was especially gifted, or 
that his parents were very ambitious for him. Thereafter Mittha Sukla tells us 
that he mastered the Srividya system of Sakta Tantra with ease. This Kaula 
system called the Srividya had originated in love-magic and was once a rival 
religion to the brahminic religions that denied the validity of any religion not 
grounded in the authority ofits own corpus of Vedic revelation and secondary 
texts. In Mi«bu's writings we can perceive a syncretic Kaula system that ac
tively seeks accommodation with this brahminic mainstream. In his twelfth 
year he married Bhiili and lived as a householder with her until his sixteenth 
year, "frolicking like a crow" as he himself puts it. 

In 1754 CE, when Mitthu Sukla was still a teenager, he ran away from his 
home and his teenage bride Bhiili in Gujarat because he was overcome by a 
sudden and inexplicable dispassion. Mitthu was drawn to Benares, which 
under the rule of the Bhumihara brahmin Balwant Singh (reg. 1740-1770 
CE) had become a rapidly growing boomtown. There he spent some time 
studying Upanishadic and Tantric scriptures, but he found no solace in these, 
and finally left for the Vindhyacala temple in Mirzapur to commit ritual 
suicide and thereby attain liberation, or at least a pleasant sojourn in a para
dise world. At this moment of spiritual crisis a chance meeting with a Para
maharpsa mendicant who imparted secret teachings changed everything for 
Mitthu: in a sudden awakening he remembered the esoteric secret of who he 
really was and the sequence of events that had brought him to incarnate in 
our world. Mitthu's hidden identity was Harpsa, the beloved attendant of 
Siva, and his wife was Harpsi, his consort. It is with the voices of this Harp.sa 
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and this Harpsi that Minhu and Bhuli speak in their "Transport of the 
Harpsas." Their true home is described as being "on the other side" of our 
universe, beyond our ontological referents of space and time in a place called 
Srinagara, the "City of Glory." At the same time, the terminology Minhu 
uses is instantly recognizable as descriptive of the Sricakra, the central man
dala of the cult of the Goddess Tripurasundari. There, the inexplicably mani
fested androgynous Ardhanarisvara had procreated the universe through cos
mic sensual revelry. As a consequence of their androgyne origin, all souls are 
created with a counterpart with which they need to unite before they can 
return to the "City of Glory." Mter impressing Siva with their devotion, the 
curious Harpsa and Haqtsi ask for permission to visit our universe, a perish
able counterpart of their home. This wish is granted and they incarnate for a 
single human life with the mission of saving a few souls who are ready to 
benefit from their teachings. Mter receiving this realization, Harpsa rushes 
back to his wife and reveals the secret of their identity. They then spend the 
rest of their lives engaged in sensual Kaula revelry that is identified as the 
highest kind of yoga, and they also write a work, called the "Transport of the 
Harpsas," for a small circle of initiates. 

Royal Yoga 

It is not Patafijali's ai(tHzgayoga that is designated "royal yoga" in the "Trans
port of the Harpsas." That form of yoga is elaborated in the ninth chapter of 
the "Transport of the Harpsas" as part of a longer doxographical section that 
first summarizes and then rejects various soteriologies and systems of philoso
phy. Harpsa conflates Pataiijali's yoga with hathayoga, treating a number of 
disparate yogic traditions as subsystems of each other. This chapter, while of 
great interest for eighteenth-century perceptions ofPatafijali's yoga, is not ex
plored any further here, for Harpsa ultimately dismisses Pataiijala yoga quite 
brusquely: 

My dear! Patafijala yoga is nonsense since there is no spontaneity when 
something is mastered through force. An effortless, holistic royal yoga 
has been taught by the wise. 

The Harpsas proceed to teach a fourfold yoga of which this "royal yoga" is 
the culmination. Capacity for one or more of these is determined by the in
tensity of the descent of the power of divine grace, followed by one of three 
kinds of initiation: initiation for ritualists, initiation for renouncers, and com-
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bined initiation for those eligible for royal yoga. The first yoga is karmayoga, 
defined as ritualistic mantrayoga and elaborated in chapters 34-35. The second 
is bhaktiyoga or devotionalism. The third is jfltinayoga or gnostic yoga. The 
highest yoga is rtijayoga, which is none other than the rasa or rasalilti celebra
tion, other forms of which had been popularized by Vaig1ava bhakti traditions 
such as the Pu�timarga of Vallabhacarya, already well established in eigh
teenth-century Gujarat. The Haqtsas betray an intimate familiarity with Vai�
Qava texts such as the Bhagavatapurti7Ja and its commentarial traditions. 
However, the Haqtsas' rasa is not the rtisalilti familiar from devotional Vai�
Qava self-representation. Rather, they openly advocate and defend the kind of 
sexual practices with which the Vallabhacaryas were to be charged in the no
torious "Maharaja Libel Case" of1862, and the Haqtsa's rasa is here translated 
as "sensual rapture," for it involves above all sexual intercourse. The "Transport 
of the Harpsas" is explicit and detailed about this, amplifying its Kaula 
Srividya ritualism with material drawn from texts on aesthetics, musicology, 
and ktimaftistra, the science of erotics. At the beginning of chapter 49, Haqtsi 
complains that Kr�Qa Dvaipayana and his followers had only revealed rtisas 
that were "incomplete, external raptures." This prompts Haqtsa to reveal the 
esoteric sensual rapture, the rahasyarasa. Chapters 49 and 50 derive substan
tial amounts of material from the Anaizgaraizga of KalyaQamalla, a sixteenth
century Sanskrit manual on erotics. The passage translated below picks up 
immediately after these detailed practical instructions. It theorizes a tripartite 
classification of esoteric sensual rapture, using the three categories of the di
vine, material, and spiritual. 

The sexual rapture of the Harpsas is not one that transcends the boundaries 
of caste. The Harpsas accept the smtirta stipulation that caste status is entirely 
dependent on initiation with the Gayatri mantra and as such available only to 
brahmins, /qatriyas and vaifyas: "Only those initiated into the Gayatri mantra 
are twice-born, those that are not are fudras and others." He explicitly rejects 
the more radically transgressive nirmarytida ("boundary-less") forms of the 
Kaula religion that denounce such strictures. This is a conspicuous instance 
where the Haqtsas eschew the more universal or even confrontational voice of 
earlier Kaulism and revert to the mores of their parochial Gujarati smtirta 
brahmin upbringing. A major paradigm in the "Transport of the Harpsas" is 
the attempt to show the functional equivalence ofVedic practices and Kaula 
practices: thus the consumption of soma in Vedic ritual is equated with the 
consumption of wine in Kaula ritual. Whether this is intended as ecumenism, 
reconciliation, corroboration, co-validation, or something quite different alto
gether is a complex issue that requires more careful analysis than is possible 
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here. For now we may note that the end product, a syncretic religion that ad
vocates feasting, drinking alcoholic cocktails, and sexual congress with one's 
own spouse is hardly shockingly antinomian. The very foundations of this 
syncretic system were evidently laid in Ha�psa and Ha�psi's early childhood: 
reverence for the Gayatri mantra as the essence of Vedic revelation, and the 
esoteric view of this mantra as equivalent to the essence of Srividya. 

The Text 

Despite being published already in 1937 in Gaekwad's Oriental Series (GOS) 
by Swami Trivikrama Tirtha, a collaborator of John Woodroffe, and Mahama
hopadhyaya Hathibhai Shastri of Jamnagar, an early voice calling for the re
conversion to Hinduism, the "Transport of the Harpsas" has suffered a nearly 
total scholarly neglect. I was only able to find a few very brief notices at all, and 
none touching on the main subject of the work. 

The work's deliberate homologization of Sakta ritual, non-dualist doctrine, 
erotics, and a Kr�Qabhakti-derived Kaula rasalila in the "esoteric sensual rap
ture" is in some respects reminiscent of some aspects of what was later to 
evolve into modern "new age Tantra." The hitherto unstudied textual history 
of the "Transport of the Ha�psas" might contain clues to the still far from clear 
dynamics that shaped this new religious movement. Unfortunately, the text
critical value of the 1937 edition is so poor that it must be treated like a con
Bated manuscript. The editors consulted two manuscripts but decided to use 
only one because the other was faulty. I have silently corrected the haphazard 
word separation and some spelling errors for my translation. The text can be 
improved further by tracing its numerous citations and paraphrases. Impor
tant Kaula sources for Haf!Zsami{(hu are, among others, the Kular7Javatantra, a 
version of the Rudrayamala, the Samayacara, and the Kulapradipa of 
Sivanandacarya (alias Sevanandacarya, son of the Gauc;la author Jagannivasa). 

I hope that the following passage will give an idea of Ha�psaminhu's origi
nal and lively style of writing. The "Transport of the Harpsas" is a complex and 
learned work that can give us valuable insights into the religious milieu of 
Gujarat and Benares in a period crucial to the formation of modern 
Hinduism. 

The edition translated here is the Haf!Zsavilasa of Haf!Zsami((hu, Gaekwad's 
Oriental Series 81, Baroda 1937, edited by Swami Trivikrama and Mahamaho
padhyaya Hathibhai Shastri of]amnagar Tirtha. 
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Suggestions for Further Reading 

On the Srividya system in general, see Andre Padoux, Le coeur de Ia Yogini 
"Yoginihrdaya" avec le commentaire "Dipikti" d'Amrtananda, Publications de 
l'Institut de Civilisation Indienne {Paris: DeBoccard, 1994). See also Douglas 
Renfrew Brooks, Auspicious Wisdom: the Texts and Traditions of Srividya Sakta 
Tantrism in South India (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1992), 
and also Madhu Khanna, "The Concept and Liturgy of the Sncakra Based on 
Sivananda's Trilogy,"Ph.D. Dissertation, Oxford University, 1986. On the ori
gins of the Tripura cult and for more details of the Srividya, see Alexis Sand
erson, "The Saiva Age: The Rise and Dominance of Saivism During the Early 
Medieval Period" in Shingo Einoo, ed., Genesis and Development of Tantrism, 
Institute of Oriental Culture Special Series, 23 {Tokyo: University of Tokyo, 
Institute of Oriental Culture, 2009), pp. 47-49. On the history of the Srividya 
in Kashmir, see Alexis Sanderson, "The Saiva Exegesis of Kashmir," in Domi
nic Goodall and Andre Padoux, eds., Melanges tantriques a Ia memoire d'Helene 
Brunner {Pondicherry: Institut Frans:ais de Pondichery, 2007), especially pp. 
383-85, 409-11. 

Euphoria 51 

[p. 306] Sriharpsa: 

My beloved! What can I say if even the sacred texts censure sex? 

The Chandogyopan4ad teaches: 
"May I not go to the pink and toothless, to the toothless, pink, and slimy!" 
"Toothless" means "devoid of teeth," "slimy" means "slippery," the "pink" is 

the female sexual organ. In the Bhagavatapurii1Ja also: 
"To those who take refuge in you, the omni-delightful soul, 
of what use are one's own people, sons, one's own wife, 
wealth, home, land, or fair chariots? 
For those who, not realizing this truth, make love in couples, 
what can give pleasure in this inherently-condemned world, 
inherently deprived of happiness? " 

This is how the scriptures rebuke even devotees who are married couples. 
Then, 0 good lady! what opportunity can there be for sex? 
Therefore one should take the revelation of the Sripariigamarahasya to 
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heart: "It is not at all sinful." Beautiful woman! The abhorrence for sex that is 
found in the Vedas and so forth can be understood by God alone, not by 
simpletons. So even if sex can be blameworthy, nevertheless, it is only praise
worthy to the glorious Rasikas. As it is stated in the Sivarahasya: 

When the vulva is remembered there is merit, so also when the vulva is 
seen. 

When the vulva is worshipped there is merit, so also in intercourse with 
the vulva. 

0 Goddess, the bliss I experience in intercourse with the vulva, 
is unlike that of mantra repetitions, fire sacrifices, charitable giving, or 

penance. 
The merit that accrues in this world by sex cannot be equaled, 
0 Goddess, bathing in tens of millions of sacred fords. 
Engaging in mantra repetition, charitable giving, 
and religious ceremonies such as initiation and sacrifice and so on 
are not worth the sixteenth part of the deeds of the devotee of sex. 
My dear! Mter her thirteenth year up to the age of twenty-five years 
a woman is worthy of sex, especially if she has borne no children. 
0 great Goddess, especially a woman who has borne no children, 
but also a woman who has borne children but only a few, 
must definitely engage in sexual intercourse according to her capacity. 

Such statements, intended as praise of sex, are found thousand-fold in esoteric 
scriptures such as the Samaytictira. Of what use are false teachings? Enough of 
them! 

Divine Sensual Rapture 

If God incites his own devotees to enact sexual union then what could be 
suspect about Saiva sensual rapture? He himself enjoys the bliss of consum
mated sexual union that is the source of all happiness, so no real doubt need 
be entertained. For in Vigm's heaven VaikuQ!ha, L�mi and Vi�I}U engage 
in love-sport. On Mt. Kailasa, Gauri is intimate with Rudra. In the celestial 
palace of Brahma, Sarasvati with Brahma. In the celestial palace of Indra, 
Saci and Indra make love. And how many women did the Sun-god not make 
love to? The Moon-god has intercourse with the stars headed by Rohil}i etc., 
Manu Svayambhuva with Satan1pa. Vasi�tha revels with Arundhati. Agastya 
has sex with Lopamudra. The illustrious Rama enjoys sexual union with Sita, 
and Kr�l}a with Radha. How many passionate women has Kr�l}a not en-
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joyed? If sexual union is sinful then why did these gods, who were able to 
do, not do, or do differendy, uphold the duty of sexual union with their 
beloveds? 

On the one hand they censure sex in order to criticize those addicted to 
external objects of sense and to encourage introspection. But ultimately the 
pleasure of sex is the final truth. My beloved! In this way, supreme Siva, who 
is not separate from the revered Sakti, revels in Srinagara in glorious sensual 
rapture with hundreds of thousands of Saktis by day and night in private and 
in public. Who can find words for the greatness of the magnificent supreme 
Sakti? Every now and again Srinagara's king, the illustrious supreme Siva, 
wearied by sensual rapture, falls asleep with the Qyeen, supreme Sakti who 
ever enjoys conjugal felicity, on a pleasure-couch. Then Srinagara's learned 
citizens, embodiments of the revealed scriptures, stand below the illustrious 
Hall of Plenitude and awaken the Lord and Lady with sweet music produced 
by flutes and lutes and the like, playing various musical modes such as the 
wonderful Bhairavaraga and so forth, informed by hymns of praise embracing 
the truth of revealed scripture. The chief Qyeen awakens first, and then the 
supreme Lord wakes up. Then, realizing that the revered Lord and Lady of the 
sensual rapture are awake, many citizens, female companions and male ser
vants rush there to be of assistance. 

This concludes the description of divine sensuality. 

Material Sensual Rapture 

Whatever is appropriate to the seasonal raptures is acceptable. The honorable 
revelers should indulge themselves while staying within bounds. All of the 
four kinds of beings are devoted to the rapture of sensuality. But because of 
their subjection they do not realize this: that constitutes for them a net of suf
fering including birth, death and so on. Therefore a person should first become 
a Harpsa through obedience to the teacher who has incarnated as the illustri
ous Harpsa, and then adhere to the marvelous doctrine of sensuality. Striving 
with singing and music in unison with the circle of the glorious Harpsa, sever
ing the eight bonds of dislike, doubt, fear, shame, repulsion, family-ties, deco
rum, and status by birth, one should joyfully observe the rapture of sensuality. 
He should make love to only a Harpsi, and not to any other bird. A woman of 
his own caste is best. If a Harpsi happens to be of a different caste then he 
should not make love to her. A Harpsi also should not make love to other 
birds. The boundaries must be respected. If there is not at least one couple it is 
not sensual rapture. If it is only Harpsas or Harp sis it is not auspicious. In di-
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vine sensuality a solitary Siva carouses with countless Saktis, but here in this 
world, because things perish in an instant, because bodies abound in filth, 
urine, and phlegm, and because of a lack of capacity, there can be only revelry 
with one's own wife. A woman is obliged to make love with her own Siva. 
With the permission of one's own spouse sexual relations with others are also 
permitted. One may not have sex with a woman after lustfully forcing oneself 
upon her, or after seducing her with money or stories. Otherwise there is peril 
in this world and in the next world. All the rest corresponds to divine sensual
ity. In India only, this rapture of worship is auspicious, because other raptures 
are inapplicable and not permitted. 

This concludes the description of material sensuality. 

Spiritual Sensual Rapture 

After attaining one's pure true nature through the grace of a good teacher, one 
should, by means of creative contemplation, engage in sensual revelry with 
one's own awakened intellect as a consort together with its various emanations 
of power such as faith, wisdom, memory, fortitude, devotion, and so on as 
companions. Such spiritual rapture is insipid in contrast to the aforemen
tioned material kind which is delectable. A single woman, or a man who is 
separated from his Hatpsi, should sing the praises of this rapture or even better 
of divine sensual rapture. But a woman and a man who are together must al
ways engage in material sensual rapture, considering it to be divine sensual 
rapture, interpreting it as spiritual sensual rapture. As the maxim says: "The 
efficacy of an action is grounded in the power of the great, not in what is 
done." Is hunger and thirst removed by talk of food and water? Therefore, a 
living being, if he has personally experienced that "I am Hatpsa," should al
ways avail himself of material sensual rapture while still conforming to mun
dane existence. If that experience has not taken place, divine sensual rapture 
should simply be eulogized. But it is obligatory to conceive of sensual rapture 
with a spiritual vision. The animalistic revelry of the bound leads to rebirth, 
but there is no danger of adversity in Paramaharpsic sensual rapture. The Eso
terium of Revelation states: 

Yogis, drunk with alcohol, fall upon the bosoms of women; 
the yoginis, reeling with liquor, fall upon the chests of men. 
They fully sate each other's desires, their hearts are transformed, 
-euphoria arises. 
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Material sensual rapture is celebrated in scripture with abundant statements 
such as these. Divine sensual rapture should be viewed as the goal. The esoteric 
interpretation of spiritual rapture should be understood to add a sense of won
der. But ultimately it is universal fusion that is the goal. The bounds of the 
world are great, therefore one should to a certain degree respect them and ever 
remain in the euphoria of ecstatic fusion (stimarasya). One should not do any
thing blameworthy. In the glorious sensual rapture there is nothing blamewor
thy. All exist only within a glorious sensual rapture of cosmic proportions. 
Because they are bound souls they do not realize this, and out of wickedness 
they criticize it. 

[There follow two long sections defending the validity of, and establishing the 
rules governing, the consumption of alcohol, cannabis, sweets and meat. Then 
the topic of sensual rapture is taken up again] : 

Euphoria 52 

[p. 318, line 14] Sexual intercourse is not disagreeable to anyone. All embodied 
beings, beginning with Brahma, Vigm and Rudra, enjoy the pleasure of the 
sexual organs. Why should we be inhibited about it? The generative organ has 
come into being as the organ of pleasure, ecstasy is its domain, not urine, and 
so on. "The form of brahman is bliss," and this can only be experienced in the 
sexual organ through fusion. Harpsi! Are you listening? Only at the time of 
sexual union is one freed from all inhibiting bonds etc., nowhere else is there 
such liberation. 

[Harpsi] But surely cattle and so on are always untrammeled by such inhibi
tions, so how come they are bound? As the scripture says: "Constrained by 
inhibitions one is called "bound"; freed from inhibitions one is Sadasiva." 

[Harpsa] True. Even though the [eight] inhibiting bonds headed by dislike 
and so forth are sometimes seen to be absent in animals such as cattle even 
without sexual union taking place, nevertheless, because they lack any direct 
experience of the bliss of the self, neither they nor human beings can be any
thing other than bound souls without engaging in sexual union. Harpsas, on 
the other hand, proceed through transmigration observing social constraints 
and appear to be bound, like elephants fettered with lotus fibers. Does this 
make them bound souls? Some beings appear to be spontaneously freed from 
bondage at times other than love-making, but are they really liberated? To the 
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contrary! Only those who have had a direct experience of the bliss of the self, 
whether they exhibit the inhibiting bonds or are free from them, are truly 
liberated, not others. At the time oflove-making all are freed from the inhibit
ing bonds, but subsequently, the euphoria of luxuriating in the aftertaste of 
that bliss arises only for Rasikas, and not for others who have had no direct 
experience of the sel£ 

[Objection] But surely, does not cannabis, consumed even without prior ac
quaintance, produce euphoria? Similarly, the euphoric aftertaste of the plea
sure of love-making is experienced by all beings, regardless of whether they 
have had a direct experience of the self, and not only by Rasikas. If not, why 
engage in it at all? 

[Reply] Granted. Even though all beings experience the pleasure of love
making there is nevertheless a difference between Haq1sa birds and crows. A 
male bird does not know its own true form, nor the form of the female, nor the 
truth ofits generative organs, nor the transport of the androgyne Ardhanarisvara 
taught in the sacred scriptures, nor liberation, nor the inhibiting bonds, nor 
the rapture. It experiences pleasure merely through the ejaculation of semen in 
consequence of "the itch." But a glorious Haq1sa makes love after discerning 
everything beginning with the true nature of the sel£ Why say more? There is 
a vast gulf between the lovemaking of Haq1sa birds and crows. The pleasure 
that connoisseurs with cultivated palates derive from various intoxicating 
cocktails made from cannabis, phuka, "poison," liquor and so on, is unlike that 
of ignoramuses. 

The goal is simply euphoria. But of what use are utterly false conjectures 
and denials for those who have realized the truth? For those who have real
ized the truth, love-making taught in Saiva scriptures is the ultimate truth: we 
Rasikas do not care for all of the contrary, false truths propounded by those 
that doubt. It is a bad day, I aver, when there is no union with doe-eyed 
women. The Kaula esoterium teaches: "Let there be uniting with the fifth 
every day." Here the fifth means love-making. "Homage! Homage to the ser
vants and the leaders, who are intent on making love to new lovers!" Many 
such statements, preoccupied with love-making, are found in the Saiva eso
teric scriptures, [so] why should we be anxious? If a category, well discerned, 
properly experienced, being the essence of the Upani�ads, taught in esoteric 
Saiva scriptures, should be blameworthy, then so are all other categories taught 
in the Vedanta etc. This is simply atheism! Are you listening, woman with 
gracefully parted hair? 

What are we saying? In divine sensual rapture an indescribable nectar is to 
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be drunk. Food cooked to one's taste is to be eaten. And I insist that love
making involves the deliberate ejaculation of semen. In material sensual rap
ture people such as I should drink the aforementioned milk and so forth, 
while considering it to be nectar. One should eat milk-rice, cakes, sweetmeats 
and bread etc., and make love to a woman prescribed in the scriptures. There 
should be singing etc. of various kinds. In spiritual sensual rapture one should 
drink water acquired without effort, and food of a similar kind. Love-making 
consists merely of singing. 

There are others whose hearts are greedy for paranormal powers, who drink 
liquor etc., [p. 320] and eat meat etc. Their love-making serves to obtain this
worldly pleasure or to produce the commingled sexual fluids. They also per
form mantra repetition, worship and recitation. Yet other clerical communi
ties drink wine etc. whenever they want and eat meat and so on. At a whim 
they make love to women of their own caste or another caste, to their own 
wives or the wives of others, but they are denizens of hell. Because they are 
condemned by the scriptures, and because they are bound souls, they are 
doomed to the great misery of dying and being born. 

Some cowards, eunuchs, weaklings, valetudinarians, dotards, washouts, and 
bums revile lovemaking, the essence of all, on the basis of other scriptures. But 
if one has no such prejudice yet is in some manner incapacitated, then, one 
should sing its praises every moment until one dies. 

And another thing, Harpsi. Those who despise lovemaking in the sensual 
rapture are themselves despised. Mter realizing, in a gradual progression, the 
esoterium of the Saiva scriptures, the apotheosis of revealed scriptures, from 
the lineage of a true teacher, can that which is so praiseworthy be called 
blameworthy? If one does so censure it, then the reward is disaster. How 
amazing is it that even those who engage in lovemaking censure it! Have they 
no shame? This is the delusory power of the glorious TiraskariJ).i, that even 
those who engage in drinking, eating and sleeping decry these activities. What 
can we say about this? 

Ecstatic woman! Look at the world. What credibility does people's gossip 
have? Like a jaundiced eye it perceives what is pure as impure. Even though it 
knows what is right, thinking itself wise, it enviously denounces it as wrong. 
How much worse than this is it with people who are imbeciles! Why even 
bother in debating with lies? The great sages revealed many doctrines, and 
there are many contradictions among them. Who is to say whose opinion is 
right and whose is not? Therefore we illustrious Harpsas accept only the Saiva 
teachings as authoritative in all instances. One should observe the teachings 
of a tradition to the extent that one is drawn to that tradition. All are under 
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the sway of maturing karma, we are not so free that we all should follow the 
same modes of behavior. Because of such subordination there is diversity ev
erywhere. But once one has realized the goal of the lineage of a true guru one 
should do as one wishes, but even then one should in no way censure it. 

Those who have faith in this teaching, 
Let them now proceed in it for their own benefit. 
Those who do not have such faith, 
Let them follow a different teaching. 
But vilification is not called for. 
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- 14 
The Original Gora�afataka 

james Mallinson 

The Goralqafataka or "Hundred Verses of Gor�a" contains some of the earli
est teachings on ha(ha yoga to be found in Sanskrit texts. It is the first text to 
describe complex methods of prtiTJ.tiytima, breath control, and the first to teach 
the esoteric sarasvatictilana, "the stimulation of Sarasvati," a technique for 
arousing Km;H;lalini, the coiled serpent goddess who lies dormant at the base 
of the spine in the unenlightened. Most of the varieties of yoga practiced 
around the world today derive from hatha yoga. The first texts to teach its tech
niques appeared soon after the beginning of the second millennium. 

What unites these early texts and sets them apart from other works on yoga 
are the physical techniques known as bandhas and mudrtis, which are used to 
control the breath and raise Kut;H;lalini. Much of hatha yoga's development can 
be seen as a reaction against the exclusivity and complexity of Tantric cults 
and practices. The esoteric physiology of Tantra is taken as the template for 
the human body, but the means of accessing and controlling the energies and 
substances within has become purely physical. The only external aid necessary 
is a guru qualified to teach hatha yoga's practices. There is no need for Tantra's 
elaborate initiations, nor the secret mandalas and mantras passed down within 
occult Tantric lineages, nor elaborate ritual paraphernalia, including the in
famous pafzcamaktira or "five Ms": madya {"wine"), mti1f1sa {"meat"), matsya 
("fish"), mudrti ("hand gestures"), and maithuna {"sex"). As is made clear in the 
last verse of the Goralqafataka, alternatives for these can be found within the 
body of the yogi. The techniques may differ, but the results of hatha yoga are 
the same as those of Tantric rituals and yoga: supernatural powers (siddhis) 
and liberation (mukti). In contrast to the usual conceptions of Tantric libera
tion, however, the latter can be achieved while alive, in a body immortalized 
by means of hatha yoga. 

Mukti, liberation, is the goal of the yoga of the Gora/qafataka. As is made 
clear in its first verse, its teachings are aimed at ascetics, men who have re-
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nounced worldly existence and devoted their lives to becoming liberated. 
Some other texts on ha(ha yoga, such as the Sivasaf!Zhitti, teach that house
holders can benefit from its practice, and there are occasional hints in such 
works that women also used its techniques, but the male renouncer is the 
usual intended audience of texts on ha(ha yoga. 

The Yoga of the Gora/qaiataka 

The theory and method of the Gorak_rafataka's path to liberation are relatively 
clear, unlike those found in many other works on ha(ha yoga. For the yogi to be 
liberated, his mind must be controlled. The mind and the breath are con
nected, so to control his mind the yogi should control his breath. Three meth
ods should be used simultaneously to master the breath: eating a controlled 
diet, assuming a particular posture, and stimulating KuiJ.Qalini. 

The ingredients of a controlled diet are not identified in the text; the yogi's 
food is simply required to be such that it "is unctuous and sweet, leaves a quar
ter [of the stomach] empty and is eaten in order to please Siva." 

"Posture" is tisana. Only two tisanas are recommended in the Gorak_rafataka: 
padmtisana, the lotus posture, and vajrtisana, the diamond posture. The Go
rak_rafataka's vajrtisana is known in other texts as siddhtisana. Both padmtisana 
and vajrtisana are relatively simple seated postures. Ha(ha yoga later became 
associated with the practice of more complex tisanas, but they are absent from 
its early texts. They first appear in the thirteenth-century Vasi!thasaf!Zhitti, 
whose yoga is not ha(ha yoga but rather an attempt to accommodate Tantric 
KuiJ.Qalini yoga within an orthodox Vedic soteriology. The Vas#(hasaf!Zhitas 
verses on tisana were used in the fifteenth-century Ha(hapradipikti (or Ha(ha
yogapradpikti), the first work in which complex tisanas are included among the 
techniques of ha(ha yoga. 

KuQ<;lalini can be made to move either by sarasvatictilana, stimulating Sara
svati, or by prti1Jarodha, restraining the breath. Sarasvati is the goddess of 
speech; her home in the body is the tongue. The yogi is to move his tongue by 
wrapping it in a cloth and pulling it from side to side. The tongue is connected 
to the Su�umna ntit/i, the central and most important of the 72,000 nat/is or 
channels in the body. Pulling the tongue lifts the base of the Su�umna at the 
bottom of the spine, which is where KuiJ.Qalini sleeps, thereby stirring the 
dormant KuQ<;lalini into action and allowing her, assisted by the associated 
rush of prti1Ja, the vital breath, to enter the Su�umna. 

This esoteric technique was misunderstood by most later commentators 
and anthologists because the text does not state explicidy where the cloth is to 
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be applied. Km:H;Ialiru resides at the base of the spine, and stimulating her is 
said in the text to free the yogi from various diseases that might afflict the 
abdominal region, so the practice has been misunderstood as being performed 
in the lower part of the upper body. A variant of the Goralqaiataka's verse de
scribing the cloth is found, without any instructions as to what should be 
done with it, in the context of fakticalana, "stimulating the goddess," in two 
other early works on ha(ha yoga-the Yogabija and Hathapradipikli. The Hindi 
translation of the Gorakhpur edition of the Yogabija supplies nabhi, the navel, 
as the location at which the cloth is to be applied. Brahmananda, who wrote a 
commentary on the Hathapradipikli in 1843 CE, understands the verse to be 
describing the kanda, a bulb in the region of the navel from which all the 
body's nat/is are said to arise (to make sense of the verse he adds that the 
kanda appears as if wrapped in a cloth). The Yogaku1Jt/alyupani$ad, a late Yoga 
Upani�ad, includes most of the Gora/qaiataka in its first chapter. 

Upani�adbrahmayogin, who wrote commentaries on a corpus of 108 Upa
ni�ads, makes no attempt to explain sarasvaticalana in his commentary on the 
Yogaku1Jt/alyupan4at/. In his translation of the Yogaku1Jt/alyupan4ad, T. R. 
Srinivasa Ayyangar, who translated all the Yoga Upani�ads for the Adyar Li
brary, ingeniously turns the practice into a variant of fambhavimudra, a medi
tation technique in which the fingers are used to block the orifices of the head. 
The dimensions of the cloth are taken to refer to the distance that the breath 
is "elongated" to surround the Su�umna. In the description of fakticalana 
found in the Ghera1Jt/asa1fZhita, which probably dates to the early part of the 
eighteenth century, the cloth is said to be wrapped around the nabhi, the 
navel. Sakticalana is not mentioned in most modern manuals of yoga, such as 
B.K.S. Iyengar's otherwise encyclopedic Light on Yoga. In his translation of the 
Hathapradipikli, the present-day guru Satyananda Sarasvati says that nauli, 
churning of the stomach, is to be used to stimulate the goddess. There are two 
later Sanskrit texts which incorporate the Gora/qaiataka's verses on sarasvati
calana and understand them correcdy: the Brhatkhecaripraklifa, a commentary 
on the Khecarividya probably written in the first half of the eighteenth cen
tury, and the Hatharatnavali, which was compiled in the seventeenth century. 
The latter borrows from the Gora/qaiataka wholesale but substitutes jihvam, 
"the tongue," for the original's tannat/im, "her channel," as the location of 
where to wrap the cloth. Here lies the crux of the passage's misinterpretation 
elsewhere: as mentioned above, the location of Sarasvati's nat/i or "channel" is 
not made clear in the text of the Gora/qaiataka. In some texts-the Sanskrit 
Amr(asiddhi, Brahmajiiana, and Hathatattvakaumudi, and the Hindi Gorakh
ba1Ji-Sarasvati is said to be a synonym of either KUJ)Qalini or Su�umna. Both 
identifications make sense because of the different possible referents of 
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Sarasvati. Kui].Qalini and Sarasvati are both manifestations of Sakti, the femi
nine principle of the universe; Sarasvati is also the name of the now mythical 
river said to meet the Ganges and Yamuna in a triple confluence at Allahabad 
which is paralleled in the body by the confluence of the Ic;la, Pingala, and 
Su�umna mit/is. Both analogues only serve to obscure, however, the location of 
Sarasvati in the body. In other texts-the Sanskrit MatsyendrasaT{lhita, Sariz
gadharapaddhati, and Siddhasiddhantapaddhati; and the Hindi Prd1J Saf!Zka/i
Sarasvati is neither Kui].Qalini nor Su�umna but a separate ntit/i, all or one end 
of which is located in the tongue. In the Khecarividya, the tongue is frequently 
called Vagisi, "Goddess of Speech," a synonym of Sarasvati. It is this identifi
cation of the Sarasvati ntit/i that makes sense of the compound sarasvatica/ana. 

Cal ana, "stimulation" or "causing to move," is part of the practice of kheca
rimudra, an important hathayogic technique in which the tongue is loosened 
and lengthened so that it can be turned backwards and inserted above the soft 
palate in order that the yogi might taste the amrta, the nectar of immortality 
dripping from the moon in the head. Khecarimudra is not taught in the 
Goralqafataka but is described in some other early Sanskrit works on hatha 
yoga, including the Dattatreyayogaftistra, the Vivekamarfa1Jt/a, and the Khecari
vidya. In the latter, calana is a means of loosening the tongue (by wrapping it 
in a cloth and pulling on it) in order that khecarimudra may be performed. 
Many of the traditional practitioners of ha(ha yoga whom I have met in India 
have demonstrated this technique to me. Theos Bernard also reports, in his 
account of a traditional training in ha(ha yoga (Hatha Yoga, London: Rider, 
1950), that he was told to practice it. Calana as a preliminary to the practice of 
khecarimudrri is not in itself said to stimulate Kui].c;ialini, but khecarimudra is. 
Ballala says in the Brhatkhecariprakrifa that Kui].c;ialini is to be awakened "by 
means of tisana, breath-retention, moving the tongue, mudrri etc." In this way, 
a quintessentially hathayogic technique consisting of the crude manipulation 
of the body, leads to the awakening of Kui].Qalini and thence to liberation. 
While sarasvaticalana was an important component of hatha yoga at its incep
tion, it appears-if one takes Sanskrit texts on hatha yoga as one's yardstick
to have fairly quickly fallen into obscurity, understood by only a handful of 
later practitioners or scholars. Within vernacular texts and the oral tradition, 
however, the idea of a connection between the tongue and KuQQalini, or at 
least the region in which she is said to lie sleeping, has survived. Thus, various 
medieval and later Hindi works-for example, the Gorakh Ba1Ji, Pane Mritrti, 
and Mahadev ]i Ki Sabdi-mention a link between the tongue and the penis 
(the yogi must restrain both), as does the eighteenth-century ]ogpradipakti, in 
which a single channel, identified with the Su�umi].a, is said to join the tongue 
and the penis. The ]ogpradipakti passage associates the lengthening of the 
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tongue with laghutd, "lightness" ("flaccidness"?), of the penis, the overcoming 
of sexual urges, and the awakening of KUI:tQalini. In 1996, at the Yoga Centre 
of Benares Hindu University, I met Dr. K. M. Tripathi, who demonstrated a 
technique in which the tip of the tongue is pressed against the front teeth and 
held there while the mouth is repeatedly opened wide and closed again. It is 
to be done at least a thousand times a day, he said, and the technique tugs on 
the merudatp/a, the spinal column, causing KUI:tQalini to rise. Dr. Tripathi told 
me that he had to give up this technique when he was married: householder 
practices that pull on the lower end of the meruda1Jt/a are incompatible with 
the yogi's practice of tugging at the top. 

The second method for stimulating KUI:tQalini taught in the Gora/qafataka 
is restraining the breath. Some later texts, which do not teach sarasvaticalana
such as the Sivasaf!thitd and Yuktabhavadeva-say that KUI}Qalini should be 
stimulated by manipulating apana, the lower breath. Holding the breath is 
called kumbhaka in the Gora/qafataka. Kumbhaka, which means "pot," can be 
unassisted, i.e., spontaneous and unstructured, or it can be assisted and take 
one of four forms. The former is superior. The latter is described in the Gorak
fa!ataka in verses that are also found in the Ha{hapradtpikti and which are the 
earliest descriptions of complex breath control (prd1Jdyama) to be found in any 
Sanskrit text. The four varieties of kumbhaka are Surya, Ujjayi, Sitali, and 
Bhastri. Each involves inhaling and exhaling in a different way. Siirya is per
formed by inhaling through the right nostril and exhaling through the left. 
For Ujjayi the yogi is to make a rasping noise in the lower part of the throat as 
he inhales. In Sitali he is to inhale through his rolled tongue. For Bhastri he is 
to pump the breath in and out as if working a pair of bellows. These kum
bhakas have various physical effects, ranging from the elimination of diseases 
to the awakening ofKUJ:l(�lalini. To achieve mastery of the breath and assist the 
stimulation of KUI;tQalini, there are three further practices that the yogi should 
undertake: the three bandhas or locks. These archetypal hathayogic practices 
are mula bandha, in which the perineum is contracted; ut/t/iyana bandha, in 
which the stomach is drawn up toward the abdomen; andjalandhara bandha, 
in which the chin is held down on the chest. 

The Gora/qafataka's yoga is summarized in its description of the best way to 
samadhi, the ultimate stage of all yogas. The yogi is to sit in a correct posture, 
stimulate Sarasvati, and control his breath with the four kumbhakas in con
junction with the three bandhas. Samadhi will ensue. In a subsequent passage 
which is likely to be a later addition to the core of the text, KUI;tQalini's ascent 
up the Su�umna is described. Heated by the inner fire and stimulated by the 
breath, she enters the Su�umna and climbs in staccato steps as she pierces the 
knots ofBrahma, Vi�Qu, and Rudra. Finally she reaches the cakra of the moon, 
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which she melts into an ambrosial fluid. As a result of her drinking this, the 
yogi's mind becomes inured to external pleasures and hence controlled. 
Km:u;lalini then unites with Siva before disappearing. 

The Text 

The Gora/qaiataka has not been critically edited, published, or translated be
fore. The translation below is of the text as found in a single manuscript, MS 
R 7874 in the collection of the Government Oriental Manuscripts Library 
(Madras), a xerox copy of which was kindly provided to me by Christian Bouy. 
There are catalogue references to four more manuscripts, which may also be of 
this Gora/qaiataka, but I have been unable to consult any of them. There are 
nearly one hundred catalogue references to manuscripts of another text called 
the Gora/qafataka. This, however, is quite different from the work translated 
here, and much better known: several recensions of it have been published and 
translated. This latter Goralqaiataka was originally known as the Viveka
mar!a7J.t/a, and for simplicity's sake that is what I shall call it here. It seems 
likely that the Vivekamarta1Jt!a became known as the Goralqaiataka through 
confusion with the text translated here. The earliest recension of the Viveka
marta�{ia-which is found in a manuscript written in 1477 CE and predates 
that text's being called the Gora/qafataka by nearly two hundred years-has 
173 verses; the Gora/qafataka has approximately 100, a more suitable number 
for a fataka or "century." (There is one late manuscript of the Vivekamarta�4a
as-Gora/qafataka that consists of one hundred verses, but it is almost certainly 
a precis composed to make sense of the name.) 

The oldest catalogued manuscript of the Gora/qaiataka was written in 1795 
CE. Barring the mention of Go�a in its opening verse, which is likely to be 
a later addition to the text's central core, there is no internal evidence in the 
Goralqaiataka that can be used to date its composition. The only method of 
doing so at our disposal is to identify borrowings from it in works which can 
be dated. Unlike many other texts on ha(ha yoga, the Gora/qaiataka presents a 
coherent unit (at least in its central core: vv. 7-64), and is unlikely to include 
verses borrowed from elsewhere. It is from this central core that all of the bor
rowings from it found in other texts are taken (apart from those in the rela
tively late Yogaku�{ialyupanifad). The Ha(hapradipika, the best known Sanskrit 
work on hatha yoga, was compiled in the fifteenth century and includes 
twenty-eight verses from the Gora/qaiataka. The Yogabi}a, another early work 
on ha(ha yoga and the likely source of five verses in the Hathapradipika, bor
rows nine verses from the Gora/qaiataka. The Sarizgadharapaddhati, an ency-
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clopedic compendium of verses on a wide range of subjects including an ex
tensive final section on ha(ha yoga, was compiled in 1363 CE, but does not 
contain any verses from the Gora/qafataka. We may therefore tentatively con
clude that the central core of the Gora/qafataka was composed (or at least be
came well known) in about 1400 CE. As the Vivekamtirfa7Jt/a gained in popu
larity under the name Gora/qa!ataka, the original Gora/qa!ataka fell into 
obscurity, whence the relative paucity of its manuscripts. In the eighteenth 
century, verses from the Gora/qafataka were used to compile the encyclopedic 
Hathatattvakaumudi. These verses are said to be granthtintare, "in another 
book": the Gora/qafataka is not named, perhaps to avoid confusion with the 
Vivekamtirfa7Jt/a, which by then was already widely known as the Gora/qa!ataka 
and which is frequendy cited in the Hathatattvakaumudi. It is likely that the 
text was not originally a complete fataka. In addition to the central core con
sisting of verses 7-64, the introductory material at verses 2-6 may also be 
original, as may verses 65-74, which teach the sequence in which the tech
niques presented earlier in the text are to be used in order to attain samtidhi, 
and which describe the obstacles that may impede the practitioner. Verses 
75-88 are somewhat tautological in the light of what precedes them, and the 
non-dual Vedantic philosophy espoused in verses 88-100 is similarly incon
gruous, suggesting that these passages were added to the text to make it a 
!ataka. 

It is also highly unlikely that the text was originally associated with or at
tributed to Gor�a, let alone composed by him. The earliest datable refer
ences to Gor�a are found in two texts written in the early part of the thir
teenth century. They are from opposite ends of the subcontinent and refer to 
him as a master of yoga, suggesting that his reputation was already well estab
lished. As we have seen above, the Gora/qafataka was probably composed 
around 1400 CE, long after Gor�a's time. During the fifteenth or sixteenth 
centuries, Gor�a was credited with having founded an order of yogis. {This 
order is nowadays widely referred to as that of the "Naths" or "Nath Siddhas," 
but there is no evidence for the use of the name "Nath" to denote an order of 
yogis until the eighteenth century. Prior to that time the word ntitha/ntith, 
when used in Sanskrit and Hindi works in the context of ha(ha yoga and yogis, 
always refers to the supreme deity.) It is in the fifteenth century, when the yogi 
order that was to become the Naths was seeking to become established and to 
distinguish itself from the other orders of yogis also beginning to coalesce at 
that time, that Sanskrit and Hindi works were first attributed to Gor�a. 
Some verses in the Hathapradipikti are attributed to him, but these do not in
clude any of the twenty-eight verses taken from the Gora/qafataka. The only 
mention of Goralq;a within the Gora/qafataka is at the beginning of the text. 
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Whether or not this is a later addition to the central core of the text, Gor�a 
cannot have composed the Gora/qafataka for reasons other than chronology: 
the text's author distinguishes himself and his guru from Gor�a. In the sec
ond verse he says that he is describing Gor�a's method of yoga, which he 
has experienced thanks to his guru's teaching. His guru's teaching may or may 
not have been a direct oral transmission from that of Gor�a, but the text 
itself is clearly not comprised of the words of Gor�a. 

Verses from the Gora/qafataka have been used to compile a variety of later 
works including, as mentioned above, the Yogabija, Ha{hapradipika, Ha{ha
ratntivali, Hathatattvakaumudi, and the Yogaku1Jt/alyupan#ad. The first eighty 
verses of the last text's first chapter are all taken from the Gora/qafataka. Verses 
from the Gora/qafataka are found in later recensions of the Vivekamtir!a7J¢a, 
having perhaps first been incorporated as glosses. 1hrough careful examina
tion of these shared verses, combined with textual criticism and observation of 
the interplay between text and practice, subtle developments in the practice 
and terminology of yoga become apparent. The confusion over the positioning 
of the cloth used to perform sarasvatictilana outlined above has resulted in 
considerable innovation in the techniques employed for the raising of 
Km:HJalini, exemplified by Swami Satyananda Saraswati's recommendation 
for that purpose of nauli (abdominal churning), among whose many benefits 
listed in Sanskrit works the raising of Km:H;lalini is never found. 

The Gora/qafataka is the first text to teach the prti1Jtiyama technique now 
widely known as suryabhedana, "the piercing of the sun." In the Gora/qafataka 
it is called the suryti bheda, i.e., the "solar variety" of kumbhaka. The passage 
teaching it ends with the quarter-verse suryabhedam udahrtam, "[this] is known 
as the suryti variety (bheda) [of kumbhaka] ."The same quarter verse is found in 
the Hathapradipika as suryabhedanam uttamam, "the excellent piercing of the 
sun." The subsequent popularity of the Hathapradipika made it such that its 
new name for the technique became definitive. A corollary technique-called 
candrabhedana, "the piercing of the moon," in which the left or lunar channel 
is used for inhalation-is taught by some modern schools of yoga. 

A close reading of the corpus of Sanskrit texts on hatha yoga may provide 
insights into some of the nuances of its practices. However, the confusion of 
the names of the suryii/suryabhedana kumbhaka and the misunderstanding of 
sarasvatictilana are indications that the primary purpose of such texts, particu
larly of anthologies such as the Hathapradipika, was not always the elucidation 
of the techniques of yoga. Rather, Sanskrit works on ha(ha yoga served to en
dorse and lend authority to its practices and schools, perhaps under the aus
pices of a patron devoted to a yogi preceptor. Their terse teachings are not 
comprehensive enough to serve as foundations for practice and could never 
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replace oral instruction from a qualified guru. Nor are they likely to have been 
used as mnemonics by the aspiring yogi: no traditional yogi that I have met in 
India has ever used them in this way. Svatmararna, the compiler of the 
Hathaprad:;pikli, left other inaccuracies and contradictions in his work, for 
which he was castigated by later authors such as Srinivasa in his Hatharatnavali. 
These remind us that our view of the practice of hatha yoga in its formative 
period is little better than that of the proverbial frog's view of the sky from the 
bottom of a well. There would have been a vast range of experimentation in 
the new field of hatha yoga during the first four centuries of its development, 
involving yogis, both male and female, of every stripe, the majority of whom 
would not have known Sanskrit. There are no historical reports of details of 
the practice of hatha yoga until Islamic interpretations begin to appear in the 
fifteenth century and modern-day oral traditions, while they provide some 
clues, are an unreliable window onto antiquity. All we have to go on is half a 
dozen short Sanskrit works (and the Marathi]flanefvari) written or compiled 
by scholars who in some cases may not have practiced the techniques they 
describe. 

As stated by Svatmararna at the beginning of the Hathapradipikli, early 
ha{ha yoga was a befuddling "darkness of many doctrines." Svatmararna val
iandy tried to create a lamp (prad:;pika) to lighten this darkness by synthesiz
ing into one coherent whole the doctrines in the texts he had at his disposal, 
but their incompatibility made this an ultimately impossible task. By making 
the Ha{hapradipikli a compilation, however, he has unwittingly left us with a 
means of identifying the texts that taught those early doctrines, a small num
ber of which do present coherent methods of yoga. One such text is the 
Gorakfaiataka. 

There are many difficulties with the text of the Gorakfaiataka as found in the 
single manuscript (Government Oriental Manuscripts Library, Madras, MS 
R 7874) used for the present translation. At several places I have made conjec
tural emendations; at several others I have emended it using readings found in 
works which borrow from it, the Ha{haprad:;pikli and Yogaku1Jt/alyupani!ad in 
particular. Some parts of the text have remained unclear to me despite my best 
efforts at emendation. These passages are marked with cruxes (t . . .  t); some
times I attempt a translation, but where I am completely stumped I leave an 
ellipsis ( . . .  ). The verse division of the manuscript is also problematic. It is un
numbered but gives single da1Jdas (vertical lines) to mark the end of half
verses and double da1Jt/as to mark the end of verses. There are 107 double 
da1Jt/as, but if each pair of half-verses is numbered without regard to the man
uscript's punctuation we get a total oflOl verses, the usual number for a fataka. 
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This does, however, result in several infelicitous verse divisions. I have thus 
decided to leave the translation unnumbered. 

Suggestions for Further Reading 

Of early (pre-Hathapradipikti) texts on hatha yoga, only the following have 
been edited and translated into English: the Khecarividya, ed. James Mallin
son (London: Routledge, 2007), and the Sivasa,hita (various editions, includ
ing James Mallinson [New York: Yoga Vidya.com, 2007]).1he best edition and 
translation of the Hathapradipika is that of Svami Digambarji and Dr. Pitam
bar Jha (Lonavla: Kaivalyadham S.M.Y.M. Samiti, 1970). 1here is no English 
translation of any of the longer recensions of the Vivekamtir!a7Jt/a, but it has 
been edited and translated into German by Fausta Nowotny (Das Gora/qafataka 
[Koln: Richard Schwartzbold, 1976]). Its hundred-verse precis has been edited 
and translated into English by Svami Kuvalayananda and S. A. Shukla 
( Gora/qafatakam [Lonavla: Kaivalyadham S.M.Y.M. Samiti, 1958]). 

English translations of later works on hatha yoga include the Yoga
Upan4ads, tr. T. R. Srinivasa Ayyangar (Madras: Adyar Library, 1938); the 
Hatharatntivali, ed. M. L. Gharote, P. Devnath, and V. K. Jha (Lonavla Yoga 
Institute, 2002), the Hathatattvakaumudi, ed. M. L. Gharote, P. Devnath, and 
V. K. Jha (Lonavla Yoga Institute, 2007); and the Ghera7Jt/asa1f1hita, ed. and tr. 
James Mallinson (New York: Yoga Vidya.com, 2004). 

On Sanskrit texts on hatha yoga and in particular their relationship with the 
Yoga Upani�ads, see Christian Bouy, Les Natha-Yogin et les Upan4ads (Paris: 
Diffusion de Boccard, 1994). On Tantric precedents of hatha yoga, see So
madeva Vasudeva, 7he Yoga of the Malinivijayottaratantra (Pondicherry: Insti
tut Fran�ais de Pondichery, 2004). 

On early texts on hatha yoga, see the introduction to the Khecarividya (Mal
linson 2007). On yogic and alchemical traditions, see David Gordon White, 
7heA/chemical Body (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1996). 

The Hundred Verses of Goraksa 

So that renouncers whose essence is consciousness might attain perfection, I 
shall now duly proclaim the method of yoga which was made public by Gor
�a, the king of the siddhas, and which gives signs of success in but a few 
days, for I have personally experienced it thanks to my guru's oral teaching. 

The wise man does not fall into rebirth; through the science of sexual plea-
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sure people are mutually ruined. By taking instruction, he who has been made 
to fall becomes perfect; he who does not take instruction does not. It is ac
cording to his actions that a man has a good or bad destiny: the builder of 
walls goes up, the builder of wells down. Therefore one must initially make an 
effort in order to be liberated from existence, and through devotion in body, 
speech and mind, obtain an excellent guru. One should always turn to a guru 
whose sight, mind and breath do not depend on form for support t . . .  t 

He is truly liberated whose mind is neither asleep nor awake, neither re
members nor forgets, and neither stops nor starts. He is without doubt liber
ated whose breath goes neither in nor out, neither in the left nostril nor the 
right, and neither up nor down. The mind has two impulses: past impressions 
and the breath. On one of them being destroyed, both are destroyed. Of these 
two, it is the breath which you must first conquer (on being allowed to do so 
[by your guru]), in order that you might become a liberated man t . . .  t. 

[The Conquest of the Breath] There is said to be a triad of methods best for 
bringing about the conquest of the breath: a controlled diet, posture and the 
third, stimulation of the goddess. Their characteristics shall now duly be de
scribed in turn. 

[Measured Diet] Food that is unctuous and sweet, leaves a quarter [of the 
stomach] empty and is eaten in order to please Siva is called a measured diet. 

[Posture] Posture is said to have two varieties: padmiisana and vajriisana. 

[Padmdsana] If one puts the soles ofboth feet on the thighs, that is padmiisana, 
the lotus posture, which duly destroys all sins. 

[Jiajrasana] If one puts the left heel under the bulb and the other one above it, 
and holds one's neck, head and body straight, it is called vajriisana, the thun
derbolt posture. 

[The Stimulation of the goddess] Now I shall briefly teach the stimulation of 
the goddess. The goddess is coiled. Making her move in stages from her home 
to the place between the eyebrows is called the stimulation of the goddess. 
There are two chief ways of accomplishing this: the stimulation of Sarasvati 
and the restraint of the breath. Through practice, KuQ<;lalini becomes straight. 

[The Stimulation ofSarasvati] Of the two [methods] , I shall first teach you 
the stimulation ofSarasvati. Knowers of antiquity call Sarasvati Arundhati. By 
making her move KuQ<;lalini moves automatically. With the vital breath mov
ing in l<;la [the left channel], the wise man should sit steadily in padmiisana, 
spread out a cloth twelve fingers long and four fingers broad, wrap it around 
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[Sarasvati's] ntit/i and hold it firmly with the thumbs and index fingers of both 
hands. For two muhurtas (one hour and thirty-six minutes) he should fear
lessly move it left and right over and over again as much as he can. He should 
draw [the part of] the Su�umna which is at [the level of] Kur:H;lalini slightly 
upwards so that Kur:H;lalini can enter the Su�umna's mouth. Prti1Ja leaves that 
place and automatically enters the Su�umna. [The yogi] should stretch his 
stomach and, having contracted his throat, he should fill himself up with air 
through the solar [right] channel: the wind travels up from the chest. There
fore one should regularly stimulate Sarasvati, she who contains sound. By 
stimulating her, the yogi is freed from diseases such as inflammation of the 
spleen, dropsy, splenitis and other [ills] that affect the stomach. All of those 
diseases are sure to be destroyed by the stimulation of the goddess. 

[The Restraint of the Breath] Now I shall teach in brief the restraint of the 
breath. The vital breath {prti1Ja) is wind produced in the body. [Its] restraint 
(ayama) is known as kumbhaka. Kumbhaka is said to be of two kinds: assisted 
(sahita) and unassisted (kevala). [The yogi] should practice assisted kumbhaka 
until unassisted kumbhaka is mastered. Surya, Ujjayi, and Sitali [are the first 
three] and Bhastri [is] the fourth: when kumbhaka has these variations it is 
assisted kumbhaka. I shall now duly teach in brief [their] characteristics. 

[Siiryi kumhhaka] In a clean place clear of people and mosquitoes and so 
forth, as long as a bow and free from cold, fire and water, [and] on a seat that 
is clean-neither too high nor too low, agreeable and comfortable-[ the yogi] 
should assume padmtisana, stimulate Sarasvati, gently draw in external air 
through the right channel, fill himself with as much air as is comfortable and 
then expel it through l<;la [the left channel] . (Alternatively the wise man 
should expel the breath once the skull is purified.) This destroys the four dis
eases of the vtita humor and problems with worms. This [kumbhaka] , which is 
called the Siirya or solar variety, should be practiced repeatedly. 

[Ujjiyi kumhbaka] [The yogi] should close the mouth and gently draw in air 
through the two channels so that it comes into contact with [the region ex
tending] from the throat to the heart, making a sound. In the same way as 
before he should hold his breath and then expel it through l<;la. [This] kum
bhaka, which is called Ujjayi, ("the victorious"), should be performed when 
[the yogi is] walking or at rest. It destroys the fire that arises in the head; it 
completely removes phlegm from the throat; it increases the fire of the body 
and it rids the body of edema in the channels and imbalances in its constituent 
parts. 
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[Sitali kumbhaka] The sage should draw in air through the tongue and then, 
after holding the breath as before, gently exhale it through his nostrils. Inflam
mation of the spleen and other diseases are destroyed, as is fever caused by an 
excess of pitta, the bilious humor. This kumbhaka called Sitali, "she who is 
cool," destroys poisons. 

[Bhastri kumbhaka] Then the sage should assume padmiisana and, holding his 
neck and stomach straight, close his mouth and forcefully exhale through his 
nostrils in such a way that his breath makes contact with his throat, producing 
a sound in his skull. He should then quickly draw in a small amount of air as 
far as his heart lotus. Then he should exhale and inhale as before, repeating the 
process over and over again. The wise man should pump the air that is in his 
body in the same way that one might quickly pump a blacksmith's bellows. 
When the body becomes tired, he should gently inhale by way of the sun until 
the abdomen becomes full of air. Holding the middle of the nose firmly, with
out using the index fingers, he should perform kumbhaka as before and then 
exhale through I<;la. This adamantine [kumbhaka] purges the throat of bile; it 
increases the fire of the body; it awakens Km:u_ialini; it frees from sin, and is 
auspicious [and] pleasant. It destroys the bolt made of substances such as 
phlegm which is situated inside the opening of the Brahma ntit/i [and] it 
pierces the three knots that are born from the three gu1Jas. This kumbhaka, 
called Bhastri ("the bellows"), is to be practiced above all others. 

[The Three Bantihas] Now I shall briefly teach the three bandhas. Once the 
four varieties of kumbhaka have been learnt and are being practiced regularly, 
[the yogi] should achieve mastery of the breath. He must perform the three 
bandhas, which I shall now describe. The first is mula bandha, the second is 
ut/t/iytina bandha, and the third isjalandhara [bandha] .Their characteristics are 
as follows: 

[MUla bandha] [The yogi] forces the downward-moving apana breath to 
move upwards by means of contraction. Yogis call this mula bandha, "the root 
lock." When aptina has turned upwards and reached the orb of fire, then the 
flame, fanned by the wind, rises high. As a result, fire and apana reach prti1Ja, 
which is hot by nature. The overheated prti1Ja creates a blaze in the body, which 
heats the sleeping KuQ<;ialini and wakes her up. Like a snake struck by a stick, 
she hisses and straightens hersel£ As if entering a snake-hole, she enters the 
Brahma naf/i. Therefore, yogis should maintain the regular practice of mula 
bandha. 

[Udc;liyana bandha] Ut/t!iyana is to be performed at the end of kumbhaka and 
the beginning of exhalation. It is the bandha by means of which the breath flies 
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up (ut/t/iyate) into the Su�umQa, which is why yogis call it ut/t/iytina. Sitting in 
vajrtisana, [the yogi] should hold his feet firmly with his hands and press the 
bulb there in the region of his ankles. He should very gendy pull back his 
stomach, heart and throat, so that his breath does not reach his belly. Once 
gastric imbalances have been overcome, [ut/t/iytina] is to be carefully performed 
at regular intervals. 

[Jilandhara bandha] The bandha called jtilandhara is to be performed after 
inhalation. It involves constricting the neck, and blocks the movement of the 
breath. Once the neck is constricted, by means of contraction and stretching 
the abdomen backwards [i.e. , by the mula and ut/t/iytina bandhas] , the breath 
quickly enters the Brahma ntit/i. 

[Samidhi] Now I shall teach the best way to samtidhi, an enjoyable method 
which conquers death and always brings about the bliss of [absorption in] 
brahman. Correcdy assuming a posture in exacdy the same way as was taught 
earlier, [the yogi] should stimulate Sarasvati and control his breath. On the 
first day he should perform the four kumbhakas, [holding] each of them ten 
times. On the second day [he should increase] that by five. Adding five each 
day, on the third day he should do twenty, which is enough. Kumbhaka should 
always be performed in conjunction with the three bandhas. 

[Obstacles to the Practice ofYoga] Sleeping by day because of staying awake 
and having too much sex at night; over-agitation due to constant restraint of 
urine and feces; [and] problems with imbalanced posture on account of wor
rying about one's breath while exerting oneself: these cause disease to arise 
quickly. If the ascetic were to stop [his practice], saying "I have become ill from 
practicing yoga," and then abandon his practice altogether, that is said to be 
the first obstacle. The second is doubt and the third is negligence. The fourth 
is sloth and the fifth is sleep. The sixth is stopping one's practice and the sev
enth is said to be delusion. Irregularity is the eighth and the ninth is known as 

that with no name. Not attaining the essence of yoga is said by the wise to be 
the tenth. By reflecting [on them] the wise man should renounce these ten 
obstacles. 

[The Ascent of KUI}.c;lalini] Then the wise man who is established in the true 
reality should regularly practice [control of] the breath. The mind is absorbed 
into the Su�umna and the breath does not rush forth. As a result of his secre
tions being dried up, the yogi's journey is begun. He should force the down
ward moving aptina breath to move upwards by means of contraction. Yogis 
call this mula bandha. When the aptina has become upward moving and goes 
together with fire to the place of prti1Ja, then-with fire, prti1Ja and aptina hav-
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ing quickly come together-the coiled, sleeping KuQc;lalini, heated by that fire 
and stimulated by the breath, makes her body enter the mouth of the Su�umna. 
Then, having pierced the knot of Brahm a, which is born of the rajas gu1Ja, she 
quickly flashes like a streak of lightning in the mouth of the Su�umna. She 
hurries up to the knot of Vi�QU and, after stopping at the heart, she swiftly 
moves on, having pierced the knot ofVi�QU. [She then] goes to where the knot 
of Rudra is found, between the eyebrows, and, having pierced that, she goes to 
the orb of the moon, the cakra called anahata which has sixteen petals. Once 
there she automatically dries up the fluid produced from the moon. When the 
sun has been moved from its abode to the place of blood and bile by the force 
of prti1Ja, KuQc;lalini, having gone to where the cakra of the moon (which con
sists of the white fluid of phlegm) is found, consumes there the heated phlegm 
that has been discharged and is by nature cold. In the same way the white 
[fluid] in the shape of the moon is heated forcefully; agitated, KuQc;lalini moves 
upwards and thus [the fluid] flows even more. As a result of tasting this, the 
mind is beyond the objects of the senses. Having enjoyed the best of what is 
inside him, the young man [becomes] intent on the sel£ KuQc;lalini goes to 
tthe place whose form is that of the eight constituents of nature.t Having 
embraced it she moves on to Siva. Mter embracing him she disappears. In the 
same way, the red (rajas) from below and the white (fukla) from above dissolve 
in Siva. Thereafter, the breath similarly joins with the twins prti1Ja and apana. 

[Realization of the Truth] tWith the gross element diminished and the 
speaker [becoming] greatert, the breath] increases and makes all the [bodily] 
winds flow like gold [heated] in a crucible. With the physical body [absorbed] 
into the spiritual one, the body becomes extremely pure. I shall now describe 
this to you clearly. Free of the condition of being insentient, undefiled, with 
consciousness as its essence, that subtle body is the most important of all 
[bodies] and contains [the notion of ] "1." Freedom from the condition of 
being insentient [and] the mistaken understanding of that which takes the 
appearance of time: notions such as these-which have their own form, like 
that of the rope and the snake-sow doubt about the form of reality. The con
dition arises of considering their cause to be time. This elemental [universe] is 
as real as water in a mirage. Beheld by the temporal body, the earth and its 
other parts are indeed produced from the elements. Like the hare's horn, it is 
real neither in the meaning of its name nor in its own form. tA bad dream 
arises in the meantime whose proofis produced. Is that man [i.e., the dreamer] 
deluded, like the [wild] gaze of a rutting elephant?t It is incorrect [to say] that 
everything comes into being and it is incorrect [to say] that it disappears, just 
as it is out of error that a man or a woman thinks mother-of-pearl to be silver. 
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Knowledge from a dream cannot be called the body even if it might appear 
real. Thus, after being mistaken, [the truth should be] established by means of 
careful investigation. In the same way, this body, through thorough introspec
tion, clearly reveals itself to be insentient because it is formed from the ele
ments. Thus, in the same way, just as through lack of thought, the process of 
the practice of[controlling] the breath comes to an end t . . .  t, it is not a thing. 
Thus are the seven levels, from arising in that which is produced by knowledge. 
One should attain perpetual happiness in conditions such as that called "being 
without fire." 

We drink the dripping liquid called hindu, the drop, not wine; we consume the 
rejection of the objects of the five senses, not meat; we do not embrace a be
loved but rather the Su�umna ntit/i, her body curved like kuia grass; if we must 
have intercourse, it takes place in a mind dissolved in the void, not in a 
vagina. 

Thus ends The Hundred Verses of Gora�a. 



- 15 
Nath Yogis, Akbar, and the "Balnath Tilla" 

William R. Pinch 

In early March 1581, the Mughal emperor Akbar visited a major Nath Yogi 
center, known as the "Balnath Tilla." He visited the site at least one other time 
in later years, and yogis from the "Tilla" are said to have visited the Mughal 
capital on occasion. The "Tilla," or "crag," has been known by a variety of names 
over the centuries, including "Tilla Jogian," "Gorakshanath Tilla," and "L�
man Tilla."This chapter presents a selection of texts that describe this site and 
Akbar's visit to it, as well as different ways that Nath Yogis gravitated toward or 
interacted with the Mughal emperor and other sovereign powers in the region. 
Two of the texts were composed in Persian, one in Portuguese, one in Latin, 
and the rest in Hindi. The Persian, Latin, and Portuguese texts were commit
ted to writing in the sixteenth century, fairly soon after the events described 
occurred; the remainder, in Hindi, come from oral tradition passed down over 
generations, only to be published in written form in the twentieth century. 

The contemporary accounts of Akbar's visit to the Tilla were composed by 
two very different men: one was the emperor's close friend and prominent 
court intellectual, Abu'l F�; the other was a European visitor to the Mughal 
court and a member of the relatively young Society of Jesus {or "Jesuit" order), 
Antonio Monserrate. Abu'l Fa�, whose Persian account comes from his mas
sive eulogistic biography of Akbar, assumed that the reader possessed a degree 
of familiarity with India and Mughal political and religious culture; he gener
ally wrote sympathetically about Indian religious practices and tended to cast 
things in a quasi-Sufi devotionalist light. Thus, as he puts it in a later passage 
from volume three of the A'in-i-Akbari (pp. 197-98), although yogic claims of 
superhuman power "may seem incredible in the eyes of those affected by the 
taint of narrow custom, those who acknowledge the wonderful power of God 
will find in it no cause of astonishment." By contrast, Monserrate, who wrote 
in Latin for Europeans (primarily his Jesuit superiors and brothers), assumed 
very little knowledge about India on the part of his readers; consequendy his 
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account contained much more in the way of ordinary details left out of Abu'l 
Fa�l's chronological narrative. And whereas Abu'l Fa� saw yogis and their 
abilities as a reflection of God's marvelous power, Monserrate tended to re
gard their religious understandings and practices as absurd. 

The two supplementary sixteenth-century accounts of Akbar's encounters 
with yogis were written by analogous figures at the Mughal court. Abdu-l 
�dir Badauni, to whom we are indebted for his description of Akbar's late 
night meetings with yogis and his adoption of many of their practices and 
understandings, was a prominent court intellectual like his rival, Abu'l Fa�. In 
the 1580s, overcome with bitterness and hatred due to the political ascent of 
the latter, Badauni began compiling a secret history that expressed his displea
sure at the liberal attitudes that came to characterize Akbar's reign. Not sur
prisingly, therefore, his description of Akbar's visits to the yogis, while full of 
interesting detail, is laced with invective. Badauni's account is supplemented 
in turn by an unusual (and heretofore untranslated) description by Jerome 
Xavier, the grand nephew of the celebrated-though not yet canonized
Francis Xavier. A member of the Society of Jesus like Monserrate, Xavier be
longed to the much longer-lived "third mission to Mogor." He lived at or near 
the court in Agra and Lahore for almost twenty years, finally leaving to return 
to Goa on India's west coast (and the headquarters of Portugal's "Estado da 
India") during the reign of Akbar's son, Salim (or "Jahangir"), in 1615. His ac
count of a Nath Yogi gathering on the banks of the Ravi near the palace at 
Lahore in 1596, not long after his arrival in north India, was part of a long and 
detailed Portuguese letter that he wrote as a report to his superiors in Goa and 
Rome. It is informed by the same Counter-Reformation sensibilities that ani
mated Monserrate's account and likewise provides a fascinating level of 
detail. 

Interspersed amid these sixteenth-century accounts are, finally, stories 
popu1ar among Nath Yogis that have been handed down over generations 
and today constitute a part of the traditional lore of the Tilla and its follow
ers. These were recorded during the latter half of the twentieth century and 
published in Hindi in 1983 by Krishna Kumar Bali. In choosing from the 
many legends popular among Nath Yogis, I have sought material that elabo
rates details or themes introduced in the sixteenth-century accounts. Whether 
or not "the legends cloak a near historical fact," as suggested by B. N. Gos
wamy and J. S. Grewal in their introduction to a collection of Persian docu
ments concerning the "Jogis of Jakhbar," they do afford a glimpse of yogi 
self-understandings concerning the features of their existence and practices 
that outside observers deemed worthy of inclusion in their descriptive ac
counts. In addition, the pairing of the legendary with the more traditional 
"primary source" accounts affords a sense of how the meanings associated with 
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events, persons, and places from the late sixteenth century have percolated 
within the Nath Yogi community over time (more on this point below). 

Akbar's visit to the Balnath Tilla occurred in the wake of the bringing to 
heel of Mirza l:fakim, the emperor's half brother, resident in Kabul. Akbar's 
victory over Mirza l:fakim signaled the defeat of the "orthodox" Muslim party 
in Mughal politics and thus opened a new phase in the half-century long 
reign of Akbar, who was now free to experiment more liberally with various 
forms of religious eclecticism. It is in the wake of Mirza l:fakim's defeat that 
we begin to see the more open expression of interest by the emperor in het
erodox groups like Nath Yogis. At the same time, Akbar recognized the need 
to leave a more firm "Akbari" imprint on the Punjab, a region that had been 
the scene of much dissension, by engaging in wide-ranging hunting expedi
tions, building bridges, constructing forts, and laying out gardens. In the wake 
of military exercises, these construction projects were a way to reshape the 
north Indian environment according to Mughal self-understandings. The act 
of visiting, engaging with, and becoming the major patron of the Nath Yogis 
of the Punjab and Jammu-Kashmir hills, whose craggy haunts were difficult 
to access and inhospitable even for local inhabitants, was also for the Mughal 
emperor a way to take possession of that geo-strategic territory. But from the 
Nath Yogi point of view, it is not at all clear who was possessing whom. Cer
tainly Akbar was making the Himalayan frontier more Mughal, but in the 
process the Nath Yogis were making Akbar more yogic. In other words, yogis 
and Mughals seemed to be domesticating each other. Indeed, this is precisely 
how empire works, when it works: as a dual process of incorporation (or pro
jection and possession), from above and below. 

The Balnath Tilla is today located in Jhelum District, Pakistan. During Par
tition in 1947, many of the Nath Yogis connected to the Tilla, including the 
head of the monastery, shifted to Ambala on the Indian side of the Punjab. 
Not surprisingly, many of the legendary vignettes related in Bali's 1983 work 
reflect the more recent post-Mughal history of the subcontinent, particularly 
the challenges posed by the emergence of regional eighteenth-century states, 
the rise of British power, and the crystallization of Hindu and Muslim reli
gious-nationalism. Even those tales that purport to describe events in Akbar's 
day seem colored by more recent sensibilities and anxieties, particularly reli
gious anxieties that are produced by modern communalism. 

While few if any original Mughal-era documents connected to the Tilla 
have come to light, or have been subject to scholarly scrutiny, it was reported 
in the 1904 ]helum District Gazetteer (a kind of administrative handbook) that 
the monastery was in possession of a "sanad" from Akbar confirming "an an
cient grant" of ajiigir or tax-free estate owned by the Tilla. By contrast, Mu
ghal records concerning a related Nath Yogi institution, at Jakhbar, located on 
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the Indian side of the Punjab, have benefited from painstaking historiograph
ical investigation by B. N. Goswamy and J. S. Grewal. From these documents 
it is clear that Jakhbar was established during the reign of Akbar, and with 
Mughal support. The founder, who was known both as Bhau Nath and Ud
want Nath, is said to have impressed Akbar with his feats of yogic prowess, 
which included the power of flight. According to a legend from Jakhbar, Ud
want Nath regularly flew from Jakhbar to the Ganga to fetch water for his 
guru's bath. Stories of such supernormal powers are, as demonstrated below, a 
commonplace of Nath Yogi lore. And indeed there is a similar story {also in
cluded here) concerning a differently named Nath Yogi of the Tilla who was 
contemporaneous with Akbar, suggesting that these were-or at least are re
membered as-one and the same individual, and {more importantly, from the 
Tilla point of view) that Jakhbar is subordinate to the Tilla in the Nath Yogi 
hierarchy. 

Though today-especially in the West-yoga is associated with physical 
postures and breathing exercises and the good health that is thought to follow 
from such practices, many of the actual primary source descriptions of yogis 
from the early modem era suggest-and sometimes make explicitly clear
that the "yoga" ofNath Yogis was principally about the cultivation of supernor
mal power. Of particular importance was power over the natural world
whether in the form of climate, gravity, flora, or fauna-and indeed over death 
itsel£ As David Gordon White has argued, the Nath Yogi's ability to project 
himself onto, and into, other beings-to quite literally take bodily possession of 
both living and inanimate things around him and, in some cases, render himself 
deathless-was central to what it meant to be a yogi. In fact, a Nath Yogi's abil
ity to project himself and take possession-to yoke the world to his will-de
termined his status as a "siddha" or "perfected being," the highest rank among 
yogis. OEite naturally, then, the Nath Yogis and their "siddha" gurus were of 
immense interest to wielders of political power, whose business it was, also, to 
project force and take possession-of territory, people, animals, and plants. 
And the feeling was, evidently, mutual. Siddhas and sovereigns were, in a sense, 
rivals, but this meant they could also be allies-for so long as the terms of their 
relationship could be properly calibrated. No doubt this calibration had much 
to do with Akbar's visit to and his patronage of the shrine, as well as the Nath 
Yogi gravitation toward Akbar in later years. But as the case of Akbar seems to 
suggest, Nath Yogis were also useful in other, more intimate ways. 

The legends from Krishna Kumar Bali, Tillti Gora/qantith {Haridwar: Pir Kala 
Nath Prakashan, 1983), are translated from Hindi by me. For the passages by 
Abu'l Fa�l, Badaiini, and Monserrate, I have used the translations done 
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around the turn of the twentieth century by H. Beveridge (Abu'l Fa�), 
George Ranking (Badauni), and John S. Hoyland and S. N. Bannerjee (Man
serrate): see the passages for bibliographic details. My translation of the 
Xavier letter was corrected and enhanced by Dr. Javier Castro-Ibaseta, to 
whom I am grateful. 

Suggestions for Further Reading 

The most detailed examination ofMughal and post-Mughal land-grant docu
ments concerning a Nath Yogi shrine is B. N. Goswamy and ]. S. Grewal, The 
Mughals and the ]ogis of ]akhbar: Some Madad-i Ma'ash and Other Documents 
(Simla: Indian Institute of Advanced Study, 1967). Munis D. Faruqui, "The 
Forgotten Prince: Mirza Hakim and the Formation of the Mughal Empire in 
India," journal of the Economic and Social History of the Orient 48: 4 (December 
2005): 487-523, provides a cogent investigation of the internal politics govern
ing Akbar's religious development. Abu'l Fa�l makes reference, in the excerpt 
below, to his discussion of the "Patanjali Canon" in the final volume. This dis
cussion can be found in his A'in-i Akbari, vol. 3, trans. H. S. ]arret, corrected 
and annotated by Jadunath Sarkar (Calcutta: Royal Asiatic Society, 1927-
1949), pp. 187-98. There are many other Mughal-era passages that describe 
yogis: among the most entertaining is a description by the traveler MaJ:tmud 
Wali Balkhi (from Balkh, in northern Mghanistan) in 1625-31, recently revis
ited in Muzaffar Alam and Sanjay Subrahmanyam, Indo-Persian Travels and 
the Age of Discoveries, 140�1800 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2007), pp. 131-74. On powerful ascetics (including yogis) and the implications 
for Mughal and British imperialism and Indian nationalism, see William R. 
Pinch, Warrior Ascetics and Indian Empires (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2006). On possession and projection in early modem and modem India, 
see David Gordon White, Sinister Yogis (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 2009), especially chapter 6. 

Akbar's visit to the Balnath Tilla 
(From Abu'l Fa?l,Akbarnama, vol. 3, trans. H. Beveridge (Calcutta: Asiatic Society of 
Bengal, 1897-1918), pp. 513-14.) 

Also at this time [March 1581] he visited the shrine of Balnath Tillah. It is 
loftily situated and near Rohtas. It is so old that its beginning is not known. It 
is regarded as the prayer-spot of Balnath ]ogi, and is held in veneration, and 
visited by many people. In the extensive country of India there are various 
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ways of obtaining deliverance (tiztidi). One set are called Jogis. Their tenets are 
according to the Patanjal Canon, of which some account has been given in the 
final volume. 

They place eternal existence in the kingdom of annihilation, and act, in 
many respects, contrary to customs. Many are distinguished for contentment 
and innocence, and, one by one, attain to enlightenment. Balnath was at the 
head of these enthusiasts. They say he was the younger brother of Ram Cand, 
and it is commonly said that he became an ascetic, and that he chose this 
place in order to mortify his passions. In short, the world's lord [Akbar] did 
not regard his own spiritual beauty, and searched for servants of God, and al
ways offered up supplications to God with every body of men who seemed to 
have attained the truth, or wherever men offered up prayer. With this view he 
went to that retreat of worshippers of God. The company of ascetics in that 
neighbourhood obtained enlightenment from the glory of the presence of the 
world's lord. 

Akbar and Zinda Pir 
(From Bali, Tillii Gorak.faniith, pp. 18, 33-34.) 

In emperor Akbar's time a yogi named "Zinda Pir" was the head of the Tilla. 
Zinda Pir was also considered a perfect "siddha" and there are many stories 
told in connection with him. Some people believe that Zinda Pir never really 
died but that he simply disappeared. Indeed, because of this he is called Zinda 
p-rr [the "still living" Pir] . In his time the emperor Akbar came to the Tilla.The 
meeting with him [Zinda Pir] had a profound effect and he [Akbar] bestowed 
nine villages on the Tilla monastery in the form of a jagir. In addition he 
began the construction of a fort at the Tilla. 

When Akbar's soldiers began building the defensive works for the fort, the 
yogi inhabitants (who were lovers of solitude) began to complain. In addition, 
some of the Mughal officials traveled with their harems, that is, their wives. 
This the yogis could not tolerate and they appealed to the Pir to cause them 
[the Mughals] to retreat. Zinda Pir also opposed the fort construction. But 
the Mughal officials didn't listen to his request and continued working on the 
fort. At this, Zinda Pir by his own power caused the walls of the fort to col
lapse. [In addition] the heads and torsos of those who were working on the 
walls began to disappear. When those soldiers and laborers saw each other 
headless they were terrified and fled. When word of this reached the emperor 
Akbar, he immediately gave the order to halt construction. And he begged 
forgiveness from p-rr Zinda p-rr. Mterwards many other rajahs tried to build 
forts there, but due to the influence of the yogis not one was successful. Even 
during the English government, the English tried to build a "rest house" there. 
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In those days the head of the monastery was Kala Nath. Some old servant
devotees [of the Tilla] informed the author that every time the walls of the 
"rest house" were built they would collapse. In the end the English govern
ment built a "dak bungalow" at the foot of the Tilla, which still exists today. 
On the Tilla itself, in addition to the Gor�anath and Siva temples there is 
only the monastery where the yogis live and the cowshed etc. There are no 
government buildings whatsoever . . .  

Many stories about the pirs of the Tilla were told to the author by old yogis 
and servant-devotees. Some have already been related earlier. Many tales are 
connected to Zinda Plr. Zinda Pir is thought to have been a contemporary of 
Akbar. Every year in his [Zinda Pir's] name, on the fifteenth day of A�ac;lh 
[late June to early July], "daliya" [a kind of soup or gruel] is distributed. In this 
connection it is said that one day Akbar hit upon the idea of building a for
tress at the Tilla and garrisoning troops there. To this end he sent a unit of his 
army there and they began building a fort. On several occasions the Mughal 
soldiery also mistreated the yogis there. One day, upset by the conduct of the 
troops, the yogis went to Zinda Pir and lodged a complaint, and he replied 
that he would figure out some way to send them packing. Having heard the 
yogis' tales of woe, Zinda p-JI caused all the wells and tanks and other water 
sources to dry up. Faced with the sudden lack of drinking water, the Mughal 
forces were in a quandary. Eventually this information made its way up the 
chain of command to the Mughal emperor. Finally, when Akbar came to 
know of the reason behind this water scarcity, he immediately ordered his 
troops to depart. But for some time afterward the drinking water problems 
continued at the Tilla. In the end, the yogis gathered together and once again 
went to the head of the Tilla and informed him of their hardships. At this, 
Zinda Pir ordered that "daliya" be made and distributed at a "langar" [a com
munal feast] . It is said that after the distribution of the "daliya" a torrential 
rainfall occurred and all the wells and tanks were filled with water. From then 
on, every year on the fifteenth day of �a<;lh "daliya" is distributed at the Tilla. 
People maintain that on this day the monsoon winds and rain begin in the 
Panjab region. 

Akbar's visit to the Bilnath Tilla 
(From Antonio Monserrate, 1he Commentary of Father Monserrate, Sf, on his journey to the 
Court of Akbar, trans. John S. Hoyland and S. N. Bannerjee [London: Oxford University 
Press, 1922], pp. 113-16.) 

This Balnat Thile, that is crag of Balnat, is very high and steep. Ascent is dif
ficult, and cannot be accomplished on horse-back. On the crest itself is a level 
space; on this are built several small dwellings, in which it is said that a certain 
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and bring it for his guru's bath, and it was said that he had an intimate rela
tionship with Akbar as well. One day Akbar went with his army to the Tilla 
and met with the Pir. There the emperor assigned some estates in the name of 
the Tilla. But in the midst of this some of Akbar's soldiers got into an argu
ment. Sakarnath was an extremely peace-loving sadhu and was disturbed by 
all the commotion caused by the soldiers; he ordered the army to leave the 
place immediately. One of them asked him to demonstrate some powers. At 
this Sakarnath filled the skies with clouds with his own yoga-sakti. While they 
were watching, it began to rain, and after a little while it began to appear that 
snow was falling. But in fact it wasn't a snowstorm or blizzard, rather it was 
sugar [fakkar]. It was absolutely sweet sugar, [in fact] all four directions were 
jammed with heaps of sugar. Seeing the sugar falling, Akbar's troops were 
shocked [pulled their ears] and many people began filling their clothes and 
pots and pans with it and took it to their houses. Seeing all this Siddha 
Sakarnath turned all the sugar into dirt. Everyone was amazed at this miracu
lous power (siddhi) and they all returned to their homes singing his praises. 
From this time on, this cave has been known as Sakarnath's Cave. Even till 
today there are piles of dirt near this cave that look like sugar had fallen there. 

Sakamath, the Demon, and Jhafar Village 
(From Bali, Til/a Goralqantith, pp. l6-17.) 

Sakarnath-ji was considered a great siddha yogi there. Later some ancient 
sadhus told the author that visions of him would appear to them in the tank 
at the Tilla. Sometimes the ancient yogis would see him in their dreams. Baba 
Barakhanath-ji of Delhi, who is one of the oldest yogis, told the author that he 
would sometimes have a vision of both Zinda Pir and Sakarnath at the Tilla. 
Sakarnath-ji went to a place called Jhafar when it was time to die [lit., when 
he was ready to abandon his body]. At that place lived a demon who every day 
would kill and eat one person. Before this he used to terrorize the surrounding 
villages. And he used to kill lots of people. So in time the people of that region 
decided that they would send a person to the demon every day, along with 
other things to eat. The demon agreed. And he put a stop to his attacks on that 
region. Later, when Sakarnath-ji went to that village, [it so happened that] a 
member of the family in whose house he was staying was about to be handed 
over to the demon that very evening. When Sakarnath learned of this, he de
cided that he himself would go to the demon that very night. He ignored the 
warnings [of the people] and at the appointed time he set off in the direction 
of the demon's lair. When the demon came in the night he saw that Sakarnath 
was eating the accompanying food intended for him [the demon]. They both 
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commenced fighting over it. When the demon raised his hand to smite Sakar
n�ith, he suddenly became lifeless. The next day when the villagers came there 
they saw Yogi Sakamath fast asleep and the demon's dead body [as a pillow] 
beneath his head. Sakarnath lived there a long time. Toward the end of his 
time he took a Saiyad Musalman [a high-class Muslim] as his own disciple 
and placed him on his throne [gaddi] . With respect to this it is said that all the 
people in the village in which he lived were Saiyad Musalmans. 

At the very last, he asked three times, "Do any Hindus live here?" Each 
time, a Saiyad Musalman responded, "Yes, I live here." Then Sakarnath cut a 
hole in his ear, made him his disciple, and entrusted him with the care of the 
site. From then on Saiyad Muslim fakirs ran the seat at Jhafar village. In their 
lineage lists they also refer [to him as] "p-rr Jhafar." In the end, Sakarnath said 
to that Saiyad that "the p-rri [office of the p-rr] will be yours, and Fakiri [the 
fakirs] will belong to the Tilla."The yogis of this gaddi are called Jhapar Yogis 
and they regard the Tilla as their principal place. At the time of Partition, Pir 
Lal Nath was the monastic head of the site. Some people believed that Pir 
Jhafar was not a Saiyad Musalman but in fact a Hindu, and worked as a maker 
of pots and pans [hartan] . But because he lived in a village of Saiyads, people 
also referred to him as a Saiyad. The Jhafar Yogis were indistinguishable from 
the [other] yogis gathered at the Tilla, so one of the p-rrs at some point de
creed that they should use some other utensil for their begging bowl. From 
that time onward they began to hang their begging bowls upside down. This is 
the main way to recognize Jhafar Yogis. 

Patronage, Servitude, and Devotion at the Tilla 
(From Bali, Tillii Gora/qaniith, pp. 29, 34-35.) 

There is a practice among the pirs of the Tilla that after being made the head 
of the monastery the abbot for the remainder of his life may not descend from 
the Tilla. Of course, yogis think travel and pilgrimage is good, and indeed 
many yogis of the Tilla continually visit India's lovely regions and go on pil
grimage. However, whosoever becomes the chief of the Tilla must remain 
there his entire life and even after he dies his samadhi [burial tumulus] is built 
at the Tilla . . .  

At the tail end of the eighteenth century the head of the Tilla was Pir 
lcchya Nath. In connection with him it is well known that he was related to 
Maharajah Ranjit Singh [who ruled over the Punjab from 1799 to 1839]. Ran
jit Singh's father was also a servant-devotee of the Tiila. It is said that due to 
a boon by "Tilladhish" [Tilla chief] Ichhya Nath, [his] precious son was born 
to him. Some documents from the time of Ranjit Singh and his father have 
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been shown to the author [K. K. Bali] according to which they assigned land 
in the name of the Tilla to support the Tilla monastery. It is also said that 
Maharajah Ranjit Singh presented the Pir of the Tilla with a hookah. The base 
of the hookah was made of silver and its chi/am [the bowl that holds the to
bacco] of gold. Up until Partition this hookah was still at the Tilla in Pakistan, 
but the yogis did not bring it with them to India. 

In the first half of the nineteenth century Gauhar Nath was the heir
apparent at the Tilla. In connection with Gauhar Nath it has already been 
related that he was born into the Jammu and Kashmir royal house but that 
later he became a yogi. Even after becoming a yogi he kept his sword and bow 
and arrows etc. by his side. He took great pleasure in hunting. During his time 
there was another great siddha yogi at the Tilla whose name was Siddha Sam 
Nath. He is famous for having served as a water carrier at the Tilla until the 
age of twelve. The office buildings of the Tilla were quite a distance from the 
well, and the constant and heavy demand for water made the job of carrying 
the water very difficult. It is said that Siddha Sam Nath's forehead developed 
terrible sores in which insects began to fester, but that despite the pain he 
never once uttered a complaint and remained constandy devoted to the work 
of serving the Tilla. But one day this fact became known to Pir Gauhar Nath. 
He was very upset by this and conveyed an order to Siddha Sam Nath to cease 
immediately carrying water and get some medicine for his sores. But Siddha 
Sam Nath would not accept the Tilla's food without doing service. As a result, 
he was given responsibility for looking after the cows of the Tilla. From then 
on he spent all his time herding cows. But one day, as luck would have it, one 
of the cows fell off a cliff at the Tilla. Seeing a cow of the monastery tumbling 
down, Yogi Sam Nath immediately leapt up and began to race down the 
mountain. Meanwhile, L�man-deva [Ram's younger brother] , pleased at his 
[Sam Nath's] concern for the welfare of the cow, bestowed all kinds of powers 
[siddhis] on him, and in addition restored the cow of the Tilla Bhavan [of
fices] to life. 

Akbar's Interviews with theJogis 
(From Abdu-l �dir Badauni, Muntakhahu't Tawtiri/PJ, vol. 2, trans. George S. A. Ranking 
(Calcutta: Asiatic Society of Bengal, 1898-1925), pp. 334-36.) 

In the same year [1583] His Majesty built outside the town [Agra or Lahore] 
two places for feeding poor Hindus and Musalmans, one of them being called 
Khairpurah, and the other Dharmpurah. Some of Abu'l F�l's people were put 
in charge of them. They spent His Majesty's money in feeding the poor. As an 
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immense number ofJogis also flocked to this establishment, a third place was 
built, which got the name ofJogipurah. 

His Majesty also called on some oftheJogis, and gave them at night private 
interviews, enquiring into abstract truths; their articles of faith; their occupa
tion; the influence of pensiveness: their several practices and usages; the power 
of being absent from the body; or into alchemy, physiognomy, and the power 
of omnipresence of the soul. 

His Majesty even learned alchemy, and showed in public some of the gold 
made by him. On a fixed night, which came once a year, a great meeting was 
held of}ogis from all parts. This night they called Sivrat [Sivaratri] . The Em
peror ate and drank with the principalJogis, who promised him that he should 
live three or four times as long as ordinary men. His Majesty fully believed it, 
and connecting their promises with other inferences he had drawn, it became 
impressed on his mind as indelibly as though it were engraved on a rock. 
Fawning court doctors, wisely enough, found proofs of the longevity of the 
Emperor, and said that the cycle of the moon, during which the lives of men 
are short, was drawing to its close, and that the cycle of Sa tum was at hand, 
with which a new cycle of ages, and consequendy the original longevity of 
mankind, would again commence. Thus they said, it was mentioned in some 
holy books that men used to live up to the age of one thousand years; and in 
Thibet there was even now a class of Lamahs, or devotees, and recluses, and 
hermits of Cathay, who live two hundred years, and more. For this reason His 
Majesty, in imitation of the usages of these Lamahs, limited the time he spent 
in the Haram, curtailed his food and drink, but especially abstained from 
meat. He also shaved the hair of the crown of his head, and let the hair at the 
sides grow, because he believed that the soul of perfect beings, at the time of 
death, passes out by the crown (which is the tenth opening of the human 
body) with a noise resembling thunder, which the dying man may look upon 
as a proof of his happiness and salvation from sin, and as a sign that his soul 
by metempsychosis will pass into the body of some grand and mighty king. 
His Majesty gave his religious system the name of Tauhid-i-Ilahi: 

You want to have this world at your wish, 
And also the right Religion: 
These two are not compatible, 
Heaven is not your slave. 

And a number of disciples, who thought themselves something particular, 
he called Chelah [disciple] , in accordance with the technical term of the 
Jogis . . . .  
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Sam Nath Restores a Boy to Life 
(From Bali, Tilla Gora�anath, pp. 35-36.) 

W I L L I A M  R. P I N C H  

Some time later [after Sam Nath was granted powers by L�man, the brother 
of Ram], a woman came to the Tilla and prayed that Pir Gauhar Nath grant 
her a child. By the grace of Pir-ji, a son was soon born into her household. 
When the boy got bigger, his mother and father remembered their vow. So 
they took the child and headed to the Tilla. But on the road the child fell ill 
and by the time they arrived at the Tilla he was dead. However his parents [lit., 
"guardians"] took the dead child to the Tilla Pir and explained the circum
stances. They begged the Pir-ji to restore the boy to life, but Pir Gauhar Nath 
felt that it was improper to contradict the laws of nature. When that woman 
was taking the dead child back [home], she met Yogi Sam Nath on the road 
. . .  When he became apprised of the circumstances, he restored that boy to life 
with his own yoga-sakti. When the Tilla chief got wind of this incident, he 
was furious. He asked Siddha Sam Nath why he had revealed these powers in 
spite of [the decision of] his own guru. From then on there was a dispute be
tween these two, and Siddha Sam Nath was expelled from the monastery and 
went to live by the banks of the Jhelum below. 

Yogis Congregate at Lahore, 1596 
(From Jerome Xavier, letter to Fr. Francisco Cabral S.J., Provincial, 8 September 1596, in 

Documenta Indica, XVII (1595-1597), vol. 133 of the Monumenta Historical Societatis Iesu, 
ed. Joseph Wicki (Rome: Jesuit Historical Research Institute, 1988), pp. 550-53 
(paragraphs 26-32). Translated by William R. Pinch and Javier Castro-Ibaseta. (Note: 

Italicized text indicates Latin in the original.) 

Before I leave this side of the river I will tell something you would like to 
know. In the month of March [and] the end of February, I saw a swarm of 
jogis crowded onto the open space on the opposite bank of the river; all of 
them gathered in two or three days and they camped in that area of God in 
groups of ten or twenty, and they said that every year they gather together at 
this same time, because the King [Akbar] visits them and gives them alms. He 
converses with them and, knowing the abilities of all, he chooses those who 
are most able in sorcery or the most wild in appearance, or according to some 
other ability, and orders that they be given food and a place to live. 

Lots of people go to see these jogis, and we likewise visited nearly all of 
them. There will have been about five thousand of them, and with many of 
them we spoke about God and his works. They listened attentively to all this; 
they were surprised at all this fruitless labor [on our part] , but they remained 
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deceived in their knowledge of God and the true law . . .  Some told us that 
they would be pleased to listen to us so that they could learn and take the 
right path, but there was no time or place for more, and after the second or 
third day they all dispersed and I neither heard nor saw them again. 

Most of them worship Baba Adam, that is, father Adam, believing that 
there is no other god and that he made all of them, and in front of his seat and 
place they have done a portrait that they venerate. To the pure, all things are 
pure [from Titus 1.15], so I will [now] say what I saw that astonished me most 
of all, that is, that the part of Adam that they had represented and that they 
venerated as god, joining their hands before their faces in front of such a spec
tacle and bowing before such a figure, as if they were venerating and adoring 
God, were the reproductive organs of both sexes, made of clay, with so many 
leaves around. This figure had [attracted] many groups and crowds of these 
animals; they had this figure at their door or entrance [to their tents?]. How 
will such people guard their chastity when they worship as god the instrument 
of its opposite [i.e., lust]? And some spoke about their worship with so little 
shame that sometimes we left them in mid-sentence and went to give others 
the same [Christian] doctrine. 

Most of these jogis said that Adam is their god that they worship and the 
earth from which he was formed; others say that all men are god, and that all 
men are a man-god with various figures, and that men do not die but sleep. 
And we saw an old man so certain and so sure of this doctrine that we were 
amazed . . .  He did not acknowledge his old age, nor admit past time, nor 
change, nor youth, and he said everything was the same, nor did he give any 
credit to [believe in] the evidence of his aging, nor to those of his friends, ac
quaintances, and companions who had died: he was completely covered in red 
[ vermelhao, "vermillion"] and incapable of mere reason, so that it seems more 
sure to [the meaning of the remainder of the sentence is altogether unclear] . 

Of these jogis, some used their ordinary clothes made ofimproperly patched 
rags, others [were] more unclothed, others naked, and thus they showed them
selves to the sight of people of both sexes, as though they were dressed in the 
best silks and brocades in the world . . .  so powerful is the custom when there is 
corruption, and so dull the needle of understanding where there is sin. O�y 
one garment covered them all, and it was the ashes with which they washed 
and decorated their faces. We met some that were adorning themselves with 
these golden colors with as much care and attention as more diligent [or ordi
nary people] would use to adorn themselves [with makeup].  They said that 
they covered themselves with these ashes because everything is earth and made 
of earth, and so they put this over their head like their god. All these jogis have 
the King's guards [to defend them], so that no one can harm them. 
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When we were coming back, we saw the secretary of the King go to them; 
he went to count them and give them alms, and to be informed of the most 
rare of their exhibitions, so that when the King came to visit them he [the 
secretary] would know and could thus inform him [the King] about every
thing and present him with those that were the most remarkable. The follow
ing day, in the morning, the King went, embarking from our entrance. He 
visited them all, and they were waiting for him, each of them seated in his 
place or in his squalor. And taking a seat at a certain place, he was presented 
with the most remarkable [among them], with whom he spoke. He brought 
some horns ["cornetas"] to give them that look like things for snorting, be
cause the jogis use them a lot, and he gave the bugles to the jogis . . .  although 
not all of them, as we saw him coming back with some extras. 

These jogis believe that when they blow these horns they expel with their 
breath all the sins they have committed, and [also] the devil, and thus they 
blow them in the morning and during the Ave-Marias, especially when the 
King appears at the window as I mentioned. And it seems that for this or 
some other reason, the King sometimes himselfblows his own horn . . .  which, 
to tell the truth, is more proper for those who guard the pigs in the villages, to 
call and herd them, than for the pleasure of the King, not to mention for ex
pelling sins or scaring away demons. Into these and other errors fall those who 
do not follow the light of jesus Christ. 



- 16 
Yogic Language in Village Performance: 

Hymns of the Householder Naths 

Ann Grodzins Gold and Daniel Gold 

This chapter presents the texts of eleven bhajans-choral devotional songs or 
"hymns" -translated from transcribed oral performances. All were recorded 
at all-night ritualized singing sessions known as jagara7J.s in rural Rajasthan. 
The core performers belong to locally formed singing groups called bhajan 
maQQali or bhajan parties-as the English word is quite commonly used. 
Most but never all of the members of the several bhajan parties we recorded 
belonged to the birth-group or caste community called Nath. All the lead 
singers are Naths and most of the authors of these songs, whose names appear 
in the final "signature" verse, are identified as Naths. The Naths' bhajans are 
similar to many sung throughout North India, but the yogic language some
times used in them has added significances for the householder Naths. In this 
introduction we describe the Naths of Rajasthan, locate them within broader 
traditions, and sketch the performance context for our recordings. We then 
examine the substance of the hymns themselves, paying particular attention to 
the Naths' use of a somewhat obscure yogic language. 

Persons known as Naths or jogis-a vernacular pronunciation of yogi
live in Rajasthan as well as many other regions of North India and neighbor
ing Nepal. In rural Rajasthan, members of the Nath jdti (community or 
"caste") marry, raise children, and own land just as other householders do, but 
they claim particular affinities, both spiritual and genealogical, with world
renouncers. The term Nath may also refer to an ascetic sect whose members 
would prescriptively be celibate and without possessions. Nath householders 
trace their ancestral lineage to fallen yogis: world-renouncers who were drawn 
back into the illusory snares of marriage, procreation, and inheritance. 

Our subjects here for the most part are those Naths who are born into their 
identity and spend their entire lives within village society. Now and then, 
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however, a born Nath will give up worldly life, returning to compelling ascetic 
roots. A few members of the bhajan parties we recorded were such persons, 
who may still keep company with householder Naths and possess special sta
tus among them. 

Nath means "master" and the Naths are understood to be masters of reli
gious knowledge and yogic powers.Jogi castes have a somewhat dubious rep
utation in other parts of India where they may be itinerant minstrels and beg
gars. In central Rajasthan where these hymns were recorded, Nath is generally 
used as a surname by all members of the community, and considered to be the 
most respectful term of reference. However, Naths will comfortably refer to 
themselves as "jogis." 

In the vicinity of Ghatiyali, the Rajasthan village where we have based our 
ethnographic work, householder Naths are well integrated into local society. 
Naths own land and livestock, and participate in many other occupations, from 
shopkeeping and snack-vending to local politics and public administration. 
Respected religious experts, Naths perform a number of roles explicitly con
nected with their yogic identities. They serve as worship priests (pujiiris) in 
many regional Siva temples and shrines, and as repositories of healing and pro
tective knowledge, possessing spells that provide succor for various afflictions. 
The latter are often called giiyatris (after the name of a well-known Sanskrit 
mantra}-a term that is also occasionally applied to the verses of bhajans sung 
by the Naths {see bhajan #1, verse 4}. 

A very few Naths-either by familial tradition, personal inclination, or 
most often a combination of both-learn to play a stringed instrument called 
a sarangi and to sing and perform religious epics. Chief among these are the 
tales of two renouncer kings-Go pi Chand and his uncle Bhartrhari (called 
Bharthari in Rajasthani). The sole narrative bhajan included here (#4) de
scribes a famous episode in the latter king's tale. 

Nath death rites are arguably the most distinctive element of householder 
Naths' identity, setting them apart from other Hindu villagers. Naths bury 
their dead near their homes, rather than cremating them outside the village as 
is the custom for most Hindus. In practicing burial, Naths make a significant 
ritual claim to their ongoing renouncer identity: Hindu world renouncers, 
who are symbolically cremated at initiation, are traditionally buried after their 
physical deaths because cremation can only happen once. Householder Naths, 
moreover, refer to their family members' graves as "samiidhis" -the same term 
used to refer to the revered resting places of holy persons, whose bodies are 
often thought to continue to serve as repositories of their ascetic power. 

Nath gurus officiate at death rituals for members of an esoteric sect. Al
though this sect is strongly associated with Naths, persons from other com-
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munities may choose initiation and participate in the funeral rituals also. The 
night preceding burial, N�iths and other initiates gather to worship the god
dess Hing Laj Ma in a private ceremony accompanied by all-night bhajan 
performance. This ritual replaces the normative culminating Hindu death rit
ual known as sapi7Jt/ikara7Ja that other castes perform on the morning of the 
twelfth day following a death-a ritual whose purpose is to unite the spirit of 
a recently deceased person with three generations of ancestors. Naths, by con
trast, explicitly state that Hing Laj Ma's ritual worship will liberate the soul 
forever. The majority of texts included here were recorded at such funeral 
}iigara7JS. 

Nath tradition seems to have emerged in the tenth or eleventh century as a 
particular ascetic style that gave attention to the esoteric powers accessible 
through yogic practices focused on the body. Looming large in early Nath 
legends is the shadowy but imposing figure of Gorakh Nath (Skt. Gor�a 
Natha), whom we know through stories laden with magical exploits of mythic 
proportions. Many cultural historians believe, however, that a living and 
highly influential yogi named Gorakh existed not later than UOO CE and that 
he came originally from Eastern Bengal. While Nath Yogi lineages are con
tested, a prevalent version says that Gorakh Nath is a disciple ofMacchendra 
(Skt. Matsyendra) Nath, who obtained his knowledge directly from the great 
god Siva. 

As Nath teachings spread within popular Hinduism, both their content 
and mode of transmission changed. From secret instructions transmitted from 
guru to disciple, Nath ideas passed into publicly performed folklore. In the 
process, Nath teachings were transformed, veiled, perhaps watered down, per
haps fragmented-as we see in some texts presented here. Yet references to 
yogic practices emerge lyrically and vividly in these bhajans and sometimes do 
suggest a living tradition of continued esoteric yogic practice among some 
householder Naths. 

Vigils, called }iigara7JS, are among the most commonplace devotional events 
in the region of Rajasthan where these hymns were recorded, and in many 
other parts of North India as well. In Rajasthan, }iigara7JS are occasionally 
undertaken for no special reason, out of pure pleasure-as it is conventional to 
say. More often they are specifically motivated. Many }iigara7JS prescriptively 
precede life cycle rituals: children's first haircuts, weddings, and, of course fu
nerals. To sponsor ajiigara7J entails large expenditures of resources, time, and 
energy, all in a self-sacrificial mode intended to serve and please both the 
community and the divine. 

The sponsor of ajiigara7J will first ensure the availability of his bhajan party 
of choice. Such groups are not composed of professional performers, but 
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rather of persons with "day jobs"-mostly as farmers and herders, although 
some we have encountered are metalsmiths, potters, and carpenters. Most 
often the group will sing well-known bhajans passed down over generations, 
incorporating the authorial stamps (chaps or signatures) of renowned figures 
greatly revered in Hindu North India, including Gorakh N ath and Kabir. Tra
ditional bhajans, orally transmitted, seem to undergo little change over time. 
Ann Gold re-recorded the "Cool Seed"bhajan (#7) in 2003 from two different 
persons and found it word-for-word the same as the version transcribed in 
1980. However, the bhajan corpus is both flexible and permeable, incorporat
ing numerous more recent and local compositions-some by living singers. 
Each party's repertoire is somewhat different. 

Seven of the eleven texts included here were recorded at three different fu
neraljtigara�s in 1980 in the context of Hing Laj Ma worship. Neither trans
lator has witnessed this ritual, as it is closed to all but initiates. Ann Gold's 
close collaboration with two members of the Nath community allowed her to 
send a cassette recorder to these events, at each of which the roster of partici
pants partially overlapped. She later took notes on the transcribed texts from 
two men who had participated in the ritual-although they did not reveal all 
its secrets. 

These bhajans performed in conjunction with death rites are considered 
particularly deep and serious, and are understood to contain edifying spiritual 
instruction-fik_fti, or education for the soul. However, only one bhajan of 
which we are aware is restricted to Hiilg Laj Ma worship. Other bhajans per
formed at funerals, such as those translated here, may well be encountered on 
other occasions. One bhajan included in our selection was recorded at a 
jtigara1J preceding a firstborn son's first haircut ritual. The boy's life was dedi
cated to-and received with gratitude as a gift from-Jaipalji, a local hero 
deity whose hillside shrine overlooks the Nath neighborhood in Ghatiyali. 
Ann Gold attended this all-night song session as well as many other non
funereal jtigara�s. Three other bhajans, performed by different sets of lead 
singers, were recorded by Daniel Gold at a jtigara� he sponsored to express 
gratitude near the end of a fruitful research period in 1993. Daniel Gold in
vited Naths he had met from many surrounding villages, and no single bhajan 
party controlled the program at this memorable foreigners'jagara�. 

In Ghatiyali, the type of hymns sung in the Nath bhajan parties are called 
nirgu� bhajans, songs that speak of a Formless Lord (in Hindi, nir- means 
"without" and gu1J means "quality"). The tradition of nirgu1J bhajans also en
compasses the songs of the North Indian Sants, "poet-saints," who have a 
broader social base than the N aths and who are often more devotional in their 
tone, but with whom Naths clearly interacted. The esoteric vocabulary that 
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both use seems to have originated with the N�iths, while the popular Nath 
singers use poetic figures found everywhere among the more numerous Sants. 
Naths and Sants mention one another in their verse-sometimes respectfully, 
sometimes less so. Thus, bhajan #9 seems to be presented as a teaching by the 
great Sant Kabir to the great Nath Gorakh, while bhajan #11 ends with a chal
lenge from Gorakh to Kabir and bhajan #3 presents Kabir as only ambiva
lendy accomplished. In that song, Kabir is respected as a sincere seeker not
withstanding his low caste, but one who hasn't really found an effective path: 
the less than positive reference to Ramanand ("Bliss of Ram") in the song is 
undoubtedly a reference to Swami Ramanand, traditionally taken as Kabir's 
guru. Sants and Naths thus recognize one another, but may engage in rivalries 
too. 

In Ghatiyali, as in North India generally, nirgu1J bhajans-which encom
pass hymns by Sant poets as well as our Nath singers-are normally con
trasted to their sagu1J counterpart, hymns to the Lord with form (sa- means 
"with") .  These hymns generally describe the exploits of an embodied Hindu 
divinity such as Ram or �Qa and often dwell on the image of the deity in 
loving detail. In nirgu1J verse the visual images are more abstract, and often 
seem to be derived from yogic experience: flames, lights, and colors (see bha
jans #8 and #10). Instead of visualized divinities, the experience of sound 
comes to the fore. Sound is frequendy referenced as an utterable divine name 
(nam, as in bhajan #5, refrain). This is often a common Vai�Qava name (such as 
Hari, in the refrain to #6), regularly used by our nominally Saiva Naths as well 
as by Sants; for both Naths and Sants, however, a name such as Hari normally 
refers to a formless being, one also apdy called Alakh, "the Unseeable One," as 
invoked at the end of the same bhajan (#6). For the yogically adept, repeating 
the divine name can lead to inward experiences of primal vibration (fabda: see 
bhajan #8), which sometimes seems to come from on high (#8, opening verse) 
and sometimes seems to emerge from yogic practice (#8, v. 1). With no envi
sioned mythic deity, the guru gains added importance as an object of faith. 
While in Sant songs the elevation of the guru can lead to a mysteriously sweet 
guru devotion, in the Nath bhajans the importance of the guru appears sooner 
as a reverential acknowledgment of lineage. For mysteries, the householder 
Naths are more likely to highlight their inherited secrets of the subde body. 

The Nath songs thus present the nirgu1J tradition in a decidedly yogic as
pect, with elements common to the broader nirgu1J tradition often given a 
recognizable Nath yogic turn. These include: (1) frequent imprecations to 
abandon the illusory truths of the world and follow the path of the true guru, 
here sometimes alluding to figures of Nath legend; (2) images of what hap
pens to the disciples as they travel that path, sometimes elaborately figured, 
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which here is more often one of yogic transformation than of sweet devotion; 
and {3) references to yogic physiology through which practitioners ideally ex
perience the body as a microcosm of the universe, about which Naths particu
larly like to sing. These three elements are frequent throughout the Nath bha
jans we present, which we have ordered according to the prominence a 
particular bhajan gives to one or another of them. 

1. Wake up and follow the true gurus path. The first four bhajans are, in differ
ent ways, largely exhortations to follow the path of the guru. The meaning of 
guru in nirgu1J verse is ambiguous, sometimes referring clearly to a living per
son, sometimes apparently to a transcendent divinity, and sometimes, possibly, 
to both at once. Alongside the term guru, we find the term satguru, "the true 
guru." Although it is tempting to see the two terms as distinguishing between 
the guru's human and divine aspects, in general poetic practice they seem in
terchangeable-their usage perhaps determined in part by metrics. Naths 
usually cite a human guru in the last verse of a song, where the singer tradi
tionally gives his name. Sometimes this citation is simple, but it can also be 
more elaborate. In bhajan #2, for example, the singer's guru is, unusually, his 
wife, the "great Jogi Nath Gulab" and her husband, the singer Bhavaru Nath, 
tells us that he "drank what she gave him to drink." Some singers, like Bhavani 
Nath, can make a song their own and end it with their own names. Other 
bhajans are represented as giving a teaching from a legendary Nath, such as 
Gorakh in bhajan #3, who "takes shelter" in his guru Macchindar. That song, 
with its ambivalence toward Kabir, is an interesting example of the way in 
which householder Naths can take heroes and verses from the standard Sant 
repertoire and frame them from their own sectarian perspective: verse 3 of 
that bhajan, using the figure of the millstones, is a very familiar saying attrib
uted (as here) to Kabir, who, we are told elsewhere in the song, nevertheless 
doesn't know the true way. Yet at the same time as the Naths alter hymns in 
the standard nirgu1J repertoire, they also add to it. Bhajan #4 is anomalous in 
ajagara1J and in our collection, offering a brief selection from the Nath narra
tive tradition sung in the context of hymns. Describing the pathos of King 
Bharthari as he abandons his wife and kingdom to follow his guru Gorakh, it 
advocates renunciation while also reflecting the householder Nath's ambiva
lence toward it. 

2. Images of Spiritual Practice. Bhajans 5-7 focus on images that suggest 
some dynamics of spiritual practice. Some of these are stock metaphors that 
can be fairly easily understood: the guru as a smith who must painfully forge 
his disciple into shape (#5, v. 4); spiritual virtues as weapons and shields {#6, v. 
2). But the images can also be somewhat riddling and liable to different inter-
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pretations: are the "five thieves" (of #6, v. 3) the five senses? Or are they the five 
"faults" (do�as) frequently enumerated by popular preachers: lust, anger, envy, 
attachment, and egoism? And just what are the twenty-five that also need to 
be "killed"? Of the three bhajans, the last, "Cool Seed," is the most integrated 
whole, developing a single poetic metaphor that resonates on three levels: 
farming, sexual reproduction, and spiritual practice. All these songs also make 
occasional allusions to the yoga of the subtle body, often using the Naths' eso
teric language. Those scattered allusions, in the contexts of these songs, serve 
largely to present tantalizing visions that hint at potential inward experience. 

3. 1he World Within the Body. For many listeners, the esoteric allusions in 
bhajans 8-11 will have much the same effect as their scattered appearances in 
the previous set of songs, but for those practiced in yoga, the more sustained 
usage of them here may also describe paths through the subtle body that they 
have at least in part experienced. And because the body is taken as a micro
cosm of the universe, the travels described in these songs sometimes appear as 

metaphysical experiences in worlds beyond. Thus, in bhajan #11 v. 2, the four
teen worlds over which the deathless Raval Yogi is spread (Raval is an impor
tant Nath sublineage) could refer to the seven yogic plexuses of the body and 
their nether counterparts (sometimes diagrammed in the legs), but they also 
seem macrocosmically imagined as the seven heavens and hells found in 
Hindu lore. Much of the language used to describe the subtle physiology in 
these bhajans is common to other yogic traditions: the central spinal channel 
as Mount Meru, the pole of the universe; trive7Ji, "the three veins," the point 
between the eyes where three major yogic channels meet; the lotuses at the 
navel and the base of the spine. Other terms are often used conventionally in 
the later Hindi nirgu7J corpus (and can be read coherently here) to refer to a 
sequence of places in the head: above the trive7Ji is the tenth door, which leads 
to the void (sunna) in the central forehead, at the top of which is sohaiz (a 
commonly used mantra that means "I am that"); in this usage the yellow Ni
ranjan ("the Spotless One": #10, v. 3) is situated below the trive7Ji at the begin
ning of the entire sequence. Other expressions seem mysterious and may be 
intentionally mystifying: the "fingers" mentioned in #8, vv. 3 and 4, probably 
echo a more widespread yogic usage referring to small divisions near the top 
of the head, with a finger's breadth serving as a unit of measure. But what it 
means when it says that some "fingers" are served and others are burst remains 
a puzzle about which most can only speculate. Reasons for such obscure refer
ences in the bhajans, however, are not too hard to find: although yogic lan
guage in the Naths' songs may indeed record inner experience and point to 
religious mysteries, its sometimes mystifying nature and its frequent interjec-
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tion in songs of diverse types may also help reinforce the image of the house
holder Naths as bearers of esoteric secrets, enhancing their yogic identity in 
their community and among themselves. 

Whatever the intent of the esoteric references in the Naths' bhajans, the 
latter are performed at}iigara1JS with verve and gusto. They almost always end 
with cheers-often to Mother Hiilg Laj or Gorakh Nath-which are also 
sometimes inserted into songs, alongside frequent interjections of"hey," "yes, 
brother," and "sadhu"-a general term for someone dedicated to religious 
practice. When bhajans are performed, the singers regularly repeat entire 
verses, as well as lines within verses-most of which we have deleted, although 
we sometimes hint at this practice with a half line. The performance of the 
bhajans, moreover, leaves considerable room for verbal improvisation and 
wordplay. Sometimes singers introduce a song with a line or two that doesn't 
quite qualify as a regular verse, which we have noted as "opening." Singers may 
also vary refrains after different verses. In bhajan #2, the wordplay seemed 
interesting, with Bhavani Nath interchanging words of positive value with 
similar sounds (sati sudii sidhii) to describe the path to be followed-and so we 
have given his various versions. In bhajan #7, only one refrain repeats; the oth
ers each poetically vary in ways that echo the preceding verse, and we have 
therefore chosen to include refrains there as well. 

The songs also have puns, some of which are common in the language of 
the nirgu1J tradition. In particular, biini {or biin), a term that can mean both 
word {or sound) and arrow, is frequently used in the nirgu1J corpus to produce 
a double entendre. The term was used in the last line ofbhajan #11, which was 
repeated in performance and which we have also repeated, while translating 
the different senses of biin. Other wordplay is more specific to an individual 
song: in bhajan #6, for example, the word for moment in the last stanza (rati) 
can in Rajasthani also mean an action-particularly a ritual action-which 
gives a double meaning to the song's last line. 

Finally, we should remember that the bliajans really are meant to be sung, 
composed with rhythm and some rhyme. Although rhymes were beyond us, 
we at least tried to suggest the musical nature of this verse by giving our trans
lations some rhythm. To do this we, like our singers, allowed ourselves license 
with the final a's in Hindi names, which are often pronounced in poetry but 
not in common speech. They come and go as meter demands. 

All the bhajans translated here were recorded at all-night singing sessions in 
Ajmer district, Rajasthan in 1980 and 1993. The translations are based on tran
scriptions made by literate members of the Nath community {Nathu Natisar 
Nath in 1980 and Shambhu Natisar Nath in 1993) shortly after the perfor-
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mances-in both cases with the assistance of one of the lead singers (Ogma 
Nathji Natisar Nath). 

Suggestions for Further Reading 

For the broader context of North Indian religions in which Nath and Sant 
traditions mingle, Charlotte Vaudeville's Kabir (London: Oxford University 
Press, 1�74) remains a comprehensive resource. David White's 1he Alchemical 
Body: Siddha Traditions in Medieval India (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1998) examines Nath textual sources within the larger history of Indian 
religions. For a consideration of the Naths as an esoteric tradition comparable 
to others worldwide (and for a translation from Hindi of an important Nath 
text, the Gorakh Bani), see Gordan Djurdjevic, "Masters of Magical Powers: 
The Nath Siddhas in the Light of Esoteric Notions" (Ph.D. thesis, University 
of British Columbia, Department of Asian Studies, 2005). Ethnomusicologist 
Edward 0. Henry presents Jog! minstrels and their bhajans in his Chant the 
Names of God: Music and Culture in Bhojpuri-speaking India (San Diego: San 
Diego State University Press, 1988). For more on the performative traditions 
of Rajasthan's householder Naths, see Ann Grodzins Gold's A Carnival of 
Parting: 1he Tales of King Bharthari and King Gopi Chand (Berkeley: University 
of California Press, 1992). Daniel Gold explores Nath rituals and values in his 
"Experiences of Ear-Cutting: The Significances of a Ritual of Bodily Altera
tion for Householder Yogis," journal of Ritual Studies 10 (1996), pp. 91-112; 
and "Nath Yogis as Established Alternatives: Householders and Ascetics 
Today," journal of Asian and African Studies 34 (1999), pp. 68-88. 

Wake Up and Follow the True Guru's Path 

1. FUTILELYWANDERS 

Futilely wanders, he futilely wanders 
through eighty-four hundred thousand births: 
yes, he futilely wanders. (refrain) 
He doesn't know what's right 
so prideful at his root, 
so prideful. 
That person without knowledge goes to dissolution
yes, he goes to dissolution. (1) 
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Listen to the guru's warning-
he shows the path, yes shows the path. 
Without the guru, just deep darkness: 
the path is never found. (2) 
He's become barely conscious 
inside a dream, 
looking out on four sides, 
in confusion. (3) 
Composed by Guru Sravan Nath, 
these Gayatris were then recorded. 
Har Nath recites them now. (4} 

2. GRAB THE ROPE! 

Yes grab the tree and climb, my soul, 
let's take the beneficial path-
hey, take the beneficial path. (opening) 
Yes grab the rope of Rama's name, 
grab tight the rope of songs to God! 
The gracious guru's there: 
absorb your mind in his. 

A N N  G O L D A N D  D A N I E L  G O L D 

Let's take the path that's true, my friend, 
let's take the path that's true. (1) 
Go where the swan goes, yes, my soul
don't go where the heron goes. 
Be like a swan and swallow pearls, 
friend, go swallow pearls. 
Don't be like the heron 
with his mind absorbed in fish. 
Let's take the path that's straight, my friend 
let's take the path that's straight. (2) 
Speak in the cuckoo's voice, my soul
don't speak like a crow. 
The cuckoo roams the gardens, hey, 
the crow, though, roams in filth, o mind. 
Let's take the path that's straight, my friend, 
let's take the path that's straight. (3) 
When saints come, serve them, wash their feet, 
yes, rinse their feet and take that nectar
Brother, rinse their holy feet. 
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Yes, 0 mind, let's splash in Ram! 
Let's take the path that's true, my friend, 
let's take the path that's true. (4) 
I've met great Jogi Nath Gulab 
and drunk what she gave me to drink. 
Nath Bhavani's just a servant 
to her holy feet. He's understood 
the essence and not strayed, 0 mind. 
Let's take the path that's straight. (5) 

3. THAT ANCIENT HOME 

I'll tell Kabir about that home, about that well-worn home, 
yes, I'll tell Kabir about that ancient home. (refrain) 
Gorakh staked banners in all the four ages 
yes, Gorakh staked banners in all the four ages, 
but never, sadhu brother, did he reach Ramanand. 
Why are you wasting your time then, my brother Kabir? (1) 
Kabir lives with the butchers. 
in an alley off the village square. 
Hey, sadhu brother, 
your actions go with you, not caste: 
who is the father and who is the son? (2) 
He saw the moving mill and wept. 
Hey, sadhu brother, Kabir wept. 
Yes, between two grindstones 
none remains uncrushed. (3) 
Now Ram's by caste a ruler, sadhu brother, 
and Krg1a's a cowherd, 
but running to rest in yoga, 
Kabir strove many millions of times in vain. ( 4) 
Taking shelter in Machhindar, Gorakh spoke: 
I've meditated like a silent sage, 0 sadhu brother, 
but never did I meet Ramanand. 
Why are you wasting your time, then, Kabir? (5) 

4. BHAJAN OF KING BHARTHARI'S DEPARTURE 

For the Master's sake became a yogi-fakir, 
for the Master's sake became a yogi-fakir. (Refrain) 
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The king went into the palace, on his begging rounds, o n  his begging 
rounds. 

"Drop in alms, 0 Pingala Mother, don't delay; 
put in some alms, 0 Pingala Mother, don't delay. 
This strength King Bharthari earned, your Bharthari earned this 

strength." (1) 
"My blouse never dampened, 0 Husband, my blouse, 
by your wish I never nursed a baby boy in my lap. "(2) 
Yes, standing in the palace the queen tore her hair, crying, 
"Why has the king torn apart our hands once joined in love?" (3) 
Yes, the queen took a platter of pearls, her heart throbbing with misery, 

throbbing with misery: 
"Let your Gorakh Nath die, who made you leave your kingdom!" (4) 
"0 Qyeen, don't fault the guru, Pingala Mother, 0 my Pingala, 
fortune inscribed this fate for me, 
and it won't be removed by removing the guru. 
I received Gorakh Nath, and Macchindra." (5) 

Images of Spiritual Practice 

S. NOT WET, NOT DRY 

Take the name ofHari every second
keep it on your tongue, Oh yes! 
Not wet, not dry: the name of 
Hari every second. (refrain) 
In the subtle body there are seven seas so full, 
seven seas so full. 
Oh yes, brother, sit right here and bathe. 
If you see a fault within the subtle body, 
sit down on the shore and get it out. (1) 
All the steps that lead you to the sea 
will count, according to the guru's wisdom: 
oh yes, they all will count. 
Whoever plunges deep into the guru's wisdom 
will find there diamonds naturally. (2) 
The likeness of truth can deceive, 0 yes 
so learn discrimination 
from the Sants. 
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The likeness of truth can deceive. (3) 
The Sant will grab the tongs 
and put you on the iron slab 
and with the hammer give a mighty blow. 
Droplets of hope, those pearls of the mind, 
will jell together in the oyster. (4) 
The knowledge that the guru gives-stamp it on your head; 
the knowledge that the guru gives-stamp it on your body: 
keep joined to his steadfastness. (5) 
You take a bite, and hunger flees-
if thirsty, take a drink; 
at an upside down house in the sky, says Lakshman, 
that's where to have your feast. (6) 

6. THE DIAMOND-TRUTH 

Always, always praise to Hari, 
realize the diamond-truth. 
Keep this understanding, yes, 
as strongly as you can. 
My grace-giver's playing 
in all the eight lotuses: 
a different report is a lie. (refrain) 
Make satsang your fist, 
make patience your shield, 
make satsang your weapon, yes. 
Beat back rage and binding time-
it's then I'll know your princely valor. (1) 
In the body dwell five thieves, 
five thieves dwell in the body. 
Just grab them by their pigtails, yes, 
by their pigtails, yes! 
Kill all five! Kill twenty-five! 
It's then I'll know your princely valor (2) 
Fine rain falls: drip drop drip drop: 
these hundreds of souls here, just what will they do? 
Fine rain falls: plip plop plip plop: 
in TriveQi's color palace 
they swallow exceptional pearls, 0 soul 
they swallow exceptional pearls. (3) 
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Hey, make sure your clock's on time: 
don't advance its hands a moment. 
Hey, make sure your clock's on time 

A N N  G O L D A N D  DA N I E L G O L D 

Taking shelter with Macchindar, Gorakh said: 
keep repeating Alakh and all moments will be true. ( 4) 

7. COOL SEED 

At Trivei)I the rivers are full to the brim. (opening) 
Now make your cool drops rain, my brother. 
Drink the cup of love that holds 
the special name, my soul. (opening refrain) 
Yoke, my soul, both mantra-oxen-
aum and saum-to karma as the plough. 
Its iron sides are knowledge, soul, 
but make the plough blade love. (verse 1) 
Now make your cool field ready, soul, 
and drink, my brother, drink-
with hope fixed in that special name 
you need to sow as seed. (refrain 1) 
Faith comes when the seed has sprouted. 
All comes, soul, from your Lord. (verse 2) 
Now have your cool seed sown, my soul
brother, drink love's cup: 
The seed that holds the special name, 
in which your hope is fixed. (refrain 2) 
Firmly stake, my soul, a platform in the fields 
from which you'll aim your slingshot-knowledge
and let fly round stones. 
Now shoo away your evil thought-crows, brother, 
those peacocks of doubt-shoo away! (verse 3) 
Now have your cool seed sown, my soul
brother, drink love's cup: 
The seed that holds the special name, 
in which your hope is fixed. (refrain 3) 
Rising up in water at the hearth of a renouncer, 
a flame, my soul, keeps burning without end. 
Load up the wooden cart, my soul, and bring it home: 
all comes, soul, from your Lord. (verse 4) 
Now, brother, have your cool seed sown. 
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Have your cool crop brought home. (refrain 4) 
The sadhu Bhuvani Nath, my soul, 
takes shelter in fate and says: 
The heart's deceptions are removed 
for those touched by the Lord. 
Now as your Lord keeps you, brother, 
So should you remain. (verse 5) 

The World within the Body 

8. INTO WHICH VALLEY? 

To which land are you headed, soul? 
From which land did the sound emerge? 
In which land will you wander? (opening) 
The king inside the mind-into which valley will he go 
when he penetrates the screen of confusion? 
He's taken through the valley by the true guru: 
the king inside the mind-into which valley will he go? (refrain) 
My breath came from the eastern land 
and will go wandering in the west-
my breath came from the eastern land. 
From the navel's lotus comes the sound: 
It rings out and goes wandering. (1) 
Yes consciousness flames high and low
keep the wick mild like the moon, 
yes consciousness flames high and low. 
Love of the name is the oil that fills the wick
keep it burning day and night. (2) 
Twelve fingers served, sixteen fingers burst, 
if you've got them in a cluster, in its midst you'll see the Lord 
in the cluster, see the Lord. 
Yes, above, the Lord sits, splendid: 
It's He who is our Lord. (3) 
Twelve fingers served, sixteen fingers burst, 
the sadhu's cloth, red-orange, gives color to the body, 
the color of TriveQts vale. (4) 

Yes, Gorakh spoke, 
as Macchindar has spoken: 
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We're oil-pressers by caste! 
Extract the oil, and take the oil, 
then pass out the dregs to the world. 

9. NO KARMA EXISTS WITHOUT MIND 

No karma exists without mind: 
no earth, no sky, no void. 
Before you, Gorakh, who was there? 

A N N  G O L D A N D  DA N I E L G O L D 

No karma exists without mind. {refrain) 
In the beautiful grove of the Unseeable One 
you sit and drink the immortal drop. 
That drop made everything spread out. 
The Unseeable One became two, 0 Gorakh! (1) 
Yes, mother and father met and came together: 
they did the worship-act of karma. 
First father was alone and then 
a son was born, another person. (2) 
No seven seas existed in the body, 
no eight mountains, no nine rivers 
nor eighteen million plants as hairs: 
where then was the body's shame? (3) 
No Brahma existed 
no Vishnu existed 
Lord Shankar wasn't there-
and no temple either, says Kabir. (4) 

10. COME SUBTLY 

First close up the base lotus 
then turn the wind inside and up. (opening) 
With no true guru you've got no knowledge: 
which voids will you enter? 
Make yourself small, my groom, my prince 
come subdy my groom, prince Hari. (refrain) 
First look at the five essentials-
five lights that glisten. 
Concentrate attention, see the 
inner moon and sky, and lose yoursel£ (1) 
Yes, piercing the sphere of the stars, 
approach the fort at sohafz s peak. 
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In the fort at sohan s peak, the Lord resides: 
there find his holy presence. (2) 
Yes, colors and colors-gaze at 
black �I)a and yellow Niranjan, brother. 
Gorakh says, hey, listen Kabir: 
If you're a singer, come! (3) 

11. THE RAVAL YOGI 

A Raval Yogi's there: he's older 
than all the four ages-take a look! 
Hardly any sadhu can discern him: 
it's only the brave Sant who sees. 
The one who owns the truth 
becomes the Lord's. (refrain) 
In the subtle home you see 
Trive1}i; then the tenth door opens. 
In the void an arrow glistens, 
ahead, oh yes, beyond the self! (1) 
Where is his seat, hey, where is his cushion? 
Where then is his place? 
Here is his seat, yes, and here is his cushion. 
Right here is his place. 
No death for that R.aval Yogi, 
spread across the fourteen worlds. (2) 
There's twenty-one steps up to Meru's peak: 
climb and take a look! 
There's millions of Sivas to contemplate there
the light of a diamond (3) 
No lips there, no throat-not a trace of a tongue. 
And a finger-breadth's distance above the light: 
the base of liberation. (4) 
Yes, keep on with your work, renouncer, 
carrying your arrow. 
Yes, keep on with your work, 
holding to the sound. 
Roam in bliss, hey, roam in bliss 
So says Bihari Lal. (5) 
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The Yoga System of the Josmanis 

Sthaneshwar Timalsina 

Hinduism is built upon a conglomeration of regional traditions or sects. The 
Josmanis, a distinct sect of yoga in Nepal, share multiple nuances common to 
other regional bhakti traditions and the writings of poet-saints devoted to an 
attributeless god (nirgut;z Sants). The most salient feature of the Josmani sys
tem is its rejection of orthodoxy. Although many of the sect's teachers were 
from the brahmin caste, people from all castes and creeds were not only initi
ated, but were also given the authority to teach and continue the lineage. Fol
lowing a similar trend found among the nirgut;z Sants, Josmanis also stressed 
the formless nature of god and often rejected image worship. Their influence 
in society and their tendency to popularize yoga brought yoga from select 
practitioners to wider strata of householders and common laypersons. While 
yoga practice and religious authority in Hindu society are mainly vested in the 
monastic orders, Josmanis allowed people to choose between marriage and 
monasticism, and gave the same rank and order to both householders and 
monks in their practice of yoga. Josmanis were aware of the Christian mis
sionaries and British colonialism, and some of their social activism appears to 
have been directed against proselytization. Unlike traditional hermits practic
ing yoga in isolation,Josmanis played an active role in their society and worked 
against corruption and for social transformation. 

As with many other religious movements in India, there are many lacunae 
in the history of the J osmanis. Historians suggest that the sect was founded by 
Jyotimuni Das in the eighteenth century. The most influential Sant of this 
tradition is Sasidhara, a disciple of Jyotimuni born in 1747 in Resunga, in 
western Nepal. Although many of his writings are in Sanskrit, the text trans
lated in this chapter, The Garb of Dispassion (Vairagyatpvara), is written in an 
archaic form of the Nepalese language. Before becoming active in Nepal, 
Sasidhara had gained popularity in the Garhwal region of India both as a 
Sant and as the first poet of Garhwali language. Two different narratives re-
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count the story of Sasidhara's marital life, one of which suggests that he mar
ried at the age of forty. Sasidhara founded one order in Garhwal while a celi
bate, and another in Nepal, after he had become a householder. 

Epitomized by the Nath Siddhas, practitioners of yoga, ascetic hermits for 
the most part were actively engaged in blessing kings, offering ministerial 
counsel, and sometimes acting as power brokers. Sasidhara, besides being a 
yogin and prolific author, also appears to have been keen on political activities 
from the time of his yoga practice in Garhwal. He was successful in influenc
ing the king of Garhwal, Pratap Shah, and he also counseled Prthvi Narayal) 
Sah, the architect of modern Nepal, and some of his ministers. The fact that 
Ral)a Bahadur, the grandson of Prthvi, took initiation from Sasidhara to be
come an ascetic under the name Nirval)ananda, suggests the depth ofJosmani 
penetration within the Nepalese royal court. 

It may not be the case that Sasidhara and other Josmarus actively sought 
political influence. Rather, it is possible that the political leaders of the time 
recognized the need for a religious movement to promote their sociopolitical 
agenda. Prthvi Narayal) Sah was a perceptive king who was aware of British 
colonialism and saw the strength of Hindu unity as a vehicle for keeping Ne
pali national and religious identities alive. In order for this to be possible, a 
religious leadership shared by the different castes was necessary. Four of the 
individuals who promoted the J osmani sect and also worked in the royal court 
came from different castes. Sasidhara was successful not only in popularizing 
yoga, but also in establishing a tradition with multiple disciples hailing from 
different castes and creeds within Nepali society. With their focus on yoga 
and devotion rather than ritualism, acceptance of all castes and creeds in their 
lineage, and countering of different forms of social corruption, the Josmanis' 
openness helped to transform Hindu society. A later Sant, Jiianadil, was pos
sibly the most prominent among them in both his writings and his social 
activism. 

Basic Principles 

Josmaru soteriology is grounded in such pan-Indian assumptions as: liberation 
is the final goal of life; this liberation can be achieved through the immediate 
experience of the self when the mind resides in its true nature in absorption 
(samadhi); and this experience is possible through the practice of yoga. These 
shared features do not, however, render them identical to other lndic tradi
tions. Different traditions define liberation in a variety of ways, and their de
scriptions of samadhi and the practice of yoga also vary. 
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By the time of the Josmanis, many esoteric systems in India had reached 
their zenith. The rationalist systems championed by Buddha and Mahavira 
had waxed and waned, and devotion was more widely practiced than philoso
phy. Traditional boundaries had been dismantled and rebuilt, and cultural ten
sion and fusion had become widespread. In the ongoing reformulation of the 
religious path and the goal, the Josmanis, while a relatively small sect, never
theless reflected general trends in the religiosity of the time. Even a cursory 
reading of their literature reveals a fusion of Bhakti, Sa.rpkhya, Advaita, Yoga, 
Tantra, and numerous other systems. However, this should not lead one to 
imagine that the Josmanis figured among the elite literati of their time. In 
fact, most of the Josmanis emerged from the lower strata of Nepalese society. 
They shared the wisdom they learned, often in the process of hearing the 
teachings of their masters, the distilled knowledge of the various systems that 
had saturated India for over two millennia. 

Although theirs was a yoga tradition, the Josmanis seem to have been espe
cially influenced by Advaita Vedanta. Relying on the Upanishadic literature, 
Advaitins hold that brahman is the sole reality, that the individual self is identi
cal to brahman, and that the world is illusory and the product of ignorance. 
Brahman is described in terms ofbeing (sat), awareness (cid), and bliss (ananda). 
We can see traces of these Advaita concepts throughout the Josmani literature. 
While the Yoga system ofPatafijali borrowed multiple categories from the ear
lier dualistic Sa.rpkhya system yet paid no heed to maya, Nath yoga relied on the 
concept of maya to describe the world. Although the application of samadhi 
found in Josmani writings aligns with the Patafijalian understanding, their 
treatment of maya is identical to its use in Sailkara's Advaita philosophy. 

Although the Josmanis may have randomly borrowed from all strands of 
esoteric practices from within the Hindu system, the Vairagya1!Zvara (VA) re
veals a disproportional influence of Advaita. Their lifestyle, however, differs 
from that of the monks of the Advaita orders, more closely resembling those 
of the Nath Yogis and other Sants from across India. The Advaita categories 
introduced in VA are appropriated in their yogic context. For example, the 
realization of the identity of the brahman and the self as taught in the phrase 
"thou art that" ( Chandogyopan4ad 6.8.7) is not interpreted in Advaita texts in 
terms of the union (yoga) of}iva and brahman, as is the case in the Josmani 
literature. Other examples, including that of waves and the ocean in order to 
describe the identity of the individual self and the absolute, are clearly bor
rowed from Advaita. The Josmani cosmogony nevertheless differs from that of 
Advaita. While accepting brahman as the primordial principle, they identify 
the manifestation of the world in the sequence of maya, volition (iccha), cogni
tion (jflana), and action (kriya). This description resonates with Tantric cate-
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gories that are largely borrowed from early Saiva Siddhanta literature. Their 
doctrinal inclusiveness makes it very difficult to provide a systematic analysis 
of categories. 

Widespread in medieval India and commonly found among Siddhas, Nath 
Yogis, and Sants are the Josmani practices of ntida, the belief in the serpentine 
force (ku1Jt/alini or KuQ.c;lali), and the visualization of various cakras that con
stitute the subtle physiology. These practices are central to Tantric literature, 
but absent from the yoga system of Pataiijali. Nada appears in Saiva literature 
as the emanation of maya and a cosmic force in itself that brings the material 
world into being. This nada is situated in the body and gives rise to KuQ.c;lali. 
On this cosmological ground, inner or external sound becomes instrumental 
in the process of yogic awakening. Josmanis use musical instruments such as 
the one-string ektar to keep the mind focused on nada as the inner sound they 
believe manifests in nine different forms. The playing of a flute, often occur
ring in Josmani songs, comes as a metaphor for the inner sound that manifests 
and upon which a yogin is supposed to rest his mind. 

The yoga practice ofJosmanis, identified as "action" (krrya), consists mainly 
of various breathing exercises.The VA gives lengthy detail of the minute mea
surements of time involved in the processes of inhaling, holding the breath, 
and exhaling. Time in this depiction is not merely external, as found in the 
movement of the planets, but also can be felt in each and every breath. This is 
why the Josmanis identify "time" as one of the synonyms of the brahman. 
Knowing the proper measurement of time becomes essential to knowing 
proper breathing, as a yogin is supposed to take 21,600 breaths in one day. 
This attention to breathing distinguishes Josmani yoga from the Advaita and 
Patafijalian traditions. Such counting is, however, commonly found in Tantric 
and hatha yoga literature. 

The J osmani practice of pra1Ja relies on the precise measurement of the flow 
of breath, with a focus on the duration for which the breath is held or allowed 
to flow as inhalation or exhalation. Sasidhara's identification of the brahman 
with time is noteworthy in that it deviates from the Advaita identification of 
time as illusion. Both his focus on minute measurements of time in the pro
cess of breathing and his elevation of time from illusion to the supreme reality 
support the concept of liberation that is granted through bodily means and 
not by mere contemplation, as is the case in Advaita. The measurement of 
time in the J osmani system relies on Indian astronomy, in which a day of 
twenty-four hours is divided into sixty gha(is, with each gha(i being segmented 
into sixty palas. The measurement is used to attune one's breathing so as to 
match the ideal number of21,600 breaths in a day. 

It could be argued that although the methods of liberation may vary among 
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the Yoga, Tantra, and Advaita systems, their goal of liberation is identical. 
Particularly in the case of Josmanis, this concept is virtually indistinguishable 
from that of Advaita, as they explicitly identify liberation as identity with the 
brahman, described in terms of the freedom of individual self (jiva) from 
maya. This comparison, however, can be misleading. While accepting some 
Advaita categories,Josmanis adhere to the corporeal nuances of yoga found in 
Nath and Tantric traditions. Borrowing from Nath literature, they describe 
the highest realization in terms of the identity of the individual body {pi7Jt/a) 
with the cosmos (brahma7Jt!a). Here, realization is not merely disembodied 
and transcendental consciousness. Parallel to the Saiva systems, they describe 
a bodily purity that is integral to mental purification. The karmic residues that 
first imprint the mind ultimately result in conditioning the body and limiting 
its natural powers. Attainment of the siddhis results from the removal of 
bodily defilements through practice that involves both body and mind, and 
issues in the body's freedom from karmic residues. 

The VA describes in detail the (often unpleasant) physical symptoms that 
accompany the rise ofKui).Qali.Josmanis compare this rise to the enflaming of 
the body: just as flames reduce beings to ashes, this inner yogic fire is believed 
to incinerate karmic residue. The pranic flow in the inner channels is believed 
to touch different physical centers and this contact triggers a variety of experi
ences. The VA details the process ofinner sacrifice (antaryaga) in which a liba
tion is made to the inner fire of Kui).Qall. Equating all external objects includ
ing the individual self with sacrificial objects, and the higher self with the 
center upon which offerings are made, this sacrifice is reminiscent of a Tantric 
ritual that internalizes the Vedic fire ritual within the body. 

Some of the yogic practices found in hatha yoga texts betray a Tantric influ
ence. Five of the key practices found in the hatha yoga literature are also dis
cussed in the VA: "roaming in the void" (khecari), "roaming on the ground" 
(bhtlcari), "roaming in the dry sphere" (cacari), "roaming beyond the senses" 
(agocari), and "beyond the mind" (unmani). Before bringing these earlier texts 
into our discussion, it is essential to understand these practices in their own 
terms and context. The VA defines the practice of khecari as touching the ton
sils with the tip of the tongue. The bhtlcari practice is defined as focusing the 
eyes of the mind upon the tip of the nose. Similarly, cacari indicates the prac
tice of remaining focused with the eyes closed. The practice called agocari in
volves focusing the mind on the ears. The ultimate and optimal practice of 
unmani is defined as seeing brahman with the eyes of the mind. 

In the preceding section, I have highlighted the many borrowings of the 
Josmani from the Advaita tradition, a key concept being maya. Sasidhara de
fines maya as momentary consciousness and brahman as the absolute. This 
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definition, while deviating from the classical interpretation, provides a new 
premise upon which to explain the nature of the world. The objective of yoga 
thus becomes a matter of freeing the mind from momentary consciousness 
and thereby entering into unbound awareness, the innate nature of the sel£ 
The objective of the VA is to instruct individuals in how to free the self from 
maya or the awareness of time and to experience an identity with brahman. In 
this sense, the yoga practiced by Josmanis differs from ha{ha or Patafijalian 
Yoga, and is closer to Advaita Vedanta. In summary, the Josmani yoga prac
tice, as found in the VA, is a synthesis of multiple and often contrasting eso
teric philosophical traditions. Its broad appropriation of terminology from 
these sources can sometimes be confusing, as the terms borrowed are not al
ways used in their original sense. Although its synthetizing tendency may fall 
short of the subdety of classical philosophy in all its hairsplitting detail, the 
Josmani system nevertheless had a meaningful impact on the Nepalese society 
of its time. 

The following translation of selections from the Vairagyaf!Zvara of Sa5idhara is 
based on the edition found in ]osmani santa parampara ra sahitya, edited by 
Janaklal Sharma {Kathmandu: Royal Nepal Academy, 1963), pp. 195-209. 

Suggestions for Further Reading 

Apart from Sthaneshwar Timalsina, "Songs of Transformation: Vernacular 
Josmani Literature and the Yoga of Cosmic Awareness," International]ournal 
of Hindu Studies 14:2-3 {2010):201-28, there are virtually no English-language 
studies devoted specifically to the Josmani tradition. However, substantive 
studies on Kabir and the nirgu1J tradition, the Nath and Siddha tradition, and 
the Sahajiya literature have shed light on similar religious movements in me
dieval India. The pioneering work of David Gordon White, 7he Alchemical 
Body: Siddha Traditions in Medieval India {Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1996) on the Siddha tradition; and Edward C. Dimock, Jr., 1he Place of 
the Hidden Moon: Erotic Mysticism in the Va#1Java-sahajiya Cult of Bengal 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1966; reprint Phoenix Press, 1989), are 
helpful in further understanding these traditions. For the Sant tradition, Kar
ine Schomer and W. H. McLeod, eds., 1he Sants: Studies in a Devotional Tra
dition of India {Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1987) is helpful. Works by Glen 
Heyes on the Sahajiya tradition, particularly "The Vai�Qava Sahajiya Tradi
tions of Medieval Bengal," in Donald S. Lopez, Jr., ed., Religions of India in 
Practice {Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1995), pp. 333-51; and "The 
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Necklace of Immortality: A Seventeenth-Century Vai�Qava Sahajiya Text," in 
David Gordon White, ed., Tantra in Practice (Princeton, NJ: Princeton Uni
versity Press 2000), pp. 308-25, are helpful in understanding a theologically 
parallel tradition from Bengal. 

The Garb of Dispassion 

First Teaching 

[ . . .  ] First, one should know the condition of the body, mind, and the essential 
self, and [thus] analyze: [Here is] the cause of the mind. The mind is that 
which is endowed with the sixteen properties of passion, anger, greed, delu
sion, drunkenness, envy, mind, intellect, thought (citta), ego-sense, [the three 
qualities of] sattva, rajas, and lamas, and fear, grief, and joy. Maya is the spe
cific intellect that registers [notions] such as body, pain and pleasure, action, 
and activities [in the mind]. The individual self is one who is bound by maya 
and does not have self-discrimination and remains in control of maya, think
ing that "I will be ruined if I abandon maya." When defilements of the indi
vidual self are removed, whatever [remains] is the essential nature of the sel£ 
The nature of the self is beyond the syllable (alqara), beyond qualities, beyond 
the word principle; it is in eternal peace, and is the primordial cause. A devotee 
is one who has devotion with knowledge of the nature (gati) of the self and 
abides in this nature, being endowed with knowledge and dispassion, compas
sion and forgiveness, peace, good conduct, and faith. One should serve Lord 
Kr�r:ta, the very self, by abiding in the essential nature by means of the yoga of 
devotion and with the quality arising from that, having abandoned the nature 
of the body and mind. 

I [now] elaborate upon the discrimination of serving the non-dual being 
[alone] . If one is free from thinking, that is the nature of the self; thinking is 
the nature of mind. The nature of the self is free from determinations; deter
mination is the nature of mind. [Effortless breathing] free from counting is 
the nature of the self, counting is the nature of mind. Freedom from difference 
and freedom from the end is the nature of the self, the one that differentiates, 
that brings [something to an end] and [itself] comes to an end-the one that 
distinguishes between actions and their limitations [and is endowed with] 
passion, aversion, and so forth-has the nature of the mind. The nature of the 
self is that which is beyond movement, free from division, immediate, non
dual, immeasurable, free from thought, free from counting etc., free from de
lusion-and [this is] the non-dual cause. One should serve the self with the 
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yoga of devotion following this discrimination, [aware of] the nature of the 
actions of mind. One should constantly practice the yoga of devotion. 

Following this, I focus upon actions concerning the body, such as [what] 
food [is appropriate] for a sage in the state of practice. One should sit fixed in 
a comfortable position and should practice controlling the breath etc., at 
morning, midday, dusk, and midnight, having studied and understood the ac
tions of pra1Ja as it is written in the Garb of Dispassion. Mter that, one should 
repeat nada every day by finding the proper moment and sitting in a quiet 
place: repeat a three-letter mantra, a-ha-m, loudly and continuously, 5-10-15-
20-25-30-35-40 [times], as much as one can. [Nada] arises with the sound of 
a great bell and ends in the same manner. One should make nada with a con
tinuous sound, and when practicing nada, one should listen only to the sound 
of nada. The mind should not move to any other object. Mter this practice, 
one should constantly meditate every day upon the essential nature of the self 
that is in eternal peace. The mind is stilled with the power of dispassion. 

When blocked, the fire of brahman illuminates. With its heat, fingers and 
toes start throbbing. It feels like the entire body is being cooked. Sometimes, 
KuQ.c;lali rises and comes up to the neck. Sometimes, it causes headache. 
Sometimes it [makes one] giddy. Sometimes it makes [one] feel faint. Some
times smoke of different colors mixed with white and gray comes out of the 
mouth and nose. Sometimes [one] feels sweetness in the mouth. [One] feels 
acute bliss. Sometimes, it feels like a burning in the belly. Sometimes, one feels 
the dryness [of dehydration] in the mouth. Sometimes one's stomach growls. 
Sometimes one sees fearsome dreams. One feels some pain in the body. These 
symptoms remain for two to four palas, 8 to 10 gha{is [or even as long as] five 
to seven days. A headache can last all day and night. However, these impedi
ments that arise automatically will subside on their own. One should not 
worry. If [the practice of] yoga has caused [these physical symptoms] , one will 
not have other diseases. One should remain peaceful. The fire rises in order to 
demonstrate the faults of sense organs. When these faults are subdued, the 
symptoms will not repeat. One will feel bliss. 

If these symptoms arise in the body, [one should do as follows]: if one feels 
hot, one should drink cold buffalo-milk. One should drink buffalo-milk that 
is still warm [after milking] if one feels giddy. If one feels cold, one should 
drink cow-milk warmed with dry ginger and ajowan. If one is suffering from 
vata (an over-accumulation of wind), one should eat a warm porridge of mung 
beans with black salt, dry ginger, nutmeg, and ghee. If the digestive fire is 
dead, one should warm up cold rice mixed with ghee and eat it mixed with 
rock salt. One should not drink water but rather drink cold milk if the bile is 
increased. One who is [engaged] in practice should eat rice, milk, ghee, mung 
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dal, bread made from old wheat, dry ginger among the spices, molasses among 
the sweets, and rock salt among the salts. Furthermore, one should contem
plate these things. Whatever keeps [one] healthy, [one] should eat that. There 
is no discrimination in food. Whatever does [you] good, eat that. If [one,s 
health] is good, one feels joy. One can practice if the body is in [a state of] 
bliss. This is what food is for. 

Furthermore, if one eats [excessive] salt, one will have asthma. If one eats 
[excessively] sour [food, the belly] will swell. If one eats sweets, the bodily 
fluids will curdle. If one eats [raw] greens, one will have a bellyache. If one 
consumes [excessive] oil, one will have pain throughout the body. Coughing 
will increase if one drinks buttermilk. Vdta will increase if one eats yogurt. If 
one eats raw [food], the bile will increase. If one eats bitter and spicy [foods], 
one,s bodily fluids will curdle. If one eats [food that is] too hot, one's power of 
lunar digits [within the body] will decrease. If one eats [food that is] too cold, 
the digestive fire will die, and vtita will increase. If it is too hot, one will feel 
uneasy and the mind will be resdess. With regard to fire, [the practitioner 
should not] see the flame of a lamp. One should stay away from fire. If it is too 
cold, one will feel lazy and sleepy. Therefore, one who knows should take care 
of onesel£ 

For the sake of maintaining the practice of yoga, one should think of things 
that are good for the body and eat mild, warm food. Not all [people] have the 
same body. With this insight [in mind], one should think of one's body and 
eat the things that are good for one[self] . This body is impermanent. One 
should be dispassionate toward [worldly] objects and keep practicing as long 
as the mind does not dissolve in the abode of Hari. One should not talk too 
much. One should not walk too much. One should keep one's body pure and 
at peace in these ways, and being endowed with love and the yoga of devotion 
one should practice a self that is eternally at peace. All [one's] defilements will 
be removed through the glory of [this] non-dual practice. One,s primordial 
form will be illuminated. Furthermore, the bliss that is free from all fears will 
be natural. The more the non-dual self is practiced, the more [one's] height
ened bliss will be revealed. The more [one's] heightened bliss is revealed, the 
more the mind will dissolve in the sel£ The more the mind is dissolved, the 
more one will hear various sounds, such as [that of] a flute. Among all the 
sounds, one very blissful sound will be heard. On certain occasions, something 
like lightning will appear around the eyebrows. One should hear that [bliss
ful] sound and be immersed in the practice of sound. Due to the good con
duct [observed] in previous lives, some will realize these symptoms quickly. 
Not everyone will have the same symptoms of yoga due to the kindling of the 
Brahma fire. There is no rule with regard to the sequence [of the symptoms] . 
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Furthermore, one should be free of anxiety (cinta) and practice mindless
ness. If one can abide [in this state] for one gha{i, an instant of siddhi can arise. 
One should not have fear, anxiety, and greed, [but rather] abide in the non
dual absorption of [pure] being. All perfections will be attained. One will be 
united with the lotus feet of Kr�Q.a [who is] free from distinctions. One will be 
of the nature of innate bliss. One should also explore the literature of other 
yogas, methods, [and paths to] knowledge, dispassion, devotion, or the grace 
of truth, and so forth. This is revealed in the Garh of Dispassion. One should 
explore that and understand and [one] should serve the lotus feet of Hari. 
One should read the scriptures. There are many methods explained [and] all 
are for the pacification of mind. When the mind is pacified [and] one has 
understood everything, everything has been achieved. If one abides peacefully 
in the self alone, without thinking anything, that is the yoga of the sel£ One 
does not need to do anything [ . . .  ] 

There is no other mantra equal to the ajapa, which describes the non
duality of the individual self and hrahman. There is no other [form of] count
ing that affords [such a] great result with [so] little effort. There never has 
been [any] other wisdom or literature [that could] grant the non-dual experi
ence equal to [that of the] ajapa, nor will there ever be. [ . . .  ] One should 
contemplate the self in this way. The supreme self is at the center; in the sur
rounding four corners, there is the girdle of the individual self; surrounding 
this is the girdle of awareness. At the center of this sacrificial altar [whose] 
four corners are decorated with gates of bliss, [there] is the fire enflaming the 
vulva of the power goddess Yoganidra. On top of that is the triangular sacrifi
cial altar of the crescent moon [that is] endowed with sound (nada) and drop 
(hindu); and when this is known, one should [offer into the fire] the clarified 
butter of virtue and vice, with the ladle of mind illuminated with the wisdom 
of reality of the nature of emptiness [lit. the sky] . With the air [of pra�a] and 
the ladle of [the central channel] s�umna, I make the oblation of the clarified 
butter of virtue and vice in a fire of the sort that burns without any fuel. In 
such an inner fire [is to be found the power] that dispels the darkness of illu
sion and illuminates wisdom. At the center of such a fire, there is a shining 
space and I offer as an oblation upon this altar the elements starting with 
earth, water, fire, air, and sky--all of these according to the [ritual] act-at the 
[level of the] svadhifthana [cakra] . 

[ . . .  ] Brahman is one, non-dual, and pure consciousness. That which is other 
than brahman is maya. The maya of brahman is comparable to a tree and its 
shadow. A tree and its shadow are not separate. There cannot be a shadow in 
the absence of a tree. Such is their relation. Brahman is pure consciousness. 
Maya is momentary consciousness. Brahman is above maya and there is noth-
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ing above brahman. The supreme brahman is described as free from distinc
tions. Three powers keep arising from the brahman with the desire to become 
many. These three powers are volition, cognition, and action. With these three 
powers arise three further powers of doubt, non-cognition, and contrary cog
nition. Brahman has five names: brahman, individual self, time, action, and the 
essential nature. It is called brahman because it is free from distinctions. It is 
[called] the individual self due to not knowing onesel£ It is time due to not 
knowing itself and seeing time. It acts, dwelling in multiple bodies. It is called 
the essential nature because it experiences various symptoms such as irrita
tionality and loathing, the bitter and the spicy, honor and insult. Maya is also 
called by five names: illusion, sky, void, power, and the procreative force 
(prakrti). It is called maya due to its association with brahman, sky due to the 
oneness of the body and the cosmos, void due to seeing the insentient, power 
since it knows the entire world, and prakrti since it moves forth. Creation is 
due to the union of these two. 

The sky element evolves from the divided brahman, air from the sky, fire 
from air, water from fire, earth from water--and all the bodies and the uni
verses [that exist] have evolved from earth. Maya is their cause and it is un
conscious. Due to this cause [affecting] the brahman, it is called the individual 
sel£ Therefore the brahman is pure consciousness and maya is the unconscious 
(jat/) consciousness. The body is the momentary consciousness. This is why 
brahman and maya are always intimate. They are not separate. The colors of the 
five elements are [as follows]: earth is yellow, water is white, fire is red, air is 
blue, and the sky is of mixed colors. 

The names of twenty-five prakrtis [associated with] five elements [are as 
follows] :  The body is the limb of earth; the mind is the limb of water. Ego is 
the limb of fire [and] intellect is the limb of air. The sense organs are the limbs 
of the sky. Furthermore, sound is the limb of sky. Touch is the limb of air. 
Form is the limb of fire. Taste is the limb of water. Smell is the limb of earth. 
These are the five subde portions (tanmatras). [Ear is the limb of sky.] Skin is 
the limb of air. The eye is the limb of fire. Tongue is the limb of water. Nose is 
the limb of earth. These are called the five sense-organs. The organ of speech 
is the limb of sky. Hands are the limbs of air. Feet are the limbs of fire. The 
reproductive organ is the limb of water. Anus is the limb of earth. These are 
called five motor-organs. These twenty-five elements are [collectively] called 
maya. The one principle [above these] is called brahman. There are four states: 
waking, dreaming, deep sleep, and the transcendent. [Consciousness] condi
tioned by actions is the waking [state; when] conditioned by illusion [it] is the 
dream [state] ; to not know any of [these] illusory systems is [the state of] 
deep sleep; and the determination that this individual self is the very brahman 
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is identified as the transcendent [state] .Thus, it is stated in the entire Vedantic 
corpus that brahman and the individual self are identical [ . . .  ] 

There are five [yogic] practices as well: khecari, bhucari, cacari, agocari, and 
unmani. Khecari is the practice of placing the tongue upward [touching the 
tonsils]. Focusing the eyes of the mind upon the middle of the nose is the 
practice called bhucari. Staying focused with closed eyes is the practice called 
cacari. The practice called agocari [involves] keeping the mind focused in the 
ears. The practice of unmani is seeing the brahman with the mind. In all of the 
yogas, unmani is considered the highest. Therefore one should abide in its 
practice and stay determined that "I shall [offer my] life [as] sacrifice" while 
[engaged] in this practice. 

[ . . .  ] The true guru himself is the complete brahman. He appears in bodily 
form and so forth and his true characteristics are mentioned above. With 
great compassion for those who are embodied, when Siva assumes the form of 
thejiva in the human body, seeing grace in the body, [he] grants them experi
ence and awakens [individuals] so that they maintain his actions. The jiva is 
the very self, a part of the self, full of grace. Whatever action the jiva supports, 
he accomplishes that. Therefore, one does not find the nature of the guru and 
the true guru is not recognized for so long as one does not abandon all actions, 
thinking with proper insight [lit. agreement] that all is false. Even in the 
words written [by someone endowed] with dispassion [who has refrained] 
from all actions, the [reader's] mind becomes the agent [in construing mean
ing] and even the best nirgu1J words are understood following [the reader's] 
actions and the true intention [of the teaching] is not grasped. Once the mind 
has been conquered, one attains discriminatory wisdom and the truthful 
words of the true guru will be revealed as they were intended by the guru who 
spoke [them]. Having abandoned the state of the self and merged with the 
waves of mind, when the individual self enjoys the sweetness of objects; [it] 
forgets [its true nature] . Time absorbs all that :Bows. For instance, some of the 
water drops coming from the ocean are absorbed by air, some by earth, and 
some by the sun. If water remains in water, it merges with the ocean and is the 
very ocean. The true guru is like the ocean. You should know that the indi
vidual self is like the drop [ . . .  ] 

This is the first teaching in 7he Garb ofDispassion [presented] in [everyday] 
language. 

The Second Teaching 

[ . . .  ] If practices such as controlling the breath are maintained [for a duration 
of one] pal a up to one muhurta, the body will become pure, peaceful, and free 
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from disease. Physical faults such as slumber, laziness, or disease gradually di
minish. This practice is [now] described. In this very body, by virtue of the 
strength of the self, [breath] enters into the body for a measure of time, start
ing with one nimi�a [i.e., a blink of the eye]: accordingly, faults such as slumber 
or laziness and afflictions such as cough or pain dissolve, and pleasure arises. 
Therefore, the wise ones control faults with the same [instruments as those] by 
which they arise, and dwell in peace. 

One breath is [comprised of] one inhalation and exhalation. One palti is six 
breaths. One gha{i is sixty paltis. One muhurta is two gha(is.The practice of the 
breath is [effective for] up until one muhurta. One should breathe in slowly 
with the left nostril, plug both channels and hold [the breath for] as long as 
possible, and breathe out slowly with the right nostril. If the flow of breath 
that occurs in one palti is controlled, sleep and laziness will disappear for half 
a gha(i. If the flow of breath that occurs in two paltis is controlled, slumber and 
laziness will vanish for one gha(i. If controlled for four paltis, slumber and lazi
ness will [be] remove[d] for two gha{is. If the breath is controlled for eight 
paltis, slumber and laziness will [be] remove[ d) for four gha{is. If the breath is 
controlled for twelve paltis, slumber and laziness will recede for six gha{is. If 
the breath is controlled for twenty paltis, slumber and sluggishness will disap
pear for ten gha(is. If prd1Ja is controlled for forty paltis, slumber and sluggish
ness will [be] remove[ d) for twenty gha{is. If the flow of prd1Ja that occurs in 
one ghati is controlled, slumber and sluggishness will cease for thirty gha{is. If 
the flow of prti1Ja that occurs in one muhurta is stopped, slumber and sluggish
ness will be removed for a day and night. This is prti1Ja. One should continue 
the practice in this way and the body will be pure. 

[ . . .  ] One should encourage the mind with love to listen to ntida and re
main immersed [in it] . One aspires to self-nature through the grace of the self 
[i.e., of the nature of] consciousness, and [the mind] becomes tranquil on its 
own. If the mind becomes pure and peaceful due to dispassion and discrimi
nation, keep inquiring into the sel£ The self-nature will be obtained, and other 
actions and hatha [yoga practices] will not be required. If the mind is not fixed 
[because it is] empowered by earlier mental conditioning ( vtisantis, literally, 
"perfumes"), practice ntida. After that, if the body is burdnened with sluggish
ness, slumber, and afflictions such as cough, one should perform the afore
mentioned practices of controlling prd1Ja and so forth, and when [these ob
stacles] are removed, one should abandon all these actions, become free from 
actions, and engage in search of the sel£ For so long as the mental condition
ings are not removed, one should repeat the practice in the same sequence as 
mentioned above, [so that the mind] will be stilled. 

This is the second teaching in The Garb of Dispassion [presented] in [ collo
quial] language. 
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Third Teaching 

[ . . .  ] The supreme brahman, full [in itself], free from division, [and eternally] 
complete, is the abode of power, quality, intellect, and maya. From an abode 
endowed with maya, the world comprised of five elements expands on its own 
and after that, quality and cognition arise according to the [limitations of the] 
body. [One] sees the other due to this very quality and cognition, and due to 
maya, one merges into maya, and then the same condition arises once more. 
[It] has forgotten [the self] again and again and so it lacks the insight to dis
tinguish its primordial indestructible state. It is in a way similar to a fruit that 
has fallen to the ground, being separated from the tree. [It] becomes a plant on 
its own through association with the agents of water, heat, time, and so on. 
Time, the cause, does not disassociate [from it] and [it] again becomes the 
same [embodied being] . If the fruit does not touch the ground, it will [be] free 
from the condition of becoming a tree and the fruit will turn into ajiva and 
go to another form. In the same way, the }iva has a seed in the form of the 
mind and the ground [has a seed] in the form of maya, and time [has] contact 
in the form of karma-and [so from the seed that has fallen on the ground] a 
plant arises, [in this case,] the body with its five elements, on its own. It cannot 
discriminate itsel£ Again and again, it follows the cause that is maya and is not 
[ever] freed from the eighty-four [cycles of birth] . Whatever action one per
forms, one obtains the same condition. A wise man abandons the net of pas
sion and delusion [and remains on] the ground devoid of maya, [with] the 
seed of mindlessness, and the association of knowledge and dispassion. [Just] 
as a seed turns into a plant on its own soon after falling on the ground, in the 
same way when one becomes free from the desire to enjoy objects and [is] free 
from maya and actions, this very individual self becomes associated with the 
cause [that leads to] becoming the luminous self, the complete brahman. By 
means of the yoga of the self, it autonomously becomes the luminous self, the 
brahman. 

This is the third teaching in 1he Garb of Dispassion [presented] in [conver
sational] language. 

Fourth Teaching 

Now the analysis of the individual self and the supreme self is explained. The 
}iva is one's very sel£ What binds it is the fact that it has not realized the in
sight [that comes with the] full knowledge that "I am the self, consciousness 
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in itself," and so it has to be awakened with the sentence [tat tvam asi] given 
by the guru. One should have conviction in the words of the true guru . [It is] 
like this: The water in a pond does not have discrimination [arising from] the 
knowledge that "I am clean." If [a blockage] is opened, it flows out; if plugged, 
it gets mucky. Due to its own deeds, it becomes covered with muck and this 
continues due to its [own] action. In the same way, the individual self does not 
gain the insight that "I am the self" and so is covered with the ten sense
organs and actions such as seeing, eating, walking, [or] speaking. The }iva is 
the one guiding [these] various actions. The one connected to it is in maya and 
this is the entire world. When isolated from all of these, this very }iva is [none 
other than] the effulgent brahman. And thejiva is awakened by the guru in his 
teachings on the truth with sentences like "thou art that," that you are the 
[supreme] self alone. With the discrimination of knowledge, one removes the 
stain [of maya], one abandons maya that gives rise to defilement, and one 
awakens through the practice of the meditation on fearlessness. One obtains 
one's [true] nature. If one does not obtain the discrimination of the knowledge 
[imparted by] guru, the }iva is bound and will never be freed from suffering. 
Therefore, a wise [man] should abandon the ego-sense [found] in the body 
and engage in the discrimination of knowledge and dispassion. The mind re
mains restless for so long as the mental conditionings have not been destroyed. 
Maintain practice as described in the second instruction. What is experienced 
in the highest and fixed absorption is innate to the self [that is identical to] 
bliss. This is the sel£ 

This is the fourth teaching in 7he Garb of Dispassion, [presented] in [ collo
quial] language. 

Fifth Teaching 

Now the practice of the actions that cause establishment in yoga is explained. 
When the sentence ["tat tvam asi" expressed by] guru is realized, knowledge 
and dispassion become established. Once armed with its conviction [in this] 
knowledge and dispassion, if the mind remains in that [absolute] essence, that 
is the practice of the sel£ All the qualities and appearances of the self in the 
past will dissolve one after the other, due to this conviction and practice of 
dispassion. 

Now the practice of discrimination that causes the dissolution [of the 
mind] is explained. The mind holds onto the second [cause], if the first cause 
is dissolved. The mind remains in the third if the second cause is dissolved. 
The mind remains in the fourth if the third cause is dissolved . . .  The mind 
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remains in the tenth [cause] if the ninth is dissolved. This is the essence of the 
practice that comprises discrimination and dispassion, [a practice] that [al
lows] the mind to remain in the tenth [cause] and dissolve sequentially. 

Now the practice of the self is explained. In the first exercise, the intellect 
becomes fixed, freed from error and comprised of the nature of wisdom and 
discrimination. In the second exercise, one has an intellect that does not dis
tinguish [the difference] between anything, that is in equipoise and free from 
activity. In the third exercise, one obtains an intellect that is free of desire and 
thoughts of enjoyment. In the fourth exercise, the intellect becomes enlight
ened and free of anger. In the fifth exercise, the intellect becomes free of greed 
and freed from cause and effect. In the sixth exercise, the intellect becomes 
equal to the self, and freed from the ego-sense. In the seventh exercise, the 
intellect becomes freed from the qualities (gu�as) and realizes a nature that is 
without attributes (nirgu�). In the eighth exercise, the strength of the intellect 
becomes the state of the self, freed from the intellection of qualities and de
sires. In the ninth exercise, devoid of knowledge, the intellect becomes lumi
nous with the essential form of the self. In the tenth exercise, devoid of dispas
sion and devoid ofintellect, one becomes the complete Narayal}a, the supreme 
brahman, the non-dual Self, having the nature of Being, and one dissolves in 
union with the yoga of bliss [ . . .  ] 

This is the fifth teaching in the Garb of Dispassion presented in [folk] 
language. 
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Songs to the Highest God (Isvara) of S3.Ipkhya-Yoga 

Knut A. jacobsen 

A form of meditation focusing on i5vara is part ofSarpkhya-Yoga (or Pataiijala 
Yoga), the school ofYoga that is based on the Yoga Sutra with Vyasas com
mentary (hhfilya) and the philosophy known as Sarpkhya. i5vara, God, is de
fined in Sarpkhya-Yoga as a particular self (punqa-vifefa) and not as a sepa
rate principle (tattva) beyond the twenty-five principles that, according to 
Sarpkhya and Sarpkhya-Yoga, constitute reality. In Sarpkhya and Sarpkhya
Yoga the punqa principle is the twenty-fifth and final principle. In many of 
the theistic philosophies of Hinduism, the supreme God is postulated as a 
separate principle beyond the punqa principle, and these philosophies usually 
also postulate additional principles between the purufa and the supreme God. 
Mad.havacarya's fourteenth-century Sarvadarfanasa1{lgraha ("Compendium 
of All Philosophies") claimed that of the two Sarpkhya systems, Sarpkhya and 
Sarpkhya-Yoga or Pataiijala Yoga, the first was non-theistic ("Sarpkhya with
out i5vara," nirifvarasti1{lkhya) and the second was theistic ("Sarpkhya with 
i5vara," sefvarasti1{lkhya), and that according to Patafijala Yoga, i5vara was a 
twenty-sixth principle. That i5vara should be a separate twenty-sixth principle 
(tattva) goes against the evidence from the classical Sarpkhya-Yoga texts. In 
Sarpkhya-Yoga, i5vara is one among many punqas, but he is a particular and 
unique purufa in that he has never been bound to matter; and he is not a sepa
rate or a twenty-sixth principle (tattva). This i5vara is always autonomous and 
free, and plays no active part in either creation or liberation of the universe 
and its creatures. The i5vara of the Yoga Sutra is neither a creator god nor a 
savior god, but a model of eternal liberation. Meditation on this isvara is one 
of the methods for attaining the goal of Sarpkhya-Yoga. i5vara's most impor
tant function, therefore, is to make possible the use in Sarpkhya-Yoga of the 
sentiment of devotion for the attainment of liberation. 

The Sarpkhya system of religious thought as it is presented in the Sti'!lkhya-
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karikas, the foundation text of the Sarpkhya system of religious thought, has 
often been interpreted by scholars as "atheistic," but this assessment is based 
on a misunderstanding. In this case, "atheistic" simply means the denial of a 
particular type of god, the god of theism, rather than the plurality of gods 
found in India's polytheistic context. In Sarpkhya the gods are not denied; but 
gods, like all living beings, are products of the association of the principle of 
consciousness (puruia) and the material principle (prakrti). Gods have a pu
rtJ.ia component and a prakrti component, and the principle of consciousness 
(puru.fa) and the material principle (prakrti) are the sole ultimate principles in 
this system. These two ultimate principles are impersonal. The fifty-fourth 
verse of the Saf!tkhyakarikas refers to the hierarchy of beings with the god 
Brahma at the top and leaves of grass at the bottom. The gods Brahma and so 
forth have a P�rtJ.ia component and a prakrti component and therefore are not 
ultimate principles. In Yoga Sutra 3.26, a hierarchy of beings in a number of 
realms superior to the human realm is also presented. The understanding of 
the plurality of gods such as it is found in Sarpkhya and Sarpkhya-Yoga is 
therefore far more complicated than the simplistic concepts of theistic and 
atheistic. l5vara is also a quite unusual god. The I5vara of Sarpkhya-Yoga is 
similar to the other gods in the sense of having a puru.fa component and a 
prakrti component, but this god is nevertheless very different from the others. 
l5vara is content-less consciousness and its prakrti component is perfect sattva 
in which the other two constituents (guT}as) of prakrti-i.e., rajas and lamas
are present but not operative. Prakrti consists of or is identical to the three 
guTJas-sattva, rajas, and tamas-and all material things and sentient beings 
are mixtures of the three guTJaS. In the unmanifest state of prakrti the guTJaS 
are in equilibrium, but manifestation follows from the presence of the purtJia 
principle, which disturbs the equilibrium. When prakrti is manifest one of the 
guTJas dominates, but, in contrast to the case of I5vara, the other two are still 
operative (Jacobsen 1999). As Gerald James Larson has argued (in Larson and 
Bhattacharya 2008), Isvara therefore cannot be either a thing or an entity, nor 
can it be personal in an intelligible way. lsvara is the exemplar of permanent 
liberation but is also always present in the cycles of creation. 

The hymns translated here to I5vara, the highest god of Sarpkhya-Yoga, 
were composed by Hariharananda Aranya (1869-1947) and are sung in the 
Kapila Matha ("Kapila's Lodge," named after Kapila, the founder of the 
Sarpkhya system of religious thought [see Jacobsen 2008]), the monastery 
founded by him in the north-central Indian state ofJharkhand. Hariharananda 
Aranya was one of the most important religious thinkers of early twentieth
century Bengal. He was from a wealthy family in Kolkata (Calcutta), but after 
a few years of college study of Sanskrit he became a Sarpkhya-Yoga renouncer 
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and for many years lived the life of a renunciant yogin in the Barabar Hills of 
Bihar, the Himalayas, and Bengal, before finally settling in Madhupur in 
Jharkhand, where he founded the Kapila Matha. Aranya lived a solitary life in 
caves, a lifestyle he continued in the Kapila Matha. There he lived enclosed in 
an artificial cave whose sole entrance was blocked for more than twenty years, 
from May 14, 1926 until his death in 1947. Aranya followed and renewed the 
Sarpkhya-Yoga tradition. He believed that Yoga was one of the traditions of 
Sarpkhya and that the function ofYoga was to realize the twenty-five princi
ples of Sarpkhya. His reputation is based on his ascetic lifestyle, his personal 
charisma, and the large number of books on Sarpkhya and Yoga that he au
thored in Sanskrit and Bengali. Hariharananda Aranya forbade his disciples 
from writing his biography. Therefore less is known about him and his influ
ence than would otherwise have been the case. However, his religious thoughts 
are accessible through his books. He wrote a number of philosophical works, 
among them a Sanskrit and a Bengali commentary on the Yoga Sutra and 
Vyasa's Yogabhti�ya commentary. His Sanskrit commentary, the Bhtisvati, is 
recognized as one of the classical Sanskrit commentaries on the Yoga Sutra. 

According to Aranya, Yoga is mental concentration, samtidhi, an interpreta
tion that follows that of Vyasa's commentary on the first verse of the Yoga 
Sutra. Following the teachings of Yoga Sutra 1.2, he defines Yoga as the "sup
pression of the fluctuations of the mind" (yogafcittavrttinirodhal;) (Aranya 
1961 (1983]): 7). For him, suppression of the mind means "keeping the mind 
fixed on any particular desired object." As he explains, "acquiring by practice 
the power of holding the mind undisturbed in the contemplation of any par
ticular object . . .  is called Yoga" (ibid., 7). The goal of yoga is liberation, and 
"liberation cannot be attained unless one passes through the process of con
centration" (8). In this mental concentration, the Sarpkhyan tattvas are to be 
realized, that is, to be known in immediate experience. Yoga is mental concen
tration leading to samtidhi and the realization of the tattvas of Sarpkhya. This 
is the cause of liberation, mo/qa or kaivalyam. 

For Hariharananda Aranya, Yoga is one of the schools of Sarpkhya philoso
phy. Yoga philosophy is found in particular in the Yogabhf4ya, the earliest 
commentary on the Yoga Sutra. Like the Yoga Sutra, it dates from between 350 
and 450 CE. The Yogabhti�ya is a Sarpkhya text, but the Sarpkhya philosophy it 
presents differs on a few important points from that of the Sti1flkhyakarikas of 
I5varakr�Qa, the foundational text of the other important school of Sarpkhya 
philosophy. A salient difference between the two schools is that in Sarpkhya
Yoga the yogin is encouraged to make use of the sentiment of devotion to 
isvara for the attainment of liberation. 

Hariharananda Aranya composed several hymns in Sanskrit that explore 
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the sentiment of devotion in Sa�pkhya-Yoga. The hymns of the yoga of devo
tion to l8vara are based on descriptions found in Yoga Sutra 1.23-1.29. Aranya 
argues that devotion to l8vara (ifvarapra1Jidhtina) means feeling the existence 
of God in the innermost core of the heart and resting content with this {ibid., 
56). It is inside the heart that devotion to Isvara is practiced {see "Devotion to 
the Supreme Lord"verses 3--4; "The Great Lord ofYoga"verse 10). In his Yoga 
Philosophy of Patafzjali, Aranya explains that the heart is the inner part of the 
chest where one feels pleasure if there is love and happiness, and sadness if 
there is unhappiness and fear. Locating the heart is attained by identifying the 
locus of these feelings, and not by analyzing human anatomy. The heart is the 
center of I -ness, while the brain is the center of mental fluctuations. Aranya 
argues that when the mental fluctuations stop for a time, the yogin is able to 
feel that the sense of ego drops down to the heart. By meditating on the re
gion of the heart, the yogin will then realize the subtle 1-sense. This subtle 1-
sense can be pursued upward into the brain, where the most subtle center of 
1-sense is located. Then, Aranya argues, the heart and the brain become one. 
Aranya recommends that in the initial stages of practice the yogin should 
perform ifvarapra1Jidhtina to God with a form. Aranya recommends imagin
ing a luminous figure of God inside the heart. The luminous figure in the 
heart should be imagined as calm and peaceful, similar to the liberated person. 
When one's own mind becomes calm and able to rest in the feeling of godli
ness, then one should imagine a transparent white limitless luminous sky 
within the heart. Next, knowing that God pervades that space, the devotee 
should know that his whole self is in God who is present in his heart. Finally, 
the mind should be merged with the mind of l8vara residing in the void-like 
space within his heart. When this is practiced, it leads to the realization of the 
sel£ Commenting on Yoga Sutra 1.28-29, Aranya finally argues that devotion 
to l8vara is a means to liberation, because to understand a thing is to become 
similar to that thing. 

Several properties of l5vara are described in the hymns translated here. 
l5vara is devoid of ignorance, the sense of ego, attachment, detachment, and 
desires. He is not an effect of anything, nor is he the one who creates and 
maintains suffering and worldly pleasure. God is totally devoid of defects and 
is full of great noble qualities. Among the noble qualities are that he is ever 
concentrated, ever peaceful, that he knows his own Self and is established in 
himsel£ He realizes himself within himself and his mind is controlled. He is 
the beginningless reality, the omnipresent essence of the world, and the great 
Lord ofYoga, the highest and the greatest of all. God is beyond delusion and 
is compassion personified. He is the sole shelter of gods and humans, who 
removes disease in the form of birth and effaces the experience of things dif-
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ferent from the Sel£ I5vara is the shelter of yogins to whom he grants peace of 
mind. But perhaps most importantly, God is not a savior because, unless the 
dissolution of the mind is effected by oneself, it can never be permanent. The 
purpose of this characterization of l5vara is to assist the yogin in the practice 
of ifvarapra7Jidhana. The hymns are part of the practice of Yoga, explaining 
what is meant by ifvarapra7Jidhana and, as such, means to ifvarapra1Jidhana. 
They illustrate a particular devotional sentiment integral to Sarpkhya-Yoga. 

The ifvarapra1Jidhanastotram, Mahayogefvarastotram, and Mahefvaranamas
karal;, the first hymns translated here, are instruments in the practice of devo
tion to Isvara. Devotion to the isvara of Saqtkhya-Yoga is a method for con
trolling the mind and is one of the means for realizing samadhi. Samtidh#atkam, 
the final hymn translated here, is a description of the person who practices 
samtidhi. 

The hymns are translated from Kapilaframiya-Stotrasa,zgrahal; (Samath: 
Kapil Samkhyayogasrama, 1997). 

Suggestions for Further Reading 

Aranya had a large literary production. His books have been published in 
Bengali and Sanskrit (printed in Bengali script) by the Kapila Matha in 
Jharkhand. The Sarpkhyayogasrama in Varanasi has published many of his 
books in Hindi, while the Kapila Matha in Jharkhand has published English 
translations of a number of his works. An English translation of the Bhasvati 
was published in 2000 by the University of Calcutta and a Sanskrit volume of 
classical Yoga Sutra commentaries (Sa,zkhya Yogadarfana [Varanasi: Chauk
hambha Sanskrit Sansthan, 1989]) includes the Bhtisvati together with the 
Tattvavaifaradi, Patafzjala Rahasya, and Yogavtirtika commentaries. His Ben
gali commentary-which was translated into English in 1961 (University of 
Calcutta Press) under the title Yoga Philosophy of Patafzjali-was republished 
in the United States in 1983 by the State University of New York Press. De
tailed summaries of several of his philosophical works on Yoga are found in 
Yoga: India's Philosophy of Meditation, edited by Gerald James Larson and Ram 
Shankar Bhattacharya (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 2008), 367-96. An over
view of the Kapil a Math a and the cave tradition is found in Knut A. Jacobsen, 
"In Kapila's Cave: A Sarpkhya-Yoga Renaissance in Bengal," in 1heory and 
Practice of Yoga: Essays in Honour of Gerald james Larson, edited by Knut A. 
Jacobsen (Leiden: Brill, 2005), pp. 333-49. A translation of one of Aranya's 
hymns (which is not included here) from the Stotrasa,zgrahal; is found in 
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Knut A. Jacobsen, Kapila: Founder of Saf!Zkhya and Avatara of Vi.f�u {New 
Delhi: Munshiram Manoharlal, 2008), pp. 204--8. The material principle, the 
gu�as and divinities are analyzed in Knut A. Jacobsen, Prakrti in Sa1{tkhya
Yoga {New York: Peter Lang, 1999). 

Devotion to the Supreme Lord (livarapra1}idhanastotram) 

Homage to that God 
who is devoid of ignorance, 
in whom the sense of ego is totally absent, 
totally free from desire and aversion, 
fearless. 
homage to Him 
again and again. (1) 

Homage to that God 
who is ever concentrated, 
ever peaceful, 
devoid of attachment, 
indifferent, 
[who] properly knows his own Self, 
self established. {2) 

My body and sense organs exist in You 
while You are seated in my inner Sel£ 

Please shine in the space in my heart 
free from all confusion. {3) 

OlYI, 
my complete being is established in You, 

and You are established in my heart. 
Please keep me remembering You, 

please pacify my mind. { 4) 

May I remember that God 
who is peaceful and pure consciousness, 
the pure Self established 
only in You. {5) 
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The Great Lord ofYoga (Mahayogeivara-stotram) 

I give my homage to that beginningless God 
who is not an effect of anything, 
whose mind is controlled, 
realizing himself within himself, 
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free from various kinds of worldly things since he is the beginningless 
reality. 

You are that very God. (1) 

Suffering is clearly poison, 
but worldly pleasure 
is just poison put into honey, 0 omnipotent one. 

You are full of compassion, 
and therefore not the one 
who creates and maintains 
suffering and worldly pleasure. (2) 

0 Lord, You are thus the greatest of all. 
Being tortured by worldly pleasures 

and suffering born 
of the ripening of the beginningless series of acts, 
I wish that 
I may attain 
perfect peace by meditating on you. {3) 

I think of you as the father, 
but a father is a human being. 
Thinking of you as a mother is likewise wrong, 
because a mother is also a human being. 
No simile can illustrate the sense of highest devotion 
that is suitable to the Great Lord. {4) 

0 Lord who art not performing any acts! 
People with deluded minds 

superimpose on you 
the act of granting wishes. 
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They do not know the glory ofYour divine powers 
which lead to attaining 
the desired fruit 
simply by the act of meditating on You. (5) 

The unmanifest 
activated by highest consciousness 
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is enough for creating and destroying the universe. 
Therefore, 0 God, 
although You are capable 

of creating and resolving the universe, 
You are established in yourself, 
restricting the mind. ( 6) 

Your will 
is the only means to all things, 

just a moment is enough 
for accomplishing acts, 

therefore thinking 
that You take up various means 
to perform various acts 

is just an imagination 
caused by ignorance. (7) 

What should I expect ofYou? 
Should I ask for liberation from You? 
No! 
This is to be accomplished 

only by onesel£ 
0 Lord, why do You not cause my mind to be dissolved? 
Because if the dissolution of the mind 

is not done by myself, 
it will not be permanent. (8) 

You have been sung and praised 
as being consciousness only. 

You are listened to and respected 
in the sacred scripture 
as being self-established. 
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You are the source of the highest good 
and have controlled even your godly marks. {9) 

I desire to meet You direcdy. 
But alas, 

the limitations placed on my sense organs 
obstruct me, 

0 Lord, 
having realized You, 

as entered into my heart, 
the fire of suffering of bereavement of separation, 

O Dear One, 
is pacified. (10) 

0 Lord, 
when will I be able to develop 

the highest love for You 
which means even giving up 
the inclination of my mind 
to sing Your names 
because that involves speech? (11) 

When shall I 
having dedicated myself to You, 
be over-flooded by nectar 
in the form of remembering you constandy 
while giving up small drops of tears 
born of bliss 

and be established in You forever? (U) 

When shall I attain 
by means of meditation 
the highest seat called molqa 
where You have been shining 
for unlimited time? (13) 

The greatest mantra 
OM 
is the expression ofYou, 
0 Lord of greatest Yoga! 
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With the syllable 0 lsvara should be remembered 
and with the syllable M meditated upon. (14) 
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Homage to the Supreme God (Maheivaranamaskaral,) 

I offer my homage to You 
who are the highest among the gods ( ifvaras) 
and therefore the supreme God (Isvara), 

to You who are highest divinity (deva) among the divinities (devas), 
the Greatest Lord of all the Lords, 
the ever illuminating 
and praiseworthy Lord of the universe. (1) 

My homage to You, 
whose presence is peaceful and dispels fear, 

0 Auspicious One, 
who causes auspiciousness. (2) 

You are both greatness and divinity 
and therefore forever the Great Lord, 

my homage to You the Great Lord 
who are totally free from attachment and aversion. (3) 

My homage to you 
who are the Greatest God, 
whose great knowledge has caused the manifestation of the world 

and what is beyond the world, 
and whose mercy and meditation are great. (4) 

My homage to the omnipresent Vigm 
whose great amazing powers pervade the universe 
and whose very nature 
is the Great Sel£ (5) 

Homage to You again and again, 
who are completely free from great delusion. 
totally devoid of defects 
and who are full of great noble qualities. ( 6) 

Homage to that God 
who removes the experience of things different from the Self, 
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to the highest omnipresent Lord, 
to the God who is the only shelter of gods and humans, 
homage to Him 

who is the Lord of the universe, 
to the omnipresent Lord 

who is superior to all other gods, 
homage to that Lord of all beings 

who removes the suffering of his devotees, 
homage to that God 

who is the shelter of yogins, 
and grants peace of mind 

and to the Lord 
who grants auspiciousness. {7) 

Homage to my single Lord, 
the highest, 
beyond delusion, 
compassion personified, 
the essence of the world, 
who removes disease in the form ofbirth, 
always located in the lotus 
in the form of my heart. {8) 

0 Lord, 
You are the forehead, 

and the ornament on my head, 
You are the light of my eyes 

and the light of immortality, 
You are the sandal paste on the outside of my body 

and the elixir of life within it, 
You are the garland over my chest 

and the life within it as well. {9) 

Six Verses on Concentration (Samadh4atkam) 

Such a person 
who has not experienced the happy feeling 

caused by control of the sense organs, 
cannot attain samadhi, 
whether in the day or by night. (1) 
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Such a person 
who has not given up hope 

of worldly success 
properly and completely, 

cannot attain samadhi, 
whether in the day or by night. (2) 

A person 
all the physical activities of whom 
generate lasting and happy remembrance 

of concentration on one single thing, 
is very close to samtidhi. (3) 

The main means to samtidhi 
are the eradication of all confusion, 
stilling the speech organ, 
and always viewing one's own mind 
as an object. (4) 

Such a person 
is first and foremost entitled to samadhi 
who does not see anything, 
does not hear anything, 
does not commit any lapses, 
and is devoid of attachment 

for worldly objects. (5) 

Such a person 
is the real practitioner of samadhi 
who is always engaged 

in not experiencing 
any worldly objects 
with his sense organs, 

is totally free 
from the desire 
to know 
those things that do not really exist. ( 6) 
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Yoga Mak.aranda of T. Krishnamacharya 

Introductory Essay and Further Reading by Mark Singleton 

Translation by M. Narasimhan and M. A.]ayashree, edited by Mark Singleton 

Tirumalai Krishnamacharya {1888-1989) is one of the most significant figures 
in the creation of a global, English language-based yoga in the twentieth cen
tury. This is largely thanks to the propagation and development of his teach
ings by influential disciples such as B.K.S. Iyengar (b. 1918), K. Pattabhi Jois 
{1915-2009), Indra Devi (1900-2002), and his son T.K.V. Desikachar. In re
cent years, Krishnamacharya has attracted the reverence of thousands of yoga 
practitioners worldwide, and is considered by many to be the grandfather of 
yoga in the modern era. 

Born in Muchukundapuram, Karnataka State, Tirumalai Krishnamacharya 
was the eldest child of a distinguished Vai�Qava brahmin family. His great
grandfather had been head of the Sri Parakalamat}la in Mysore, which was, 
according to T.K. V. Desikachar, the "first great center of Vaishnavite learning 
in South India" (1998: 34). From a young age his father began to initiate him 
into this culture, and to instruct him in the bases of yoga. He divided his early 
studies between Benares and Mysore, and mastered several of the orthodox 
darfanas. In 1915, eager to learn more about the practice of yoga, he set out to 
find one Rammohan Brahmacari who was, according to Krishnamacharya's 
preceptor in Benares, the only person capable of teaching him the full mean
ing ofPatanjali's Yoga Sutra {Desikachar 2005: 54). After seven years under his 
tutelage at Lake Mansarovar in Tibet, Krishnamacharya had absorbed "all of 
the philosophy and mental science of Yoga; its use in diagnosing and treating 
the ill; and the practice and perfection of asana and pranayama" {Desikachar 
1998: 43). At the end of his apprenticeship, his guru instructed him to go back 
to India, start a family, and teach yoga. In accordance with these instructions 
he returned to Mysore in 1925, married a young girl called Namagiriamma, 
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and for the next five years toured the region promoting the message of yoga 
(Chapelle 1989: 30). 

In 1931, he was invited by the Maharaja to teach at the Sanskrit College 
(pathaftilti) in Mysore, and two years later was given a wing of the Jaganmo
han Palace in which to teach yoga. It was during this time that two of his most 
influential students, B.K.S. Iyengar and Pattabhi Jois, studied under him. Pa
tronage, however, came to an end soon after Independence and the yogafti/ti 
closed forever. In 1952, Krishnamacharya was invited to Chennai by a leading 
jurist, and took over the evening yoga classes at the Vivekananda College 
there (Chapelle 1989: 31). He remained in Chennai until his death in 1989. In 
1976, his son, T.K. V. Desikachar, established the Krishnamacharya Yoga Man
diram in his honor, and it remains the principal organ for the dissemination of 
Desikachar's vision of his father's teaching. 

The Yoga Makaranda of1934 (hereafter YM), written shortly after he began 
teaching yoga at the Jaganmohan Palace, represents an early phase of Krish
namacharya's career. His stated intention in the book is to "answer all the pos
sible questions that might arise" on the topic of yoga (1), but in practice the 
YM is largely concerned with the practical performance of tisanas (postures) 
and has far less to say about other aspects such as prti1Jtiytima (breathing exer
cises) or meditation. T.K.V. Desikachar asserts that this is because the book 
was conceived as the first in a series of works on yoga-none of which were 
ever written or published due to the death in 1940 of the project's sponsor, the 
Maharaja of Mysore, Krishnaraja Wodiyar IV (Desikachar 1993: 5). While 
this is probably true, it is also the case that Krishnamacharya's teaching during 
this period focused very heavily (and, for many students-such as B.K.S. Iy
engar-exclusively) on the practice of tisana, and the book reflects this ten
dency. Indeed, Krishnamacharya's Yogtisanagalu, from around 1941, is, as the 
name suggests, another instruction manual of tisana practice. These posture
based forms are also the aspect of his teaching that has contributed most to 
the popularization of yoga in the West, mainly via Iyengar Yoga and the 
Ashtanga Vinyasa Yoga of Pattabhi Jois, as well as through Western spinoffs 
such as Power Yoga, and the various forms of"Flow," "Hatha," and "Vinyasa" 
Yoga that abound in America today. 

YM was written in only seven days and nights (Desikachar 1993: 4), a fact 
that surely contributes to its incomplete, uneven character. In spite of its edi
torial and expository shortcomings, however, the text is a vital document for 
understanding the evolution of Krishnamacharya's teaching and its influence 
on modern, transnational yoga. It begins with an introductory discussion of 
yoga and why one should practice it. This is followed by a delineation of the 
eight limbs (a${tinga) of Patafijali's "Classical Yoga," namely: (1) the ethical 
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principles (yama); (2) the personal rules (niyama); (3) posture (tirana); (4) 
yogic breathing (prtitpiyama); (5) withdrawal of the senses (pratyahtira); (6) 
single-pointed focus (dhara1Jti); (7) meditation (dhyana); and (8) meditative 
absorption (samadhi). Included in the pra1Jtiyama discussion is a description of 
the ten principal cakras (the ritually constructed, corporeal "wheels" or energy 
centers of hatha yoga and Tantra). The subsequent section deals with criteria 
for eligibility, arguing that people of all castes, genders, and ages may freely 
practice yoga. Krishnamacharya then returns in more detail to the first four of 
the eight limbs of Pataiijala Yoga, with a particular emphasis on the third 
limb, tisana. Following this is advice on the construction of a suitable abode 
for yoga practice (yogabhyasa mandira), what foods to eat, and what kinds of 
activities to avoid or embrace in one's life. There are then three fairly lengthy 
chapters on, respectively, the subde channels of the body (ntit/i), the six purifi
catory practices of hatha yoga (�atkriya), and the internal bodily "winds" ( vayu). 

A chapter with brief instructions on how to perform hathayogic mudras 
and bandhas (bodily "seals" and "locks") is followed by an extended treatment 
of the practical technique of tirana, and the linking sequences (vinytira) that 
join them. Thirty-eight tiranas are presented, illustrated with photos of Krish
namacharya and his early students. In total, a little less than half the entire 
work is given over to tiranas. Krishnamacharya often recommends maintain
ing the postures for a long time (anywhere from three to thirty minutes), 
sometimes holding the breath in or out during that period according to the 
student's constitution and the demands of the tisana itsel£ This is clearly very 
different from the method taught by Krishnamacharya's early student Pat
tabhi Jois, currendy popular in the West as Ashtanga Vinyasa Yoga, in which 
each posture is held for only five to eight breaths. Details regarding the health 
benefits of each posture reflect a modern emphasis on yogasana as a kind of 
curative gymnastics, in line with the historical "medicalization" of yoga that 
really took hold in India during the 1920s with Swami Kuvalayananda and 
Shri Yogendra. Often, the presentation of tisanas in the Yoga Makaranda is not 
particularly cohesive, insofar as simple and advanced postures follow one an
other without apparent concern for graded sequencing. This may be one rea
son for the Krishnamacharya Yoga Mandiram's reluctance to publish a widely 
available translation of Yoga Makaranda, especially in light of their emphasis 
on proper tisana sequencing as the basis for successful teaching. It also sug
gests once again the pilot status of this text within Krishnamacharya's overall 
pedagogy. 

Much of the first portion of the book is taken direcdy from classical texts 
on yoga, in particular Pataiijali's Yoga SzUra and late medieval ha{ha yoga texts 
such as the Hathapradipikti and the Ghera1Jt/a Samhita. Krishnamacharya 
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maintained a life-long commitment to teaching yoga on the basis of the Yoga 
Sutra, and the YM reflects this tendency. In this regard, Krishnamacharya is 
an important figure in the establishment of Pataiijali as the source authority 
for yoga in the modern, global era. The attention given to the procedures of 
ha(ha yoga in the YM is a little more difficult to explain. Krishnamacharya had 
an ambivalent and often openly hostile attitude toward ha(ha practice, as is 
more than clear from the following excerpt from Yogasanagalu: 

It is distasteful that some people propagate through books that nauli, 
neti, basti, vajroli, dhauti, and khecari and other kriyiis (Cleansing Acts) 
are part of Yoga . . .  But the main source for yoga, Pataiijali Darsana, 
does not include them. Nor do they appear in the Upani�ads or other 
works on Yoga . . .  It is gravely disappointing that they defile the name 
ofYoga (Jacobsen and Sundaram 2006: 17-18). 

It may seem strange, therefore, that Krishnamacharya devotes so much 
space in the YM to the description of fundamental hathayogic practices, such 
as kriyii, mudrii, bandha, and iisana. Desikachar asserts that the purpose of the 
book was merely to lay out the different techniques of yoga, "whether relevant 
or not," and to this end Krishnamacharya included descriptions of certain 
kriyas which he himself did not recommend {1993: 5). While this goes some 
way toward explaining this apparent discrepancy in the YM, it does not satis
factorily account for the fact that the treatment of iisana is obviously practical 
and instructional in intent. Before we investigate this problem further, we 
should note that Krishnamacharya's antipathy toward ha(ha yoga-notwith

standing a certain degree of borrowing from it-is characteristic of the way 
Indians {and, increasingly, foreigners) were presenting practical yoga during 
this period. For instance, when Krishnamacharya refers in the extracts below 
to the "strange types of practice, of which the only function is to enthrall the 
audience" {34), he is echoing a typical criticism within the modern Indian 
yoga renaissance against panhandling street "yogis" who perform contortions 
in return for cash. 

What, then, of Krishnamacharya's emphasis in YM on the practice of 
iisana? It is obvious that there is no such emphasis in Krishnamacharya's 
source text, the Yoga Sutra ofPatafijali, nor in the Upani�ads and Vedas. Where 
Pataiijali does mention iisana (Il.46-48) it is almost certainly with reference to 
the seated positions of meditation, and not to the kinds of postures described 
in the second half ofYM. Even in the Dhyiinabindu Upani$ad, cited by Krish
namacharya as evidence of a vast, vanished, tradition of iisana {39), only four 
seated postures are actually mentioned (siddha, bhadra, sif!Zha, and padma: 
DU 42-43). In Krishnamacharya's account, those Vedas which delineated the 
enormous range of iisanas at the origins of the YM's postural forms have been 
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obscured by the "enemies of the eternal religion [sanatana dharma]," and are 
therefore not available to us (39). Krishnamacharya also refers here to an ex
tant tradition of eighty-four postures, but even this claim is difficult to sub
stantiate. As Gudrun Biihnemann has argued, an ancient tradition of eighty
four postures, such as that referred to by Krishnamacharya, is not accessible to 
us, nor is there any evidence that it ever existed (2007a, 2007b). 

According to Krishnamacharya, his guru Ram Mohan Brahmacari person
ally practiced seven thousand tisanas, and Krishnamacharya learned approxi
mately seven hundred of these from him (40). By his own estimation, there
fore, Krishnamacharya is familiar with over eight times more tisanas than any 
of his contemporaries (the best of whom know about eighty-four), making 
him a major authority within this vastly diminished tradition. The deference 
to ftistra and guru in the YM's account of tisana, as well as in other sections of 
the book, is a habitual mode of exposition for an orthodox pa1Jt/ita like Krish
namacharya, and functions to play down the author's personal innovations 
within the teachings he expounds. Indeed, there is little doubt that Krishnam
acharya's presentation of asana represents a new synthesis of tradition and 
modernity, adapted to the current social, political, and cultural conditions of 
early twentieth-century India. For example, the evolution of his tisana teach
ing during the Mysore phase certainly owes a debt to pervasive forms ofinter
national physical culture, as well as to the biomedical yoga experiments of 
Swami Kuvalayananda, whose Bombay institute Krishnamacharya had visited 
in 1933. Moreover, the dynamic forms of"jumping" yoga which emerged from 
the J aganmohan Palace yogaiala, and which form the basis of today's popular 
Ashtanga Vinyasa Yoga, were formulated as a physical practice suited to the 
children in Krishnamacharya's charge, and drew heavily on the standard forms 
of pedagogic gymnastics of the time-forms which were already being popu
larized across India, as yoga, by the likes of Kuvalayananda. 

In sum, Krishnamacharya's teaching during the period of the YM's compo
sition was, at least in practical terms, based on a foregrounding of asana as the 
primary expression of the yoga sadhana. Until the early years of the twentieth 
century, tisana had almost always played a provisional, preparatory, and rela
tively minor role in Indian yoga traditions. Due to a range of cultural and 
historical factors, popular yoga was, by the 1920s, becoming increasingly iden
tified with the performance of postures. For Krishnamacharya, the sparse ref
erences to tisana in orthodox texts-especially the Yoga Sutra-provided suf
ficient grounds for radical enlargement upon the scope of the concept, and the 
development of an unprecedented approach to postural yoga practice. (Con
versely, the absence of discussion of the six purificatory actions in Pataiijali, as 
well as their association with the perceived inferior hatha yoga, were enough to 
keep them out of Krishnamacharya's yogic portfolio.) While the marked em-
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phasis on iisana practice in the YM is by no means representative of K.rish
namacharya's entire teaching career, it is this aspect that has had the greatest 
influence on the creation of a global, posture-based culture of yoga practice. 

The translation presents selections from the 1935 Kannada language edition of 
Yoga Makaranda, published by the Bangalore Press, with a preface by V. Sub
rahmanya Iyer, the de facto "Reader in Philosophy" to the Maharaja of My
sore. According to Sjoman {1996), there exists an earlier edition with a differ
ent preface in the Mysore Palace archives. Square-bracketed numbers in the 
translation refer to page numbers from the 1935 edition. 

Suggestions for Further Reading 

The Krishnamacharya Yoga Mandiram {KYM) published a celebratory issue 
of its magazine on the occasion of Krishnamacharya's one hundredth birthday 
(Viniyoga 24, December 1989). The issue contains several important articles, 
including an interview with Krishnamacharya about his early life by one "Has
tam," which includes some intriguing details about the period before and after 
the composition of the YM {"Le Jeune Homme et le Rajah," 14-20). Cha
pelle's article in the same issue gives a useful overview of K.rishnamacharya's 
career ("La Traversee d'un siecle," 27-32). Krishnamacharya has been the sub
ject of two full-length biographies, one by his disciple Mala Srivatsan (Sri 
Krishnamacharya, the Purnacarya [Chennai: KYM, 1997]), and the other by his 
grandson, Kausthub Desikachar ( 1be Yoga of the Yogi: 1be Legacy ofT. Krish
namacharya [Chennai: KYM, 2005]).T. K. V. Desikachar's Health, Healing and 
Beyond combines biographical stories with lessons on yoga's healing power 
{New York: Aperture, 1998). Kausthub Desikachar's recent "family album," 
Masters in Focus {Chennai: Krishnamacharya Healing and Yoga Foundation, 
2009), is conceived as a photographic tribute to the major figures of twentieth
century yoga, with Krishnamacharya at the center. 

Between 1993 and 1995, the KYM published selections from the YM 
{translated by K. Vijayalakshmi and A. V. Balasubramaniam) in its magazine 
Darfanam. T.K. V. Desikachar's introduction to the project (Darfanam 1993 
[2:3], pp. 3-5) and his on-going editorial comments {such as Darfanam 1995 
[3:5], p. 4) are intriguing insofar as they suggest a certain ambivalence regard
ing the desirability of republishing his father's early work. In March 2011, the 
Krishnamacharya Yoga Mandiram did publish a complete translation of the 
YM byT.K.V. Desikachar. In the same month, Nandini and Lakshmi Ranga
nathan made available {for free download) their own translation of the text at 
http:/ /redcrowyogashala.com/pdf/YogaMakaranda.pd£ Another book from 
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the Mysore period, the dsana primer Yogasanagalu, delineates the dynamic se
ries of postures that would eventually form the basis of the internationally 
popular Ashtanga Vinyasa Yoga. First appearing in 1941, the book's second 
edition was published at the University ofMysore in 1973. A 2006 translation 
of the 1973 edition, by Autumn Jacobsen and R. V. S. Sundaram, remains un
published. Some other translated works of Krishnamacharya are available 
through the KYM's website, www.kym.org. 

Norman Sjoman's 1he Yoga Tradition of the Mysore Palace (New Delhi: Ab
hinav Publications, 1996) is a study of Krishnamacharya's dsana teaching dur
ing his time at the Jaganmohan Palace. Sjoman suggests that the postural 
forms developed by Krishnamacharya stem from an extant royal tradition of 
gymnastics in Mysore, as represented by the nineteenth-century texts, Sri
tattvanidhi and Vyayamadipilui. Chapter 9 of Mark Singleton's Yoga Body, 1he 
Origins of Modern Posture Practice (New York: Oxford University Press, 2010) 
contextualizes Krishnamacharya's teaching during the Mysore period within 
the broader history of the early twentieth-century dsana revival, and links his 
postural forms to the predominant styles of gymnastics in India at the time. 
Elliott Goldberg's as-yet unpublished Radiant Bodies: 1he Formation of Mod
ern Hatha Yoga, contains new suggestions about the possible influence of con
temporary South Indian bodybuilder K. V. Iyer on the evolution of Krish
namacharya's asana teaching. Articles by Klas Nevrin ("Modern Yoga and Sri 
Vaishnavism," 14:1, pp. 65-93) and Eddie Sterne ("The Yoga of Krishnam
acharya," 14:1, pp. 95-106) in the Fall 2005 issue of 1he journal of Vaishnava 
Studies consider Krishnamacharya's teachings in relation to his allegiance to 
the Sri Vaig1ava tradition. Gudrun · Biihnemann's 2007 book, Eighty-Four 
Asanas in Yoga: A Survey of Traditions (New Delhi: D.K. Printworld, 2007), 
and her article in the 2007 special yoga issue of Asian Medicine, Tradition and 
Modernity (2007, 3:1, pp. 156-76) are invaluable studies of the place of tisana 
within Indian yoga traditions, ancient and modern. 

For a general background on the development of yoga in the modem pe
riod, the two most important books to date are Elizabeth De Michelis's A 
History of Modern Yoga, Patafljali and Western Esotericism {London: Contin
uum, 2004) and Joseph Alter's Yoga in Modern India: 1he Body between Science 
and Philosophy (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2004). 1he collec
tion Yoga in the Modern World, Contemporary Perspectives, edited by Mark Sin
gleton and Jean Byrne (London: Roudedge, 2008), may also be useful as a 
resource for the study of popular yoga in the twentieth and early twenty-first 
centuries. De Michelis's survey of "Modern Yoga Studies" in this collection 
provides a particularly convenient departure point for those new to the field. 
See also Suzanne Newcombe's 2009 article, "The Development of Modern 
Yoga: A Survey of the Field" (Religion Compass 3, pp. 1-17). 1he website www 
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.modernyogaresearch.org, managed by Mark Singleton and Suzanne New
combe, is a developing online community for the academic study of yoga in 
the modem age. 

Yoga Makaranda 

[1] Why should I practice yoga? What will I get out of it? How much time 
is needed, and what benefit will I get from setting aside time for practice? 
People frequendy ask questions such as these. Many come and meet me per
sonally at the Sanskrit College [pathafala] to inquire about these and many 
other matters. Therefore, by means of this book, I hope to answer all possible 
questions that might arise. 

I have something extremely important to say right at the outset. There seems 
to have been of late an increase in the numbers of commercially minded peo
ple. Such a tendency is highly detrimental to one's evolution. Merchants who 
wander in the marketplace like to get what they want without delay, and are 

ready to pay any amount to obtain what they desire. This sort of expectation is 
known as the "commercial mentality." [2] Introducing such commercial
mindedness into this ancient dharmic society of ours, and into the path lead
ing to evolution and elevation, is frankly detrimental not only to society but to 
the individual as well. We should never insist on, nor even hope for, immedi
ate results in return for an hour or two repeating mantras or engaging in wor
ship (puja), yoga practice, or dawn and evening prayers etc. If we do, we are 
like the coolie who considers that it is not worth doing a couple of hours work 
if he does not receive his wages. Ever since monetary considerations of this 
kind have caught hold of our minds, we have become victims of the venal 
mindset and are growing meaner by the day. 

Discipline in yoga (yogabhasya) is not like the activities that one sees in the 
bazaar. Nowadays in every aspect of life, including the domain of dharmic ac
tion, people are losing interest simply because there is no quick monetary re
turn. Because of this tendency our minds are becoming distanced from ele
vated thinking and higher aspirations, and we are mired in doubt and crisis at 
each and every moment. This is the primary and paramount point that our 
dear readers should know. 

[8] By applying oneself, at least for some time, to the study of education or 
agriculture, one can gain knowledge of these subjects. In the same way, if one 
practices yoga, the desired benefits of health, strength, happiness, and stability 
of the mind (based on the quality of goodness (sattvagu7J.a) will be gained 
after a few days without much difficulty. Imagine a mango tree full of fruit, 
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and that somebody has given you permission to pick the mangoes and eat 
them. If you just stay where you are and don't go anywhere near the tree-let 
alone climb it, stretch forth your hand, pluck the fruit, and put it in your 
mouth-how will you ever enjoy the taste of the mango? It is clear that the 
greatest pleasure comes in eating the mango and not in climbing the tree, 
plucking the fruit, etc. To put it plainly, there can be no result without effort. 
And this is true even in yoga. [9] It should also be borne in mind that you can
not reap the full benefits if you do not practice with total faith and confidence. 
You know very well that gaining the fruits of action depends solely on follow
ing a proper plan. Until you practice with total devotion, pursuing a single 
objective, practicing at a designated place at a designated time, you will not 
get the full benefit. He who wants to climb the hill at Tirupati must proceed 
step-by-step, and gradually reach the higher mountain planes. At the end of 
his ascent he enjoys the blissful vision of the Lord. In the same way, if you fol
low in sequence the ethical principles (yama), the personal restraints (niyama), 
posture (dsana), yogic breathing (prd1Jdyama), withdrawal of the senses 
(pratytihdra), single-pointed focus (dhtira1Jd), meditation (dhyana) and medi
tative absorption (samadhi) which are the steps of [Patafijali's] yoga teaching, 
in the end you will gain infinite bliss . . .  

[11] The practice of postures regulates blood flow in the body. The efficiency 
of the nerves and muscles increases. The internal organs function properly. 
Everyone knows the relationship between proper blood flow, the neural cen
ters, the different organs, the body, and health. This should provide an answer 
to those who ask, "What is the benefit of practicing postures?"What more do 
you want? This is the money you earn for this work, and it can be invested for 
future profit . . .  

[19] In essence there will be no loss if one practices yoga following the in
junctions of the teachings (idstra). Depending on the sincerity, strength, and 
diligence of the practice, the results will naturally follow. If you practice daily, 
following all the rules of personal restraint (niyamas) for two to three hours, 
then within one year you will obtain appropriate benefits. Bodily and mental 
strength will increase, which will in turn bring happiness. There is no branch 
of traditional knowledge other than yoga that can bring such immediate re
sults. However, if one practices yoga along with indiscriminate eating, drink
ing, traveling, entertainment, etc., one will not get all the benefits. One may 
get a little relief and nothing else. If a physician prescribes the correct medi
cine and a proper diet, but the patient does not follow his advice and indulges 
in improper food (resulting in the increase of disease), whose responsibility is 
that? Is it that of physician, the medicine, or the sick person? [20] In the same 
way, if the practitioner of yoga does not follow the injunctions of the masters 
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as given i n  the yoga teachings, the suffering that he will face is not due to 
some fault in the science of yoga (yogavidyti) . Every one of us knows that even 
in worldly activities like agriculture, commerce, and administration, one will 
get into difficulties if one does not follow the law of the land. There is no 
doubt that all benefits will accrue to those who practice yoga according to the 
rules . . .  Each person should make a firm resolve to practice those things by 
which one can understand the true nature of creation and the soul. It is a 
waste of time to know other things, which are transient. It is only the Yoga 
Teachings (yogaftistra) that will teach you and allow you to experience the 
form, function, and quality of creation and the soul. Therefore you should un
derstand the secrets of yoga and practice it. 

[22] You might ask, "It may be true for Indians, but what about foreigners 
who are healthy and long-lived, without any practice of yoga? Are they not 
intelligent? Are they not happy?" You are right, but you should realize that 
God has created an appropriate system of educational activity according to 
the geographical conditions of each country and the quality of air and vegeta
tion. That is to say, the structure of knowledge has been created in accordance 
with the particular characteristics of the land, water, and air. That is why each 
society has its own unique features and traditions, and is different from others 
in terms of language, philosophy, culture, study, and pursuit of pleasure. This is 
well understood by our modern youths who go abroad so frequendy. But it is 
not true that those people are not practicing physical exercises in conformity 
with our yoga system. We don't know what they were practicing in the past, 
but at present all of you should know for sure that they are practicing the same 
yoga discipline as us . . .  

[24] Every individual is eligible for Yoga practice: the four main castes 
( van:zas) (namely those of the priest [brahmin], warrior [k!atriya], merchant 
vaifya] and low-caste persons [fudra]), as well as the sage (jntinin), women, 
men, youth, elders, very old people, the sick, the weak, boys and girls. None of 
these distinctions of age, condition, and hereditary position (jati) will present 
an obstacle to the practice of yoga. 

[25] The only secret is that it should be learned through a teacher who can 
convey even its inner core. Gherat)Qacarya [the author of the hathayogic trea
tise entided the Ghera1Jt/a Saf!Zhitti] is of the opinion that the following types 
of person are not eligible for the practice of yoga: stubborn people, swindlers 
(kapati), eaters of bad food, speakers of evil words, the lustful, pleasure seekers, 
dissemblers, cheats, jealous people, hateful people, abusers of the Vedas, and 
drinkers of alcohol. The reason for this is that even though yoga is a purifier, 
this knowledge will, in the hands of such unreliable people, bring suffering to 
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society. The stories of the Purti7Jas and our own experiences in the past are evi
dence of such misfortunes. Everybody knows that clean cow's milk is healthy, 
but that if one puts it in a pig- or dog-skin container it will lead to ill health. 
In the same way, in the hands of miscreants, this nectar of yoga (yogamrta) will 
bring trouble. A king once gave his sword to his evil son in order to conquer 
the enemy, but because of the son's misuse of that sword, the king lost his 
kingdom . . .  

[33] If a man wants to live with a healthy body, not just for one hundred 
years but for as long as he desires, the cleansing of the internal wind known as 
prti7Ja is the basic requisite. Prti7Jafuddhi means controlling the prti7Ja. The 
most important means for such control is prti7Jtiytima. Our ancients, following 
this method, lived as long as they wanted, and did service for the elevation of 
the world-and even now their name and fame remains with us. Nowadays 
we have given up this method for controlling the prti7Ja and doubt the great
ness of the ancients. Instead, people have taken up physical exercises, which 
are harmful to the prti7Ja. Because of this, people are becoming old even before 
they reach the age of three, and are suffering unnecessarily. I will describe the 
prti7Jtiytima method in the chapter on prti7Jtiytima. 

[34] In ha{ha yoga, prominence is given to the technique of tisana practice. 
Also, too much emphasis is placed on some strange types of practice, of which 
the only function is to enthrall the audience. Raja yoga explains the means of 
increasing the strength of the mind through meditation (dhytina) and concen
tration (dhtira7Jti). It also speaks of methods to keep the actions of the eleven 
senses centered in the third eye (tijflticakra), or in the thousand-petalled lotus 
(sahasrtira), thus keeping the mind turned inward and not outward. In this 
way, one can understand and realize the Soul (Iitman), the Supreme Soul 
(paramtitman), and the world. In this type of yoga prti7Jtiytima practice is given 
in the beginning to cleanse the subde channels (ntir/is) . . .  

[39] The Vedas tell us that there are as many postures of yoga as there are 
living beings: that is to say, 8.4 million. In ancient times human beings had a 
practical knowledge of all of them, but as time passed, many postures disap
peared, due to changes of place, company, and lifestyle. The meaning of the 
Vedic scriptures which are the very foundation of these postures has been 
made obscure by the enemies of the eternal religion (santitana dharma). What
ever Vedic scriptures are available today are only useful for debating, rather 
than for experiencing higher states of consciousness. What is more, some of 
those who have learned to chant the Vedas are using them as a means to gain 
renown and material wealth. Others are simply indifferent toward this sacred 
body of knowledge, [40] and still others complain that chanting the Vedas 
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gives them a headache. It is very difficult to find anyone who is genuinely in
terested in this knowledge. The few interested people still remaining have to · 

face many difficulties. 
How are we to recognize such people? In our society, which exhibits a mix

ture of ignorance, indifference, and animosity toward the Vedas, who are those 
people that retain an interest? How many obstacles such people face! How
ever, despite all these handicaps, some great people and pious kings in India 
are doing their best to bring [this knowledge] into the experience of the 
youths of their region, so that the next generation will have healthy, long lives 
and unbroken contentment. This in itself is a great relie£ 

According to the account ofSailkaracarya, in his day there were only 84,000 
postures in practice, out of the total of 8.4 million. By the time of Ramanuja, 
according to his biography, the number of postures was reduced to 64,000. By 
the time ofMadhavacarya and Nigamanta Mahadesika it was down to 24,000. 
I myself have heard from the lips of Jagadguru Narasimha Bharati that he 
knew and practiced sixteen hundred postures. With my own eyes I have seen 
Guru Maharaj Shri Ram Mohan Brahmacari of Nepal practice seven thou
sand postures. From him, I have learned and practiced about seven hundred of 
them. [41] In works currendy available on yogtisana, as well as among practi
tioners of today, we generally only find eighty-four postures in use. There may 
be some who know a few more . . .  

[42] Where there is no mention of the position of the head in the yogtisana 
sequences, one should practice the chin lock (jalandhara bandha). In the same 
way, if the focus of the gaze is not specified, it should always be between the 
eyebrows. The hands should be kept as in the siddhtisana posture if no other 
position is specified. If there is no mention of how to grasp a part of the body 
with your hands, you should hold it with thumb, forefinger, and the middle 
finger. While practicing the postures, hands and legs should be alternated: 
that is to say, one should first do the pose on the right side and then on the left 
side. This principle should be put into practice whenever necessary. If not, the 
energy (fakti) will not spread itself uniformly through the body. 

[43] Vinytisas have been part and parcel of yogtisana and prti1Jtiytima from 
time immemorial. In recent times and in many places, however, people leave 
out the vinyiisas but still claim to be doing asana practice while they are merely 
sitting, stretching, or folding their legs and hands. It is not only in the yoga 
teachings that this is happening: even in Vedic chanting ( vedtidhyayana), 
mantra recitation (mantroptisana), and many other areas, people practice with
out consideration of the rules (niyama) and approach them like any other 
physical activity. If this goes on like this much longer, the Vedic literature will 
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also disappear. Any activity done without practicing the rules will not bear 
fruit. Everybody knows this. 

Some people, due to the company they keep, are interested in worldly gain 
and complain that there seems to be no benefit in practicing the eternal reli
gion, ritual action (karma), and yoga. There are good reasons why they would 
make such statements, and we can find some instructive things hidden here. 
For example, [44] such people do not follow the proper steps ( vinydsas) and 
other rules. Also, their teachers have not given them the secrets of receiving 
the proper experience, nor the correct information regarding the time and 
place, etc. of practice. Nor do they have correct knowledge of what kind of 
food and drink one must take. It is because of individuals like these that soci
ety is abandoning yoga, and that people are allowing their bodies to become 
abodes of disease and suffering. Instead of undertaking exercises that give 
proper strength to all parts of the body, they squander money on unsuitable 
games which are simply a waste of time. Others cover up their own defects 
and misguided ways by claiming that yoga practice leads to madness. Never
theless, the youth of today are endeavoring to compile the fragmentary texts 
of yoga and, by undertaking the personal restraints to the best of their abilities 
are practicing the ancient system of yoga. I am sure God will reveal the secrets 
of yoga to such sincere seekers. Mter all, the modern age is the age of youth, 
and I firmly believe that the Lord of Yoga will give long life, health, and 
strength to these young seekers. 

[ 45] In this book I will try to explain all the secrets that were taught to me 
by my Guru. Asana and prti1J.tiytima are of two types: "with mantra" and "with
out mantra." Only those who are authorized to receive the teachings of the 
Vedas are eligible for the practices of yoga with mantra. All human beings are 
eligible for the practice of yoga without mantra. Each tisana has between three 
and forty-eight vinyasas. There is no tisana with fewer than three vinydsas. 
While practicing tisanas, you should keep your inhalations and exhalations 
equal. Breathe only through the nostrils, and only perform tisanas along with 
their vinydsas. Just as music will not bring mental absorption (manolaya) if 
sung without the appropriate tone (fruti) and rhythm (laya), so tirana practice 
without vinytisa will not lead to good health, let alone long life. 

While practicing yoga postures, the most effective breathing practices are of 
two types. One is called "the activity of expansion" (brtihma1J.akriya) and the 
other "the activity of reduction" (langhanakriyti). Just as a physician prescribes 
medicines which are appropriate to the disease, so the Yogaidstra prescribes 
practices suitable to the temperament and the body structure of the individual, 
leading to three benefits: long life, health, and happiness. Fat people should 
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practice the activity of reduction and thin ones should practice the activity 
of expansion. People of moderate bodily proportions should practice both. [46] 
In the activity of expansion, one should take air in through the nostrils and hold 
the breath (holding the breath in like this is known as "internal retention" 
[purakakumbhaka]). In the activity of reduction, one should expel all the air 
from the body through the nostrils and hold the breath (holding the breath out 
like this is known as "external retention" [recakakumbhaka]) . 

[47] Some people say that yoga practice is meant only for men and not for 
women. Others say that it should be exclusively for those of the brahmin, 
lqatriya, and vaifya castes and not for others. For such people our answer is 
clear: you simply haven't studied the yoga texts properly. Others are trying to 
destroy control of the senses and family values in society by spreading the false 
notion that yoga practice leads to madness. We say these people are the ene
mies of the six systems of orthodox Hindu thought (�at/darfana). If one were 
to look at the Brhadtira7Jyaka Upan#ad, the Yoga Yajfzavalkya Saf!Zhitti, and 
other Upan#ads and compare them with the yoga texts, such derogatory state
ments could not be made. 

The reader can see how many vinyasa.r should be performed for each pos
ture under each asana description. Generally, in the vinyti.sa.r where you have 
to raise your head, you should retain the breath internally (purakakumbhaka) 
and where the head has to be bent forward, you should perform external re
tention (recakakumbhaka). In the posture called utpluthi, overweight people 
should do external retention and thin ones internal retention. 

If you take up yoga without following these rules, or by merely following 
pictures; if you complain on account of this that yoga has no effect, and start 
[48] abusing the yoga system and the eternal religion which is the foundation 
of practice; if you take up exercises which are not suitable to the air, water, and 
food of our country and thereby lose health, then you have only yourself to 
blame! 

It is normal when one takes up physical exercise that some pain in the arms 
and legs will be experienced for some days. Don't think that this is exclusive to 
yoga discipline: such pains are common to all exercise. Physical exercises are 
of two types: whole body practices (sarvtiizga stidhana), and partial body prac
tices (aizgabhaga stidhana). Nowadays, thinking that it will make practice eas
ier, some people have been importing expensive exercise-toys and are using 
them at inappropriate times. These types of practices increase the blood flow 
in one part of the body and reduce it in another, leading to weakness. This will 
certainly lead to strokes and will bring our body to an untimely death. [49] 
On top of this, we have seen that those who practice these extremely popular 
exercises shout loudly and breathe through their mouths. This is very danger-
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ous. It reduces our lifespan. Mter all, we only live as long as the vital breath 
(pra1Javayu) is sufficiently strong within our system. These types of practice 
are not suitable for the people of our country. It is advisable that such practi
tioners spend their money on improving their bodies rather than in purchas
ing equipment to do these kinds of exercise. 

Exercises which give equal strength to all parts of the body, including the 
blood vessels and the joints, are of three types: the discipline of yoga, the sci
ence of wrestling (mallavidya), and the science of archery (dhanurvidya). We 
don't know why archery has been discarded in modern times. Even though we 
see wrestling practiced here and there, it is not performed in the proper order. 
What is more, it is geared toward winning competitions. This science of wres
tling is only helpful in gaining physical strength and is not conducive to spiri
tual evolution. The great defect in this system is that it does not help to in
crease mental capacity or the equanimity of the body and mind, nor to effect 
other subtle changes. If a man wants to get the five benefits-namely health, 
long life, happiness, intelligence, and physical strength-he should practice 
yoga. Without these five, one will not be able to comprehend the essence of 
life itself And in spite of our human birth, without such knowledge life is a 
waste. 

[50] For some reason, in today's world we are buffeted by many strange 
ideas and thoughts. We must become extremely vigilant, and select what is 
good in these ideas and thoughts, and put it into practice. To this end, we need 
to be very agile, and in possession of these five strengths. The essence of these 
strengths is yoga. To achieve this there is no need to import costly apparatus. 
We have sufficient means at our disposal in our own country without spend
ing all this money. By falling prey to the advertisements of those same for
eigners who stole so much of our indigenous knowledge, we have indeed paid 
a high price. Now they claim that it is their own discovery! Perhaps in the 
future they will also sell back to us the science of yoga. The reason for this is 
that most of us have neither studied nor put into practice the texts of yoga. If 
we remain quiet, the foreigners will become our yoga gurus! It is nothing 
short of a tragedy that we have thrown away our golden cup and are drinking 
instead from this foul smelling leather flask brought from abroad. I sincerely 
hope that such ill fortune will not fall on future generations. 

[51] For the exercises of yoga, the locally available tools are quite sufficient. 
Our hut alone will do-we need not spend any extra money. The only thing 
that Mother Yoga (yogamata) begs from us is that we eat solely the pure food 
produced by Mother India. We are firm in our opinion that our youths, who 
are more than able to enlighten foreigners, are equally capable of resurrecting 
the indigenous, ancient knowledge systems. The importance of reviving this 
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knowledge is well known, and is desired by all those scholars working in the 
field of education who know how to bring about transformation in an indi
vidual through yoga. 

Yoga gives strength to the body, yoga gives us health, and only yoga can give 
us long life. Yoga enhances our intellect. Yoga makes us rich. Yoga makes us 
human beings. Yoga will bring back honor and respect to Mother India. Yoga 
tells us where our duty lies. It is yoga that unveils the purpose of our birth. 
Only yoga can answer the question, "Where is God?" Thus yoga and yoga 
alone will enhance our strength and evolution. 



- 2 0  
Theos Bernard and the Early Days 

of Tantric Yoga in America 

Paul G. Hackett 

Theos Casimir Hamati Bernard {1908-1947) was an early American pioneer 
in the field of Indo-Tibetan Tantric yoga. Following a successful and highly 
publicized trip to Tibet in 1937, Bernard established a yoga ashram in Man
hattan's afHuent Upper East Side in the late 1930s, advertising himself as a 
teacher of Indian and Buddhist philosophy and as a yoga instructor. To the 
general public, Bernard presented himself as a scholar of Indo-Tibetan reli
gion, culture, and politics; to his students, however, Bernard presented himself 
as an accomplished yogi and religious adept. For many years, the only bio
graphical sources on Bernard were his purportedly autobiographical works, 
Heaven Lies Within Us and Penthouse of the Gods, books written and published 
to support his claims. In these books and subsequent interviews, Bernard pre
sented himself as an exemplar for anyone wishing to pursue personally trans
formative knowledge. 

By his own account, Bernard was a second-generation American yogi, an 
intentionally conceived child of T antric yogis, and the namesake of his par
ents' guru, Sylvais Hamati. Bernard's childhood was not that of an ordinary 
American boy, he claimed, but rather the life of a secret yogi in training. Fol
lowing a college illness, Bernard claimed to have been visited by an old Indian 
yogi during his convalescence, and his life from the age of eighteen onward 
became solely a quest for the meaning of life. Bernard's years in Tucson, Ari
zona thus came to be described as a conscious spiritual mission in which his 
illness was framed as a spiritual trial by fire; in short, his ordeal and recovery 
were his "sacred rites." From that point on, as he claimed his teacher told him, 
he had become innately qualified for the yogic teachings. Claiming to have 
mastered all the preliminary practices and rituals of purification before ever 
leaving the fields of his adolescence, Bernard was a man on a quest for "mental 
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and spiritual realization." He maintained that it  was only in India and Tibet, 
however, that the fruits of his efforts truly ripened. 

It seemed so strange that I had come so far from the lonely deserts of 
Arizona to this devout land, from an environment so young to a culture 
so old. What had planted the seeds within me of this desire to come 
here? What had called me to this Land of Mystery? Why was I being 
accepted? It was clear, or so it seemed to me now, that all my effort to 
gain some understanding of the Laws of Life had not been in vain. The 
old saying that when the pupil was ready the teacher would appear 
flashed upon my mind, and I felt there was truth in it. I knew I was on 
the verge of being liberated, on the path to verify by experience what I 
had learned in theory . . .  It was to be the start of a new life for me, of 
spiritual rebirth. The shackles of the personal consciousness would be 
forever removed. I would directly perceive the universal manifestation of 
the Divine Law. (Bernard 1939: 97-98) 

Thrust into the public limelight in the wake of his much-publicized trip to 
Tibet, Bernard recqunted his experiences in making his way to the Himalayan 
kingdom, where he claimed he was welcomed with open arms as a reincar
nated Buddhist saint. Given secret teachings and highly esoteric "Tantric em
powerments and transmissions" while in Tibet, he had returned to America, 
presenting himself as an emissary from the mystic East. 

To the 1940s alternative religion and health communities ofNew York City, 
Bernard was thus part student and explorer, and part religious visionary and 
pioneer, with different aspects of his public persona receiving different em
phases depending on whom he was talking with. Although highly personable, 
Bernard was described by many as a lackluster speaker, and his lectures often 
were not well attended. Consequently, unlike his predecessors and contempo
raries, such as Swami Vivekananda, Paramahansa Yogananda, or others who 
would follow him-figures who founded institutions that survived them
Bernard left no lineage of students or practices in his wake. Instead, Bernard's 
legacy would prove to be a literary one, which would only flower in the years 
following his death. His Columbia University doctoral dissertation on hatha 
yoga (Hatha Yoga: 1he Report of a Personal Experience, 1943) would be translated 
into several languages, and his fictionalized account ofhis time in India {1939) 
would become required reading for many on the "hippie trail" to India and 
Nepal in the 1960s. 

Throughout the decades that followed, as many new students began to have 
their own experiences in India and study directly with yoga teachers, the 
limitations of Bernard's books relegated him to obscurity. Over the course of 
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the past ten years, however, numerous primary source materials have become 
available that shed light on Bernard's actual activities and the man behind 
the self-constructed mythology, revealing much of the content of his "auto
biographies" to be fictitious or misrepresentative of the actual events in his life. 
When one examines the themes in Bernard's writings, interviews, and lectures 
today, one can see that so much of what he said and did may best be seen as a 
manifestation of broader cultural themes in mid-twentieth century America 
and part of the crafting of a distinctly American understanding· of yoga-a 
yoga divorced from its religious dimensions and refashioned into an Ameri
can lifestyle accessory. Introducing himself to the American public as "The 
White Lama" -a title he claimed to have received in Tibet-Bernard articu
lated precisely this approach to the practice of yoga. 

The general public is 99% wrong about what Yoga is. It is not a religion, 
although it is most distinctly a way of life. No one need sacrifice an iota 
of his religion to engage in Yoga . . .  and that's why I try to adapt my 
instruction to Western civilization . . .  The earnest student ofYoga soon 
learns the truth of the Biblical statement "To him who hath shall be 
given," and that is what I mean when I say that the deeper disciplines 
and joys will be disclosed as the student advances toward the light . . .  
Yoga is the key to happiness for many people who are maladjusted to life 
in the United States. {Robinson 1939: 14-15) 

This message, of yoga's "non-denominationalism," was one that Bernard 
carefully constructed to reassure a nominally Christian populace that it would 
not be damned to hell for practicing yoga . . .  or for paying him to attend his 
classes, at the very least. If anything, he explained, by doing so they would only 
deepen their own religiosity and gain insight into the sorts of religious prac
tices that, unbeknownst to themselves, they were already engaged in. In his 
unpublished notes from a May 2, 1939 lecture entitled "General Analysis of 
Various Types ofYoga," Bernard explained that "Bhakti Yoga [is] the path of 
love and devotion" and that Christianity, "is a form of Bhakti Yoga." 

Everyone in the world is actually practicing one or another form of 
Yoga, but they lead lives of separateness, integrating nothing, and losing 
the value of their experiences. Yoga is designed to reach the creative 
flow, to conserve and then liberate it . . .  The Tantras say that in this age 
of Kali Yuga, we are not vital enough to be aroused by any form ofYoga 
but Hatha Yoga. The Tantras teach that everything is energy, and Yoga is 
the means of releasing it. This experience cannot be described in words, 
but must be felt to be known. 
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The possibility of  such experiences-personal, direct, and unmediated ac
cess to the divine-was an idea that American audiences steeped in a Protes
tant mythos could easily understand and embrace. Nonetheless, Bernard's 
"creative flow of life" was little more than a thinly disguised presentation of 
the Saq1khya notion of prakrti, though he made great efforts to incorporate 
elements (or at least, terminology) from both Buddhism and Christianity into 
his lectures, participating in and perpetuating the populist notion of the 
equivalency of all religions, a commonplace approach that attempted to con
flate and appropriate the elements of all religions under a common umbrella. 

Bernard's lectures-as well as his father's correspondence with Indian in
formants-reveal a deep familiarity with much of the jargon of English
language neo-Vedanta philosophy that was enthusiastically promulgated in 
Indian intellectual circles as the foundation of both Yoga and Tantric Bud
dhism (the latter despite sufficient evidence to the contrary). Bernard, for ex
ample, makes repeated references to "name and form" (nama-ritpa), the stock 
phrase used in Vedanta to refer to the illusory world (maya) which ordinary 
beings inhabit. It is also, however, an idea that Bernard used reductionistically 
to dismiss the need to study different cultures. If different cultures are equally 
illusory-mere "name and form"-he argues, then one need never bother 
studying their claims in depth, but rather merely concentrate on developing 
one's own "innate spiritual knowledge" and by doing so come to "know" the 
truths of all cultures and religions. In this way, Bernard absolved himself of 
any responsibility for accuracy in his portrayals of Indian and Tibetan cul
tures. Far from being alone in doing so, Bernard and others who ascribed to 
this world view were intellectually rooted in the pop eastern mysticism culture 
of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, a culture that was heavily 
influenced by the works of Madame Blavatsky, the Theosophical Society, and 
Jiddu Krishnamurti: this last figure who had only recently {1929) repudiated 
all culturally bounded approaches to religious practice, including his own. This 
approach would have been familiar to Bernard's audience steeped in the coun
terculture of the day. 

What is also evident from reading Bernard's writings is that many of his 
views, which can also be seen in present-day orientations toward yoga, are not 
recent innovations but rather simply typically American counterculture atti
tudes toward life and religious systems in general. In his 1939 Lectures {a series 
of short talks that would precede actual hatha yoga instruction), Bernard pre
sented the ideas of egalitarianism in access to religious knowledge, the notion 
of "innate knowledge" as opposed to specific knowledge that must be derived 
from study and contemplation, the unity of all religions on a fundamental 
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level underlying superficial cultural forms, and so forth, all wrapped up in a 

vaguely misleading conflation of traditions and terminologies. 
The basic framework of Buddhist cosmology, which was the foundation for 

such discussions, presents six realms of possible rebirth within the "wheel of 
life" (bhavacakra, a pictographic description of cyclic existence, and Bernard's 
preferred term): gods, demi-gods, humans, animals, spirits/ghosts (pretas), and 
hell-beings. An individual born in any one of these realms would do so 
through the force of their karma-with the exception of only the most ex
traordinary beings, who could do so willfully. Thus, the individuals who func
tioned to their fullest in such a system were bodhisattvas-persons with a de
gree of spiritual realization who had also gained a certain level of control over 
the process of rebirth. A bodhisattva, strictly speaking, was an individual who 
had vowed to achieve the state of Buddhahood solely for the sake ofbenefit
ing and liberating all other sentient beings from cyclic existence. A yogi, on 
the other hand, was an individual who engaged in the spiritual discipline 
(yoga) of binding {from the Sanskrit root yuJ) the mind. Bernard, like many of 
his contemporaries, employed these technical terms in much looser ways as, 
for example, Paramahansa Yogananda had done in identifying the Christian 
savior as "a bodhisattva." "Bodhisattva" and "yogi"-words that have gained 
increasing currency in modern parlance-for Bernard became generic terms 
divorced from their classical meanings and deployed at whim for the poetic 
inspiration and flattery of people, being applied to persons well outside their 
normal range of reference. Despite this cavalier attitude toward terminology, 
Bernard did attempt to remain true to the authentic teachings on ha{ha yoga
or, at least, what he perceived them to be. 

In its native context, along with bhakti {"devotional"), dhyiina {"medita
tional"), and karma ("action") yoga, ha{ha ("exertion") yoga was considered but 
one among many equally valid forms of religious discipline ("yoga") that could 
be practiced by an individual. Singled out by Bernard and others as unique, 
however, ha{ha yoga was presented as specifically appropriate for this day and 
age, the practices themselves having been spelled out by the fifteenth-century 
Indian author, Svatmarama, in his text, the Ha{hayogapradiikii. In his work, 
Svatmarama distinguished ha{ha yoga from the earlier eight-part (aj{iifzga) 
system-which he referred to as riija ("royal") yoga-as codified by the fourth
century author, Patafijali, the author or compiler of the Yoga Sutra. As can be 
seen from the wealth of references in Bernard's books, the source for much of 
his understanding of yoga was the then recently translated Ha{hayogapradipikii, 
along with another relatively late work, the circa seventeenth-century Gher
a7Jt/a Sa1fthitii. 
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In  addition to the postures (tisanas) of yoga practice, many preliminary pu
rificatory exercises were also detailed in both the earlier yoga tradition and by 
Bernard in his books. In addition to the aforementioned texts, Bernard also 
drew upon the Suiruta Saf!Zhitti, a canonical work on Ayurvedic medicine, for 
his understanding of the purification techniques prerequisite to actual hatha 
yoga practices. These techniques, it is claimed, were designed to both cleanse 
and render malleable the various organs of the body, and included both exter
nal and internal "washing," from cleansing the nasal passages with string (neti) 
and swallowing cloth to absorb excess acid in the stomach (dhauti), to render
ing the abdominal muscles serviceable (nauli) and cleansing the rectum and 
anus (basti). All of these, however, were geared toward what Bernard consid
ered the "key" yoga technique: vajroli mudrti. 

Harking back to the medieval Nath Siddha traditions of Bengal and the 
founding figure of Gor�anatha, vajroli mudrti was a practice that lay at the 
core of a sort of internalized sexual alchemy. Through the practice of vajroli 
mudrti ("urethral suction") and precisely controlled "internal hydraulics" {to 
use White's term), the "power substances" of male and female sexual fluids are 
manipulated to induce a very specific state of mind for the practitioner, to
gether with a host of secondary powers and benefits. This, at least, was Ber
nard's understanding of the practice based on his father's research. 

The selections from the private papers of Theos Bernard presented here re
flect all of these different components and paint a picture of the popular yoga 
world in circa 1940s New York. However, another selection from his research 
papers-a letter written by an Indian informant to Glen Bernard, Theos Ber
nard's father and research assistant-tells a different story, disclosing the then 
state-of-the-art knowledge of esoteric religious practices that ran counter to 
all of these popular notions, reinforcing the notion that the yoga tisanas were 
unequivocally religious practices and, moreover, merely the preliminary prepa
rations to the primary practices-facts of which Bernard was well aware, and 
that he indeed attempted to secretly put into practice. 

Suggestions for Further Reading 

On Theos Bernard's life and writings, see Paul G. Hackett, Barbarian Lands: 
1heos Bernard, Tibet, and the American Religious Life (forthcoming); as well as 
Bernard's own writings: Theos Bernard, "Hat}la Yoga: The Report of a Per
sonal Experience" {Ph.D. dissertation, Columbia University, 1943); and Heaven 
Lies Within Us (New York: Scribner's Sons, 1939). A 1939 interview with Ber-
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nard was published in Stewart Robinson, "The White Lama on Yoga," Family 
Circle Magazine, Aug. 25, 1939, pp. 14-21. A biography of Theos Bernard's 
uncle, Pierre Bernard (also known as Oom the Omnipotent), who pioneered 
his own brand of yoga teaching in New York a few decades before his nephew, 
is available in Robert Love, The Great Oom (New York: Viking, 2010). Stefanie 
Syman, The Subtle Body: The Story ofYoga in America (New York: Farrar, Straus 
and Giroux, 2010) contains a historical survey of yoga in America, from its 
inception in the nineteenth century down to the present. Elizabeth De Mi
chelis, A History of Modern Yoga (New York: Continuum, 2004) provides an 
overview of several of the varieties of yoga found in contemporary settings, 
and examines the nineteenth- and twentieth-century presentations and refor
mulations of the "yoga" tradition that fed Euro-American cultural appetites 
for eastern mysticism. Joseph Alter, Yoga and Modern India: The Body Between 
Science and Philosophy (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2004) offers 
an analysis of modernist Indian revisionings of yoga and its origins. For a 
discussion of the Nath Siddhas and their practice of ha{ha yoga, see David 
Gordon White, The Alchemical Body (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1996). 

Selections from Lectures-1939, Theos Bernard Papers 

MAY4, 1939 
As the light which is consciousness comes into the world, it brings little to the 
four kingdoms of nature. In the human kingdom, consciousness helps man 
find himself Consciousness cannot be rationalized, it can only be perceived; it 
cannot be argued out, we can only live and learn it through our experiences. 
Yoga is the practical method of accomplishing this. Mind is the chief diffi
culty; we can achieve freedom more easily by proceeding naturally, instead of 
engaging in excessive mental activity. Mind is an instrument of consciousness, 
but most people lose themselves in the mind, forgetting it is only a vehicle. 
There is only one truth, one essence; when two mentalities disagree on funda
mental truth, it is not because something is wrong with truth; something is 
wrong with the mind. 

We must learn to look for the essence of things, and not stop at name and 
form. Happiness and suffering are transitory, existing only in the world of 
name and form; they cannot last. People, looking at a tree, observe only the 
name and form. The tree can be cut down, and, to the observer, is no more. The 
essence still remains, since another tree is evolved from the seed. When we 
learn to see the essence beyond external things, we banish illusion. All reli-
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gions and philosophies teach this; if we cannot accept it, i t  i s  because we have 
not the capacity. The "spiritual tramp" who wanders from religion to philoso
phy is lost in name and form; he can not find the essence which was to be 
found in the very first religion he attempted. The essence can be discovered 
only by direct perception, and Yoga gives us the means. 

The Yogi is not selfish when he retires from the world; the world of illusion 
(name and form) in which we live, tears down what the Yogi builds; thus, he 
seeks those who will stimulate and vitalize him. The developed soul manifests 
joyous vibrations, giving joy to those surrounding him; therein lies his own 
happiness. 

MA¥8, 1939 
The body has cravings so that it will keep healthy and living. We feel hungry, 
because, if we should not eat, we should sicken and die. All other physical 
indulgence[s] are just as simple. While we are seeking happiness, we cannot 
give happiness to others; it is only after we have found it that we can give it 
out. An old saying explains that because the King of the land had everything, 
he needed to give no attention to himself, and could be good to his people. So 
with the Yogi, who may be called a spiritual king; having happiness, he can 
devote himself to helping others. 

The Bodhisattva (the perfected soul), having earned the right, [m]ay choose 
whether he will go on, or stay and help others. Since the Bodhisattva lives in 
universal consciousness, he doesn't wish to leave this plane until others have 
been helped. Christ is a soul who "arrived," came back to teach, and then went 
on. When the Bodhisattva comes back to this plane of consciousness, he 
comes again within the scope of its laws. There are laws in the realm of Bod
hisattvas as well; as there are in every realm of consciousness. There is no great 
spiritual leader today; in the East, Gandhi comes closest; there is no one in 
the West; our consciousness does not seem to be directed that way. 

There is nothing we can do about the wheel of life; we are chained to it; but 
instead of using it as a symbol, we can learn to use it in our every day life. The 
Tibetan philosophy divides it into six compartments, each compartment sym
bolizing a realm of consciousness: 

Realm of Bodhisattvas-those who have "arrived" 
Realm of Titans-not quite "arrived" 
Realm of humankind 
Realm of animals 
Realm of hells-hot and cold 
Realm of spirits. 
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Consciousness goes on after physical death, although not manifesting 
through a physical vehicle. In the realm of spirits, the consciousness must 
work off what has not yet been purified. [The Tibetans picture the greedy man 
in the realm of spirits as having an enormous stomach, and a neck so small 
that a pea can't get through.] We can develop if we live with understanding 
and free ourselves from our weaknesses. 

There are many things about us of which we are not aware. If we could have 
a chart of our lives, we could analyze and really see ourselves. Certain inci
dents seem to happen to us all the time, forming a certain pattern; we should 
search deeply and try to understand why this is. Sometimes they may be due 
to uncontrolled energy, and by developing calmness, we could change the 
pattern. 

Money and sex are the motivating forces in the life we lead today. Our 
emotional relationships begin so pleasandy and easily, but soon we find trivi
alities become irritating. That is being concerned unduly with name and form. 
One may like classical music, and one a brass band. Understanding that this is 
a clue to the emotional nature within, we can avoid being lost in name and 
form. It explains why we gravitate to people of the same emotional nature, 
although their external characteristics seem not at all to be what we think we 
like. When emotional relationships are unsatisfactory, the weakness is in our
selves; lack of understanding. 

Let us not follow name and form; let us learn to get at the essence of things. 
Truth is not to be found in what people say. Let us learn to search for that 
which is behind the words. Know people with your consciousness; not with 
your mind. 

MA¥9, 1939 
How to be "smart"? 

Nobody can give us the answer to that question. Suddenly at some future 
date, we will find the answer, never knowing how it happened, and never 
being able to tell anyone else about it. Each ego is a complete universe in itself, 
and the gap between two egos can be bridged only by symbols, i.e., name and 
form. Now we are acquiring knowledge of the Yogic philosophy of conscious
ness, and the problem is to apply it in order to avoid the long, arduous path of 
hard knocks. Yoga in its truest essence is to see life intuitively. First purify the 
instrument; the intelligence is so delicate and precise that we are always in 
danger of getting lost in it. Let us develop our feelings, and then our knowl
edge will be of use. When great scientists grow older, and are preparing them
selves for old age and death, they usually grow philosophical and idealistic. 
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The Yogi knows that true knowledge is in the heart, not in the head. He knows 
that when a problem needs solution, the answer is in his consciousness, and by 
working at breathing and head stand, the consciousness will divulge the 
answer. 

Reviewing and recalling our past experiences with understanding, getting 
them into our consciousness, we can begin to get realization, and in that way, 
lay out our future in a much better way. 

Reveal Yoga only to a teacher or a fellow student. Revealing it to the out
side world is manifesting pride. Learn to manifest Yoga by not doing what is 
expected of you; doing the expected is a manifestation of ego alone. 

Therefore, if you want to be "smart," do nothing concrete. The smartness 
will manifest itsel£ 

MA¥18, 1939 
Why have religion? 

All life is consciousness, and carrying that idea to its conclusion, nothing at 
all exists. Yoga calls the existence we know, Maya (illusion); consciousness 
alone lasts forever, and neither men, societies nor mechanical things last for
ever. The young boy should be taught that the most important thing for him is 
to find some way to enable the forces within him to manifest. Instead, he is 
taught that the profession or business he chooses is the most important thing 
in the world. But we see that professions change and forms change. A good 
profession of 50 years ago no longer exists, and new professions spring up 
today that were unheard of fifty years ago. We see that these forms are merely 
Maya and exist for society alone. Society functions to give man leisure time, 
but fails to teach him how to use his leisure to get acquainted with himsel£ 
People in action, using a full flow of consciousness, understand the unimpor
tance of forms; they know there is something more to life, and they turn to 
religion to learn how to direct that flow of consciousness back to its original 
source. Consciousness makes the human being aware; he strives, not knowing 
why. If a child is abandoned all alone on a desert island, and can survive, in 20 
or 30 years he will have religious feeling, though no-one has ever told him 
anything. Our life is a constant effort to establish contact with the ultimate 
source, and if we lose sight of that goal, we are frustrated and unhappy. The 
man who is in tune with himself (God) knows that nothing that happens to 
his body can matter. The church is Maya in one sense of the word, but for the 
understanding man, it is one pathway to consciousness. The most dynamic 
way to find knowledge of reality is through feeling, and the church can serve 
in that respect. The Yogi has no need for religion, because he knows how to 
contact reality; he prepares the body for the breath, and then works with the 
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breath. Breathing exercises help us to get in contact with the rhythm of life; 
although in the beginning we retain awareness of ourselves, later, we lose our
selves in it, and find consciousness. We cannot tell anyone about it until we 
have "arrived," and even then we can't put it into words, because it is beyond 
the mind. We want to help others get the same understanding; most people 
can learn only through feeling, and they require something concrete, therefore 
devices have to be used to arouse it. 

Explaining astral body: Mrs. Blavatsky had understanding, but knowing 
that it was impossible to give the masses philosophy, she gave them name and 
form. Mter the student has "arrived," lost in the light completely unaware of 
externals, he finds he can leave them behind. That is what is meant by astral 
body. Mter such an experience, you will never fear death, knowing what it is 
to leave the externals. Nor will you commit suicide, understanding that the 
problem must be solved, and killing the body does not annihilate the con
sciousness, and the problem still remains to be worked out. (In cases of incur
able illness, only a full understanding could justify suicide.) 

Religion is therefore merely a device to enable people to have feeling. Today 
it is almost impossible to find the meaning behind the forms. Let a new sym
bol come along, behind which we can find meaning and understanding, and 
there is our new religion. 

Selection from Letter written hy Sukumar Chattetji to Glen Bernard, july 
19, 1936 (from unpublished Theos Bernard Papers on the vajrol:i-mudra) 

Regarding Bajroli-this is what I have-one school claims that it is not for 
women and only men, specially celibates should practice it. Another school 
known as Weerachari [Viracari] Tantriks, claim that it is specifically meant for 
married persons who practice it with their wives, thereby interchanging each 
other's powers. 

The blowing [of air into the bladder] is meant for the beginner and occa
sionally when proper function does not take place of suction owing to some 
watery or slimy liquids in the canal. 

Just as water is sucked with or without Naoli [nauli] thru the rectum and a 
tube is used but when sufficient practice is done no tube [is] required but-if 
the water does not go in then finger is inserted to clean the passage. Same 
purpose is served by blowing in the bladder. Also there is an involuntary mus
cle which causes seminal discharge after Wajroli [ vajroli] ; that muscle be
comes voluntary and brain can control it. 

There is no book which gives any detail but there are instructions imparted 
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by word of  mouth which I have carefully collected. The blowing of  air in  ure
thra as well as in the rectum is mentioned in one place to enable a person to 
control the air {Wayu [vayu]) there with the breath. As shown, Wayu is situ
ated below, it must be controlled by breath or Mudras or naoli & such. 

It is to be practiced like all processes early in the morning and it takes from 
3 to 6 months to complete it. The completion means the sucking of mercury. 
Mter which one can suck water, milk, honey, etc. without a tube and even 
when erection takes place. Another mention is made of introducing filtered 
oily medicines in the rectum and bladder for various purposes. Main function 
tho seems to be to be able to suck one's own and the wife's semen back into 
the urethra, both the semens being reabsorbed into the body from the pores. 
Also a mention is made to practice it just before discharge and how on doing 
it, so that no semen is discharged at all. 

The followers of Gorakshanath practice it early in the morning and at mid
night, as they sleep early in the evening and at noon and keep awake all night 
to forenoon. 



- 2 1 -
Universalist and Missionary J ainism: 

Jain Yoga of the Terapanthi Tradition 

01/e Qvarnstrom and jason Birch 

From the early Christian era to the twelfth century,Jainism was a proselytiz
ing religion with no universalistic claims. According to both its main sects, the 
Svetambara ("White-Clad") and the Digambara ("Sky-Clad"), the Jain 
dharma or teaching could only be beneficially practiced by persons belonging 
to the Jain religion and living in different parts of India; and mendicants were 
not allowed to travel by any means of transportation other than their own bare 
feet. By the end of the twelfth century, mainly as a result of the expansion of 
Hindu theistic traditions and the increasing presence of Islam, proselytizing 
activities markedly declined. 

As a result of various schisms centered around the issue of "true" ascetic 
practice, a number of Jain reform movements developed from the fifteenth 
century onward. Within the Svetambara tradition, Acarya Bhi�u (1726-1803) 
founded the Terapanthi, one of three non-image worshipping Svetambara 
sectarian traditions. Acarya B�u was, as noted by Paul Dundas, a reformist 
who adopted a "radical interpretation ofMahavrra's doctrine," and in so doing, 
dismissed many traditional Jain religious practices as "buying merit." Acarya 
Bhi�u was also more interested in self-discipline, correct understanding, and 
maintaining the ascetic way of life. He thus emphasized the distinction be
tween the ascetic and householder in an attempt to prevent ascetics from be
coming "worldly." At the heart of his concern was a strict adherence to "non
violence" (ahi1JZsti) for the ultimate purpose of purifying the Sel£ 

His successor, Acarya Tulsi (1914-1997), modernized the Svetambara 
Terapanthi sect and transformed it from an austere Indian monastic order 
into a global religion that expounds upon secular life, morals, education, social 
reform, and so on. To implement this, he established the Jain Vishva Bharati 
Institute at Ladnun, in the western Indian state of Rajasthan. The moderniza-
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tion of the Terapanthi tradition was carried on and amplified by Acarya Ma
haprajna (192Q-), the tenth and current mendicant leader of the Svetambara 
Terapanthi sect. Acarya Mahaprajna interpreted Jainism in the light of con
temporary society and modern scientific knowledge. He also contributed to 
the editing of the Terapanthi version of the Svetambara canonical scriptures 
as well as to the a7Juvrat (small-vow) movement initiated by Acarya Tulsi for 
the implementation of non-violence and morality in social life. In 1980, 
Acarya Mahaprajna established the Science of Living in order to promote non
violent living in schools and universities. His greatest legacy, however, is as the 
rediscoverer or reinventer of Jain meditation and yoga. In recognition of this, 
his predecessor, Acarya Tulsi, conferred on him the epithet]ainayogapunarud

dharaka, "the rebuilder of Jain Yoga." 
As mentioned, mendicants of both main traditions, Svetambara and 

Digambara, were not allowed to travel by mechanical transportation. In the 
post-canonical Tattvtirthasutra (AD 15Q-350), which was the first attempt to 
systematize Jain canonical teachings into a philosophical system (thus hold
ing the same position in Svetambara Jainism as that of the Yoga Sutra in the 
Yoga tradition), travel on foot (carya) is listed among the "endurances" 
(par4aha) that prevents deviation from the spiritual path and wears off accu
mulated karma {9.8). The prohibition against non-foot travel was, however, 
challenged during the twentieth century when Jain mendicant teachers or 
tictiryas either transgressed this rule or introduced new categories of novices 
who were permitted to use public transport as well as accept food that had 
been specially prepared for them. The most visible among those who broke 
mendicant rules and traveled to the west was Acarya Citrabhanu {1922-) of 
the Svetambara image-worshipping (murtipujaka) tradition, and Sushil 
Kumar (1926-1994) of the Sthanakavasi sect. Citrabhanu established in 1971 
the fain Meditation International Center in New York, while Kumar founded 
the Arhum Yoga System in the United States in 1975. Acarya Tulsi, on the other 
hand, introduced a new type of male and female mendicant called sama7J and 
sama7Ji, respectively--an intermediate category between laypeople and monks 
and nuns-thereby opening the door for the emergence of a universalistic and 
missionary Jainism, especially in the United States. Jain doctrine and practice 
were not only made available outside of India by this new type of religious 
specialist, but more importantly, were interpreted and practiced in ways that 
deviated from orthodox Jainism and that shared certain elements with Bud
dhism, as interpreted by western scholars and Buddhist practitioners from the 
late nineteenth century onward. Peter Fliigel has labeled this form of J ainism 
as "Jain modernism," in line with the German Indologist Heinz Bechert's 
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term "Buddhist modernism.'' Based on field research among Gujarati J ains in 
Britain, Marcus Banks has called it "Jain neo-orthodoxy." A similar modernis
tic development was also evident among various religious thinkers in India 
during the latter half of the nineteenth century, notably in the person ofVive
kananda, who claimed that Hinduism was a universal religion applicable to all 
cultures and periods. Since his time, this idea of a universal and missionary 
Hinduism has established itself in the West through new religious move
ments, various missionary activities, immigration, and a general influence of 
Indic currents of ideas. 

The Terapanthi sect has about 500,000 followers at present scattered across 
India and Nepal, the United Kingdom, and the United States. It is spreading 
rapidly worldwide by virtue of modern means of communication and the in
fluence of the missionary activities of the samar.zs and samar.zis. In the follow
ing, we will examine an interesting development in Jain Modernism: the yoga 
system of the Svetambara Terapanthi sect, which was created by Acarya Ma
haprajna in the second half of the twentieth century. We base our discussion 
on his books on prelqa meditation as well as on interviews with Terapanthi 
SamaQis and experienced lay practitioners in London. 

The ''Jain Yoga" of the TerapanthiTradition 

The "Jain Yoga" of the Terapanthi tradition is a combination of physical yoga 
techniques, such as postures (iisanas) and breathing exercises (prar.zayama), and 
a system of meditation (pre/qadhyana). The Terapanthi monk, Muni K.ishan 
Lal, has explained their physical yoga in an instruction manual entided "Yoga 
Postures and Health." Prelqa meditation was created by the current Terapanthi 
leader, Acarya Mahaprajna, who has written a series of books on the philo
sophical and scientific basis of his system of meditation, as well as its raison 
d'etre, techniques, and benefits. 

Over the centuries, the J ains have displayed a remarkable ability to inte
grate ideas from other traditions, and the Terapanthis are no exception, having 
combined a medley of practices from different Indian yoga traditions. Most of 
the postures and breathing exercises derive from traditional hatha yoga, though 
the way they are performed and explained has been influenced by Western 
science and exercise systems. These are practiced in conjunction with pre/qa 
meditation, which is a combination of the traditional Jain practice of kayotsarga 
{abandoning the body) and meditation techniques that appear to have been 
inspired by modern Buddhist Vipassana, simple Tantric visualizations, and 
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Western relaxation therapy. On the whole, this system of yoga is much broader 
in its scope of practice and theory than most of the systems that are popular in 
the West today. 

The Terapanthis avail themselves of a repertoire of more than fifty postures, 
the majority of which can be traced back to the ha(ha yoga texts and unpub
lished manuscript sources listed in Gharote's Encyclopedia of Traditiona/Asanas. 
By using this encyclopedia, one can trace twenty-nine of the forty floor poses in 
the Terapanthls' iisana manual to pre-twentieth-century sources, but only two 
of the ten standing poses. This confirms that the latter are late innovations. In
deed, the flowing sequences similar to the suryanamasktir (named a�(avanda
misana by the Terapanthis) and coordinating movements with the breath ap
pear to have been inspired by late developments in modern Indian yoga, which, 
as Mark Singleton has shown, was influenced by Western physical culture and 
exercise regimes. A few practices, such as ardhaiankhapra/qalana (i.e., drinking 
salt water while performing gentle postures), are almost identical to those de
scribed in Swami Satyananda's As ana Prti1Jayama Mudra Bandha. 

It is important to note that the Terapanthis' Hindi instruction manual also 
quotes Sanskrit verses from such ha(ha texts as the Hathapradipika, and para
phrases other verses, thus including many of the same instructions and discus
sions of the demonstrable benefits of the postures (for example, the greater 
steadiness, lightness, beauty, elegance of the body, etc.) as one finds in many 
ha(ha texts. In fact, the link between traditional ha(ha yoga and modern Indian 
yoga appears to be based on the inspiration modern Indian gurus have derived 
from the ha(ha texts, and many gurus have published their own Hindi and 
English translations of them. Though it is uncertain whether early ha(ha yoga 
ever developed more than the fifteen postures described in the Ha(hapradipika 
(ten of which date back to the twelfth- to thirteenth-century CE Vasi�(ha
saf!Zhita), the earliest texts, such as the Vivekamar!a1Jt/a (eleventh to twelfth 
century CE), point to the possibility ofinnumerable asanas; and several of the 
iisanas in the Vas#thasaf!Zhita are advanced postures requiring an exceptional 
degree of spinal extension (dhanuriisana), spinal flexion (paicimottaniisana), 
twisting (matysendrasana), strength, and balance (mayuriisana). lt is, of course, 
possible that these were considered the most important postures, and that 
other, intermediate tisanas were not mentioned. However, it is more likely that 
there was a proliferation of tisanas from the seventeenth century onward, with 
a list of eighty-four asana names appearing in the Hatharatnavali, and eighty
four described in the ]ogapradipyakti. Yet, further research is needed to deter
mine the extent of this proliferation prior to the twentieth century, because 
there remains a substantial amount of unpublished manuscript material on 
iisana in Indian libraries that has not been properly examined. Specific exam-
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pies include the eighteenth-century Yogasanamtilti {describing 108 asanas with 
90 illustrations); the Asanayoga or Kapala-kura7J(aka-ha(habhyasapaddhati (de
scribing 112 tisanas and noted as "very old" in Kaivalyadhama's catalogue of 
yoga manuscripts); and the Asanantimani (mentioning 500 tisanas)-but one 
can also find, in various catalogues, manuscripts with titles such as tisanalak
�a1Jam, tisananirilpa7Ja, tisantini, tisanavidhi and so forth, that may shed further 
light on the history of tisana. 

The extent of the influence of the hatha yoga tradition on the Terapanthis' 
yoga can be seen in their repertoire of prti7Jtiyama, which is very similar to that 
of the Hathapradipika and eighteenth-century Ghera7Jtfa Saf!Zhita. They teach 
eight types of breath retention (kumbhaka), namely, opening the sun channel, 
i.e., the right nostril (suryabhedi), alternative nostril breathing (both the anu
lomaviloma and samavrtti variations), the cooling breath (fitali or fitakari), 
breathing with noise (ujjayi), humming (bhrtimari), bellows breath (bhastrika), 
remaining without inhalation and exhalation (kevali), and swooning (murccha). 
Some other techniques have been included for beginners, such as lengthening 
the breath without retention (dirghaivtisa) and opening the moon channel, 
i.e., left nostril (candrabhedi). Apart from a few minor differences, such as re
defining the swooning breath (murcchti) as fixing the gaze (fambhavimudrti) 
during a breath retention, the Terapanthis' instructions on these techniques 
are in keeping with those of the Hathapradipika. The SamaQ.is {interviewed 
for this chapter) were familiar with all these breathing techniques, but said 
that they practiced only those varieties that most suited their needs, which, in 
their case, happened to be suryabhedi (to counter the cold, damp weather of 
the UK) and anulomaviloma (for keeping the nervous system balanced amid 
their busy schedules). 

If one attends a public yoga class at the Jain Vishva Bharati center in Lon
don, one might think that their yoga is exclusively devoted to practicing sim
ple postures and alternate nostril breathing. However, these classes are de
signed to accommodate beginners, and it is clear from the interviews that the 
SamaQ.iS incorporate more advanced techniques into their self-practice, in
cluding five of the traditional hathayogic mudrtis.These mudrtis were the most 
salient feature of traditional hatha yoga and, unlike the mudrtis of earlier Tant
ric systems, they combine breath retention with posture (e.g., mahamudrti, 
mahtivedha, etc.) while others lock or block a specific area of the body {e.g., 
jalandharabandha and khecarimudrti), in order to force ku7Jtfalini to rise. The 
exclusion of these mudrtis from the Terapanthis' instruction manual on physi
cal yoga stands in stark contrast to a traditional ha(ha text such as the 
Hathapradipika, which devotes a separate chapter and nearly a quarter of its 
verses to them. In many systems of Modern Postural Yoga {as defined by Eliz-
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abeth De Michelis), most of these mudrtis are no longer the focus of practice, 
but some of them (namely, the bandhas) are used while performing tisana and 
prti1Jtiytima. This appears to be the case in the Terapanthi Sect, because the 
Sam3.Q.iS revealed that they apply both the root lock (mulabandha) and throat 
lock (jalandharabandha) during breath retentions, and it is worth noting that 
they do not use the third lock (ut/t/iytinabandha) in prti1Jtiytima (unlike the 
Hathapradipikti, 2.45-46), but rather practice it separately as an tisana (i.e., 
ut/t/iytintisana). The Sam3.(lis report that only some advanced Terapanthi Yogis 
perform inversions ( viparitakara7Ji) such as the head-stand (iirltisana) and 
shoulder-stand (sarvtingiisana), whereas both monastic and lay Terapanthis 
practice a modified version of khecarimudrti, where the tongue is turned back 
and upward, to press on the palate. Unlike the traditional khecarimudrti, this 
version does not require that the frenum be cut because the tongue is not 
pushed into the nasopharyngeal cavity. The SamaQis claim that this modified 
version controls anger and inhibits discursive thinking before meditating. 

In promoting the health benefits of tisanas and prti7Jtiytima, the Terapanthis 
use a great deal of anatomical and scientific language. Most of the emphasis is 
on the physiological and psychological benefits of each technique. In fact, the 
instruction manual appears to be concerned with detailing the effects of each 
pose on the nervous system (i.e., the spine and internal organs) and the endo
crine system (i.e., the glands). The physiological detail underlies the therapeu
tic possibilities of each technique. For example, a pose called ardhamatsy
endrtisana (a seated twist) benefits the stomach, lungs, spine, gonads, adrenals, 
thymus, and thyroid glands and is prescribed for diabetes. There is a common 
belief that yoga was once a spiritual discipline without therapeutics, and that 
efforts to cure diseases through yoga is a new development. However, this ig
nores the fact that sickness was viewed as an obstacle to yoga as far back as 
Pataiijali (Yoga Sutra 1.30) and the therapeutic application of iisana is evident 
in the traditional hatha texts, even the earliest, such as the Vivekamtirla7Jt/a, 
which affirms: "Through iisana, diseases are removed" (2.11). This theme grew 
in prominence, and such later hatha texts as the $atkarmasangraha and the 
fifth chapter of the Hathapradipika (in Kaivalyadhama's edition) describe spe
cific methods for overcoming a variety of different illnesses. Rather than 
"medicalizing" yoga, the Terapanthis and many Modem Indian yoga schools 
appear to be using medical and scientific knowledge to elaborate on a tradi
tional aspect of hatha yoga. 

In a sense, the way the Terapanthis have adopted hatha yoga reveals much 
about the history of hatha yoga itsel£ Had it relied upon a particular tradition 
or lineage of gurus to perpetuate its teachings, it would have died out centu
ries ago. Instead, hatha yoga is characterized by the constant adaptation of its 
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techniques to suit the ambitions of yogins among various traditions. For ex
ample, in writing the Hathapradipikti, Svatmarama created a new system of 
practice by integrating a number of earlier systems of yoga {such as the hatha 
yoga of the Dattatreyayogaiastra, the vayu yoga of the Amrtasiddhi, the vahni 
yoga of the Vivekamartat;u/a, and so forth). Through its history, hatha yoga has 
been combined with Advaita Vedanta (e.g., the Yoga Upanifads), Patafijala 
Yoga (e.g., the sixteenth-century Yogacintamat;zi of Sivananda), and Ayurvedic 
concepts {e.g., Bhavadevamisra,s Yuktabhavadeva). It has also been practiced 
by a number of lndia

,
s ascetic traditions (e.g., the Naths, Ramanandi Ty:igis, 

etc.) as well as more orthodox brahmins (e.g., the Vasif{hasa1{lhita and 
Yogayajfiavalkya) and householders (e.g., Sivasa1{lhita and Godavaramisra

,
s 

Yogacintamat;zi). And in the twentieth century, the techniques of hatha yoga 
survive in much the same way, as Indian yoga gurus combine them with the 
science of anatomy and physiology, various exercise regimes, relaxation thera
pies, physiotherapy, and so on. The survival of its techniques is a testimony to 
their efficacy and adaptability, and it is clear that the Terapanthis have ad
opted hatha yoga in the same spirit. They regard tisanas as a necessary prepara
tion for meditation, and the Samat}is report that yoga enables them to more 
successfully cope with the demands of their ascetic way of life. For example, 
prat;zayama can be used to alleviate thirst and hunger and this assists them to 
abide by their vow to fast daily from sunset until sunrise {which is a sixteen
hour interval during UK winters). The Samat}is claim that physical yoga also 
increases their pain threshold, which would certainly be an advantage when 
having their hair ritually plucked out {as an expression of their determination 
to successfully meet the rigorous demands of the ascetic life) and in wearing 
the same clothing all year round (indeed, they use the heating and cooling 
practices of prat;zayama to cope with this). Moreover, the capacity of physical 
yoga techniques to build strength of will and to quell passions such as anger, 
frustration, lust, greed, etc., enables the Terapanthi monks to maintain their 
strict rules of conduct. 

In their efforts to promote J ainism beyond the borders of India, the 
Terapanthis

, 
knowledge of yoga has aided their missionary efforts. By promot

ing their yoga as a universal practice beneficial to allJains and non-Jains alike, 
the public yoga class serves as a meeting place, so to speak, for people of all 
religions as well as the non-religious. Shankar Lal Mehta, director of the Tulsi 
Adhyatma Nidam, writes, "Prek.ra-dhyana can be learnt and practiced by any
body without distinction of caste, colour, country and creed. There is no com
munal or theological bias, nor does it insist on any particular theological be
lie£, By fostering harmony among diverse people and helping individuals 
through yoga, the Jain center has become prominent in the community, and 
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this has generated interest from local people in the center's philosophy classes 
and religious activities. 

Meditation in the Terapanthi Tradition 

The Terapanthis' system of meditation, prelqadhyana, is understood to mean 
the "meditation of seeing carefully and profoundly." It is not concerned with 
external perception, but rather looking inwards-as Acarya Mahaprajna says, 
"to perceive and realize the most subtle aspects of consciousness by your own 
conscious mind." It is a system of practice that consists of the following eight 
components {with Acarya Mahaprajna's translations): 

1. Kayotsarga {Total Relaxation) 
2. Antaryatra {The Internal Trip) 
3. Svasapre�a {Perception of Breathing) 
4. Sarirapre�a {Perception of Body) 
S. Caitanyakendrapre�a {Perception of Psychic Centers) 
6. Le5yadhyana {Perception of Psychic Colors) 
7. Bhavana {Auto-Suggestion) 
8. Anupre�a (Contemplation) 

Unlike their physical yoga, pre/qa meditation is grounded more firmly in Jain 
tradition because it begins with the practice of k.ayotsarga {literally, the "aban
donment of the body"). Kayotsarga was defined by Hemacandra {1089-1172 
CE), the great exalter (prabhavak.a) of Svetambara Jainism, as follows: 

The position in which one is indifferent towards the body [and in which] 
one is either seated or standing with both the arms hanging down, that 
is called kayotsarga. (Yogafastra 4.133) 

In both the Digarnbara and Svetambara traditions of]ainism,k.tiyotsarga is one 
of the six obligatory duties of a mendicant {and a recommended practice for a 
layperson). This means that Jain ascetics were required to practice it daily, even 
though it was probably not performed separately but as an "adjunct" to the 
other rites. The Terapanthis tend to practice k.tiyotsarga either standing or in a 
seated position such as lotus (padmtisana), simple cross-legged (suk.hasana), or 
kneeling ( va}rtisana). If seated, they place the hands on the knees, palms turned 
upward with the tip of the index fingers and thumbs touching, in a gesture 
called }iianamudra. The spine is held upright, the eyes closed, and the posture 
free of strain. The practice begins with the recitation of the Sanskrit word 
arhaf!Z nine times, thus venerating the "worthy" ones (arhats) or Jinas. Then, 
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the practitioner focuses on remaining motionless, alert, and free of muscular 
tension for the duration of the exercise. This involves scanning all parts of the 
body in a meticulous way, starting from the big toe and ending with the head. 
When breathing becomes minimal and the whole body completely relaxed, 
ktiyotsarga is attained, and one may continue on to the other components of 
pre/qti meditation. Kayotsarga is said to be "an essential precondition" and 
without it, the other components are inaccessible. 

Acarya Mahaprajna explains kayotsarga from both scientific and soterio
logical standpoints. In scientific language, he refers to it as the relaxation re
sponse and quotes from the work of the Swiss Nobel Laureate, Walter Hess, 
and the American cardiologist, Herbert Benson, who defined relaxation ac
cording to physiological conditions. Acarya Mahaprajna attributes the "heal
ing power" of ktiyotsarga to the "balancing" and "replenishing" effects it has on 
the nervous and endocrine systems. He believes that many illnesses, such as 
hypertension, are caused by the stress of modern living and he presents 
ktiyotsarga as the "potent remedy'' for them. He concludes that relaxation be
stows physical, mental, and emotional well-being. 

From a soteriological viewpoint, ktiyotsarga is a means to "self realization." 
When the relaxation response has occurred and the body is free of movement 
and tension, then it is possible to "abandon the body" and see that the true, 
eternal Self is separate from the body. Acarya Mahaprajna writes, "total relax
ation is that condition in which the separateness of the body and the soul is 
no longer a belief but a real experience. The awareness of the real Self apart 
from the body, apart from the tribulations, apart from the emotions and ex
citement is the real purpose of ktiyotsarga." 

Seen as a "simulation of death," ktiyotsarga aims at affirming the Jain belief 
that the "real" Self is untouched by death and suffering. The relaxed state be
comes a vantage point from which the practitioner can see that the root cause 
of suffering is, in fact, the subtle body (karma farira) because it keeps the gross 
body in a state of perpetual motion and agitation, thereby increasing the kar
mic matter that binds the Sel£ The stillness of relaxation loosens the grip of 
the subtle body over the gross, and opens the way for purification. 

Acarya Mahaprajna's definition of ktiyotsarga as the relaxation response is 
certainly another instance of his use of scientific terminology to explain a tra
ditional teaching and to promote its health benefits. Singleton has argued 
convincingly that the "rotation of awareness" technique in Swami Satyanan
da's method of yoganidrti {which is similar to the method of scanning the body 
in pre/qti meditation) was adapted from Western relaxation methods such as 

Jacobson's Progressive Muscle Relaxation, Schultz's Autogenic Training, and 
Vittoz's Brain Control Method. Acarya Mahaprajna's scientific discussion on 
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prelqti appears to be no exception to this, and it has absorbed some of the 
ethos of Western "relaxationism," which Singleton identifies as discourse on 
the stress of modern living, the crippling effects of stress, and the panacean 
benefits of relaxation. 

The willingness demonstrated by the creators of modern Indian yoga to 
incorporate Western innovations such as relaxation therapy can be explained 
to some extent by the similarities of these practices to traditional yoga tech
niques. The practice of rotating one's awareness or scanning the body is akin 
to the hathayogic technique of pratytihtira described in the Vas#thasa1{lhitti, 
the fourteenth- to fifteenth-century Yogayajflavalkya and the seventeenth
century Yuktabhavadeva, where the yogin mentally moves prti7Ja from one 
vital point to another in a specific sequence that starts at the crown of the 
head and finishes at the big toes. The Yogayajnavalkya states that this practice 
is a means for destroying all diseases (7.21), purification from all vice, and en
suring a long life (7.31). 

Acarya Mahaprajna has succeeded in combining the ethos of relaxation
ism with Jain soteriological aims in order to express the benefits of the prac
tice in terms that would satisfy the monastic community of Terapantlus as 
well as its lay people. Indeed, the creators of modern Indian yoga may well 
believe that they have done the same, because beneath the rhetoric of relax
ationism is the efficacy of its techniques for inducing the physiological con
ditions of profound meditative states. In teaching students to sit comfortably, 
release muscular tension, and remain still until the breath becomes subtle, 
Acarya Mahaprajna is following the fundamentals of many traditional In
dian systems of meditation. The Jains incorporated such techniques through 
the work of Hemacandra, who borrowed verses from an earlier yoga text en
titled Amanaskayoga, which describes the following practice: 

In an isolated, solitary, clean and beautiful place, the yogin sits comfort
ably on an even seat, having leaned slightly back [on something, for 
support] . The yogin, whose limbs are placed comfortably, who is very 
resolute, very still [and] whose gaze is held [on an empty space] the 
measure of an arm's length (in front), should practice (thus] . The yogin 
whose whole body is held relaxed from the tuft of hair on the crown of 
[his] head to the tip of [his] toenails, is free from all thoughts and move
ment, both internally and externally. (2.49-51) 

The Amanaskayoga also reports the accompanying drop in the rate of respi
ration to the point where it disappears (AY 1.46), the abatement of thirst and 
hunger, a reduction in body temperature (AY 1.37), urine and feces, and greater 
softness of the body (i.e., reduced muscle tension) (AY 1.50), which are con-
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sistent with Benson's observations of a decreased rate of breathing and me
tabolism during the relaxation response. Just as Hemacandra adapted such 
yoga techniques to modernize Jainism at a time of great innovation in medi
eval yoga systems, so too Acarya Mahaprajna and other modern Indian yoga 
teachers have borrowed relaxation techniques for their broad appeal and effi
cacy in achieving traditional aims. 

In the system of prelqti meditation, ktiyotsarga is followed by a series of 
meditative exercises that combine visualization techniques, manipulation of 
the breath, and auto-suggestion within the framework of an "insight" medita
tion practice. The visualization techniques are based on the Tantric physiology 
of psychic centers, which Acarya Mahaprajna refers to as "kendras" rather than 
the term "cakras" used by modern yoga schools. The use of psychic centers in 
the Jain tradition is not new, and can be traced back to the notion of sandhi {a 
point of connection in the body) in canonical texts such as the Actirtiizgasutra. 
In his Yogaftistra (4.76-77), Hemacandra describes a meditation practice in
volving five "lotuses" (in the navel, heart, throat, mouth, and head). However, 
prelqti meditation employs a system of thirteen centers, which includes the 
standard six {plus the crown of the head) that first appeared in later Kaula 
Tantra {as David Gordon White notes, in the tenth-century Kubjiktimatatantra) 
and was subsequently mentioned in some hatha texts {such as the Gora/qafataka 
and Sivasa1phitti). However, prelqti has an additional six centers in the head, 
which relate to the senses and specific glands. For example, there is a psychic 
center at the tip of the tongue {the sense organ of taste) and one at the center 
of the forehead, which is said to affect the pineal gland. 

The Terapanthi system of thirteen psychic centers is a comprehensive at
tempt to connect the Tantric subtle body with the nervous and endocrine 
systems. Early Theosophists such as Leadbeater {1927) and, as Singleton notes, 
Cajzoran Ali {1928), made similar attempts, as did Sir John Woodroffe in his 
influential book, The Serpent Power {1931). However, there are differences in 
such opinions. For example, Acarya Mahaprajna aligns the middle of the eye
brows with the pituitary gland, whereas Leadbeater and Woodroffe align it 
with the pineal gland; and Acarya Mahaprajna aligns the pineal gland with 
the center of the forehead, whereas Ali and more recently, Mumford {1994) 
align it with sahasrtira (i.e., crown of the head). But such discrepancies have 
always characterized the subtle body. Tantras and yoga texts stipulate different 
numbers of cakras, contradictory routes for the central channel (stJ!umntintit/i) 
and so on. 

In contrast to elaborate Tantric visualizations of cakras, the Terapanthis do 
not focus on an image, but the "subtle vibrations" produced by the flow of 
energy {prti7Ja) in the area of a particular psychic center. Unlike the supernatu-
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ral powers (siddhis) promised by Tantra and hatha yoga, the higher aims of 
prelqtis visualization practices are psychological. For example, the stage called 
the "internal trip" (antarytitrti), in which practitioners move their mind's focus 
from the base of the spine up to the crown of the head, is said to remove "psy
chological distortions" such as cruelty, greed, fear, hatred, and so forth, by 
turning vital energy upward (i.e., away from the sex organs and adrenals) to 
the higher psychic centers, which nurture virtues such as love, friendship, hon
esty, etc. The Terapanthis do not equate this practice with raising ku1J.t/alini, 
but instead value its role in creating their desired "attitudinal changes and in
tegrated development of personality." 

The third stage of prelqti, called "perception of breathing," involves manipu
lating the breath in order to quell mental activity and to induce the calm 
needed for the visualization practices. A deliberate slowing of the breath and 
two types of alternate nostril breathing, the first performed manually by ma
nipulating the nostrils with the fingers and the second performed mentally by 
alternating the breath through each nostril with the mind, are practiced for 
several rounds. This prtit;ztiytima is performed without the three "locks" of hatha 
yoga (i.e.,jtilandharabandha, etc.), and more closely resembles the descriptions 
of prtit;ztiytima in traditions that are older than hatha yoga, such as Pataiijali's 
Yoga Sutra (2.49-52), the Mahtibhtirata (6.26.29; 14.48.4, etc.), several of the 
Upani�ads (Svetafvtitaropanifad, 2.6-12; Maitrtiyat;ziyopanifad, 6.18-19; etc.), 
the Dharmasastras (Yti}flavalkyasmrti 3.200; 3.275-71) and so on. 

Another salient feature of prelqti meditation is auto-suggestion (bhtivanti), 
which is listed as a separate stage and incorporated into three other stages, 
namely ktiyotsarga, the lefytidhytina (perception of psychic colors), and bhtivanti 
(contemplation). In Acarya Mahaprajna's words, "auto-suggestion or self
hypnosis may be seen as a special kind of hypnosis in which the patient him
self controls the process. Auto-suggestion is the basic principle of the tech
nique of relaxation. Each part of the body is relaxed, in tum, by coaxing 
auto-suggestion." 

In Autogenic Training, "auto-suggestion" is used to induce relaxation and to 
gain a therapeutic aim such as quitting a bad habit, by a series of mental exer
cises and the repetition of an affirmative statement. This therapeutic use of 
auto-suggestion has been incorporated into prelqti meditation and other sys
tems of modern Indian yoga, such as Satyananda Yoga, as Singleton notes. It 
is understandable that modem Indian yogins, whose traditions have long be
lieved in the power of speech and mantra, would be willing to integrate the 
practice of repeating a few choice words while deeply relaxed, in light of the 
scientific authority behind such techniques. 

While acknowledging the therapeutic aims of auto-suggestion, Acarya 
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Mahaprajna has used it extensively to further an aspirant's understanding of 
Jain doctrine. For example, the practice called "contemplating transitoriness," 
in which one reflects upon the impermanence of all things (physical, mental, 
good, bad, etc.) in light of the conscious Self's eternal nature, ends with the 
repetition of the phrases, the "body is transitory," "sickness is transitory," 
"mental problems are transitory," and "emotions and passions are transitory." 
It appears that auto-suggestion is being used here to affirm the anticipated 
result of the contemplative exercise. The question one might ask is what would 
be the outcome of this exercise if the aspirant's contemplation did not reveal 
that all things other than the Self are transitory. It seems that the auto
suggestive statements have been included to ensure the right outcome, re
gardless of the result of the contemplation. However, it is unlikely that the 
Terapanthis would ever see this as an act of indoctrination. Acarya Mahapra
jna equates auto-suggestion with the Sanskrit word, bhtivanti, which may 
mean "to cultivate an attitude of mind or sentiment." Just as Patafijali (1.33) 
advises a yogin to cultivate feelings of friendliness, compassion, etc., in order 
to gain clarity of mind, so, Acarya Mahaprajna believes that the main benefit 
of auto-suggestion is to "produce a strong state of faith" in Jain beliefs that can 
cure illnesses and alleviate suffering. 

In Jainism, the word bhtivanti (Digambaras use the term anupreklti) refers 
to the twelve themes of contemplation as well as twenty-five observances or 
supporting practices that strengthen the mendicant vows or mahtivratas. It 
appears that Acarya Mahaprajna has translated auto-suggestion as bhtivanti 
because its practice is connected with the twelve themes of contemplation, 
which are attested in the Svetambara Jain canon, systematized in the Tat
tvtirthasutra, and dealt with by Hemacandra as follows: 

Equanimity (stimya) is attained through the state of non-attachment 
(nirmamatva). In order to attain that [state of non-attachment], one 
should cultivate the twelve themes of contemplation: on impermanence, 
helplessness, the cycle of transmigration, solitude, the distinction [of the 
Self and the body], the impurity [of the body], the influx of karmic mat
ter, the stopping [of karmic influx], the elimination of karmic matter, 
the correctly expounded law, the universe, and the [difficulty of attain
ing] enlightenment (2.55-56). 

The central practices of preklti meditation have been molded to fit its prin
cipal theme, which is encapsulated by the name preklti (i.e. ,  perception). In 
particular, four components (perception of breathing, body, psychic centers, 
and psychic colors) are all concerned with seeing something that one would 
not normally see. For example, the practice called "perception of the body" 
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aims at "seeing" what is inside the body. I t  resembles the body-scanning tech
nique outlined in kayotsarga, though its emphasis is on perception of the in
ternal organs, so that the practitioner may "see" that the body is permeated by 
consciousness. Bodily sensations, which are designated as either pleasant or 
unpleasant, become the focus of attention. This practice is said to change one's 
sense of Self by creating a feeling of embodiment, in which the practitioner 
experiences and knows the Jain tenet that body and Self are separate. 

Elements of the previous example as well as some of the slogans that go 
with it, such as "See the Self thyself" and "Perceive and know," would sound 
familiar to those who have practiced Buddhist systems of "insight medita
tion." Peter Fliigel has observed that, "under the impression of the success of 
Goenka's vipassana (meditation) classes in Rajasthan, [Acarya Mahaprajna] 
introduced a Jain version of insight meditation, prelqa dhyana, in 1975." There 
are certainly enough apparent similarities between prelqa and modem vipas
sana teachings to warrant a comparison. The following description of vipas
sana by Goenka (at www.dhamma.org) will serve to illustrate this: 

Vipassana is a way of self-transformation through self-observation. It 
focuses on the deep interconnection between mind and body, which can 
be experienced directly by disciplined attention to the physical sensa
tions that form the life of the body, and that continuously interconnect 
and condition the life of the mind. It is this observation-based, self
exploratory journey to the common root of mind and body that dis
solves mental impurity, resulting in a balanced mind full of love and 
compassion. 

Prelqa meditation appears to compete with vipassana on a number of fronts. 
Firstly, they both trace back their system of meditation to a "founder." Prelqa 
is said to be derived from the meditation practiced by the Jain saint, Mahavira, 
who lived around the same time as the historical Buddha. Both claim to be 
"non-sectarian" and it is worth noting that the main Jain center in Ladnun, 
Rajasthan, is called a "university." The Terapanthis teach prelqa on eight-day 
retreats, which, like the ten-day Goenka retreats, require the participants to 
reside on campus and abide by a code of conduct. Both techniques claim to be 
"observation-based," and prelqa has incorporated perception of the breath and 
body, the latter of which focuses on seeing bodily sensations and refining this 
perception until the subtlest sensations are seen. Both claim to bring an end to 
suffering. Goenka describes vipassanti as purifying the mind, and Acarya Ma
haprajna says that prelqa purifies the subtle body, which purifies both the sub
conscious and conscious mind. Though Buddhism is about seeing imperma
nence in everything, prelqa aims at seeing all that is impermanent, so that the 
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eternal Self is revealed. Both systems exhort practitioners to see these truths 
for themselves. 

There is no doubt that the Terapanthis advertise their system with some of 
the same marketing as Goenka's vipassanti meditation. Yet, they also seem to 
say that pre/qti offers a great deal more, because it incorporates ktiyotsarga, 
breathing exercises, relaxation techniques, contemplation, and auto-sugges
tion and is combined with an extensive range of physical yoga practices, 
whereas the Goenka technique relies solely on the experience of meditation. 
Indeed, Goenka asks his students to refrain from practicing anything other 
than vipassanti during a retreat, so that they may see its efficacy. Goenka med
itation has a powerful simplicity to it and it is free from the metaphysics in
corporated into prelqti-such as the thirteen psychic centers, six psychic col
ors, and an eternal Self-which many Westerners may find difficult to accept. 
However, the eclectic mix of pre/qti has enabled Acarya Mahaprajna to claim 
a vast array of physical, physiological, psychological, and spiritual benefits and 
to endorse his claims with an extensive range of textual material (including 
Patafijali's Yoga SzUra, the Ha(hapradipilui, the Bhagavad Gitti, various Jain 
texts, as well as several scientific research articles). 

Conclusion 

The definition and semantic range of the term "yoga" in the textual traditions 
of] ainism, as well as in Jain practice, has changed and widened over time. This 
change was primarily the result of a historical development consisting in the 
increasing influence of classical and post-classical brahmanical yoga on both 
Svetambara and Digambara J ainism. The influence was both of a rhetorical 
and structural nature and included the integration of practices previously un
known in Jainism, such as the Tantric yoga of various Saiva provenances. One 
major reason why Jain authors incorporated these new elements and reformu
lated the Jain dogma was that they wished to participate in the pan-Indian 
debate on yoga as well as to contribute to the continuation and development 
ofJainism.The concept of yoga in the work of these classical Jain authors thus 
reflected the intertwined relationship with India's broad tradition of yoga as 
well as Jain innovations in the theory and practice of yoga. 

The semantic range of the term "yoga" was further widened in . modern 
times, notably in response to twentieth-century modernity in India, Europe, 
and the United States. Mendicant teachers such as Acarya Mahaprajna of the 
Terapanthi sect constructed a universalistic and missionary Jainism, claiming 
compatibility with science and encompassing universal values. At its center is 
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"Jain Yoga," to borrow a term from Acarya Mahaprajna, based on ancient Jain 
doctrine and practice, but redesigned in accordance with modern forms of 
Indian yoga and meditative practices stemming from Buddhist vipassana 
meditation. Alleged scientific and rational elements, along with a focus on 
meditation and promises of health benefits, are emphasized and conveyed in a 
medical and scientific language. Accordingly, in order to adapt to western 
modernistic discourses and to promote what are believed to be universal val
ues, the practice of Jain yoga and meditation was moved out of its monastic 
context and transformed into a central lay practice. Consequently, it is becom
ing public property and is appearing in contexts, religious and profane, with
out any direct connection to Jainism as a religion. In such cases, the focus is on 
the worldly success and well-being of the individual, in line with the kind of 
therapy culture prevalent in the West, which highly values the well-being of 
the individual as well as his or her development toward self-realization and 
mental perfection. To borrow the analytical nomenclature of Torkel Brekke 
(in his analysis of the gradual development of the missionary Hinduism of 
Vivekananda), certain aspects of Jainism, in our case "yoga," have been objec
tified, individualized, and universalized by the Terapanthi sect ofMahaprajiia. 
In other words, they can be separated from their earlier religious and social 
context, applied principally to the individual, and linked to human nature, 
opening the door for anyone, anywhere, at any time, to practice "Jain Yoga." 

Suggestions for Further Reading 

In order to appreciate the "Jain yoga" of the Svetambara Terapanthi tradition 
and to place its doctrines and practices accurately in the intellectual tradition 
from which they arise, as well as relate them to broader intellectual concerns 
of modern culture, the student is first of all advised to acquire some basic 
knowledge ofJainism and its development in and outside of India. Among the 
numerous introductory textbooks on Jainism, Paul Dundas's The ]ains {Lon
don & New York: Routledge, 2002) is a very good introduction, because it 
emphasizes the importance of historical and geographical context in the at
tempt to understand the developing nature of the Jain tradition. The student 
will further advance his or her understanding of Jainism and much of the in
depth information given by Dundas by using Kristi Wiley's excellent and up
to-date Historical Dictionary of fain ism (Lanham, MD, Toronto, and Oxford: 
�carecrow Press, 2004). The Tantric influence on Jainism prevalent in the 
Svetambara Terapanthi tradition, but with historical roots in medieval times, 
including postures and breathing exercises, physiology of psychic centers, etc., 
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has been discussed by scholars such as Dundas, Cort, and Qyarnstrom, and is 
testified in texts like the Yogafiistra of Hemacandra (Olle Qyarnstrom, The 
Yogafiistra of Hemacandra. A Twelfth Century Handbook on ]ainism, Harvard 
Oriental Series, Vol. 60 [Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2002]; 
Qyarnstrom, jain Tantra: Divinatory and Meditative Practice in the Twelfth
Century Yogafiistra of Hemacandra," in Tantra in Practice, edited by David 
Gordon White [Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2000], pp. 595-
604; and Qyarnstrom, "Losing One's Mind and Becoming Enlightened. Some 
Remarks on the Concept of Yoga in Svetambara Jainism and its Relation to 
the Nath Siddha Tradition," in Yoga: The Indian Tradition, edited by David 
Carpenter and Ian Whicher [London and New York: RoutledgeCurzon 
2003], pp. 130-42). 

In addition to acquiring a general knowledge ofjainism, the student is ad
vised to become familiar with traditional hatha yoga and its modern forms. 
The best overview of the Sanskrit literature on hatha yoga is Christian Bouy's 
Les Natha-Yogin et les Upani�ads (Paris: Diffusion de Boccard, 1994). James 
Mallinson has added much to Bouy's work and has produced the most accu
rate translations of hatha texts (Khecarividyii [London: Routledge, 2007]; 
Ghera7Jf/asaf!Zhitii [Yogavidya.com, 2004], and Sivasaf!Zhitii [Yogavidya.com, 
2007]).  Elizabeth De Michelis (A History of Modern Yoga: Patafzjali and West
ern Esotericism [London and New York: Continuum, 2004]) provides valuable 
guidelines on how to understand Modern Yoga; and Mark Singleton has 
shown the various ways modern Indian yoga has been influenced by Western 
culture, exercise regimes, and relaxation therapies (Yoga Body: The Origins of 
Modern Posture Practice [New York: Oxford University Press, 2010] , and "Sal
vation Through Relaxation: Proprioceptive Therapy in Relation to Yoga,"]our
nal of Contemporary Religion 20/3, 2005, 289-304). 

The study of the jain yoga'' of the Svetambara Terapanthi tradition may 
begin with Acarya Mahaprajna's own texts: Prelqii Dhyiina: Theory and Prac
tice, translated by Muni Mahendra Kumar and Jethalal Zaveri (Ladnun: Jain 
Vishva Bharati, 2004); the Science of Living Series 1-X, translated by Muni 
Mahendra Kumar and Jethalal Zaveri (Ladnun: Jain Vishva Bharati, 1995-
2003); and for those proficient in Hindi,Jaina Yoga (Curu [Rajasthan] : Adarsa 
Sahitya Sangha Praksashana, 1997). 1he Svetambara Terapanthi tradition has 
been studied by several Western scholars from a textual and anthropological 
perspective, notably Nalini Balbir ("Observations sur la Secte Jaina des 
Terapanthi," Bulletin D'Etudes Indiennes 1 [1983] : 39-45); Anne Vallely 
(Guardians of the Transcendent: An Ethnology of a Jain Ascetic Community [To
ronto: University of Toronto Press, 2002]); and the following works by Peter 
Fliigel: "Terapanth Svetambara Jain Tradition," in Religions of the World: A 
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Comprehensive Encyclopedia of Beliefs and Practices, edited by J. Gordon Melton 
and G. Baumann {Santa Barbara: ABC-Clio, 2002), pp. 1266-67; "Jain Mo
nastic Life: A Qyantitative Study of the Terapanth Svetambara Mendicant 
Order," Jaina Studies: Newsletter of the Centre of ]a ina Studies 4 (2009): 24-29; 
"The Codes of Conduct of the Terapanth SamaQ Order," South Asia Research 
23:1 {2003): 7-53; "Protestantische und Post-ProtestantischeJaina-Reformbe
wegungen: Zur Geschichte und Organisation der Sthanakavasi I," Berliner 
lndologische Studien 13-14 {2000): 37-103; "The Ritual Circle of the Terapanth 
Svetambara Jains," Bulletin d'Etudes lndiennes 13 {1996): 117-76; and "Jain 
Monastic Life: A Qyantitative Study of the Terapanth Svetambara Mendi
cant Order,"]aina Studies 4 (2009): 24-29. 
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[Unless otherwise indicated, all terms in  this glossary are in  Sanskrit.] 

anusmrti - "Recollection; remembrance"; in Buddhist meditation, the practice of recalling 
a deity to consciousness as a means to realizing one's intrinsic Buddha nature; the fifth 
limb of Buddhist forms of six-limbed yoga. 

asana - "Seated position"; yogic posture in which a practitioner holds himself immobile 
while practicing breath control and various forms of meditation. Asana is the third limb 
of a1tanga yoga. 

�tailga yoga - "Eight-limbed yoga"; term denoting the yoga system of the Yoga Szitra, 
comprising yama; niyama; asana; pra1Jayama; pratyahara; dhara1JQ; dhyana, and samadhi. 
See also �ac;lailga yoga. 

atmalatman - "Soul"; the individual self or soul, which leaves the body upon death; the 
inner, unchanging, immaterial essence of a living being. See also brahman; puru�a. 

avadhuti - "She Who is Excluded"; a class of "outcaste" women who were the preferred 
consorts of Buddhist mahasiddha practitioners. In tantric Buddhist mapping of the yogic 
body, the avadhuti is the subtle central channel, into which pra1Ja is forced through the 
emptying of the /a/ana and rasana side channels. See also su�umna. 

ayurveda - "Science of Longevity"; the classical system oflndian medicine, which was later 
adapted into Tibetan Buddhism. 

bandha - "Lock"; in hatha yoga, a physical technique involving the contraction or constric
tion of various nat/is in combination with fixed postures. See also mudra. 

bhavana - "Cultivation"; in Buddhist and Hindu meditation, a form of deep contemplation 
in which vivid visualization leads to a gnostic identity with a deity or principle. In clas
sical Jainism, the twelve themes of contemplation and the twenty-five observances that 
strengthen the mendicant vows are called bhavana; in Jain Terapanthi prelqa meditation, 
bhavana is defined as a form of auto-suggestion or self-hypnosis. 

bija - "Seed"; according to the Yoga Sutra, bijas are the sources of thoughts, but also of the 
penultimate level of pure concentration (sa-bija samadht). In Tantra, a bija is a monosyl
labic "seed-syllable," the seminal essence of a sacred utterance or formula, which consti
tutes the energy or essence of the deity it acoustically embodies. See also hindu, mantra. 

hindu - "Drop, dot, point"; in Indic scripts, the anusvara mark written above a grapheme to 
denote a nasalization (as in the case of the mantra OTfl and the final -1'{1 of bija mantras}; 
in the enunciation of mantras, the final silence that follows the recitation of a mantra, 
denoting the highest intensity of meditative focus. In Buddhist Tantra, the four bindus 
are the subtle bases for the four states of the transmigratory mind, which are incinerated 
by the ca7Jt/ali, the "fire of bliss" generated through sexo-yogic practice. See also nada. 

bodhisattva - "One Who Possesses the Essence of Enlightenment"; in Mahayana and later 
forms of Buddhism, a deified savior figure, a fully enlightened being who remains in the 
world in order to release all other creatures from suffering existence. 

brahman - "Expansion"; in Hindu metaphysics, absolute Being; the self-existent, eternal, 
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universal soul; the infinite power of beginningless being and becoming. See also atmal 
atman. 

buddhi - "Intellect, intelligence"; the capacity to apprehend facts and ideas and to reason 
about them. In Yoga philosophy, the huddhi is the highest of the cognitive faculties to 
devolve from prakrti, and that faculty by means of which ordinary awareness (citta) is 
caused to cease, allowing for the arising of pure consciousness. 

cakra - "Wheel, circle"; one of the energy centers, often reckoned as seven in number, 
aligned along the spinal column of the yogic body. 

ciif)<;lali - "Outcaste Woman"; a class of women who were the preferred consorts of Bud
dhist mahiisiddha practitioners. In Buddhist Tantra, the "fire of bliss" generated through 
sexo-yogic practice, which incinerates the four "drops" (hindUf), contained in the four 
cakras. By means of the inner cti7Jt/tili, the tantric practitioner purifies all of the mind
body constituents of their affiictive and cognitive obsuractions. See also kuQQalini. 

citta - "Thought"; ordinary experience or awareness; the process of thought; in Yoga phi
losophy, the functioning of a complex of mind, intellect, and ego, which is suppressed 
through practice, allowing for the arising of pure consciousness. 

darsana - "Seeing, viewing"; a philosophical viewpoint; one of the six systems of orthodox 
Hindu thought: Srupkhya, Yoga, Nyaya, Vaise�ika, Mimrupsa, and Vedanta. 

dhiiraQii - "Fixation; retention"; in the Mahtihhtirata, a "holding meditation" that ensures 
mental focus. In both tq{tinga and 1a¢anga yoga, the focusing of attention upon a specific 
location in space, either within or external to the body. In Buddhist T antra, dhtira7Jti is the 
entrance of the vital energies into the "drops" (hindus) situated in the four caluas, as well 
as their departure from them. Dhara7Jti is the fourth limb of six-limbed yoga and the fifth 
limb of eight-limbed yoga. See also sarpyama. 

dharma (Pall: dhamma) - The teachings of a Buddha; the law, doctrine, or ethical precepts 
of Buddhism; a constituent element of reality; a phenomenon. In Hinduism, dharma is 
right action, duty, morality, or virtue; the complex of religious and social obligations a 
devout Hindu is required to fulfill. 

dhyana (Pali:jhtina; Ardhamagadhi:jhti7Ja) - Unwavering attention to a single thread of 
thought, an unbroken flow of the same thought uninterrupted by any extraneous idea; 
yogic meditation, ritual visualization, inner vision; instructions for visualizing a Tantric 
deity. In Theravada Buddhism,jhana signifies a heightened but transient form of aware
ness akin to trance. In early Jain sources, thejhti7JaS were a series of contemplative exer
cises. Dhyana is the second limb of six-limbed yoga and the sixth limb of eight-limbed 
yoga. See also sarpyama. 

guQa - "Strand"; in the Samkhyan metaphysics undergirding the system of the Yoga Sutra, 
one of the three qualities, constituent processes, or dynamic strands pervading and con
stitutive of all levels of materiality (prakrtz). These are sativa (lucidity; the intelligibility 
or thinking process), rajas (passion; the energizing process), and lamas {dark inertia; the 
objectifYing or objectification process). 

guru - "Heavy; spiritual parent"; a religious preceptor or teacher; the person from whom a 
religious practitioner receives initiation and instruction. 

hathayoga - "Forcible practice"; body of yogic practice that combines postures (iisanas), 
breath control (prti7Jtiytima), seals (mudrtis), and locks (handhtis) to reverse the normal 
downward flow of energy, fluids, and consciousness in the body, and thereby afford bodily 
immortality, supernatural powers, and liberation to the practitioner. 

iQii - "Refreshing draught"; in the Hindu mapping of the yogic body, the principal subtle 
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channel, which, identified with the moon, runs the length of the spinal column, to the 
left of the medial szqiimna channel Its homologue in Buddhist body mapping is the 
/a/ana. See also naQi; su�umna; pingala. 

Iddhi. See siddhi. 
indriya - "Sense faculty"; in Samkhyan metaphysics, one of the five jflanendriyas (sense 

faculties: smell, taste, touch, sight, hearing) to which are linked five karmendriyas (motor 
faculties: genitals, anus, feet, hands, mouth) as well as the mind (manas), the "sixth sense." 
Through the meditative techniques of patafljala yoga, the indriyas become isolated from 
external stimuli, a primary stage in the disengagement of consciousness (punqa) from 
materiality (prakrti). 

i5vara - "Master; Lord ofYoga"; a master of yogic practice; in the Yoga Siitra, l5vara is iden
tified as a distinct form of contendess consciousness (punqa) that has never been bound 
to matter, and as such is a model of eternal liberation worthy of devotion and as an object 
of meditiation. In the Mahabharata, an ifvara is an empowered practitioner who has the 
godlike ability to control entities that are below him. 

i5vara-prai).idhana - "Deep longing for God; Dedication to the Lord ofYoga"; in the Yoga 
Siitra, meditation on the yogic notion of God, who is visualized as dwelling in the heart. 

jagarar;t (Hindi) - "Night vigil"; all-night ritualized sessions featuring Hindu devotional 
songs, often sung by professional musicians, on specific ritual occasions (funerals, wed
dings) or for purposes of pleasure and entertainment. 

Jhana. See dhyana. 
jina - "Conquerer"; tide or epithet of a Jain tirthaf!Zkara, one of the twenty-four saviors of 

the present world age. Mahavira, the sixth-century BCE Jain founder, is the last in this 
series. 

jfiana - "Gnosis"; in Hindu epistemology, non-conceptual, spiritual knowledge of transcen
dent reality. See also prajfia. 

kaivalyam - "Isolation"; in patafljala yoga, the meditative isolation of purzqa, consciousness, 
from prakrti, materiality, which is tantamount to spiritual liberation. See also mo�a. 

kriya - "Action; activity"; in the Yoga Siitras, this term refers to the core practices of asceti
cism (tapas), study (svadhyaya), and devotion (ifvarapratJidhana); as well as to the first 
five of the eight limbs of Df(anga yoga (the last three limbs are collectively referred to as 
saf!Zyama). In ha(ha yoga, a kriya is one of the six preliminary practices undertaken to 
purify the body prior to pratJayama. 

kumbhaka - "Pertaining to the Water-pot"; in ha(ha yoga, the retention of the vital breath 
below the diaphragm, by stopping the in-breath, closing off the nostrils, and forcing the 
breaths contained in the it/a and pin gala channels down into the lower abdomen. 

kur;tQalini - "She Who is Colled"; in Hindu ha(ha yoga and Tantra, the female energy that 
descends through the yogic body to lie coUed in "sleep" in the lower abdomen. Through 
combined yogic techniques, she is "awakened" and made to rise through the cakras to the 
cranial vault. In Buddhist Tantra as well as certain Hindu traditions, the term kutJtfali 
("ring") is used. See also avadhuti; sakti. 

mahamudra - "Great Seal"; in Tantric Buddhism, the direct experience of non-duality, the 
full and perfect awakening characterized by the gnosis of bliss. In the same tradition, the 
term is also applied to the sublime consort of the tantric practitioner, who is also identi
fied with the bliss-induced heat arising in the region of the navel due to seminal non
emission in ritual intercourse with a human consort. In the Anuttara Tantras, mahamudra 
denotes meditation on empty space or a cloudless sky. 
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mahasiddha - "Great Perfected Being"; a highly perfected and accomplished mystic; one of 
a class of legendary Buddhist tantric practitioners who propagated Tantra throughout 
South Asia, the Himalayan regions, and Tibet. 

manas - "Mind"; the organ of cognition, which is considered to be a bodily sense faculty, a 
"sixth sense" that registers sense perceptions. These often lead the mind astray, until it is 
controlled and supplanted by the intellect. 

mantra - "Mental device; instrument of thought"; an acoustic formula whose sound shape 
embodies the energy-level of a deity; a spell, incantation or charm employed in tantric 
ritual or sorcery. 

maya - "That which is measured out; cosmic illusion"; in nondualist metaphysics, the illu
sion that impedes human recognition of the unity underlying all apparent multiplicity. In 
Hindu tantric systems, the generative, procreative power of the divine feminine. 

mo�a - "Release, liberation"; the soteriological goal of Hinduism; definitive liberation 
from rebirth into the cycle of suffering existence. See also nirv:il)a. 

mudra - "Seal"; a ritually instrumental gesture of the hand or body. In hatha yoga, an inter
nal hermetic seal effected through breath control and other techniques. Among the Nath 
Yogis, mudriis are the great hoop earrings worn through the thick of the ear. In Buddhist 
Tantra, mudrii is one of the terms used for a male practitioner's female consort. See also 
mahiimudra. 

nada - "Vibration, reverberation, sound"; in mantra practice, the nada is the reverberation 
or humming sound that precedes the final fading into silence of an utterance. The fourth 
cakra of the yogic body, called the anahata ("unstruck sound") is the point at which the 
practitioner begins to hear inner sounds that effect the absorption of his lower cognitive 
faculties into their divine, transcendent source. 

nac;li - In both Hindu and Buddhist mapping of the yogic body, one of an elaborate net
work of some 72,000 subtle ducts of the yogic body, through which breath and vital en
ergy are channeled. Of these, the three that run through the center (su.fumna; avadhuti) 
and along the right (piizgala; rasana) and left (it/a ;  /a/ana) sides of the spinal column are 
most prominent. See also avadhuti; ic;la; pingala; su�umna. 

nath (Hindi; Sanskrit natha) - "Master, lord"; member of a tantric order of yogis that traces 
its origins back to the twelfth-century founder Gorakhnath, to whom several founda
tional hatha yoga texts are attributed. Gorakhnath and other fully realized members of 
the Nath orders are referred to as Nath Siddhas. 

nibbana. See nirv:il)a. 
nirodha - "Cessation, stoppage"; in pataiifala yoga, the cessation of mental activities leads to 

the isolation (kaivalyam) of consciousness from materiality; in Buddhist meditation tra
ditions, it leads to the extinction of suffering (nirva7Ja). 

nirval)a (Pall: nibbana) - "Extinction"; the soteriological goal of Buddhism; the definitive 
cessation of rebirth into suffering existence. See also mo�a. 

niyama - The "outer restraints" or personal purificatory ritual practices that comprise the 
second limb of eight-limbed yoga. 

patafijala - The philosophical system (darfana) based upon the fourth-century Yoga Sutra of 
Patafijali. Pataiijala yoga denotes the application of the principles ofPatafijali's Yoga phi
losophy through meditative practice. 

pingala - In Hindu yoga systems, principal subtle channel identified with the sun, which 
runs down the right side of the spinal column. Its homologue, in Buddhist body map
ping, is the rasana. See also avadhuti; ic;la; nac;li; su�umna. 
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prajna - "Wisdom"; in Buddhist epistemology, non-conceptual, spiritual knowledge of the 
true nature of reality. See also joana. 

pralqti -"Nature, materiality, feminine matter"; the material world as experienced in ordi
nary awareness. In Satpkhya and Yoga philosophy, the twenty-fourth principle (tati'Va), 
which encompasses the twenty-three lower principles as well as the three gu1JaS. See also 
puru�a; tattva. 

prat)a - "Breath"; the breath that animates and energizes the body, and which serves as the 
support for mantras and other speech acts. While prii1Ja is an overarching term for 
breath, in Ayurveda and other systems it is counted as one of a set of five breaths: located 
in the heart, it is the up-breath. See also piiraka. 

prilJ,ayama - "Breath control"; in both piitaiijala and ha{ha yoga, the body of techniques for 
regulating and stilling the breath, as a means to calming the mind. Prii7Jiiyiima is the third 
limb of six-limbed yoga and the fourth limb of eight-limbed yoga. 

pratyahara - "Retraction"; the withdrawing and isolation of each of the senses from external 
stimuli, as a means to calming the mind. Pratyiihiira is the first limb of six-limbed yoga 
and the fifth limb of eight-limbed yoga. 

piiraka - "Filling"; in tantric systems, the up-breath that fills the body with air. In hatha 
yoga, the specific practice of closing the right nostril with the forefinger and drawing up 
air through the left, and then closing the left nostril and drawing up air through the 
right. See also recaka. 

p�a - "Man"; the universal person or cosmic man; in Sarpkhya and Yoga philosophy, the 
principle of consciousness, which realizes its transcendent subjectivity and intrinsic au
tonomy from prakrti through meditation; the twenty-fifth and final principle of Sam
khyan metaphysics. See also pralqti; tattva. 

rajayoga -"Royal yoga"; term used to designate the yoga system of the Yoga Szura, identified 
as "classical yoga" by Vivekananda and his successors in the twentieth century. 

recaka - "Emptying, purging"; down-breath; in hatha yoga, the practice of emptying of the 
lungs by expelling the breath out of one of the nostrils. See also piiraka. 

sabda - "Word"; sound; words; language; primal vibration; the vibrational matrix of sound; 
the audible expression of thoughts. 

sadhana - "Accomplishment; carrying out"; tantric ritual practice, including yoga, medita
tion, contemplation, visualization, worship, and ritual sex. 

�aQailga yoga - "Six-limbed yoga"; term denoting the yoga systems of certain Upani�ads as 

well as of the Buddhist Tantras, comprising pratyiihiira, dhyiina, prii1Jiiyiima, dhiira7Jii, 
anusmrti (or tarka), and samiidhi. 

sakti - "Energy"; in Hindu Tantra, the power of the feminine that enlivens all of existence; 
the energy of a deity embodied in his female consort; a name of the great Goddess or any 
one of her subordinate goddesses/energies. 

samadhi - "Composition; meditative concentration"; the final limb of practice in both six
and eight-limbed yoga. In the Yoga Sutra, samadhi is an integrated state of pure contem
plation, in which consciousness is aware of its fundamental isolation from materiality, 
and its own absolute integrity. In Nath Yogi traditions, a samiidhi is the tumulus under 
which a Siddha is interred, seated in yogic posture. 

samapatti - "Coalescence"; term used in the Yoga Sutra to denote the unique and single 
object encountered through the focused awareness of samiidhi. There are eight types of 
samiipatti, which correspond to the eight levels of samiidhi. 

sarpkhya - "Comprehensive Intuition; enumeration"; ancient Indian philosophical system 
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involving a systematic, enumerative contemplation of the entire system of the world. 
Sarpkhya metaphysics forms the basis for much ofYoga philosophy, the primary differ
ences being that Srupkhya is atheistic (nirifvara), while Yoga is theistic (sefvara), and that 
the meditative practices ofPataiijala Yoga are absent from Sarpkhya. 

sarpnyasa - "Renunciation"; the fourth and final stage of life of a high-caste male Hindu, in 
which he renounces ties to family, society, and ritual practice by burning his sacrificial 
implements which he symbolically "lays up together" (sa,nyasa) inside his body. Culti
vating this inner fire of yoga and gnosis becomes the focus of his activity, as he lives a life 
of a hermit (if not of a forest animal) until his death. 

sarpsara - "Flowing together"; in all South Asian soteriologies, the cycle of transmigration; 
suffering existence; phenomenal reality. 

sarpskara - "Subliminal impression"; in the Yoga Sutra, sa1f1Siuira denotes an impression left 
in one's unconscious memory after any experience. In non-philosophical contexts, the 
sa,sktiras are ritual acts that transform and perfect the person or object toward which 
they are directed. 

sarpyama - "Perfect discipline"; in the Yoga Sutra, sa1f1yama is the term employed for the 
three final phases, taken together, of"inner practice": dhara7Jti, dhyana, and samadhi. 

sari. See smfri. 
siddha - "Perfected Being"; a tantric practitioner who has realized embodied liberation. In 

Hindu, Buddhist, and Jain soteriologies, the Siddhas form a class ofliberated beings that 
inhabit the highest reaches of the cosmos, where they remain alive and intact during the 
cosmic dissolution. In Hindu and Buddhist Tantra, the Siddhas are a grouping of often 
antinomian culture heroes who founded lineages and traditions of teaching and practice. 
See also mahasiddha; nath. 

siddhi (Pali: iddhi) - "Perfection"; one of the many supernatural powers possessed by Sidd
has as a result of their practice, their sadhana. Included among the siddhis are the power 
of flight, invisibility, and the power to enter into other bodies. The Yoga Sutra devotes 
much space to the siddhis, but ultimately views them as an impediment to liberation. 

smrti (Pali: sari) - "That which has been recalled; tradition"; for Hindus, smrti comprises 
the later, non-revealed scriptures of the sacred corpus: the epics, Purti7Jas, etc. Smrti also 
denotes the power of recollection, to recall an object to memory. See also anusmfrl. 

sunyata - "Emptiness, Voidness"; in Mahayana and Buddhist Tantra, the principle that all 
objects of the senses, mental concepts, metaphysical categories and language constructs 
are devoid of self-existence. 

su�umna - In Hindu yoga systems, the principal subde channel identified with fire, which 
runs down through the center of the spinal column. See also avadhuti; ic;la; nac;li; pingala. 

tapas - Asceticism, the heat generated through yogic practice; religious austerities. 
tattva - "Reality; truth; essence"; In Samkyha and Yoga philosophy, one of the twenty-five 

irreducible basic principles of reality, ranging from the five gross elements to puruta. 
vajra - "Diamond; thunderbolt"; in tantric Buddhism, adamantine symbol of the strength, 

immovability, and transcendent nature of the state of consciousness realized by perfected 
practitioners, bodhisattvas, and Buddhas. 

vijfiana - Mundane or this-worldly knowledge, as opposed to gnosis,jnana. 
vipassana (Pali: Sanskrit vipaiyanti) - "Penetrative insight"; a classical form of Buddhist 

meditation, issuing into insight into the true nature of reality. 
yama - "Restraint"; the various ethical rules and behavioral restraints comprising the first 

limb of eight-limbed yoga. 
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lll{tingayoga, 17, 24, 31, 79-81, 106, 1 18, 119, 124, 
149, 242, 244, 338, 357. See also tisanas; dhara7Jti; 
dh)•ana; ni;•ama; prti1Jtiytima; pratyahtira; samtidhi; 
sa1f1yama; ;•ama 

Amgho�a, 49 
Atiyoga T antras. See Buddhist T antras 
Iitman, 9, 39, 59, 99, 102, 108, 109, 110, 150, 347. 

See also jiva 
Atmatattva, 223-41 
Aurobindo, Sri, 20 
avadhuti, 16, 168, 207, 211.  See also ca1Jt/dli 
awareness, 35-37, 73, 77-90, 92, 94-96, 100, 121, 

122, 128, 144, 168, 170, 171, 175, 179-81, 187, 
191, 192, 197, 198, 201, 211, 218, 230, 231, 234, 
238, 239, 241, 311 , 314, 318, 363, 373. See also 
dtta 

Ayurveda, 31, 32, 358. See also Caraka; diet and 
health; humors; Sufrutasa,hitti 

Badauni, Abdu-l �dir, 274, 276, 277, 284 
Balnath Tilla, 273-86 
Balpo Asu, 163-64 
bandhas, 17, 257, 261, 269, 270, 339, 340, 348, 370; 

jalandhara, 261, 348, 369, 370, 376; mula, 269; 
ut/t/rydna, 261, 269-70, 370 

basti, 358 
Bauls, 224, 236 
Benares, 242,243, 246, 261, 337 
Bengal and Bengali culture, 18, 19, 20, 164,165, 

223-35, 277, 284, 291, 314, 326, 327, 329,358 
Bernard, Theos, 21, 260, 353-64 
Bhagavad Gild, 3, 4, 7, 8, 24-26, 46, 58-72, 119-21, 

123, 379 
Bhagavata Purd1Ja, 245, 247 
bhajans, 289-97 
bhakti, 8, 58, 59, 120, 223, 224, 231, 245, 309, 357 
bhaktryoga, 8, 245, 355 
Bhartrhari (Bharthari), 290, 294, 299-300 
Bhazya ofVyasa, 32, 33, 38, 74-96,325, 327 
bhavand, 7, 232, 240, 376, 377 
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soma, 245 
sorcery, 15, 286 
spine, 9, 15, 16, 257-59, 261 , 295, 368, 370, 372, 

376 
fricakra, 244, 247 
Srivai�Qavas, 343 
Srividyi, 243, 245, 246, 247 
fruli, 101, 349 
subtle body, 9, 14, 106, 148, 156, 168, 171, 207, 

271, 293, 295, 300, 373, 375,378. See also cakras; 
ku,pfalini; nat/is; spine 

Sufis and Sufism, 19, 133-35, 224, 273 
sugalas, 195, 197 
fiinyata, 9, 167 
siiryahhtdana, 264, 369 
siiryanamaskdr, 368 
Sulrulasa'flhita, 31 
SlJlumnd. See ndtfis 
wadh4thana, 318 
svddhyaya, 79, 1 19, 149 
Svetambaras, 21, 145, 147, 149, 151, 365, 366, 372, 

377, 379-81 
Svtldivalara UpaniJad, 49 

Tailliriya Upan4ad, 225 
lamas, 40, 76, 77, 81, 94, 3 15, 326 
Tantra and Tantras, 4, 12-15 1 12, 1 19, 122,257, 

3 1 1 , 313, 339, 355, 375, 376, Su also Tantra, 
Buddhist; Tantra, Hindu 

Tantra, Buddhist, 13, 149, 162-222. Su also Bud
dhist Tantras 

Tantra, Hindu, 12-14, 19, 104, 106, 107, 109, 1 19, 
223-54, 257, 339, 375. Ste also Hindu Tantras; 
Kaulas; Sahajiyas; Srividyi 

tapas, 79, 1 19, 281. Stt also asceticism 
/arka, 1 18 
lalhagalas, 190-92, 200, 212 
lalhald, 168, 189 
la/lf.las, 35, 36, 41, 75, 76, 147, 168, 223, 225, 230, 

232, 238, 239, 325, 327 
Tallf.ldnuldlana, 147, 152-61 
Tallf.ldrlhasUira, 5, 366, 377 
Tengyur, 162, 163 
Terapanthis, 365-81 
Theosophical Society, 20, 21, 356. Ste also Blavatsky, 

Helena Petrovna (Madame) 
Theravada Buddhism, 9, 10, 144, 165 
Tibet and Tibetan culture, 13, 16, 21, 38, 134, 

162-66, 169, 172, 173, 185-88, 190, 200, 209, 
210, 337, 353-56, 358, 360 

Tilla. Stt Balnath Tilla 
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Traditional Knowledge Digital Library, 22 
T ripurasundari, 244 
tutelary deity, 192, 194, 195 

ut/tfiyana handha. See handhas 
Umasvati, 5, 6, 8, 1 18, 151 
Unexcelled Yoga Tantras. Ste Buddhist Tantras: 

Anuttarayoga Tantras 
unmanl, 313, 320 
Unsurpassed Yoga Tantras. Su Buddhist Tantras: 

Anuttarayoga Tantras 
Upani�adbrahmayogin, 1 12, 259 
Upani�ads, 4, 6, 9, 14, 1 7-19, 25, 26, 38, 97-1 12, 

225, 252,259, 266, 340,350, 371, 376, 381. See 
also Brhad4ra1Jyaka Upan4ad; ChtJndogya Upa
n4ad; Katha Upani/ad; MaitrtJyarJiya (Mailri} 
Upan4ad; MarJtfukya Upanifad; Svtltifuatara 
Upan4ad; Taitliriya Upanifad; Yoga Upani�ads 

Upiisatuislirasa'flgraha, 106, 108, 1 1 1  
upaya, 167, 192, 195 

Vacaspatimisra, 33, 75, 76, 80, 84, 85 
vairagya, 49, 120, 123 
Vairagyd'flvara, 19, 309, 311, 314 
Vairocana, 213 
Vaise�ika. Stt Nyaya-VaiS�ika 
VautfUUuiilra, 34, 39, 40 
Vai�Qavas, 223, 224, 226-28, 234, 235, 245, 293, 

314, 337, 343. Stt also Pancanltras; Punimarga; 
Ramanandis; Sahajiyas; Srivai�Qavas 

vajT� 158, 167, 190-92, 201, 203, 205, 209, 212, 
214-22 

vajriisana. See dsanas 
Vajrasattva, 13, 185-92, 195, 200 
Vajrayana Buddhism. SuTantra, Buddhist 
vajroli, 340, 358, 363 
Vallabhacarya, 245 
viisands, 321 
Vas4thasa,hilti, 258, 368, 371, 374 
Vasubandhu, 33, 38, 75 
vdla, 268, 316, 317. Su also humors 
Vedas and Vedic traditions, 1, 3, 4, 8, 9, 27, 37, 38, 

44, 45, 47, 48, 53, 61, 67, 98, 10Q-4, 106, 108, 
109, 1 12, 1 13, 143, 225, 231, 234, 239, 241, 243, 
245, 246, 248, 258, 313, 340, 346-49 

Vedanta, 19, 21, 76, 97, 101, 102, 104, 106, 1 1 7, 
1 18, 122, 227, 252,263, 311, 314, 356, 371 

vihhiilis, 11, 78. See also siddhis 
viCJir� 82, 83, 86, 89, 92, 129, 211  
vUiyddharas, 189, 201, 202 
vijflana, 7, 40, 101 , 218 
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Vijiil\nabhilqu, 75, 76 
Vindhyawsa, 74-75. Sec also Bhd!Ja of Vyasa 
vipassand, 5, 34, 378-80 
vipafyand. See vipassand 
Vi�QU, 12, 27, 47, 57, 97, 105, 108, 1 13, 1 16, 223, 

231 , 239,248, 251, 261, 271, 304, 330,334. Su 
also Hari; KtlQa; Na.riyaQa; Vai�l}avas 

visualization, 12, 13, 14, 98, 104, 111 ,  167, 206, 235, 
312, 375, 376 

ViMmitra, 1 1 7, 120 
vi/aria, 82, 83, 89, 1 18, 211 
Vivtiamdrla1Jt/o, 111 ,  260, 262-64, 266, 368, 370, 

371 
Vivckananda, Swami, 2, 20, 21, 25, 27, 242, 338, 

354,380 
voidness. Stt emptiness 
Vrndavana, 223, 227, 230, 233, 240 
Vyasa. Sec Bhazya of Vyasa 

wahm, 134 
Walter, Michael, 134 
Woodroffe,John (Sir), 246,375 
worship, 10, 13, 14, 43, 170, 185, 188, 200, 205, 211,  

212, 214, 216-18, 223, 227, 229, 237, 250,253, 
287, 29o-92,309, 344 

yama, 17, 55, 79, 1 18, 1 19, 339,345 
Yoga Makaranda of Krishnamacharya, 27, 337-52 
Yoga Sutra, 2-7, 11 , 12, 17, 20, 21,  24, 25-27, 32, 33, 

38, 73-96, 118, 119, 145, 325-29, 337, 339, 340, 
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341, 357, 366, 370, 376, 379. See also Bhti!Ja of 
Vyasa; pdtaiijala yoga 

Yoga Tantras. Su Buddhist Tantras 
Yoga Upani�ads, 4, 17, 19, 97-116, 259. See also 

Amrtabindu Upan4ad; BrahmaWiyti Upan4ad; 
Dhydnabindu Upani1ad; Yogalt.u'JI!ali Upani1ad 

Yogabija, 259, 262, 264 
Yogactm, 5, 188, 197 
Yogad!l{isamu((aya of Haribhadra 5, 17, 1 18, 119, 

122, 145, 149, 151 
Yogalt.u1Jt/oli Upan#ad, 259, 262, 264, 265 
Yogananda, Paramahamsa, 20, 243, 354, 357 
Yoganidn\, 318 
Yogdsanagalu, 338, 340, 342 
Yogdsanamtilti, 369 
Yogafds/ra of Datta.treya, 106, 260, 371 
Yogafdstra ofHcmacandra, 118, 119, 124, 151, 372, 

377-75, 377, 381 
Yogavdsi[{ha, 5, 15, 106, 1 17-24 
Yogaydjflavalkya, 106, 350, 371 , 374 
yogic body, 9, 14-19, 105, 226, 228, 230, 233,235. 

Sec also takras; ndt/is 
yoginis, 2, 13-16, 134, 167, 180, 250. Su also con

sorts, tantric 
Yogini Tantras. Stt Buddhist Tantras 
YudhiHhira, 43, 48, 49, 53, 54, 56 

Zen Buddhism, 169 
Zinda. p-rr, 278, 279,282 
Zysk, Kenneth G., 37, 134, 135 
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Yoga i<. a hod)' of pmctice that spans two millennia and trans�.:end" the hound,tr
ics of .my -,mglc religion, �l'ographic region. or teach mg. lineage. In fact. O\ er the 
centuries there ha' e been many "yogasn-yogas of battlefield \\amor .... of umeram 
minstrels .md beggar:-. of religious reformers. and of cour ... e, the rogas of mmd and 
body sn popular toda). )oga m Praditr ts an antholog) of primar) text,., dnm n from 
the diver<.c yoga tmdlltons of India, greater Asia. and the \\e,.,t. Thb one-of-a-kind 
::.ourcebook features elegant tran�lations of Hmdu. lluddlust,Jam, and C\ en l<;lamk. 
yogic writings, many of them being made available in Engh..,h for the \CI) fiN lime. 
Collected here arc ancient. colonial. and modern texts reflecting a b10ad range of 
genre .... fro111 ,Ill l'arly ml'Ciical trcati�e in Sansknt to lJpam-.h,ldtc v<.'rsc<; on sacred 
sound-;: from a Tibetan catcchctical dialogue to funerary and de,otion.ll S•mgs sull 
sung Ill lndi,l today, ,llld from a 1930s instmctional gmdc h) the grandfather of 
contemporary yoga to the pri' ate papers of a pioneer of tan t ric ) llg,t 111 \ mcnt,l 

Empha'>izing the lived l'.\pcril'nccs to be found in the many WLlrld<. ol 'oga, )o.�;a 
in Pradicc indutk" David Gordon \\'hne's informative general intn>dULIIOil ,..., \\ell 
as concise intwductinn.., to each reading h) the hook's contnhutor� 

""I his volume filb a vacuum in yoga studies . . \n indispen�able re�ourLC for teacher<> 
and students. it is al.;;o ol immca-.urable value to c,·cry thinkmg )Oga pmcuuoner 
Thwugh an a-.tull' �ekt:tion of key texts. \Yhite effectin-1} demonstrates th.1t ) oga 
1s a collection ol vihmlll, di'->JMratc. and di-,uncll\ e traditions, and he also lughhglw. 
continuiue,s th.ll unitl' icka� and practices of yoga through t\\O thousand H'ars of 
history." 

-Su::anne i'\c" comh,-, lnfonn. b.1scd at the London School of f.cononul s ancl 
Political .'>cirnl c 

")(Jga 111 Practice dc-ab wuh a topic of great academic ::otgmftcance and broad popular 
appc.tl, and the contributor-. are ..,oJid scholar::-. \1 ho kmm thetr matenal mstdc out 
Yoga 1., a global plwnomcnon. and thts collection prO\ tde-.. clanficauon of kc\ pomts 
and careful contc:-.tuahzation ol the lmtol') of idea:, that ha-. produced > oga There 
are really Ill' other h0ok-.. compar,1blc in range. prcsenratton, or qualit\ " 

-Jo�cph �- AltL'r, llnh crsit\ of Pirrsbury,h 

''This .mtholog) makl·� :w.ulablr a wide \'anct� of translation� ol pnmary sounes 
on yoga, espcoally texts focused on practice, and places ca� h in the broader context 
of the lndian tradllloll'> nl }Og.t. I hl' vulume brt·aks ne'' ground h) including little
known tcxts and tlffcring new perspecti\'es on more fatmli.�r one .... �1.111) of the'\.' 
te\ls arc unavailable 1n tran"lation elsl'\\ here." 

-DaYid C.trpcntt:l . . )uint )o�q1h� Uni\'crsit) 

Dand Gurdon White 1., the J. E Ruwny Professor of Comparall\ e Religwn .11 the 
Umver-,lt) 0f ( alilornl<l, S,mta 13arhara. His books mclude Smish�l rvgb and fi.Hllrct 
in Prell !icc (Prinleton) 
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